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HISTORY OF ·GREECE 

PART II 

THE period which we have now passed over appears to have 
been that in whiyh the democratical cast of Athenian public 
life was first brought into its fullest play ::md development, as tc 
judkaJJl.fe,Js~gw~Q,g~and.ad_rgin~l_.~tl8n., . 

The great judicial change was made by the methodical d1s 
tribution .of a large proportion of the citizens into distinc 
judicial divisions, by the great extension of their direct agenCJ 
in that department, and by the assignment of a constant pay tc 
every citizen so engaged. It has been already mentioned, tha 
even under the democracy of Kleisthenes, and until the timt 
succeeding the battle of Plat~a, large powers still remainec 
vested both in the individual archons and in the senate o 
Areopagus (which latter was composed exclusively of the pas 
archons after. their year of office, sitting in it for life); thougl 
the check exercised by the general body of citize~s, assemble< 

1 for law-m.:~g~.,the Ekkle1~2-. an~ for jud~g i;; th.sl:I.~a;.e 
"'was at- tl:ie same time matenally mcreased.- ··We must furthe 
/re5o~lec~, . that th~ d~~.~(;~n-,!?e!;y!:en_p,.~_:;..~~ativ, 
and JUdiClal, .so h1ghly valuea arnongtlie more elaoorate gov 

/ernmeii"tsof riio"dern Eiirop_~. ~~Incetnepolifical speculariOris. 0 

the 'lasr-cenrury;-wa'Sin the early history of Athens almos 
unknmvn. Like the Itom:a:!i''1{ings("iiiicnne:Roman. consul .,.__.,_w - ~··-. ' 

1 See K. F. Hermann, Griechische Staatsalterthiimer, sect. 53-107, an< 
his treatise De Jure et Auctoritate Magistratuum ap. Athen. p. 53 (HeidellJ 
1829); al~o Rein, Romisches Privatrecht, pp. 26, 408. Leips. r836. M 
Laboulaye atso insists . particularly upon the confusion of administrativ. 
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2 ·History of Greece 
before the appointmept of th~ Praetor, the Athenian archons 
not only·adffiiliisterea;Dut also exercised jurisdichon:;-voluntary 
,as well as contentious-decided disputes, inquired into crimes, 
and inflicted punishment. Of the same mixed' nature were the 
functions of the senate of Areopagus, and even of the annual 
senate of Five· Hundred: the creation of Kleisthenes. The 
:strategi, too-;as-wellas the archons, had doubtless the double 
competence, in reference to military, nlftia1;-aiicrforeigri affairs, 
ohssnin:gOFaeis and of punishing by their own authority dis
obedient parties: the z"mperium of the magistrates, generally, 
enabled them to enforce their own mandates as well as to de
cide in case's of doubt whether any private citizen had or had 
not been guilty of infringement. Nor was there any appeal 
from these magisterial judgements :-fl1ough-t1iemagisti:ates 
were subjed;tinder -the-Kleis"tl:ieiiean constitution, to personal 
responsibility for their general behaviour, befor~ __ the people 
judicially assembled, at the expiration of theiryear of office
and to the further animadversion of the Ekklesia (or public 
deliberative assembly) meeting -periodically "during the course 
of that year: in some of which assemblies, the question might 
formally be raised for deposing any magistrate even before his 
year was expired.1 Still, in spite of such partial checks, the 
.,and )udiciary functions among the.Roma:;:,-s-(Essarsur lesLoix Criminelles 
des Romains, pp. 23, 79, 107, &c.). Compare Sir G. C. Lewis, Essay on 

,the Government of Dependencies, p. 42, with his citation from. Hugo, 
~Geschichte des Ri:imischen Rechts, p. 42. Sir G. Lewis has given Just and 
,valuable remarks upon the goodness of the received classification of powers as 
a theory, and upon the extent to which the separation of them either has been, 
or can be, carried in practice: see also Note E. in the same work, p. 347· 

, The separation of administrative from judicial functions appears unknown 
in early societies. M. Meyer observes, respecting the judicial institutions 
of modern Europe, " Anciennement les fonctions administratives et 
judiciaires n'etoient pas distinctes. Du temps de Ia liberte des Germains 
et meme long temps apres, les plaids de Ia nation ou ceux du comte 
rendoient Ia justice et administroient les interets nationaux ou locaux dans 
une seule et meme assemblee: sous le regime feodal, le roi ou l'empereur 
dans son conseil, sa cour, son parlement compose des hauts barons 
ecclesiastiques et laics, exen;:oit tons les droits de souverainete comme de 
justice: dans Ia commune, le bailli, mayeur, ou autre fonctionnaire nomme 
1par le prince, administroient les interets communaux et jugeoient les 
,bourgeois de !'avis de Ia communaute entihe, des corporations qui Ia 
composoient, ou des autorites et conseils qui Ia representoient : on n'avoit 
pas encore soup9onne que le jugement d'une cause entre particuliers put 
etre etranger a Ia cause commune."-Meyer, Esprit des Institutions 
Judiciaires, hook v. chap. II, vol. iii. p. 239; also chap. 18, p. 383. 

1 A case of such deposition of an archon by vote of the public assembly, 
even before the year of office was expired, occurs in Demosthenes, cont. 
Theokrin. c. 7 : another, the deposition of a strategus, in Demosthen. cont. 
Timoth. c. 3· 
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~:wcumulatron, m the same hand, of powers to admm1ster, Judge, 
:;.1,uni~a:2:!~e~~~-iY~I[<;!!§p~t~;.Jvitlf§:ut'1D'j_ ~.tile~~d_-t,!l:m 
. the few laws tlierr:-ex1stmg, ana Without any appeal-must have 

beenpiiiltliliyTeTt','a'·rfa~list ~a:v;-oTten\~(ffO c·orruf:>t, arbitrary, 
and oppressive dealing. J,. And. if tliis l)e: true . of individual. 
magistrates, exposed' to -:lnnu;:tl':ac·countabilit:Y.I if is -not likely to 
have been,Jds true.o('"t.qe sehai:e ofArei:ipag~'s,~'*hich, acting 
col~ectively,' ~ould '):i.ar?ly ~e .re~dered .,'ac~ou~t~bl_e,, and ill 
wh1ch the membets"sat ;for- life:~.. , ,_ ;· .- ~, ·;· · '·. • 

I have alfdtdy mentii:nrecl that sportlf aft'e(the r~turn of the 
expatriated Ath_enii:iis, from Sa!amis, ,A~is!eides· pad been im~ 
pelled by tpe strqng d~mocratJca:l· sentiment.•wlilch he found' 
among his countrymen to propose the abolitiop:of all pecuniar)'j 

- qualification'"f.o:r; magistracies, so as to render every 'citizen legally 
eligible. This.i~novation, however, was chiefly valuable as a 
victory and;as an index of the predominant sentiment. Not-. 
withstanding the enlarged promise of eligibility, little change 

. probably took place in the fact, and rich men were still most 
' commonly_ chosen. _Hence the magistrates, possessing the 

large powers administrl;ttive and judicial above described-and 
~ still more the senate of· Areopagus, which sat for life-still 

~ belonging almost entirely to the wealthier class, remained 
animated more or less with the same oligarchical interests and 

'\sympalliies;-wfi.rcn- manifested-tnemselves in flie a})lise of 
; ~I authority. \At the ;~ !}.me th<: •• }~mog!!ilical §§Ptimegt 
/mor;g t~ A~-~-~!:AtE_~nian_J wen~~ ~tea~i,~Y..i:,_cr_~~~_ing from 

the time of A:nste1des to tnat of1'enK.les : Ktnens Became more 
ano -mortt mar~~..J2,QP.uiiti0ri0f.Peirreus augmented in 
number as weli as- in importance, and the spirit even of the 
poorest citizen was stimulated by- that collective aggrandise-

- ment of his city to which he himself individually contributed. 
Before twenty years had elapsed, reckoning from the battle of 
Platrea, this new fervour of democratical sentiment made itself 
felt in the poEtical contests of Athens, and found able cham~ 
pions in Perijdes and Ephialtes, rivals of what may be called 
the conserVili-r~neaG'ed""oy Kimon.J 
W~h~~e_ M'po~{tiv"eiiiforrriatimFtliat } was Perikles who 

1 JEschines -(~ont.• Kte'siphont. c. 9, -p. 373)' s~eaks of the senate of 
1 

· Areopagus as {nr.l;8vvos, and so it was doubtless understood to be: hut it is 
difficult to see how accountability could be practically enforced against such 
a body. They could only·. be respm:isible in this sense-that if any one of 
their number could· be proved to have. received a bribe, he would. be 

:t individually punished. But in this sense the dikasteries themselves would 
also be responsible: thou'gh it is always affirmed of them that they were riot 
responsible. · 
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some special exceptions, such as cases of homicide and a few 
others : but before his time, the greater number of such causes 
had been adjudged either by individual magistrates or by the 
senate of Areopagus. We may therefore conceiv~ how great 
and important was the revolution wrought by that statesman, 
when he first organised these dikastic assemblies into systematic 
action, and transferred to them nearly all the judicial power 
which had before been exercised by magistrates and senate. 
The position and influence of these latter became radically 
~tered. The most. commanding functions of the archon were 
abrogated, so1na1 lie-retainea 'only the power. of receiving 
~ompiainfs, inquiring into them, exercising some small pre
liminary interference with the parties for the furtherance of 
the cause or accusation, fixing the day for trial, and presiding 
Jver the dikastic assembly by whom peremptory verdict was 
pronounced. His administrative functions remained unaltered, 
but his powers, inquisitorial and determining, as a judge, 
passed away.l 

In reference to the senate of Areopagus also, the changes 
fntroduced were not Tess corisiCferable: . That senate, anterior 
to the democracy in point of date, and standing alone in the 
enjoyment of a life-tenure, appears to have exercised ·an 
undefined and extensive control which long continuance had 
gradually consecrated. It was invested with a kind of religious 
respect, and believed to possess mysterious traditions emanat
~ng from a divine source. 2 Especially, the cognisance which 

1 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 9, 3· Kal .,.~, pJv lv 'Apel'l' 11'&')1'1' {3ov71.~v 'E<f>ui.7l.'r7]s 
~K671.ovrre t<al llep<KJI.i)s· .,.(t lio O<ICCLrT'r~P'" p.<rr8o<f>6pa Ka'rorT'r7JrTE ll•p<t<JI.i)s· ""l 
TOV'f'OV o~ 'rbv .,.p&1rov ~KarT'f'OS .,.;;,, 07Jp.a-yw-ywv 7rpo~-ya-yev, ali~w' els 'r~V vvv 
~7Jp.o1Cpa.,.(av. <Pafve.,.a< li' ov /Ca'ri:t. 'rl7V l671.wvos -yeverr8a< 'TOV'f'O 7rpoa(perrw, 
&71.71.i:t. p.U.71.71.ov c't1rb rrvp.7r'rrf>p.a'ros. Ti)s vavapxfas -yap ~v 'rots M ?)OLtco'is lJ lii)p.os 
~rnos -yev6fLEVOs l<f>pov?)p.a'rlrT87], t<al O?)P."i'"'"fOVs (71.a/3e cpa671.ovs, c'tv'r<1ro71.<'f'EV· 
o,u.~vwv -r@v bnEU\fiJv· ... brel ~6i\wv -y' ~OLKE -r1]V Ct.va:y~ea.wTt!T71V &.1roOt06vat 'TciJ 
O.f};.up SVvap.w, TO 'TO.s ltpxO.s aipeLu8at JCal eb60vetv· ·,u7JO~ "Y"-P ToVTou 1nJpws &v 
b lii)p.os, 1iov71.os &.v d?) ""l 1roJI.ep.ws. 

2 Deinarchus cont. Demosthen. Or. i. p. 9I. <f>v71.&net .,.(ts c't1ropp~'rovs 
ll<a8~t<as, iv aTs .,.(t 'ri)s 1r6JI.ews rrw'r~p<a t<ft'ra<, &c. So also h:schin~s calls 
this senate.,.~, rT1Cv8pw1rbv Kal 'f'WV p.E"'/LrT'f'WV 1wplav f3ov71.1Jv (cont. Ktesiphont. 
c. 9, p. 373 : compare also cont. Timarchum, c. r6, p. 41 ; Demosth. 
cont. Aristokrat. c. 65, p. 641). Plutarch, Solon, c. 19 . .,.~, lfvw {3ov71.l)V 
E7r[ITK07rOV 1rdvTwV Kal cpVA..a«.a. T(;JV v6p.wv, &c. 

'Eiiilca(ov oiiv ol 'ApE01l'CL"fl'rCLL 7rEpl 1l'ci.V'TWV rrxeo~v 'f'WV c<f>a71.p.&-rwv t<al 
7rapavop.<wv, &Js lhra.v.,.& </>'lrT<V 'Avopo.,.(wv iv 7rpW'r?l t<al <P<JI.o(opos ~v oev-rep'f 
Kal 'rpf'rp .,.;;,, 'A.,.8tliwv (Philochorus, Fr. r7-58, ed. D'dot, p. 19, ed. 
Siebelis). 

See about the Areopagus, Schomann, Antiq. J ur. Att. sect. lxvi. ; K. F. 
Hermann, Griech. Staatsalterthiimer, sect. 109. 
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it took of intentional homicide was a part of old Attic religion 
not less than ofjuuicature. Though put in the background 
for a time after the expulsion of the Peisistratids, it had 
gradually recovered itself when recruited by the new archons 
under the Kleisthenean constitution; and during the calamitous 
sufferingsortlie Pefsianinvasion-;its forwardness and patriotism 
had been so highly appreciated as to procure for it an increased 
sphere of ascendency. Trials for homicide were only a small 
part of its attributions. It 'exercised judicial c~etence in 
many other cases besides: and what was of still greatei 
moment, it maintained a.-soft of"cerisorili.L_~~2x~r~th.eJive~ 
and habits of the citizens-it professed to enforce-a.-tutelary 
and "paternalaiSCij:31ii:le"6eyond that which ·the strict letter oJ 
the law could mark out, over the indolent, the prodigal, thE 
undutiful, and the deserters from old rite and custom. Tc 
crown all, the senate of Areopagus also exercised a supervision 
over the public asse!l!_bjy,)aking care that none of theprO'ce"e(I. 
ings t>'f"'tli'ose""'meetings should be such as· to infringe the 
established laws of the country. These were J~owers immensE 
as well as undefined, not derived frQIP a.llyJ:o_.rma.Lgr,~I1Lof.the 
people';!Jiitliavmg Weir SOurCe Inimmemorial ·antiquity and 
sustained by general awe and reverence. When we read thE 
serious expressions of this sentiment in the mouths of the late! 
orators-Demosthenes, JEschines, or Deinarchus~we shal 
comprehend how strong it must have been a century and a bali 
before them, at the period of the Persian invasion. Isokrates, 
in his Discourse usually called Areopagiticus, written a centur) 
and a·quarter after that invasion, draws a picture of what the 
senate of Areopagus had been while its competence was ye1 
undiminished, and ascribes to it a power of interference little 
short of paternal despotism, which he asserts to have been 
most salutary and improving in its effect. That the picture oi 
this rhetor is inaccurate-and to a great degree indeed ideal 
insinuating his own recommendations under the colour of pasl 
realities-is sufficiently obvious. But it enables us to presume 
generally the extensive regulating power of the senate ol 
Areopagus, in affairs both public and private, at the time whid 
we are now describing. 

SucB:Po;r~ef~ . .!~J~J1.Y.~ ~~r,.~J:lU.~.~~.:. When .we learr 
that'ttie''Spartan senate~ wa:.s lamentao1y o'pen to bnbery, we 
can hardly presume much better of the life-sitting elders al 
Athens. But even if their powers had been guided by all thai 
beneficence of intention which Isokrates affirms, they were ir 

1 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, 18 •. 
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their nature such as could only be exercised over a passive and 
stationary people: while the course of events at Athens, at 
that time peculiarly, presented conditions altogether the reverse. 
During the pressure of the Persian invasion, indeed, the senate 
of Areopagus had been armed with more than ordinary 
authority, which it had employed so creditably as to strengthen 
its influence and tighten its supervision during the period 
immediately following. But that same trial had also called 
forth in the o-ener~l body of the citizens a fresh burst of 
democratical f'eriffrr1ent, and an augmented consciousness of 

Jorce, both individual and national. : Here then were two 
forces, not only distinct but opposite and conflicting, both put 
into increased action at the same time.1 Nor was this a!!: a 
novel cast was just tl:!_~n given __ to .Athenian life and public 
habits by many different circumstances-the enlargement of 

~the ·city, the creation of the fortified port and new town of 
;)feii"ieus, the introduction or ari increased nautical population, 
~the active duties of Athens as head of the Delian confederacy, 

&c. All these circumstances tended to open new veins of hope 
• ~nd feeling, and new lines ofac:;tion, in the Athenians between 
'480-460 y.c., ana··oyconsequence to render the interference 
·.'of the senate of Areopagus, essentially old-fll,shioned and con
' servative as it was, more and more difficult} But at the very 
time when prudence would have counselled that it should have 

, been relaxed or modified, the senate appear to have rendered 
it stricter, or at least to have tried to do so; which could not 
fail to raise against them a considerable body of enemies. Not 

·merely the democratical innovators, but also the representa
. tives of new interests generally at Athens, became ·opposed to 
the senate as an organ of vexatious repression, employed for 
oligarchical purposes. 2 , 

1 Aristotle particularly i\}dicates these two conflicting tendencies in 
Athens, the one immediately following the other, in a remarkable passao-e 
of his Politics (v. 3, 5)- " 

Mera/3&.il.il.ov<TL OE Kal els 6ii.LJ'apxtav !Cal Els o'ijp.ov !Cal els 7rOii.!Tdav ll< TOV 
EVOOI<!p.'ijcra( Tl :f) av~7)8ijva< Ti &px<'iov f) p.&pwv Ti)S 'lfOil.ews· oTov, 1J ~v 'Apet,. 
'll'cf/''l' f3ovil.1} EVOOIC<,u~uacra ?v TO'is M71D!I<O'iS (oo~e CTVVTOVWT~pav 'lfOI'ijCTal 
-r't}v 'II'Oii.LT€iav. Kal 'l!'cf.il.tV d VCWTL!<bs 6xA.os J'EVOjJ.EVOS afT !OS T'ijs 'l!'epl 
;£ail.a!J.'iva v[K?)S 1<al o<a .,-a6T7/S T'ijs 1J-yep.ovlas 1<al o<a .,-t,v ICaTa 8ci.il.aTTav 
0VPa1ulv, Tnv 'O'f/p.olt:paTiav ldxvpor~pav €1fofntTfV. 

The word cruv.,-ovw.,-~pav (" ,;tricter, more rigid") stands opposed in 
another passage tO iiVEL!J.~VaS (iv. 3, 5), 

2 Plutarch, Reipub. Ger. Prrecept. p. 8os. Ov1< &:yvow 3<, li-r1 f3ovil.~v 
TIVES ?'11'ax8fi 1<al Oil.<-yapX<IC1}V ICOil.o6rraVT<S, &cr1r•p 'E<J><cf.ii.T1JS 'A8~V!1CTI 1eal 
tf>opp.lwv 7rap' 'HA.efo<s, ovvap.!V tl.p.a t<al OO~C!,V lcrxov. • 

About the oligarchical character of the Areopagites, see Deinarchus cont. 
Demosthen. pp. 46, 98. 
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From the character of the. senate of Areopagus and the 

ancient reverence with which it was surrounded, it served 
naturally as a centre of action to the oligarchical or con
servative party: that party which desired to prese~ve the Klei
sthenean constitution unaltered-with undiminished authority, 
administrative as w~ll as judicial, both to i~dividu:=tl magistra~~~ 
and to the collective Areopagus. Of th1s sentuhent, at the• 
time of which we are now. speaking, Kim on w~s the mo'~ 
conspicuous,leader, His brilliant vicfori~sat"'th'i!"Euryilledon~ 
as-,velf'as ..... his~iploits in other warlike enterprises, doubtles(ll 
strengthened very much his political influence at home. The' 
same party also probably included. the large majority of rich• 
and old families at Athens; who, so long as the magistracie~ 
were elected and not chosen by lot, usually got themselves 
chosen, and had every interest in keeping the power of such~ 
offices as high as they could. Moreover tht;: party was furthei'I 
strengthened by the pronounced support of Sparta, imparted: 
chiefly through Kimon, proxenus of Sparta at Athens. p~ 
course such aid could only have been indirect, yet it appea~ 
to have been of no inconsiderable moment-for when we 
consider that LEgina had been in ancient feud ~ith Athens, 
and Corinth in a temper more hostile than friendly, the good .. 
feeling of the Lacedremonians might well appear :to Athenian 

. citizens eminently desirable to preserve: and the philo-Laconian 
character of the leading men at Athens contributed to disarm 
the jealousy <;>f Sparta during that critical period while the 
Athenian maritime ascendency was in progress.l . 

l.h{~~~tfr~~~~1~~~~~n~-;9f~~~ih..:;e~f~~~i!~~"i~1Jb;:~s 
V the aceuser-of-i'ihlftll:des-the-father· of the latter. Both were\ 

of the first families in the city, and this, combined· with. th~ 
military talents of Kimon and the great statesmanlike superior-1 
ity of Perikles, placed both the one and the other at the headt• 
of the two political parties which divided Athens. Perikles4 
must have begun his political career very young, since he~ 
maintained a position first of great influence, and afterwardsd 
of unparalleled moral and political ascendency, for the long, 
period of forty years, against distinguished rivals, mitter assail-~ 
ants, and unscrupulous libellers (about 467-428: B.c.). r His 
public life began about the time when Themistokles was 

, osrraci·s~~arfd"w~en ~~ste1Cl~passin:f"'o£fthe ~t~~nd 
~e s<fon alsplayea a cliaracter whlcli combmed the pecuniary 

probity of the one with the resource and large views of the 
1 Plutarch, Kimon, c. r6; Themistokl@s, c. 20. 
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other; superadding to both, a discretion and mastery of temper 
never disturbed-an excellent musical and lettered education 
received from Pythokleides-an eloquence suc-h as no one 
before had either heard or conceived-and the best philosophy 
which the age afforded. His mi@a_!'y ,duties as a youthful 
~ftizen were faithfully and strenuously performed, but he was 
~JTiid in his first political approaches to the people-a fact 
jperfectly in unison with the caution of his temperament, but 
~hich some of his biographers 1 explained by saying that he 
,ltvas afraid of being ostracised, and that his countenance re
sembled that of the despot Peisistratus. We may be pretty 
lsure however that this personal resemblance (like the wonderful 
klream ascribed to his mother 2 when pregnant of him) was an 
,fter-thought of enemies when his ascendency was already 
~stablished-and that young beginners were in little danger 
.pf ostracism. The complexion of political parties in Athens 
)lad greatly changed since the days of Themistokles and 
~isteides. For the Kleisthenean constitution, though enlarged 
r?!. the latter after the return from Salamis to the extent of 
making all citizens without exception eligible for magistracy, 
~ad become unpopular with the poorer citizens and to the 
keener democratical feeling which now ran through Athens 
and Peirreus. 

It was to this democratical party-the party of movement 
against that of resistance, or of reformers against conservatives, 
if we are to employ modern phraseology-that Perikles devoted 
his great rank, character, and abilities. From the low arts, 

•which it is common to ascribe to one who espouses the political 
,interests of the poor against the rich, he was remarkably 
·exempt. He was indefatigable in his attention to public 
•business, but he went little into society, and disregarded almost 
:to excess the airs of popularity. His eloquence was irresistibly 
'impressive ; yet he was by no means prodigal of it, taking care 
:to reserve himself, like the Salaminian trireme, for solemn 
occasions, and preferring for the most part to employ the 

!agency of friends and partisans.3 Moreover he imbibed from 
'his friend and teacher Anaxagoras a tinge of physical philo
·sophy which greatly strengthened his mind 4 and armed him 
against many of the reigning superstitions-but which at the 

1 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 4-7 seq. 
2 Herodot. vi. I 3 I. 
8 Plutarch, Reipub. Gerend. Prrecept. p. 8I2; Perikles, c. 5, 6, 7. 
4 Plato, Phredrus, c. 54, p. 270 ; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 8 ; Xenoph. 

Memor. i. 2, 46. 
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same time tended to rob-him of the sympathy of. the vulgar, 
rich as well as poor. The arts of del11agogy ~ere in fact much 
more cultivated by the otlg"{frclfJ'(:t-I'''KI:tii'b-tr';iW{o~'tn~hearted 

ltT>:•'lfH'":0~-~?~,<4~'%:··~~~---if}'·,~..,g,...<tor. , ' ' I 
fam1hanty of manner was extolled, oy li1s personal fnend the 
poet Ion, in contrast with the reserved and stately demeanbm; 
of his rival Perikles. Kimon employed the rich plunder, nro;~ 
cu~ed by his maritime expedit~o.ns, in public _decoration~ as ~e~~ 
as m largesses to the poorer citizens ; throwmg open his fi~lds 
and fruits to all the inhabitants of his deme,1and causing him~ 
self to be attended in public by well-dress_ed slaves, direc~ed 
to tender their warm tunics in exchange for the threadbare , I 
garments of those who seemed in want. 'But the propylltv" 
of Perikles was administered with a strict, though benevo!~; 
economy, by his ancient steward Evangelus-the producd op 
his lands being all sold, and the consumption of his hduse, 
supplied by purchase in the market.1 It wasi by such regul~rity1 
that his perfect and manifest independence of all pecuniary 
seduction was sustained. In taste, in talent, and in charaqter,; 
Kimon was the very opposite of Perikles : a brave and efficient 
commander, a lavish distributor, a man , of convivial ~nd 
amorous hapits-but incapable of sustained attention to Husi
ness, untaught in music or letters, and endued with Laconian 
aversion to rhetoric and philosophy ; while' the ascendenc~·of 
Perikles was founded on his admirable combination of Civil 
qualities~probity, firmness, diligence, judgement, eloquehce, 
and power of guiding_ partisans. As a military commadder, 
though noway deficient in personal courage, he rarely co~rted 
distinction, and was principally famous for his care of the Fves 
of the citizens, discountenancing all rash ordistant enterprises. 
His private habits were sober and recluse : , his chief convbrsa! 
tion was with Anaxagoras, Protagoras, 2 Zeno, the mus~ciarl 
Damon, and other philosophers-while the tenderest dom~stic 
attachment bound him to the engaging and cultivated Asp~ia.' 

\\ • Such were the two men who stood forward at this tim1e a1 
l·~mosE_ c;:,~'\!.s, §~Atheni~p>ar-tf;:eonte_!?t-the ~i'Pariding 
~empctacy agamst tlie stationary democracy of the /past 

generation, which now passed by the name of oligarchy-!' 
the ambitious and talkative energy, sprea:d even among the 
poor population, which was now forming- more and more the 

1 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 9, 16; Kimon, c. 10; Rcipubl. Gerend. PrJcept. 
p. 8!8. ' : 

2 The personal intercourse befween Perikl~s and Protagoras is attested 
by the interesting fragment of the latter which we find in Plutarch, Corlsolat. 
ad Apollonium, c. 33, p. r rg. · I 
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characteristic of Athens, against the unlettered and uninquiring 
valour of the conquerors of Marathon.1 Ephialtes, son of 
Soph6nides, was at this time the leading auxiliary, seemingly 
tndeed the equal of Perikles, and noway inferior to him in 
personal probity, though he was a poor man.2 As to aggressive 
political warfare, he was even more active than Perikles, who 
appears throughout his long public life to have manifested but 
little bitterness against political enemies. Unfortunately our 
fCanty knowledge of the history of Athens brings before us 
:mly some general causes and a few marked facts. The details 
md the particular persons concerned are not within our sight : 
y~ .the actual course of political events depends everywhere 
~ainly upon these details, as well as upon the general causes. 
Before Ephialtes advanced his main proposition for abridging 
~he competence of the senate of Areopagus, he appears to have 
Jeen strenuous in repressing the practical abuse of magisterial 
luthority, by"accusations brought against the magistrates at the 
'eriod of their regular accountability. After repeated efforts, 
:o check the practical abuse of these magisterial powers, s 
Ephialtes and Perikles were at last conducted to the proposition 
Jf cutting them down permanently, and introducing an altered 
;ystem. 

Such proceedings naturally provoked extreme bitterness of 
Jarty-feeling. It is probable that this temper may have partly 
iictated the accusation preferred against Kimon (about 463 B.c.) 
Lfter the surrender of Thasos, for alleged reception of bribes 
rom the Macedonian prince Alexander-an accusation of 
vhich he was acquitted. At this time the oligarchical or 
Zimonian party was decidedly the most powerful : and when 
he question was proposed for sending troops to aid the Lace
!remonians in reducing the revolted Helots on Ith6me, Kimon 
:arried the people along with him to comply, by an appeal to 
heir generous feelings, in spite of the strenuous opposition of 
!:phialtes.4 But when Kimon and the Athenian hoplites 
eturned home, having been dismissed by Sparta under cir
.umstances of insulting suspicion (as has been mentioned in the 
>receding chapter), the indignation of the citizens was extreme. 
~hey renounced their alliance with Sparta, and entered into 

1 Aristophan. Nubes, 972, rooo seq. and Ranre, 1071. 
2 Plutarch, Kimon, c. Io; JE!ian, V. H. ii. 43; xi. 9· 
3 Plutarch, PerikH!s, c. 10: compare Valer. Maxim. iii. 8, 4· 'Erp<dli.T'flv 

.EV oi\v, <j>ol3<pov 6v-ra TOtS 6li.L')'"PX'"o?s ""l 71'<pl Tas eb86vas ""l otrf,~.,s TWV 
Ov 01;~ov &.Ouw6wrwv &:rrapa!-rrrrov, €7rt/3ovAe6aav'TES o1 €x8pol Ol 'ApturoOl!iou 
·uU Tavaf'pllcoV Kpvcpalws O..vt:'illov, &c. 

4 Plutarch, Kimon, c. I6. 
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amity with Argos. OL.ss.>~rse....,t~.j!l~~~~,oLJ<.iWzll, a!}d 
the position of the. ol~garchical,p~rty, .wiJ.s mat~rially cha:nged 
by'-tliis~iri'~iderit:·' • Alld in -the' "existi~fbifferness"" of 'political 
p'irrties7if'"irn0t'surprising that his opponents should take the 
opportunity for proposing soon afterwards a vote of ostracism~ 
-a challenge, indeed, which may perhaps have been accepted 
not unwillingly by Kimo:n and his party, since they might sti~ 
fancy themselves the strongest, and suppose that the sentence 
of banishment would fall upon EphiaJtes or Perikles. Howeverj 

~
the,yote ended in the expulsion of Kimon, a sure proof tha! 
his"' opponen1s~were""hmV'illffie $as·cen"aant:'-Ontlils~occasion, 

•. J£s on the-prt:CFdifig; weseethe()s'traci'sm-iiwoked to meet' a 
7 p~riod of intense political conflict, the violence of which ~ii 

would at least abate, by removing for the time one of the 
contending leaders. ,, 

It was riow that per}kl~s an<;l ERhialtes carried their)mportant 
schem'e""'f"jlidici£1'7[f9illh\ T~ ~a:fe~r'l\te1)-p'a·gtis'"' was·de• 
priVe'Cf"'tit~nary· censorial power, as well as of all its 
judicial competence, except that \vhich related to homicide. 
The individual magistrates, as well as the senate of Five 
Hundred, were also 'stripped of their judicial attributes 
(except the power of imposing a small fine 2), which were 
transferred to the newly-created panels · of salaried dikasts, 
lotted off in ten divisions from the aggregate Helirea.l Ephi
altes 8 first brought down the laws of Solon f{om ~-the 

:\ -acropol!stotlle"'lleignbo1irliooaof rhe-mr-df~f]IE~: ·wne'i"e' t~ 
1
)/ difaSfenessat=a"visible PE.~i. that J\l~~j~ciic;:tt,\lre:;a5 now 
y-popularised:""""-

rrn the rt:p~@J:~iQns_,of.many_authors,~,the.full_pearing of 
this great constitutional c~aq,g~ is very)~deg~y C<;Jnceived. 
What ~ commonly told 1s, that Penm·s was tlie first to 
assign a salary to these numerous dikasteries at Athens. He 
bril1ej ~~e_p~.QPl~ .. --~!t:h~.!Q~p~blic mo_?,.:Y _(~~Y_S _]>. lu!a.r~~)~.·in. 

rder to make .head agamst K1mon, wno onoed them out oJ 
fs own private-purse: as 'iftliepay'"Weretne mainfeaflire in 

·-----~~--------~---
' 1 Plutarch, Kimon, c. 17. 01 a< 'll'pOs op-y~· heA60V'TES 1)o1) 'TOll 

ll.at«uvf(ov<T! cpavepws ~xali.E7ratvov, t<d 'TOil Kl!J.OJva !J.' "pas ~ 7r' 71. a/3l!J. E v 0 

1r p o cp &, IT e., s ~~OJIT'Tpttt<I<Tav •ls h71 o<t<a. 1 · 
I transcribe this ,passage as a specimen of the inaccurate manner in w hid 

the ostracism is so'often described. Plutarch says-" The Athenians too1 
advantage of a slight pretence to ostracise Kimon : " but it was a peculia1 
characteristic of ostracism that it had no pretence: it was a judgemen· 
passed without specific or assigned cause. 

2 Demosthen. cont. Euerg. et Mnesibul. c. 12. 
3 Ha'rpokration-'0 H:tt'TOJ9ev VO!J.os-Pollux, xiii. 128. 
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)he case, and as if all which Perikles did was, to make himself 
·popular by paying 'the dikasts for judicial service which they 
had before rendered --gratuitously. The truth is, that this 
numerous army of dikasts, distributed into ten regiments, and 
summoned to act systematically throughout the year, was now 
for the first time organised : the commencement of their pay 
~ alsQ the commencement of their regular judicial action. 
What Perikles really effected was, to sever for the first time 

krom the administrative competence of the magistrate11 that 
judicial authority which had originally gone along with it.t The 

_g_~eat men who had been:i.CeusWmecHo hold'tliese officis were 
tfowered both in influence and authority : 1 while on the other 
hand a new life, habit, and sense of power, sprung up among 

110
t)le poorer citizens. A plaintiff having cause of civil action, or 
an accuser invoking punishment against citizens guilty of injury 

l.either to himself or to the state, had still to address himself to 
'•one or other of the archons, but it was only with a view of 
ultimately arriving before the dikastery by whom the cause was 
to be tried. While the magistrates acting individually were 

'thus restricted to simple administration and preliminary police, 
they experienced a still more serious loss of· power in their 
capacity of members of the Areopagus, after the year of 
archonship was expired. Instead of their previous unmeasured 

. range of supervision and interference, they were now deprived 

1
of all judicial sanction beyond that small power of fining which 
was still left both to individual magistrates, and to the senate 
of Five Hundred. But the cognisance of homicide was still 

'expressly reserved to them-for the procedure, in this latter case 
religious not less than judicial, was so thoroughly consecrated 

1 Aristot. Polit. iv. 5, 6. t-n 0' ol Tai's &pxa!s i-y~<a.A.ovVTES ,-bv llfj,w5v 
cp~(n OeL:' ,«plvetv· 0 0' Ct.up.Jvws ~Exe-rcu T1}v 7ip6KI\.7](1'Uf• &crTE JCa-raA.6ovTat 
'll'aa'a< a< o.pxal, &c. : compart: VI. I, 8. 

The remarJulf..Aristntle is not justly applicable to the change effected by 
Perikl~s-;"Which transterred the power taken from the magistrates, not to 
the people, but to certain specially constituted, though numerous and 
popular dikasteries, sworn to decide in conformity with known and written 
laws. Nor is the separation of judicial competence from administrative, to 
be characterised as "dissolving or extinguishing magisterial authority." 
On the contrary, it is comformable to the best modern notions. Perikll!s 
cannot be censured for having effected this separation, however persons 
may think that the judicature which he constituted was objectionable. 
'• •.IDa~\)' s.eems also to have conceived administrative power as essentially 
'.J.ccompani~d by judicial (Legg. vi. p. 767)-,.G(v,-a lfpxovTa &va-y~<o.'iov Kal 
li<KauTrJV •ivai T<VwY-an opinion doubtless perfectly just, up to a certain 
narrow limit·:; the separation between the two sorts of powers cannot be 
~e!J<l.~:~- ,absof;:tely complete. 
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by ancient 'feeling, that no reformer could venture to disturb 
or remove it.l) 

I Demosthen. cont. Nerer, p. 1372; cont. Aristokrat. p. 642. 
Meier (Attischer Prozess, p. 143) thinks that the senate of Areopagus was 

also deprived of its cognisance of homicide as well as of its other functiotd 
and that this was only restored after the expulsion of 'the Thirty. H\ 
produces as evidence a passage of Lysias (De Crede Eratosthenis, p.i 
31'-33), . .41 

M. Boeckh and 0. Muller adopt the same opinion as Meier, and 
seemingly on the auth~rity of the same passa. ge (see the. Di-ssertation. ?f ~ 
Miiller on the Eumemdes of JEschylus, p .. I 131 Eng. trans!.). But m th'li! 
first place,· tliisoj)ID.ioil'is'~contrad.icted by~an''express 'statement in the 
anonymous biographer of Thucydides, who mentions the trial of Pyrilampes 
for murder before the Areopagus ; and contradicted also, seemingly, by 
Xenophon (Memorab. iii. 5, 20); in the next place, the passage of Lysias 
appears to me to bear a different meaning. He says, ~ «ai7rci.Tptov ~ITT< H:ai 
~cp· Op.OJV a'lrO~fOOTat TOV cp&vov TaS ~(H:as Ottcci.(etv : now (even if we admit the 
conjectural reading ~cp· ojJ.iJJv in place of ~cp· op'iv to be correct) still this 
restoration of functions to the Areopagus refers naturally to the restored 
democracy after the violent interruption occasioned by the oligarchy of the 
Thirty. Considering ho~ many persons the Thirty caused to be violently 
put to death, and the complete subversion of all the laws which they 
introduced, it seems impossible to suppose that the Areopagus could have 
continued to hold its sittings and try.accusations for intentional homicide, 
under their government. On the return of the democracy after the Thirty 
were expelled, the functions of the · senate of Areopagus would return 
also. · 

If the supposition of the eminent author~mentioned above were correct
if it were true that the Areopagus was deprived not only of its supervising 
function generally, but also of its cognisance of homicide, during the fifty-· 
five years which elapsed between the motion of Ephialtes and the expulsion 
of the Thirty-this senate must have. been without any functions at all 
during that long interval; it must have been for all practical purposes non~ 
existent. But during so long a period of ·total suspension, the citizens 
would have lost all their respeCt for it ; it could not have retained so much 
influence as we know that it. actually possessed immediately before the 
Thirty (Lysias c. Eratosth. ·c. II, p. 126); and it would hardly have been 
revived after the expulsion of the Thirty. Whereas by preserving during 
that period its jurisdiction in cases. of homicide, apart from those more 
extended privileges which had formerly tendered it obnoxious, the ancient 
traditional respect for it was kept alive, .and it was revived after the fall of 
the Thirty as a venerable part of the old democracy ; even apparently with 
some extension of privileges. 

The inferences which 0. MUller wishes to draw, as to the facts of these 
times, from the Eumenid@s of .t'Eschylus, appear to me ill-supported. In 
order to sustain his view that by virtue of the proposition of Ephialtes "the 
Areopagus almost entirely ceased to be a high Court of Judicature" {sect. 
36, p. rag), he is forced to alter the chronology of the'events, and to affirm 
that the motion of Ephialtes must have been carried subseque{itimt<N~ 
representation of the Eumenides, though Diodorus mentions lt::\ill:'lie yell! 
next but one before, and there is nothing to contradict hi~AU that we 
can safely infer from the very indistinct allusions in .t'Esch~s, is, that he 
himself was fu11 of reverence for the Areopagus, and that th~eas~. 
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It was upon this same ground probably that the stationary 
party defended all the prerogatives of the senate of Areopagus 
-denouncing the curtailments proposed by Ephialtes as im
pious and guilty innovations.1 How extreme their resentment 

.p;came, when these reforms were carried-and how fierce was 
~fie collision of political parties at this moment-we may judge 
.bJ: the result. The enemi,(;!S _of. Ephialtes caused him to be 
't>nvately assassinated, by the hand of a Bceotian of Tanagra 
.. ~med Aristodikus. Such a crime-rare in the political annals 
Jill Athens, for we come to no known instance of it afterwards 
until the oligarchy of the Four Hundred in 41 r B. C.-marks 
at once the gravity of the change now introduced, the fierceness 
of the opposition offered, and the unscrupulous character of the 
conservative party. Kimon \vas in exile and had no share in 
the deed. 'Doubtless the assassination of Ephialtes produced 
an effect unfavourable in every way to the party who procured 
it. The popular party in their resentment must have become 
still more attached to the judicial reforms just assured to them, 
while the hands of Perikles, the superior leader left behind and 
now acting singly, must have been materially strengthened. 

It is from this point that the administration of that great 

in which party bitterness ran so high as to render something like civil war 
(~1'-<J>Mo..tov "Ap71, v. 864) within the scope of reasonable apprehension. 
Probably he may have been averse to the diminution of the privileges of 
the Areopagus by Ephialtes: yet even thus much is not altogether certain, 
inasmuch as he puts it forward prominently and specially as a tribunal for 
homicide, exercising this jurisdiction by inherent prescription, and confirmed 
in it by the Eumenides themselves. Now when we consider that such 
jurisdiction was precisely the thing confirmed and left by Ephialtes to the 
Areopagus, we might plausibly argue that JEschylus, by enhancing the 
solemnity and predicting the perpetuity of the remaining privilege, intended 
to conciliate those who resented the recent innovations, and to soften the 
hatred between the two opposing parties. 

The opinion of Boeckh, 0. MUller, and Meier,-respecting the with· 
drawal from the senate of Areopagus of the judgements on homicide, by the 
proposition of Ephialtes-has been discussed and (in my judgement) refuted 
by Forchhammer-in a valuable Dissertation-De Areopago non private 
per Ephialten Homicidii Judiciis. Kiel, r8z8. 

1 This is the language of those authors whom Diodorus copied (Diodor. 
xi. 77)-ou !J.fTV &8p6ws -y• o•o<J>v-y• .,.,jlukoVTots &vowh!J.a<nv ~,..,_ 
{Jali.&!J.EVOS (Ephialtes), ali.J\a 'l"i)S VVK'I"hs &va•p•O•ls; M'T]J\OV ~<TX• 'T'fJV 'I"OV 
{Jiov T<ll.<v'I"~V. Compare Pausanias, i. 29, I 5· 

Plt1tarch (Perikles, c. ro) cites Aristotle as having mentioned the assassin 
of Ephialtes. Antipho, however, states that the assassin was never 
formally known or convicted (De Crede Hero. c. 68). 

The enemies of Perikles circulated a report ~mentioned by Idomeneus), 
that it was he who had procured the assassination of Ephialtes, from 
jealousy of the superiority of the latter (Plutarch, PerikH!s, c. 10 ). We 
may infer from this report how great the eminence of Ephialtes was. 
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man may be said to date : he was now the leading adviser (we 
might almost say Prime Minister) of the .Athenian people. 
His first year.s were ~arked by .a. series of brilliant. successes---j 
already mentwned-:ythe acqp.Isitl?n of ,M;I!g(.lra .a!i~f!-.1} .fl.UY, ijtp.d, 
the vi~tqrio)ls war, .~ ·l:li11Ji':'l":~i'ti.tir~~~girif.""'"'Bui'"$li~h"fie 
prb'Posea411Fgitit~~h'a···~a:1tia:l)l~a'\1'ilifprbVefuent of the Long• 
Walls, thus making one city of Athens and Peirreus, the same 
ollgrfchical party, which had opposed his judicial changes 
and assassinated Ephialtes, again stood ·forward in vehemen! 
resistance. Fin.di.ng d·i.re··.c·t o. p.position u. navailin.g,.· .th~y-.. di.<:l_rlO. t: 
sc~upl~ ,!~n~)l_l!:9 ._tre~~,~~~pJe _c.QJ:r,e§pondt;!n~e _ 'Yiih_.Sp.<rrta 
,-mvok:I!}g th~ ai<f: 2f a f?:~~g~~~~}<2t: .the. ov~.r!h!:.Q~ ~he( 
democracy : so od!'ous had It oecome m their eyes, smce the 
recentliffiovations. How serious was the hazard incurred by 
Athens, near the time of the battle of Tanagr~Jhas been 
already fecount~"'j-togetiit\rww!flitlle""rapi'aaria pnexpected! 
reconciliation of parties after that battle, principa:lly owing tol 
the generous patriotism of Kimon and his immediate friends. 
Kimon was restored "from ostracism on this occasion, before 

~nhis.!ul~time had expired ; whil!:_ t~ rivahy bet~~!~-IJ,d 
\(!'er~J~-h~1C~~J~~£.9J!le.~~ . .l;!,~;~i~_ij,g_~yen_c_~n~~2.' 
• •mto a comprom1se,l whereby tne mternal affaus of t"lie City 
/,ertrrerti:oHie one;alldthe conduct of foreign expeditions to~ 

the other. l The successes of Athe~s during the ensuing ten 
years were more brilliant than ever, and she attained the 
maximum of her power: which doubtless had a material effect 
in imparting stability to the demo<,:racy,. as well as to the 
administration of Perikles-and enabled both the one and the 
other to stand the shock of thos~i great public reverses, which 
deprived the Athenians of their dependent landed alliances, 
during the interval between the defeat of Kor6neia and the 

~hirty _year~' truce:) . . . . . 
\J• Alo~g ~..:!.~ -~e ~~por~ JUdi~~--!2r?_!?,g~£9ut 
•).y•Penkhl~_:;, w_,eE~-d)J1~-.~~~~ub~<J..llg~~.,.,~~g~g~1£J.!le 
f" same sc eme,.:arr :sxstem. · · 

Thli's7"j~~e~f p~;:~r of supervision, both over the magis
trates and over the public assembly, was vested in seven magis
trates, now named for the first time, called Nomophylakes 
or Law-Guardians, and doubtless changed every"'teaY:=='Yn"est~" 

1""Ini!''lnterven1i~:Eip'fnik~, the sister of Kimon, in bringing> about 
this compromise. between her brother and Perikl~s, is probable enough 
(Plutarch; Perikl~s, c. 10, and Kimon, c. 14). Clever and engaging, she 
seems to have played an active part in the political intrigues of the day : 
but we are not at all called upon to credit the scandals insinuated by 
Eupolis and Stesimbrotus. 
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Nomophylakes sat alongside of the Proedri or presidents both 
in the senate and in the public assembly, and were charged 
with the duty of interposing whenever any step was taken or 
any proposition made contrary to the existing laws.) They were 
also empowered to constrain the magistrates to act according 
to law .I We do not know whether they possessed the presidency 
of a dikastery-that is, whether they could themselves cause 
one of the panels of jurors to be summoned, and put an alleged 
delinquent. on his trial before it, under their presidency-or 
whether they were restricted to entering a formal protest, laying 
the alleged illegality before the public assembly. To appoint 
ragistrates however, invested with this special trust of watching 
and informing, was not an unimportant step; for it would prob
ably enable Ephialtes to satisfy many objectors who feared to 
abolish the superintending power of the Areopagus without 
introducing any substitute. The Nomophylakes were honoured 

1
with a distinguished place at the public processions and festivals, 
and were even allowed (like the Archons) to enter the senate 
of Areopagus after their year of office had expired : but they 
never acquired any considerable power such as that senate had 
itself exercised. Their interference must have been greatly 
superseded by the introduction, and increasing application of 
the Graphe Paranom6n, presently to be explained. They are 
not even noticed in the description of that misguided assembly 
which condemned the six generals, after the battle of Arginusre, 
to be tried by a novel process which violated legal form not 
less than substantial justice.2 After the expulsion of the 
Thirty, the senate of Areopagus was again invested with a 
supervision over magistrates, ,though without anything like its 
ancient ascendency. 

Another important change, which we may with probability 

1 We hear about these Nomophylakes in a distinct statement cited from 
Philochorus, by Photius, Lexie. p. 674, Forson. Nop.o<J>vll.a.ICes· iiTepol eltr< 

I Twv 8etrp.o8eTwv, cl>s <l>tll.&xopos ~~~ ('· ol p.€v '}'ii.p l!pxwres &ve/3a.tvov els "Apewv 
!'!l'a'}'OV ~O'TE</>O.VWfl.EVOL, ol OE vop.orp6ll.a.ICES xpuu[a O'Tp6rpta. I!'}'OVTES' !Cal TO.LS 
8ea.!s ~va.vTlov lJ.px6vTow liCa.Of(ovTo· ~<al Thv 7rop.'71'nv t.,.e,.,7rov TV llall.l\aot· 1'as 
OE &pxas i!vd'}'ICO.(ov TOLS v6p.otS xp1)u8a.t• ICa.l ~" TV l1CkA1lO'l'f ICal Jv TV f3oul\jl 
p..erO. 'TilJJI 1rpoE~pwv ~Jcci.8.1vTo, ~ewA.t)ovTes -rc\ &crtJp.cpopa Til ?T6Aet 1rpdTTEtV" ~1rTCt. 
Se ,"\traV' 1<al IC0.1'ElTT1l<Tav, &s <l>tAOXopos, 8TE 'Erptal\T1lS p.6vy /CaTell.t'71'E Tjl ~~ 
'Ape(ou .,.<f'}'ov /3oull.jj Til. u'!l'ep Toil ud,,.,a'fos. 

Harpokration, Pollux, and Suidas give substantially the same account of 
these magistrates, though none except Photius mentions the exact date of 
their appointment. There is no a<lequate ground for the doubt which M. 
Boeckh expresses about the accuracy of this statement : see Schiimann, Ant. 
Jur. Pub. Grrec. sect. lxvi. ; and Cicero, Legg. iii. 20. 

2See Xenophon, Hellenic. i. 7; Andokides de Mysteriis, p. 40. 
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A-efer to Perikles, is, the institution of the Nomothetre. \These 
men were in point of fact dikasts, members-ohi\t:d'h::>oo citizens<\ 
annually sworn in that capacity .. But they were not, like thef 
dikasts for trying causes, distributed into panels .or regiments'\! 
known by a particular letter and acting together throughout the ., 
entire year : they were lotted off to sit together only on special~ 
occasion and as the necessity arose. According to the reform \,1 
now introduced, the Ekklesia or public assembly, even with the I 
sanction of the senate of Five Hundred, became incompetent~ 
either to pass a new law or to repeal a law already in existence; .. 
it could only enact a psephz"sm-that is, properly speaking, a 4 
decree applicable only to a particular case; though the word 
was used at Athens in a very large· sense, sometimes com pre-~ 
bending decrees of general as well as permanent application. I 
I_n_ refere~~Ug.~~zJ.-..,p~~~ilLRW£~~~~~~9- ~ 
hsiieCt~:t:.~e .. J.fi~~m~.t~~t'!;,.,'Ye~~ a!:ect~~UY:l';J~pe/J 
th'e exrstu~glaws, notmg any contnd1imwns or oouD!e laws on ' 
tne'"S§:llie'"'ffiatter; and in the first prytany (tenth part) of the~ 
Attic year, on the eleventh day, an Ekklesia was held, in whichf' 
the first business was to go through the laws seriatim, and sub-~ 
mit them for approval or rejection ; first beginning with the'~' 
laws relating to the senate, next coming to those of more general~ 
import, especially such as determined the functions and com-~ 
petence of the magistrates. If any law was condemned by the 
vote of the public assembly, or if any citizen had a new law to~ 
propose, .the third assembly of the Prytany was employed, pre-~ 
vious to any other business, in the appointment of Nomothetre~ 

· and in the provision of means to pay their salary. Frevious"x 
notice was required to be given publicly by every citizen who l 
had new propositions of the sort to make, in order that the 
time necessary for the sitting of the Nomothetre might be 
measured according to. the number of matters to be submitted 
to their cognisance. Public advocates were further named to 
undertake the formal defence of all the laws attacked, and the 
citizen who proposed to repeal them had to make out his case 
against this defenc.e, to the satisfaction of the assembled N omo
thetre.) These latter were taken from the 6ooo sworn dikasts, 
and wl!re of different numbers according to circumstances : 
sometimes we hear of them as soo, sometimes as rooo-and 
we may be certain that the number was always considerable. 
\The effect of this institution was, to place the making or 

repealing of laws under the same solemnities and guarantees as 
the trying of causes or accusations in judicature. We must 
recollect that the citizens who attended the Ekklesia or public 
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assembly were not sworn like the dikasts; nor had they the 
·sa~ solemnity of procedure, nor the same certainty of hearing 

• both sides of the question set forth, nor the same full prelimin
f ary notice. How much the oath sworn was brought to act 
. upon the minds of the dikasts, we may see by the frequent 
•: appeals to it in the orators, who contrast them with the unsworn 
' public assembly.1 And there can be no doubt that theN omo-

thetre afforded much grea1ersecurity than the public assembly, 
for a proper decision. That security depended upon the same 

• principle as we see to pervade all the constitutional arrange
, ments of Athens; upon a fraction of the people casually taken, 

but sufficiently numerous to have the same interest with the 
~ whole,-not permanent but delegated for the occasion,-assem
' bled under a solemn sanetion,-and furnished with a full 
1 exposition of both sides of the case. The power of passing 

psephisms, or special decrees, still remained with the public 
assembly, which was doubtless much more liable to be surprised 

~ into hasty or inconsiderate decision than either the Dikastery 
for the N omothetre-in spite of the necessity of previous author
J ity from the senate of Five Hundred, before any proposition 

could be submitted to it.) 
As an additional security both to the public assembly and 

the Nomothetre against being entrapped into decisions con
trary to existing law, another remarkable provision has yet to 

' be mentioned-a provision probably introduced by Perikles at 
•' 1 Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. c. 20, pp. 725, 726. ,.Ap' o~v T'f' 5oKii 

crvp.<J>,petV Tjl "Jl"OJI.Et TO<OVTOS V6f<OS, &s 5tKCI.CTT7)plov 'YVWCTEWS avTDS KvptWTepos 
'tuTo.t, Ka.l -rCts {nrO -riiJv Op.wp.oK&-rwv 'YvWaets Tuls O.vwJ.L6Tots 1rpocrT&.~et J...6e1.v ; 
-'Ev8vp.eicr(Je, cl,,.IJ Tov 5tKO.CTT7Jp[ov Kal Tf)s ""'~""'Yvwcr•ws of oterr{J57)crEV 
(Timokrat~s). l1rl Tbv 51jp.ov, lKK71.E7rTwv TDV f75<K7)KOTa! compare Demos then. 
cont. Eubulid. c. 15. 

See, about the Nomothetre, Schomann, De Comitiis, ch. vii. p. 248 
seqq., and Platner, Prozess und Klagen bey den Attikern, Abschn. ii. 3, 3, 
P· 33 seqq. 

Both of them maintain, in my opinion erroneously, that the Nomothetre 
are an institution of Solon. Demosthen~s indeed ascribes it to Solon 
(Schomann, p. 268): but this counts in my view for nothing, when I see 
that all the laws which he cites for governing the proceedings of the 
Nomothetre, bear unequivocal evidence of a time much later. Schiimann 
admits this to a certain extent, and in reference to the style of these laws
" Illorum quid em fragmentorum, qure in Timokratea extant, 1·ecentiorem 
Solonis alate formam atque ora#onem ape1"tum est." But it is not merely 
the style which proves them to be of post-Solonian date : it is the mention 
of post-Solonian institutions, such as the ten prytanies into which the year 
was divided, the ten statues of the Eponymi-all derived from the creation 
of the ten tribes by Kleistben~s. On the careless employment of the name 
of Solon by the orators whenever they desire to make a strong impression on 
the dikasts, I have already remarked. 
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the same time as the formalities of law-making by means 'of 
'Specially delegated Nomothetre.. This was the Qraphe Parano
mon::-!ndictmen~ for informality or illegality-m11c1r'iii'~&( 
b~t on certam grounds agamst the proposer of any law or 1 

· any psephism, and rendered him liable to punishment by theft 
dikastery. He was required in bringing forward his new • 
measure to take care that it should not be in contradiction,W 
with any pre-existing law-'-<ir if there were any such contradic-~ 
tion, to give formal notice of it, to propose the repeal of thay 
which existed, and to write up publicly beforehand what his~~ 
proposition was-in order that there might never be two con-f) 
tradictory laws at the same time in· operation, nor any illegal~ 
decree passed either by the senate or by the public assembly. 
If he neglected this precaution, he was liable to prosecution~ 

: under the Graphe Paranomon, which any Athenian citizen • 
might bring against him before the dikastery, through the 
intervention and under the presidency of the Thesmothetre. 

Judging from the title of this indictment, it was orginally..,( 
confined to the special ground of formal contradiction between\·'1 
the new and the old. But it had a natural tendency to extend 
itself: the citizen accusing would strengthen his case by show- · 
ing that the measure which he attacked contradicted not merelyfli 
the letter, but the spirit and purpose of existing laws-and he,1 
would proceed from hence to denounce it as generally mis-·C, 
chievous and disgraceful to the state. In this unmeasured v\ 
latitude we find the Graphe Paranomon at the time of Demo- 1/J 
sthenes. The mover of a new law or psephism, even after it!.t 
had been regularly discussed and passed, was liable to be 
indicted, and had to defend himself not only against alleged•i' 
informalities in his procedure, but also against alleged mis-J, 
chiefs in the substance of his measure. If found guilty by theyt'l 
dikastery, the punishment inflicted upon him by them was not,.. 
fixed, but variable according to circumstances. For the indict-"" 
ment belonged to that class wherein, after the verdict of guilty, (it' 
first a given amount of punishment was proposed by the 
accuser, next another and lighter amount was named by the l"' 

. accused party against himself-the dikastery being bound to\ 
make their option between one and the other, without admit-CO. 
ting any third modification'-so that it was the interest even of 
the accused party to name against himself a measure of punish
ment sufficient to satisfy the sentiment of the dikasts, in 
order that they might not prefer the more severe proposition of 
the accuser. At the same time, the accuser himself (as in 
other public indictments) was fined in the sum of xooo drachms, 
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unless the verdict of guilty obtained at least one-fifth of the 
suffrages of the dikastery. The personal responsibility of the 
mover, however, continued only one year after the introduction 
of his new law. If the accusation was brought at a greater 
t:listance of time than one year, the accuser could invoke no 
punishment against the mover, and the sentence of the dikasts 
'heither absolved nor condemned anything but the law. Their 
'condemnation of the law with or without the author, amounted 
ipso facto to a repeal of it. 

Such indictment against the author of a law or of a decree 
might be preferred either at some stage prior to its final enact
~ment-as after its acceptance simply by the senate, if it was a 
-decree, or after its approval by the public assembly, and prior 
~o its going before the N omotheta; if it was a law-or after it 
had reached full completion by the verdict of the Nomothetre. 
In the former case the indictment stayed its further progress 
until sentence had been pronounced by the dikasts. 
r This r~~~~!i?EJ~_fr~u::ed i~ a .thorou~hly conservative sr:irit, 
to gllara the exrstmg laws agamst bemg wholly or partrally 
,hullified by a new proposition. As, in the procedure of the 
'Nomothetre, whenever any proposition was made for distinctly 
repealing any existing law, it was thought unsafe to entrust the 
.defence of the law so assailed to the chance of some orator gra
ltuitously undertaking it. Paid advocates were appointed for the 
purpose. So also, when any citizen made a new positive pro
position, sufficient security was not supposed to be afforded by 
the chance of opponents rising up at the time. Accordingly, a 

:further guarantee was provided in the personal responsibility of 
ithe mover. That the latter, before he proposed a new decree 
"'r a new law, should take care that there was nothing in it in
consistent with existing laws-or, if there were, that he should 
~first formally bring forward a direct proposition for the repeal 
of such pre-existent law-was in no way unreasonable. It im
posed upon him an obligation such as he might perfectly well 

'fulfil. It served as a check upon the use of that right, of free 
speech and initiative in the public assembly, which belonged to 
~every Athenian without exception,1 and which was cherished by, 
:the democracy as much as it was condemned by oligarchical 
thinkers. It was a security to the dikasts, who were called 

1 The privation of this right of public speech (-rraP{rqrria) followed on the 
condemnation of any citizen to the punishment called htp,ia, disfranchise
ment, entire or partial (Demosthen. cont. Nerer. p. 1352, c. 9; cont. 
Meidiam, p. 545, c. 27). Compare for the oligarchical sentiment, Xenophon, 
Republ. Athen. i. 9· 
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upon to apply the law to particular cases, against the perplexity 
of having conflicting laws quoted before them, and being 
obliged in their verdict to set aside either one or the other. In 
modern European governments, even the most free and consti 
tutional, laws have been both made and applied either by selec 
persons or select assemblies, under an organisation so differen 
as to put out of sight the idea of p,ersonal responsibility on th1 
proposer of a new law. Moreover, even in such assemblies 
private initiative has either not existed at all, or has been o 
comparatively little effect, in law-making; while in the applica 
tion of laws when made, there has ~ways been a permanen 
judicial body exercising an action of its o.wn, more or less inde 
pendent of the legislature, and generally interpreting away th1 
text of contradictory laws so as to keep up a tolerably consisten 
course of forensic tradition. But at Athens, the fact that th1 
proposer of a new decree, or of a new law, had induced th1 
senate or the public assembly to pass it, was by no means sup 
posed to cancel' his personal responsibility, if the propositim 
was illegal. He had deceived the senate or the people, it 
deliberately keeping back from them a fact which he knew, o 
at least might and ought to have known. " · 

But though a full justification may thus be urged on beha~ 
of the Graphe Paranomon as originally conceived and intended 
it will hardly apply to that indictment as applied afterward: 
in its plenary and abusive latitude. Thus lEschines indict 
Ktesiphon under it for having under certain circumstance 
proposed a crown to Demosthenes. He begins by showinl 
that the proposition was illegal-for this was the essentia 
foundation of the indictment : he then goes on further t< 
demonstrate, in a splendid harangue, that Demosthenes was l 

vile man and a mischievous politician: accordingly (assumin1 
·the argument to be just) Ktesiphon had deceived the people ii 
an aggravated way-first by proposing a reward under circum 
stances contrary to law, next by proposing it in favour of ru 
unworthy man. T~e ,~~1Jl~~~9~-zt.!!,.,J,~?Lt~' 
esse_I,lce .5~~J~""'Q,t~.RR~~f':f,~~P,W}?.I:l: t?e sec~hd_ part 1s m tli, 
nature""'"of an al:iuse growmg out of 1t,-sprmgmg from tha 
venom of personal and party enmity which is inseparable, in ; 
greater or less degree, from free political action, and whid 
manifested itself with virulence at Athens, though. within th 
limits of legality. That this indictment, as one of the mos 
direct vents for such enmity, was largely applied_ and abused a 

!
Athens, is certain. But though it probably deterred unj:>ra< 
tised citizens from originating new propo:itio~s, it did nc 
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produce the same effect upon those orators who made politics 
a regular business, and who could therefore both calculate the 
temper of the people, and reckon upon support from a certain 
knot of friends. Aristophon, towards the close of his political 
life, made it a boast-th'at·he had been thus indicted and ac
quitted seventy-five times. Probably the worst effect which it 
produced was that of encouraging the vein of personality and 
bitterness which pervades so large a proportion of Attic oratory, 
even in its most illustrious manifestations ; turning deliberative 
into judicial eloquence, and interweaving the discussion of a 
~aw or decree along with a declamatory harangue against the 
character of its mover. We may at the same time add that the 
r.raphe Paranomon was often the most convenient way of get
ting a law or a psephism repealed, so that it was used even 
when the annual period had passed over, and when the mover 
~vas therefore out of danger-the indictment being then brought 
only against the law or decree, as in the case which forms the 
subject of the harangue of Demosthenes against Leptines. If 
~he speaker of this harangue obtained a verdict, he procured at 
once the repeal of the law or decree, without proposing any 
new provision in its place; which he would be required to do t-if not peremptorily, at least by common usage,-if he had 
carried the law for repeal before the Nomothetre. 
'\ The dikasteries provided under the system of Perikles varied 
'in number of members: we never hear of less than 200 mem
bers-most generally of 500-and SOmetimes alSO Of 1000, 
rsoo, 2000 members, on important trials.1 Each man received 
pay from the treasurers called Kolakretre, after his day's busi
ness was over, of three oboli or half a drachm : at least this 
~as the amount paid during the early part of the Pelopon
resian war. M. Boeckh supposes that the original pay pro
T>osed by Perikles was one obolus, afterwards tripled by Kleon; 
l;mt his opinion is open to much doubt. It was indispensable 
'to propose a measure of pay sufficient to induce citizens to 
come, and come frequently, if not regularly. Now one obolus 

I See Meier, Attisch. Prozess, p. I39· Andokid~s mentions a trial under 
the indictment of ')'pa</>47 wapavop.wv, brought by his father Leogoras against 
a senator named Speusippus, wherein 6000 dikasts sat-that is the entire 
body of Heliasts. However, the loose speech so habitual with Andokid~s 
renders this statement very uncertain (Andokides de Mysteriis, p. 3, § 29). 

See Matthire, De Judiciis Atheniensium, in his Miscellanea Philologica, 
vol. i. p. 252. Matthire questions the reading of that passage in Demosthenes 
(cont. Meidiam, p. 585), wherein 200 dikasts are spoken of as sitting in 
judgement; he thinks it ought to be wevTaKoo-{ovs instead of otu.Koo-(ous
but this alteration would be rash. 
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~eems to have proved afterwards an inadequate temptation even 
to the ekklesiasts (or citizens who attended the public assem
bly), who were less frequently wanted, and must have had 
easier sittings, than the dikasts : much less therefore would it 
be sufficient in the case of the latter. I incline to the belief 
that the pay originally awarded was three oboli: 1 the rather, as"• 
these new institutions seem to have nearly coincided in point"'
of time with the transportation of the confederate treasure · 
from Delos to Athens-so that the Exchequer would then{ 
appear abundantly provided. As to the number of dikasts 

,!actually present on each day of sitting, or the minimun!~ 
rnumber requisite to form a sitting, we are very imperfectly i~ 
·'formed. Though each of the ten panels or divisions of dikasts4 
l included soo individuals, seldom probably did all . of them~ 
' attend. But it also seldom happened, probably, that all the, 
; ten divisions sat on the same day: there was therefore an"' 
i opportunity of making up deficiencies in division A-when its~ 
: lot was called and when its dikasts did not appear in sufficiel!J.[• 
' numbers-from those who belonged to division B or A, besides~ 

the supplementary dikasts who were not comprised in any of; 
the ten divisions : though on all these po.ints we cannot gOoi 
beyond conjecture. Certain it is, however, that the dikasteri~ 
were always numerous, and that none of the dikasts could'~ 
know in what causes they would be employed, so that it was··, 
impossible to tamper with them beforehand. 2 • ~ 

1 See on this question, Boeckh, Public Econ. of Athens, ch. xv. p. 233 ; 
K, F. Hermann,. Griech. Staatsalt. § r 34· ' 

The proof which M. Boeckh brings to show, first, that the original pay 
was one obolus-next that K!eon was the first to introduce the trio bolus
is in both cases very inconclusive. 

Certain passages from the Scholiast, stating that the pay of the dikasts: 
fluctua~ed (ob1< EO'T?JK•v-~A.ll.on ~ll.ll.ws .11iilio.,-o) do not so naturally indicatet 
a rise from one obolus to three, as a change backwards and forwards; 
according to circumstances. Now it seems that there were some occasions 
when the treasury was so very poor that it was doubtful whether the dikastsJ 
could be paid : see Lysias, cont. Epikrat. c. 1 ; cont. Nikomach. c. 22 ; 
and Aristophan. Equit. 1370. The amount of pay may therefore have been 
sometimes affected by this cause. 

2 There is a remarkable passage on this point in the treatise of Xenophon, 
De Republic. Athen. iii. 6. He says- · 

4>~p· li~, all.ll..?. </)?JO'l 'TLS xpfivat OLiai.(EtV 1-'EV, ~A.&novs OE Oti<&(EtV. 'Av&-yrcp 
.,-oivuv, .1.?.v 1-'EV ?roli.A..?. (both Weiske and Schneider substitute ?roll.ll.ci. here in 
place of oll.l-ya, which latter· makes no sense) ?rotw•Tal OL/CaO'T'hpta, oll.l-yol lv 
El<tiO'T<p lO'OVTat TtP Otl(aO''T'?Jplrp· &O'T€ l<al otaO'I<€VdO'a0'8at /J4owv (O"Tat ?rpos 
oll.l-yovs Otl<aO'T&s, l<al O'VVOEKtiO'at (so Schneider and Matthire in pl:~.ce of 
uuvOunicro.t) woA.b ~TTov 0LKaloos Ouaf.(etv. 

That there was a good deal of bribery at Athens, where individuals could 
be approached and dealt with, is very probable (see Xenopb. de Repub. 
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! Such were the great constitutional innovations of Perikles 

and Ephialtes-changes full of practical results-the trans
formation, as well as the complement, of that democratical 
system which Kleisthenes had begun and to which the tide of 
Athenian feeling had been gradually mounting up during the 
!~'preceding twenty years. The entire force of these changes is 
~enerally not perceived, because the popular dikasteries and 
. the Nomothetre are so often represented as institutions of 
Solon, and as mere1y supplied witn pay by" ·Perikles. This 

}erroneous supposition prevents all clear view of the growth of 
)be Athenian democracy by throwing back its last elaborations 
~ the period of its early and imperfect start. ·To strip the 
~magistrates of all their judicial power, except that of imposing 
a small fine, and the Areopagus of all its jurisdiction except in 

lrcases of homicide-providing popular, numerous, and salaried 
, dikasts to decide all the judicial business at Athens as well as 
to repeal and enact laws-this was the consummation of the 
~~enian democracy. No ~i_<lli._s .• cons~ityt. i<;mal alteration (I 
~xcept the temporary interruptions of the Four Hundred and 
the Thirty) was afterwards made until the days of Macedonian 
~e-rference. As Perikles made it, so it remained in the days 
·~ Demosthenes-though with a sensible change in the char
fa.cter, and abatement in the energies, of the people, rich as well 
as poor.) 
1 In appreciating the practical working of these numerous 

l"dikasteries at Athens, in compariscih with such justice as might 
~have been expected from individual magistrates, we have to 
consider, first-That personal and pecuniary corruption seems 

'to have been a common vice among the leading men of Athens 
and Sparta, when acting individually or in boards of a few 
members, and not uncommon even with the kings of Sparta,
next, That in the Grecian cities generally, as we know even 
from the oligarchical Xenophon (he particularly excepts Sparta), 
the rich and great men were not only insubordinate to the 
magistrates, but made a parade of showing that they cared 
nothing about them.l We know also from the same unsus-

Ath. iii. 3): and we may well believe that there were also particular 
occasions on which moqey was given to the dikasts, some of whom were 
punished with death for such corrupt receipt (JEschines cont. Timarch. c. 
17-22, p. 12-15). But the passage above quoted from Xenophon, an 
unfriendly witness, shows that the precautions taken to prevent corruption 
of the dikasteries were well devised and successful, though these precautions 
might sometimes be eluded. 

1 Xenophon, De Republ. Laced. c. 8, 2. Tmp.alpop.u.L ae 'TU.UTU., g .. , ~~~ 
/'Ell TU.LS ifA.A.U.LS 'II"OAErJLV o[ avvu.TCf>TepoL oiiTE {JoUAOVTU.L OOKEiV Tits 
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pected source,l that while the poorer Athenian cttlzens wh~ 
served on shipboard were distinguished for the strictest disci
pline, the hoplites or middling burghers who formed tli:tt 
infantry were less obedie_nt, an? the. rich citizens who_ serveq 
·on horseback the most d1sobed1ent of all. To make.nch and 
powerful criminals effectively amenable to justice h~s indee& 
been found so difficult everywhere, until a recent period of 
history, that _we should be surprised if it. were otherwise in 
Greece. When we follow the reckless demeanour of rich meq 
like. Kritias, Alkibiades,2 and Meidias, even under the ~ 
grciwficlemocracy-of~"tnens, 'WF~15e sure that ·their pre
decessors under the Kleisthenean constitu'tion would have 
been often too formidable to be punished or kept down by ai] 
individual archon of ordinary firmness,s even assuming him to 

apxas tpo/3e'irr9at, al>.ll.a vop.i(ov<T< T-ovTo aveA.eJOepov flvat·, b 
OE ..,-p l1rcl.prp ol tcpdTuJ''TOt Kc:tl {rrr€pX,ovTat ).tci.A.tcrTa·-rCts ltpxds, &c. 

Re!jpecting the violent proceedings committed by powerful men at Thebes, 
whereby it became almost impossible to procure justice against them for f~a1 
of being put to death, see Dikrearchns, Vit. prrec. Fragm. ed. Fabr. p. 143, 
and Polybius, xx. 4, 6; xxiii. 2. 

} Xe?op~o.n, ~emorab. ii\· s, 18._ Nf-111iap.ws, t¢11 ~ lwtcpfT11~, ;;, nepitcA.m, 
OVTWS 1/'YOV O.V'I/I<EG'Trp 1TOV11P'Cf VO<TE<V A811vaiovs· Ovx op'!s, ws eliTai<T,o, 
p.Ev elcrtv €v To'is vavrocoLs, eln·dK'fws B' iv To'is ')'Vp.ztuco'islt"'(W(]'t'1f"El8ov· 
"TGU TO'is €1rtUTcl.Tats, oVOEvwv OE ICaTaO~EUTEpov €v To'is xopoLs U7r7}pETOlit.T 

To 'is litlio.rrt<&A.ots ; TovTiJ -y&p Tot, ~rpn, .teal Oavp.arrTov 'rrn· ·To f o /J s p. e 1 

Toto-6..,-ovs 7TEt8apxe'i'v T·aLs JcpeqTWut, Toils Bf O·'ItAlTa.s, Ka.l ToV~ 
I1t1T~'is, ot Bo~eotJu, ~ea.A.oK&')'a.8lq. 7TpoKetcplu8a.t TWv '1fOALT6JV: 

lt.1ret8eq-rcf.-rovs elvat 1rdv-rwv. 
2 See Xenophon, Memorah. i. 2, 12-25; Thucyd. vi. 15, and the speed 

which he gives as spoken by Alkibiad~s in tile assembly, vi. 17 ; Plutarch, 
Alkibiad. c. 7-8-r6, and ihe Oration of Demosthen~s against Meidia! 
throughout: also Fragm. V. of the ilel>.ap-yol of Aristophan~s, Meineke, ii. 
p. II28. 

3 Sir Thomas Smith, in his Treatise on the Commonwealth of England, 
explains the Court of .Star-Chamber as originally constituted in order "tc 
deal -with offenders too stout for the ordinary course of justice." Tht 
abundant compounds of the Greek language furnish a single word exact!) 
describing this same class of offenders-"r/3ptrrToli!t<at-the title of one o 
the lost comedies of En polis; see Meineke, Historia Critica Comicorurr 
Grrecornm, vol. i. p. 145. 

Dean Tucker observes, in his Treatise on Civil Government, "There w~ 
hardly a session of parliament from the time of Henry IlL to Henry VIIL 
but laws were enacted f'?r restraining the fends, robberies and oppression: 
of the barons and their dependents on the one side-and to moderate anc 
check the excesses and extortions of the royal purveyors on the other ; thes' 
being the two capital evils then felt. Respecting the tyranny of the ancien 
-baronage, even squires as well as others were not ashamed to wear th' 
liveries of their leaders, and to glory in every badge of distinction, whereb: 
they might be known to be retained as the bullies of such or such' great men 
and to engage in their quarrels, just or unjust, right or wrong. The historic 
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Feupright and well intentioned. Now the dikasteries estab:· 
lished by Perikles were inaccessible both to corruption and , 
1of those times, together with the statutes of the realm, inform us that they 
~ssociated (or as they called it, confederated together) in great bodies, 
parading on horseback in fairs and markets, and clad in armour, to the 

1great terror of peaceable subjects: nay, that they attended their lords to 
parliament, equipped in the same military dress, and even dared sometimes 
~o present themselves before the judge of assize, and to enter the courts of 
justice in a hostile manner-while their principals sat with the judges on 

~ 
bench, intimidating the witnesses, and influencing the juries by looks, 

s, signs and signals." (Treatise concerning Civil Government, p. 337, 
y Josiah Tucker, D.D. London, 1781.) 
The whole chapter (p. 301-355) contains many statutes and much other 

matter, illustrating the intimidation exercised by powerful men in those 
days over the course of justice. 

A passage among the Fragmenta of Sallust, gives a striking picture of!)"~ 
conduct of powerful citizens under the Roman Republic. (Fragm. lib. i. 
p. 158, ed. Delph.) 

"At discordia, et avaritia, et ambitio, et creterasecundis rebus oririsueta 
mala, post Carthaginis excidium maxime aucta sunt. Nam injurire validi
orum, et ob eas discessio plebis a Patribus, alireque dissensiones domi fuere 
jam inde a principio : neque amplius, quam regibus exactis, dum metus a 
Tarquinio et bellum grave cum Etrurii'i positum est, requo et modesto jure 
agitatum: dein, servili imperio patres plebem exercere : de vita atque 
tergo, regio more consulere: agro pellere, et a creteris expertibus, soli in 
imperio agere. Qui bus servitiis, et maxime fcenoris onere, oppressa plebes, 
cum assiduis bellis tributum simul et militiam toleraret, armata Montero 
Sacrum et Aventinum insedit. Tumque tribunes plebis, et alia sibi jura 
paravit. Discordiarum et certaminis utrimque finis fuit secundum bellum 
Punicum." 

Compare the exposition of the condition of the cities throughout Europe 
in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, in Hlillmann's Stii.dte
Wesen des Mittelalters, especially vol. iii. p. 196-199 seqq. 

The memorable institution which spread through nearly all the Italian 
cities during these centuries, of naming as Podesta or supreme magistrate a 
person not belonging to the city itself, to hold office for a short time-was 
the expedient which they resorted to for escaping the extreme perversion of 
judicial and administrative power, arising out of powerful familyconnexions. 
The restrictions which were thought necessary to guard against either favour 
or antipathies on the part of the Podesta, are extremely singular (Hlillmann, 
vol. iii. p. 252-261 seqq.). 

"The proceedings of the patrician families in these cities (observes 
Hlillmann) in respect to the debts which they owed, were among the worst 
of the many oppressions to which the trading classes were exposed at their 
hands-one of the greatest abuses which they practised by means of their 
superior position. How often did they even maltreat their creditors, who 
came to demand merely what was due to them ! " (Stii.dte· \Vesen, vol. ii. 
P· 229.) 

Machiavel's History of Florence illustrates, throughout, the inveterate 
habit of the powerful families to set themselves above the laws and judicial 
authority. Indeed he seems to regard this as an incorrigible chronic malady 
in society, necessitating ever-recurring disputes between powerful men and 
the body of the people. "The people (he says) desire to live according to 
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intimidatiqn: their number, their secret suffrage, and the im-\; 
pOsS!bil!tyOf knowing beforehand what individuals would sit,J 
in any particular cause, prevented both the one and the other.' 
And besides that, the magnitude of their number, extravagan~'l' 
according to our ideas of judicial business, was essential to this~ 
tutelary effect 1-it served further to render the trial solemn: 
and the verdict imposing on the minds of parties and spec-' 
tators, as we may see by the fact, that in important causes the" 
dikastery was doubled or tripled. Nor was it possible by any• 
other means than numbers 2 to give dignity to an assembly of1 

the laws; the great men desire to overrule the Iaws: it is-therefore im
possible that the two should march in harmony." "Volendo il popolo 
vivere secondo le leggi, e i potenti comandare a queUe, non e possibile 
che capino insiemc''. (Machiavelli, Istorie Fiorentine, liv. ii. p. 79, ad 
ann. 1282). 

The first book of the interesting tale, called the Promessi Sposi, of 
Manzoni,-itselffull of historical matter, and since published with illustrativel 
notes by the historian Cantu___:exhibits a state of j udiciaf administration, 

/ very similar to that above described, in the Milanese, dnring the sixteenth 
- and seventeenth centuries; demonstrated by repeated edicts, all ineffectual, 

to bring powerful men under the real control of the laws. 
Because men of wealth and power, in the principal governments of modern 

Europe, are now completely under the control of the laws, the modern 
reader is apt to suppose that this is the natural state of things. It is there
fore not unimportant to produce some references (which might be indefinitely 
multiplied) reminding him of the very different phrenomena which past 
history exhibits almost everywhere. 

1 The number of Roman judices employed to try a criminal cause under 
the qumstioms perpetuce in the last century and a half of the Republic, seems 
to have varied between roo, 75, 70, 56, sr, 32, &c. (Laboulaye, Essai sur 
les Loix Criminelles des Romains, p. 336, Paris, r845·) 

In the time of Augustl!s, there was a total of 4000 judices at Rome, 
distributed mto four decuries (Pliny, H. N. xxxiii. r, 31). 

The venality_l(s_we!Las_the party corrup~o_ll2L~~. ;!3-oman judices or 
jurors, ta1ten fro·nnhe·:senatorialanaequestrian orders, the two highest and 
richest orders in the state,-was well known and flagrant (Appian, Bell. 
Civ. i. 22, 35, 37; Laboulaye, ibid. p. 217~227; Walter, Geschichte des 
Romischen Rechts, ch. xxviii. sect. 237, 238; Asconius in Ciceron. Verrin. 
p. I4I-I45, ed. Orell. ; and Cicero himself, in the remarkable letter to 
Atticus, Ep. ad Attic. i. r6). 

2 Numerous dikasteries taken by lot seem to have been established in 
later times ~n Rhode_U11<L<>_thS'r, _ _Grecian.cities (though Rhodes was not 
democra1ically constituted) and to have worked satisfactorily. Sallust says 
(in his Oratio II. ad Cresarem de Republica ordinanda, p. 561; ed. Cart.), 
"Judices a paucis probari, regnum est; ex pecunia legi, inhonestum. 

- Quare omnes primre classis. judi.c~re placet ; sed numero plu~e;; quam judi.ca?t. 
~ Neque Rhodios, neque alms c1v1tates unquam suorum JUd1c10rum premtmt; 
• ubi promiscue dives et pauper, ut cuique sors tulit, de maximis rebus juxta 
~ ac de minimis disceptat." . 

' The necessity of a numerous judicature, in a republic where there is no, 
standing army or official force professionally constituted, as the only means' 
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, crtlzens, of whom many were poor, some old, and all were 
despised individually by rich accused persons who were brought 
before them-as Aristophanes and Xenophon give us plainly to 
"understand.! Ifwe except the strict and peculiar educational 
• 
'of enforcing public-minded justice against powerful criminals, is insisted 
upon by Machiavel, Discorsi sopra Tito Livio, lib. i. c. 7• 

"Potrebbesi ancora allegare, a fortificazione della soprascritta conclusione, 
I' accidente seguito pur in Firenze contra Fiero Soderini : il quale a! tutto 
segul per non essere in quella republica alcuno modo di accuse contro alia 
ambizione dei potenti cittadini : perche lo accusare un potente a otto giudici 
in una republica, non basta: bisogna che i giudici siano assai, perche 
pochi sempre fanno a modo de' pochi," &c.: compare the whole of the 
same chapter. 

I add another remarkable passage of Machiavel-Discorso sull;t Riforma 
(of Florence, addressed to Pope Leo X.), pp. II9, 120, vol. iv. of the 
complete edition of his works, 1813. 

"E necessarissimo in una repubblica questo ricorso, perche i pochi 
cittadini non hanno ardire di punire gli uomini grandi, e peri\ bisogna che 
a tale effetto concorrano assai cittadini, accioche il giudicio si nasconda, e 
nascondendosi, ciascuno si possa scusare." 

1 Aristophan. Vesp. 570; Xenophon, Rep. Ath. i. r8. We are not to 
suppose"!liaf all the dikasts who tried a cause were very poor: Demosthenes 
would not talk to very poor men as to "the slave whom each of them 
might have left at home" (Demosthenes cont. Stephan. A. c. 26, p. II27). 

It was criminal by law in the dikasts to receive bribes in the exercise of 
their functions, as well as in every citizen to give money to them (Demosth. 
cont. Steph. B. c. 13, p. IIJ7). And it seems perfectly safe to affirm that 
in practice the dikasts were never tampered with beforehand: had the fact 
been otherwise, we must have seen copious allusions to it in the many free
spoken pleadings which remain to us Oust as there are in the Roman orators): 
whereas in point of fact there are hardly any such allusions. The woffi 
oe~<&.(wv (in Isokrates de Pac. Or. viii. p. 169, sect. 63) does not allude to 
obtaining by corrupt means verdicts of dikasts in the dikastery, but to 
obtaining by such means votes for offices in the public assemhly, where the 
election took place by show of hands. Isokrates says that this was often 
done in his time, and so perhaps it may have been ; but in the case of the 
dikasteries, much better security was taken against it. 

The statement of Aristotle (from his Ilo;l.•-re<a•, Fragm. xi. p. 69, ed. 
Neumann: compare Harpokration v. Ll.ed(ew; Plutarch, Coriolan. c. 14; 
and Pollux, viii. 121) intimates that Anytus was the first person who taught 
the art -roil oe1<cl.(ew -ril. o•~<aa·-rnp•a, a short time before the bat tie of 
.£gospotami. But besides that the information on this point is to the 
last degree vague, we may remark that between the defeat of the oligarchy 
of Four Hundred, and the battle of .tEgospotami, the financial and political 
condition of Athens was so exceedingly embarrassed, that it may well be 
doubted whether she could maintain the paid dikasteries on the ordinary . 
footing. Both all the personal service of the citizens, and all the public 
money, must have been put in requi,ition at that time for defence against 
the enemy, without leaving any surplus for other purposes ; there was not 
enough even to afford constant pay to the soldiers and sailors (compare 
Thucyd. vi. 9 r ; viii. 69, 7 r, 76, 86 ). If therefore in this time of distress, 
the dikasteries were rarely convoked, and without any certainty of pay, a 
powerful accused person might find it more easy to tamper with them 
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' discipline of Sparta, these numerous dikasteries afforded th~ 

Changes at Athens 

only organ which Grecian politics could devise, for getting 
redress against powerful criminals, public as well as private~ 
and for obtaining a sincere and uncorrupt verdict.) . 

Taking the general working of the dikasteries, wl shall find; 
that the~ are no_thing but jury~trial ~!?,li~£L£~ ... !!;JCale broacj,, 
s~steE,J~,_!!!}.e_~~· _and _un~Jl..e<i,~g~yond all~ ?th~r. 
histoncal-expeFienc_e--.,- and tn:;s, th~y~there~.-.Y~l.L m 
exaggerated proportwns both4Jie . excellences ai1d the defe5:ts 
characreriSfic O!tlie jii'fY-system, as compared'Wit1iCfeclsiOnby. 
trairi'i;Cl""allilprO'reSs'iOilal-jUcl.ges.-.An the encomiums, which it 
is customary to pronounce upon jurr-tfOO~tll'l)e"'Ji:mnd pre
dicable of the Athenian dikasteries in a still greater degree : 
all the reproaches, which can be addressed on good ground to 
the dikasteries, will apply to modern juries also, though in a 
less degree. Such parallel is not less just, though the dikasteries, 
as the most democratical feature of democracy itself, have been 
usually criticised . with marked disfavour-every censure _or 
sneer or joke against them which can be found in ancient 
authors, comic as well as serious, being accepted as true almost 
to the letter; while juries are so popular an institution, that 
their merits have been .over-stated (in England at least) and 
their defects kept out of sight. The theory of the Athenian 
dikastery, and the theory of jury-trial as it has prevailed in 
England since the Revolution of 1688, are one and the same: 
recourse to a certain number of private citizens, >faken by 
chance or without possibility of knowing b~forehand who. they 
will be, sworn to hear fairly_ and impartially plaintiff and 
defendant, accuser-a-na""acctiS~tolintl"a true verdict 
according to their consciences· upon a distinct issue before 
them:-"ilutinAthenstliiSfneory was worked out to its natural 
consequences; while English practice, in this respect as in so 
many others, is at variance with English theory. The jury, 
though an ancient and' a constant portion of the judicial 
system, has never been more than a portion-kept in sub
ordination, trammels, and pupilage, by a powerful crown and 

. by judges pr,esiding over an artificial sy_~t~I:Q...Qfj,aw. In .the 
/English state· trials;-dciwiito=aperiod noClcing before the 

Revolution of r688, any jurors who found a verdiCt contrary 
. ~ .. :"'_. ___ .--~-------·--- ...... ~ 

beforehand, than it had been before, or than it came to be afterwards, 
when the system was regularly,in operation. We can hardly reason wiil: 
safety therefore, from the period shortly preceding the battle of JEgospotami, 
either to that which preceded the Sicilian expedition, Or to that whid 
followed the subversion of the Thirty. 
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r~ the dictation of the judge were liable to fine; and at an . 
earlier period (if a second jury on being summoned found an 
f>pposite verdict) even to the terrible punishment of attaint.1 

~nd though, for the last century and a half, the verdict of the 1 

Jury has been free as to matters of fact, new trials having taken ~ 
the place of the old attaint-yet the ascendency of the presiding 

1 judge over their minds, and his influence over the procedure as , 
the authority on matters of law, has always been such as to I 
overrule the natural play of their feelings and judgement as men 
and citizens 2-sometimes to the detriment, much oftener to 

1 Mr. Jardine, in his interesting and valuable publication, Criminal 
Triais,_vo!:-1. p. IIS, after giving an account of the trial of Sir Nicholas 
Throckmorton in 1553, for high treason, and his acquittal, observes
" There is one circumstance in this trial, which ought not to be passed over 
without an observation. It appears that after the trial was over, the jury 
were required to give recognizances to answer for their verdict, and were 
afterwards imprisoned for nearly eight months and heavily fined by a 
sentence of the Star-Chamber. Such was the security which the trial by 
jury afforded to the subject in those times ; and such were the perils to 
which jurors were then exposed, who ventured to act upon their conscientious 
opinions in state prosecutions l But even these proceedings against the 
jury, monstrous as they appear to our improved notions of the administra
tion of justice, must not be considered as a wanton exercise of unlawful 
power on this particular occasion. The fact is that the judges of England 
had for centuries before exercised a similar authority, though not without 
some murmuring against it ; and it was not until more than a century after 
it, in the reign of Charles II., that a solemn decision was pronounced 
against its legality. - - ···-
.... "In the reign of James I. it was held by the Lord Chancellor 

Egerton, together witlnhe two Chief Justices and the Chief Baron, that 
when a party indicted is jou1td guilty on the trial, the jury shall not be 
questioned ; but on the other side, when the jury hath acquitted a felon or 
a traitor against manifest proof, they may be charged in the Star-Chamber l 
for their partiality in finding a manife;t offender not guilty. After the . 
abolition of the Star-Chamber, there were several instances in the reign of ' 
Charles_II., .in which it was resolved that both grand and petit juries might 
be fined for giving verdicts against plain evidence and the directions of the 
court." Compare Mr. Amos's Notes on Fortescue, De Laudibus Legum 
Anglire, c. 27. 

2 Respec~e_llfl!_j!!Jie;;, M. Cottu (Retlexions sur la Justice 
Criminelle, p: 79) remarKs::: 

"Le desir ardent de bien faire dont les jures sont generalement animes, 
et la crainte de s'egarer, les jette dans une obeissance passive it !'impulsion 
qui leur est donnee par le president de la Cour dl Assise, et si ce magistral 
sait s'emparer de leur estime, alors leur confiance en lui ne connoit plus de 
bornes. Ils le considerent comme !'etoile qui doit Ies guider dans l'ob
scurite qui les environne, et pleins d'un respect aveugle pour son opinion, 
ils n'attendent que la manifestation qu'illeur en fait pour Ia sanctionner par 
leur declaration. Ainsi au lieu de deux juges que !'accuse devoit a voir, il 
n'cn a bien souvent qu'un seul, qui est le president de Ia Cour d'Assise." 

Anselm Feunbach (in the second part of his work, Ueber die Oeffent-
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the benefit (always excepting political trials), of substanti11 
justice. B~~l! Athens the..!ll~j~g~ .. <!,.9f.JQ~~Jl ... ~~]l,.,i!;S' · 
bfthe fact. T~e not numerous, and were couched 
in ..... fe;,for the most part familiar, words. To determine h(jw 
the facts stood, and whether, if the facts were undisputed, th~ 
law invoked was properly applicable to them, were parts of th~ 
integral question submitted to them, and comprehended i~ 
their verdict. Moreover, each dikastery_CQ!l~strue~)§tw for 
itself without being bound-tofollow-the decisions of those 
which=had precedecfit, except in so far as such analogy might 
really influence the convictions of the members. They were 
free, self-judging persons-unassisted by the schooling, but ~ 
the same time untrammelled by the awe-striking ascendency; 
of a professional judge-obeying the spontaneous inspirations 
of their own consciences, and recognising no authority except 
the laws of the city, with which they were familiar. 

Trial by jury, as practised in England since 1688, has been 
politicallymcfsfvalUable, as-asecurity again?t the encroach
ments of an anti-popular executive. Partly for this reason, 
partly for others not necessary to state here, it has had greater 
credit as an instrument of judicature genera11y, and has been 
supposed to produce much more of what is good in English 
admiillstration of justice, than really belongs t6 it. · Amidst 
the unqualified encomiums so frequently bestowed upon the 
honesty, the unprejudiced rectitude of appreciation, the practical 
instinct for dete~ting falsehood and resisting sophistry, in twelve 
citizens taken by hazard and put into a jury-box-comparatively 
little account is taken either of the aids, or of the restrictions, 
or of the corr~ctions in the shape of new trials, under which 
they act, or of .,the artificial forensic medium into which they 
are plunged for the time of their service: so that the theory of 
the case presumes them to be more of spontaneous agents, 
and more analogous to the Athenian dikasts, than the prac;tice 
confirms. Accordingly, when we read these encomiums in 

lichkeit und Miindlichkeit der Gerechtigkeitspflege, which contains his re· 
view of the French j ndicial system, Ueber die Gerichtsverfassung Frankr~ichs, 
Abl. iii. H. v. p. 477) confirms this statement from a large observation o: 
the French courts of justice. 
, The habit of the French juries, in so ml!ny doubtful cases, to prommnct 
·a verdictOT gui1ty by a majority of seven against five (in which C"'!iethe la\1 
1threw the burthen of actual condemnation upon the judges present in Qourt 
directing their votes to be counted along with those of the jury), is a re 
markable proof of this aversion 'of the j,ury to the responsibility of decision 

>See Feuerbach, ibid. p. 481 seq. Compare also the treatise of the same 
:'author, Betrachtungen tiber das Geschwornen-Gericht, p. 186-IgS. 

VOL. VI. C 
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modern authors, we shall find that both the direct benefits 
ascribed to jury~trial in ensuring pure and even~ nan <lea justice, , 

· and sti~ m_<!~ its i.,ndirect benefit$ in improving and educating 1 
•t~ citizens generally-might have been set forth yet more j 
~mphatically in a laudatory harangue of Perikles about the ~ 
~thenian dikasteries. If it be true that an· Englishman or an 
,. American counts more certainly on an impartial and uncorrupt 
verdict from a jury of his country than from a permanent 

"Vrofessional judge, much more would this be the feeling of an 
, 6rdinary Athenian,· when he compared the dikasteries with the ' 
~archon. !he ju;or_ ~ears and jud&es under full persuasion 
fqtat he himself mdlVldually stands m need of the same pro~ 4 
J!!ction or redress invoked by others: so also did the dikast. 
,;\s to the effects of jury-trial in diffusing respect to the laws 

~"land constitution-in giving to every citizen a personal interest 
in enforcing the former and maintaining the latter-in im~ 
parting a sentiment of dignity to small and poor men, through 
the discharge of a function exalted as well as useful-in calling 
forth the patriotic sympathies, and exercising the mental 
capacities of every individual-all these effects were produced 
in a still higher degree by the dikasteries at Athens; from their 
greater frequency, numbers, and spontaneity of mental action, 
without any professional judge, upon whom they could throw 
the responsi\:)il'ity of deciding for them.1 

1 I transcribe from an eminent lawyer of the United States-Mr. Living
ston, author of a Penal Code for the State of Louisiana (Preface, p. 12-16), 

' an eloquent panegyric on Tria) by_Jury. It contains little more than the 
topics commonly insisted on, but it is expressed with peculiar warmth, 
and with the greater fulness, inasmuch as the people of Louisiana, for 
whom the author was writing, had no familiarity with the instit~tion and its 
working. The reader will observe that almost everything here said, in 
recommendation of the jury, might have been ur~;ed by Perikles with much 
truer and wider application, in enforcing his transfer of judicial power from 
individual magistrates to the dikasteries. 

"By our constitution (z'.e. in Louisiana), the right of a trial by jury 
is secured to the accused, but it is not exclusively established. This bow
ever may be done by law, and there are so many strong reasons in its 
favour, that it bas been thought proper to insert in the code a precise 
declaration that in all criminal prosecutions, the trial by jury is a privilege 
which cannot be renounced. Were it left entirely at the option of the 
accused, a desire to propitiate the favour of the jndge, ignorance of his 
interest, or the confusion incident to his situation, might induce him to 
waive the advantage of a trial by his country, and thus by degrees accustom 
the people to a spectacle which they ought never to behold-a single man 
determining the fact, applying the law, and disposing at his will of the 
life, liberty, and reputation of a citizen • • • . Those who advocate the 
present disposition of our laws say-admitting the trial by jury to be an 
advantage, the law does enough when it gives the accused the option to 
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·On the other hand, the. i!IJJ2erfections inher~nf in i.!!!:Y..:.tdal 

·"/< were likewise disclosed. in an ex~gger~ted ·~~rm un~er they 

'avail himself of its benefits : h~ is the qest judge whether it will be useful~(,. 
to him : and it would be unjust to direct him in so important a choice> ~ 
This argument is specious, but not solid._ There are. reasons, and some , 
have already been stated, to show that this choice cannot be freely exercised:.'fi 
There is moreover another interest besides that of the culprit t() be~"' 

'' considered. If ~ebe 'g?ilty, the ~tat~ has 3;n .i!lt~rest in his conv~~tion :~ 
•; and whether gmlty or rhnocent, It has a hrgher mterest,----:that the fact l!t 1 

s~ould be~fairly ca~~(!~2![oreja~.g~_!lli\££.1!Jl.si]:lle to.J:.;!J.':e?:e, a~d un- '!F 
brassed by any false vrews o[Official duty. It has an mterest. 1n the li" 
character of its administration of justice, and a paramount duty to perfm'm •:.:, 
in rendering it free from suspicion. It is not true therefore to say, that the·. • 
laws do enough when they give the choice between a fair and impartial trial, '· 

""-,and one that. is liable to the greatest objections. They must do more.,.
they must restrict that choice, so as not to suffer an ill-advised individual 
to degrade them into instruments of ruin, though it should be voluntarily 
inflicted ; or of death,. though that death should be suicide. 

"Anotheqtdvantage of rendering this mode of trial obligatory is, that it 
diffuses the most valuab~f'2E.!!':;!~~~llC/l}g _c;y_~ry J.alJ.k of c~s : it is a 

; school, of wliicli every jury that is impanelled is a separate class, where the 
dictates of the Jaws and the consequence of disobedience to them are· 

. practically taught. The frequent exercise of these important functions 
moreover gives a sense of dignity and self-respect, not ·only becoming to the 
character of a free citizen, but which adds to his private happiness. Neither 
party-spirit, nor intrigue, nor power, can deprive him of his share in the 
administration of justice, though they can. humble the pride of every othe~ 
office and vacate every other place. Every time he is Galled upon to act" in 

(this capacity, he must feel that though placed in perhaps the humblest statio. n; 
/he is yet the guardian if tlze lift, tlze liberty, and the nputation if his .fellow
. citizens against injustic_e and oppression ; and that while his plaht under, 

standing has beett .found the best, refuge .for· innocence, his incorruptible z"n
tegrity is pronounced a sure pledge that guilt wz"ll mt escape. A state 

1 whose mostobsczwe citizens are thus individually elevated to perfonp these 
august functions ; who are alternately, the defenders of the injured, the 

~ dread of the guilty, the vigilant guardians of the constitution ; without 
1_! whose consent no punishment can be inflicted, no disgrace incurred ; who 

can 'by their voice arrest the blow of oppression, and direct. the hand of 
justice where to strike-such a state can never sink into slavery, Or easily 

. submit to oppression. Corrupt rulers may pervert the constitution: 
ambitious demagogues may violate its precepts: foreign influence may 
control its operations: but while the people enjoy the trial by jury,· 
taken by lot from among themselves, they cannot cease to be free. The 
information it spreads, the sense of dignity and independence it inspires, the 
courage it creates-will always give them an energy of resistance that can 
grapple with encroachments, and a renovating spirit that will make arbitrary 
power despair. The enemies of freedom know this : they know how ad
mirable a vehicle it is, to convey the contagion of those liberal principles 

· which attack the vitals of their power, and they therefore guard aga.inst its 
introduction with more care than they would take to .avoid pestilential 
disease; II\ co!fn!ries where it already exists, they insidiously endeavour to 
innovate, because they dare not openly destroy : changes inconsistent with. 
the spirit of the institution are introduced, under the plausible pretext of 
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Athenian system. Both juror and dikast represent the averag~ 

{man of the time and of the neighbourhood, exempt indeed frorri 
pecuniary corruption or personal fear,-deciding according to 

'what he thinks justice or to some genuine feeling of equity, 
, mercy, religion, or patriotism, which in reference to the case 
before him he thinks as good as justice-but not exempt from 

· sympathies, antipathies, and prejudices, all of which act the 
more powe.rfully because there is often no consciousness of 
their presence, and because they even appear essential to his 

'f improvement~ the common class of citiuns are too ill-informed to perform the 
fmutions of jurors-a selertion t's necessary. This choice must be confided 
to an agent of executive power, and must be made among the most eminent 
for education, wealth, and respectability: so that after several successive 
operations of political chemistry, a shining result may be obtained, freed 
indeed from all republican dross, but without any of the intrinsic value that 
is found in the rugged, but inflexible integrity, and incorruptible worth, of 
the original composition. Men impanelled by this process bear no re
semblance but in name to the sturdy, honest, unlette1·ed jurors who derive no 
dignity but from the perforflla1tce of their duties; and the momentary exercise 
of whose fimctiO?zs gz"ves no time for the 1vork of corruption or the z'njlumce of 
ftar. By innovations such as these the institution is so changed as to leave 
nothing to attach the affections or awaken the interest of the people, and it 
is neglected as an useless, or abandoned as a mischievous contrivance.'' 

Consistently with this earnest admiration of jury-trial, Mr. Livingston, by 
the provisions of his code, limits very materially the interference of the 
presiding judge, thus bringing back the jurors more nearly to a similarity 
with the Athenian dikasts (p. 85) : "I restrict the charge ofthe judge to an 
opinion of the law and to the repetition of the evidence, only when required 
by any one of the jury. The practice of repeating all the testimony from 
notes,-always (from the nature of things) imperfectly, not seldom in
accurately, and sometimes carelessly taken,-has a double disadvantage: 
it makes the jurors, who rely more on the judge's notes than on their own 
memory, inattentive to the evidence ; and it gives them an imperfect copy 
of that which the nature of the trial by jury requires that they should record 
in their own minds. Forced to rely upon themselves, the. necessity will 
quicken their attention, and it will be only when they disagree in their 
recollection that recourse will be had to the notes of the judge." Mr. 
Livingston goes on to add, that the judges, from their old habits acquired 
as practising advocates, are scarcely ever neutral-almost always take a 
side-and generally against the prisoners on trial. 

The same considerations as those wbicb Mr. Livingston bere sets forth 
to demonstrate the value of jury-trial, are also insisted upon by M. Charles 
Comte, in his translation of Sir Richard Phillips's Treatise on J uf!eS, en
larged with many valuable reflections on the different shape which the jury
system has assumed in England and France (Des Pouvoirs et des Obligations 
des Jury, traduit de l'Anglois, par Charles Comte, 2d ed. Paris, r828, with 
preliminary Considerations sur le Pouvoir Judiciaire, p. roo seqq.). 

The length of this note forbids my citing anything further either from the 
eulogistic observations of Sir Richard Phillips or from those of M. Comte: 
but they would be found (like those of Mr. Livingston)Oevt:n more appli
cable to the dikasteries_of_~thens than to the juries of England and 
America. ~ .. -- - -
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Changes at Athens 

dea of plain and straightforward good sense. ·According as a 
ury is composed of Catholics or Protestants, Irishmen or 

'

Englishmen, tradesmen, farmers, or inhabitants of a frontier on l· 
which smuggling prevails,-there is apt to prevail among them 
a corresponding bias. At the time of any great national 
delusion, such as the Popish Plot-or of any powerful local · 
excitement, such as tYiatciTtl:i'e'Church an_i Kil!g~at 
Birmingham in I 7.91 against Dr. Priestley and the Dissenters
juries ·are fouiid to perpetrate what a calmer age recognises 
to have been gross il).justice. A jury, who disapprove of the 
infliction of capital punishment for a particular crime, will 

-acquit prisoners in spite of the clearest evidence of guilt. It is 
probable that a delinquent, ihdicted for any state offence before 

!the dikastery at Athens,'-having only a private accuser to 
contend against, with equal power of speaking in his own 
defence, -of summoning witnesses and of procuring friends to 

: speak for him-would have better chance ofra fair trial than he 
would now have anywhere except in England and the .United 
States of America ; and better than he would have _ had in 
England down to the seventeenth century.1 Juries bring the 

1 Mr. Jardine (Criminal Trials, Introduct. p. 8) observes, that the "pro· 
1 ceedingsagainstpersons accused of state offences in therearlier periods of 

our history, do not deserve the name of trials : they were .a mere mockery 
of justice," &c. 

Respecting what English juries :have been, it is curious tq peruse the 
following remarks of Mr-:!Ja!nesBarrington, Observations on the Statutes, 
p. 409. In remarking on a statute of Henry VII., A.D. 14'94, he says-: 

I "The 21st chapter recites-' That perjury is much and customarily used 
1 within the city of London, among such persons as passen and been im-
, panelled in issue, joined between party and party.' _ 

"This offence hath been before this statute complained of in preambles 1 to several laws, being always the perjury of a juror, who finds a verdict 
contrary to his oath, and not that which we hear too much of at present, in 
the witnesses produced at a trial. 

" In the Dance of Death, written originally in French by Macharel, and 
translated by John Lydgate in this reign, with some additions to adapt it to 

_ English characters-a juryman is mentioned, who had often been bribed 
':. for giving a false verdict, which shows the offence to have been very com-

~
1mon. The sheriff, who summoned the jury, was likewise greatly accessory 

to this crime, by summoning those who were most partial and prejudiced. 
'Carew, in his account of Cornwall, informs us that it was a common article 
in an attorney's bill to charge pro am.irititi vicecomitis. . 

"It is likewise remarkable, that partiality and perjury in jurors of the 
city of London is more particularly complained of than in other parts of 
England, by the preamble of this, and other statutes. Stow informs us that 
in 1468, many jurors of this city were punished by having papers fixed on 

' their heads, stating their offence of having been_ tampered with by the 
' parties to the suit~ He likewise complains that this crying offence con-

tinued in_ the time of Queen Elizabeth, when he wrote his account of 
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common feeling §.Swell as the common reason of the public-

'or often indeed only the separate feeling of particular fractions 
of the public~to dictate the application of the law to particular · 
cases. They are a protection against anything worse-especially , 
against such corruption or servility as are liable to taint perma
nent official persons-but they cannot possibly reach anything 
better. Now the dikast trial at Athens effected the same object, 
and had in it only the same ingredients of error and misdecision, 
as the English jury j-but it had them in stronger dose, I without 

London: and Fuller, in his English Worthies, mentions it as a proverbial 
s~ing, that London juries hang half and s:1ve half. Grafton also, in his 
Chronicle, informs us that the Chancellor of the Diocese of London was 
indicted for a murder, and that the bishop wrote a letter to Cardinal 
Wolsey, in behalf of his officer, to stop the prosecution, 'because London 
juries were so prejudiced, that they would find Abel guilty for the murder 
ofCain.' • 

"The punishment for a false verdict by the petty jury is by writ of 
attaint : and the statute directs, that half of the grand jury, when the trial 
is per medietatem lingu12, shall be strangers, not Londoners. 

'And there's no London jury, but are led 
In evidence as far by common fame, 
As they are by present deposition.' 

(Ben ] onson's Magnetic Lady, Act III. Sc. 3.) 

"It appears by 15 Henry VI. c. 5 (which likewise recites the great in
crease of perjury;., jurors and in the strongest terms), that in every :attaint 
there were thirteB':l defendants-the twelve jurors who gave the verdict and 
the plaintiff or defendant who had obtained it, who therefore was supposed 
to have used corrupt means to procure it. For this reason, if the verdict was 
given in favour of the crown, no attaint could be brought, because the king 
could not be joined as a defendant with the jury who were prosecuted." 

Compare also the same work, p. 394-457, and Mr. Amos's Notes on 
Fortescue de Laudib. Leg. Anglire, c. 27. 

1 In France,.iucy-trial was only_i~n.c~.<l.Jo.r..ili7.li~~t ... !.i!,t~e by: th.e Con-
' stjtu!:,n.L.(\ssembly m 1.:1'90;. and thep_only for cnnunal procedure: 1 tran
scribe the following remarks on the worl<ing of it from the instructive 
article in Merlin's Repertoire de Juris prudence, article Jure. Though 
written in a spirit very favourable to the jury, it proclaims the reflections of 
an observing lawyer on the temper and competence of the jurymen whom 
he had seen in action, and on their disposition to pronounce the verdict 
according to the fie!ing which the case before them inspired. 

" Pourquoi faut-il qu'une institution qui rassure les citoyens contre 
l'endurcissement et Ia prevention si iuneste a !'innocence, que pent prodnire' 
!'habitude de juger les crimes .... qu'une institution qui donne pour 
juges a nn accuse, des citoyens independans de toute espece d'influence, j 
ses pairs, ses egaux .... pourquoi faut-il que cette institution, dont les 1 

formes sont simples, tonchantes, patriarchates, dont Ia theorie flatte et 
entraine !'esprit par -une seduction irresistible, ait ete si souvent meconnue, 
trompee par !'ignorance et Ia pusillanimite, prostituee peut-etre par une vile 
et coupable corruption? 

" Rendons pourtant justice aux erreurs, meme a Ia prevarication, des 
jures : ils ont trop de fois acquitte les coupables, mais il n'a pas encore ete 
prouve qu'ils eussent jamais fait couler une goutte de sang innocent : et si 
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the counteracting authority of a judg~ and without the benefit 3 
of a. proceuii!'eSiiClliiSJ:laSilO,vbeellObTai'ne'"d-inEn]landr 

l'on pouvoit supposer qu'ils eussent vu quelquefois le crime la ou il .n'y en 
avoit qu'une apparence trompeuse et fausse, ce ne seroit pas leur conscience 
qu'il faudroit accuser : ce seroit Ia fatalite malheureuse des circonstances 
qui auroient accompagne !'accusation, et qui auroit trompe de meme les 
juges les plus penetrans et les plus exerces a rechercher la verite et a la 
demeler du mensonge. 

"Mais les reproches qu'ont souvent merites les jures, c'est d'avoir cede a 
une fausse commist!ratimt, ou a !'interet qu' etoient parvenus a leur inspirer 
les families d'accuses qui avoient un rang dans Ia societe: c'est souvent 
d' etre sortis de leurs attributions; qui se bornent a apprecier les faits, et le:o/· 
juger d'une maniere differente de Ia loi. J' ai vu cent exemp!es de ces 
usurpations de pouvoir. et de ce despotisme des jurt!s. Trop sou vent ils ont 
voulu voir une action innocente, Ia ou Ia loi avoit dit qu'il y avait un crime, 
et alors ils n' ont pas craint de se jouer dela verite pour tromper et eluder Ia 
Joi." .... "Sera-t-il possible d'ameliorer \'institution des jures, et d'en 
prevenir les ecarts sou vent trop scandaleux? Gardons-nous d'en douter. Que 
!'on commence par composer le j;uy de proprietaires interesses a punir le crime 
pour le rendre plus rare.: que surtout on en eloigne les artisans, les petits 
cultivateurs, hommes chez qui sans doute Ia probite est heureusement fort 
commune, mais dont !'esprit est peu exerce, et qui accoutumes aux defe
rences, aux egards, cedent toujours a !'opinion de ceux de leurs collegues 
dont le rang est plus distingue : ou qui, familiarises seulement avec les 
idees relatives a leur profession, n'ont jamais eu, dans tout le r.este, que des 
idees d'emprunt ou d'inspiration. On sait qu'aujourcj)mi ce sont ces 
hommes qui dans presque toute Ia France forment toujoU:rs Ia m'ajorite des 
jures: mettez au milieu d'eux un horrime d'un etat plus eleve, d'un esprit 
delie, d'une elocution facile, il entraineni ses collegues, il decidera I~ delibera
tion: et si cet hom me ale jugement faux ou le cceur corrompu, cette deliber-
ation sera necessairement mauvaise. ' . 

" Mais pourra-t-on parvenir a vaincre !'insouciance des proprietaires riches 
et eclaires, a leur faire abandonner leurs affaires, leurs families, leurs habi
tudes, pour les entrainer dans les villes, 'et leur y faire. remplir des 'fonctiqns 
qui tourmentent quelquefois Ia pro bite, et donnent des inquietudes d'ailtant 
plus vives que Ia conscience est plus delicate? Pourquoi non? Pourquoi 
!es memes classes de citoyens qui dans les huit ou dix premiers. mois de 
1792, se portaient avec tant de z@!e a l'exercice de ces fonctions, les fuir
oient-elles aujourdhui? surtout si, pour les y rappeler, Ia loi fait mouvoir 
les deux grands ressorts qui sont dans sa main, si elle s'engage a recom
penser !'exactitude, et a punir Ia negligence?" (Merlin, Repertoire de 
Jurisprudence, art. J ures, p. 97.) ' ~ 

In these passages it deserves notice, that what is particularly remarked p 
about jur~,_!;>p_t!!.,_J.!;!lgli~h~d ,!'rench, is, their reluctance to convict 
accused persons brought before tliem:-"Now the character of the Athenian • 
dikasts, as described by Mr. Mitford and by many other authors, is the 
precise reverse of this : anex~rity and cruelty, and a disposition 
to convict all accused persons brought before them, upon little . or no I 
evidence-especially rich accused persons. I venture to affirm that to 
ascribe .to them such a temper generally, is not less improbable in its. elf, 
than unsupported by 'any good evidence. In the speeches remaining to us 
from defendants, we do indeed find complaints made of the severity of the 
dikasteries : but in those speeches which come from accusers, there are 
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The feelings of the dikasts counted for more, and their reason 
for less : not merely because of their greater numbers, which 
naturally heightened the pitch of feeling in each individual
but also because the addresses of orators or parties formed 
the prominent part of the procedure, and the depositions of 
witnesses only a very subordinate part. The dikast 1 therefore 

abundance of complaints to the contrary-of over-indulgence on the part of 
the dikasteries, and consequent impunity of criminals. Nor does Aristo
phanes-by whom most modern authors are guided even when they dOilot 
quote him-when fairly studied, bear out the temper ascribed by Mr. 
Mitford to the dikasts; even if we admitted Aristophanes to be a faithful 
and trustworthy witness, which no man who knows his picture of Sokrates 
will be disposed to do. Aristophanes takes hold of every quality which 
will raise a laugh against the dikasts, and his portrait of them as Wasps was 
well calculated for this pt!rpose-to describe them as boiling over with 
acrimony, irritation, impatience to find some one whom they could convict 
and punish. But even he, when he comes to describe these dikasts in 
action, represents them as obeying the appeals to their pity, as well as 
those to their anger-as being yielding and impressionable when their feel
ings are approached on either side, and unable, when they hear the excul
patory appeal of the accused, to maintain the anger which had been raised by 
the speech of the accuser. (See Aristophan. Vesp. 574,713, 727, 974-) More
over, if from the Vespre we turn to the Nubes, where the poet attacks the 
sophists and not the dikasts, we are there told that the sophists could arm any 
man with fallacies and subterfuges which would enable him to procure 
acquittal from the dikasts, whatever might be the crime committed. 

I believe that this open-.!lJindedness, and impressibility of the feelings on 
all sides, by art, eloquence, prayers, tears, invectives, &c., is the true 
character of the Athenian dikasts. And I also believe that they were, as a 
general rule, more open to commiseration than to any other feeling-like 
what is above said respecting the French jurymen : EOKiv>rror ?rpO! onnv 
(6 'A6rwa.lOJv oi),uos), E0,UET<l6E'ros wpos (,\eov-this expression of Plutarch 
about the Athenian demos is no less true about the dikasts : compare also 
the description given by Pliny (H. N. xxxv. 10) of the memorable picture 
of the Athenian demos by the painter Parrhasius. 

'l That the difference between the dikast and the juryman, in this respect, 
js only one of degree, I need hardly remark. M. Merlin observes, "J e 
ne pense pas, comme bien des gens, que pour @tre "propre aux. fonctions 
de jure, il suffise d'avoir une intelligmce ordinaire d de Ia probit!. Si 
!'accuse paroissoit seul aux de bats avec les temoins, il ne faudroit sans doute 
que du bon sens pour reconnoitre la verite dans des declarations faites avec 
simplicite et degagees de tout raisonnement : mais il y paroit assiste 
presque toujours d'un ou de plusieurs defenseurs qui par des interpellations 
captieuses, embarrassent ou egarent les temoins; et par nne discussion 
subtile, souvent sophistique, quelquefois eloquente, enveloppent Ia verite 
des nuages, et rendent !'evidence meme problematique. Certes, il faut plus 
que de bonnes intentions, il faut plus que du bon sens, pour ne passe laisser 
entratner a ces fausses lueurs, pour se garantir des ecarts de Ia sensibilite, et 
pour se maintenir immuablement dans la.ligne du vrai, au milieu de ces 
impplsions donnees en meme temps a !'esprit et au cceur" (Merlin, Repertoire 
de Jurisprudence, art. J ures, p. 98). 

At Athens, there were no professional advocates : the accuser and the 
---.-~··~···-~ - ~ ~ - ·-
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heard little of the naked facts, the appropriate subje~ts for 
his reason-but" he was abundantly supplied with the plausible 
f9-lsehoods, calumnies, irrelevant statements and suggestions, 
&c., of the parties, and that too in a manner skilfully adapted 
to his temper. To keep the facts of the case before the jpry, 
apart from the falsehood and colouring of parties, is the most 

t useful function of th,~_J!tO.deJ:IL}QJlge, whose influence is also 
·considerable as a reSirainCupornlie pleader. Tne helps to the 
reason of the dikast were thus materially diminished, while the 
action upon his feelings, of anger as well as of compassion, was 
sharpened, as compared with the modern juror.l J We see in 
the remaining productions of the Attic orators hmv much there 
is of plausible deception, departure· from the true issue, an§ 
accused (or the plaintiff and defendant, if the cause was civil), each appeared 
in person with their witnesses, or sometimes with. depositions which 
the witnesses had sworn to before -the archon : each might come with a 
speech prepared by Antipho ('Thucyd. viii. 68) or some other rheior : each 
might have one or more ~uvrry6povs to speak on his behalf after himself, but 
seemingly only out of the space of time· allotted to him by the clepsydra. 
In civil causes, the defendant must have been perfectly acquainted with the 
plaintiff's case, since besides the Anakrisis or preliminary examination before 
the archon, the cause had been for the most part already before an arbitrator. 
In a criminal case the accused party had only the Anakrisis to guide, him, 
as to the matter of which he was to be accused : but it appears from the 
prepared speeches of accused parties which we now possess, that this Ana
krisis must have been sufficiently copious to give him a good idea of that 
which he had to rebut. The accuser was condemned to a fine of 1000 
drachms, if he did not obtain on the verdict one-fifth of the votes of the 
dikasts engaged. 

Antipho not only composed speeches for pleaders before the dikastery, 
but also gave them valuable advice generally as to the manner of conducting 
their case, &c., though he did not himself speak before the dikasts : so also 
Ktesikl~s the ll.o"Yo')'p&.cpos (Demosthenes cont. Theokrin. c. 5) ·acted as • 
general adviser or attorney. Xenophon (Memor. i. 2, SI) notices the per
sons·" who knew how to furnish advice and aid to those engaged in a suit 
at law" (ol rrvvou<<tv ~?r•rror&.p.evo•) as analogous to the surgeon when a 
man was sick ; though they bore no current professional name. 

1 Aristotle in the first and second chapters of his Treatise de Rhet6ricft, 
complains that the teachers and writers on rhetoric who-preceded him, 
treate~ ~Iwo,s,~ ~:9li!e}YM9f-~.d,iff~~m:-!llea~':l~ 2f-~~J_ti,ng~_!l ... \~~.ls,el~\_)g~ of~ 
th,e,..~~t~ts, .. _and.,of matters "extraneous to tlie real ·question whrch the 
dika.sts ought to try "{1repl orwv t~w orov ?rpct')'p.a.-ros ora "ll.•trrora. ?rpO.')'p.aore6ovora.• • 
(i,';.f3o71.1} ')'ap ICO.l ~AEQS i<al OP')'1J, ob ?rEp! 'TOV ?rpct')'p.aor&s ~(J'TIV, ali.A.a 1<pbs 
orbv o•Ko.rror1}v, &c., i. I, I: compare,· i. 2, 3 and iii; I, 2). 

This is sufficient to show how prominent such appeals to the feelings of 
the dikasts were, in actual fact and practice, even if we did not know it 
from the perusal of the orations themselves. 

Respecting the habit of accused persons to bring their wives and childr_en 
before the dikasts as suppliant~ Jor them to obtain mercyar acquittal, see 
Aristophan. Vesp. So7-97b;-Andokid~s de Mysteriis (ad finem), and Lysias 
Orit. 1v. de Vulnere (ad .finem). 

.c z 
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appeals to sympathies, antipathies, and prejudices of every kind, 
addressed to the dikasteries.1 Of course such artifices were 

1 To a person accustomed to the judicature of_ modern Europe, conducted 
throughout all its stages by the instrumentality of professional men (judges, 
advocates, attorneys, &c.), and viewed by the general public as a matter in 
which no private citizen either could act or ought to act for himself
nothing is more remarkable in reading the Attic judicial orations (to a 
certain extent also the Roman) than the entire absence of this professional 
feeling, and the exhibition of justice -both invoked "and administered by 
private~ citizehs~excrusively. -The --nearest analogy to this, which modern 
justice presents, is to be found in the Courts of Requests and other courts 
for trying causes limited to small sums of property-too small to be worth 
the notice of judges and lawyers. 

These Courts, in spite of their direct and important bearing on the wel
fare and security of the poorer classes, have received little elucidation. The 
History of the Birmingham Court of Requests, by Mr. William Hutton 
(lately republished by Messrs. Chambers), forms an exception to this 
remark, and is full of instruction in respect to the habits, the conduct, and 
the sufferings of poor persons. It furnishes, besides, the closest approach 
that I know to the feelings of Athenian dikasts and pleaders, though of 
course with many irnportam differences. Mr. Hutton was for many years 
unremitting in his attendance as a Commissioner, and took warm interest in 
the honourable working of the Court His remarks upon the position, the 
duties, and the difficulties of the Commissioners, illustrated by numerous 
cases given in detail, are extremely interesting, and represent thoughts 
which must have often suggested themselves to intelligent dikasts at 
Athens. 

"Law and equity (he says, p. 34) often vary. If the Commissioners 
cannot decide against law, they can decide witlwut it. Their oath binds 
them to proceed according to good conscz'ence (1r<pl 8Tou ot!K <len vO/-'Ol, "YVWf'-'[1 
..-pli•Ka.<OTci.Tv-was the oath of the Athenian dikast). A man only needs 
information to be able to decide." 

A few words from p. 36, about the sources of misjudgement. "Misin
formation is another source of evil : both parties equally treat the Corn
missioners with deceit. The only people who can throw light upon the 
subject will not. 

" It is difficult not to be won by the first speaker, if he carries the air of 
mildness and is master of his tale; or not to be biassed in favour of 
infirmity or infancy. Those who cannot assist themselves, we are much 
inclined to assist. 

"Nothing dissolves like tears. Though they arise from weakness, they 
are powerful advocates, which instantly disarm, particularly those which 
the affiicted -wish to hide. They come from the heart and will reach it, if 
the judge has a heart to reach. Distress and pity are inseparable. 

"Perhaps there never was a judge, from seventeen to seventy, who 
could look with indifference upon beauty in distress ; if he could, he was 
unfit to be a judge. He should be a stranger to decision who is a stranger 
to compassion. -All these matters influence the man, and warp his 
judgement.'' 

This is a description, given by a perfectly honest and unprofessional 
judge, of.--his own feelings when on the bench. It will be found illustrated 
by frequent passages in the Attic pleaders, where they address themselves 
to the feelings here described in the bosom of the dikasts. 
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resorted to by opposite speakers in each particular trial. - we 
have no means of knowing to what ext~nt they actually perverted 
the judgement of the hearers.1 Probably the frequent habit of 
sitting in dikastery gave them a penetration in detecting sophistry 
not ofte:;n possessed binon-professional citizens: Nevertheless 
it cannot b,e doubted that in a considerable proportion of cases, 
success depended less upon the intrinsic merits of a case, than 
'upon apparent airs of innocence, and truth-telling, dexterity of 
statement, and good general character, in the parties, their 
witnesses, and the friends who addressed the court on their 
behalf. The accusatory. speeches in Attic oratory, wherein 
punishment is invoked upon an alleged delinquent, are ex
pressed with a bitterness which is now banished from Englis~ 
criminal judicature, though it was common in the state trials of 
two centuries ago. Against them may be set the impassioned 
and emphatic appeals made by defendants and their friends to 
the commiseration of the dikasts ; appeals the ·more often 
successful, because they came last, immediately before decision 
was pronounced. 'Thi,.sJwru~ .• .oJ)},oroe..,as_...we_ll,.as ,()f....f...th~JIS. 2 

( As .an organ for judicial purposes, the Athenian dikasteries \ 
were thus a simpie and plena.I:y_manifestation qf jt1ry-trial, with coC 

its inherent excellences-and aefects~boi:hb-;.oughtcnif ... in,;' 
exaggerafed-relief ...... They ensuredaC1easion at once uncorrupt,~~ 
public:-'riiin'ded,and imposing-together with the best security ... 
whic?. the case admitted ~gainst illegal vi?l~nces on the part ~f~ 
the nch and great.8 Therr extreme pubhcrty-as well as therr.:; __ __,,_____ . .. 

1 Demosthen~s (cont. Phormio. p. 913, c. 2) emphatically remarks how · 
much more cautious witnesses were of giving false testimony before the 
numerous dikastery, than before the arbitrator. ·~ 

2 Asconius gives an account of the begging off and supplication to· the~ 
judices at Rome, when sentence was about to be pronounced upon Scaurus, •. 
whom Cicero defended (ed. Ciceron. Orat. pro Scauro, p, 28. ad Grell.) : 
"LaudaveruntScaurum consulares novem-Horum magna pars per .tabellas 
laudaverunt, qui aberant: inter quos Pompeius quoque. Unus prreterea
adolescens laudavit, frater ejus, Faustus Cornelius, Syllre .filius. Is in : 
laudatione multa humiliter et cum lacrimis locutus non minus audientes· 
permovit, quam Scaurus ipse permoverat. A!f genua judicum, cum sen
tentire ferrentur, bifariam se diviserunt qui pro eo rogabant: ab uno latere 
Scaurus ipse et M. Glabrio, sororis filius, et Paulus, et P. Lentulus, et L. 
A!:milius Buca, et C. Memmius, supplicaverunt : ex altedt parte Sylla 
Faustus,. frater Scauri, ·et T. Annius Milo, et T. Peduca:us; etC. Cato, et 
M. Octavius Lrenas." • 

Compare also Cicero, Brutus, c. 23, about the defence of Sergius 
Galha; Quintilian, I. 0. ii. 15. -;., 

3 Plato, in his Treatise de Legibus (vi. p. ·76'8), adopts all tlre' distin
guishing_ principles of the Athenian dikasteries. He particularly insists, 
that the citizen who does not take his share in the exercise of this function, 
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simple and oral procedure, divested of that verbal and ceremonial 
technicality which marked the law of Rome even at its outset, 
was no small benefit. And as the verdicts of the dikasts, even 
when wrong, depended upon causes of misjudgement common 
to them with the general body of the citizens, so they never 
appeared to pronounce unjustly, nor lost the confidence of their 
fellow-citizens generally. Hut whatever may have been their 
defects as judicial instruments, as a stimulus both to thought 
and speech, their efficacy was unparalleled, in the circumstances 
of Athenian society. Doubtless they would not have produced 
the same effect if established at Thebes or Argos. The suscep
tibilities of the Athenian mind, as well as the previous practice 
and expansive tendencies of democratical citizenship, were also 
essential conditions-and that genuine taste for sitting in 
judgement and hearing both sides fairly, which, however 
Aristophanes may caricature and deride it, was alike honourable 
and useful to the people. The first establishment of the 
iikasteries is nearly coincident with the great improvement of 
t\ttic tragedy in passing from h:schylus to Sophokles. The 
;arne development of the national genius, now preparing 
;plendid manifestations both in tragic and comic poetry, was 
:ailed with redoubled force into the path of oratory, by the new 
udicial system. A certain power of speech now became 
1ecessary, not merely for -nrose who intended to take a 
)rominent part in politics, but also for private citizens to 
rindicate their rights or repel accusations, in a court of justice. 
[t was an accomplishment of the greatest practical utility, even 
tpart from ambitious purposes; hardly less so than the use of 
trms or the practice of the gymnasium. Accordingly, the 
eachers of grammar and rhetoric, and the composers of written 
ipeeches to be delivered by others, now began to multiply and 
.o acquire an unprecedented importance-as well at Athens as 
mder the contemporary democracy of Syracuse,1 in which also 
;orne form of popular judicature was established. Style and 
;peech began to be reduced to a system, and so communicated; 
10t always happily, for several of the early rhetors 2 adopted an 

:onceives himself to have no concern or interest in the commonwealth
ro 7retp&.11"etV T;jS 7r0A€WS 0~ piTo')(,OS eiVet1. 

l Aristot. ap. Cicero. Brut. c. 12. "Itaque cum sublatis in Sicilia 
yrannis res privatre Iongo intervallo judiciis repeterentur, tum primum 
1uod esset acuta ea gens et controversa natura, artem et pnecepta Siculos 
::oracem et Tisiam conscripsisse," &c. Compare Diodor. xi. 87; Pausan. 
ri. 17, 8. 

2 Especially Gorgias: see Aristotel. Rhetor. iii. I, 26; Timreus, Fr.;· 
)ionys. Halicarn. De Lysia Judicium, c. 3: also Foss, Dissertatio de 
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artificial, ornate, and conceited manner, from which Attic good 
taste afterwards liberated its~lf. But the very character of a 
teacher of rhetoric as an art,-a man giving precepts and ' 
putting himself forward in show-lectures as a model for'others, 
is a feature first belonging to the Periklean age, and indicates a 
new demand in the minds of the citizens. , 

We begin to hear, in the generation now growing up, of the 
rhe1£,r anq Jgw~-P~J&11 .. !J; •• ~P~~~,<;LiD.~J;.l~,~- ~r.!,~btiJ:Y·I.l_ 
These two names denoted persons of similar moral and m:r 
tellectual endowments, or often indeed the same person, f 
considered in different· points_ of view ; 1 either as professing~~ 
to improve the moral character~or as communicating power 
and facility of expression-or as suggesting premises for per
suasion, illustrations on the comll}on-places of morals and 
politics, argumentative abundance on matter~ of ordinary 
experience, dialectical subtlety in confuting an opponent, &c.2 

A~.9- of t~~ deme Rha~nus in. Attica, T~~~~ of 
Chalked?n, T1~,9.i Syracuse, ,~~g!~J,LeontJm, P.J:.<?.tll:~~ 
of Abdera, Prqchln1s of Keos, Theod9rus· of Byzantmm, 
Hippias of Elis;--Zeno of _ Elea, wereamong the first .who', - . . ___.,.,..- . ~ 
Gorgift Leontino, p. 20 (Halle, I8z8); and Westermann, Geschichte der 
Beredsamkeit in Griechenland und Rom, sect. 30, 31. / \ 

1 Plato (Gorgias, c. 2o-75 ; Protagoras, c. g). Lysias is sometimes de'· 
signated as a sophist (Demosth, cont. Nerer._ c. 7, p. I35I ; Athena::. xiii."'; 
p. 592). There is no sufficient reason for supposing·with Taylor (Viti 
Lysire, p. 56, ed. Dobson) that there were two persons named Lysias, and~ 
that the person here named is a different man from the author of the • 
speeche~ which remain to us : see ..-Mr. Fynes Clint9n, Fast. H. p. 360,, · 
A~pendtx, -c .. 20. · 

See the first book of Aristotle's Rhetoric (alluded to in a former note)' 
for his remarks on the technical teachers of rhetoric before his time. He .v 
remarks (and Plato had remarked before him) (i. I and 2) that their teach:. " 
ing was for the most part thoroughly narrow and practical, bearing exclu~t 
sively on what was required for the practice of the dikastery (..-epl -roil 

. lhnci(ea9u• ..-civ-rn ..-etpwv-ra• nxvol\:o'YEtv): compare also a remarkable pas-\ 
sage in his Treatise de Sophisticis Elenchis, c. 32 ad finem. And though 
he himself lays down a far more profound and comprehensive theory of~ 
rhetoric and all matters appertaining to it (in a treatiSe which has rarely 
been surpassed in power ofj:>hilosophical analysis), yet when he is recom- ~ 
mending his speculations to notice, he appeals to the great practical value 
of rhetorical teaching, as enabling a man to "help himseff" and_ fight his 
own battles in case of need-'A-ro..-ov •l Tqi adJp.um p.~v alaxp~v p.:q llVvaa9a• 
f3oTJ9iiv ~u.v-rqi, "-&'Y'I' 3€ ob1< alaxp&v (i. I, 3 ; compare iii. I, 2; Plato, 
Gorgias, c. 4I-55) ; Protagoras, c. 9; Phredrus, c. 43-50; Euthydem. 
c. 1-3I ; and Xenophon, Memorab. iii. I2, 2, 3). 

See also the character of Proxenus in the Anabasis of Xenophon, ii. 6, 
I6; Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. 307; Aristoph. Nubes~uo8; Xenophon, 
Memorab. i. 2, 48 ; Plato Alkibiad\:s, i. c. 3I, p. II9; and a striking 
passage in Plutarch's life of Cato ilie elder, c. 1. 
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distinguished themselves in these departments of teaching. 
Antipho was the author of the earliest composed speech really 
spoken in a dikastery and preserved down to the later critics.1 

These men were mostly not citizens of Athens, though many 
of them belonged to towns comprehended in the Athenian 
empire, at a time when important judicial causes helonging to 
these towns were often carried up to be tried at Athens-while 
all of them looked to that city as a central point of action and 

'-distinction. The term Sophist, which Herodotus 2 applies with 
\ sincere respect to men of distinguished wisdom such as_Solon, 
'· Anacharsis, 1.),0agoras, &c;.,_ r:~:JW Qt!P~- to be applied to these 

teachers of -virtue, rhetoric, conversation, and disputation ; 
many of whom professed acquaintance with the whole circle 
of human science, physical as well as moral (then narrow 
enough), so far as was necessary to talk about any portion of it 
plausibly and effectively, and to answer any question which 
might be proposed to them. l Though they passed from one 
Grecian town to another, partly in the capacity of envoys from 
their fellow-citizens, partly as exhibiting their talents to numer
ous hearers, with much renown and large gain,8-they appear 
to have been viewed with jealousy and dislike by a large portion 
of the public.4 For at a time when every citizen pleaded his 
own cause before the dikastery, they imparted, to those who 
were rich enough to purchase it, a peculiar skill in the common 
weapons, which made them seem like fencing-masters or pro
fessional swordsmen amidst a society of untrained duellists. 6 

1 Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. 832; Quintilian, iii. I, ro. Compare 
Van Spaan (or Ruhnken), Dissertatio de Antiphonte Oratore Attico, 
pp. 8, 9, prefixed to Dobson's edition of Antipho and Andokides. 
Antipho is said to have been the teacher of the historian Thucydides. The 
statement of Plutarch that the father of Antipho was also a sophist, can 
hardly be true. 

2 Herodot. i. 29 ; iv. 95· 
3 Plato (Hippias Major, c. I, 2 ; Menon, p. 95; and Gorgias, c. I, with 

Stallhaum's note); Diodor. xii. 53; Pausan. vi. 17, 8. 
4 Xenophon. Memorab. i. 2, 31. To teach or learn the art of speech 

was the common reproach made by the vulgar against philosophers and 
lettered men--'l"o ICOtvp -ro?s cj><ll.orr6cj>o<s {,,./, -rwv 'IJ"oll.ll.wv l'll"<'r<fu!Jp.evov 
(Xenoph. Memor. i. 2, 31). Compare JEschines cont. Timar. about 
Demosthenes, c. 25, 27, which illustrates the curious fragment ofSophokles, 
865. 01 ')'d.p 'Yt'Jvavopo• ~<alli.<'Y•"' 7,rr"71"6-rES. 
_ 5 Such is probahly the meaning of that remarkable passage in which 
Thucydides describes the Athenian rhetor Antipho (viii. 68) : 'Av-r<cj>wv, 
avhp • A87]vafaw &p<-rp .... ouoevos /Jrr-r<pos, l<al ICpd-rttT'rOS lV0Uf.L1j8~va• ')'€V6f.LEVOS 
Kal &. &v 'Yvol71 el1f"E~· tcctl ls p.~v 01jp.ov ob 1rapulw oUO' ~s liAAov &.f'Wva. ~KU{I(nos 
oMeva, all.ll.' 0'11"6'11"-rws -r<fi 'll"li.~Oet lila lio~av lie<V6'T7]'rOS litaiCe£
iJ-EVOS, -roiJs p.tv-ro• a')'wv•(op.evous 1<al iv litl<arr-r7]plq> 1<al iv li~p.q>, 'li"Ae!rr-ra 
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Moreover S~~ra_!§~,;:-·himself .~ product of the same age, a 
disputant oriflie same subjects, ·and bearing the same name 01 

a Sophist 1-but despising political and judicial practice,~anc 
looking to the production of intellectual stimulus and mora 
impressions upori his hearers-Sokrates-or rather,' Plate 
speaking through the person of Sokrates-carried on through 
out his life a constant polemical warfare against the sophist~ 
and rhetors, in that negative vein in which he was unrivalled 
And as the works of these latter have not remained, it is chiefl) 
from the observations of their opponen.ts that we know theni 
so that they are in a situation .such· as that in which Sokrate~ 
himself would have been, if we had been <::ompelled to judgt 
of him only from the Clouds of Arist<;P-hanes, or from thost 
unfavourable impressions respecting his character which wt 
know, even from the Apologies of._Tiato aQ~9.P.h9n, tc 
have been generally prevalehta:CAthens:)· · . 
~ This is not the oppor~u~ity however. for trying to di~tinguisl 

tlie good from the evil· m the workmg of the sophists .am 
rhetors. At p~ss11Utis e.l}.Q.~~!.l..t9~:1·,U1¥1~~~l!&JlE 
product.,<2Lfu~g~,j .. supplymg those wants, and answermg tc 
that stimulu"l;, which arose partly from the deliberations of tht 
Ekklesia, but still more from the contentions before th< 
eTs ll.v-l)p, litrns ~up./3oull.e6tratr& Tt, T$uv&.p.€VOS w<P•ll.e"Lv. " Inde ilia eire: 
occultandam eloquentiam simulatio," observes Quintilian, lnst. Or. jv .. r, 8 

. Compare Plato (Protagoras, c. 8; Pha:drus, c. 86), Isokrat.es cont. So 
phistas, Or:xiii. p. 295, where he complains of the teachers-o?rtV<J fl1r€ 
rrxov'TO, Oucd(r:crOat OtO&.ui\EtV, ~«Ae~dp.evm ,.o. Ovuxe"p~tT'TaTOJI TilJJI Ovop.4-rwv 
0 Ti:JV tp8ovoVvTwll lp'}'OV et'YJ i\E-yetv, au, oU T{i)v 'ITpOEU'Tcf>T~ll Tfjs TOLaVT11 
'l!"at5<6trews, Demosthen. De Fals. Legat. c. 70, 71, p. 417-420; anc 
.l.Eschin. cont .. Ktesiphon. c. 9, p. 371-Ka!<oiip')lov tro<jlt<TT~v, ol&p.ovo; 
p{Jp.o.trt roV. v&p.ous &.vo.tpfJ<T<tv, · 

1 .iEschines cont. Tim arch. c. 34, p. 74· 'Tp.•"Ls p.tv, tii 'A8rwa"Lot 
':SwKpr!r1Jv p.ev rov tro<jlt<TT~II &,.,.eilr<lvare, g.,., KptTlav i¢&.v11 'll"<'ll"at 
OevKWs, ~~~a 'TfiJv 'Tpu:f.KovTa. ,;;,, T~v 07j,u.ov ~ea/ral\.uucf.vTCJW. -

Among the sophists whom Isokrates severely criticises, he evident~: 
seems to include Plato, as may be seeri by the contrast between 8&~a an< 
brtu'T~!-''1, which he particularly notes, and which is so conspicuously se 
forth in the Platonic writings (Isokrates cont. Sophi,tas, Or. xiii. p. 293 
alsop. 295). We know also that Lysias called both Plato and .iEschin@ 
the disciple of ~okrates, by the name of Sophists ( Ari,teides, Orltt 
Platonic. xlvi. 'T.,..£p .;.r;, • .-.n&.pwv, p, 497, vol. \i. eq, Dindorf). Ari 
steides remarks justly that the name Sophist was a general name, includin! 
all the philosophers, teachers, and lettered meu. .. •,.,.' 

The general name Sophists, in fact, included good, bad, and indifferent 
like "the philosophers, t)le political economists, the metaphysicians,'' &c 
I shall take a future opportunity" of examining the indiscriminate censure 
against them as a class, which most modern writers have copied impliciti 
from the polemics of ancient times. This examination will be ~ound ii 
t;:h. Ixvii. of the present his,tory. 
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ikastery,-in which latter a far greater number of citizens 
)Ok active part, with or without their own consent. The 
ublic and frequent dikasteries constituted by Perikles opened 
) the Athenian mind precisely that career of improvement 
rhich was best suited to its natural aptitude. They were 
ssential to the development of that demand out of which grew 
ot only Grecian oratory, but also, as secondary products, the 
peculative moral and political philosophy, and the didactic 
nalysis of rhetoric and grammar, which long survived after 
~redan creative genius had passed away.! And it was one of 
1e first measures of the oligarchy of Thirty, to forbid, by an 
xpress law, any teaching of the art of speaking. Aristophanes 
erides the Athenians for their love of talk and controversy, as 
·it had enfeebled their military energy; but in his time most 
ndoubtedly, that reproach was not true-nor did it become 
:ue, even in part, until the crushing misfortunes which marked 
1e close of the Peloponnesian war. During the course of that 
•ar, restless and energetic action was the characteristic of 
cthens even in a greater degree than oratory or political dis
ussion, though before the time of Demosthenes a material 
Iteration had taken place. ) 

The establishment of these paid dikasteries at Athens was 
1US one of the most jmportant and pro]jfic events m aJJ 
~recian history. The pay helped to furnish a maintenance for 
ld citizens, past the age of military service. Elderly men were 
1e best persons for- such a service, and were preferred for 
1dicial purposes both at Sparta, and as it seems, in heroic 
~reece. Nevertheless, we need not suppose that all the 
ikasts were either old or poor, though a considerable pro
ortion of them were so, and though Aristophanes selects 
1ese qualities as among the most suitable subjects for his 
dicule. Perikles has been often censured for this institution, 
s if he had been the first to ensure pay to dikasts who before 
~rved for nothing, and had thus introduced poor citizens into 
ourts previously composed of citizens above poverty. But in 
1e first place, this supposition is not: correct in point of fact, 
1asmuch as there were no such constant dikasteries previously 
::ting without pay; next, if it had been true, the habitual 

( Xenoph. Memor. i. 2, 31. ll.orwv -r~xvrw p.t} lhli&.<Ttmv. Xenophon 
;cribes the passing of this law to a personal hatred of Kritias against 
okrates, and connects it with an anecdote exceedingly puerile, when con
dered as the a!leged cause of that hatred, as well as of the consequent 
.w. But it is evident that the law had a far deeper meaning, and was 
med directly at one of the prominent democratical habits. 
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exclusion of the poor citizens would have nullified the popular 
working of these bodies, and would .have prevented them from 
answering any longer to the reigning sentiment at Athens., 
Nor could it be deemed unreasonable to assign a regular pay 
to those who thus rendered regular service. It was indeed an 
essential item in the whole scheme 1 and pu.rpose, so that the 
suppression of the pay of itself seems to have suspended the 
dikasteries, while the oligarchy of Four Hundred was estab
lished'-and it can only be discussed in th1:1-t light.· As the 
fact stands, we may suppose that the 6ooo Heliasts who filled 
the dikasteries were coin posed of' the middl}ng and poorer 
citizens indiscriminately ; though there was nothing to exclude 
tho cich«, if thoy cho•c to """'') 

CHAPTER XL VII 

FROM THE THIRTY Y~ARS' TRUCE, FOURTEEN YEARS BEFORE 

THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO THE BLOCKADE OF · 

POTID.IEA, I~ THE YEAR BEFORE THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR 

THE judicial alterations effected at Athens by Perikles and 
Ephialtes, described in the preceding chapter, gave to a larget· 
proportion of the citizens direct jury function~ and an active 1 
interest in the constituti<;m, such as they had never before 
enjoyed ; th~ chang~ being at ~mce a mark of previous grow.th ~ 
of democratical sentiment dunng the past, and a cause of 1ts~ 
further development during the future. The Athenian people ; 
were at this time ready for personal exertion in all directions,;~ 
Military service on land or sea· was not less conformable to~ 
their dispositions than attendance in the ekklesia or in the,c 
dikastery at home. The naval service especially was prosecuted~ 
with a degree of assiduity which brought about continual im-;. 
provement in skill and .efficiency ; while the poorer citizens, of.~ 
w.ho?l . it chiefly consisted, were more exact in obedience and.,. 
disc1plme than any of the more opulent persons from whom the 
infantry or the cavalry were drawn.2 The maritime multitude;· 
in additionJ to self-confidence and courage, acquired by tgi~ 1 

1 Thucyd. viii. 67. Compare a curious passage, even in reference to thet; 
time of Demosthen~s, in the speech of that orator contra B~otum de . 
!,'amine, C. 5· • Kal El p.ur9os brop{0'0'1j 'TOiS.Otl<aO''T'Tjp(ols, dO'ij')'OV ifv p.e oiji\ov· 
~k ., 

2 Xenophon, Memorab. iii. 5, r8. 
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laborious training an increased skill, which placed the Athenian 
navy every year more and more above the rest of Greece. And 
the perfection of this force became the more indispensable as 
the Athenian empire was now again confined to the sea and 
seaport towns; the reverses immediately preceding the Thirty 
·ears' truce having broken up all Athenian land ascendency 
1ver Megara, Breotia, and the other continental territories 
.djoining to Attica . 
. 'The maritime .confederacy-originally commenced at Delos 
mder 'the-headship of Athens, but with a common synod and 
leliberative· voice on the part of each member-had now become 
ransformed into a confirmed empire on the part of Athens, 
>ver the remaining states as foreign dependencies ; all of them 
endering tribute except Chios, ~~1,2p_d .J.e~bos.; These 
hree still remained on tlieu ongmal footmg of autonomous 
Lilies, retaining their armed force, ships, and fortifications, with 
he obligation offumishing military and naval aid when required, 
mt not of paying tribute. The discontinuance of the deliber
Ltive synod, however, had deprived them of their original 
;ecurity against the encroachments of Athens. I have already 
:tated generally the steps (we do not know them in detail) 
irhereby this important change was brought about, gradually 
i'nd without any violent revolution-1for even the transfer of 
he common treasure from Delos to Athens, Wll!CU was the 
ncisfpalpable symbol and evidence of the change, was not an 
~t of Athenian violence, since it was adopted on the pro-
5osition of the Samians.) The change resulted in fact almost 
nevitably from the circumstances of the case, and from the 
!ager activity of the Athenians contrasted with the backward
less and aversion to personal service on the part of the allies. 
N e must recollect that the ~onfederacy, even in its original 
;tructure, was contracted for permanent objects, and was 
)ermanently binding by the vote of its majority, like the 
)partan confederacy, upon every individual member.l It was 
lestined to keep out the Persian fleet, and to maintain the 
)olice .of the· .$gean. Consistently with these objects, no 
ndividual member could be allowed to secede from the con
'ederacy, and thus to acquire the benefit of protection at the 
:ost of the remainder : so that when N axos and other members 
Lctually did secede, the step was taken as a revolt, and Athens 
mly performed her duty as president of the confederacy in 

1 Thucyd. v. 30: about the Spartan confederacy-eip?]p.~vov, JC6ptov 
•iva•, 8, .,., tr.v TO 1ri\;J8os T~JI ~vp.,u.&.xwv 1/1?1</>(IT?)TQ.h ~" p.f! .,., 6eon' 
) 7!pc6ow 1<c6i\vp.a if· 
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reducing them. By every such. reduction, as well a,s by. that 
exchange of personal service for money-payment, which most 
of the allies voluntarily sought, the power of Athens increased, 
until at length she found herself with an irresistible navy in 
the midst of disarmed tributaries, none of whom could escape 1 
from her constraining power,-and mistress of the sea, the use11 
?f ~hich was indispensable to them .. \TUs.sl.l.l.<)~..;.o(,2~Jos, even.; 
1f 1t had not before become part1a:lly deserted, must have. 
ceased at the time when. the treasure was removed to"A1hens=- · 
probably,abou:t~46'<5·Kc:;-orsl:l6rfly-artefwar~ • --

~ :.,Th~ r_:_!!!:i~~~ween Athe_~,s and .-~er lli~ wer~ _thus 
,,mat~a~y-clia,r~g~g,..§Y. uproceedmgs wliJCh' gra.dually evolved 

themselves and follg_w~ one upqg_J;.4,s:,.pJ_}l_er-~Jthout.any_pre
concerted pjiri:--She became an imperial or despot city, 
go~n aggregateof 'depenC1enfSiii:1jects;allwffnciufHieir 
own active concurrence, and in manY. cases doubtless contrary 
to their own sense of political right. It was not likely that 
they should conspire unanimously to break up the confederacy, . 
and discontinue the collection of contribution from each of the, 
members; nor would it have been at all desirable that they 
should do so : for while Greece generally would have been a~ 
great loser by such a proceeding, the allies themselves would 1 

have been the greatest losers of all, illaSn.iUcli asrllef'wciuld 
have .. been e';;po"se"d' witl1oli't"'defence to the Persian and ' 

• • - _.,...... . Wo iii >ll'.:d ..-..e.~~ ~ ......... fi .. ~ ·_.-: ___ ~~ \ 

Phce_~c~~~e~ts,_But t~*·~l'l!nutted. the cap_1tal 1 
fau~,..£L..!~g: the whole all!~~<;~ ml~-~!E..2.'Y.~~!Jps,_and 1 
treatmg the alhes purely as subJects, w1tl:lo'Jt seekmg to attach 
them5yanyform-of polltfcarlnc'Orj)oration or collective meeting t 
and discussion-without taking any pains to maintain com-1 
munity of feeling or idea of a joint interest~withoi'it 'a<:riiiittiiig~ 
any . control;-Ieal or even~-pretended;-over themselves as 1 

managers. Had they attempted to do this, it might have 
proved difficult to accomplish,-so powerful was the force of c 
geographical dissemination, the tendencY. to isolated Civif_life, ~ 

ia.nd,the repugnan~e to any permanentextramu.ral obligations, 
in/every Grecian community. But they do not appear to havel 

Vever made the attempt;:___ Finding i\:111eiiS"'eXalted-oy circum- • 
stancesto empire, and the allies degraded into subjects, the 
Athenian statesmen grasped at the exaltation as a matter of 
pride as well as profit.1 Even Perikles, the most I?J)d.dent and 
far-sighted of them, betraY.ed no '"Co'iiSciousnes\ that an empire 

1 Thucyd. ii. 63. .,.ils o< 1rOll.ews flp.as El1<~s .,.r;; 'Ttp.wp.~vrp &1ro 'Tov lfpxew, 
o/7r€p li.1raV'TES &')'ttll.ll.eiT8E, {Jo'f}8Eiv, 1<al p.:q <f>eiJ')'<tV' 'TOVs 7rOVovs, ~ p.'f}OE 'Ta$ 
'Ttp.as Ot<fJI<EiV, &c. 
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without the cement of some all-pervading interest or attach
ment, although not practically oppressive, must nevertheless 
have a natural tendency to become more and more unpopular, 
and ultimately to crumble in pieces.j Such was the course of 
events which, if the judicious counsels of Perikles had been 
followed, might have been postponed, though it could not 
1.ave been averted. 

Instead of trying to cherish or restore the feelings of equal 
,lliance, Perikles formally disclaimed it. He maintained that 
\.thens owed to her subject-allies no account of the money 
eceived from them, so long as she performed her contract by 
~eping away the Persian enemy and maintaining the safety 
>f the .LEgean waters.l ; This was, as he represented, the 
1Pligation which AthenS had undertaken; and provided it 
~ere faithfully discharged, the allies had no right to ask 
ruestions or exercise control. That it was faithfully discharged 
10 one could deny. No ship of war except from Athens and 
1er allies was ever seen between the eastern and western shores 
>f the .LEgean. An Athenian fleet of sixty triremes was kept 
m duty in these waters, chiefly manned by Athenian citizens, 
.nd beneficial as well from the protection afforded to commerce 
f for keeping the seamen in constant pay and training.2 And 
uch was the effective superintendence maintained, that in the 
lisastrous period preceding the Thirty years' truce, when Athens 
pst Megara and Bceotia, and with difficulty recovered Eubcea, 
tone of her numerous maritime subjects took the opportunity 
o revolt. 

The total of these distinct tributary cities is said to have 
mounted to rooo, according to a verse of Aristophanes,3 which 
annot be under the truth, though it may well be, and prob
bly is, greatly above the truth. The total annual tribute 
ollected at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, and 
•robably also for the years preceding it, is given by Thucydides 
t about 6oo talents. Of the sums paid by particular states, 
tOwever, we have little or no information.4 It was placed 

1 Plutarch, Perikl@s, c. 12. 
2 Plutarch, Perikli!s, c. u. 
3 Aristophan. Vesp. 707. 
4 The island of Kythi!ra was conquered by the Athenians from Sparta in 

25 B.C., and the annual tribute then imposed upon it was four talents 
fhucyd. iv. 57). In the Inscription No. 143, ap. Boeckh Corp. Inscr., 
re find some names enumerated of tributary towns with the amount of 
ribute opposite to each, but the stone is too much damaged to give us 
mch information. Tyrodiza in Thrace paid rooo drachms : some other 
JWns, or junctions of towns, not clearly discernible, are rated at rooo, 
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under the superintendence of the Hellenotamire; originally 1 
officers of the confederacy, but now removed from Delos to 1 

2000, 3000 drachms, one talent, and even ten talents. This inscription I 
must be anterior to 413 B.C., when the tribute was converted into a five 
per cent. duty upon imports and exports: see Boeckh, Public Econ. ofl 
Athens, and his notes upon the above-mentioned Inscription. 1 

It was the practice of Athens not always to rate each tributary city 
separately, but sometimes to join several in one collective rating; probably~ 
each responsible for the rest. This seems to have provoked occasional~ 
remonstrances from the allies, in some of .which the. rhetor Antipho was\ 
employed to furnish the speech which the complainants pronounced before 

1 
the dikastery : see Antipho ap. Harpokration, v. 'A,-6ra~ts-:SVPT€A<ts. It 
is greatly to be lamented that the orations composed by Antipho for the 
Samotbrakians and Lindians (the latter inhabiting one of the three separate 
towns in the island of Rhodes) have not been preserved. 

Since my first edition, M. Boeckh has published a second edition of his 
Public Economy of the Athenians, with valuable additions and enlarge
ments. Among the latter are included several Inscriptions (published also 
for the most part in Rangahe's Antiquites Helleniques) recently found at 
Athens, and illustrating the tribute raised by an'cient Athens from her 
subject-allies. M. Boeckh has devoted more than half1 his second volume 
(from p. 369 top. 747) to an elaborate commentary for the elucidation of· 
these documents. 

Had it been our good fortune to recover these Inscriptions complete, we 
should. have acquired important and authentic information respecting the 
Athenian Tribute-system. But they are very imperfectly legible, and 
require at every step conjectural restoration as well. a0 conjectural inter
pretation. To extract from them a consistent idea of the entire system, 
M. Boeckh has recourse to several liypotheses, which appear to me more 
ingenious than convincing. 

The stones (or at' least several among them) form a series of records, 
belonging to successive years or other periods, inscribed by the Thirty 
Logistre or Auditors (Boeckh, p. 584). The point of time from which they 
begin is not positively determinable. Rangabe supposes it to be Olymp. 82, 
I (452 B.C.), while Boeckh puts it later-Olymp. 83, 2, B.C. 447 (p. 594-
596). They reach down, in his opinion, to B.C. 406. 

As to the amount of tribute demanded from or paid by the allies, collec
tively or individually, nothing certain ·appears to me obtainable from these 
Insc~iptions; which vary surp1isingly (as Boeckh observes, pp. 615, 626, 
628, 646) in the sums placed opposite to the same name. We learn how
ever something about the classification of the subject-allies. They were 
distributed under five general heads,-I. Karian Tribute. 2. Ionic Tribute. 
3· Insular Tribute. 4· Hellespontine Tribute. 5· Thracian Tribute. 
Under the first head, Karian, we find specified 62 names of cities ; under 
the second, Ionic, 42 names; under the third, Insular, 41 ; under the 
fourth, Hellespontine, 50; under. the fifth, Thracian, 68. The total of 
these (with the addition of four undecypherable names not aggregated to 
either class) makes 267 names of tributary cities (Boeckh, p. 6II). Un
doubtedly all the names of tributaries are not her~ included. Boeckh 
supposes that an :ipprqximation to the actual total may' be made, by adding 
one-fifth more, making in all 334 tributaries (p. 663). This shows a 
probable minimum, but little more. 

Allusion is made in the Inscriptions to certain differences in the ~ode oC 
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Athens, and acting altogether as an Athenian treasury-board. 
The sum total of the Athenian revenue 1 from all sources, 
including this tribute, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian 
war is stated1iy''"XenopHon~af iooo talents. ·Customs, hatb6ur 
and market dues, receipts from the silver-mines at Laurium, 
rents of public property, fines from judicial sentences, a tax 
per head upon slaves, the annual payment made by each metic, 
&c., may have made up a larger sum than 400 talents; which 
sum, added to the 6oo talents from tribute, would make the 
total named by Xenophon. But a verse of Aristophanes 2 

during the ninth year of the Peloponnesian war (B.C. 422) 
gives the general total of that time as "nearly 2ooo talents :" 
this is in all probability much above the truth, though we may 
reasonably imagine that the amount of tribute-money levied 
upon the allies had been augmented during the interval. I 
think that the alleged duplication of the tribute by Alkibiades, 
which Thucydides nowhere notices, is not borne out by any 
good evidence, nor can I believe that it ever reached the 
sum of 1,2oo talents.3 Whatever may have been the actual 

asses5ment. Some are self-assessed cities, '7TOll.ets Gt~Tal <f>&pov Tt:t~d.p.evct.<
others are cities inscribed by private individuals on the tribute roll, r.&ll.ets 
&s ol lBtii>Tat ~ve-ypal/Jav <f>Opov <f>epetv (p. 6r3-6r6). These two heads 
(occurring in three ditTerent Inscriptions) seem to point to a date not long 
after the first establishment of the tribute. It appears that the Athenian 
kleruchs or outlying citizens were numbered among the tributaries, and 
were assessed (as far as can be made out) at the highest rate (p. 631). 

There are a few Inscriptions in which the sum placed opposite to the 
name of each city is extremely high ; but in general the sum recorded is so 
small, that Boeckh affirms it not to represent the whole tribute assessed, 
but only that small fraction of it (according to him 1 h) which was paid 
over as a compliment of perquisite to the goddess Athene. His hypothesis 
on this subject rests, in my judgement, upon no good proof, nor can I think 
that these Inscriptions at all help us to discover the actual aggregate of 
tribute raised. He speaks too emphatically about the heavy pressure of it 
upon the allies. Nothing in Thucydides warrants this belief; moreover, 
we know distinctly from him that until the year 413 B.c., the total tribute 
was something not so much as 5 per cent. upon imports and exports 
(Thucyd. vii. 28). How much less it was we do not know; but it certainly 
did not reach that point. Mitford seems struck with the lightness of the 
tax (see a note in this History, ch. !xi.). It is possible that the very high 
assessments, which appear on a few of the stones appended to some names 
of insular tributaries, may refer to a date later than 413 B.C. during the 
closing years of the war, wht:n Athens was struggling under the most severe 
pressure and peril (Boeckh, p. 547 seq.). 

l Xenophon. A nab. vii. I. 27. 0~ p.e'iov x•ll.[wv 'Tt:tll.ci.vTWV: compare 
Boeckh, Public Econ. of Athens, b. iii. ch. 7, r5, rg. 

2 Aristophan. V esp. 66o. Tcill.avT' ~-y-yh litiJ'XiA.ta. 
3 Very excellent writers on Athenian antiquity (Boeckh, Public Econ. of 

Athens, c. rs, I9, b. iii.; Schiimann, Antiq. J. P. Mt, s~ct. lxxiv. ;, !\ .. f. 
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magnitude of the Athenian budget, however, prior to the Pelo
ponnesian war, we know that ··during· the larger part of the 

Hermann, Gr. Staats~lterthiimer, sect. I 57: compare ho\vever a passage in 
Boeckh, ch. 17, p. 421, Eng. trans!., where he S€ems to be of an-opposite 
opinion) accept this statement, that the tribute levied by Athens upon her 
allies was doubled some years after the commencement of the Peloponnesian 
\Var (at which time it was 6oo talents), and that it carrie to amount to 1200 
talents. Nevertheless, I cannot follow them, upon evidence no stronger 
than JEschin~s (Fals. Leg. c. 54, p. 301), Andokid~s (De Pace, c. I, s. 9), 
and Pseudo-Andokid~s, cont. Alkib. s. II. 

Both Andokides, and JEschin~s who seems to copy him, profess to furnish 
~'general but brief sketch of Athenian history for the century succeeding 

the Persian invasion. But both are so full of historical and chronological 
inaccuracies, that we can hardly accept their authority, when opposed by 
anynegative probabilities, as sufficient for an important matter of fact. In 
a note on the chapter immediately preceding I have already touched upon 
their extraordinary looseness of statement-pointed out by varions com: 
mentators, among them particularly by Mr. Fynes Clinton: see vol. v. 
chap. xlv. note 2• 

The assertion that the tribute from . the Athenian allies was raised to a 
sum of 1200 talents annually, comes to us only from these orators as 
original witnesses·; and in them it forms part of a tissue of statements alike 
confused and incorrect. But against it we have a powerful negative argu
ment-the perfect silence of Thucydides. Is it possible that that historian 
would have omitted all notice of a step so very important in its effects, if 
Athens had really adopted it? He mentions to us the commutation by 
Athens of the tribute from her allies into!'- duty of 5 per cent. payable by 
them on their exports and imports (vii. 28)-this was in the nineteenth year 
of the war-413 B.c. But anything like the duplication of the tribute all 
at once, would have altered much more materially the relations between 
Athens and her allies, and would have constituted in the minds of the latter 

·a substantive grievance such as to aggravate the motive for revolt in a 
manner which Thucydides could hardly fail to notice, The orator JEschin~s 
refers the augmentation of the tribute, up to 1200 talents, to the time 
succeeding the peace of Nikias: M. Boeckh (Public Econ. of Athens, b. iii. 
ch. 15-19, p .. 400-434) supposes it to have taken place earlier than the 
repre~entation of the Vesp::e of Aristophan~s, that is, about three years 
before that peace, or 423 B.C. But this would have been just before the 
time of the expedition of Brasidas into Thrace, and his success in exciting 
revolt among the dependencies of Athens. Now if Athens had doubled 
her tribute upon all the allies, just before that expedition, Thucydides 
could not have omitted to mention it, as increasing the chances of success 
to Brasidas, and helping to determine the resolutions of the Akanihians and 
others, which were by no means adopted unanimously or without hesitation, 
to revolt · 

In reference to the Oration to which I here• refer as that of Pseudo
Andokides again>t Alkibiades, I made some remarks in chap. xxxi. of this 
History, toending to' show it to be spurious and of a time considerably later 
than that 'to which it purports to belong. I will here add one other remark, 
which appears to lne decisive, tending to the same conclusion •. 

The oration professes to be delivered in a contest of ostracism between 
Nikias, Alkibiad~s, and the speaker. · One of the three (he says) must 
necessarily be ost.racised, and .the question is to determine which of the 
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administration of Perikles, the revenue including tribute was so 
managed as to leave a large annual surplus ; insomuch that a 
treasure of coined money was accumulated in the Acropolis 
during the years preceding the Peloponnesian war-which 
treasure when at its maximum reached the great sum of 9700 
talents ( = £z,z3o,ooo), and was still at 6ooo talents, after a 
serious drain for various purposes, at the moment when that 
war began.1 This system of public economy, constantly laying 
by a considerable sum year after year-in which Athens stood 
alone, since none of the Peloponnesian states had any public 
reserve whatever,2 goes far of itself to vindicate Perikles from 

three : accordingly the speaker dwells upon many topics calculated to raise 
a bad impression of Alkibiades, and a favourable impression of himself. 

Among the accusation$ against Alkibiades, one is, that after having 
recommended in the assembly of the people that the inhabitants of Melos 
should be sold as slaves, he had himself purchased a Mel ian woman among 
the captives, and had had a son by her: it was criminal (argues the speaker) 
to beget offspring by a woman whose relations he had contributed to cause 
to be put to death, and whose city he had contributed to ruin (c. 8). 

Upon this argument I do not here touch, any further than to bring out 
the point of chronology. The speec_h, if delivered at all, must have been 
delivered, at the earliest, nearly a year after the capture of Melos by the 
Athenians: it may be of later date, but it ca1tnot possibly be em·lt"er. 

Now Melos surrendered in the winter immediately preceding the great 
expedition of the Athenians to Sicily in 415 B.c., which expedition sailed 
about midsummer (Thucyd. v. u6; vi. 30). Nikias and Alkibiades both 
went as commanders of that expedition : the latter was recalled to Athens 
for trial on the charge of impiety about three months afterwards, hut 
escaped in the way home, was condemned and sentenced •to banishment in 
his absence, and did not return to Athens until 407 B. c., long after the 
death of Nikias, who continued in command of the Athenian armament in 
Sicily, enjoying the full esteem of his countrymen, until its complete failure 
and ruin before Syracuse-and who perished himself afterwards as a 
Syracusan prisoner. 

Taking these circumstances together, it will at once be seen that there 
never can have been any time, ten months or more after the capture of 
Melos, when Nikias and Alkibiades could have been exposed to a vote of 
ostracism at Athens. The thing is absolutely impossible : and the oration 
in which such historical and chronological incompatibilities are embodied, 
must be spurious ; furthermore it must have been composed long after the 
pretended time of delivery, when the chronological series of events had been 
forgotten. 

I may add that the story of this duplication of the tribute by Alkibiades 
is virtually contrary to the statement of Plutarch, probably borrowed from 
A!:schines, who states that the demagogues gradually increased (Ka.'Tu 
fL<Kp6v) the tribute to 1300 talents (Plutarch, Aristeid. c. 24). 

1 Thucyd. ii. r 3· 
2 Thucyd. i. 8o. The foresight of the Athenian people, in abstaining 

from immediate use of public money and laying it up for future wants, 
would be still more conspicuously demonstrated, if the statement of 
.tEschines the orator were true, that they got together 7000 talents between 
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t~~~~$...~ ~iiJ$"$a~ted,.,fu~P£.qlif.~Y .. LI?:"T~.J:e.::,o\1s. 
d~!2~~?f,.tlifl,.PY.!:RC?~~·,.l1(..!:JP.!e.LD11;1E~BPP,~t;tY; ano also 
to exonerate the Athenian Demos from that reproach of a 
greetly-a1JpefireiOrliving byfh'e public purse which it is 
common to advance against them} After· the death of Kim on, 
no further expeditions were unsiertaken against the Persians. 
Even for some years before ,his death, not much appears to 
have been done. The tribute-money thus remained unex~ 
pended, and kept in reserve, as the presidential duties of 
Athens prescribed, against future attack, wh'ich might at any 
time be renewed. 

Though we do not know the exact amount of the other 
sources of Athenian revenue, however, we know that tribute 
received from allies was the largest item in it.1 And altogether 
the exercise of empire abroad became a prominent feature in 
Athenian life, and a necessity to Athenian sentiment, not less 
than democracy at home. Athens was no longer, as she had 
been once, a single city, with Attica for her territory. She was 
a capital or imperial city-a despot-city, was the expression 
used by her enemies, and even sometimes by her own citizens(~ 
-with many dependencies attached to her, and bound m, 
the peace of Nikias and the. Sicilian expedition. M. Boeckh believes thisi 
statement, and says, "It is not impossible that IOOO talents might have 
been laid by eve.ry year, as the amount of tribute received was so consider
able" (Public Economy of Athens, ch. xx. p. 446, Eng. Trans.). I do not 
believe the statement: but M. Boeckhand others, who do, ought in fairness 
to set it against the many remarks which they pass in condemnation of the 
democratical prodigality. 

1 Thucyd. i. 122-143; ii. 13. The 7r•V'T1/I<MT1), or duty of two per cent. 
upon imports and exports ·at the Peirreus, produced to the state a revenue 
of thirty-six talents in the year in \\'hich it was farmed by Andokides, some
where about 400 B. c., after the restoration of the democracy at Athens from 
its defeat and subversion at the close of the Peloponnesian war (Andokides 
de Mysteriis, c. 23, p. 65). This was at a period of depression in Athenian 
affairs, and when trade was doubtless not near so good as it had been during 
the earlier part of the Peloponnesian war. 

It seems probable that this must have been the most considerable per
manent source of Athenian revenue next to the tribute ; though we do not 
know what rate of customs-duty was imposed at the Peineus during the 
Peloponnesian war. Comparing together the two passages of Xenophon 
(Republ; Ath. I, 17, and Aristophan. Vesp. 657), we may suppose that the 
regular and usual rate of duty was one per cent. or one ~J<aTotrTn-while in 
case of need this may have been.doubled or tripled-TO.s 7rOAA0.s :J<aTotrT&.s 

(>ee Boeckh, b. iii. ch. 1-4, p. 298-318, Eng. Trans.). The amount of 
revenue derived even from this source, however, can have- borne no com
parison to the tribute. 

2 By Perikl€s, Thucyd. ii. 63. By Kleon, Thucyd. iii. 37· By the 
envoys at M€'1os, v. 89. By Euphemus, vi. 85. By the hostile Corinthians, 
i. I 24, as a matter of course. 
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follow her orders. Such was the manner in which not merely 
Perikles and the other leading statesmen, but even the humblest 
Athenian citizen, conceived the dignity of Athens. The senti
ment was one which carried with it both personal pride and 
stimulus to active patriotism. To establish Athenian interests 
among the dependent territories was 'one important object in 
the eyes of Perikles. "1 While discouraging all distant 1 and rash 
~nterprises, such as invasions of Egypt or Cyprus, he planted 
)ut many kleruchies, and. colonies gf Athenian citizens inter
ningted with allies, on islands and parts of the coast. He 
:onducted 1oco citizens to the Thracian Chersonese, soo to 
~rucos, .and zso to And~ In the Chersonese, he further 
·epeiTed the barbarousThracian invaders from without, and 
~ven undertook the labour of carrying a wall of defence across 
:he isthmus which connected the peninsula with Thrace ; since 
he barbarous Thracian tribes, though expelled some time 
?efore by Kim on, 2 had still continued to renew their incursions 
rom time to time. Ever since the occupation of the elder 
v.Iiltiades about eighty years before, there had been in this 
)eninsula many Athenian proprietors, apparently intermingled 
'lith half-civilised Thracians : the settlers now acquired both 
:reater numerical strength and better protection, though it does 
10t appear that the cross-wall was permanently maintained. 
fhe maritime expeditions of Perikles even extended into the 
~uxine sea, as far as th_ejm.pcirtant Gre.ek city of Sinope, then 
:overned by a despot named TimesilaU:s, against whom a 
arge proportion of the citizens were in active discontent. 
:..amachus was left with thirteen Athenian triremes to assist in 
~xpelling the despot, who was driven into exile along with his 
fiends and party. The properties of these exiles were con
iscated, and assigned to the maintenance of six hundred 
\thenian citizens, admitted to equal fellowship and residence 
vith the Sinopians. We may presume that on this occasion 
)inope became a member of the Athenian tributary alliance, 
f it had not been so before : but we do not know whether 
<.otyora and Trapezus, dependencies of Sinope farther east
vard, which the ro,ooo Greeks found on their retreat fifty 
•ears afterwards, existed in the time of Perikles or not. More
>ver the numerous and well-equipped Athenian fleet under the 
:ommand of Perikles produced an imposing effect upon the 
)arbarous princes and tribes along the coast,s contributing 

1 Plutarch, Perikl@s, c. 20. 
2 Plutarch, Kimon, c. 14-
a Plutarch, Perikl@s, c. I 9, 20. 
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of Eion at the mouth of the river. The previous unsuc
cessful attempts to form establishments at Ennea Hodoi have 
already been noticed-first that of Histireus the Milesian, 
followed up by his brother Aristagoras (about 497-496 B.c.), 
next that of the Athenians about 46 5 B.C. under Leagrus and 
others-on both which occasions the intruding settlers had 
been defeated and expelled by the native Thracian tribes, 
though on the second occasion the number sent by Athens 
\'as not less than ro,ooo.l So serious a loss deterred the 
\.thenians for a long time from any repetition of the attempt. 
3ut it is highly probable that individual Athenian citizens, 
rom Eion and from Thasus, connected themselves with power
ill Thracian families, and became in this manner actively 
!ngaged in mining-to their own great profit, as well as to 
pe profit of the city collectively, since the property of the 
deruchs, or Athenian citizens occupying colonial lands, bore 
~s share in case of direct taxes being imposed on property 
~enerally. Among such fortunate adventurers we may number 
he historian Thucydides himself; .seemingly descended from 
'\.thenian parents intermarrying with Thracians, and himself 
narried to a wife either Thracian or belonging to a family of 
'\.thenian colonists in that region, through whom he became 
)Ossessed of a large property in the mines, as well as of great 
nfluence in lhe districts around.2 This was one of the various 
vays in which the collective power of Athens enabled her 
:hief citizens to enrich themselves individually. 

The colony under Agnon, despatched from Athens in the 
•ear 437 B.C., appears to have been both numerous and 
veil-sustained, inasmuch as it conquered and maintained the 
·aluable position of Ennea Hodoi in spite of those formid
.ble Edonian neighbours who had baffied the two preceding 
.ttempts. Its name of Ennea Hodoi was exchanged for that 
,f Amphipolis-the hill on which the new town was situated 
1eing bounded on three sides by the river. The settlers seem 
o have been of mixed extraction, comprising no large propor
ion of Athenians. Some were of Chalkidic race, others came 

1 Thucyd. i. 100. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 105; Marcellinus, Vit. Thucyd. c. 19. See Rotscb 

.eben des Tbukydides, cb. i. 4, p. 96, who gives a genealogy of Thu 
ides, as far as it can be made out with any probability. The historia~ 
onnected by blood with Miltiades and Kimon, as well as with Olorus 
f one of the Thracian tribes, whose daughter Hegesipyle was " 
d:iltiades the conqueror of Marathon. In this manner therefore 1:- •· -' 
o one of the ancient heroic families of Athens and even of Gr, 
n A!:akid through Ajax and Philreus (Marcellin. c. 2). 
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from Argilus, a Grecian city colonised from Andros, which 
possessed the territory on the western bank of the Strymon 
immediately opposite to Amphipolis,1 and which was included 
among the subject allies of Athens. Amphipolis, connected 
with the sea by the Strymon and t)le port of Eion, became the 
most important of all the Athenian dependencies in. reference 
to Thrace and Macedonia. 

The colony of Thurii on the coast of the Gulf of Tarentum 
· r•t "''""'''"''ilil""-.... d h · f h · m ta y, near tne s1te an on ~ e terntory o t e anc1ent 
Sybaris, was founded by Athens about seven years earlier than 
Amphipolis, not long after the conclusion of the Thirty 
years' truce with Sparta, ·B.c. 443· Since the destruction of 

, the old Sybaris by the Krotoniates, in 509 B.c., its territory 
had for the most part remained unappropriated. The descend
ants of the former inhabitants,· dispersed at Laiis and in other 
portions of the territory, were not strong enough to establish 
any new city : nor did it suit the views of the Krotoniates 
themselves to do so. After an interval of more than sixty 
years, however, during which one unsuccessful attempt at 
occupation had been made by some Thessalian settlers, these 
Sybarites at length prevailed upon the Athenians to undertake 
and protect the re-colonisation; the proposition having been 
made in vain to the Spartans. Lampon and Xenokritus, the 
former a prophet and interpreter of oracles, were sent by 
Perikles with ten ships as chiefs of the new colony of Thurii, 
founded ·under the auspices of Athens. The settlers, collected 
from all parts of Greece, included Dorians, Ionians, islanders, 
Bceotians, as well as Athenians. But the descendants of the 
ancient Sybarites procured themselves to be treated as privi
leged citizens, monopolising for themselves the possession of 
political powers as well as the most valuable lands in the 
immediate vicinity of the walls; while their wives also assumed 
an offensive pre-eminence over the other women of the city 

. in the public religious processions. Such spirit of privilege 
and monopoly appears to have been a frequent manifestation 
among the ancient colonies, and often fatal either to their 
tranquillity or to their growth; sometimes to both. In the 
case of Thurii, founded under the auspices of the democratical 
Athens, it was not likely to have any lasting success. And we 
find that after no very long period, the majority of the colonists 
rose in insurrection against 'the privileged Sybarites, either 
slew or expelled them, and divided the entire territory of the 
city upon equal principles among the colonists of every 

1 Thucyd. iv. 102; v. 6. 
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different race. This revolution enabled them to make peace 
with the Krotoniates, who had probably been unfriendly so 
long as their ancient enemies the Sybarites were masters of 
the city and likely to turn its powers to the purpose of aveng
ing their conquered ancestors. And the city from this time 
forward, democratically governed, appears to have flourished 
steadily and without internal dissension for thirty years, until 

·the ruinous disasters of the Athenians before Syracuse 
occasioned the overthrow of the Athenian party at Thurii. 
How miscellaneous the population of Thurii was, we may 
judge from the denominations of the ten tribes-such was 
the number of tribes established, after the model of Athens 
-Arkas, Achai:s, Eleia, B~otia, Amphiktyonis, Doris, las, 
Athena1s, Eubo1s, Nesiotis. From this mixture of race they 
could not agree in recognising or honouring an Athenian 
CEkist, or indeed any CEkist except Apollo.l The Spartan 

· general Kleandridas, banished a few years before fbr having 
suffered himself to be bribed by Athens along with king 
Pleistoanax, removed to Thurii and was appointed general of 
the citizens in their war against Tarentum. That war was 
ultimately adjusted by the joint foundation of the new city of 
Herakleia half-way between the two-in the fertile territory 
called Siritis. 2 

I' The most interesting circumstance respecting Thurii is, that 

~
he rhetor Lysias, and the historian Herodotus; were both 
omiciliated there as citizens. The city was connected with 

Athens, yet seemingly only by a feeble tie; it was not 
',.numbered among the tributary subject allies.3 From the cir
l.cumstance, that so small a proportion of the settlers at Thurii 
~were native Athenians, we may infer that not many of the 
~tter at that time were willing to put themselves so far out of 

connexion with Athens-even though tempted by the prospect r: Qf lots of land in a fertile and promising territory. And 
l~erikles was probably anxious that those poor citizens, for 
.~\vhom emigration was desirable, should rather become kleruchs r in some of the islands or ports of the .!Egean, where they 

would serve (like the colonies of Rome) as a sort of" garrison · 
for the mainten~nce of the ~henian empire. 4) 

1 Diodor. xii. 35· 
2 Diodor. xii. I I, 12 ; Strabo, vi. 264 ; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 22. 
3 The Athenians pretended to no subject allies beyond the Ionian Gulf, 

Tbucyd. vi. 14: compare vi. 45, 104; vii. 34· Thucydid~s does not even • 
mention Thurii, in his catalogue of the allies of Athens at the beginning 
ofthe Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. ii. 15). 

4 Plutarch, Perikles, c. II. 
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.,k{r;e fourteen years ~~~wee:R...!.:~~,~~~1,r~S.~·~<i,.,t~e 
fbr~~~l":P1::!ll~J:2P2P-~~~!·.~~£..,,l!,,.P7!N£L~?f.,.[.gJi. 
mant1me emprre on the part of __ Athens-partJally mdeed 
re'S1st'ea~bur"n'evei"Wifn"succes'S;-rT~a period of ,2eace 
with all cities extranep,!!s,. t~ her owne~i5:i!:oe..,;~anaill..§.Rl_~ndid 
decofiillon:s to tlie city_l~self, emanatmg from the gemus of 
Pheidiag-"'arfd"""tilers:-Tn.sculpture as well .as in architecture) • 

Since the death of Kimon:"'~erikles had becomi,"'g'rtillually• 
but entirely, the first citizen in the commonwealth. His 
qualities told for more, the longer they were known, and even 
the disastrous reverses which preceded the Thirty years' truce 1 

had not overthrown him, since he had protested against that ex
pedition of Tolmides into Ba:otia out of which they first arose. 
But if the personal influence of Perikles had increased, the 
party opposed to him seems also to have become stronger and 
better organised than before; and to have acquired a leader in 
many respects more effective than Kimon-Thu~y~e-~ ~:QJ$;;OC 
Melesias. . The new chief was a near relative of Kmwn, out of 
a character and talents more analogous to that of Perikles ; a! 
statesman and orator rather than a general, though competent~ 
to both functions if occasion demanded, as every leading man • 
in those days was required to be. Under Thucydides, the 
political and parliamentary oppositio!f ·against Perikles assumed 
a constant character and an organisation, such as Kim on with 
his exclusively military aptitudes had never been able to 
establish. The aristocratical party in the commonwealth-the 
"honourable and respectable" citizens, as we find them styled, 
adopting their own nomenclature-now imposed upon them
selves the obligation of undeviating regularity in their attendance 
on the public assembly, sitting together in a particular section 
so as to be conspicuously parted from the Demos. In this 
manner their applause and dissent, their mutual encouragement 
~o each other, their distribution of parts to different speakers, 
'.vas made more conducive to the party purposes than it had 
been before when these distinguished persons were intermingled 
with the mass of citizens.1 Thucydides himself was eminent as 
a speaker, inferior only to Perikles-perhaps hardly inferior 
even to him. We are told that in reply to a question put to 

1.\im by Arch~damus, whether Perikles or he were the better 
' 1 Com pare the speech of N ikias, in reference to the younger citizens and 
partisans of Alkibiades sitting together near the latter in the assembly
oh €-ycl> bpwv vvv ·~v8c!.l'i• -rqi avnp &.vl'ipl 'lrapaH:E}VfV<T TOO s H:a8'f/1J.~VQVS 
tpof3ovp.a•, H:al -rors "P•u/3v-r~po•s &.v-rnrapa~<•il.•oop.a• p.'q H:a-ra•uxvv8ijvat, •t -rce 
ns 1rapaH:c!.8'f/TaL -rii>vl'i•, &c. (Thucyd. vi. 13.) See also Aristophanes, 
Ekklesiaz. 298 seq., about partisans sitting near together. 
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wrestler, Thucydides replied-" Even when I throw him, he 
denies that he has fallen, gains his point, and talks over those 
who actually saw him fall." 1 

Such an opposition, made to Perikles in all the full licence 
which a democratical constitution permitted, must have been 
both efficient and embarrassing. But the pointed severance of 
the aristocratical chiefs, which Thucydides son of Melesias 
introduced, contributed probably at once to rally the demo
cratical majority round Perikles, and to exasperate the bitterness 
pf party -conHict:2 As far as we can make out the grounds 
of the opposition, it turned partly upon the pacific policy of 
J'erikles towards the Persians, partly upon his expenditure for 
home ornament. Thucydides contended that Athens was 
disgraced in the eyes of the Greeks by having drawn the 
~onfederate treasure from Delos to her own acropolis, under 
pretence of greater security-and then employing it, not in 
prosecuting war against the Persians,3 but in beautifying Athens 
by new temples and costly statues. To this Perikles replied 
lhat Athens had undertaken the obligation, in consideration of 
the tribute-money, to protect her allies and keep off from them 
every foreign enemy-that she had accomplished this object 
completely at the present, and retained a reserve sufficient to 
guarantee the like security for the future-that under such 
circumstances, she owed no account to her allies of the 
expenditure of the surplus, but was at liberty to employ it for 
purposes useful and honourable to the city. In this point of 
view it was an object of great public importance to render 
Athens imposing in the eyes beth of the allies and of Hellas 
generally, by improved fortifications,-by accumulated em
bellishment, sculptural and architectural,-and by religious 
festivals, frequent, splendid, musical and poetical. · 

.. • ~ ~ ~ I 

' 1 Plutarch, ·Perikles, c. 8. "orav (')'1 l<ara/3a.A.w 1raA.alwv, ~keivos lr.v-rt"Al-
ywv Ws o& 7l'[7r'Twt.cE,f'ttJC?, Kal p.eTa.7n:[6eL Toils OpWwras. 

2 Plutarch, Peri.ldes, c. I I. 7J o' (keivwv llp.<AAa. kal <{><AOTtp.la TWV li.vopwv ' 
Sa6vTti.T'I)V 'TO/'-~V T<p.ovrra. rijs 1r0AfOOS, rh p.'<v o~p.ov, Th o' OAl')'OVS brof'l)<rE 
~a.ll.eirr6a<. 

3 Plutarch, Pcrikles, c. !2. od{3all.ll.ov iv -ra7s ~KKA'I)<r[alS /30WPTES, ws 0 
~ev O~f-LOS &.Oo~el s..:ctl Ka.~eWs &~raVEL Ta /CO LV G. TWV CEi\i\.'hvwv xp-hp.a-ra 7rp0 s 
tbrhv ~" 1!.-i})\_ov p.eTa."fO.')'~V, ~ ll' ~v<<rTLv abrtj) 1rpos rolls ~'Y"a)\_ovvras eb1rpe
••rrr&.r'l) 'TWV ?rpocpJ.rrewv, oe(<ra.VTa. 'TO~S {3ap/3if.povs ~k<t6EV avE11.lrr6a.L l<a.l.J 
pvll.aTTEIP fV oxvptj} Ta KOLVa, TO.V'T'I)V lr.vpp'I)KE IT<pt.~Ai)s, &c. 

Compare the speech of the Lesbians, and their complaints against 
1\.thens, at the moment of their revolt in the fourth year of the Pelopon-
1esian war (Thucyd. iii. 10); where a similar accusation is brought forward 
-bwo1, o'< €C:,pwp.ev a.bro~s (the Athenians) .,.~, p.<v rov M1Joov ~x6pa.v 
l.vt€v7·a.s, T~V OE T~JV ~V!JtJ.&.xwv OoVA.wO'Uf brEL')'OJJ.Evous, &c. 
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Such was the answer made by Perikles in defence of his 

policy against the opposition headed by Thucydides. · And 
considering the grounds of the debate on both sides, the 
answer was perfectly satisfactor-y. For when we look at the 
very large sum which Perikles continually kept in reserve in 
the treasury, no one could reasonably complain that his ex
penditure for ornamental purposes was carried so far as to 
encroach upon the exigencies of defence. What Thucydides 
and his partisans appear to have urged, was'that this common 
fund should still·continue to be spent in aggressive warfare 
against the Persian king, in Egypt and elsewhere-conformably 
to the projects pursued by Kim on during his life.l But Perikles 
was right in contending that such outlay would nave""l:5eep. 
simply wasrefui;ofnouseeiHier to Athens or hf!r allies, though 
risking all the chances of distant defeat, such as had been' 
experienced a few years before in Egypt. The Persian force, 
was already kept away both from the waters of'tlleh:gean and 
the coast~of-Asia;"""eitnerbYfhe stipulations ofthetfe7i:ty. of 
Kallias;or(if1liaf1re'aty be supposed apocryphal) by a conduct 
practically the same as those stipulations would have enforced. 
The allies indeed might have had some ground of <;:gmplaint 
against'PeriKle5,eifl1er'for notredliciilgtlie amount oftrfbute 
required from them, seeing that it was more than sufficient for 
the legitimate purposes· of the confederacy,,-or for not. having 
collected their positive sentiment as to the disposal of it. But 
we do not find that this was the argument adopted by Thucy
dides and his party; nor was it calculated to find favour either 
with aristocrats, or democrats, in the Athenian assembly./ 

Admitting the injustice of Athens-an injustice com&10n to 
both tlie parties inthat city,i]Ot less to Kimon than to 1Perikles. 
-in acting ~~ot insteltQ~QLGh!J'!.f,~pdji?: .• 4iss::ontinuing.all 
appeal ·to.tlie active and hearty concurrence of her numerous: 
allies ;f~na1n1iidtliat tfiesCliemes oll~~w~~e-E~ver~ 
theless emmently Pan-Hellemc. In strengthemng and orna
menfillg""Ath;,'I~YOj)'iiig"tlie full activity of her citizens, 
in providing temples, religious offerings, works of art, solemn 
festivals, all of surpassing attraction,-he int~_n..d.~d.to~exalt her 
into somethLng_g~.e~L.\h!P-~.i!gg_~r!~,i!y:_witb,...nmllllitl.lS 
dependentallie'5."'-Hewisliea-to make her the centre of Grecian 
feeling;'fl1e'Stiffiulils of Grec:;ian..mtell~,£t.~J:he tyP.i.2L§.trgpg 
democratical patriotism combined wiffi full liberty of individual 
taste ana aspirafi~Hewished not merely to retain the 
adherence of the subject states, but to attract the admiration 

1 Plutarch, P,erikles, c. zo. 
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~nd spontaneous deference of independent neighbours, so as 

/to procure for Athens a moral ascendency much beyond the 
,- range of her airect power. And he succeeded in elevating the 

city to a visible grandeur,1 which made her appear even much 
stronger than she really was--and which had the further effect 
of softening to the minds of her subjects the humiliating sense 
of obedience ; while it served as a normal school, open to 
strangers from all quarters, of energetic action even under full 
licence of criticism-of elegant pursuits economically followed 
-and of a love for knowledge without enervation of character. 
Such were the views of Perikles in regard to his country, during 
the years which preceded the Peloponnesian war. We find 
hem recorded in his celebrated Funeral Oration pronounced 
n the first year of that war-an exposition- fo-r ever memorable 
>f the sentiment and purpose.of Athenian democracy! as 
:onceiv~d.J>y_jts ablest president-] 

So bitter however was the opposition made by Thucydides 
md his party to this projected expenditure-so violent and 
Jointed did the scission of aristocrats and democrats become-.
hat the dispute came aft~r no long time to that ultimate appeal 
vhich \the Athenian constitution provided for the case of two 
>pposite ai1(frieariy equal party-leaders-a vote of ostracism. 
)f the particular details which preceded this ostracism, we are 
10t informed ; but we see clear~y that the general position was 
uch as the ostracis'ln was intended to meet. Probably the 
·ote was proposed by the party of Thucydides, in order to 
~ocure the banishment of Perikles, the more powerful person 
If the two and the most likely to excite popular jealousy. The 
:hallenge was accepted by Perikles and his friends, and the 
esult of the voting was such that an adequate legal majority 
ondemned Thucydides to ostracism.2 And it seems that the 
najority must have been very decisive, for the party of Thucy
lides was completely broken by it. We hear of no othe::
ingle individual equally formidable, as a leader of opposition, 
broughout all the remaining life of Perikles. 

The ostracism uf Thucydides apparently took place about 
wo years s after the conclusion of the Thirty years' tr-uce 

1 Thucyd. i. ro. 
2 Plutarch, Perikl@s, c. 11-14. Te"-osoe 1rpos Tov ®ov~<vo(orw els lz')'wva 

<pl'TOV fuTTpci.fCOV fCaTa(1'T(LS 1<al o<af(LVOVV€0(1'as, ~I<€LVOV p.eV ~~e/3aA<, 
~'TEAV(1'E o€ 'T~V lzvT<'T<Tayp.evrw ~'Tatpe£av. See, in reference to the prin
iple of the ostracism, a remarkable incident at Magnesia, between two ' 
olitical rivals, Kretines and Hermeias: also the just reflections of Montes I 
uieu, Esprit des Loix, xxvi. c. r 7 ; xxix. c. 7. l 
3 Plutarch, Perikles, c. r6: the indication of time however is vague. 
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(443-442 B.C.), and it is to the period immediately following, that 
the great Periklean works belong. The southern wall of the 
acropolis had been built out of the spoils brought by Kim on~~ 
from his Persian expeditions ; but the third of the long walls 'vi 
connecting Atheris with the harbour was the proposition of 
Perikles, at what precise time we do not know. {The long walls 'i 
originally completed (not long after the battle of Tanagra, as" 

, has already been stated) were two, one from Athens to Peirreus, '\lo 
' another fro.l].l.b-t~nJJ?..R4~.~.Y..mJ,.. tlie space between' them-was.~ 
' br'Oaa~aiict if in the hands of ari enemy, the communication~~ 

with Peirreus would be interrupted. Accordingly Perikles now~~ 
: indu~ed the peopl: to construct ~--.!hircl.o: .. JR.!e~!ll~§.~~t.e -~e]l, J 

_. runnmg parallel w1th the first wall to Pe1rreus, and Wlthm a.~ 
" short distance 1 (seemingly"near one furlong) from it; so that~ 

the communication between the city and the port was placed 
beyond all possible interruption, even assuming an enemy to fl 
have-got within the Phaleric wall. It was seemingly about this"\ 
time, too, that the splendid docks and arsenal in Peirreus, II' 
alleged by Isokrates to have cost 1ooo talents, werecon-1-1" 
structed ; 2 while the town itself of ~eirreus was laid out anew 

.) wi~h ~::~~~t streft'r'I:;t~~~rcr§_'(~ti~Ft7ngles.J Apparently 
( this was sometlimg new m Greece-the towns/generally, and • 
' Athens itself in particular, having been built without any 

symmetry, or width, or continuity of streets.s Hippodamus 
the Milesian, a man of considerable attailfments in the physical 
philosophy of the age, derived much renown as the earliest 
town architect, for having laid out the Peirreus on a regular 
plan. The market-place, or one of them at least, pe~manently 
bore his name-the Hippodamian agora. 4 At a time when 
so many great architects. were displaying their genius in 
the construction of temples, we are not surprised to hear_ 
that the structure of towris began to be regularised also. 
Moreover we are told that the" new colonial town of Thurii; 

' . -
1 Plato, Gorgias, p. 455, with Scholia; Plutarch, Perikli!s, c. IJ; 

Forchhammer, Topographie von Athen, in Kieler Philologische Studien, 
p. 279-282. See the map of Athens a,nd its environs in the Classical 
Atlas, Everyman's Library. . 

2 Isokrati!s, Orat. vii. ; Areopagit. p. I53• c. 27. 
3 See Dikrearchus, Vit. Grrecire, Fragm. ed. Fuhr. p. I40: compare the 

description of Platrea in Thucydides, ii. J. 
All the older towns now existing in the Grecian islands are put 'together 

, in this same manner-narrow, muddy, crooked ways-few regular continu
ous lines of houses: see Ross, Reisen in den Griechischen Inseln, Letter 

. ·xxvii. val. ii. p. 20. · . 
4 Aristotle, Politic. ii. 5; I ; Xenophon, Hellen. ii. 4, I ; Harpokration, . 

( v. 'hr1To0&.,ue,a. 
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to which Hippodamus went as a settler, was also constructed 
in the same systematic form as to straight and wide streets.1 

, The new scheme upon which the Peirreus was laid out was 
'rnot without its value as one visible proof of the naval grandeur 

,!,Athens. But thebuildings in Athens and on the acropolis 
lrmed the real g10r.y-ortn:e -Perik1ean age. A new theatre, 
~rmed the Odeon, was constructed for musical and poetical 
~presentations at the great Panathenaic solemnity. Nell. 
J.e splendid temple of Athene, called the Parthenon, with all 
:s masterpieces of decorative sculpture, friezes, and reliefs : 
tstly, the costly portals erected to adorn the entrance of 
J.e acropolis, on the western side of the hill, through which 
lle solemn processions on festival days were conducted. It 
ppears that the Odeon and the Parthenon were both finished 
1etween 445 and 437 B.C.: the Propylrea somewhat later, between 
3 7 and 43 r B c., in which~'Iatter year the Peloponnesian war 
1egan.2 Progress was also made in restoring or re-constructing 
lle Erechtheion, or ancient temple of Athene Polias, the patron 
oddess of the city-which had been burnt in the invasion of 
~erxes. But the breaking out of the Peloponnesian war-seems 
o have prevented the completion of this, as well as of the 
reat temple of D~meter at .Eleusis, for the celebration of the 
~leusinian mysteries-that of Athene at Sunium-and that of 
-l"emesis at Rhamnus. Nor was the sculpture less memorable 
han the architecture. Tllr~e statues of Athene, all by the hand 
>f' Pheidias, decorated the acropolis-one colossal, 47 feet 
tigh, of ivory, in the Parthenon 3-a second of bronze, called 
he Lemnian Athene-a third of colossal magnitude, also 
n bronze, called Athene Promachos, placed between the 
~ropylrea and the Parthenon, and visible from afar off, even 
o the navigator approaching Peirreus by sea. 
\It is not of course to Perikles that the renown of these 

;plendid productions of art belongs. But the great sculptors 
md architects, by whom they were conceived and executed, 
lelonged to that same period of expanding and stimulating 
'\thenian democracy, which likewise called forth creative 
~eniJ.IS in <?rato~y, in dramatic _poetry, and in philosophical 
;peciilidion. One man especiall~, of immortal name,-

1 Diodor. xii. 9· 
2 Leake, Topography of Athens, Append. ii. and iii. p. 328-336, znd 

:dit. 
3 See Leake, Topography of Athens, znd ed. p. III, Germ. Trans!. 

). Muller (De Phidi<e Vitil, p. 18) mentions no less than eight celebrated 
:tatues of Athen~, by the hand of Pheidias-four in the acropolis of 
\thens. 
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Pheidias;-borrt a little before the' battle of Marathon, was 
theorigi'naf'inilliiin-whom the sublime ideal conceptions of~ 
genuine art appear to have disengaged. themselves from that 
stiffness of execution, and adherence to a consecrated type, ~ 
which marked the efforts of his predecessors.1 He was the great• 
director and superintendent o~ a:ll·those ·decorative additions,'~ 
whereby PerikH!s imparted to Athens a majesty such as had 

1 
~~ver before belonged .to any Grecian city. The architects of · 
i:he Parthenon and the other buildings-Iktinus, Ka]likrates,\.o 
Korcebus, Mnesikles, and others-worked urider~liis'iii.struc
tions :' and'h"elia(fbesides a.· school of pupils and subordinates 
to whom the mechanical part of his labours was confided. 
With all the great contributions .which Pheid,ias made to the 
grandeur of Athens, his last and greatest achievement was,far 
away from Athens-the colossal statue of Z~us, in the great 
temple of Olympia, execu~~fi'r{e'a~fh'i"'~diately pre
c;:eding the Peloponnesian war. This stupendous. work was 
sixty feet high, of ivory and gold, embodying in visible majesty 
some ~f the grandest conceptions of Grecian poetry and 
religion. Its effect upon the minds of all beholders, for 
many centuries successively, was such as neve:.: has been, and· 
probably never will be, equalled in the. annals of art, sacred 
or profane) , 

Co~fvl.d~!In_g_J_V,%>!<...PJOdigi,<;>Jt~£h~X~~:'in..., . .t~e-field. of 
art on y ·a:s tliey bear upon Athei:uan and. Grecian history, they 
are phl'elli:irrienamextraor'dinaryimpcirrance:--"Wlien we-learn 
the p?Of8Ui'ftl"'-impi'e5sion wfiicn-tney produced upon Grecian 

_spectators of a later age, we may judge how immense was the 

ef{~St...lH.1.cl~~?J:~mtiP~~¥z~!Jl.~ .... ~JJ2~1~}ig-~12P 
fintslieCI. In toe year 480 B.C., Athens had oeen rmi:Ie<l by 
thJ*g'cc;pation of Xerxes. , Since that period, the Gre'eks 
had seen, first the rebuilding and fortifying of the city on an 
enlarged scale-next, the addition of Peir<eus with its docks 
and magazines-thirdly, the junction of the two by the long 
walls, thus including the most numerous concentrated popu
lation, wealth, arms, ships, &c. in Greece 2-lastly, the rapid 
creation of so many new miracles of art-the sculptures of 
Pheidia.s as .well as t~~.PEEWg~-,2[_~~-!~~si~~, pain_ter 
Polygnotus, IIi the temple of Theseus, and m tli.e portico 

.... ~.......-- -~...-.----~<'"·7 ·•!00.-,.,~--... llw,!l .. ;-.~.<- .... 

1 P~utarch, Perikl€s, c._ 13-15: 0. MUller, De Phidire Vitll, p. 34-60; 
also h1s work, Archaolog1e der Kunst, sect. ro8-I IJ. 

2 Thucyd. i. 8o. Kal oro'is llMots ii11'aow llptCTTa ~~.f,porvvorat, 1rl\oVTrp ore 
llilrp ""l li71f.toulrp Kal vavul Kal y,.,.o,. Kal 81rl\ots, Kal 6xl\rp. ouos obK lv lll\l\rp 
h£ ')'E xwplrp 'El\l\17VtK<)! iCTTlV, &c. 
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called Pcekile. Plutarch observes 1 that the celerity with 
which the works were completed was the most remarkable 
circumstance connected with them; and so it probably might be, 
in respect to the effect upon the contemporary Greeks. The 
~antic strides by which Athens had reached her maritime 
t:mpire were now immediately ·succeeded by a series of works 
which stamped her as the imperial city of Greece, gave to 
~r an appearance of power even greater than the reality, and 
especially put to shame the old-fashioned simplicity of Sparta.2 

ffhe cost was doubtless prodigious, and could only have 
been borne at a time when there was a large treasure in the 
acropolis, as well as a considerable tribute annually coming in. 
I~ we may trust a computation which seems to rest on plausible 
grounds, it cannot have been much less than 3000 talents in the 
aggregate (about £69o,ooo).3 The expenditure of so large a 
sum was of course a source of great private gain to contractors, 
tradesmen, merchants, artizans of various descriptions, &c., 
concerned in it. In one way or another, it distributed itself 
over a large portion of the whole city. And it appears that 
the materials employed for much of the work were designedly 
of the most costly description, as being most consistent with 
the reverence due to the gods. Marble was rejected as too 
common for the statue of Athene, and ivory employed in its 
place. 4 Even the gold with which it was surrounded weighed 
not less than forty talents. 5 A large expenditure for such 
purposes, considered as pious towards the gods, was at the 
same time imposing in reference to Grecian feeling, which 
regarded with admiration every variety of public show and 
magnificence, and repaid with grateful deference the rich 
men who indulged in it. Perikles knew well that the visible 
splendour of the city, so new to all his contemporaries, would 
cause her great power to appear greater stil~ and would thus 

1 Plutarch, Perikl&s, c. 13. 
2 Thucyd. i. IO. 
3 See Leake, Topography of Athens, Append. iii. p. 329, 2nd ed. Germ. 

transl. Colonel Leake, with much justice, contends that the amount of 
2012 talents, stated by Harpokration out tof Philochorus as the cost of the 
Propylrea alone, must be greatly exaggerated. Mr. 'Wilkins (Atheniensia, 
p. 84) expresses the same opinion ; remarking that the transport of marble 
from Pentelikus to Athens is easy, and on a descending road. 

Demetrius Phalereus (ap. Cicer. de Officiis, ii. 17) blamed Perikl&s for 
the large sum expended upon the Propylrea. It is not wonoerful that he 
uttered this censure, if he had been led to rate the cost of them at 2012 

talents. 
4 Valer. Maxim. i. 7, 2. 
6 Thucyd. ii. 13. 
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procure for her a. real, though unacknowledged influenct<- 1 
perhaps even an ascenaency-=:over aTicities, o'tthe Grecian I 

name. And it is certain that even among those who most 
hated and feared her, at the outbreak of the Peloponnesian . 
war, there prevailed a powerful sentiment of involuntary l 
de!e~~'J.f.~./ . · . ,- ---·- ··,~· n ~~..sfep;t~k.en ~y~ Pe:,Ikles, app~y~~~gJ~Jtex_tlw_~9II_I

l .. men.s_e~ent'of thL!li!ItY_y~a.,rs:_Jru!:e,.evmces how much this 
,r ascenaency was in his direct aim, and how much.he connecte(L 

it with views both of harmony and usefulness for GreeceJi 
generally. He prevailed upon the people to send envoys. to 
every city of the Greek name, great and small, inviting each to ·t 
ap~oint deputies fo.r a cong~ess ~o .be held at Athens. Three, 
pomts were to be discussed m this mtended congress. 1. The~ 
restitution of those temples which had been burnt by the 
Persian invaders. 2. The fulfilment of such vows, as on that~ 
occasion had been made to the gods. 3· The safety of :the!\ 

~
ea and of maritime ·commerce for all:Y l 

, 'LT\venty elderly Athenians were sent round to obtain the con-'\ 
:·_.,:Vocation of thi~ congress at Athens-~~-Y~l!s:~,is: .. ,S,.Q!2£1J!.~S C 

.r for P<t,t;;.!i!ill~ruspl1m9s5!li'-·But thos~ ~,li;.Q*Fere, ~ent,to Bceotia 1 

aiili"'Peloponnt:sus completely' failed in _their o?ject, from the 
jealousy, noway astonishing, of Sparta and her allies. f'Of the 
rest we hear nothing, for this refusal was quite sufficient to 
frustrate the whole scheme.l It is to be remarked that the 
dependent allies of Athens appear to have been summoned 
just as much as the cities perfectly autonomous ; so that their 
tributary relation to Athens was not understood to degrade 
them. f We may sincerely regret that such congress did not 
take effeS!, as· it ii~igf!t)la.vi£p.J<n.e.cl ~o~.U~.P~Jliiliiies of 
converging tender1cy anaalliance for the dispersed fractions of, 
the Greek name-a comprehensive benefit not likely to be 
entertained at Sparta even as a project, ·but which might 
perhaps have been realised under Athens, and seems in this 
case to have been sincerely aimed at by Perikles. The events 

~......__..:.... 

1 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 17. Plutarch gives no precise date, and 0. 
Muller (De Phi dire Vita, p. 9) places these steps, for convocation of a con
gress, before the first war between Sparta and Athens and the battle of 
Tanagra-i. e. before 460 n.c: But this date seems to me improbable: 
Thebes was not yet renovated in power, nor had ·Bceotia as yet recovered. 
from the fruits of her .alliance with the Persians; moreover, neither Athens 
nor Perikl~s himself seems to have been at that time in a situation to 
conceive so large a project ; which suits in every respect much better 
for the later period, after the Thirtlj years' truce, but before the 
Peloponnesian war. { d !f!!11}-...-.,.. tf G.. tJ~~., ... ,;r·v·.' 

' ,.., t. -· . J .. . h 
a....rt~. , ./{., r ~---L-< f. .. 
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of the Peloponnesian war, however, extinguished all hopes of 
any such union.) 

The interval.6f fourteen years, between the beginning of the 
Thirty years' truce and that of the Peloponnesian war, was by 

~~ no means one of undisturbed peace to Athens. In the sixth 
i fjear of that period occurred the formidable revolt of Samos. 
~""""r That island appears to have beeril:he -most powerful of all 
~ th,e allies of Athens.1 It surpassed even Chios or Lesbos, 
;r1tanding on the same footing as these two: that is, paying no 

tribute-money-a privilege when compared with the body of 
the allies,-but furnishing ships and men when called upon, and 
retaining, subject to this condition, its complete autonomy, its 
oligarchical government, its fortifications, and its military force. 
Like most of the other islands near the coast, Samos possessed 
a portion of territory on the Asiatic mainland, between which 
an~ the territory of Miletus lay the small town of Priene, one 
of the twelve original members contributing to the Pan-Ionic 
solemnity. Respecting the possession of this town of Priene, 
a war broke out between the Samians and Milesians, in the 
sixth year of the Thirty years' truce (B.C. 440-439). Whether 
the town had before been independent, we do not know, but 
in this war the Milesians were worsted, and it fell into the 
hands of the Samians. The defeated Milesians, enrolled as 
they were among the tributary allies of Athens, complained to 
her of the conduct of the Samians, and their complaint was 
seconded by a party in Samos itself, opposed to the oligarchy 
and its proceedings. The Athenians required the two disput
ing cities to bring the matter before discussion and award at 
Athens. But the Samians refused to comply : 2 whereupon an 
armament of forty ships was despatched from Athens to the 
island, and established in it a democratical government; leaving 
in it a garrison and carrying away to Lemnos fifty men and as 
many boys from the principal oligarchical families, to serve as 
hostages. Of these families, however, a certain number retired 

1 Thucyd. i. I I5; viii. 76; Plutarch, Perikles, c. z8. 
2 Thucyd. i. I IS; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 25. Mos-t of the statements 

which appear in this chapter of Plutarch (over and above the conci~e 
narrative of Thucydides) appear to be borrowed from exaggerated party 
stories of the day. We need make no remark upon the story, that Perikles 
was induced to take the side of Miletus against Samos by the fact that 
Aspasia was a native of Miletus. Nor is it at all more credible, that the 
satrap Pissuthnes, from goodwill towards Samos, offered Perikles IO,ooo 
golden staters as an inducement to spare the island. It may perhaps be 
true, however, that the Samian oligarchy, and those wealthy men whose 
children were likely to be taken as hostages, tried the effect of large bribes 
upon the mind of Perikles to prevail upon him not to alter the government. 
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to the mainland, where they entered into negotiations with 
Pissuthnes the satrap of Sardes, to procure aid and restoration. 
Obtaining from him seven hundred mercenary troops, and 
passing over in the night to the island, by previous concert with. 

_ the oligarchical party, they overcame the Samian. democracy · 1 

_ as welJ as the Athenian garrison, who were sent over as 
prisoners to Pissuthnes. They were further lucky enough to 
succeed in stealing away from Lemnos their own recei:1tly 
deposited hostages, and they then proclaimed open revolt~' 
against Athens, in which Byzantium also joined. It, seems 
remarkable, that though by such a proceeding they would of 
course draw upon themselves the full strength 6f Athens, yet 
their first step was to resume aggressive hostilities against 
Milc:~tus, 1 whither they sailed with a powerful, force of seventy , . 
ships, twenty of them carrying troops. 

Immediately on the receipt of this grave intelligence, a fleet • 
of sixty triremes-probably all. that were in complete readiness~ 
-was despatched to Samos under ten generals, two of whom~ 
were Perikles himself and the poet Sophokles,2 both seemingly~ 
included among the ten ordinary Strategi of- the year. But it'Y': 
was necessary to employ sixteen of these ships, partly in sum..:,; 
mooing_ contingents from Chios and Lesbos, to which islandsf~ 
Sophokles went in person ; 3 ·partly in keeping_ watch off the-.}!' 
coast of Karia for the arrival of the Phcenician fleet, which~ 
report stated to be approaching; so that Perikl~s had only 
forty-four ships remaining in his squadron. Yet he did not · 
hesitate to attack the Samian fleet of seventy ships on his way 
back from Miletus, near the island of Tragia, and was victorious 
in the action. Presently he was reinforced by forty ships from 
Athens and by twentycfive from Chios and Lesbos, so as to be: 
able to disembark at Samos, where he overcame the Samian 
land-force and blocked up the harbour with a portion of his. 
fleet, surrounding the city OI). the land-side with a triple wall. 
Meanwhile the Samians had sent Stesagoras with five ships to 
press the coming of the Phcenician fleet, and the report .of 

1 Thucyd. i. II4, us. , 
2 Strabo, xiv. p. 638; Schol. Aristeid~s, t. iii. p. 485, Dindorf. 
8 See the interesting particulars recounted respecting Sophokles by the· 

- Chian poet Ion, who met-and conversed with him during the course of this 
expedition (Athenreus, xiii. p. 603). He represents the poet as uncom
monly pleasing and graceful in society' but noway distinguished for active
capacity. Sophokles was at this time in peculiar favour, from the success 
of his tragedy Antigon~ the year before. See the chronology . of these: 
events discussed and elucidated in Boeckh's preliminary Dissertation to the, 
Antigone,c. 6-g. · 

D 2 
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their approach became again so prevalent that Perikles felt 
9bliged to take sixty ships (out of the total I25) to watch for 
them off the coast of Kaunus and Karia, where he cruised for 

lJabout fourteen days. The Phcenician fleet 1 never came in 
\ sight, though Diodorus affirms that it was actually on its voyage. 

~
issuthnes certainly seems to have promised, and the Samians 

9. have expected it. Yet I incline to believe that, though 
willing to hold out hopes and encourage revolt among the 

f'~thenian allies, the satrap did not choose openly to violate the 
l"convention of Kallias, whereby the Persians were forbidden to 
~send a fleet westward of the Chelidonian promontory. The 

1 'departure of Perikles, however, so much weakened the Athenian 
,•fleet off Samos, that the Samians, suddenly sailing out of their 
~ habbour in an opportune moment, at the instigation and under 

th!tcommand of one of their most eminent citizens, the philo
~pher Melissus- surprised and disabled the blockading 

"~uadron, and even gained a victory over the remaining fleet 
t"1>~fore the ships could be fairly got clear of the land.2 For 
1- fqurteen days they remained masters of the sea, carrying in 
r~nd out all that they thought proper. It was not until the 

return of Perikles that they were again blockaded. Reinforce
ments however were now multiplied to the investing squadron 
-from Athens, forty ships under Thucydides,s Agnon, and 

1 Diodor. xi. 27. 
2 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 26. Plutarch seems to have had before him 

accounts respecting this Samian campaign not only from Ephorus, Stesim
brotus, and Duris, but also from Aristotle : and the statements of the latter 
must have differed thus far from Thucydides, that he affirmed Melissus the 
Samian general to have been victorious over Perikles himself, which is not 
to be reconciled with the narrative of Thucydides. 

The Samian historian Duris, living about a century after this siege, seems 
to have introduced many falsehoods respecting the cruelties of Athens; see 
Plutarch, l. c. 

3 It appears very improbable that this Thucydides can be the historian 
himself. If it be Thucydides son of Melesias, we must suppose him to 
have been restored from ostracism before the regular time-a supposition 
indeed noway inadmissible in itself, but which there is nothing else to 
countenance. The author of the Life of Sophokles, as well as most of the 
recent critics, adopt this opinion. 

On the other hand, it may have been a third person named Thucydides ; 
for the name seems to have been common, as we might guess from the two 
words of which it is compounded. We find a third Thucydides mentioned 
viii. 92-a native of Pharsalus : and the· biographer Marcellinus seems to 
have read of many persons so called (®ovl(voloat ?ToA.A.ol, p. xvi. ed. Arnold). 
The subsequent history of Thucypides son of Melesias is involved in com
plete obscurity. We do not know the incident to which the remarkable 
passage in Aristophanes (Acharn. 703) alludes-compare Vesp~, 946: nor 
can we confirm the statement which the Scholiast cites from Idomeneus, 
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Phormion, and twenty under Tlepolemus and Antikles, besides 
thirty from Chios and Lesbos-making altogether near two 
hundred sail. Against this overwhelming .force Melissus and 
the Samians made an unavailing attempt at resist9-rice, l;mt\,1 
were presently quite blocked up, and remained so (qr n~arly . ' 
ni~,~ m£~b.~_:~fii:Uiey~~'?ffigl:li?Ia:mft1J~1~§!ge!::-"T~eyth'en,, 
capitulated, bemg compelled to raze tlieir fortificatiOns, to 
surrender all their ships of war, to give hostages for their future ~ 
conduct, and to make good by stated instalments the whole I 
expense of the el)terprise, said to have reached Iooo talents.· 

:\Tr~.-Byzantines too made their submission at the same time. 1 1 
• 

'kT~9...,..or-:lli£~~~i~~m~:~.~~~.~~~~],P~!JP.g.,tp}s. · 
re~H·-&-s ••• J~l11§.tr~..tillK-.lli~~~~~~~$£.r1 •• ~ .•• ~Jj.t.,.::;\J~I.~l! f~ 

. empire. _First, that the whole force of Atliens, together witli~' I 
th'ttC'Ontingents from Chios and Lesbos, was necessary in order · 
to crush it, so that Byzantium, which joined in ~the revolt, 
seems to have been left u~assailed. \NO\~ it is remarkable that~~ 
none of the dependent allies near Byzantmm or anywhere else, c.1J 
availed themselves . of so favourable an opportunity to revolt101 also: a fact which seems plainly to imply that there ~as little . 

~e0~i~r;r4t~~rJ~~~~~~~1B~~~~~~bflPPTiftiT~il~~~~d ~~~:~~ 
realised his promise of bringing up the Phrenician fleet, which ,r 
would have been a serious calamity for the JEgean Greeks, and~ 
was only kept off by the unbroken maintenance of the Athenian 
empire. 

Next, the revolted Samians applied for aid, not only to 
/Pissuthnes, but also to Sparta and her allies; among whom at 

a special meeting. the question of compliance or refusal was , 
formally 'debated.- \.Notwit~standing the Thirty years' truce~ 
then subsisting, of which only six years had elapsed, and which;,~ 
had been noway violated by Athens-many of th~BlJie~,_C>fW. 
Sparta .l'.£,.tei,...fq~ ... ~ssiJ>ting .. tJae.,Samians.f\:Vfiatpart Sparta ~ 
herself took, we do· not know-but the ;corinthians were the C. I 

. ~ 
to the effect that Thucydid~s .was bani~hed and fled to Artaxerxes: see~ 
Bergk. Reliq. Com. Att. p. 61. ~-;1 

1 Thucyd. i. II7; Diodor. xii: 27, 28; Isokrat~s, De Permutat. Or. xv. \"(' 
sect. n8 ; Cornel. Nepos, Vit. Timoth. c. I. -

The assertion of Ephorus (see Diodorus, xii. 28, and Ephori Fragm. I 17, 
ed. Marx, with the note of Marx) that Perikl~s employed battering machines 
against the town, under the management of the Klazomenian Artemon, 
was called in question by Hera,kleides Ponticus, on the ground that 
Artemon was a contemporary of Anakreon, near a century before : and 
Thucydides represents Pei-ikles to have captured the town altogether by 
blockade. 
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. main and decided advocates for the negative. They not only 
Jl}.contended that the truce distinctly forbade compliance with 
,.rthe Samian request, but also recognised the right of each con
,l!.federacy to punish its own recusant members. \ And this was 
~ iJhe decision ultimately adopted, for which the 'corinthians 
(\afterwards took credit in the eyes of Athens, as its chief 

authors.1 , Certainly, if the contrary policy had been pursued, 
tihe Athenian empire might have been in great danger-the 

fJPhcenician fleet would probably have been brought in also
and the future course of events greatly altered. 

Again, after the reconquest of Samos, we should assume it 
almost as a matter of certainty that the Athenians would renew 

" the democratical government which they had set up just before 
}~the revolt. Yet if they did so, it must have been again over-

thrown, without any attempt to uphold it on the part of Athens. 
l'For we hardly hear of Samos again, until twenty-seven years 
1V' ~terwards, towards the latter division of the Peloponnesian 
f/var, in 412 B.c., and it then appears with an established 
1'(

1

1 
'g:uchical government of Geomori or landed proprietors, ~ainst which the people make a successful rising during the 

' c,ourse of that year. 2 .As Samos remained, during the interval 
~'between 439 B.c. and 412 B.c., unfortified, deprived of its fleet, 
I :ppd enrolled among the tribute-paying allies of Athens-and 
/Its it nevertheless either retained, or acquired, its oligarchical 

_&Q,v'ernrnent; f so we may conclude that Athens cannot have 
..'S~tematically interfered to democratise by violence the subject-

IJ allies, in cases where the natural tendency of parties ran 
towards oligarchy. The condition of Lesbos at the time of 
its revolt (hereafter to be related) will be found to confirm this 
conclusion. 3 ) 

Ia 
On returning to Athens after the reconquest of Samos, 

erikles was chosen to pronounce the funeral oration over the 
itizens slain in the war, to whom, according to custom, solemn 

jpd public obsequies were celebrated in the suburb called 
r ~erameikus. This custom appears to have been introduced 
~\hortly after the Persian war,4 and would doubtless contribute 

ft . .ll 1 Thucyd. i. 40, 41. 
'{ 2 Thucyd. viii. 21. 

'f.l. 3 Compare Wachsmuth, Hellenische Alterthumskunde, sect. 58, vol. ii. 
iJ.'~'' 82. 

4 See \V estermann, Geschichte der Beredsamkeit in Griechenland und 
"'t Rom ; Diodor. xi. 33; Dionys. Hal. A. R. v. 17. 

Periklt~s, in the funeral oration preserved by Thucydid~s (ii. 35-40), 
begins by saying-01 p.€v ?roA;\ol TOW ~v8J.Ii• •lp71K6Twv ~371 i1rawoihn TOV 
wpou6~vTa To/ v6p.cp TOll A6")'ov T6vli•, &c. 
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to stimulate the patriotism of the- citizens, especially when the 
speaker elected to deliver it was possessed .of -the personal~ 
dignity as well as the oratorical powers of Perikles. He was 
twice public funeral orator by the choice of the citizens; Of}ce"v"' 
after the Samian success, and a second time in the first year of~ 
the Peloponnesian war. His discourse on the first occasion \1 

has not reached us,1 but the second has been fortunately pre
served (in substance at least) by Thucydides, who also briefly 1 

describes the funeral ceremony-doubtless the same on all 
occasions. The bones ·of the deceased warriors were exposed : 
in tents three days before· the ceremony, in order that th~ 
relatives of each might have the opportunity of bringing offerings.1 
They were then placed in coffins of cypress and carried forth on 
carts to the public burial-place at the Kerameikus; one coffin~ 
for each of the ten tribes, and. one empty couch, formally laiq 
out, to represent those warriors whose bones had not been 
discovered or collected. The female relatives of each followed' 
'the carts, with loud wailings, and after them a numerous pro
cession both of citizens and strangers. So soon as the bones·· 
had been consigned to the grave, some distinguished.citizeri, . 
specially chosen for the pu,rpose, mounted on an elevated stage· 
and addressed to the multitude an appropriate discourse. Such 
was the effect produced by that of Perikles after the Samian 1 
expedition, that when he had concluded, the. audience present 
testified their emotion in the liveliest manner, and the women 
especially crowned him with garlands like a victorious athlete.2. 

Only Elpinike, sister of the deceased Kimon, reminded him 
that the victories of her brother had been more felicitous, as 
gained over Persians and Phamicians, and not over Greeks 
and kinsmen. And the contemporary poet Ion, the friend of 
Kimon, reported what he thought an unseemly boast of Perikles,. 
-to the effect that Agamemnon had spent ten years in taking

1 

a foreign city, while he in nine months had reduced the first:. 

The Scholiast, and other commentators (K. F. Weber and Westerman'; 
among the number), make various guesses as to what celebrated man is
here designated as the introducer of the custom of a funeral harangue. 
The Scholiast sa,ys, Solon: Weber fixes on Kimon: Westermann, on ' 
Aristeid@s : another commentator on Themistokl@s. But we may reason
ably doubt whether any one very celebrated man ·is specially indicated by 
the words TOV 1rporr8,vTa.: To commend the introducer of the practice, is 
nothing more than a phrase for commending the practice itself. 

1 Some fragments of it seem to have. been preserved, in the time of 
Aristotle : see his treatise de Rhetoridt, i. 7 ; iii. 10, 3· . 

2 Compare the enthusiastic demonstrations which welcomed Brasidas at 
Ski6n€ (Thucyd. iv. 121). 
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and most powerful of all the Ionic communities. I But if we 
possessed the actual speech pronounced, we should probably 
find that he assigned all the honour of the exploit to Athens 
and her citizens generally, placing their achievement in favour
able comparison with that of Agamemnon and his host--not 
himself with Agamemnon. 

Whatever may be thought of this boast, there can be no 
~,..doubt that the result of the Samian war not only rescued the 
I' Athenian empire from great peril, 2 but rendered it stronger 
' ~;han ever : while the foundation of Amphipolis, which was 
I' ~ffected two years ·afterwards, strengthened it still further. 
pf'Nor do we hear, during the ensuing few years, of any further 
·u~endencies to disaffection among its members, until the period 
,r ..Jmmediately before the Peloponnesian war. I The feeling com-/ 
I-" mon among them towards Athens, seems to have been neithe; 

?attachment nor hatred, but simple indifference and acquies
cence 1n her silpfemacy. Such amount of positive discontent 
as really existed among them, arose, not from actual hardships 

"' suffered, but from the general political instinct of the Greek 
r• ind-desire of separate autonomy; which manifested itself 

n each city, through the oligarchical party, whose power was 
ept down by Athens-and was stimulated by the sentiment 

~ommunicated from the Grecian communities without the 
,. Athenian empire. ) According to that sentiment, the condition 
,II ~of a subject-ally of Athens was treated as one of degradation 

~
' and servitude. In proportion as fear and hatred of Athens 
became predominant among the allies of Sparta, these latter 
gFe utterance to the sentiment more and more emphatically, 

)..~t> as to encourage discontent artificially among the subject
( ~lies of the Athenian empire. Possessing complete mastery 

~
~ 1he sea, and every sort of superiority requisite for holding 
mpire over islands, Athens had yet no sentiment to appeal to 

in her subjects, calculated to render her empire popular, except 
that of common democracy, which seems at first to have acted 
without any care on her part to encourage it, until the progress 
of the Peloponnesian war made such encouragement a part of 
her policy. 1And even ha!l she tried to keep up in the allies 
the feeling of a common interest and the attachment to a per
manent confederacy, the instinct of political separation would 

1 Plutarch, Perikl&s, c. 28; Thucyd. ii. 34· 
2 A short fragment remaining from the comic poet Eupolis (KoA.a!<es, Fr. 

xvi. p. 493, ed. Meineke) attests the anxiety at Athens about the Samian 
war, and the great joy when the island was reconquered: compare 
Aristophan. Vesp. 283. 
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' I~U~ ~ 

probably have baffled all her efforts. But slre--tuo:k-n·o~such-
pain8:-WiHitlie • usual'morali1y"'fh3X'gro;vs'"iipii'i"11reminds of 
theactual'possessors of power, she conceived herself entitled 
to exact obedience as her right. Some of the Athenian 
speakers in Thucydides go so far as to disdain all pretence of _ 
legitimate power, even such as might fairly be set up ; resting 
the supremacy of Athens on the naked Rlea of superior fmce. 1 

As tnFa1Tiea cities were mostly- under~ democrii:cies-tii'roilgh' ' 
the indirect influence rather than the systematic dictation of 
Athens-yet each having its own inte~nal.a,risto.£e_~yjn,;.;a . .:s~te , 
of opposition; so-the movements for. revolt against Athens ·. 
origir:iated"'with the aristocracy or with some few citizens apart;' 
while the people, though sharing more or less in the desire for~·, 
autonomy, had yet either a fear 'o( their own aristocracy or a ' 
sympathy with Athens, which made them always backward in 
revolting, s~metimes decidedly opposed to it.) Neither Perikles: · 
nor Kleon mdeed lays stress onthe attach!p.ent of the people 
as distinguished from that of the Few, in these dependent' 
cities. But the argument is strongly insisted on by Diodotus z e 
in the <fiscussion respecting Mitylene after its surrender : and 
as the war advanced, the question of alliance with Athens or 
Sparta became more and more identified with the internal 
preponderance of democracy or oligarchy in each.3 ·• 

'We shall find that in mcist of those· cases of actual revolt 
where we are informed of the preceding circumstances, the 
step is adopted or contrived by a small number of oligarchical 
m~~e_ilt~;:_witl:i'OtiLcop_Sil£iQg the" g~;.4Y,0~~ ; ~hi!;;- in ~ 
thosE:n:ases where the general assembly 1s consulted before-. · 
hand, there is manifested indeed a preference for autonomY, • 
but _nothing like a hatred of Athens or decided inclination to · 
break with ?er. \ In.~~ .. ~~~<?L_Mity!~-S.i,;.in.:~!h~./<21!Lt~ year\ 
of~h~ WJ,l, ,!,t ~wa~J.li~.!M1~!9~!-~ti~-~&P~T~~yolted, ~ 
wh1le the people, as .soon as they ootamed arms, actuallyde-
clared in favour of Athens. And the secession of Chios,' tlle 

- •••• L 4 L U ,. )..., 

1 Thucyd. iii. 37; ii. 63. See the conference, at the island of:e-los i~~ 
the sixteent~ year of the Peloponnesian w.ar (Thucyd. v. 89 seq.), between 
the Athenian commissioners and the Melians. I think however that this 
conference is less to be trusted as based in reality, than the speeches in 
Thucydid~s generally-of whith more hereafter. · - · 

2 Thucyd. iii. 47. Nvv p.<v ")'l.p bp.!v o ofip.os ~" Q.,..&crats 'Tal's 1roA.<crtv 
~~vovs, EuTl Kal ~ oil l~v~q,(uTaTcu Tots 0Al"Yots 1,, ~tJ.v f3tau61j,fltnrd.pxet Tots 
«TfOCI''T1JcT«crt 1roll.ep.ws ~vevs, &c. 

3 See. the striking observations of Thucydides, iii. 82, 83 ; Aristote!. 
Politi~. v. 6, 9-

4 Thucyd. iii. 27. 
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greatest of all the allies, in the twentieth year of the Pelopon
nesian war-even after all the hardships which the allies had 
been called upon to bear in that war, and after the ruinous dis
asters which Athens had sustained before Syracuse-was both 
prepared beforehand and accomplished by secret negotiations 
of the Chian oligarchy, not only without the concurrence, but 
against the inclination, of their own people.l In like manner, 

', the revolt of Thasos would not have occurred, had not the 
· Thasian aemocracy been previously subverted by the Athenian 

Peisander and his oligarchical confederates. So in Akanthus, 
in Amphipolis, in Mende, and those other Athenian depend
encies which were wres.ted from Athens by Brasidas-we find 
the latter secretly introduced by a few conspirators. • T_h5!

4 
bulk 

of the citizens do not hail him at once as a deliverer, like 
men sick of Athenian supremacy : they acquiesce, not without 
debate, when Brasidas is already in the town, and his de
meanour, just as well as conciliating, soon gains their esteem. 
But neither in Akanthus nor in Amphipolis would he have 
been admitted by the free decision of the citizens, if they had 
not been alarmed for the safety of their friends, their proper
ties, and their harvest, still exposed in the lands without the 
walls. 2 ~These particular examples warrant us in affirming, 
that though the oligarchy in the various allied cities desired 
eagerly to shake off the supremacy of Athens, the people were 
always backward in following them, sometimes even opposed, 
and hardly ~v~r. wilJing _to ma]s.e _sacrifices for the object. They 
shared "the universal Grecian desire for separate autonomy,3 

and felt the Athenian empire as an extraneous pressure which 
they would have been glad to shake off, whenever the change 
could be made with safety. But their condition was not one of 
positive hardship, nor did they overlook the hazardous side of 
such a change-partly from the coercive hand of Athens-

rtly from new enemies against whom Athens had hitherto 
otected them-and not least from their own oligarchy. Of 

/'~rse the different allie~ cities were not all animated by the 
...fS.a~e feelings, some being more averse to Athens than others-) 
~,..,he particular modes, in which Athenian supremacy pressed 
~ ~ Thucyd. viii. 9-14. He observes also, respecting the Thasian oligarchy 
~.,.;ust set up in lieu of the previous democracy by the Athenian oligarchical 

conspirators who were then organising the revolution of the Four Hundred 
~ at Athens-f:hat they immediately made preparations for revolting from 

Athens-~uv€.8'1 ovv abTo'is p.&ll.uJ"Ta a li.Bovll.oVTO, 'T~V 7T6ll.w 'TE &.~etvoVV(J]S 
opl!ov<FIIat, Kal TOV ~vav'Tt'-"<F6p.ovov oijp.ov KaTall.ell.v<FIIat (viii. 64). 

2 Thucyd. iv. 86, 88, ro6, I23. 
3 See the important passage, Thucyd. viii. 48. 
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\. ·up'?n the allies and exci'ted co~ plaints, appear to have been ), 
;/c'hiefly three. 1. The annual tnbute. 2. The encroachments~~ 

or otheE ~~~~~~=T!N'd~~}.[~,g~,ll;;.~~s, taking h v 
advantage of tfieir supenor position : Citlzens eiflier planted• ·.~~ 
out by the city as Kleruchs ( out~settlers ), on the lands of those 'II'~ 
allies who had beep subdued-or serving in the navar arma- r"::.J 
ments-or sent round as. inspectors-or placed in occasional JY 
garrison-,-or carrying on some private speculation. 3· The • 
obligation under which the allies were laid of bringing a · 
1.1:rge pr?portion of their juj~ci~Ll.t;~~ to""l?,e~se.ttleg~e[o.r~"'the · 
dikll;~~s .... a!_,.~t!12r:s. • ~ · · . · -

\AS to the tnoute, I have before remarked that Its amount had .. 
' bee~ ~ut little raised from _its first settle!llen~ do~vn to the~"ow1 

begmnmg of the Peloponnesian war, at which tlme It was 6oo · \r" 
talents yearly.! It appears to have been reviewed, and the~/ 
apportionment corrected, in every fifth year, at whi<;:h period ;y j 
the collecting offi~ers may probably have been chariged. After_-· ,. aJi 
wards, probably, It became more burdensOme, though when, Or yr . 
in what degree, we do not know : but the alleged duplication of ·l.j Jl 
it (as I have already remarked) is both uncertified and improb-; ,I 
able. The same gradual increase may probably be affirmed~vf 
respecting the second head of inconvenience-vexation. caused~} 

. to the allies by indiy~dual Athenians, chie~y officers of arma- V, .t 
ments or power~ul c1tlzens.2 Doubtless this was always ~ore .~1 

· or less a real gnevance, from the moment when the Athemans ~ .e-'1 
became despots in place of chiefs. But it was probably not W'j 
very seriou~ in extent until after the commencement of the {i.w · 
Peloponnes1an · war', when revolt on the part of the allies 

1 Xenophon, Repub. Athen. iii. 5· 1ril.~v a1 ..-cf~.,. ..-au <f>&pou· ·..-auTo IJ~ 
-y(-yveTaL &s Ttt ?roi\Act ·a,' lrous -rr~p:rrTov. ~ 

2 Xenophon, Repub. A then. i. 14. Ilepl a€ TOIV uup.p.ci.xwv, ol bt7rAEOV'T€S 
crvKocpav-rDVcrzv, Ws 801coVut, Kal p.tao1hn -roVs XP7frrroVs; &c. 

Who are the persons designated by the expression ol ~K7ril.eov..-€S, appears 
to be specified more particularly a little farther on (i. 18); it means the"' • 
generals, the officers, the envoys, &c., sent forth by Athens. 

In respect to the Kleruchies, or out-settlements of Athenian citizens on 
the lands of allies revolted and reconquered-we may remark· that they are 
not noticed as a grievance in this treatise of Xenophon; nor in any of the 
anti-Athenian orations of Thucydid@s. They appear, however, as matters,', 
of crimination after the extinction of the empire, and at the moment when ' 
Athens was again rising into a position such as to inspire the hope of 
reviving it.- For at the close of the Peloponnesian war, which was also the. 
destruction of the empire, all the Kleruchs were driven home ·again, and 
deprived of their outlying property, whiCh reverted to. various insular
proprietors. These latter were terrified at the idea that Athens might after
wards try to resume these • lost rights : hence the subsequent outcry against 
the Kleruchies. · 
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became more apprehended, and when garrisons, inspectors, and 
tribute-gathering ships became more essential in the working 
of the Athenian empire. ) 

;

' But the third circumstance above noticed-the subjection of 
~the allied cities to the Athenian dikasteries-has been more 

~ dwelt upon as a grievance than the-second, and seems to have·· 
~J' been unduly exaggerated. We can hardly doubt that the 
Jy.,..,-J l;Jeginning of this jurisdiction exercised by the Athenian di
~,,r·.~asteries dates with the synod of Delos, at the time of the first 
rt nformation of the confederacy. It was an indispensable element 
~.~'of that confederacy, that the members should forego their right 
.;.v(, of private war among each other, and submit their differences 
~II) to peaceable arbitration-a covenant introduced even into 

~
.., alliances much less intimate than this was, and absolutely 

~ ~j. essential to the efficient maintenance of any common action 
V. • against Persia. I Of course many causes of dispute, public as 

ro ly.J'~vell as private, must have arisen among thes.e wide-spread 
It Islands and seaports of the .:Egean, connected w1th each other 

by relations of fellow-feeling, of trade, and of common appre
\.~.-l'hensions. The synod of Delos, composed of the deputies of 
~~ all, was the natural board of1ubitration for such disputes. A 

habit must thus have been formed, of recognising a sort of 
federal tribunal,-to decide peaceably how far each ally had 
faithfully discharged its duties, both towards the confederacy 
collectively, and towards other allies with their individual 
citizens separately,-as well as to enforce its decisions and 
punish refractory members, pursuant to the right which Sparta 
and her confederacy also claimed and exercised. 2 Now from 

1 See the expression in Thucydides (v. 27), describing the conditions 
required when Argos was about to extend her alliances in Peloponnesus. 
The conditions were two. I, That the city should be autonomous. 2. 
Next, that it should be willing to submit its quarrels to. equitable arbitration 
-?)·ns a.bTOVOf-'OS TE ~rrTL, KO.l oiKO.S trras Kal Of-'O(as Oiowrrt. 

In the oration against the Athenians, delivered by the Syracusan Her
mokrates at Kamarina, Athens is accused of having enslaved her allies 
partly on the ground that they neglected to perform their military obliga
tions, partly because they made war upon each other (Thucyd. vi. 76), 
partly also on other specious pretences. How far this charge against 
Athens is borne out by the fact, we can hardly say; in all those particular 
examples which Thucydides mentions of subjugation of allies by Athens, 
there is a cause perfectly definite and sufficient-not a mere pretence 
devised by Athenian ambition. 

2 According to the principle laid down by the Corinthians shortly before 
the Peloponnesian war--To/Js >rporrfJKoVTas ~Vf-'p.dxovs a.i'm5v nva. "oll.d(•tv 
(Thucyd. i. 40-43). 

The Lacedremonians, on preferring their accusation of treason against 
Themistokles, demanded that he should be tried at Sparta, before the 
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the beginning the Athenians were the guiding and enforcing 
presidents of this synod. When' it gradually died away, they 
were found occupying its place as well as clothed with its 
functions. It was in this manner that their judicial authority 
over the· allies appears first to have begun; as the confederacy I' 
became changed into an Athenian ·empire,-the judicial func- t,, 

tions of the synod being transferred along with the common ? 
treasure to Athens, and doubtless much extended. And on , 
the whole, these functions must have been productive of moret . j 

good than evil to the allies themselves, especially to the 1 ,yj 
weakest and most defenceless among them.) ~~ \t,J 

Among the thousand towns which paid fiibute to Athens,~/" ~ 
(taking this numerical statement of Aristophanes not in its p 1.7 

exact meaning, but simply as a great nurnber), if a small town,/~. 
or one of its citizens, hf1,d cause of complaint against a larger, V(.~~ 
there was no channel except the synod of Delos, or the~ '1'_/ 
Athenian tribunal, through which it could have any rea-sonable rfrF~ 
assurance of fair trial or justice. It is not to be supposed that .f',;_ 
all the private complaints and suits between Citizen and citizen, J':i"'; t. 
in each respective subject town, wet:e carried up for, trial to~J 
Athens: yet we do not know distinctly how the line was~ 
drawn, betw~en matters carried up thither, and matters tried ~'1· 
at home. The subject. cities appear to ha':e been interdicted/. .Jo"l'"' 
from the power of cap1tal pumshment, ..yh1ch could only be\.~."' 
inflicted after previous trial and condemnation at· Athens : 1 so 
that the latter reserved to' herself the cognisance of most of 
the grave crimes-or what maybe called "the higher justice" 
generally. And the political accusations preferred by citizen 
against citizen, in. any subject city, for alleged treason, corrup-
tion, non-fulfilment of public duty, &c., were doubtless carried 
to Athens for trial~perhaps the most important part of her '\· 
jurisdiction. _ . _ . \ \J 
{But the maintenance of this judicial· supremacy was notyt-'• • ' 

intended by Athens for the substantive object of amending the _ 
administration of justjce in each separate allied city. It went 
rather to regulate the relations between .... city~p._d"city~between ~ 
citizens of diffefe'nt"cifies~'betweden Athenian citizens or officers, 
and any of these allied cities with which they had relations_:. : 
between each city itself, as a dependent government with it 

common Hellenic synod which held its sitting there, and.of which Athens 
was then a member; that is, the Spartan confederacy or alliance-brlTov 
1wwou (]'vve8p[ov ;r;,v 'E"-11.-hvwv (Diodor. ·xi. 55). · 

1 Antipho, De Crede Hert>dis, c. 7, p. 135. ~ o~8~ 7l'Oil.e< (~e(]'Till, livev 
'A011vaiwv, o~8~va 6avaTq> Cwuw(]'al. · 
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. contending political parties, and the imperial head Athens. All 
."these being problems which imperial Athens was called on to 

,~)-solve, the best way of solving them would have been through 
, vi' some common synod emanating from all the allies. Putting 
~ .,/1 !~is aside, we shall find that the solution provided by Athens 
Y l"':ras perhaps the next best, and we shall be the more induced 
~ to think so when we compare it with the proceedings afterwards 
~ ldopted by Sparta, when she had put down the Athenian 
~-;empire. Un~er, 9_Qarta,. the general rule was, to place. each of 
'f(. the depenaen c1t1es under the government of a Dekarchy (or 

oligarchical council o. f. ten) among its chief citizens, together 
with a Spartan harmost or governor having a small garrison 
under liis orders. It will be found when we come to describe 

• the Spartan maritime empire that these arrangements exposed 
each dependent city to very great violence and extortion, while, 
after all, they solved only a part of the problem. They served 

· only to maintain each separate city under the dominion of 
Sparta without contributing to regulate the dealings between 
the citizens of one and those of another, or to bind together 
the empire as a whole. Now the Athenians did not, as a 
system, place in their dependent cities governors analogous to 
the harmosts, though they did so occasionally under special 
need. But their fleets and their officers were in frequent 
relation with these cities ; and as the principal officers were 
noways indisposed to abuse their position, so the facility of 
complaint, constantly open, to the Athenian popular dikastery, 
served both as redress and guarantee against misrule of this 
description. It was a guarantee which the allies themselves 
sensibly felt and valued, as we ~now: f!"OIIl_Thucydides. The 
chief source from whence they had to apprehend evil was, the 
misconduct of the Athenian officials and pincipal citizens, who 
could misemploy the power of Athens for their own private 
purposes-but they looked up to the "Athenian Demos as a 
chastener of such evil-doers and as a harbour of refuge to 
themselv?s.".1; !-f t~e p~~ul~r d~~~eries at Atl}ens had n~t 

+ f ~ • .._ I • .. ~~ 
1 Thucyd. viii. 48. To6s 1'e Kall.ol>s Ktt:ya6olis ovol-'a(oi-'Jvovs oOK ~'Arf.rnrw' 

afl1'00S (that is, the subject:allies) VO/-'f(ew rrrp{rr: 1rprf.-y/-'ara 1rapJ~etv iot OfJ!-'<J/, 
rroptrrrh ~vra;s Ketl ~ff'l/'Y"JTil.s rwv KaiCWV rrjl OfJ!-''f, ~~ cliv ril. 'lrll.eiw ab?ot.s wtpe
>.iirr6at· Kal ro /-'EV ~1r' ~I<EiVotS eivat, Kalill<ptrot &v t<al /3tatOrepov a:rro6v{Jffl<flV1 

r&v re 1ifil-'ov rr<pwv 1'E t<ararpv-y1w eivat Kal ~1<eivwv rrwrppovtrrr{Jv. Kal re~vra 
1rap' a.VTi;,v TfiJv tp'}'CIJV l1T£CT'Ta.p.€vt:~.s T?ts 1r&i\ets cracpWs aUTOs elOfva1., 8·n oVTCc1 
vol-'l(ovrrt. This is introduced as the deliberate judgement of the Athenian 
cemmander, the oligarch Phrynichus, whom Thucydid~s greatly commends 
for his sagacity, and with whom he seems in this case to have concurred. 

Xeaophon (Rep. Ath. i. 14, 15) affirms that the Athenian offi~ers on 
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been thus open, the allied cities would have suffered much l\\ 
more severely from the captains and officials of Athens in thein·~ 
individual capacity. And the m.aintenan_<_:~ of political harmony, 
bet~~n ~ th.,e il!1R~~:£~)f:~ii~:ilif~u,£j~~{,_Jf~i;s'ite2,.by 
Atliens tlirougli the JUriSdiCt10n' of liet Oikastenes Witli much 
less·c'bst of injustice and" violence tfia:i:-1 DySpafta: ~or though 
<oligarchical leaders in the~e allied cities might sometimes be._ 
~mjustly condemned at"Athens, yet s~~h accidental wrong was

1
:; 

Immensely overpass_ed by t~e eno.L.mities 2£' the ~B!:trt\}p har1 • masts and Dekarchies, w4_~ut numBe'i51o ueatli witliout ant ; 
trial •. ~.!:.}_. . - · . . 

>""'So agam, It Is to-l?e recollected that Atheman pnvat~;\~ 
~itizens, not officially employed, were spread over the wholel""Y ~ 

range of the empi;e ~s ~eruc}l~ . .;~r~rietors,~_ traders. Oft~ 
course therefore dtsputes woulCI anse oetween tl:iem and the(.V ~j 
natives of the subject cities, as well as ainong these latter Ck_~· 
themselves, in cases where_ both parties did not belong to the c-l-t_ 
sa_me city. Now in such cases the Spartan imperial authority '_",f) 
was so exercised. as to afford little or no remedy, since thet\""'OJ 
action o(.Jhe hann.Q~_or the D~y~~ .. confined to one·~ i 
separate City; wliiletheAtlienian dikasteries, with universal ~J 
competence ·and public trial, afforded the best redress which.~-:r1 

the contingency admitted. If a Thasian citizen ,believed him-~~ ~ 
self aggrieved by the historian Thucydides, either as com-
mander of. the Athenian fleet on that station, or as proprietor A-
of gold mines in Thrace,-he had his remedy against the()l-c.P 
latter by accusation before the Athenian dikasteries, to which~ 
the most pow_erful Atheni~~ was amenab~e no~ le~s t~ah the\~~ 
meanest Thas1an .. To a c1t1zen of any alhed ·city .1t m1ght be ·I 
an occasional hardship to be sued before the courts at Athens·; '\'(Vi' 
but it was also often a valuable privilege to him to be able to\Y\' 
service passed many unjust· sentences upon the oligarchical party in the 
allied cities-fines, sentences of b"anishment, capital punishments, and that 
the Athenian people, though they had a strong public interest in the pros· 
perity of the allies in order that their tribute might be larger, neverthe-
less thought it better that any· individual citizen of Athens should pocket . 
what he could. out of the ,plunder of the allies, and leave to the latter . 
nothing more than was absolutely necessary for them to live and work, 
without any superfluity such as might tenipt them to revolt. 

That the Athenian officers on service may have succeeded too often in 
unjust peculation at the cost of the allies, is probable enough : but that the 
Athenian people were pleased to see their own individual citizens so en
riching themselves, is certainly not true. The large jurisdiction of the 
dikasteries was intended. among other effects, to open to the allies a legal 
redress against such misconduct on the part of the Athenian officers: and 
the passage above cited from Thucydid@s proves that it really produced such 
an effect. 
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sue, before those courts, others whom else he could not have 
reached. He had his share of the benefit as well as of the 
hardship. Athens, if she robbed her subject-allies of their 
independence, at least gave them in exchange the advantage 
of a central and common judiciary authority; thus enabling each 
of them .to enforce claims of justice against the rest, in a way 
which would not have been practicable (to the weaker at least) 
even in a state of general independence.l 

Now Sparta seems not even to have ttempted anything of 
the kind with regard to her subject-allies, being content to keep 
them under the rule of a harmost and a pa· tisan oligarchy. 
And we read anecdotes which show that no justice could be 
obtained at Sparta even for the grossest outrages committed by 
the harmost, or by private Spartans out of Laconia. The two 

X)'l daughters of a Bceotian named Skedasus (of Leuktra in Bceotia) 
had been first violated and then murdered by two Spartan 

~.); citizens: the son of a citizen of Oreus in Eubcea had been also 
f..~. outraged and killed by the harmost Aristodemus : 1 in both 

cases the.fathers went to Sparta to lay the enormity before the 
ephors and other authorities, and in both cases a deaf ear was 

,turned to their complaints. But such crimes, if committed by 
' Athenian citizens or officers, might have been brought to a 

formal exposure before the public sitting of the dikastery, and 
there can be no doubt that both would have been severely 

~punished. 'we shall see hereafter that an enormity of this 

~• escription, committed by the Athenian general Paches at Mity-
1 lene, cost him his life before the Athenian dikasts.2 ) Xenophon, 

in the dark and one-sided representation which ht/gives of the 
Athenian democracy, remarks? that if the subject/allies had not 

en made amenable to justrce at Athens, they would have 
red little for the people of Athens, and would have paid 

.fl urt only to those individual Athenians, generals, trierarchs, or 
1;,.11' envoys, who visited the islands on service; but under the exist
~ ing system, the subjects were compelled to visit Athens either 

as plaintiffs or defendants, and were -thus under the necessity of 
paying court to the bulk of the people also-that is, to those 
humbler citizens out of whom the dikasteries were formed; 
they supplicated the dikasts in court for favour or lenient deal
ing.8 But this is only an invidious manner of discrediting what 

1 Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 20; Plutarch, Amator. Narrat. c. 3, p. 773· 
2 See z'njra, chap. xlix. 
3 Xenophon, Rep. Athen. i. r8. ITpbs o~ .,-o6Tots, d p.ev p.'q brl lilKu.s 

pE<Hl.V ol <rllp.p.a.xo•, Tovs ~K'IrJI.JovTa.s 'A07}valwv ~Tlp.wv &.v p.&vous, To6s TE 

<T'Tp<Z'T7}')'0VS Ka.l 'TOVs 'Tp<7}pd.pxous K<Zl ?rpe<T/3EIS' vi/v o' i)vd.')'KCZ<TTal 'T~V o))p.av 
KoAa.x:e6etv TWv ,A61Jva.lwv efs E~ecurTos T~w UVf.l.p.tl.xwv, 7'7vWaKwv O·n 8e'i p.Ev 
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was really a protection to the allies, both in purpose and in 
reality. For it was a lighter lot to be brought for triatl before 

· the dikastery, than to be condemned without redress by the 
general on service, or to be, forced to buy off his condemnation 
by a bribe. Moreover the dikast!!ry was open not merely to 
receive accusations against citizens of the allied cities, but also 
to;~ntertain complaints which they preferred against others. , 

'Assuming the dikasteries at Athens to be ever so defective as ., 
tribunals for administering justice,, ':e musu~c~llec~_!hat;~~ey"Vo"J' 
were th_e saiTLe_. tribuf!als .under.wJ:uch .. " ev_ery~Atheman. -.·~ltlzen~·~ t 
held · his own fortu'ne or reputatwn, and that the natlve of p
any subject' city was admitted Tothesame chance of justice as 
the native of Athens. Acco~dingly we find the Athenian envoy~· 
at Sparta, ipmediatelY. before th§ PeloP.onnesian war, taking · 
peculiar credit to the imperial city on this ground, ... fQ.LJ~\1\J.~l \~ 
dealin[..~i!h her s~j_;~!lks.;.J.·" If. our. power (he says). were~~J 
to pass nuoo11:1ef1ianas, the coilipanson would presently show V/':; 
how moderate we are in the u~e of it: but as regards us, our ~ 
very moderation is unfairly turbetl to our disparagement rather -. . .,.i\. 
than to our praise. For even though we put ourselves at dis-W.' I 

· advantage in matters litigated with our allies, and· though we~ 
have appointed such matters to be judged among ourselves, and'~.o-V"' 
under laws equal to both parties, we are represented as animated·, : 11~' 
by nothing better than a love of litigation." 1 .. " Our allies (he·~ 

i.qmr6p.evov • AO{Jva(e. oi1C7)V oouvat ~eal ll.a/3iiv, 0,~1< ~" lfll.l\ot~ 'Tt<Tiv, &71.71.' ~" T<ii ~ 
o{Jp.'f', 3r l<rn o1j v6p.or 'A9-fJvvcn. Kal dYTt/3oll.'i)<rat &va-y~eJ.(eTat ~v TOt> ?<ICa· 'V' , 
u~7Jp~ots, Kal ... elut6v~os, Tov, ~7rt~ap.{3d~eq6at T~s ... xetp~s. · .6.t?t ToVTo oUV at"_ 
<Tvf(p.axo• ooul\ot 'TOU 07)fJ-OU 'TWV A97)VULWJI i<a9e<TTa<Tt p.al\l\ov. ( . ,, 

1 Thucyd. i. 76, 77. "Al\l\ovr -y' &.v oliv o16p.e9a TC. T,p.eTepa l\a{36nas · •· • 
oel~at &.v p.J.ll.tCTTa. e! Tt p.eTptJ.(op.ev- T,p.tv Oe 1eal tK TOu brtetiCour &Oo~ia Tb ·, 
1rAEov fJ t1ra.wos oinc el~e6TGdS 1repthTT7}. ·Ked ~AaUO'O.Vp.evot -y?tp Ev Ta'is ~up.· ,f. r 
/JoA.q.[ats wpbs ToVs ~vp.p.&.xovs Obcacs, ~eal 1ra.p, -i]p.tv aVTo'is Ev Tots Op.o(ots '"'V 
v6p.ots 7rot{Ja"aVTES -r?ts Kp(crets, cptAo5tKe'iv Oo~eoVp.ev, &c._ "~ 

I construe ~vp./3oll.alatr ai~<:a<r as connected in meaning with ~vp./36ll.a<a and. 
not with ~vp./3oll.a-following Duker and Bloomfield in preference to Poppo 
and Goller : see the elaborate notes of the two latter editors. AlKat &1rb 
~vp./36ll."'v indicated the arrangements concluded by special convention 
between two different cities, by consent of both, for the purpose of deter· 
mining controversies between their respective citizens : they were something 
essentially apart from the ordinary judicial arrangements of either state. 
Now what the Athenian orator here insists upon is exactly the contrary of 
this idea: he says that the, allies were admitted to· the benefit of Athenian 
trial and Athenian laws, in like manner with the citizens themselves. The 
judicial arrangements by which the Athenian allies were brought before-the 
Athenian dikasteries cannot with propriety be said to be ol~eat &1rb ~vp./36li.CoJv .; 
unless the act of original incorporation into the confederacy of Delos is to 
be regarded as a ~vp./3oll.ov or agreement-which in a large sense it might 
be, though not in the proper sense in which oi~<a< &1rb ~vp./36ll."'v are 
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adds) would complain less if we made open use of our superior 
force with regard to them ; but we discard such maxims, and 

commonly mentioned. Moreover I think that the passage of Antipho (De 
Czede Herodis, p. 745) proves that it was the citizens of places not in 
alliance with Athens who litigated with Athenians according to oi~<<t< <lrro 
~v,u,B6ll.wv-not the allies of Athens while they resided in their own native 
cities ; for I agree with the interpretation which Boeckh puts upon this 
passage, in opposition to Platner and Schiimann (Boeckh, Public Econ~ of 
Athens, book iii. ch. xvi. p. 403, Eng. trans!. ; Schiimann, Der Attisch. 
Prozess, p. 778; Platner, Prozess und Klagen bei den Attikern, ch. iv. 2, 
p. IIO-II2, where the latter discusses both the passages of Antipho and 
Thucydides). 

The passages in Demosthenes, Orat. de Halones. c. 3, pp. 98, 99; and 
Andokides cont. Alkibiad. c. 7, p. I2I (I quote this latter oration, though 
it is undoubtedly spurious, because we may well suppose the author of it to 
he conversant with the nature and contents of ~v,u/3oll.a), give us a sufficient 
idea of these judicial conventions, or ~v,u,Boll.a-special and liable to differ 
in each particular case. They seem to me essentially distinct from that 
systematic scheme of proceeding whereby the dikasteries of Athens were 
made cognisant of -all, or most, important controversies among or between 
the allied cities, as well as of political accusations. 

M. Boeckh draws a distinction between the autonomous allies (Chios and 
Lesbos, at the time immediately before the Peloponnesian war) and the 
subject-allies; "the former class (he says) retained possession of unlimited 
jurisdiction, whereas the latter were compelled to try all their disputes in 
the courts of Athens." Doubtless this distinction would prevail to a certain 
degree, but how far it was pushed we can hardly say. Suppose that a 
dispute took place between Chios and one of the subject-islands-or 
between an individual Chian and an individual Thasian-would not the 
Chian plaintiff sue, or the Chian defendant he sued before the Athenian 
dikastery? Suppose that an Athenian citizen or officer became involved 
in dispute with a Chian, ~ould not the Athenian dikastery be the 
competent court, whichever of the two were plaintiff or defendant? 
Suppose a Chian citizen or magistrate to be suspected of fomenting revolt, 
would it not be competent to any accuser, either Chian or Athenian, to 
indict him before the dikastery at Athens? Abuse of power, or peculation, 
committed by Athenian officers at Chios, must of course be brought before 
the Athenian dikasteries, just as much as if the crime had been committed 
at Thasos or Naxos. We have no evidence to help us in regard to these 
questions ; but I incline to believe that the difference in respect to judicial 
arrangement, between the autonomous and the subject-allies, was less in 
degree than M. Boeckh believes. We must recollect that the arrangement 
was not all pure hardship to the allies-the liability to be prosecuted was 
accompanied with the privilege of prosecuting for injuries received. 

There is one remark however which appears to me of importance for 
understanding the testimonies on this subject. The Athenian empire, 
properly so called, which began by the confederacy of Delos after the 
Persian invasion, was completely destroyed at the close of the Peloponnesian 
war, when Athens was conquered and taken. But after some years had 
elapsed, towards the year 377 B.C., Athens again began to mak~ maritime 
conquests, to acquire allies, to receive tribute, to assemble a synod, and to 
resume her footing of something like an imperial city. Now her power 
over her allies during this second period of empire was not near so great 
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deal with them upon an equal footing : and they are so accus
tomed to this that they think themselves entitled to complain 
at every trifling disappointment of their expectations.1 They 
suffered worse hardships under the Persians_b_t_fpre our empire 
began, andtney w~ilj}a sufferworse un<;Leu~QtL(tli~Spartans) if 
you were to succeed in conquering us and making our empire 
yg,urs.") 
( History bears out the boast of the Athenian orator, .both as to 

the tin:!~.se.<!}~~~~e8_ ~e!!!Pif~!)\the~2JAnd 
an Atliemah-citlzenii'iaee<I m1glit well regara 1t not as-a hard
ship, but as a privilege to the subject-allies, that they should be 
allowed to sue him before the dikastery, and to defend them
selves before the same tribunal either in case of wrong done to 
him, or in case of alleged treason to the imperial authority of 
Athens : they were thereby put upon. a level with himself. 
Still more would he find reason to eulogise the universal com
petence of these dikasteries in providing a common legal author
ity for all disputes of the numerous distinct communities of 
the empire one 'with another, and for the safe navigation and 
general commerce of the JEgean. That complaints were raised 
against it among the subject-allies is noway surprising. · For 
the empire of Athens generally was inconsistent with that sepa-

~.rate autonomy to which every town thought itself entitled; and 
1:i:.his central judicature was one of its prominent and constantly 
\ operativeinl"t~~uti~~7'!s ~e!J~t.!lking _markoCdeptna~nce ~ 

as it' had been during the first, between the Persian and· Peloponnesian; 
wars: nor can we be at all sure that what is true of the second is also true 
of the first. And I think it probable,. that .those state~ents of the gram
miuians, which represent the allies as carrying on lil1<as a11'o ~up./3&ll.wv in 
ordinary practice with the Athenians, may really be true about the second 
empire or alliance. Bekker, Anecdota, p. 436. 'A67wa'io< ·lt1ro ~up./36JI.oov 
~6iKa(ov -ro'is ii11''Y)K6ow oii-rws 'Ap<<r'f'O'f'EA'YJS. Pollux, viii. 63. 'A,.Il_~up./36· 
""'" 6~ 6lK'Y) ?\v, lhe ol rrup.p.axo• ~li<Kcf(oV'T'O. Also Hesychius, i. 489. The • 
statement here ascribed to Aristotle may very probably be true about the· 
second alliance, though it cannot be held true for the first. In the second, 
the Athenians may really have had ~up./3oll.a, or special conventions' for 
judicial business, with many of their principal allies, instead of makin'g 
Athens the authoritative centre, and heir to the Delian synod, as they did 
during the first. It is to be remarked however that Harpokration, in the 
explanation which he gives of ~1Jp.{3ol\u., treats them in a perfectly general 
way, as conventions for settlement of judicial controversy between city and 
city, without any paiticular allusion to Athens and her allies. Compare 
Heffler, Athenaische Gerichtsverfassung,' iii. I, J, p. 91. 

1 Thucy.d. i. 77· Ol o~ (the allies) ElOtcrp.lvo< 11'pos ~p.Cis &..,.IJ Tov 
rcrou op.tll.e'iv, &c. 

2 Compare Isokrat1!s, Or. iv. Panegyric. pp. 62, 66, sect, 116-138; and 
Or. xii. Panathenaic. p. 247-254, sect. 72-111; Or. viii. De Pace, p. 178, 
sect. i19 seqq.; Pllltarch, Lysand. c. 13; Cornel. Nepos, Lysand. c. 2, 3· 
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to the subordinate communities. Yet we may safely affirm that 
if empire was to be maintained at all, no way of maintaining it 
could be found at once less oppressive and more beneficial 
than the superintending competence of the dikasteries-a system 
not taking its rise in the mere "love of litigation" (if indeed we 
are to reckon this a real feature in the Athenian character, which 
I shall take another opportunity of examining), much less in 
those petty collateral interests indicated by Xenophon, 1 such as 
the increased customs duty, rent of houses, and hire of slaves 
at Peirreus, and the larger profits of the heralds, arising from 
the influx of suitors. )t was nothing but the power, originally 
inherent in the confederacy of Delos, of arbitration between 
members and enforcement of duties towards the whole-a 
power inherited by Athens from that synod, and enlarged to 
meet the political wants of her empire; to which end it was 
essential, even in the view of Xenophon himself.2 ~It may be 
that the dikastery was not always impartial between Athenian 
citizens privately, or the Athenian commonwealth collectively, 
and the subject-allies,-and in so far the latter had good reason 
to complain. But on the other hand we have no ground for 
suspecting it of deliberate or standing unfairness, or of any 
other defects than such as were inseparable from its constitution 
and procedure, whoever might be the parties under trial.} 

We are now considering the Athenian empire as it stood 
'-' ·y before the Peloponnesiaii war ;- b-efore the increased exactions 
v' ~ nd the multiplied revolts, to which that war gave rise-before 
".(~e cruelties which accompanied the suppression of those revolts, 

'"~"'ii.nd which so deeply stained the character of Athens-before 
f~ that aggravated fierceness, mistrust, contempt of obligation, 
~Jt •• and rapacious violence, which Thucydides so emphatically 
"".;~indicates as having been infused into the Greek bosom by the 
~ fpver of an all-pervading contest. 8 There had been before this 
~ .}~ime many revolts of th~ Athenian dependencies, from the 
/"~~~liest at~~d_C:":~ !O _t~:..._:a_t_est:t Samos. All had been 

~
.Jt Xeriophon, Repub. Ath. i. 17. 

rr 2 Xenophon, Repub. Ath. i. r6. He states it as one of the advantageous 
1 consequences, which induced the Athenians to bring the suits and com
.. ~,;plaints of the allies to Athens for trial-that the prytaneia, or fees paid 
J" upon entering a cause for trial, became sufficiently large to furnish all the 

pay for the dikasts throughout the year. 
But in another part of his treatise (iii. 2, 3) he represents the Athenian 

dikasteries as overloaded with judicial business, much more tha11 they could 
possibly get through; insomuch that there were long delays before causes 
could be brought on for trial. It could hardly be any great object there· 
fore to multiply complaints artificially, in order to make fees for the dikasts. 

8 See his well-known comments on the seditions at Korkyra, iii. 82, 83. 
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successfully suppressed, but in no case had Athens displayed c\ 
the same unrelenting rigour as we_ sha.ll find hereafter manifested 
towar:ds ~ityH!n~,~i§ne,. -~n~Ji~~·l· The policy of ~erikles, 
now m tlie'PYnitllde·'of~hnf power at thens, was cautiOus and 
conservative, averse to forced extehsidn of empire as well as to 
those increased burdens on the dependent allies which such 
schemes would have entailed, and tending to maintain that 
assured commerce in the JEgean by which all of them must 
have been gainers-not without a conviction that the contest 
must arise sooner or later between Athens and Sparta, and that <) 
the resources as well as the temper of 'the allies must be hus-t\:Y 
banded against that contingency. If we. read. in .Thucydidest''\.:/. 
the speech of the envoy from Mitylene 1 at Olympia, delivered~·· 
tO the LacedreiTi'Oriiaii'S'and''"theiralliesiiitl:itrfoi'iri:hyear of the 
Peloponnesian war, on occasion of the revolt of the city from · ' 
~thens-;-a speec~ imploring aid .and setting forth the strongest y1 
1mp~acliment agamst Athe.ns wh1ch the fa.cts could J;le made to\.!\¥' j 
furmsh-we shall be surpnsed how weak, the case 'Is and how V" 
~uch t~e. sp·eak~r is c~:mscious of its w~akness .. \He has.nothing (..~ · 
~{ke PJ~<?!!:~~-grie~c~<L,9r._p_re~~~.?.~'!!Eg~_J-ge.!!!~.t~~he -~ ~ 
~m_Bte;?~~J ~1ty: .)He ~e~ iloL~.~j)On en~~ty.-£Ltr1)1y_t~,,~jA/'I' 
unpumsl:ied misconduct of Atliem~ll officers, liardship of brmg- l(v I 

tn'g causes*for::\r~~-:t_lle'n~, or othersufferiil5:0f thD'ii~J§~'· If 
genera!ly.-He lias nothmg to say except that they were defence- V' 1\. 
less and degraded subjects, and that Athens held authority over •: ~· 
them without and against their own consent : and in the case . 
of Mitylene, not so much as this could be said, since she was > • 
on the footing of an equal, armed, and autonomous ally. Of t, · 
course this state of forced dependence was one which the allies, 
or such ,of them as could stand alone/~would naturally and ~ 
reasonably shake off whenever they .had an opportunity. 2 /But.~.\. Y 
the negative eyidence, deriyeq EQ!!! _ tJ:!e,speech of J.hL.Mi!Y- 1'./ 

le~_n ~~~9r,,goes.Xar !2 ·n:!.~~~o.~,!J.!~ P2.inf c~mt~~de<;l for by/.', 
the ~~he~I!n}J?za~~g~p~E:,~~~y~,.bE!fqre _t!Je .. war~ ·111 
t?at, oeyon.<Ltlid;:!cJ_ot~Y..~J.Lfgn::~q..,cl~J;>.(;mg;epc.~,J;Q~~l~?_a~ 
httl~ pract1cally to comp~.~. £l-J-A _;!,!Y h~ M1~y!ene ~ugfit 1 
be strong enough to protect 1tsel{l'and Its, own comtrferc·e Without .;• 
the help of Athens. But to thelweaker allies, the breaking up ; 
of the ~~ire Wo~~$ave-~reatlzlessen~~5eci!f~ 

i Th d ··· ~- "110 rJ·- /Jt . .~ Lfr·+_ .. A._ ucy f m. n.-14. . "-. . . . Jv. t ~./ ~ ~o-n• 
2 So the Atheman orator D1QP, us puts 1t m his sp~~h:;,Gepr-eeatmg-

the extreme punishment about to be'· inflicted on Mityliln/l_:__/fv 'Ttva 
tAeV8Epov 1<al {3{'? i'J.pXO!J.EVOV .iiCO'TWS 1rpbs av'ToVop.{ap i'orOIJ''Tcf.V'Ta j 

X El p"' (]' w,.,. E e a (Thucyd. iii. 46). 
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both of individuals_and of commerce, in the waters of the 
A<;gean, arid their freedom would thus have bee!J purchased at . 
th~ cost of considerable positive disadvantages.l) 

' 1 It is to be recollected that the Athenian empire was essentially _a, 
government o.f dependencies; Athens as an imperial state exercising authority 

~ over subordinate governments. To n1aintain beneficial relations between 
//'' two governments, -one supreme-the other subordinate-and to make the 

system work to the satisfaction of the people in the one as well as of the 
people in the other-has always been found a problem of great difficulty . .' 
Whoever reads the instructive volume of Sir. G. C. Lewis (Essay on the 
Government of Dependencies), and the number of instances of practical 
misgovernment in this matter which are set forth therein-will be inclined 
to think that the empire of Athens over her allies makes comparatively a 
creditable figure. ' It will most certainly stand full comparison with the 
government of England over dependencies in the last century ; as illustrated 
by the history of Ireland, with the penal laws against the Catholics-by the 
declaration of independence published in 1776 by the American colonies, 
setting forth the grounds of their separation-and by the pleadings of Mr. 
Burke against Warren Hastings.] 

~ A statement and legal trial a luded to by Sir George Lewis (p. 367) 
elucidates further two points not unimportant on the present occasion: 
r. The illiberal and humiliating vein of sentiment which is apt to arise in 
citizens of the supreme government towards those of the subordinate. 2. 

The protection which English Jury-trial, nevertheless, afforded to the 
citizens of the dependency against oppression by English officers. 
· " An action was brought in the Court of Common Pleas, in 1773, by 
Mr. Anthony Fabrigas a native of Minorca, against General Mostyn the 
governor of the island. The facts proved at the trial were, that Governor 
Mostyn had arrested the plaintiff, imprisoned him, and transported him to 
Spain without any form of trial, on the ground that the plaintiff had 
presented to him a petition for redress of grievances in a manner which he 
deemed improper. Mr. Justice Gould left it to the jury to say, whether the 
plaintiff's behaviour was such as to afford a just conclusion that he was 
about to stir up sedition and mutiny in the garrison, or whether he meant 
no more than earnestly to press his suit and obtain a redress of grievances. 
If they thought the latter, ,the plaintiff was entitled to recover in the actios. 
The jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff with £3000 damages. In the 
following term an application was made for a new trial, which was refused 
by the whole court. 

" The following remarks of the counsel for Governor Mostyn on this 
trial contain a plain and nai've statement of the doctrine, that a dependency 
is to be governed not for its own interest, but for that o.f the dominant state. 
'Gentlemen of the jury (said the counsel), it will be time for me now to 
take notice of another circumstance, notorious to all the gentlemen who 
have been settled in the io'land, that the natives of Minorca are but ill
affected to the English and to the English government. It is not much to 
be wondered at. They are the descendants of Spaniards; and they consider 
Spain as the country to which they ought naturally to belong : it is not at 
all to be wondered at that they are indisposed to the English whom they 
consider as their conquerors.-Of all the Minorquins in the island, the 
plaintiff perhaps stands singularly and eminently the most. seditious, turbu
lent, and dissatisfied subject to the crown of Great Britain that is to be 
found in Minorca. Gentlemen, he is, or chooses to be, called the patriot of 
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~lN<arly the whole of the Grecian world (putting~siq~)talian, " . 
~Si~ilian~f:~ G~) was at this time included either-in~~ 

the alliance of Lacedlemon or in that of Athens, so that the!\"6 V 
truce -of""'tliirty years ensurea""a suspenswn ~ o£-b1>8£ilities every-~ .. 
where. Moreover the Lacedlemonian confederates had deter- if 

:; mined by a majority of votes to refuse the request of Sarno~) ~ 
for aid in her revolt against Athens : whereby it seemed ~ 1 
established!.__as P __ ra~ti_~ll.l.i_n.te_r~ati?t;~l..l!!•lR~!..!le_iJhe_r.2f..!.h~~ 
two greanggr_!g~tj_<8l.~D.~~E,.te~;n~~~$·-~ J 
and thateach should restram or pumsh rts own drsobedrent • tfo>J 
members.1 

) VI'.~~ 
Of t~is refu~al, which materially affe~ted. the ~ours~ of events,_,..~~ 

the mam advrsers had been the Connthrans, m sprte of that~~,V 
fear and dislike of Athens which prompted many of the allies lif ,J 
to vot~ for war.2 ~he pqs~ti~~ of !~m,D,i.~r~-2;_S peculiar; if' I/ 
for wh1le Sparta. and''ff~otReralhes·were cnrefly land-powers,~,.# 

Minorca. Now patriotism is a very pretty thing among ourselves, and well? 
1 owe much to it : we owe our liberties to it ; but we should have but little ]-1' 

to value, and perhaps we should have but little of what we now enjoy, were ·I"~ 
it not for our trade. An§_fo>:_Jhe_~~g.of;.o.ur...,trade,_it£s not fit. that wey·· 
should encourage.patriotis?h i1z Minorca: for it is'there destructive of our 
trade;'and ·there is iri"eno t&o'Ur'i:raa·; iri''the Mediterranean, if it goes there. 
But here it is very well: for the body of the people in this country will have 

' it : they have demanded it-and in consequence of their demands, they 
have enjoyed liberties which they will transmit to their posterity-and it is 
not in the power of this government to deprive them of it. But they will 
take care of all our conquests abroad. If that spirit prevailed in Minorca, 
the consequence would be the loss of that country, and of course of our 
:liediterranean trade. We sho,uld be sorry to set all our slaves free in our 
plantations.' " 

The prodigious sum of damages awarded by the jury shows the strength 
of their sympathy with this Minorquin plaintiff against the E11glish officer. 
I doubt not that the feeling of the dikastery at Athens was much of the 
same kind, and often quite 'as strong ; sincerely disposed to protect the 
subject-allies against misconduct of Athenian trierarchs or inspectors. 

The feelings expressed in the speech above cited would also often find , 
utterance from Athenian orators in the assembly: and' it would not bea4 
difficult to produce parallel passages, in which these orators imply dis- · 
content on the part of the allies to be the· natural state of things, such as 
iAt~ens co~ld not hope. to ~scape.f The speech be,:_e p~en __ sbow~ that such l lt __ feelmg~u>!_ 1-alm~t _mev1tably,, O),lt_ o __ f_th __ e:_ U£._ c._o~Jg:rtab_ le .reiatwn ~f .two . 
governments; 2!:e-~p~~·-~<\. t!J.~!h~\l.b.ordmate .. They are not the . 
product·of"peculia.rcruelty and oppression on the part of the Athenian : 
democracy,. as Mr. Mitford and so many others have sought to prove,J ; 
\ 1 See the important passage already adverted to in a prior note. /. -
l Thucyd. i. 40. ob1}€ 'Yap f)p.eis 'lap.!wv ho<TTav-rwv o/1i<f>ov 1Tporr•8Jp.•Oa 
~vavT[av ilp.'iv, TWII l<ii.AWJI IT€A0'11'011JI'1)0'lwv olx" Jo/'11</><0p.~PWJI .. XP~ auro'is 

-.t&p.6v•w, <f>av•pws lie &vT.l1Top.H Tovs 1rpo<T1!ttov'T"s ~up.p.dx·ous 
uVT0Y 'TtVa. KoAd.((fLV. 

2 Thucyd. i. 33· 
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~1 Corinth had been from early times maritime, commercial, and 
.,)' colonising. She had indeed once possessed the largest navy 

{f in Greece, along with .tEgina; but either she had not increased 
~ it at all during the last forty years, or if she had, her compara
';/ \l tive naval importance had been sunk by the gigantic expansion 
_}~(I of Athens. The Corinthians had both commerce and colon~s 
,....~~~Leukas, Anaktorium, Ambrakia, Korkyra, &c., along or near 
l.f.'~G.t:he coast of Epirus: they had also their colony Potid<ea, 
' N 1 situated on the isthmus of Pallene in Thrace, and intimately 
~·J . .&tconnected with them: and the interest of their commerce made 
~-If:. them averse to collision with the superior navy of the Athenians. 
'J' t was this consideration which had induced them to resist the 

mpulse of the Laced<emonian allies towards war on behalf of 
~:.!"' Samos. For though their feelings both of jealousy and hatred 
.~,. ~ainst Athens were even now strong,1 arising greatly out of 
T.~"!:e struggle a few years before the acquisition of Megara to the 
~ Athenian alliance-prudence indicated that in a war against 
' the first naval power in Greece, they were sure to be the 

greatest losers. 
So long as the policy of Corinth pointed towards peace, there 

was every probability that war would be avoided, or at least 
accepted only in a case of grave necessity, by the Laced<emonian 
alliance But a contingency, distant as well as unexpected, 
which occurred about five years after the revolt of Samos, 
reversed all these. chance~, and not only extinguished the 
dispositions of Corinth towards peace, but even transformed 
her into. the forward instigator of war. 

Amidst the various colonies planted from Corinth along the 
coast of Epirus, the greater number acknowledged on her part 
an hegemony or supremacy.2 What extel'lt of real power and 
interference this acknowledgement implied, in add~tion to the 

· hpnorary dignity, we are not in a condition to say. But the 
.l~..Corinthians were popular, and had not carried their interference 

I beyond the point which the colonists themselves found accept
able. To these amicable relations, however, the powerful 

· Korkyra formed a glaring exception-having been generally at 
' variance, sometimes in the most aggravated h,ostility, with its 

mother-city, and withholding from her. even the accustomed 
tributes of honorary and filial respect. It was amidst such 
relations of habitual ill-will between Corinth and Korkyra that 
a dispute grew up respecting the city of 'Epidamnus (known 
afterwards in the Roman times"' as Dyrrachium, hard by the 

1 Thucyd. i. 42. 
2 Thucyd. i. 38. ~")'ep.&v<s 'TE eiva1 Kal .,.a. el1<&'Ta 8avp.&(ecr8a,, 
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modern Durazzo)-a colony founded by. the Korkyrreans on 
the coast of Illyria in the Ionic Gulf, considerably to the north 
of their own island. So strong was the sanctity of Grecian· 

: custom in respect to the foundation of colonies, that the 
. Korkyrreans, in spite of their enmity to Corinth, had been 

obliged to select the CEkist (or Founder-in-Chief) of Epi
damnus from that city-a citizen of Herakleid descent named 
Phalius-along with whom there had also come some Corin- •. 
thian settlers. And thus Epidamnus, though a Korkyn:ean .·· ~· 
colony, was nevertheless a recognised grand-daughter (if the 
expression may be allowed) of Corinth, the recollection of • 
which was perpetuated by the solemnities periodically celebrated ~ . 

, in honour of the CEkist 1 • ·· 

' Founded on the isthmus of an outlying peninsula on the 
sea-coast of the Illyrian Taulantii, Epidamnus was at first 

. prosperous, and acquired a considerable territory as well as a 
numerous population.. But during the years immediately 
preceding the period which we have now reached, it had been 
expos~d to great reverses. lnternal sedition between the 

i oligarchy and the people, aggravated by attacks from the 
~ighbouring Illyrians, had crippled its power; and a recent 

· revolution, in which the people put down the oligarchy, had 
j reduced it still further-since the oHgarchical exiles, collecting. 
• a force and allying themselves with the Illyri~ns, harassed the 

city grievo~sly both by .sea and land: The Epidamnian demo~, 
cracy was m suc,h str;uts as.!£. J.?e .. ~!~ .~r.W....l9-1S-2J)_{yra,!bj 
fo.~Ji:- Their envoys saf'Uown as suppliants at the temple of ~1Jt 
Here, cast themselves on· the mercy of the Korkyrreans, and~#' 
besought them to act both as mediators with the exiled oli- Y: 1.. 
garchy, and as auxiliaries against the Illyrians. Though the~·~ 
Korkyneans, themselves- d~illoc:atically govern~d1 might hav_e ~til 
been expected to sympathise Wlth these supphants and their I'~ I 
prayers! Y;!,l~~~!Jg,,;y~~~<l<:S~~\fly,,<;>.PP~~~!e. For it ':'as; ~ .. f~ 
the Ep1damman ohgarchy who were pnnc1pally connected With · 
Korkyra, from whence their forefathers had emigrated, and ~ 
where their family burial-places as well as their kinsmen were 
still to be found : 2 while the Demo~, or small proprietors and 
tradesmen of Epidamnus, may perhaps have been' of- miscel-

, laneous origin, and at any rate had no visibk memorials ·of 
ancient lineage in the mother-isla_!ld. Having been refused aid 

1 Thucyd. i. 24, 25. 
2 Thucyd. i. 26. ijAOov 'Yap ~s Thv K.!pKvpav ol Tow 'E,noap.v[wv <f>v'Ycf.o•s, 

.,.&cpovs n ii:rro~v{wr•s Kal ~V"'f"'fEVEtav ~~~ 'lrPOL<fXOP.EPOt ~oeovTo <F<f>us 
I , 

KO.'rO."'f€111. 
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from Korkyra, and finding their distressed condition in
supportable, the Epidamnians next thought of applying to 

,_ Corinth. But as this was a step of questionable propriety, their 
~ · t"envoys were directed first to take the opinion of the Delphian 
~-Y/!5od. His oracle having given an unqualified sanction, they 
rftg. proceeded to Corinth with their mission ; describing their 
l..f'(;" distress as well as their unavailing application at Korkyra
~ ,tendering Epidamnus to the Corinthians as to its CEkists and 
1/J,.f chiefs, with the most urgent entreaties for immediate aid to 
~ preserve it from ruin-and not omitting to insist on the divine 

sanction just obtained. It was found easy to persuade the 
Corinthians, who, looking upon Epidamnus as a joint colony 
from Corinth and Korkyra, thought themselves not only 
authorised, but bound, to undertake its defence-a resolution 
much prompted by their ancient feud against Korkyra. They 
speedily organised an expedition, consisting partly of intended 
new settlers, partly of a protecting military force--Corinthian, 
Leukadian, and Ambrakiotic: which combined body, in order 
to avoid opposition from the powerful Korkyrrean navy, was 
marched by land as far as Apollonia, and transported from 
thence by sea to Epidamnus.1 

The arrival of such a reinforcement rescued the city for the 
moment, but drew upon it a formidable increase of peril from 
the Korkyrreans; who looked upon the interference of Corinth 

an infringement of their rights, and resented it in the 
rongest manner. Their feelings were further inflamed by the 
pidamnian oligarchical exiles, who, coming to the island with 

,tJ,»-,JI~titions for succour and appeals to the tombs of their Korky
~~ an ancestors, found a ready sympathy. They were placed 
~ "' n board a fleet of twenty-five triremes, afterwards strengthened 

• .,y a further reinforcement, which was sent to Epidamnus with 
~tbe insulting requisition that they should be forthwith restored 
.~and the new-comers from Corinth dismissed. No attention 

CP"' being paid to such demands, the Korkyrreans commenced the 
) blockade of the city with forty ships and with an auxiliary land

force of Illyrians-making proclamation that any person within, 
citizen or not, might depart safely if he chose, but would be 
dealt with as an enemy if he remained. How many persons 
profited by this permission we do n?t know ; but at least enough 
to convey to Corinth the news that their troops in Epidamnus 
were closely besieged. The Corinthians immediately hastened 
the equipment of a second expedition-sufficient not only for 
the rescue of the place, but to surmount that resistance which 

1 Thucyd. i. 26. 
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the Korkyneans were sure to offer. In addition to thirty 
trirer,nes, and three thousand hoplites, of their own, they 
solicited aid both in ships and money from many oftheir allies. 
Eight ships fully manned were furnished by Megara, four by 
Pales in the island cif Kephallenia, five by Epidaurus, two by 
Trcezen, one by Hermione, ten by Leukas, and ·eight by 
Ambrakia-together with pecuniary contributio~s from Thebes, 
P.hlius, and Elis. They further proclaimed a public invit~tion 

·for new settlers to Epidamnus, promising equal political rights 
to all; an option being allowed to any one, who wished to 
become a settler without being ready to depart at once, to 
ensure future admission by depositing. the sum of fifty Corinth-~ 
ian drachmas. Though it might seem that the prospects of . , 
these new settlers were full of doubt and danger, yet such was 
the confidence entertained 'in the metropolitan protection of '. ( 
Corinth, that many were found as well to join the fleet, as to• ' 
pay dow.n ~he deposit for liberty offuture junction. ~ 

All these proceedings on the part of Corinth, though under
taken with intentional hostility towards Korkyra, had not been 
preceded by any formal proposition such a!' was customary 
among Grecian states-a harshness of .dealing arising not 
merely from her hatred towards Korkyra, but also from the 
peculiar political position of that island, which stood alone and 
isolated; not enrolled either in the Athenian or in the Lace" 
d<emonian alliance. The Korkyr<eans, well aware of the serious 
preparation now going on at Corinth and of the union. among 
so many cities agajnst them, felt themselves hardly a match for 
it alone, in spite of their wealth and their formidable naval 
force of I 20 triremes, inferior only to that of Athens.· They 
made an effort to avert the storm by peaceable means, prevail- /. 
ing tfpon some mediators from Sparta and Sikyon to accompan~ J) 
them to Corinth; where, while they required that the forces~;"' ~ 
and settlers recently despatched to Epidamnus should be withe c~ ~ 
drawn, denying all right on the part -of Corinth to interfere in Y~'/: 
that colony-they at the same time offered, if the point were ~ r:,.ti 
disputed, to refer .it for arbitration either to some impartial \'1'1 J., \1 
Peloponnesian city, or to the Delphian oracle; such arbiter to ,I:' J'~ 
determine to which of the two .cities Epidamnus as a colonyf~.'~ 
really belonged-and the decision to be obeyed by both. 1'1' 
They solemnly deprecated recourse to arms, which, if persisted 
in, would drive them as a matter of necessity to seek new allies 
such as they would not willingly apply ·to. To this the 
Corinthians answered that they could entertain no proposition 
until -the Korkyr<ean besieging force was withdrawn from . 

VOL. VI. E 
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Epidamnus. Whereupon the Korkyrreans rejoined that they 
would withdraw it at once, provided the new settlers and the 
troops sent by Corinth were removed at the same time. Either 
there ought to be this reciprocal retirement, or the Korkyrreans 
would acquiesce in the status quo on both sides, until the 
arbiters should have decided.l 

Although the Korkyrreans had been unwarrantably harsh in 
rejecting the first supplication from Epidamnus, yet in their 
propositions made at Corinth, right and equity were on their 
side. But the Corinthians had gone too far, and assumed 
an attitude too decidedly aggressive, to admit of listening to 

~.,arbitration. Accordingly, so soon as their armament was 
•/§ equipped, they set sail for ~pidamnus, d~~patching a herald 
i' .. to declare war formally agamst the Korkyrreans. When the 
• Jl armament, consisting of seventy-five triremes under Aristeus, 
~\(Kallikrates, and Timanor, with 2ooo hoplites under Archetimus 
·rl /and Isarchidas, had reached Cape Aktium at the mouth of the 
~.f.; Ambrakian Gulf, it was met by a Korkyrrean herald in a little 
f)• boat forbidding all further advance-a summons of course 
~-~unavailing, and quickly followed by the appearance of the 
~f~):orkyrrean fleet. Out of the r 20 triremes which constituted 
' \ '»-'i:he naval establishment of the island, forty were engaged in the 

Y' siege of Epidamnus, but all the remaining eighty were now 
I' brought into service ; the older ships being specially repaired 

for the occasion. In the action which ensued, they gained a 
complete victory, destroying fifteen Corinthian ships, and taking 
a considerable number of prisoners. And on the very day of 
the victory, Epidamnus surrendered to their besieging fleet, 
under covenant that the Corinthians within it should be held 
as prisoners, and that the other new-comers should be sold as 

· .\slaves. The Corinthians and their allies did not long keep the 
sea after their defeat, but retired home, while the Korkyrreans 
remained undisputed masters of the neighbouring sea. Having 
erected a trophy on Leukimme, the adjoining promontory of 
their island, they proceeded, according to the melancholy 
practice of Grecian warfare, to kill all their prisoners 2-except 

I Thucyd. i. 28. 
3 To illustrate this treatment of prisoners of war among the ancient 

Greeks, I transcribe an incident from the more recent history of Europe. 
It is contained in Bassompierre's description of his campaign in Hungary 
in 16o3, with the German and Hungarian army under Count de Rossworm, 
against the Turks :-

"A pres cette victoire, nous repassames toute l'armee de !'autre c6te du· 
Danube en notre camp. Le general commanda que !'on tuat tousles pri
sonniers du jour precedent, parcequ'ils embarrassoient l'armee ; qui fut une 
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the CorinthiansJ who were carried home and detained as prizes 
of great value for purposes of negotiation. They next began to. 
take vengeance on those allies.of Corinth who had lent assistance 
to the recent expedition : they ravaged the territory of Leukas, . ·4 

burnt Kyllene the seaport of Elis, and inflicted so much damage 
that the Corinthians were compelled towards the end of the 
summer to send a second armament to Cape Aktium, for the 
defence of Leukas, Anaktorium, and Ambrakia. The Korky- · 
rrean~·fleet was again assembled near Cape Leukimine, but no' 
further action took. place, and at the approach of winter both 
armaments were disbanded.1 

Dt;!eply were the Corinthians humiliated by their defeat at.t,.·JJ-~ 
sea, together'\vith the dispersion of the settlers whom they had V,' ~ 
brought together : and ~hough their original project· was frus-¥~~ 
trated by the loss of Ep1damnus, they were only the more bent..., ¥.J 
on complete revenge against their old enemy Korkyra. They.v. U" 
employed themselves for two entire years after the battle in~ 
building new ships and providing an armament adequate to~ ·\If' 
their purposes: and. in particular, they sent round not only to~ 
the· Peloponnesian· seaports, but also to the islands under the . 
empire of Athens, :in order to take into their pay the best class 
of seamen. By · such prolonged efforts, ninety well-manned 
Corinthian ships were ready to set sail il?- the third year after 
the battle. The entire fleet, when reinforced by the allies, 
amounted to not less than I so sail; twenty-seven triremes from 
Ambrakia, twelve from Megara, ten from Elis, as many from 
Leukas, and one from Anaktorium. Each of these allied 
squadrons had officers of· its own, while the Corinthian Xeno
kleides and four others were commanders-in-chief.2 

But the elaborate preparations going on at Corinth were no /. 
secret to the Korkyrreans, who well knew, besides, the numerous\, · 1 
allies which that city could command, and· her extensive.~.~ 
influence throughout Greece. So formidable an attack was 
more than they could venture to brave, alo6e and unaided. 
They had never yet enrolled themselves among th~ allies either 
of Athens or of> Lacedremon. It had been their pride and 
policy to maintain a separate line of action, which, by means of 
their wealth, their power, and their very peculiar position, they 
had hitherto been enabled to do with safety. That they had 
been able so to proceed with safety, however, was considered 
both by friends and enemies as ·a peculiarity belonging to their 

chose bieri cruelle, de voir tuer de sangfroid plus de huit cents hommes 
rendus."-Memoires de Bassompierre, p. 308: collect. Petitot. ·. 

1 Thucyd. i. 29, 30. 2 Thucyd. i. 31-46. • .. 
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island; from whence we may draw an inference how little the 

\~~lands in the A<:gean, now under the Athenian empire, would 
,J' have been able to maintain any real independence, if that 

Y:empire had been broken up. But though Korkyra had been 
secure in this policy of isolation up to the present moment, such 

I' /tad been the increase and consolidation of forces elsewhere 
~· throughout Greece, that even she could pursue it no longer. 
'~.,. J-.To apply for admission into the Laced[emonian confederacy, 
'·~~herein her immediate enemy exercised paramount influence, 
I .1\ being out of the question, she had no choice except to seek 
l J\ alliance with Athens. That city had as yet no dependencies in 
;"" the Ionic Gu!f ; she .was not o~ kind~ed lineage, _nor had she 
~~had any previous amicable relatwns With the Donan Korkyra. 
I' But if there was thus no previous fact or feeling to lay the 

foundation of alliance, neither was there anything to forbid it; 
for in the truce between Athens and Sparta, it had been 
expressly stipulated, that any city not actually enrolled in the 
alliance of either, might join the one or the other at pleasure.1 

While the proposition of alliance was thus formally open either 
for acceptance or refusal, the time and circumstances under 
which it was to be made rendered it full of grave contingencies 
to all parties. • The Korkyr[ean envoys, who now for the first 
time visited Athens for the purpose of making it, came thither 
with doubtful hopes of success, though to their island the 
question was one oflife or death. ' 

According to the modern theories of government, to declare 
war, to make peace, and to contract alliances, are functions 

Jl' proper to be entrusted to the executive government apart from 
f the representative assembly. According to ancient ideas, these 

ere precisely the topics most essential to submit for the 
ecision of the full assembly of the people : and in point of fact 

~
hey were so submitted, even under governments only partially 

aemocratical ; much more, of course, under the complete 

~
mocracy of Athens. The Korkyr~n envoys on reaching 

that city w~uld first open their business to the Strategi or 
'\1 •c,generals of the state, who would appoint a day for them to be 

~
ceard before the public assembly, with full notice beforehand 

t the citizens. The mission was no secret, for the Korkyrreans 
had themselves intimated their intention at Corinth, at the 
time when they proposed reference of the quarrel to arbitration. 
Even without such notice, the political necessity of the step was 
obvious enough to make the Corinthians anticipate i!. Lastly, 
their proxeni at Athens (Athenian citizens who watched over 

1 Thucyd. i. 35-40. 
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Corinthian interests public and private, in confidential corre
spondence with that government-and who, sometimes by. 
appointment, sometimes as -volunteers, dtscharged partly the 
functions of ambassadors in modern times) would communicate 
to them the arrival of the Korkyrrean envoys. So that, -on the 
day appointed for the latter to be heard before the public 
assembly, Corinthian envoys were also present to answer them 
and to oppose the granting of their prayer. 

· Thucydides has given in his history the speeches of both; · 
that is, speeches of his own composition, but representing in bl 
all probability the substance of what was actually said, and of~' 
what he perhaps himself heard. Though pervaded throughout~ 
by the peculiar style and harsh structure of the historian, these :if' 

' speeches are yet among the plainest and most business-like in jJ' 
J his whole work; bringing before us thoroughly the existing if: 

situation; which was one of doubt and difficulty, presenting ill 
reasons of considerable force on each of the opposite sides. if": 

The Korkyrreans, after lamenting their previous improvidence · • j 
which had induced them to defer seeking alliance until the hour II' 
of need arrived, presented themselves as claimants for the 
friendship .of Athens on the strongest grounds 'of common 
interest and reciprocal usefulness. . Though . their existing 
danger and need of Athenian support was nmv urgent, it had 
not been brought upon them in an unjust quarrel or· by dis
graceful conduct. They had proposed to Corinth a fair 
arbitration respecting Epidamnus, and their applicaHon had 
been refused-which showed where the right of the case lay : 
moreover they were now exposed single-handed, not to Corinth 
alone, whom they had already vanquished, but to a formidable 
confederacy organised under her auspices, including choice 
mariners hired even from the allies of Athens. In granting 

'i their prayer, Athens would in the first place neutralise this -. 
rriisemployment of her own mariners, and wquld at the same ,, 
time confer an indelible obligation, protect the cause of right, 
and secure to herself an important reinforcement. For next to 
her own, the Korkyrrean naval force was the most powerful in 
Greece, and this was now placed within her reach. If by 

1 declining the present offer, she permitted Korkyra to be over
\ come, that naval force would pass to the side of her enemies : 

I 
for such were Corinth and the Peloponnesian alliance-and 

, such they would soon be openly declared. In the existing 
1 state of Greece, a collision between that alliance and Athens 
; could not long be postponed. It was \vith a .vie·w to· this con-

tingency that the Corinthians were now seeking to seize Korkyra 
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along with her naval force.! The policy of Athens therefore 
imperiously called upon her to frustrate such a design, by now 
assisting the Korkyrreans. She was permitted to do this by the 
terms of the Thirty years' truce. And although some might 
contend that in the present critical conjuncture, acceptance of 
Korkyra was tantamount to a declaration of war with Corinth, 
yet the fact would falsify such predictions ; for Athens would 
so strengthen herself that her enemies would be more than ever 
unwilling to attack her. She would not only render her naval 
force irresistibly powerful, but would become mistress of the 
communication between Sicily and Peloponnesus, and thus. 
prevent the Sicilian Dorians from sending reinforcements to the 
Peloponnesians. 2 

.I\ -r:o t~es~. repre~entations on the part of the Korkyrreans, the 
n Connthmn speak:ers made reply; They denounced the selfish 
' and iniquitous policy pursued by Korkyra, not less in the 
~ matter of Epidamnus than in all former time.S-which was the 'f real reason why she had ever been ashamed of honest allies. 

bove all things, she had always acted undutifully and wickedly 
wards Corinth her mother city, to whom she was bound by 

1ose ties of colonial allegiance which Grecian morality recog-
~·\'o:.nised, and which the other Corinthian colonies cheerfully 
'< bbeyed.4 Epidamnus was not a Korkyrrean, but a Corinthian 

colony. The Korkyrreans, having committed wrong in besieging 

1 Thu~yd. i. 33· Tol!s Aa~~:e~atp.ovlous <f>0/3'f' T<ji Vf'ET~P'l' 7ro71.ep.wrelovTas, 
1ad TaOs KopwOlous 5vvap.€vovs 1rap' airrols Kal Vp.Lv Ex6poVs l5vTas ~eal 
7rpo~~:o.Tall.ap./3rf.vovTo.s 7Jp.as vvv ls Tt/V vf<ETJpo.v l7rtxelp1}cnv, 1va p.~ T<ji ~~:ow<ji 
tx8eL !CaT' aUTWV J.LET, lJ.AA.1}A.wv O'TWp.ev, &c. 

2 Thucyd. i. 32-36. 
3 The description given by Herodotus (vii. r68: compare Diodor. xi. 15) 

of the duplicity of the Korkyrreans when solicited to aid the Grecian cause 
at the time of the invasion of Xerxes, seems to imply that the unfavourable 
character of them given by the Corinthians coincided with the general 
impression throughout Greece. 

Respecting the prosperity and insolence of the Korkyrreans, see Aristotle 
apud Zenob. Proverb. iv. 49· 

4 Thucyd. i. 38. lhrotH:ot li~ ~v,.es lt.<f>ecrTacrl ,.. littt. 'lrO.VTbs ~~:o.l vvv 1roll.e· 
fi.OV<fl, A€-yovTEs Ws oVJC bd Trf} ~ra~e(;)s 1rd.uxew ~K7rEJ.uf>Oel'T]f1'av. -(Jp.e'is 0~ oVO' 
O.UTol <f>o.p.ev l7rl T<ji V'lrb TO~T<"V v/3pl(ecr6o.t 1/:0.TOLH:lcrat, &11.11.' l7rl T<ji 7Jrep.6ves 
TE Elva< 11:o.l Ttt elH:OTO. 6o.up.rf.(ecr6o.t•.o.! rovv ll'All.at lt.7rotH:lat np.wcrw 1Jp.as, 11:o.l 
arf.ll.tCTTO. v'lrb lt.7rolH:wV CTTEP70f'E6o.. 

This is a remarkable passage in illustration of the position of a metropolis 
in regard to her colony. The relation was such as to be comprised under 
the general word hegemony: superiority and right to command on the one 
side, inferiority with duty of reverence and obedience on the other-limited 
in point of extent, though we do not know where the limit was placed, and 
varying probably in each individual case. The Corinthians sent annual 
magistrates to Potidrea, called Epidemiurgi (Thucyd. i. 56). 
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it, had proposed arbitration without·being willing to withdraw 
their troops while arbitration was pending : they now impudently 
came to ask Athens to become accessory after the fact, in such 
injustice. The provision of the Thirty years' truce might seem 
indeed to allow Athens to receive them as allies : but that 
provision was not intended to· permit the reception of cities 
already under"the tie of colonial allegiance elsewhere-still less 
the reception of cities engaged in an active and- pending 
quarrel, where any countenance to one party in the quarrel was 
necessarily a declaration of war against the opposite. If either 
party had a right to invoke the aid of Athens on this occasion, 
Corinth had a better right than Korkyra. For the latter had 
never had any transactions with the Athenians; while Corinth 
was not only still under covenant of amity with them, through .. 
the Thirty years' truce-but had also rendered material service ·; 
to them by dissuading the Peloponnesian allies from assisting 
the revolted Samos. By such dissuasion, the Corinthians had ~· 
upheld the principle of Grecian international law, that each ·:: 
alliance was entitled to punish its own refractory members~·'~\' 
They now called upon Athens to respect this principle by not.< ' 
interfering between Corinth arid her colonial allies,1 especially as ' 
the violation of it would recoil inconveniently upon Athens''i 
herself with her numerous dependencies. As for the fear of an 
impending war between the Peloponnesian alliance and Athens, 
such a contingency was as yet uncertain-and might possibly 
never occur at all, if Athens dealt justly, and consented to 
conciliate Corinth on this critical occasion. But it would 
assuredly occur if she refused ·such conciliation, and the dangers 
thus entailed upon Athens would be far greater than the 
promised naval co-operation of Korkyra would compensate.2 

Such was the substance of the arguments urged by' the con
tending envoys before the Athenian public assembly, in this 
momentous debate. For two days did the debate continue, the·· 
assembly being adjourned over to the morrow; so considerable 
was the number of speakers, and probably also the divergence 
of their views. Unluckily Thucydides does not give us any of 
these Athenian discourses-not even that of Perikles, who 
determined the ultimate result. 

Epidamnus with its disputed question of metropolitan right 
occupied little the attention of the Athenian assembly. But the 
Korkynean naval force was indeed an immense item, since the 
question. was whether it should stand on their side or against 

I Thucyd. i. 40. <j>avepws o€ &.v-rE('II'Of'EV 'TOOS 7rpolrtpcov-ras !vp.p.rf.· 
X o v s a v 'To v .,. • v a "o 71. rf. ( EL v. 2 Thucyd. i. 37-43· 
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them~an item which nothing could counterbalance except the 
dangers of a Peloponnesian war. "Let us avoid this last 
calamity (was the opinion of many) even at the sacrifice of 
seeing Korkyra conquered, and all her ships and seamen in the 
service of the Peloponnesian league." "You will not really 
avoid it, even by that great sacrifice (was the reply of others). 
The generating causes of war are at work-and it will 
infallibly come whatever you may determine respecting Korkyra: 
avail yourselves of the present opening, instead of being driven 
ultimately to undertake the war at great comparative disadvan
tage." Of these two views, the former was at first decidedly 
preponderant in the assembly ; 1 but they gradually came round 
to the latter, which was conformable to the-steady conviction of 
Perikles. It was however resolved to take a sort of middle 

• course, so as to save Korkyra, and yet, if possible, to escape 
/violation of the existing truce and the consequent Peloponnesian 
I' war .. To co~ply with_ the regues! of the Korkynea~s, by 

l'fdoptmg t1iem unreservedly as alhes, would have la1d the 
~ j\thenians under the necessity of accompanying them in an 

~
ttack of Corinth, if required-which would have been a 

manifest infringement of the truce. Accordingly nothing more 
'wl!s concluded than an alliance for purposes strictly defensive, 

\jofto preserve Korkyra and her possessions in case they were 
(~ttacked: nor was any greater force equipped to back this 
·X resolve than a squadron of ten triremes, under Lacedremonius 
)I ~n of Kimon. The smallness of this force would satisfy the 
~"t-\Corinthians that no aggression was contemplated against their 
t city, while it would save Korkyra from ruin, and would in fact 

feed the war so as to weaken and cripple the naval force of both 
~arties 2-which was the best result that Athens could hope for. 

The instructions to Lacedremonius and his two colleagues were 
{.;express : not to engage ill fight with the Corinthians unless they 
rw.ere actually approaching Korkyra or some Korkyrrean posses
.t(l~on with a view to attack; but in that case to do his best on 

'r' the defensive. 
I ' 

1 Thucyd. i. 44· 'A8TtVtJ;LOI 0~ ai<OVO'a;wres aJlifJOTEP&JII, "YEVO}llVTtS Ka;l ols 
Jl<l<ll:f)O'[a;s, TV }lEI/ 7rp0TEP'f oux ~O'O'OV TWV KoptvMwv a7rEOE~tJ;I/TO Tol!s A6'}'ovs, 
Ev OE Tfj {urTEpalq. p.ETE'Yvwuav, &c. 

Oux ~O'O'ov in the language of Thucydides usually has the positive meaning 
of more. 

2 Thucyd. i. 44· Plutarch (Perikles, c. 29) ascribes the smallness of the 
squadron despatched under Lacedremonius to a petty spite of Perikles 
against that commander, as the son of his old political antagonist Kimon. 
From whomsoever he copied this statement, the motive assigned seems 
quite unworthy of credit. 
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The great Corinthian armament of r so sail soon took its 
departure from the Gulf, and reached a harbour on the coast of 
Epirus at the Cape called Cheimerium, nearly opposite to the 
southern extremity of Korkyra. They there established a naval 
station and camp, summoning to their aid a considerable force 
from the friendly Epirotic tribes in the neighbourhood. The 
Korkyn:ean fleet of IIo sail, under Meikiades and two others, 
together with the ten Athenian ships, took station at one of the 
~'pjoinin~ islands _called Sybota, while the land~force and rooo~ 
Lakynthian hophtes were posted on the Korkyr~an Cape~ 
Leukimme. Both sides prepared for battle : the Corinthians, J 
taking on board three days' provisions, sailed by night from~ 1 

Cheimerium, and encountered in the morning the 1 Korkyr~an ~. 
fleet advancing towards them, distributed into three squadrons, ~ 
one under each of the three generals, and having the ten~i"' 
Athenian ships at the extreme right. Opposed to them werel~ 
ranged the choice vessels of the Corinthians, occupying the left~ 
of the~r aggregate flee_t : next came the ~arious allies, witli;). 
Meganans and Ambrak10ts on the extreme nght. Never before~ 
had two sue~ numerous fleet~, both Grecian, engaged in battle. ~1 
But the tact1cs and manreuvnng were not commensurate to the 

1
_J 

numbers. The de<;ks were crowded with hoplites and bowmen, i 
while the rowers below, on the Korkyr~n side at least, were 
in great part slaves. The ships on both sides, being rowed 
forward so as to drive in direct impact prow against prow, were 
grappled together, and a fierce hand-combat was tqen com
menced between the troops on board of each, as if they were on 
land-or rather, like boarding-parties: all upon the old-fashioned. ' 
system·of Grecian sea-fight, without any of those improvements 
introduced into the Athenian navy during. the last generation. 
In Athenian naval attack, the ship, the rowers, and the steers
man, were of.much greater importance than the armed soldiers 
on deck. By strength and exactness of rowing, by rapid and • 
sudden change of direction, by feints calculated to deceive, the 
Athenian captain sought to drive the sharp beak of his vessel, 
not against the prow, but against the weaker and more vulner
able parts of his enemy-side, oars, or stern. The ship thus 
became in the hands of her crew the real weapon of attack, 
which was intended firstto disable the enemy and leave him 
unmanageable on the water; and not until this was done did 
the armed men on deck b\gin their operations.1 Laced~monius 

I fi<(oJ.Laxelv &.1ro vei&w-to turn the naval battle into a land-battle on 
ship-board-was a practice altogether repugnant to Athenian feeling-as 
we see remarked also in Thucyd. iv. 14: compare also vii. 61. 

E 2 
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with his ten Athenian ships, though forbidden by his instructions 
to share in the battle, lent as much aid as he could by taking 
position at the extremity of the line and by making motions as 
if about to attack ; while his seamen had full leisure to contem
plate what they would despise as lubberly handling of the ships 
on both sides. All was confusion after the battle had been 
joined. The ships on both sides became entangled, the oars 
broken and unmanageable,-orders could neither be heard nor 
obeyed-and the individual valour of the hoplites and bowmen 
on deck became the decisive point on which victory turned. 

On the right wing of the Corinthians, the left of the Kor· 
kyrreans was victorious. Their twenty ships drove back the 
-~brakiot allies of Corinth, and not only pursued them to the 

·" ?.,~~:e, but also landed and plundered the tents. Their rash
~ ness in thus keeping so long out of the battle proved incalcul
\ a,bly mischievous, the rather as their total number was inferior; 
·~.kor their right wing, opposed to the best ships of Corinth, was 
;v after a hard struggle thoroughly beaten. Many of the ships 
I were disabled, and the rest obliged to retreat as they could-a 

retreat which the victorious ships on the other wing might have 
protected, had there been any effective discipline in the fleet, 
but which now was only imperfectly aided by the ten Athenian 
ships under Lacedremonius. Though at first they obeyed the 

) 
instructions from home in abstaining from actual blows, yet-

1 ltwhen the battle became doubtful, and still more, when the 

f:Corinthians were pressing their victory-the Athenians could 
no longer keep aloof, but attacked the pursuers in good earnest, 

K ..,and did much to save the defeated Korkyrreans. As soon as the 
~ )gtter had been pursued as ·far as their own island, the victorious. 
il' !JX>rinthians returned to the scene of action, which was covered 

t"with crippled and water-logged ships, of their own and their 
.,. enemies, as well as with seamen, soldiers, and wounded men, 
/\~either helpless aboard the wrecks or keeping above water as 
1'\)"Well as they could-among the number, many of their own 
~,~,citizens and allies, especially on their defeated right wing. 
\'j Through these disabled vessels they sailed, not attempting to 
· ~tpw them off, but looking only to _tl_le ~rews abcmrd, and making 
1..-• .l'fsome of them prisoners, but putting the greater number to 
if death. Some even of their own allies were thus slain, not 

being easily distinguishable. The Corinthians, having picked 

The Corinthian and Syracusan ships ultimately came to counteract the 
Athenian martceuvring by constructing their prows with increased solidity 
and strength, and forcing the Athenian vessel to a direct shock which its 
weaker prow was unable to bear (Thucyd. vii. 36). 
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up their own dead bodies as well as they could, transported 
them to Sybota, the nearest point of the coast of Epirus ; after 
which they again mustered their fleet, and returned to resume 
the attack against the Korkyrreans on their own coast. The 
latter got together as many of their ships as were seaworthy, 
together with the small reserve which had remained in harbour, 
in order to prevent at any ·rate a landing on the coast : and the 
Athenian ships, now within the strict letter of their instructions, 
prepared to co-operate with full energy in the defence. It was 

. already late in the afternoon: but the Corinthian fleet, though 
their prean had already been shouted for attack, were suddenly 
seen to back water instead of advancing; presently they pulled 
round, and steered direct for the Epirotic coast. The Korky
rreans did not comprehend the cause of this sudden retreat, ' 
until at length it was proclaimed that an unexpected relief of" • 
twenty fresh Athenian ships was approaching, under Glaukon · 
and Andokides; which the Corinthians had been the first ·to, • 
descry, and had even believed to be the forerunners of a larger . 
fleet. It was already dark when these fresh ships reached 
Cape Leukimme, having traversed the waters covered with 
wrecks and dead bodies.l .At first the Korkyrreans even .mis
took them for enemies. The reinforcement had been sent 
from Athens, probably after more accurate information of the '1 
comparative force of Corinth and Korkyra, under the impres- '' 
sion that the original ten ships would prove inadequate for the 
purpose of defence-an impression more than verified by the 
reality. . · 

Though the twenty Atheni~n ships were not, as the Corin-
• thians had imagined, the precursors of a larger fleet, they were 

found sufficient to change completely the face of affairs. In 
the preceding action the Korkyrreans had had seventy ships 
sunk or disabled-the Corinthians only thirty-so that the 
superiority of numbers was still on the side of the latter, who 
were however encumbered with the care of 1ooo prisoners (Soo 

. of them slaves) captured; not easy either to lodge or to guard in 
the narrow accommodations of'an ancient trireme. Even apart 
from this embarrassment, the Corinthians were in no temper to 
hazard a second battle against thirty Athenian ships in addition 
to the remaining Korkyrrean. And when their enemies sailed 
across to offer them battle on the Epirotic coast, they not 
only refused it, but thought of nothing but immediate retreat 
-with serious alarm lest the Athenians should now act 

1 Thucyd. i,. 51. li<a 'TWV VEI<pwv 1<al vaua')liwv 7rpOITI<OJ.UU6eirra< 1Ca'TE7rAEOII 

is 'TO IT'Tpa'Timeliav. 
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aggressively, treating all amicable relations between Athens and 
Corinth as practically extinguished by the events of the day 
before. Having ranged their fleet in line not far from shore, 
they tested the dispositions of the Athenian commanders by 
sending forward a little boat with a few men to address to them 
the following remonstrance. The men carried no herald's staff 
(we should say, no flag of truce), and were therefore completely 
without protection against an enemy. "Ye act wrongfully, 
Athenians (they exclaimed), in beginning the war and violating 
the truce ; for ye are using arms to oppose us in punishing our 
enemies. If it be really your intention to hinder us from sail
ing against Korkyra or anywhere else that we choose, in breach 
~f the truce, take first of all us who now address you, and deal 
~ with us as enemies." It was not the fault of the Korkyneans 

1-\~ that this last idea was not instantly realised : for such of them 

~
lS were near enough to hear, instigated the Athenians by 
~olent shouts to kill the men in the boat. But the latter, far 
from listening to such an appeal, dismissed them with the 

1: answer: "We neither begin the war nor break the truce, 
, • .ri'Peloponnesians: we have come simply to aid these Korkyneans 
V"" '\?ur allies. If ye wish to sail anywhere else, we make no oppo
r"' sition : but if ye are about to sail against Korkyra or any of 
~·her possessions, we shall use our best means to prevent you." 

"' Both the answer, and the treatment of the men in the boat, 
satisfied the Corinthians that their retreat would be unopposed, 
and they accordingly commenced it as soon as they could get 
ready, staying however to erect a trophy at Sybota on the 
Epirotic coast, in commemoration of their advantage on the 
preceding day. In their voyage homeward they surprised 
Anaktorium at the mouth of the Ambrakiotic Gulf, which they 
had hitherto possessed jointly with the Korkyrreans, planting in 
it a reinforcement of Corinthian settlers as guarantee for future 
fidelity. On reaching Corinth, the armament was dismissed, 
and the great majority of the prisoners taken, 8oo slaves, were 
sold; but the remainder, 250 in number, were detained, and 
treated with peculiar kindness. Many of them were of the first 
and richest families in Korkyra, and the Corinthians designed 
to gain them over, so as to make them instruments for effecting 
a revolution in the island. The calamitous incidents arising 
from their subsequent return will appear in another chapter. 

Relieved now from all danger, the Korkyrreans picked up the 
dead bodies and the wrecks which had floated during the night 
on to their island, and even found sufficient pretence to erect a 
trophy, chiefly in consequence of their partial success on the 
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left wing. In truth, they had been only rescued from ruin by JA 
the unexpected coming of the last Athenian· ships : but the last\~ 
result was as triumphant to them, as it was disastrous and 1 

humiliating to the Corinthians, who had incurred an immense{(; 
cost, and taxed all their willing allies, only to leave their enemy 1 · 
stronger than she was before. From this time forward they (/j'' 
considered the Thirty years' truce as .broken, and conceived ~ 
hatred, alike deadly and undisguised; against Athens ; so that 
the latter gained nothing by the moderation of her admirals in 
sparing the Corinthian fleet off the coast of Epirus. An oppor
tunity was not long wanting for the Corinthians to strike a blow 
at their enemy through one of her wide-spread dependencies. , 

On the isthmus of that lesser peninsula called Pallene, (which.~ 
forms the westernmost of the three prongs of the greater 1,1-~ 
Thracian peninsula called Chalkidike, between the Thermaic and \tA' 
the Strymonic. Gulfs,) w!!:~ sit~ated th"'y,.Pp,g~,r:VR~P.~9Qo!i~~a, ; ~ 
o~of~.!h!=:""Ktz:lQI,l_tflr.Y~lll~~?K""~~ but or1gmally colomsed~.J 
from -c;orinth and still maiiitainipg a certain metropolitan"{""
allegiance towards the latter : insomuch that every year certain ~ 
Corinthians were sent . thither as magistrates under the title of~ 
Epidemiurgi. On various points of the neighbouring coast a]so · ~.(. 
there were several small towns belonging to the Chalkidians~~ 
and Botticeans, enrolled in like manner in the list of Athenian tJ 
tributaries. The neighbouring inland territory, Mygdonia and .. t1 
Chalkidike, 1 was held by the Macedonian king Perdikkas, son' 
of that Alexander who had taken part fifty years before in the 
expedition of Xerxes. These two princes appear gradually to ifllt 
have extended their dominions, after tile ruin of Persian power ' 
in Thrace by the exertions . of Athens, until at length they 
acquired all the territory between the rivers Axius and Strymon. ~~ 
Now Perdikkas had beeri for some time the friend and ally of ~ 
Athen~t~--were other Macedonian princes, his' brother~, 
Philip, and Derdas, holding independent principalities in the~~ 
upper country 2 (apparently on the higher course of the Axiu:'('w 
near the Preoni~ tribes), with whom he was in fl state c:f dis-:J.vi"j 
pute. These prmces having been accepted as the all1es of 
Athens, Perdikkas from that time became her active enemy, 
and it was from his intrigues that all the difficulties of Athens y . ' "' ~· 

1 See the geographical Commentary of Gatterer upon Thrace, embodied :;,.f: 
in Poppo, Prolegg. ad Thucyd, vol. ii. ch. 29. 'Ov. 

The words .,.a brl ep41C1JS--'T"Q. ~11"1 ®p41C1JS xwpla (Thucyd. ii. 29) den?teN', J 
generally the towns in Chalkidik~-pl!l;ces in the direction or in the.;kzrts \.>" 
of Thrace, rather than parts of Thrace 1tself. · 

2 Thucyd. i. 57 ; ii. roo. 
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~on that coast took their first origin. The Athenian empire 

f":,)N'_as much less complete and secure over the seaports on the 

'

. mainland than over the islands.l For the former were always 
more or less dependent on any powerful land-neighbour, some

~~.:~mes more dependent on him than upon the mistress of the 
. .;rsea; and we shall find Athens herself cultivating assiduously 
-~ i'the favour of Sitalkes and other strong Thracian potentates, as 
.~.rAm aid to her dominion over the seaports.2 Perdikkas imme
X~diately began to incite and aid the Chalkidians and Botti::eans 

o revolt from Athens·;· and-the vioferit enmity against the 
:,_,., ~.ftter, kindled in the bosoms of the Corinthians by the recent 
''~vepts at Korkyra, enabled him to extend the same projects to 
't ~ttid::ea. Not only did he send envoys to Corinth in order to \f' concert measures for provoking the revolt of Potid::ea, but also 
i to Sparta, instigating the Peloponnesian league to a general 

declaration of war against Athens.s And he further prevailed 
on many of the Chalkidian inhabitants to abandon their separ
ate small town on the sea-coast, for the purpose of joint resi
dence at Olynthus, which was several stadia from the sea. 
Thus that town, ·as well as the Chalkidian interest, became much 
strengthened, while Perdikkas further assigned some territory 
near Lake Bolbe to contribute to the temporary maintenance of 
the concentrated population. 

The Athenians were not ignorant both of his hostile prepara
tions and of the dangers which awaited them from Corinth. 
Immediately after the Korkyr::ean sea-fight they sent to take 
precautions against the revolt of Potid::ea; requiring the inhabi
tants to take-down their wall on the side of Pallene, so as to 
leave the town open on the side of the peninsula, or on what 
may be called the sea-side, and fortified only towards the main
land-requiring them further both to deliver hostages and to 

1 See two remarkable passages illustrating this difference, Thucyd. iv. 
120-122. • 

2 Thucyd. ii. 29-98. Isokrat~s has a remarkable passage on this subject 
in the beginning of Or. v. ad Philippum, sect. 5-7. Mter pointing out 
the imprudence of founding a colony on the skirts of the territory of a 
powerful potentate, and the excellent site which had been chosen for 
Kyrene, as being near only to feeble tribes-he goes so far as to say that 
the possession of Amphipolis would be injurious rather than beneficial to 
Athens, because it would render her dependent upon Philip, through his 
power of annoying her colonists-just as she had been dependent before 
upon Medokus the Thracian king in consequence of her colonists in the 
Chersonese-cl.va')'Ka0'111)cro,ue8a 'T~V ab'T~V eiivo<av txe.v 'TOts cro7s 1rpJ.')',uacr• 
lila 'To/Js tv'TavOa (at Amphipolis) Ka'To<Kovv'Tas, ofav 1rep etxo,uev M1)1iOK'f' 'Tcji 
1raA.an;V li!lt 'TOVS lv Xeppov~O''f' ')'EWp')'OVV'Tas. 

3 Thucyd. i. 56, 57· 
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. dismiss the annual magistrates who came to them from Corinth. 
An .:1-tJ:l;~~f!~~~~~~t!Y~Jj-emes a~d rooo hopli~es,, 
undef .. Xrcliestratus and ten others, despa,tched to act agamst 
Perdikkas in the Thermaic Gulf, was directed at the same time >! 
t~ enf<?r~e these requisitions against Po~id::ea, a~d to repr~s~ any~~. 
dispositiOns to revolt among the ne1ghbourmg Chalk1d1ans.~tl"' 
Immediately on receiving the requisitions, the _Potid::eans. s~nt ~,.,~ 
envoys both to Athens, for the purpose of evadmg and gammg I' · 

time-~nd to Sparta, in ~onj~ncti~.m with ~ori~th, in order to ~ 
determme a Laced::emoman mvaswn of Att1ca, m the event of 1 fJII' 

Potid::ea being attacked by Athens. From the Spartan author-';. j 
ities they obtained a distin~t affirmative promise, in spite of. the V""l(l 
Thirty_ years' truce still subsisting. At Athens they had_ no ~"(,: 
su~cess, and they ac~ordil}gly.,<?P.~~lY::-.!,~Y~lt~djs$~~i?:gl¥.~.Pout ~II" 
M1dsumm~r -43 =?,, ]3. c .. ), .;t,. th~--~am~tupe ~}l;lat_,J:Ije~~~rl11il!Jlent 
uriderArcnestratus'" sailed:" Tge""~liall{idi~.,.1fii'U '"'Bot!i,~aps 
rey0lted .al.so,.at the express instig;ITionof Conntn~~6'tif-Panied 
b:rsoielilil"';:,aths and promises of assistance.1 Archestratu,s 
with his fleet, on reaching the Thermaic Gulf, found them all 
in proclaimed enmity, but was obliged to confine himself to the 
attack of Perdikkas in Macedonia, not having numbers enough 
to admit of a division of his force. He accordingly laid siege 
to Therma, in co-operation with the Macedonian troops from 
the upper country under Philip and the brothers of Derdas ; 
after taking that/ place, he next proceeded to besiege Pydna. 
But it would probably have been wiser had he turned his whole 
force instantly to the blockade ofPotid::ea; for during the period 
of more thari six weeks that he spent in the operations against 
Therma, the Corinthians conveyed to Potid::ea a reinforcement 
of r 6oo hoplites and 400 light-armed, partly their own citizens, 
partly Peloponnesians hired for the occasion-under Aristeus 
son of Adeimantus, a man of such eminent popularity; both at 
Corinth and at Potid::ea, that most of the soldiers volunteered 
on his personal account. Potid::ea was thus put in a state of 
complete defence shortly after the news of its revolt reached 
Athens, and 1 ~ng before any second armament could be sent to 
attack it. A s 'fond armament however was speedily sent forth 
-forty trireme! and 2ooo Athenian hoplites under Kallias son 
of Kalliades,2 v.:ith four other commanders~who on reaching 
the Thermaic \ulf, joine. d. the former body at the siege of 

1 Thucyd. v. 30. } 
2 Kallias was a yo\mg Athenian of noble family, who had paid the large 

sum of roo mime to (zeno of Elea the philosopher, for rhetorical, philo
sophical, and sophistital instruction (Plato, Alkibiades, i. c. 31, p. II9). 

. J . 
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Pydna. After prosecuting the siege in vain for a short time, 
they found themselves obliged to patch up an accommodation 
on the best terms they could with Perdikkas, from the necessity 
of commencing immediate operations against Aristeus and 
'Potidcea. They then quitted Macedonia, first crossing by sea 
from Pydna to the eastern coast of the Thermaic Gulf-next 
attacking, though without effect, the town of Bera~a-and then 
marching by land along the eastern coast of the Gulf, in the 
direction of Potidcea. On the third day of easy march, they 
reached the seaport called Gigonus, near which they encamped.l 

1 Thucyd. i. 6r. The statement of Thucydides presents some geo· 
graphical difficulties which the critics have not adequately estimated. Are 
we to assume as certain, that the Bercea here mentioned must. be the 
Macedonian town of that name, afterwards so well known, distant from 
the sea westward 160 stadia, or nearly twenty English miles (see Tafel, 
Historia Thessalonicre, p. 58), on a river which flows into the Haliakmon, 
and upon one of the lower ridges of Mount Bermius? 

The words of Thucydides here are.-!E,..,,. .. o~ ~6p.{3aaw 'lTOL1/crdp.evo• Kal 
~vp.p.axlav ~"""Y"'"iav ,.p~s Tlw llepoiKKav, &>s abTobs KO.T~'lfEI")'EV -17 lloTioa•a 
Kal d 'AptCTTEOs 1rap<71.1/7I.UIJWs, ~1rav [ CTTaVTa I lK Ti) S MaKE 1J 0 v[ as, 
Kal ~</>LKOf.«vo• is BJpo1av K~Ke!Oev ~'lTICTTpJo/avTes, Kal 7rELpdcravTes 'lTpwTov Toil 
X"'piov Kal obx ~71.6vTes, brope6ovTo KaTii 'Yil" 7rp~s T~v lloTioatav-S.p.a o~ 
vi]es '11'apJ7r71.eov Moop.~KovTa. 

"The natural route from Pydna to Potidrea (observes Dr. Arnold in his 
note) lay along the coast ; and Bercea was quite out of the way, at some 
distance to the westward, near the fort of the Bermian mountains. But the 
hop.e of surprising Bercea induced the Athenians to deviate from their 
direct line of march; then after the failure of this treacherous attempt, 
they returned again to the sea-coast, and continued to follow it till they 
arrived at Gig6nus." 

I would remark upon this-1. The words of Thucy'iiides imply that 
Bercea was not in Macedonia, but out of it (see Poppo, Pro leg. ad Thucyd. 
vol. ii. p. 408-418). 2. He uses no expression which in the least implies 
that the attempt on Bercea on the part of the Athenians was treacherous, 
that is, contrary to the convention just concluded ; though had the fact 
been so, he would naturally have been led to notice it, seeing that the 
deliberate breach of the convention was the very first step which took 
place after it was concluded. 3· What can have induced the Athenians to 
leave their fleet and march near twenty miles inland to Mount Berm ius 
and Bera~a, to attack a Macedonian town which they could not possibly 
hold-when they cannot even stay to continue the attack on Pydna, a 
position maritime, useful, and tenable-in consequencl' . of the pressing 
necessity of taking immediate measures against Potidrea i1 4· If they were 
compelled by this latter necessity to patch up a peace qn any terms with 
Perdikkas, would they immediately endanger this peace by going out of 
their way to attack one of his forts? Again, Thuc:'idides says "that, 
proceeding by slow land-marches, they reached Gig6nt1,i, and encamped on 
tlze thz"rd day" -KaT' o7\.{")'0V 0~ 7rp0l0JITES TplTctiol acpil.oVTO tS rl")'OJJIOV Kal 
tcrTpctT07re8e6cravTo. The computation of time must pere be made either 
from Pydna, or from Bercea ; and the reader who ~xamines the map in 
the Classical Atlas, Everyman's Library, will see that;neither from the one 
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In spite of the convention concluded at Pydna, Perdikkas, 
whose character for faithlessness we shall have more than one 

nor the other (assuming the Bercea on Mount Bermius) would it be possible 
for an army to arrive at Gig6nus on the third day, marching round the head 
of the Gulf with easy day's marches; the more so as they would have to 
cross the rivers Lydias, Axius, and Echeidi'lrus, all. not far from their mouths 
-or if these rivers could not be crossed, to get on board the fleet and 
re-land on the other side. 
, This clear mark of time laid down by Thucydides (even apart from the 

objections which I have just urged in reference to Bercea on Mount Bermius) 
made me doubt whether Dr. Arnold and the other commentators have 
correctly conceived the operations of the Athenian troops between Pydna 
and Gigi'lnus. The Bera:a which Thucydid~s means cannot be more distant 
from Gig6nus, at any rate, than a third day's .easy march, and therefore 
cannot be the Bercea on Mount Bermius. But there ·was another town 
named Bercea either in Thrace or in Emathia, though we do not know its 
exact site (see Wasse ad Thucyd. i. 61 ; Steph. Byz. v. Bop71s; Tafel, 
Thessalonica, Index). This other Bercea, situated somewhere between 
Gigi'>nus and Therma, and out of the limits of that Macedonia which 
Perdikkas governed, may probably be the place which Thucydid~s here 
indicates. The Athenians, raising the siege of Pydna, crossed the Gulf on 
skipboard to Bercea, and after vainly trying to surprise that town, marched 
along by land to Gig6nusr Whoever inspects the map will see that the 
Athenians would naturally employ their large fleet to transport the army 
by the short transit across the Gulf from Pydna (see Livy, xliv. Io), and 
thus avoid the fatiguing land-march round the head of the Gulf. Moreover 
the language of Thucydides would seem to make the land-march begin at 
Beriea, and not at Pydna-&,. a v l o"r a v T. '" iK -rijs MaKeliovlas, Kal 
a q> 1/C 0 p. € II 0 I iS B 0 p 0 I a P 1Ca1Cet8EV t11'11TTp"'J;aPTES, ~Cal 11'E1pduaVT€S 11'pWTOP 
TOV xwplov ~Cal obx ~li.OPTes, l 11' ope 6 o P '7'

1
0 1C aT a ')i ij II ,.phs 'T~P no.,.(lialaP 

--ll.p.a li€ vij•s 11'apo11'li.Eov ~{3/iop.-f)KoPTa. KaT' l>ll.l')loP li€ ,.poi'ov-res Tp1-ra'to1 
&q>lt<ov-ro ls rl-ywvov t<at laTpa.-ro11'elie6iravTo. The change of te~se between 
a11'aV{UTaPTal and i11'opeOOPTO-and the connexion of the particiJ?le aq>IIC0p.€POI 
with the latter verb,-seems to divide the whole proceeding into two 
distinct parts ; first, departure from Macedonia to Bercea, as it would seem, 
by sea-next, a land-march from Bercea to Gig6nus, of three short days. 

This is the best account, as it strikes me, of a passage, the real- difficulties 
of which are imperfectly noticed by the commentators. 

The site of Gig6nus cannot be exactly determined, since all that we 
know of the towns on the coast between Potidrea and JEneia, is derived 
from their enumerated names in Herodotus· (vii. 123); nor can we be 
absolutely certain that he has enumerated them all in· the exact order in 
which they were placed. But I think that both· Colonel Leake and 
Kiepert's map place Gig6nus too tar from Potidrea; for we see, from 
this passage of Thucydid~s, that it formed the camp from which the· 
Athenian general went forth immediately to give battle to an enemy posted 
between Olynthusand Potidata; and the Scholiast says of Gig6ims-ov 11'oll.l! 
lbrexov non5a(as; and Stephan. Byz. rl.,wvos, 11'0AIS 0p4t<71S 11'pouex~s 
... ji nall.ll.-hvv. 

See Colonel Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, vol. iii. ch. xxxi. p. 
452. That excellent observer calculates the march from Bercea on Mount 
Bermius to Potidrea, as being one of four days, about twenty miles each 
day. Judging by the map, this seems lower than the reality; but admitting 
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occasion to notice, 'Yas now again on the side of the Chalki
dians, and sent zoo horse to join them under the command of 
Iolaus. Aristeus posted his Corinthians and Potid:eans on the 

~ isthmus near Potid:ea, providing a market without the walls in 
~ order that they might not stray in quest of provisions. His 

position was on the side towards Olynthus-which was about 
seven miles off, but within sight, and in a lofty and conspicuous 

~J'situation. He here awaited the approach of the Athenians, 
f ,...calculating that the Chalkidians from Olynthus would, upon the 

~
". isting of a given signal, assail them in the rear when they 

ttacked him. But Kallias was strong enough to place in 
serve his Macedonian cavalry and other allies as a check 

" ~ainst Olynthus; while with his Athenians and the main force 
·lli'e marched to the isthmus and took position in front of Aristeus. 

the battle which ensued, Aristeus and the chosen band of 
rinthians immediately about him were completely successful, 
aking the troops opposed to them, and pursuing for a con-

'f." siderable distance. But the remaining Potid:eans and Pelo
l- ,piBrmesians were routed by the Athenians and driven within the 
~ails. On returning from pursuit, Aristeus found the victorious 
~ Mthenians between him and Potid:ea, and was reduced to the 
~~~lternative either of cutting his way through them into the latter 

town, or of making a retreating march to Olynthus. He chose 
~the former as the least of two hazards, and forced his way 

;l through the flank of the Athenians, wading into the sea in order 
to turn the extremity of the Potid:ean wall, which reached 
entirely across the isthmus with a mole running out at each 
end into the water. He effected this daring enterprise and 
saved his detachment, though not without considerable difficulty 
and some loss. Meanwhile the auxiliaries from Olynthus, 

it to be correct, Thucydid~s would never describe such a march as t<a'T' 
oli.{"Yo" li ~ 'll"poi&v'Tos Tpt'Talot &.tplt<ov'To ts rl"Ya>vov: it would be a march 
rather rapid and fatiguing, especially as it would include the passage of the 
rivers. Nor is it likely, from the description of this battle in Thucydides 
(i. 62), that Gig6nus could be anything like a full .day's march from Potidrea. 
According to his description, the Athenian army advance by three very 
easy marches ; then arriving at Gig6nus, they encamp, being now near the 
enemy, who on their side are already encamped expecting them-11'poullex&
/'-Ellot 'Toh 'A87]valovs ~tr'Tpa'To'll"elievov'To 1rpos 'Oll.vv8ov lv 'Trf lu8!'-4i: the 
imperfect tense indicates that they were already there at the time when the 
Athenians took camp at Gig6nus ; which would hardly be the case if the 
Athenians had come by three successive marches from Berrea on Mount 
Berm ius. 

I would add, that it is no more wonderful that there should be one 
Berrea in Thrace and another in Macedonia-than that there should be 
one Methone in Thrace and another in Macedonia (Steph. B. Me8wv7J). 
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though they had begun their march on seeing the concerted 
signal, had been kept in check by the Macedonian horse, so 
that the Potidreans had been beaten and the signal- again with
drawn, before they could make any effective diversion :.nor did 
the cavalry on either 'side come into action. The defeated 
Potidreans and Corinthians, having the town immediately in 
their rear, lost only JOO men, while the Athenians lost xso, 
together with the general Kallias.1 . 

Th~_Qm"Y.~ll2:o~2-%~~W!~. Y.Z-~~·· and the Athenians, 
afterfJ:iavmg erected their trophy and given up the enemy's dead~~ 
.for burial, immediately built their blockading wall_ across the \ ~ 
isthmus on the side of the mainland, so as to cut off Potidrea \( 

~~m !ah~~~a~d~zt~Pi~t~?1~Yfe~~~1f~~~j~ta~;~ 
isthmus was necessary, on the other side towards Pallene : but ~ 
they had not force enough to detach a completely separate ,. 
body for this purpose, until after some time they were joined~ 
by Phormia with x6oo fresh hoplites from Athens. That' 
general, landing at Aphytis in the peninsula of Pallene, marched 
slowly up to Potidrea, ravaging the territory in order to draw · 
out the citizens to·battle. But the challenge not. being accepted, 
he undertook and finished without obstruction the. blockading t 

wall on the side of Pallene, so that the town was now completely 
enclosed and the harbour watched by the Athenian fleet. Tlie 
wall once finished, a portion of the force sufficed to guard it, 
leaving Phormia at liberty to undertake aggressive operations 
against the Chalkidic and Bottirean townships. The capture of 
Potidrea being now only a question of more or less time, Aris
teus, in order that the provisions might last longer, proposed to 
the citizens to choose a favourable wind, get on shipboard, and 
break out suddenly from the harbour, taking their chance of 
eluding the Athenian fleet, and leaving only•soo defenders 
behind. Though he offered himself to be among those left, he 
could not determine the citizens to so bold an enterprise, and 
therefore sallied forth, in the way proposed, with a small 
detachment, in order to try and procure relief from without
especially some aid or diversion from Peloponnesus. But he 
was able to accomplish nothing beyond some partial warlike 
operations among the Chalkidians,2 and a successful ambuscade 
against the citizens of Sermylus, which did nothing for the 
relief of the blockaded town. It had however been so well
provisioned that it held out for two whole years-a period full · 
of important events elsewhere. 

1 Thucyd. ~2, 63. 2 Thucyd. i. 65. 
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From these two contests between Athens and Corinth, first 

indirectly at Korkyra, next distinctly and avowedly at Potid::ea, 
sprang those important movements 'in the Laced::emonian 
alliance which will be recounted in the next chapter. 

CHAPTER XL VIII 

FROM THE BLOCKADE OF POTIDJEA DOWN TO THE END OF THE 
FIRST YEAR OF THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR 

~ .... EvEN before the recent hostilities at Korkyra and Potid::ea, 
~~~.1\-,r had been evident to reflecting Greeks that prolonged observ
y· -knee of the Thirty years'_ truce was becoming uncertain, and 
,_ that the mingled hatred, fear, and admiration, which Athens 
' /,.inspired throughout Greece would prompt Sparta and the 
,J':~J>artan confederacy to seize any favourable opening for break
t:"~~g down the Athenian power. That such was the disposi
;t ~tion of Sparta, was well understood among the Athenian allies, 
).- l;10wever considerations of prudence, and general slowness in 
oesolvill:g, might postpone the m~ment of carrying it into effect. 

~
• • c?rdmgly not only the· Sa~mans whe!1 they revolted had 
,~phed to the Spartan confederacy for a1d, wh1ch they appear 

.-\tlto have been prevented from obtaining chiefly by the pacific 
~ interests then animating the Corinthians-but also the Lesbians 
r4 '-~ endeavoured to open negotiations with Sparta for a similar 

~J:t-~pose, though the authorities'to whom alone the proposition 
$~Q,~ld have been com. municated, since it long remained secret 
'iart'd was never executed-had given them no encouragement.l 
~ (The affairs of Athens had been administered, under the 

ascendency of Perikles, without any view to extension of empire 
or encroachment upon others, though with constant reference 
to the probabilities of war, and with anxiety to keep tlie city 
in a condition to meet it. But even the splendid internal 
ornaments, which Athens at that time acquired, were probably 
not-without their effect in provoking jealousy on the part of 
other Greeks as to her ultimate views. 1 

The only known incident, wherein Athens had been brought 
into collision with a member of the Spartan confederacy prior 

&OJ' to the Korkyr::ean dispute, was, her decree passed in regard to 
"' .·Go' r .... r 11 Thucyd. iii. 2-13. This proposition of the Lesbians at Sparta must 
~ have been made before the collision between Athens and Corinth at 

Korkyra. 
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l\~t;ga,ra,;;pr~hibiting the Megaria_ns, on pain of .death, from~\ 
alrfra:'de or mtercourse as well w1th Athens as w1~h all portsJ.~ 
within the Athenian empire. This prohibition was grounded ~ 
on the alleged fact, that the- Megarians had harboured runaway)/' 
slaves from Athens, and had appropriated and cultivated por
tions of land upon her border; . partly land, the property of· 
the goddesses of Eleusis-partly a strip of territory disputed 
between the two states, and therefore left by mutual under
standing in common pasture.without any permanent enclosure.1 

In reference to this latter point, the.· Athenian herald Anthe
mokritus had been sent to Megara to remonstrate, but had 
been so rudely dealt with, that his death shortly afterwards was 
imputed to the Megarians. 2 We may reasonably suppose !hat. 

1 Thucyd. i. 139· ~;..ttcall.ovvTes brep-yacrlav Me-yapevcrt T;)s -y;)s T~s lepii.s 
~eal T7)s ltoplcrTov, &c. Plutarch, Perikl@s, c. 30 ; SchoL ad Aristophan. 
Pac. 609. • 

I agree with Golrer that two distinct violations of right are here imputed: 
to the Megarians: one, that they had cultivated land the property of the 
goddesses at Eleusis"-the other, that they had appropriated and cultivated)·~ 
the unsettled pasturi'land on the border. Dr. Arnold's note takes a dif- . 
ferent view, less correct in my opinion: " The land on the frontier was 
consecrated to prevent it from being inclosed : in which case the boundaries 
might have been a subject of perpetual dispute between the two countries," 
&c. Compare Thucyd. v. 42, about the border territory round Panaktum. 

2 Thucydidi!s (i. 139), in assigning the reasons of this sentence of excltt·, 
sian passed by Athens against the Megarians, mentions only the two alle
gations here noticed-wrongful cultivation of territory,' and reception of 
runaway slaves. He does not allude to the herald Anthemokritus : still 
less does he notice that gossip of the dw which Aristophani!s and other , 
comedians of this period tum to acc,ount in fastening the Peloponnesian ' 
war upon the personal sympathies of PerikUs, viz. that first, some young 
men of Athens stole away the com'tezan Simretha from Megara: next, the. 
Megarian youth revenged themselves by carrying off from Athens " two 
engaging courtezans," one of whom was the mistress of Perikli!s; upon 
which the latter was so enraged that he proposed the sentence of exclusion 
against the Megarians(Aristoph. Acharn. 501-516; Plutarch, l'erikli!s,c. 30). 

Such stories are chiefly valuable as they make us acquainted with the 
political scandal of the' time. But the story of the herald Anthemokritus 
and his death cannot be altogether rejected. Though Thucydidi!s, not 
mentioning the fact, did not believe that the herald's death had really been 
occasioned by the Megarians; yet there probably was a popular belief at 
Athens to that effect, under the influence of which the deceased herald 
received a public burial near the Thriasian gate ·of Athens, leading to. 
Eleusis : see Philippi Epistol. ad Athen. ap. Demosthen. p. 159 R. ; 
Pausan. i. 36, 3; iii. 4, 2. The language of Plutarch (Perikl@s, c.· 30) is 
probably literally correct-" the herald's death appea•·ed to have been 
caused by the Megarians "-alTiq. TOW Me-yap.!wv l1.1ro8avE'iv llio~E. That 
neither Thucydides, nor Perikl@s himself, believed that the Megarians had 
really caused his death, is pretty certain: otherwise the fact would have · 
been urged when the Lacedremonians sent to complain of the sentence of 
exclusion-being a deed so notoriously repugnant to all Grecian feeling. 
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ever since the revolt of Megara fourteen years before-which 
caused to Athens an irreparable mischief-the feeling prevalent 
between the two cities had been one of bitter enmity, mani
festing itself in many ways, but so much exasperated by recent 
events as to provoke Athens to a signal revenge.1 Exclusion 
from Athens and all the ports in her empire, comprising nearly 
every island and seaport in the h:gean, was so ruinous to the 
Megarians, that they loudly complained of it at Sparta, repre
senting it as an infraction of the Thirty years' truce; though 
it was undoubtedly within the legitimate right of Athens to 
enforce-and was even less harsh than the systematic expulsion 
of foreigners by Sparta, with which Perikles compared it. 

hese complaints found increased attention after the war of 
kyra and the blockade of Potidrea by the Athenians. The (!; iments of the Corinthi~r;.s towards Athens had now become 

(~~;~ngry and warlike ili'1Ii'eli1~hest ~egree. I! was not simply 

~
. 'resentment for the past which ammated them, but also the 

. •" anxiety further to bring upon Athen·s so strong a hostile pres-

~
~ure as should preserve Potidrea and its garrison from capture. 

1 1\ccordingly they lost no time in endeavouring to rouse the 
:,o ~l{eelings of the Spartans against Athens, and in inducing them 
(f' if to invite to Sparta all such of the confederates as had any 
~.;,':grievances against that city. Not merely the Megarians, but 
, :;,r~,everal other confederates, came thither as ""'iCCuser"s ; - while 
r; the JEginetans, though their insular position made it perilous 
~ for them to appear, made themselves vehemently heard through 

the mouths of others, complaining that Athens withheld from 
them the autonomy to which they were entitled under the 
truce.2 ) 

1 Thulyd. i. 67. Me')'apils, ~7)AOVV'TES 1-'~V Kal hepa 001< oA.l')'a ~ul.tpopa, 
wiA.ur'Ta ~- ll.t!llvwv 'TE eYp'YeuOat 'Twv ~v 'Tji 'A87)valwv &pxp, &c. 

2 Thucyd. i. 67. AE'YOV'TES oll..: elva• alm5vof.10< Ka'Tii 'Tit.s tr1rovocf.s. 0.11-Itiller 
(JEginet. p. r8o) and Goller in his note, think that the truce (or covenant 
generally) here alluded to is, not the Thirty years' truce concluded fourteen 
years before the period actually present, but the ancient alliance against the 
Persians, solemnly ratified and continued after the victory of Platrea. Dr. 
Arnold on the contrary thinks that the Thirty years' truce is alluded to, 
which the JEginetans interpreted (rightly or not) as entitling them to 
independence. 

The former opinion might seem to be countenanced by the allusion 
to JEgina in the speech of the :rhebans (iii. 64) : but on the other 
hand, if we consult i. IIS, it will appear possible that the wording of 
the Thirty years' truce may have been general, as-' A1roliovvat li~ 'A87)valous 
8tra rxoutrl lleA01rOVV7)U(WJI! at any rate, the JEginetans may have pretended, 
that by the same rule as Athens gave up Nisrea, Pegre, &c., she ought also 
to renounce JEgina. 

However, we must recollect that the one plea does not exclude the 
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According to the Lacedremonian .practice, it was necessary 

first that the Spartans themselves, apart from their allies,'should~~ 
decide whethe: there existed a suffi~ient case of wrong ~one t~Ar: 
?Y ~ther:s agamst the~selves or agamst ~eloponnesus-e1ther ~\t-.1 
m v10lat1on of the Thirty years' truce, or m any ·other way. If~ 
the determination of Sparta herself were in the negative, the ~· .( 
case would never even be submitted to the vote of the allies.~ 
But if it were in the affirmative, then the latter would be con-IP'j..4 
voked to deliver their opinion also : and assuming that the~. 
majority of votes coincided with the previous ·decision of'J}/ 
Sparta, the entire confederacy stood then pledged to the-given~-~ 
line of policy-if the majority was contrary, the Spartans would 'f' . 
stand alone, or with such only of the confederates as con-~ 
curred. Each allied city, great or small, had an equal right\.)' 
of suffrage. It thus app~ars that Sparta herself-did not vote y<f~ 
as J member_ of the confederacy, but se:parately and i~dividu- •• } 
ally as leader-and that the only quest10n ever submitted to; c) 
the allies was, whether they would or would not go along with~ 
her previous decision. Such was the course of proceedingyv\,_, 
now followed. The Corinthians, together with such other of 
the confederates as felt either l).ggrieved or alarmed by Athens, 
presented themsc;lves before the public assembly of Spartan 
citizens, prepared to prove that the Athenians had broken the 
truce and were going on in a course of wrong towards Pelopon
nesus.1 Even in the oligarchy of Sparta, such a question as 
this could only be decided by a general assembly of Spartan~ 
citizens, qualified both by age, by regular contribution to the~ 
public mess, and by obedience to Spartan discipline. To the · 
assembly so constituted the deputies of the various allied 'cities~ 
addressed themselves, each setting forth his case against Athens. 
The Corinthians chose to reserve themselves to the last, after 1~ the assembly had been inflamed by the previous speakers.) ;:J.vl 

Of this important assembly, on which so much of the future Jv(IJ 
fate of Greece turned, Thucydides has preserved an account ·t .. , 
unus_ ually. copious. First, the speech deli-vered by the ~_<:::Q-riq-~~ 
thiap __ en\'qy~Next, that of some Athenian envoys, ~o 
happening to be at the same time"iif Sparta o~ some other ' 
matters, and being preserit in the assembly so as to'·have hear-d·'•-;.. 

. ~ 
other : the .tEginetans may have taken advantage of both in enforcing their~ 
prayer for interference. This seems to have been the idea of the Scholiast, 
when he says-KaTa .,.~., <TVf'</JWv(av .,.c;,., urrovliwv. 

1 Thucyd. i. 67. Ka'T</36wv ~A.66vns .,.c;,., 'A6rwa(wv 8n <T7rovliJ.s .,.. 
A<AvK6T<s •l•~ Kal &.ll•KoZ<v .,.~., ll<A.o7r6vv1/<Tov. The change of tense in these 
two verbs• is to be noticed. 
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the speeches both of the Corinthians and of the other com
plainants, obtained permission from the magistrates to address 
'the assembly in their turn. Thirdly, the address of'the Spartan 
king Archidamus, on the course of policy proper to be adopted 
by Sparta. Lastly, the brief, but eminently characteristic, 
address of the Eph_or_ _Sthenelaidas, on putting the question 
for decision. -·Tnese speeches, the composition of Thucydides 
himself, contain substantially the sentiments of the parties to 
whom they are ascribed. Neither of them is distinctly a reply 
to that which has preceded, but each presents the situation of 
affairs from a different point of view.') 

The Corinthians knew well that 1the audience whom they 
..tt.llere about to address had been favourably prepared for them 
~~Jor the Laced:emonian authorities had already given an 

~
tual promise, to them and to the Potid~ans at the moment 

r': efore Potid:ea revolted, that they would invade Attica. Great 
was the revolution in sentiment of the Spartans, since they had 

4f'l\declined lending aid to the much more powerful island of 
:.ft~1'Lesbos when it proposed to revolt-a revolution occasioned by 
't~he altered interests and sentiments of Corinth. Nevertheless, 

~ 
e Corinthians also knew that their positive grounds of com· 

.if. laint against Athens, in respect of wrong or violation of the 
.existing truce, were both few and feeble. Neither in the dis
pute about Potid:ea nor about Korkyra, had Athens infringed 

~ ·the truce or wronged the Peloponnesian alliance. In both she 
~had come into collision with Corinth, singly and apart from the 

confederacy. ?he had a right, both according to the truce and 
according to the received maxims of international law, to lend 
defensive aid to the KQ~kyrreans, at their own request : she had 
a right also, according to the principles laid down by the 
Corinthians themselves on occasion of the revolt of Samos, to 
restrain the Potidreans from revolting. She had committed 
nothing which could fairly be called an aggression. Indeed 
the aggression both in the case of Potidrea and in that of Kor
kyra, was decidedly on the side of the Corinthians : and the 
Peloponnesian confederacy could only be so far implicated as 
it was understood to be bound to espouse the separate quarrels, 
right or wrong, of Corinth.} All this was well known to the 
Corinthian envoys; and accordingly we find that, in their speech 
at Sparta, they touch but lightly and in vague terms on positive 
or recent wrongs. fEven that .which they do say completely 
justifies the proceedings of Athens about the affair of Korkyra, 
since they confess without hesitation the design of seizing 
tile large Korkyrrean navy for the use of the Peloponnesian 
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alliance: while in respect of Potidrea,_if we had only the speec!l 
1 of the Corinthian envoy before us without any other knowledge, 
we should have supposed it to -be an independent state, not 
connected by any permanent bonds with Athens Cwe should 
have supposed that the siege of Potidrea by Athens was an un
provoked aggression upon an autonomous ally of Corinth 1-

we should never have imagined that Corinth had deliberately 
instigated .and aided the revolt of the Chalkidians as well as of 
the Potidreans against Athens. It might be pretended that she "\ 
had a ri~~Y.mYiUM.¥-q(n''e=t:uP.~~~'P.,~it~n~r · reiatioos with Potidrea._, But at any rate. the incident was not 
s~ decent pretext for charge against the 
Athenians either of outrage towards Corinth, 2 or of wrongful • 1 . 
aggression against the PeloJ?onnesian. confederacy} · .' .~ 
fTo dwell much upon specific allegatiOns of wrong, would not"rl~ 

have suited th1q'>lirpose'Of~tlle-Cofmrliian envoy; for against~.bl' 
such, the Thirty years: truce expres~ly provide~ that recourse .P.~ 
should be had to amicable arbitration-to which recourse he IIi" ~ 

'never once alludes. He knew, that as between Corinth and JfJ 
Athens, war had already begun at Potidrea ; and his .business, 'r(: 
throughout nearly all of a very emphatic speech, is, to show~~ 
that the Peloponnesian confederacy, and especially Sparta, is 1 ,,)1? 
bound to take instant part in it, not less by prudence than by~~~~ 
duty. He employs the most animated language to depict the"-·.~ 
ambition, t-~~ .. unwear~~ci-~tivity,)hep_e~l~l~t abroad as r,p::, 
well a~ _a~~o-~ the quick resolves, the sangui?e hopes r:everm 
dashed oy failure-of Athens : as contrasted wrth the cautious, WA' 
home-keeping, indolent, scrupulous routine of Sparta. He 

, reproaches the Spartaqs with their backwardness and timidity, 
in not having repressed the growth of Athens before she reached 
this formidable height: especially in having allowed. her to 
fortify her city after the retreat of Xerxes and afterwards to 

·build the long waJ~frQ..m th~gty...to .. the_s_ea.3 The Spartans 
: (he observes)" stOod alone among all Greeks in the notable sys
' tern of keeping down an enemy not by acting, but by delaying 
f to act-not arresting his growth,: but. putting him down when 
;his force was doubled. Falsely indeed had they acquired the 
[:reputation of being sure, when they·were in reality merely slow. 4 

~ 1 Thucyd. i. 68. ob 7ap &.v KlpKupcf.v.TE 07roll.a./36vTes /3l<f -l!p.o!V eixov, Ka.l 
: UoTllla.La.V ~1l'Oli.L<IpKoVV, illv TO Jl~" ~1l'!Ka!pOTaToV xwplov 7rp0S Ta ~7l'l ®p4K1/S 
&1roxp~u6a•, 7! o< vavTLKDv &.v JlE/'L<TTov 1rapeuxe To'is nell.o11'ovv11ulo•s. • 

' 2 Thucyd. i. 68. ~v oTs 1rpouf1KEt -l!~iis obx ~KLO'Ta el7re'iv, 8u'l' Kal p.e-ytuTa 
~'YKll.fip.aTa txop.ev, 011'0 p.~v 'A61jvalwv Mp•(&p.evo<, V1l'O OE Op.wv &p.ell.ovp.evcJ!. 

3 Thucyd. i. 69. 
4 Thucyd. i. 69. ~uvxcf.(eT~ 7ap p.ovo< 'Ell.ll.fJVwv, if> fl.aKEOaL~OvtoL, ob TV 
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IJ.?- resisting Xerxes, as in resisting Athens, they had always' 
been behindhand, disappointing and leaving their friends to 
ruin; while both these enemies had only failed of complete 
success thtough their own mistakes.) 

-.. After half apologising for the tar~hess of these reproofs-
- which however, as the Spartans were now well disposed to go 

to war forthwith, would be well-timed and even agreeable-the 
t\ Corinthian orator vindicates the necessity of plain-speaking by 

( .. ~t1fe urgent peril of the emergency, and the formidable char-
·Ya"cter of the enemy who threatened them. " You do not reflect 

!:p (he says) how thoroughly different the Athenians are from your
{' selves. They are innovators by nature, sharp both in devising, 
, \W.nd in executing what they have determined: you are sharp 
.~.~only in keeping what you have got, in determining on nothing 
,.tl~ beyond, and in doing even less than absolute necessity requires. 1 ,..J They again dare beyond their means, run risks beyond their 
~ o~vn judgement, and keep a~iv~ th~ir hopes even in desperate 
·~circumstances : your pecuhanty IS, that your performance 
J.J comes short of your power-you have no faith even in what 
(l~ur judgement guarantees-when in difficulties, you despair 
'/. all escape. They never hang back-you are habitual lag-

~ 
ds : they love foreign service-you cannot stir from home : r or tlzey are always under the belief that their movements will 

ead to some further gain, while you fancy that new products 
~ .J1 will endanger what you already have. When successful, they 
)I make the greatest forward march; when defeated, they fall 

back the least. Moreover they task their bodies on behalf of 
their city as if they were the bodies of others-while their minds 
are most of all their own, for exertion in her service. 2 When 
their plans for acquisition do not come successfully out, they 

ouvap.e1 'TWtt, d,\},(t 'T~ p.ell.ll.~<f€1 dp.vvop.eVol, ICal p.OVOl of!IC dpxop.,vrw T:qv 
ali~naw Twv ~xflpwv, Ol7rll.atnovp.lvnv lie /Carall.oowr<s. KalTo: lll.t'Y<dfle 
bmpall.e'is elva:, iliv li.pa. b ll.&')'os orov lP'Yov btpriTeL · r&v Te ')'ttp Mi]oov, &c. 

1 Thucyd. i. 70. Ol p.ev 'Y• vewTepo'll"oLOl Ka.l l'II"LVo~aa.L <l~els Ka.l emTe
AlO'~L Ep'}'Cf'., ~ ~JI rv~u,~· ilp.eL_; oe 'T~ inr&.pxovTc£ T€ uW(Hv, ICed E7rL'YVWva.L 
}J."IJOEV, I<O.l <P'Y'f' ou5e 'TO.VO.'YI<ULO. l~LI<Ed0a.L. 

The meaning of the word o~els-sharp-when applied to the latter half 
of the sentence, is in the nature of a sarcasm. But this is suitable to the 
character of the speech. Goller supposes some such word as l~<:avol, in
stead of o~els, to be understood : but we should thereby both depart from 
the more obvious syntax, and weaken the general meaning. 

2 Thucyd. i. 70. {.,., lie rols p.tv ddJp.M:v ltl\1\orp:wr&.ro:s {mep T;js 1r0Mws 
XpfJni'Ta,, 'Tj1 ~~ -yvcfp:p oliCELOT&.'Tp ~S '7"~ 7rpJ.IT(J'ELJ/ Tl irrr€p aV•d}s. 

It is difficult to convey in translation the antithesis between &ll.ll.orp<wr&
.,.o,s and ol~<e<oTriT?I-not without a certain conceit, which Thucydides is 
occasionally fond of. 
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Jreel like men robbed of wl:).at belongs to them\ yet the acquisi
tions when realised appear like trifles compared with what 
remains to be acquired. If they sometimes fail in an attempt, 
new hopes arise in some other direction to supply the warit : 
for with ~hem alone the possession and the hope of what they 
aim at is almost simultaneous, from their habit of quickly 
executing all that they have once resolved. And in this manner · 
do they toil throughout all their lives amidst hardship and peril, 
disregarding present enjoyment in the continual thirst for 'in-,. 1 

!crease-knowing no other festival recreation except the pe;:: ~· 
formance of active duty-and deeming,inactive repose a' worse · 

,c;ondition than fatiguing occupation. To speak the truth in 
two words, such is their inborn temper, that they will neither .• J 
remain at rest 7thems~lves, nor ~llow. rest to ·others. 1 ~Col'"' 

~· Such is the city which stands opposed to you, Laceda!mo- J}-.1 

nians-yet ye still hang back from action .... Your continual .J 
scruples and apathy would hardly be safe, even if ye had neigh- \rt": 
;,bours like yourselve~ in ~haracter: but as to dealings ~~th ~ 
At~ens, yo~r _syst~~ ~ntrq~~~,1.~!~.:. In poht1cs~ 
as m art, It IS the modern-un:provements whrch are sut'f'to 
come '&iit victorious: and ·though unchanged institutions are 

_'best, if a city be not called upon to act-yet multiplicity of 
' active obligations requires multiplicity and novelty 91-c.ontriv~~ 
ance. 2 It is through these numerous TnaiStl'iit the"means of · · 

1;\tnen,~ have acquired so much mor~!t..~e:v.~~12me?t tharw 
~urL } ~ · 
. The ,Corinthians concluded by_ saying, that if, after so many . 
,previous warnings, now repeated for the last time, Sparta still 
.refused to protect her allies against Athens-if she delayed to 

· iperform her promise made to the. Potida!ans of immediately 
!invading· Attica-they (the Corinthians) would forthwith look 
\for safety in some new alliance, which they felf themselves fully 
1justified in doing. They admonished her to look well to. the 
lease, and to carry forward Peloponnesus, with undiminished 

''dignity, as it had been transmitted to her from her predecessors. a 
: 1 Thucyd. /. c. Kal 'r<tV'r<t }J.E'rrt 1r0VWV 1f:Ctll'r<t Kal KIVOVVWV o•' gll.ov 'rOV 
,alidvos p.ox9of;tfl, h:'Ctl &7roi\.ctJovO"LV ~i\dXUT'Ta TiiJV {nrapx6v'T6JJI, aut TO «el 
;K'rU<T8a< Kal p.~1'E ~op'r~V llAAO 'rl r(ye'iu8a< 'f7 Tb 1'do Oeovm 1rpa~a11 ~vp.rpopd,v 
iO~ t?VX ~O'G'ov 7Jau;(lav U:rrprl.')'p.ova .f) &tTxoA.lav ~1rl1rovov· lJJctTe Et rr.LS a.VroVs 
·~uvell.tiw cpa£71 1r<cpvKeVa< ~1rl -r<ji p.~-re ab.,-oh fxew Tiuvxlav p.~-re .,-o/..s tlll.ll.ovs 
0.P8pcf)7rous ~~v, Op8&s &v EL'7r0L. 

2 Thucyd. i. 71 .. &pxa•6-rpo1ra vp.wv -rO. ~'"'~"7Joevp.a-ra 1rpbs ab-rovs ~u-r<v •. 
r 'AvdiK'YI BE, tfJc!'rrep TExvns, &.El -r?t ~7r'7'1'"&p.eva ~epo.TEtv· ~eal 7}tn.Jxa(ol}(rv tJ.fv 
1rOll.e< ,.a &.Klv7)-ra vop.<p.a lfp<<TTa, 1rpbs. 1roll.ll.d. o€ &.va71<a(op.~vocs lEva•, 1roll.ll.i)s 
Kal-ri)s 'l1r<1'EXV~ITEWS Oe'i. ' , 

a Thucyd. i. 71. 
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Such was the memorable picture of Athens and her citizens, ' 

as exhibited by her fiercest enemy before the public assembly 
at Sparta. It was calculated to impress the assembly, not by 
appeal to recent or particular misdeeds, but by the general 
system of unprincipled and endless aggression which was im
puted to Athens during the past-and by the certainty held out 
that the same system, unless put down by measures of decisive 
hostility, would be pushed still further in future to the utter 
ruin of Peloponnesus. And to this point did the Athenian 
envoy (staying in Sparta about some other negotiation and now 
present in the assembly) address himself in reply, after having 
asked and obtained permission from the magistrates. The 
empire of Athens was now of ·such standing that the younger 
men present had no personal knowledge of the circumstances 
under which it had grown up : and what was needed as 
.information for them would be impressive as a reminder even 
to their seniors. I 

~ [He began by disclaiming all intention of defending his 
l.~·' native city against the charges of specific wrong or alleged 
1\ 'nfractions of the existing truce. This was no part of his 
ji ission; nor did he recognise Sparta as a competent judge 

·n dispute between Athens and Corinth. But he nevertheless 
'4' thought it his duty to vindicate Athens against the general 

haracter of injustice and aggression imputed to her, as well 
to offer a solemn warning to the Spartans against the policy 

~ 
wards which they were obviously tending. He then proceeded 

to show that the empire of Athens had been honourably earned 

rt and amply deserved-that it had been voluntarily ceded, and 
even pressed upon her-and that she could not abdicate it 
without imperilling :!:ler own separate existence and security. 
Far from thinking that the circumstances under which it was 
acquired needed apology, he appealed to them with pride, as 
a testimony of the genuine Hellenic patriotism of that city 
which the Spartan congress now seemed disposed to run down 
as an enemy.2 He then dwelt upon the circumstances attend
ing the Persian invasion, setting forth the superior forwardness 
and the unflinching endurance of Athens, in spite of ungenerous 
neglect from the Spartans and other Greeks-the preponder
ance of her naval force in the entire ~rmament-the directing 
genius of her general Themistokles, complimented even by 

1 Thucyd. i. 72. 
2 Th ucyd. i. 7 3· ~1/IH,<T<T<r.< o~ ou 7ra.pa.£T/J<T<OJS paA.Aov lv<Ka fJ 

papTup{ou, Kal 01]J\.£fur<ws 1rpos o?av fJp'iv 1r6A.w flh Eli {3ouA.EUOflEVO£S 0 ¢')'<bv 
KaTQ.(]'T1}UETCU. 
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'Sparta herself-and the title of Athens to rank on that memor- • 
able occasion as the wJnc:;i,p,&l,l,.~~Ji£..~~$,~ ' This. alone~ 
ought to save her· ~rom reproach; but this was not all-Y.~ 
for that empire had been tendered to her by the pressing in-~ 
stance of~tne"a:Uies;ata"time wh~tahad *pr"oVea-ner"Self~ 
both in·comp~tenf'and'U'ilwillingto prose~ute the war against 
Persia;! By simple exercise of the constraining force inseparable l'{ \1 
from her presidential obligations, and by the reduction of \J 
various allies who revolted, Athens had ·gradually be. come ~.,t) 
unpopular, while Sparta too had become her enemy instead "Y t 
of her friend. To relax her hold upon her allies would have ;{1, 
been to make them the allies of Sparta against her; and thus 11c · 
the motive of fear was added to those of ambition and revenue,~ 
in inducing Atnens to maintain her imperial dominion by force. .j. 
Ill.!l-~£sitiO,B>,I,l\?,w.GreFi.~~! • ...YJth~J-":<m!fl~QJ..£()1I1Q.,._~e 
acte<J. ,.ptherwi~ :-no Grecian power, certainly not Sparta, 
1rould have acted with so much equity and moderation, or 
given so little ground of COil) plaint to her 'subjects. Wors~ 
they had suffered, while under P~I§i_a; worse they 'Would suffer, 
if the§'came tinoet'S~held her own allies unaertlie 
thraldom~ocanoligarcnical'party in each city; and if they hated 
Ath~n.~, this was only beca~se subjects always hated the present · \· 

~. 9mll1I~::m, ~ha~ever that might b~·~J . \\ 
· Y.fa~mg JUSt~~ed b<;,th th~~~l~ ~~ ~.~g~he .~ 

~. £Atheman .,empire;"tlie envoy concluC!ea By warning Sparta to;~,( 
~Yconsiaer"'Calfilly, without being hurried away by the. passions~~ 
-and invectives of others, before she took a· step from whic~}tj. 
there was no retreat, a1_1d whi~h e~posed the future to chancesl'?~;l 
such as no man on either side could foresee. He called on '' 
her n~t2J>reak.tb$-tJ::w:e·a.l!tp,a!ly .. sworn to, but to adjust all~t:' 

,.._differences,· as Athens was prepared to do, by the amicable~tr.'.;. 
· arbi;rat~~.!:hich, Fh~Ltr-uce p~~g_. _Shoul?.,.snebe'gil_l war,· 

the i\themans would follow her lead and resist her, callmg to 
witness those gods under whose sanction the oaths were take~~ 

1 Thucyd. i. 75· "Ap' lf~wllfJ'p.ev, ~ ll.al<eoatp.&vwt, 1<al '11'po8vp.las ~PEKa ~ 
T1js 'TOTE 1<d "(PWp.1)S ~VVEfJ'Ews, &px1js "(• ~S lxop.EV 'TOtS "E71.71.1)fJ't p.t, oii'TWS 
lf')'aV brtcp96vws OtC%1CEt0'8at .; Kal "(i'xp av'Tt,v 'T~VOE l71.J./3op.ev ov /3ta(J'dp.EVOt, 
&AA., VtJ.&JV p.Ev oVK ~8eJ...7]crd.vrwv '!"ap·ap.e'i~at 7rp0s TCt. {nr6J\~t7ra. Toil /3ap{3c1pov, V'' 
T}p.'iv OE '11'pOfJ'e71.80v'TwV -rwv ~vp.p.J.xwv, Kal av'TWV OE1)8ewrwv TJ"(Ep.Ovas f(C%'Ta- • .A' 
O'T1jvat. Elf av'TOU OE 'TOU lp')'OtJ f(a'T1)Va-y/Cd_fJ'81)ftEP 'Th '11'pWT9P '11'p0a)'C%"(ELV v. 
avort,v. <is 'TOOE, p.J.il.t(J'1'a fJ.EV. O'll'h oeovs, l'II'Et'Ta OE· Kal 'Ttp.~s, iifJ'Hpov !Cal 
wcpeil.las. 

2 Thucyd. i. 77. • 
8 Thucyd. i. 78. .Yu.J.eis OE ~v obOe~J.t~ 1rw ToLa6T?J &p.o.pTlq. 15vres, oiJT1 

abTol oi16' bp.as OpWv-res, AE'Yo!J;EV Vp.'iv, ~ws fTt aV8alpeTOS b.p.<f>o-rEpots 7, 
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The facts recounted in the preceding chapters will have 

shown, that the account given by the Athenian envoy at Sparta 
of the origin and character of the empire exercised by his city 
(though doubtless the account of a partisan) is in substance 
correct and equitable. The· envoys of Athens had not yet 

~ learned to take the tone which they assumed in the sixteenth 
~ ... p-and seventeenth years of the coming. war, at Melo's aud 
y:-""Kamarina. At any time previous to the affair of Korkyra, 

e topics insisted upon by the Athenian would probably have 
en profoundly listened to at Sparta. But now the mind of 
e Spartans was made up. Having cleared the assembly of 

_.;;t.Jall "strangers," and even all allies, they proceeded to discuss 
,.rand determine the question among themselves. Most of their 

speakers held but one language 1-expatiatjng on the wrongs 
already done by Athens, and urging the necessity of instant 
war. There was however one voice, and that a commanding 
-voice, raised.against this conclusion: the ancient and respected 
king Archidamus opposed it. 

, The speech of Archidamus is that of a deliberate Spartan, 
~- who, setting aside both hatred to Athens and blind partiality to 
',..J' allies, looks at the question with a view to the interests and 
~~ honour of Sparta only-not however omitting her imperial as 
~., ~el~ as her se~arate character. The preceding native speakers, 
'f .f\md1gnant agamst' Athens, had probably appealed to Spartan. 

f"'J>ride, treating it as an intolerable disgrace that almost the 
rl..;. ·entire land-force of Dorian Peloponnesus should be thus bullied 
>/' by one single Ionic ·city, and should hesitate to comr,ence a 
~/.ar which one invasion of Attica would probably terminate. 
Jr..,~s the Corinthians had trieCl. to excite the Spartans by well
.kVtimed taunts and reproaches, so the subsequent speakers had 

I' aimed at the same objects by panegyric upon the well-known 
~ · valour and discipline of. the city. To all these arguments 

Archidamus set himself to reply. \ InvoKing the experience 
of the elders his contemporaries around him, he impressed: 
upon the assembly the grave responsibility, the uncertainties, 
difficulties, and perils, of the war into which they were hurryin,g 
without preparation. 2 He reminded them of the wealth, the 
population (greater than that of any other Grecian city), the 

Eb/3ov71.£a, <T1rOV5as p.~ 7\.{JELV p.1]0E ?rapaflat>EtV 'TOVs 8pKovs, 'Ta OE fltcfrpopa o£Kp 
71.vHr8a.< Ka.'Ta 'T~v Evv8~K1JV' 'fi 8eolis 'ToVs 6pKlovs p.cl.pTupa.s wo<o6p.ev01, ?rE<pa.· 
<TOJ.LE8a aJ.Lulle<T8al 1r01..ep.ov li.pXOV'T<ZS 'T<ZU'Tl) p &,v {,<f>1]')!ij<T8E. 

1 Thucyd. i. 79· Ka.l 'Twv p.€v 1rhet6vwv ~1rl 'TO a.b'TO al "(IIWfLC>.< i<f>•pov, 
d5<KEi'V TO Tots 'A81)va£ous iio1J, Kal1rOAEfL1)'TE<Z elva< lv 'Tci.XEI. 

2 Thucyd. i. So. 
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naval fel'fce, the cavalry, the hoplites: the~large foreign, dominion 
ofathens,-=-and t):len asked by what means 'they proposed to 
put her down? 1 Ships, they ,had few;, trained seamen, yet 
fewer ; wealth, next to none. They could indeed invade and 
ravage Attica, by their superior numbers and land-force. But. 
the 4thenians had possessions abroad sufficient to enable them 
to dispense with the produce of Attica, while their great navy __ 

.- would retaliate the like ravages upon Peloponnesus. 'fo sup~ 
~: pose that one or two devastating expeditions into Attica would • 
•' bring the war to an end, would be a deplorable error : such ' 

prctceedings would merely enrage the Athenians, without im- : ... 
· pairing their real strength, and the war would thus be prolonged, 

perhaps for a whole generation.2 Before they determined upon· 
wat, it was absolut~Jy necessary to provide. more efficient means 

~for carrying it orn, and to -multiply their allies not merely 
amogg the Greeks, but among foreigners also. While this was 

'. in process; envoys ought to be sent to Athens to remonstrate 
and obtain redress ·for the grievances of the allies. If the · 
'Athenians granted this-which they very probably would do, 
~when they saw- the preparations going· forward, and when the 

ruin of the highly"cultivated soil of Attica was held over them 
t'n terrorem without being actually consummated---,-so much the 
better : if they refused, in the course of two or three years war , 
might be commenced with some hopes of success. Archidamus 
reminded his countrymen that their allies would hold t/tem'
responsible for the good Or bad 1 iSSUe Of What WaS nOW de-'' : 

: termined; 3 admonishing thetn, in the true spirit of a conserva
. tive Spartan, to cling to that cautious policy which had been 

ever the characteristic • of the st~te, despising_ both taunts ori 
their tardiness and panegyric on their valour~ "We Spartans' 
owe both our bravery and our prudence to our admirable public 

~discipline : it makes us warlike, because the sense of shame is 
-most' closely connected with discipline, as valour is with the 
: <>ense of shame: it makes us prudent, because our training 
; keeps us too ignorant to set-ourselves above out own institu-
tions, and holds us under sharp restraint so as not to disobey 

'1 Thucyd: L 8o. '11'pbs o~ livl'ipas, o1 ')';)V TE iK?r.s ¥xoucn Kai 7rpocreTI 
8all.ci.&cr'ljs·if''11'E1p6Tct'TO[ elo'£, Kctl 'T'OLS lf}\.i\OIS li.'JI'ctO'W lfp<O''Tct ~~~p'TUV'Tct<, '11'AOV'Tq> 
Te lolq> Kctl O'ljf<oolq> ""l vavcrl ""l 1'11''11'o<s Kal· 3'11''Ams, ""l 6x"Acp_, 8cros a~" lv 
lfll.ll.cp hi 'Y~ >c:wplcp 'E/\II.'Il"'"<il lcrTw, h< o~ ""l ~Uf'f'ci.xavs oi-o/\1\.olls cp&pov 
!nron'Ae'is lxovcrc, '11'w~ XP~ '11'pbs ToVTovs p<folws ml'AEf'OV llpacr8at, ""l Tiv• 
'Tf'tt:FT€{uril.wras 0.7rapaa'KeVovs bretx817vat; 

2 Thucyd. L 8r. oel'iouca o€ f'ii/1./l.ov !-'~ Kctl To'is 'll'ct<O'lv ct~Tbv {mo'Al-
rrwf).EV, &c. · · 

a Thucyd. i. 82, 83. 
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them.l And thus, not being overwise in unprofitable accom
plishments, we Spartans are not given to disparage our enemy's 
strength in clever speech, and then meet him with shortcomings 
in reality. We think that the capacity of neighbouring states 
is much on a par, and that the chances in reserve for both 
parties are too uncertain to be discriminateq beforehand by 
speech. \;ye always make real preparations against our enemies, 
as if they were proceeding wisely on their side: we must count 
upon security through our own precautions, not upon the 
chance of their errors. Indeed there is no great superiority 
in one man as compared with another : he is the stoutest who 
is trained in the severest trials. Let us for our parts not re
nounce this discipline, which we have received from our fathers 
and which we still continue, to our very great profit : let us not 
hurry on in one short hour a resolution upon which depend so 
many lives, so much property, so many cities, and our own 
reputation besides. Let us take time to consider, since our 
strength puts it fully in our pqwer to do so. Send envoys to 
the Athenians on the subject of Potid::ea and of the other 
grievances alleged by our allies-and that too the rather as 
they are ready to give us satisfaction : against one who offers 
satisfaction, custom forbids you to proceed, without some 
previous application, as if he were a proclaimed wrong-doer. 

1 Thucyd. i. 84. IToli.Ep.uco{ TE t<al elifJov>..oL odt -rb e!lt<O<Tf.'OV ')'L')'VOp.e8a, TO 
p.fv (ht al5Ws l1wcf>pot16V1]S TrA.E"iCTTOV p.eT~Xet, alqxtJv1}s a€ eVlJtvxla. Eil/3ovAot 
0~ ap.o.8E<TTEpov 'TWII IIOJ.LWII T~S {J1repol/Jlas 7rO.LOEuOp.evot, t<al ~VV xal\e7rO'T1)'TL 
<Twcppove<Tnpov 1) ffJ<TTE O.U'TWII all7}f<OV<TTE£v• t<al f.'~ Tct axpeia ~UVETol li")IO.II 
~VTES, -rcls 'TWV wol\ep.lwv wapa<Tt<Eucts AO")Icp 1eo.>..ws p.ep.rp6p.evot, &vop.olws (p")lq' 
f7TE~t~Vat, Jlop.l(ew oe Td.s 'T~ Otavslas TCi.W TrEA.as 7rapa:rrA.7]CTlovs eiva.t, ~ea.l TU.s 
wpotT11"L11"To6tTas -r6xas ob >.&rep o<a<peni.r. 

In the construction of the last sentence, I follow Haack and Poppo, in 
preference to Goller and Dr. Arnold. 

The wording of this part of the speech of Archidamus is awkward and 
obscure, though we make out pretty well the general sense. It deserves ~ 
peculiar attention, as coming from a king of Sparta, personally too a man · 
of superior judgement. The great points of the Spartan character are 
all brought out. I. A narrow, strictly-defined, and uniformrangeofideas. 
2. Compression of all other impulses and desires, but an increased sen£i
bility to their own public opinion. 3· Great habits of endurance as well as 
of submission. 

The way in which the features of Spartan character are deduced from 
Spartan institutions, as well as the pride which Archidamus expresses in 
the ignorance and narrow mental range of his countrymen, are her~ 
remarkable. A similar championship of ignorance and narrow-mindedness 
is not only to be found among those who deride the literary and oratorical 
tastes of the Athenian dei!locracy (see Aristophan@s, Ran. 1070: compare 
Xenophon. Memorab. i. 2, 9-49), but also in the speech of Kleon j 
(Thucyd. iii. 37). · J 
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But at the same time make preparation for war ; such will be 
the course of policy at once the best for your own power and 
the most terror-striking to your enem~es:" 1 . 
fThe speech of Archidamus was not only in itself full 'or .. w

plain reas6n·ana·g&oa "sense';"b'Ut" d:eTivere<l"'aTfO'fetiierfrorii. the"'l' 
poirit~ofview of.a .Siiarta.i't;'.appealing greatly to Spartan con-I.J('. 
servative feelingftnd even prejudice. ) But in spite of all this, 1.1.~ 
and in spite of the personal esteem ~ntertained for the speaker,t\";ll 
the tide of feeling in the opposite direction was at that moment~/~ 
irresistible. i Slh!li,lel~~Silos-;;;-.on~.?f the,~~'"to whom !t ~ ~ .. 
fell to put the question for votmg-closed the debate. H1s ~· 
few words mark at once· the character of the man-the temper~ 
of the assembly-and the simplicity of speech, though withouL~. . 
the wisdom of judgement, for which Archidarims had taken ·· 1 

dedit to his countrymen. . · 1 

"I don't understand (he said) ·these long speeches of the rl · 
Athenians. They have praised themselves abundantly, but I\ 
they have never rebutted what is laid to their charge-that/ 
they arz gt;i!J:~-9;{.,!YX£~g-~g~. ~~~-fJ:g~~t.£~,!£Roll-
nesus.;,. Now 1f mformer days tliey were good men agamst the 
:PerSians, and are now evil-doers against us, they deserve double 
punishment as having become evil-doers instead of good.2 But 
we are the same now as we were then : we know better than r.' 
to sit still while our allies are suff¢ring wrong: we shall not ··~ 
adjourn our aid~ while they cannot adjourn their sufferings.3 

O.thers have in abundance wealth, ships and horses-but we , t 
have good allies, whom we are not to abandon to the mercy of,. 11

.:· 

the :Athenians : nor are we to trust our redress to arbitration,Y 
and to words, when our wrongs 'are not confined to words. We(,. ~· 
mustrhelp them speedily and with all our strength. Let no -~ 
one tell us that we can with honour deliberate when we ,are.t• 
actually suffering wrong : it is rather for those who intend to 
d~ the wrong, to delib~rate -yell beforehand. \Resolve upon 
wa_r then, Lacedremo~uans, m a manner worthy. of Sparta. ~ 
Suffer, not .the Athenians to be. come g.reater than they are: let:i ' 
us no_t b_e!:ray.our,allies.to~L~in,)2~march with the aid of the'V · 
gods against ~he wrong-doers.'l · -t "· - . ~~ 1 Thucyd. i. 84, 85. . 1 "';i 

2 Compare a similar sentiment in the speech of the The bans against the ~ 
Platreans (Thucyd. iii. 67). ' · . ._l 

3 Thucyd, i. 86, ?1/.t.eis ·~~ OfLOtot «al TMf «al vvv flf/.1.<11, «al Toh ·• 
~ufL}'¢X.ovs, ~" dwrf>povwfLev, ob 1rEpto>jlop.e8a Mt«oup.lvovs, ob~~ fLEM~dop.ev •, 
T&p.wp~'iv• ol ~ oincE·n p.EAAovrn JCa.KWs 1rrl.UXELV. · 

There is here a play upon the word p.Ell.l\etv which it is not easy to preserve 
in a translation. ' c • 
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History of Greece 
With these few words, so well calculated to defeat the pru

dential admonitions of Archidamus, Stheneliiidas put the ques
tion for the decision of the assembly-which at Sparta was 
usually taken neither by show of hands, nor by deposit of balls 
in an urn, but by cries analogous to the Ay or No of the 
English House of Commons-the presiding Ephor declaring 
which of the cries predominated. On this occasion the cry for 
W!LJY.~nJ;tni(e,?tly thE:, stronger:l Yet- Stheneliiidas affected 
inability to determine which of the two was the louder, in order 
that he might have an excuse for bringing about a more im
pressive manifestation of sentiment and a stronger apparent 
tpajority-since a portion of the minority would probably be 
afraid to show their real opinions as individuals openly. He 
therefore directed a division-like the Speaker of the English 
House of Commons when his decision in favour of Ay or No 
[s questioned by any member-" Such of you as think that the 
truce has been violated and that the Athenians are doing us 
wrong, go to that side; such as think the contrary, to the 
::>ther side." The assembly accordingly divided, and the 
majority was very great on the warlike side of the question. 

The first step of the Lacedremonians, after coming to this 
[mportant decision, was to send to D"elphi and inquire of the 
xacle whether it would be beneficial to them to undertake the 
war. The answer brought back (Thucydides seems hardly 
~ertain that it was really given 2) was-that if they did their 
best they would be victorious, and that the god would help 
~hem, invoked or uninvoked. 'They at the same time con
~ened a general_, S.?.!lgres~. 9f _ th_eir ~llie?.)O Sparta, for the 
~urpose of subimttmg their recent resolution to the vote of all. 

To the Corinthians, in their anxiety for the relief of Potidrea, 
:he decision to be given by this congress was 1;1ot less important 
chan that which the Spartans had just taken separately. They 
;ent round envoys to each of the allies, entreating them to 
wtliorise war withou!, ~~se_rve. Through such instigations, 
1.cting upon the general impulse then prevalent, the congress 
:arne together in a temper decidedly warlike. Most of the 
;peakers were full of invective against Athens and impatient 
:Or action, while the Corinthians, waiting as before to speak 
the last, wound up the discussion by a speech well calculated 
:o ensure a hearty vote. Their former speech had been 
jirected to shame, exasperate, and alarm the Lacedremonians ; 

1 Thucyd. i. 87. {:Jov}I,&/1<VOS a~-rots cpaPEpws a:rroowcvv/l~VOVS T~V '"YVcfJp.7]V 
1s '1'0 'II'OA€/lEtV /lUAAOV bp/lf}O"t:l.t, &c. 

2 Thucyd. i. II8. b 8~ av<iA<V abTois, &is "''"Y•Ta<, &c. 
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this point having now been carried, they had to enforce, upon 
the a!lies generall~, ~he dishono~r as well as the im.I?olicy. of~ 
recedmg from a w1lhng leader. ,The cause was one m w~nch ,l~ 
all were interested, the inland states ~ot less t~an. the maritime, ""G 
for both would find themselves ultimately v1ct1ms of the en./\11"' 
croaching despot-City. Whatever efforts were necessary for the;-, 1 

war, ought cheetfully to be' made, since it was only through ~~j. 
war that they could arrive at a secure and honourable peace. ~·J 
There were good hopes that this might soon be attained; and~. 
that the war would not last long-so decide.d was the supe- ~~ 
riority of the confederacy! in numbe~s, in military skill, and in •I) 
the equal heart and obedience of all1ts membe'rs.1 The naval , 
superiority of Athens depended chiefly upon hired seamen-& . 
so that the confederacy, by borrowing from the tfeasuries of« 
Delphi andOlympia, would soon be able to overbid her, take. i ; 

into pay her best mariners, and equal her equipment at sea.i.12: 
They would excite revolt among her allies,·•and establish ~ '\ 
permanent fortified P?St for the ruin of Attica. To make up a<J{I/ 
common fund for this purpose, was indispensably necessary';./ • 
for Athens was [ar more than a !!latci?_ ~or each of them single-;1i-/ 
handed. Nothmg less th~n hearty umon could save them all'i.' 
'from successive enslavement-the very supposition of which; ' 
was intolerable to Peloponnesian freemen, :whose fathers had fl. : 
liberated Greece from the Persian. Let them not shrink from .\ 
endurance and sacrifice in such a cause-it was their hereditary 
pride to purchase success by laborious effort. The Delphian . 

; god had promised them his co-operation ; and the whole of · 
Greec~ would sympathise in the cause, either from fear of th,.~· ' 
despotism of Athens, .or from hopes of profit. They would no~;""!'o 
be the first to break the 'truce, for the Athenians had already'··· . 

. ~ 
. 1 Thucyd. i. 120, 121. KaTCt 1T07IJI.Ct a€ Tl}laS el~eos brtiCpaTfjO'at, 7rpW'T011' :·. 

JlEV 7rA~0Et 7rpoiixovTas 1eal lJl7rEtpl'f 7rOAEJltlcfi, l7r«Ta (, JlO lw s 1rdvTas ~s .,.a, • 
7rapayy€7\7\6f"E11a l611'ras. ' \ 

I conceive that the word bJlolws here alludes to the equal interest of all , 
the confederates in the quarrel, as opposed to the Athenial! power, which ·.";· 
was composed partly of constrained subjects, partly of hired mercenaries--' • 
to both of which points, as weaknesses in the enemy; the Corinthian orator. '; 

_ goe~ on t_o a~lude. The word bi!'olws here· d.esignates the same fact as ,.y 
Penkl€s, m h1s speech at Athens (1. 141), mentwns under the words .,..&V'TES ' 
lrr6o/1J</>OI : the Corinthian orator treats it 'as an advantage to have all 

' confederates equal and hearty in the cause : Perikl~s, on the contrary, 
looking at the same fact from the Athenian point of view, considers it as a 

I disadvantage,. since it prevented unity of command and determination. 
Poppo's view of this passage seems to me erroneous. 
The same idea is reproduced, ·c. 124. E'l1r•p J3•/3at&TaTov TO 'T«i).,.a 

{vwf>lpovT<i t<al 1r6l\•rr• 1eal laut.Tats €lvat, &c. · 
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broken it, as the declaration of the Delphian god distinct!} 
implied. Let them lose no time in sending aid to the Poti
dreans, a Dorian population now · besieged by Ionians, as 
well as to those other Greeks whom Athens had enslaved. 
Every day the necessity for effort was becoming stronger, and 
the longer it was delayed, the more painful it would be when 
it came. "Be ye persuaded then (concluded the orator), that 
this city, which has constituted herself despot of Greece, has 
her means of attack prepared against all of us alike, some for 
present rule, others for future conquest. Let us assail and 
subdue her, that we may dwell securely ourselves hereafter, 
and may emancipate those Greeks who are now in slavery." I 

1 If there were any speeches delivered at this congress in 

~
opposition to the war, they were not likely to be successful 
in a cause wherein even· Archidamus had failed. After 
the Corinthian had concluded, the question was put to the 

ep.uties of every- city, great and small indiscriminately: and 
he majority decided for war. 2 This important resolution was 
dopted about the end of 432 B.c., or the beginning of 

~::January 431 B.c.: the previous decision of the Spartans v· separately, may have been taken about two months earlier, in 
• &tbe preceding October or November 432 B.C. 
~ ,Reviewing the conduct of the two great Grecian parties at 

f this momentous juncture, with reference to existing treaties 
and positive grounds of co:r_nplaint; it seems clear that Athens 
was in the right. Sh-ehad done nothing which could fairly be 
called a violation of the Thirty years' truce : while for such of 

\]ler acts as were alleged to be such, she offered to submit them 
tf~O that amicable arbitration which the truce itself prescribed. 

'KiThe Pelo_ ponnesian confederates were manifestly the aggressors 
in the contest: - If'Sparta, usually so backward, now came 

~t{_orward in a spirit so_ de-cidedly opposite, we are to ascribe it 
~ i~artly to her stan_<;I!ng fear 3;nd jealousy of ~th~ns, partly to the 
'/ 

1 pressure of her alJies, e§2ec1ally of the Connth1ans.l 
;.'? Thucydides, recognising these two as the grand/determining: 

motives,an(rindicating the alleged infractions of truce as simple. 
occasions or pretexts, seems to consider the fear and hatred ofl 
Athens as having contributed more to determine Sparta than the' 
urgency of her allies.3 That the extraordinary aggrandisemen( 

1 Thucyd. i. 123, 124. 
2 Thucyd. i. 125. 1<al 'TO 'll'71.1i6os NTJrf>[crav'To 7ro71.Ep.€iv. It seems that the 

decision was not absolutely unanimous. _ 
a Thucyd. i. 88. 'E>/JTJrf>[uaV'TO a~ ol Aa!<€Batp.6vtot 'TaS CT'li'OVOas A€AV<T8at 

Kal 7T07I.Ef.LTtrfo. elvaf, oiJ TOlTOlJ'TOr' TWV ~VJ.l.JUcJ.XCJJV 7rELITt'J~v'TES 'TO"is~ 
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·of ~the~~· ~~ring _:!~~~e~ imme<!~~e~_.~he 1,\· 
~ersia?_,;,?:va:sf~n!..- '!-:~:> well . ca~Cul~ to · excite ~larm and ./ 
Jeal611sy 1n Peloponnesus, Is md1sputable. But 1f we take' 
Athens as she stood in 432 B.c., it deserves notice that she had, 
neither n:~.?.~!..W.."(~&.!!I ~s !t::_}{~)~rj~<!.J9...JP.];ks:, .a siQgle.tf 
new~cg~~h~g .. l.~21Lfou!;~e~£1-YJ:l!!WVJE.c~d~ 
elapsea smce tlie conclus10n of the Th1rty years' truce,L-'-and ••.. 
msrrf§'ve.r ~~11at t))at ,truce,:q~ark~si:-1lr ,~P<2f.h"]L@gn~IJ1!-!ln .. Qi!!EJ,P 'ttl 
and ~~cJ:iol1 .. 9.f..!l~r. .. P_2!!e!: _ The triumph which Sparta and_... 
tlle:Peloponnesians then gained, though not sufficiently complete 
to remove all fear of Athens, was yet great enough to inspire 
them with the hope that a second combined effort would subdue • 
her. This mixture of fear and hope was· exactly the state of I_ I'' 
feeling olit'Otwnicli war was likelyto grow. We see that even "ftr 
befor~ the quarrel between Corinth al!sJ. 'Kork)'l!,~acigus]j;: 
Gre:_k~vc;~ywhereanticipate'd ~Ji£C!:ar:''d1Starit. 2 It was ¥~ 
near lire~!<mg_ out even on occ:_asiOIJ..?f..§~~t..2f..§~~,2~)·~l!i:·J 
peace bemg then preserved partly oy tlie commercial and~ 
nautical interests of Cor~nth, partly by the quie?cence of Ath~ns. ;..~ 1 

But th~.Sll;~.~~~.!2LC:PJl!lth, .• ::l,:!ld~~2rJs;:~,. wh1ch Sparta m1ghfl(. ~,: 
have appeased. bef~rehand had she t~ought it her inte;e~t to d?~lt;, 
so,-'-and t~.J~n;!,I<;,n of Ko~!'X.~a '.!!.S~~:-exh1b1ted tg;~* 

. . ~~ 
ii.O')'o•s, lluov rpo{3ovp.evo• .-o/Js 'A87Jva.lovs, p.~ ohrl p.ii(9v livv7)8wu•v, '' 
opfiwres a~-ro'is .-i't 1roMi't -riis 'EM&I>os b1ro_xelp•a i}li1J tv-ra : compare also c. 
23 and I 18. , ' __ . . _ -

1 Plutarch's biography of Perikll:s is very misleading from its inattention 
to chronology, ascribing to an earlier time feelings and tendencies which 
really belong to a later. Thus be represents (c. 20) the. desire for acquiring I 
possession of Sicily, and even of Carthage. and the Tyrrhenian coast, as i_IJ 
having becom,e very popular at Athens even before the niv;:>It·of Megara•,' 1 
'and E\!,brea, and before those other circumstances which preceded the "1!, 
Thirty ·'years' truce : and he gi~es. much credit to. _Perikll:s for ?aving / ~ 

,repressed such unmeasured aspuatwns. But ambitious hopes directed,'; 
·towards Sicily could not have sprung up in the Atheni~n mind until after· ' 
the beginning oflthe Peloponnesian war. It was impossible that they ' 
-;ould make any step in that direction until they had established their ' 

. alliance with Korkyra, and this was orily-done in the year before the 
: Peloponnesian war-done too; even then,- in a qualified manner and with 
much reserve. At the first outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, the 
A..thenians ,had nothing but fears, while the Peloponnesians had large hopes 

~- ,f aid, from the side of Sicily. While it is very true, therefore, that 
f -'erikles was eminently useful in discouraging rash arid distant enterprises 
' )f ambition generally; we cannot give him the credit of ~eeping down 
,~Athenian desires of acquisition in Sicily, or towards Carthage (if indeed 
this latter ever was included in the catalogue of Athenian hopes)-for such 
desires were hardly known until after his death-in spite of the assertion 
tgain repeated by Plutarch, Alkibiad@s, c. 17. · 

2 Tllucyd. i. 33-36._ 8 Thucyd. i. 40, 41., 
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' )atter as again in a career of aggrandisement, anl:l thus again 
/' brought into play the warlike feelings of Sparta; while they 

converted· Corinth from the advocate ofpeace into a clamorous 
organ of war. Th~ revplt of ~otidrea-fomented by Corinth 
and encouraged by Sparta in the form of a positive promise to 
invade Attica-was in point of fact the first distinct violation 
of the truce, and the initiatory measure of the Peloponnesian 
_war. The Spartan meeting, and the subsequent congress of 

- allies at Sparta, served no other purpose than to provide such 
formalities as were requisite to ensure the concurrent and 
hearty action of numbers, and to clothe with imposing 
sanction a state of war . already existing in reality, though 

Yf~~~~:~~~%~~~ Pel;p~~nesus~~i/mb~ent was not the 
}..fear of Athens, but the hatred of Atheh"s,.C:...and the confident 

r,hope of subduing her. And indeed such confidence was 
Z!ustified by plausible grounds. Men might well think that .• 

\.lithe Athenians could never endure the entire devastation of 
~~-.~heir highly-cultivated soil,-or at least that they would certainly 
1 'f'Come forth to fight for it in the field, which was all that the · 
~~eloponnesians desired. Nothing except the unparalleled 

~endency and unshaken resolution of Perikles induced the 
, thenians to persevere in a scheme of patient defence, and 
~' trust . to that naval superiority, which the enemies of 
'tl Athens, save and except the judicious Archidamus, had not 

yet learned fully to appreciate. Moreover the confident hopes 
of the Peloponnesians were materially strengthened by the 
widespread sympathy _in favour of their cause, proclaiming· 
as it ,did the intended liberation of Greece from a despot 
city.l) 

'To Athens, on the other hand, the coming war presentedf 
itself in a very different aspect ; holding out nothing less than~ 
the certainty of prodigious loss and privation-even granting ~ 
that at this heavy cost, her independence and union at home, 
and her empire abroad, could be upheld. By Perikles, and by 
the more long-sighted Athenians, the chance of unavoidable 1 

war was foreseen even before the Korkyrrean dispute.2 But ' 
Perikles was only the first citizen in a democracy, esteemed, j 
trusted, and listened to, more than any one else, by the body l 
of citizens, but warmly opposed in most of his measures, under · 
the free speech and latitude of individual action which reigned 
at Athens,-and even bitterly hated by many active political . 

• 1 Thucyd. ii. 8. 
2 Thucyd. i. 45 ; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 8. 
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opponents. The formal determination ~f the La<:edremonians, 
to declare war, must of course have been made known at 
Athens, by those Athenian envoys who had entered an unavail-,\P 
iiJg protest against it in the Spartan assembly. No steps were l' ~ 
taken by Sparta to carry this determination into effe9t _until Cf' 
after the congress of allies and their pronounced confirmatory cl., 
vote. Nor did the Spartans even then send any herald, or 7 Y· 
make any formal dech~ration. They despatched various propo-~ 
sitions to Athens, not at all with a view of trying to obtain r;1. 
satisfaction, or of providing some escap~ fro!?} !he probability i.\ 
of war ; b':~:With_!he coht!!!"Y.P~~.fJilDggljjj~g]~~ds, 9. · 
a~~ ;nla~J~IDKJJi~g~<:nJ.p{ij,;9J,gg:;trJ:ei.l . ~Meanw~Ile t?;_ deput~es,,_,~· 
retmng nome from the congress to then' respective citles, earned 
with them the general resolution for immediate warlike~ 

rpreparations to be made with as little delay as possible. 2} !' • 
,(},-The first requisition addressed by the Lacedremonians to .f.'J 
""'Athens was a politiclil..m~nreuv.r~~~i.t;n_l!Q.~t,J',~rikJe~,~their chief•.•, d 

opponent'in tliat city. His mother Agariste belonged to the~ }!' 
great family of the Alkmreonids, who were supposed to be·~~ 
under an inexpiable hereditary taint, in consequence of the ~' 
sacrile~e committ~d by their ancestor Megakl~s nearly. two. !'i) 
centunes before, ·m the slaughter of the Kyloman supphants't 
near the altar of the Venerable Goddesses.3 Ancient as this,~ 
transaction was, it still had sufficient hold ·on the mind pf the~~. 
Athenians to serve as the basis of a political manretivre. About rf/' 
seventy-seven years before, shortly after the . expulsion of 11 Hippias from Athens, .it had been so employed by the Spartan d-

. king Kleomenes, who at that time exacted fr:om the Athenians\,({ 
a •. clearance of the ancient sacrilege, to. be effected by the ~1 
b~nish.?l~~~~h~B~ ..( th~SJU~~~s.2L.~~n~rpo_cra~Y.) A and n tl 
h1s chief partisans. Tliis-demand;-addressed by Kleomenes to \ 
the Athenians at the instance· ·of Isagoras the rival of Klei
sthenes,4 had been then obeyed, and had served well the 
purposes of those who sent it. A similar blow was now aimed 
by the Lacedremonians at Perikles {the grand-nephew of Klei
sthenes), and doubtless at the instance of his political enemies. 
Religion required, it was pretended, that " the abomination of 

1 Thucyd. i. I 26. lv 'TOVT'f' 5€ brp•crf3e6ovTo TtjJ xp&vrp 7rpOs TOOS 'A87]va[
ovs i-ytell.f!p.aTa 7ro<o6p.•vo•, 81rc.>s crtf>(cr•v oT< JL•'Yl<fT7J 7rpOtpacr•s 
d71 -roil 1ro'A•p.eiv, ~" p.fl -r1 dcrateo6c.>crl. 

2 Thucyd. i. 125. · 
3 See the account of the Kylonian troubles, and the sacrilege which 

followed, in thi~ History, ch. x. . 
4 See Herodot. v. 70: compare vi. 131 ; Thui:yd. i. 126; and ch."~xxi. 

of this History1 . ' 
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the goddess should be driven out." 1 If the Athenians complied 
with this demand, they would deprive themselves, at this critical 

,moment, of their ablest leader. But the Lacedremonians, not 
, expecting compliance, reckoned at all events upon discrediting 
Perikles with the people, as being partly the cause of the war 
through family taint of impiety 2-and this impression would 

; doubtless be loudly proclaimed by his political opponents in 
~II" the assembly. 

;.. ~" The influence of Perikles with the Athenian public had 
"·\~·become greater and greater as their political experience of him 
vf"'. was prolonged. · But the bitterness of his enemies appears to 
I .have increased along with it. Not long before this period, he 

\J had been indirectly assailed through the medium of accusations 
(.v\ ~against three diffe:r.errt persons, all more or less intimate with 
~~~ •1 1 bim-his mistress Aspasia, the philosopher 4naxagoras, and 
'.r ;1:h~ scE1P.fF1?n~ai£!S,.,--~ · - · " ,. 
' We cannot make out either the exact date, or the exact facts 
(I of either of these accusations. Aspasia, daughter of Axiochus, 
~ , was a native of Miletus, beautiful, well-educated, and aspiring. 
-.n She resided at Athens, and is affirmed (though upon very r:.l(l doubtful evidence) to have kept slave-girls to be let out as 
'-· courtezans. Whatever may be the case with this report, which 

most probably one of the scandals engendered by political 
nimo_sity against Perikles, 8 it is certain that so remarkable were 

1 Thucyd. i. 126. iJCeA.<vov ToVs 'A071valovs TO ~:yos iA.avv•w T;js O•ov. 
2 Thucyd. i. 127. 
3 Plutarch, Periklils, c. 24. Respecting Aspasia, see Plato, Menexenus, 

c. 3, 4; Xenophon, Memorab. ii. 6, 36; Harpokration, v. 'Arnraula. 
Aspasia was doubtless no uncommon name among Grecian women : we 
know of one Phokrean girl who bore it, the mistress of Cyrus the younger 
(Plutarch, Artaxer. c. 26). The story about Aspasia having kept slave
girls for hire, is stated by both Plutarch and Athenreus (xiii. p. 570); but 
we may reasonably doubt whether there is any better evidence for it than 
that which is actually cited by the latter-the passage in Aristophanes, 
Acharn. 497-sos-

K~e· ol M<")'ap~< oSvva« 11"<</>vrnyywp.lvot 
•AvreS€KAel[JO.v •Aurrac:r(ac; 1r6pva. &Vo or 1r6pva.~ 8Vo .. 

Athenreus reads .,.&pvas, but the reading 'II"Opva Mo appears in the received 
text of Aristophanes. Critics differ whether 'Au.,.aulas is the genitive case 
singular of 'Au.,.aula, or the accusative plural of the adjective a<T"II"dO"Ios. I 
believe that it is the latter; but intended as a play on the word, capable of 
being understood either as a substantive or as an adjective-&.<T1ra<Tias 'II"Opvas 
l!oo or 'Au'll"aO"las .,.&pvas Mo. There is a similar play on the word, in a line 
of Kratinus, quoted by Plutarch, Perikles, c. 24. 

At the time, if ever, when this theft of the Megarian youth took place, 
Aspasia must have been the beloved mistress and companion of Perikl~s ; 
and it is inconceivable that she should have kept slave-girls for Jrlre then, 
whatever she may have done before. , 
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her own fascinations, her accomplishments, and her powersQ~.,.J 
not merely of conversation, but even of oratory and criticism,- X 
that the most distinguished Ath~~ians of all ages and charactet;s~ 
Sokrates among the number, V!Slted her, and several of them\\:·-
took their wives along with them to hear her also. The free ~ 
citizen women of Athei1s lived in strict and almost orierita(.,J( 
recluse ness, as well after· being married as ·when single. Every· fJ""] 
thing which concerned their lives, their happiness, or thei~~;r 
rights, was determined or managed ~or them by male relative~::. '"
and they seem to have been destitute of all mental culture ~ 
~nd accomp~ishments. Th€~r society present~d no charm i10)i, · ' 
mterest, which men accordmgly sought for m the company·: ¥ 
of a class of women called Hetrerre .or Courtezans, literally: ·; 
F;emale Companions, who lived a free life, managed their o'}'n . • 

' ' 
That reading and construction of the verse' above cited, which I think' 

the .less probable of the two, has been applied by the commentators of ' 
Thucydides to explain a line of his history, and applied in a manner which / 
I am persuaded is erroneous. When the Lacedremonians desired the' . 
Athenians to repeal the decree excluding· the Megarians from their ports,'· 
the Athenians refused, alleging that the Megarians had appropriated some, • 
lands which were disputed between the two countries, and some which ',; 
were even sacred property-and also that "they had 1·eceived runawd/· • 
slaves from Athens"-Kal &.vopa1r6owv inrooox~w Twv &.rp<crTo.p.evwv (i. 139).'' ,,. ; 
The Scholiast gives a perfectly just explanation of these last words-&s Sn ') 
oovll.ous O.~'TWV &.7ro</J€V"f011'TO.S EOEXOVTO. But. Wasse puts a iiote to the 1 

' 

passage to this _effect-" AspasiaJ servos, v. Athenreum. p. 570; Aristoph?:., 
Acharn. 525, et Schol." This note of Wasse is adopted and transcribed 
by the three best and most recent commentators on Thucydides-Poppo, 
Goller, and Dr. Arnold. . Yet with all respect to their united authority, the 
supposition is neither natural as applied to the words, nor admissible as 
regards the matter of fact. 'Avopchrooa &.rp<uTcl.p.•va. mean naturally (t.tot 
Aspasi(J' servos, or more properly servas, for the very gender ought to have 
made Wasse suspect the correctness of his interpretation,--but) the runaway 
slaves of proprietors generally in Attica ; of whom the Athenians lost so 
prodigious a number after the I:acedremonian garrison was established at 
Dekeleia (Thucyd. vii. 28: compare i. 142; and iv. rr8, about the 
aliT6tJ.oll.o<). Perikles might fairly set forth the reception of such runaway 
slaves as a matter of complaint against the Megarians, and .the Athenian 
public' assembly would feel it so likewi>e: moreover the Megarians are 
charged not with having stolen away the slaves, but with harbouring them 
( b1rooox1)v). But to suppose that Perikles, in defending the decree of " 
exclusion against the Megarians, would rest the defence on the ground that 
some Megarian youth had run away' with two girls of the cortege of Aspasia, 
argues a strange conception both of him and of the people. If such an 
incident ever really happened, or was even supposed to have happened, we 
may be sure that it would be cited by his opponents, as a means of bringing 
contempt upon the real accusation against the Megarians-the p,urpose for 
which Aristophanes produces it. This is one of the many errors in respect 
to Grecian history arising from the practice of construing passages of 
comedy as if they were serious and literal facts. ~ ' 
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affairs, and supported themselves by their powers of pleasing. 
These women were numerous, and were doubtless of every 
variety of personal character. The most distinguished and 
superior among them, such as Aspasia and Theodote, 1 appear 
to have been the only women in Greece, except the Spartan, 
who either inspired strong passion or exercised mental 
·ascendency. 

Perikles had been determined in his choice of a wife by 
those family considerations which were held almost obligatory 
at Athens, and had married a woman very nearly related to 
him, by whom he had two sons, Xanthippus and Paralus. 
But the marriage having never been comfortable, was after
wards dissolved by mutual consent, according to that full 
liberty of divorce which the Attic law permitted. Perikles 
concurred with his wife's male relations (who formed her legal 
guardians) in giving her away to another husband.2 He then 
took Aspasia to live with him, had a son by her who bore his 
name, and continued ever afterwards on terms of the greatest 
intimacy and affection with her. Without adopting those 
exaggerations which represent Aspasia as having communicated 
to Perikles his distinguished eloquence, or even as having 
herself composed orations for public delivery, we may reason
ably believe her to have been qualified to take interest and 
share in that literary and philosophical society which frequented 
the house of Perikles, and which his unprincipled son Xan
thippus,-disgusted with his father's regular expenditure, as 
withholding from him the means of supporting an extravagant 
establishment-reported abroad with exaggerated calumnies, 
and turned into derision. It was from that worthless young 
man, who died of the Athenian epidemic during the lifetime 
of Perikles, that his political enemies and the comic writers of 
the day obtained the pretended revelations, which served them 
as matter for scandalous libel on the privacy of this distinguished 
man. 3 

1 The visit of Sokrat~s with some of his friends to Theodot~, his dialogue 
with her, and the description-of her manner of living, are among the most 
curious remnants of Grecian antiquity, on a side very imperfectly known to 
us (Xenophon, Memorab. iii. II). 

Compare the citations from Eubulus and Antiphanes, the comic writers, 
apud Athenreum, xiii. p. 571, illustrating the differences of character and 
behaviour between some of these Hetrerre and others-and Athenre. xiii. 
P· 589. 

2 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 24. Elra riis rTuf1.{3ufuNrus oilK olfrT"YJS ailro'is 
dp<rTri)s, ~K<iV"YJV fJ.EV er,p<p {3ouli.OfJ.EV'YJV ITVV<~EOO!K<V, ainos /i/; 'ArT1rarriav ll.a{3wv 
(rTnp~• li•acp<p6v-rws. 

a Plutarch, Perikles, c. I 3-36. 
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While the comic writers attacked Perikles himself for alleged 

intrigues with different women; they treated the name ·Of .;. 
A!>P!._si!.E ,p_l!]?_li .. c..-PI9P~rty without any 'mercy "o"f r'es~r'Ve"': sli~.f~ 
was the Omphale, the Deianeira, or the Here, to this greatlf"'" i' 
Herakles or Zeus of Athens: At length one of these. comic.:.__# 
writers, Hermippus, not contented with scenic attacks, indicted\'!./ 
her before the dikastery for impiety, as participant in tKe ~:-t~ 
philosophical discussions held, and the opinions· professed,\~~ 
among the society of Perikles, by Anaxagoras and others.~)/ 
Against Anaxagoras himself, too, a similar indictment is said\~\''$ 
tonave"~een preferred, either by Kl~on or by Thucydid~s son.V:-1 
of Meles1as, under a general resolutwn recently passed m the~J.ff.' 
public assembly at the instance of Diopeithes. And such, was~~ 
the sensitive' antipathy of the Athenian public, shown after'\~ 
~ards fatally in the <:ase of Sok~3;tes, an~ embit~ered i~ ~hJ._s. ··~ 
mstance by all the artifices of pohttcal faction, agamst p.h1loso~~· ··. · 
phers whose opi~io~s ~onfficted with the received religious~ ,, 
dogmas-that Penkles d1d not dare to place Anaxagoras on ·. 
his trial. The latter retired from Athens, arid a sent~nce of\.1{ 
banishment was passed against him in his absence.1 But , . 
Perikles_himself def~nded_ Aspasia before the gikastery. In:~\-' 
facTih'eillii'ictmenf was'as"'illiicliagiiG~'S't'"liitir~M'ag'ainst her : • . 
one thing alleged against her (and also against Pheidias) was,., 
the reception .of free women to facilitate the intrigues of • . 
Perikles. He defended her successfully and procured a· . ~ 
verdict of acquittal : but we are not surprised to hear that his · 
speech was marked by the strongest personal emotions and · ' 
even by tears.2 The dikasts- were accustomed to such appeals 
to their sympathies, sometimes even to extravagant excess, 
from ordinary accused persons. In Perikles, however, so ~ 
manifest an outburst of emotion stands out as something 
quite unparalleled : for constant self-mastery was one of the .. 
most prominent features in his character.3 And we shall find 
nim, near the close of his political life, when he had become . 
for the moment unpopular with the Athenian people, distracted 
as they were at the moment with the terrible sufferings of the 
pestilence,-bearing up against their unmerited anger not 
merely with dignity, but with a pride of conscious innocence 

1 This seems the more ·probable story ; but there are differences of 
statement, and uncertainties upon many points·: compare Plutarch, Perikles, 
c. 16-32; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 23; Diogen. Lai!rt. :ii. 12, 13. .See also 
Schaubach, Fragment. Anaxagorre, p. 47-5~. 

2 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 32. 
3 Plutarch, Perikles, e. 7, 36--39. 
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and desert which rises almost into defiance ; insomuch that 
the rhetor Dionysius, who criticises the speech of Perikles as 
if it were simply the composition of Thucydides, censures that 
historian for having violated dramatic propriety by a display 
of insolence where humility wquld have been becoming.l 

It appears also, as far as we can judge amidst very imperfect 
ata, that the trial of the great sculptor Pheidias, for alleged 
mbezzlement in the contract for his celebrated gold and ivory 

statue of Athene,2 took place nearly at this period. That 
~ statue had been finished and dedicated in the Parthenon in 
r, 37 B.C., since which period Pheidias had been engaged at 

Olympia in his last and great masterpiece, the colossal statue 
of the Olympian Zeus. On his return to Athens from the 

tfexecution of this work, about 433 or 432 B.c., the accusation 
'!.~ f. embezzlement was instituted against him by the political 

emies of Perikles. 3 A slave of "Pheidias, . named Menon, 
anted himself as a suppliant at the altar, professing to be 

~ cognisant of certain facts which proved that his master had 
\..\committed peculation. Motion was made to receive his 
;'4 depositions and to ensure to his person the protection of the 
,, people; upon which he revealed various statements so greatly 
, impeaching the pecuniary probity of Pheidias, that the latter 
;,( was put in prison, awaiting the day for his trial before the 
,..~dikastery. The gold employed and charged for in the statue, r however, was all capable of being taken off and weighed, so as r to verify its accuracy, which Perikles dared the accusers to do. 
~1Besides the. charge of embezzl~~ent, there were other circum
r tances which rendered PhetdlaS unpopular. It had been 

iscovered that, in the reliefs on the frieze of the Parthenon, 
he had introduced the portraits of himself and Perikles in 
conspicuous positions. It seems that Pheidias died in prison 
before the day of trial; and some even said that he had been 
poisoned by the enemies of Perikles, in order that the suspicions 
against the latter, who was the real object of attack, might be 
aggravated. It is said also that Drakontides proposed and 
carried a decree in the public assembly, that Perikles should 
be called on to give an account of the money which he had 

1 Thucyd. ii. 6o, 6r : compare also his striking expressions, c. 65 ; 
Dionys. Halikarn. De Thucydid. Judie. c. 44, p. 924. 

2 Plutarch, Perikl€s, c. 31. <f>Et5ias-lnoA.d{Jos Toii "-rdA.p.aTos. 
This tale, about protecting Pheidias under the charge of embezzlement, 

was the story most widely in circulation against Perikles-7, x••piO"TTJ alTia 
1ra<Twv, ¥xovua o~ 1rA.ei<TTous p.&.p.,.~pas (Plutarch, Perikles, c. 31). 

s See the Dissertation of 0. Mitller (De Phidire Vita, c. 17, p. 35), who 
lays out the facts in the order in which I have given them. 
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expended, and th:at the dikasts, before whom the account was 
rendered, should; give their suffrage in the most solemn manner 
from the altar. ;This latter provision was modified by Agnon, 
who, while proposing that the dikasts should be l soo in number, 
retained the vote by pebbles in the urn according to ordinary 
custom.1 ' · J 

If Perikles was ever tried on such a charge, there can be no~ 
doubt t~a: he ~as ~ono17rably ac~uitted : _for. the language of3.. ' 
Thucyd1des respectmg hi~ pecum~ry probi~y IS such as could . -~ 
not have been employed If .a verdict of gmlty on a charge o[,.tt_'t 
peculation had! been publicly pronounced. But we canna~ 
be certain ~hat ?e ~ver was tried. In~eed ano:he_r accusa!ion,V' ~;~ 
urged by his enemies, and even by Anstophanes m the s1xth ~ 
year of the Peldponnesian war, implies that no trial took 'place :~II"·\~ 
for it was alleg~d that Perikles, in order to escape this danger, '-' . 
"blew up the iPeloponnesian war," and involved his country . "" 
in such confusi,on and peril as made his own aid and guidance ~~ 
indispensably necessary to her ; especially, that he passed the~ 
decree againstj the Megarians by which the war was really'~ _.h 
brought on.2 

1 We know enough, however, to be certain that~_;.,. 
such a supposi;tion is altogether inadmissible. The e. nemies ofy-~ 

1 Plutarch, Pet;ikles, c. 13-32. . . , r:;~~ 
2 Aristophan. :Pac. 587-603: compare Acharri. 512; Ephorus, ap. ~~ 

Diodor. xii. 38-{a; and.the Scholia on the two passages of Aristophanes ;l'v 
Plutarch, Perikles, c. 32. • · , • 

Diodorus (as V:·ell as Plutarch, Alkibiad .. c. 7) relates another tale, that 
Alkibiades once approached Perikles when he was in evident low spirits-~.; :· 
and embarrassment, and asked him the reason: Per.ikles told him that the• ;• 
time was near atlhand for rendering his accounts, and.that he was consider· :.· ~ •. 
ing how this could be done : upon which Alkibiades advised him to consider ·· 
rather, how he could evade doing it. The result of this advice was that 1, 
Perikles plunged Athens into th~ Peloponnesian war : compare Aristophan. 
Nub. 855, with the Scholia-and, Ephorus, Fragm. 118, 119, ed. Marx, 
with 'the notes 'of Marx. 

It is probable; enough that Ephorus copied the story w!Iich ascribes the 
Peloponnesian ~ar to the ·accusations against Pheidias and Perikles, from , · 
Aristophanes ov other comic writers of the time. But it deserves remark 
that even Arist~phanes is not to be considered as certifying it. For if we 
consult the passage above referred to in his comedy Pax, we shall find that, 
first, Hermes tells the story about Pheidias, Perikl€s, and th~ Peloponnesian 
war ; upon whjch both Trygreus, and the Chorus, remark that they never 
heard a word 'qf it before: that it is quite new to them. 

Tryg1• Ta:UTa. Totvvv, ,.,_a T0v ,A7r0Uw, ,'YW ,'1i'mu,.,.-rr~' oV&ev<X, 
·· ovo· OmrJ, a.irriJ (Eti»lvv) 7rpoO'"I]~eor. WnOia., i,K.,KOYJ •. 

Chor;us. OVer ·eywy•, '1r'A."J}v ye vvvt. 
If Aristophail~s had 'stated the story ever so plainly, his authority could 

only have been taken as proving that it was a part of the talk of the time : 
but the lines just cited make him as much a contradicting as an affirming 
witness. , , • .. 
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Perikl~s were far too eager, and too expert in Athenian political 
warfare, to have let him escape by such a stratagem. More
over, we learn from the assurance of Thucydides that the war 
depended upon far deeper causes-that the Megarian decree 
was in no way the real cause of it-that it was not Perikl~s, 
but the Peloponnesians, who brought it on, by the blow struck 
at Potidrea. 

W, All that we can make out, amidst these uncertified allegations, 
._;..is, that in the year or two immediately preceding the Pelopon
(~esian war, Perikles was hard-pressed by the accusations of 
~ political enemies-perhaps even in his own person, but cerr tainly in the persons of those who were most in his confidence 
,/'and affection.1 And it was in this turn of his political position, 
Jf 

1 
at the Lacedremonians sent to Athens the above-mentioned 
quisition, that the ancient Kylonian sacrilege might be at 

1-f.ength cleared out ; in other words, that Perikles and his family 
~ • !Pight be banished. Doubtless his enemies, as well as the 
'~"Partisans of Lacedremon at Athens, would strenuously support 

~
b.is proposition. And the party of Lacedremon at Athens 

. was always strong, even during the middle of the war :-to act . 
r s proxenus to the Lacedremonians was accounted an honour 
, even by the greatest Athenian families.2 On this occasion, 
~however, the manreuvre did not succeed, nor did the Athenians . 
~ liste?- .to the requisition for banishi?g tlie- sacrilegious All~-" 
~ mreomds. On the contrary, they rephed that the Spartans too 

had an account of sacrilege to clear off; for they had violated 
1 ~e sanctuary of Poseidon at Cape Trenarus, in dragging from 
r--itsome helot suppliants to be put to death-and the sanctuary 
~tef Athene Chalkirekus at Sparta, in blocking up and starving 
'-tfEo death the guilty regent Pausanias. To require that Laconia 
~~~might be cleared of these two acts of sacrilege-was the only 

~
answer which the Athenians made to the demand sent for the 

anishment of Perikles.3 Probably the actual effect of that 
demand was, to strengthen him in the public esteem : 4 very 

1 It would appear that not only Aspasia and Anaxagoras, but also the 
musician and philosopher Damon, the personal friend and instn1ctor of 
Perikles, must have been banished at a time when Perikles was old-perhaps 
somewhere near about this time. The passage in Plato, Alkibiades, i. c. 
30, p. uS, proves that Damon was in Athens and intimate with Perikles 
when the latter was of considerable age-Kal viiv (.,.. T1Jll.lKovTos &v 
ll.d.p.wv' a6vedTtV a.irroV 'ro6Tov gvetca. 

Damon is said to have been ostracised-perhaps he was tried and 
condemned to banishment : for the two are sometimes confounded. 

2 See Thucyd. v. 43 ; vi. 89. 
3 Thucyd. i. 128, 135, 139· 4 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 33· 
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different from the- effect of the same manceuvre when practised 

~t'!for~by Kleomenes against Kleisthenes. -

\·If_,. 'Other. Spartan envo. ys sh-ortly after-wa-rds ar-r-ived __ with .fres·hD t1 d~mands. The Athenians were now required-1. To withdraw 
Ytheir troops from Potidrea. . 2. To replace JEgina "'iii""'It?i-..alito--

nomy.~3'?"'To-!epeal-tlle- decree ·orexciusiOiliigairist the 
Megarians._. ~ ., 

It'WiiSUpon the latter that the greatest stress was laid; all:-{-' 
intimation being held out that war might be avoided if suchV 
repeal were granted. We see plainly from this proceeding · 
that the Lacedremonians acted in ·concert with the anti-Peri;~ 
klean leaders at 'Athens. To Sparta and her confederacy theW 

·decree against the Megarians- was of less importance thim the v 
rescue of the Corinthian troops now blocked up in Potidrea. ·~ 
But on the other hand, the party opposed to Perikles would,.' 
have much bettero chance of getting a vote of the assembly 'k 
against him on the subject of the Megarians: and this advan-~ 
tage, if gained, would serve to enfeeble his influence generally. -~ 
No concession was obtained however on either of the three' 
points: even in respect to Megara, the decree of exclusion was··. 
vindicated and upheld ~gainst all the force of opposition.) At , 
length the Lacedremomans--,-who had already resolved 1upon 
war and had sent these envoys in mere compliance with the
exigencies of ordinary practice, not With any _idea of bringing 
about ~~ acco~modation"fsent a.=.~b~tch ..z~.~Y..~~ith a 
propositiOn which at least had the ment~-of~sclosmg tl:leir real· 
purpose without disguise. Rhamphias and two other Spartan~~ 
announced to the Athenians the simple injunction: "The ~ 
Lacedremonians wish the peace to stand; and it may stand, ll 
if you will leave the Greeks autonomous." 'Upon this demand,~,.. 
so very differenf"froH'1' t~tec<ka'iiig";"'trre-Athenians resolved toy; 
hold a fresh assembly on the subject of war or peace, to open ( 
the whole question anew for discussion, and to determine once I\~ 
for all on a peremptory answer.!) - ·~ 

The last demands presented on the part of Sparta, which"~ 
went to nothing less than the entire extinction of the Athenian ~ 
empire-combined with the character, alike wavering and V 
insincere, of th~ demands previously made, and with the C(' 

1 Thucyd. i. 139· It rather appears, from the words of Thucydid@s, that -~ 
these various demands of the Lacedremonians were made by OtU embassy, Y' 
joined by new members arriving with fresh instructions, but remaining ~ 
during a month or six weeks between January and_ March 431 B.c. installed ~ 
in the house of the proxenus of Sparta at Athens : co01pare _ Xenophpn, · 
Hellenic. v. 4, 22. _ ' 
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knowledge that the Spartan confederacy had pronounced per
emptorily in favour of war-seemed likely to produce unanimity 
at Athens, and to bring together this important assembly under 
the universal conviction that war was inevitable. Such however 
was not the fact. The reluctance to go to war was sincere 
amidst the large majority of the assembly; while among a 
considerable portion of them it was so preponderant, that they 
even now reverted to the opening which the Laced::emonians 

\had before held out about the anti-Megarian decree, as if that 
f were the chief cause of war. There was much difference of 
~pinion among the speakers, several of whom insisted upon the r .repeal of this decree, treating it as a matter far too insignificant 

~,jfo go to war about, and denouncing the obstinacy of Perikles 
>,r for refusing to concede such a trifle. 1 Against this opinion 
~ Perikles entered his protest, in an harangue decisive and encou

r.aging, which Dionysius of Halikamassus ranks among the best 
speeches in Thucydides. The latter historian may probably 
f;Vmself have heard the original speech. 
:f 'f I continue, Athenians, to adhere to the same conviction, 
that we must not yield to the Peloponnesians-though I know 
that men are in one mood, when they sanction the resolution 
'o go to war, and in another, when actually in the contest
their judgements then depending upon the turn of events. I 
have only to repeat now what I have said on former occasions 
-and I adjure you who follow my views to adhere to what 
we jointly resolve, though the result should be partially un

'favourable ; or else not to take credit for wisdom in the event 
of success.2 For it is very possible that the contingencies of 
events may depart more from all reasonable track than the 
counsels of man: such are the unexpected turns which we 
familiarly impute to Fortune. The Laced::emonians have 
before now manifested their hostile aims against us, but on 
this last occasion more than ever. While the truce prescribes 
that we are to give and receive amicable satisfaction for our 

1 Thucyd. i. 139; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 31, 
2 Thucyd. i. 140. ~voJxera.< ")'ap .,.(xs ~vp.cpopil.s .,.c;w 1rpa.")'p.rhwv o~x 

~IT<TOV ll.p.a.6ws xwpfj<Ta.< 'ti Kal 'rCxs O<a.voia.s 'rOV ll.v6pri!7rov· OL67rep Kal 71}v '7"0X1JV 
il<Ta av 7rapa li.6")'0V ~vp./3fi, elri!6a.p.•v a.h<a<T6a.L. I could have wished in the 
translation to preserve the play upon the words ll.p.a.6ws xwp1j<Ta.< which 
Thucydides introduces into this sentence, and which seems to have been 
agreeable to his taste. 'Ap.a.9ws when referred to ~vpcpop&.s is used in a 
passive sense by no means common-" in a manner which cannot be 
learned, departing from all reasonable calculation." 'Ap.a8ws when referred 
to o<avolas bears its usual meaning-" ignorant, deficient in learning or in 
reason.'' 
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differences, and each to retain what we possess-they not only 
have not asked for such satisfaction, but repudiate it when · 
t~ndere_d. They c~-~-ose_Eo~ ~tle complaints bx_~r an~ n9t by~ 
dtscusswn : they lfave got l-5eyond the tone of complamt, and 
are here already with that of command. ·For they enjoin us 

to ~tll?rlllv ..fr?~ . .E..o. otid::e~,,_._.t'2J~_v.~~~~a.Jt:~, ~~~ • .t~ ~d~ 
the decree agatpst the Meganans : nay, tJ:-iese last envoys are ; 
even come to proclain;"'tO'Us;"th,.~t'\V'e mu~~v~ all t"~e greeks t 
free. Now let none of you believe, that we .shall be gorng to _ 
war about a trifle, if we refuse to rescind the (Megarian decree J 
-which they chiefly put forward, as if its repeal would avert · 
the war. Let none of you take blame to yourselves as if we 
had gone to war about a small matter. For this small matter 
contains in itself the whole test and trial of your mettle : if ye j 
yield it, ye ~vi~l_p_r_~n!Jy_h_ave _s?I!_leot_heL;g=~~l,t~~action ~ut~\.. 
upon you, hke men who have already·trucRlei:l on one pomt , 
from fear : whereas if ye hold out stoutly, ye will make it clear _ 
to them ·that they must deal with you more upon a footing of 
tequa]i!y;~)' · . . ·, . 

1_.1H~ertkles then exammed the r~:~r~r:~!JA.2f..J~a_rties.ll:~d ~ 
' t~q~?ces o[ war. The Pelopon_nesians were a . self-wo~Kmg ~· 1 
/population, With few slaves, and Without wealth, etther pnvate + 

or public: they had no mea.ns of carrying on distant or long-~ 
continued war. They were ready to expose tHeir persons, but \.,4 
not at all ready to contribute from their very narrow means.2 r 
In a border-war, or a single land-battle, they were invincible,'( 

)...but for systematic warfare_ggl:!,in_g a power like Athens, they~·· 
had neithercompetei'if headship, nor habits of concert and 
punctuality, nor money to profit by opportunities, always rare iJ. 

and accidental, for successful attack. They might- perhaps !~ 
establish a fortified post in Attica, but it would do little serious v{ 

~ mischief; while at sea, their inferiority and helplessness would \r. 
.,...be complete, andtheirresistible Athenian navy would take ' 

care to keep it so. · Nor would they be able to reckon on 
tempting away the able foreign seamen from Athenian ships 
by means of funds borrowed from Olympia or Delphi.s For 

1 Thucyd. i. 140. 
2 Thucyd. i. 14!. avTovp-yo[ .,.. -y&.p .lcrt ll<AO?TOVV~O"tOt, !Cal olfT< lo(~ 

oiJ-rE· ~~~ ICOlV!p XP-hp.a'T&. IO'TUI aVTo'is. t7t'El'TQ. xpov(cav TrO'A~p.wv leal Bta7rOV'T(Cc)y 

lt7retpo,, Otc\ TO fJpaxE"'~ cdJTol br, &.AA~Aovs {nrb 1t'Evlas i1f'tcpfpEtV. 
3 Thucyd. i. 143· •tn ~eal ~etv~cra,-.-.. Twv '01\vp."[aa-.v ~ fl.<l\<Po'is XP71,u&.rwv 

)-tiUIJ!f p.el(ollt ?T<tprjiVTO 1]p.wv {J?ToAa{Niv TOVS ~EVOVS TWV vavrwv, p.h UVTWV 
p.'fv ~p.l;,v lut'Tt1t'di\':11v, ~u!3&.wrwv aU-raw 'TE 1ra~ TWv f.l.E'To{;c6Jv; 0Etv~w '&.v 7jv· 
vVv 0~ 'T01iE 'Tf fnr&.px£.,, Na1, (hrep ~rp&ncr-rov, Kv/3Epvf,Tas ~xop.Ev 1roi\lras ~ea2 
1'~V lti\I\7JV inr'flpEtT[av 1rA.EfOU$ Kct.l lr.,'J.t:fvous .fj 1TitG'~ ·{1. Cfl\.A.1J eE.\Acfs. ' 
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besides that the mariners of the dependent islands would find 
themselves losers even by accepting a higher pay, with the 
certainty of. Athenian vengeance afterwards-Athens herself 
would suffice to man her fleet in case of need, with her own 
citizens and metics : she had within her own walls steersmen 
and mariners better, as well as more numerous, than all 
Greece besides. There was but one side on which Athens 
was vulnerable : Attica- unfortunately was not an island-it 
was exposed to invasion and ravage. To this the Athenians 
must submit, without committing the imprudence of engaging 
a land battle to avert it. They had abundant lands out of 
Attica, insular as well as continental, to supply their wants, 
while they could in their turn, by means of their navy, ravage 
the Peloponnesian territories, whose inhabitants had no 
subsidiary lands to recur to.l ) 

" Mourn not for the loss of land and houses (continued the 
orator). Reserve your mourning for men : houses and land 
acquire not men, but men acquire them.2 Nay, if I thought I 
could prevail upon you, I would exhort you to march out and 

_,ravage them yourselves, and thus show to the Peloponnesians 
; that for them at least ye will not truckle. And I could exhibit 

many further grounds for con.fidently anticipating success, if ye 
will only be willing not to aim at increased dominion when we 
are in the midst of war, and not to take upon yourselves new 
self-imposed risks; for I have ever been more afraid of our own 
blunders than of the plans of our enemy.8J. But these are 
matters for future discussion, when we come to actual opera-

. tions : for the present, let us dismiss these envoys with the 
answer :-That we will permit the Megarians to use our markets 
and harbours, if the Lacedremonians on their side will discon
tinue their (xenelasy or) summary expulsions of ourselves and 
our allies from their own territory-for there is nothing in the 
truce to prevent either one or the other : That we will leave 
the Grecian cities autonomous, if we had them as autonomous 

This is in reply to those hopes which we know to have been conceived 
by the Peloponnesian leaders, and upon which the Corinthian speaker in 
the Peloponnesian congress had dwelt (i. 121). Doubtless PerikU!s would 
be informed of the tenor of all these public demonstrations at Sparta. 

l Thucyd. i. 141, 142, 143· 
2 Thucyd. i. 143· "~" 'TE 3A.&<f>vpow pJr o!t<twv t<al ')'?is ?ro<eicr9a<, &A.A.a 

.,-c;,v CTwfJ-rin»v· cb 7ap .,-ri8e 'Tovs liv8pas, &A.A.' ol tfv8pes Tav'Ta t<'TWV'Tat. 
3 Thucyd. i. 144· ?roA-A.a 5€ t<al tfA-A.a ~X"' ls lA1rl8a 'Tov 1rEp<Jueu9at, 'l)v ' 

lrJIA?J'TE dpX~V 'TE f'~ brtt<Tau6at ll}la 'lrOAEf'DVV'TES, t<al t<IPOOVOVS aMatpE'TOVS 
1-'~ -n:pou.,-l6e0'6at· fJ-aA.A.ov 7ap -n:e<f>6/37JfJ-a< .,-as olt<elas 7IfJ-wv &Jlap.,-las 'I) .,-lts 'Twv 
lvav-rlwv 8tavolas. 
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at the time when the truce was inade,-and as soon as the 
Lacedremonians shall grant to thez'r allied cities autonomy such 
as each of them shall freely choose, not such as is convenient 1 
to Sparta: That while we are ready to give satisfaction accord-• 
ing to the truce, we will not b_egin war, but will repel those who .. ' 
do b~gi~ it. S~ch. is, the.~I?]Y..lJ-! .. onc;ej.tJ~t and,..su_i,~~~o ·J 
the dtgmtr, of this c1ty ... We ought to make up our mmds that' 
wa7lii'iiie;iti"ble:'the more cheerfully we accept it, _the less,"', 
vehement shall we find our enemies in their attack: and. where\• 
the danger is greatest, there~ also is the final honour greatest, . 
both for a state and for a private citizen. Assuredly our f. 
fathers, when they bore up against the Persians-having no . 
such means as we possess to start from, and even compelled ' 
to abandon all that they did posse('s-both repelled the invader • 
and brought matters forward .to our actual pitch, more by . 
advised operation than by good fortune, and by a daring 'i1 

courage greater than their real power. We ought not to fall 
short of them : we must keep off our enemies in every way, 

. and leave an unimpaired power to our successors.":) , "" 
fThese animating encouragements of Perikles carried with~r 

them the majority of the assembly, so that. answer was made0t: 
to the envoys, such as he recommended, on each of the t:! 
particular points in debate. It was announced to them,~ 
moreover, on the general question of peace or war, that thet6] 
Athenians were· prepared to discuss all the grounds of ~ 
complaint agai:nst them, pursuant to the truce, by equal and~ 

~amicable arbitration-but that they would do nothing under · 
'··~jthoritative demand. 2 W~this ans~s.~ Jh~ e.uwY.~.,returned' 
• :.,to SpE:tah:J.l:!.2._a,t:t,_~d_.'!,<;S;P:!!-J;;t~~~~gQ..~!at!on.J . , . ~ 
/ . \It seems ev1aen1:-;Irom tlle accotJ.nt of TllucY.dlg_es, that the "' 
l Athenian_p~blic .::_s ~'r22g~~olirtii)n_wi~~olit "' 
- mucti'reluctance, and· great fear of the consequences, especially ~ 

des1i1i'Ction or"property in Attica ; and that a considerable ' 
minority took opposition on the Megarian dec;ree:-the ground 
skilfullf!iild'bySpartaforbreaiill'igtli;ti~a;iJ;ity of her enemy, 
and strengthening the party opposed to Perikles. But we rriay 

· also decidedly infer from the same historian-especially from 
:\\the proceedings of Corinth and Sparta as he seh them forth
~at Athens could not have avoided_.,.tb.e.-w.ar_'\Vithout,.sqch.an 

1 Thucyd. i. 143, 144. · , 
2 Thucyd. i. I45· Kal 'TOtS AaiCEOa<p.ovlo<S a:rreKplvaV'TO ry iKelvov "YVWJl.rJ 

Ka8' gl<aCT'Ta 'TE &s t.ppa!Fe, !Cal 'Tb ~6p.rrav oba<v KEAEVOfl.EJIOI 'TI"OifJCTEIV, li[KrJ a~ 
KO.'Tdo -rd.s ~uv61)Kas o-roi}!ol elva< lhaAVeu6a• wepl Twv i"Yiil\7Jp.&.-r"'v irrl tun' «al 
l!p.o('f. • ' 
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abnegation both of dignity and power ias no nation under any 
government will ever submit to, and 'as would even have left 

_}'I her without decent security for her individual rights. To 
tT ,accept the war tendered to her was a matter not merely of 
1 .,~'\prudence but of necessity :\ the tone of exaction assumed by 
~ the Spartan envoys would· have rendered concession a mere 

Yidence of weakness and fear. · As the account of Thucydides 
bears out the judgement of Perikles on this important point, 1 so 
't also shows us that Athens was not less in the right upon the 

·received principles of international dealing. It was not Athens, 
(as the Spartans 2 themselves afterwards came to feel,) but her 

' enemies, who broke the provisions of the truce, by encouraging 

~
'the revolt of Potidlea, and by I?rom_isi!lg.}mlasion of At~ica : it 
was not Athens, but her enemies, who after thus breakmg the 

'.!II truce, made a string of exorbitant demands, in order to get up 
~./'as good a case as possible for war.8 ' The case made out by 

Perikles, justifying the war on grounds both of right and 
~ 1 .prudence, is in all its main points borne out by the impartial 
:~.voic~ ?f Thucydides. And tliough itls perfectly true, that the r· ambitiOn of Athens had been great, and the mcrease of her 

power marvellous, during the thirty-five years between the 
. repulse of Xerxes and the Thirty years' truce-it is not less 
true that by that truce she lost very largely, and that she 

· acquired nothing to compensate such loss during the fourteen 
years between the truce and the Korkyrlean alliance. The 
policy of Perikles had not been one of foreign aggrandisement, 
or of increasing vexation and encroachment towards other · 
Grecian powers. Even the Korkyrlean alliance was noway 
courted by him, and was in truth accepted with paramount 
regard to the obligations of the existing truce ; while the 
circumstances, out of which that alliance grew, testify a more 

. forward ambition on the part of Corinth than on that of Athens, 
1 In spite of the contrary view taken by Plutarch, Perikles, c. 31 : and 

in his comparison of Perikl. and Fab. Max. c. 3· 
2 Thucyd. iv. 21. 01 p.tv oliv Acuce3«<p.Ov<o< 'TO<T«V'T« eiwov, rop.l(owres 'TOVs 

'A871vdovs iv 'Ttji 7rplv XPOV'I' IT'IrOV3wv i'!rt8vp. .. iv, <T<J>wv lit iv«V'T<ovp.Jvwv 
KWAV<<T8«<, li<liop.Jv'I/S lit eipfw71s lt.<Tp.~vws ~~~~e<T8al 'T< K«l 'TOUS li.v3p«s 
O.troOcfutt:LV. 

1 
• 

See also an important passage (vii. 18) about the feelings of the Spartans. 
The Spartans thought, says Thucydides, iv .,.~ 'lrpo'TfP'I' """'~'-"' (the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war) <T<J>J.,.epov .,.~ 'lr«p«vOp.'l/p.a. p.al\.l\.ov 
')'<Ve<T8a.<, g.,.. T< is lll\ch«<a.v ~l\8ov ®71/3a.'io< iv <T'Irovlia.'is, Ka.l eip'l/p.lvov lv Ta.'is 
7rpOnpov ~vv81,Ka.<s 8'1rl\a. p.~ t'lr<<J>lpew ~v MKas 6~1\.w<T< li<liov«<, «in-ol obx 
v'lr.f,Kovov ls lilK«s 7rpoKa.l\ovp.lvwv Twv 'A8'1/V«lwv· K«l liu1 'Tovn el«OTws liv<T
'Tvxe'iv .,.. lvop.c(ov, &c. 

3 Thucyd. i. 126. 811WS <T<J>[<Tw g.,.. P,E')'i<TT'I/ wporp«U<S .r'l/ 'TOV 'II"OA<p.E'iv. 
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·'tot:::'ppropriate to herself the Korkyrrean naval force. lt,LS '\ 
,.Common to asci-ibe.the Peloponnesian war to the ambition of f 

'r-;~,--- ~-A.:.M,.";.'--~__....,o~ ~:c~~-- ;u '-~-.olfa...__.;·'""·'• ' 
Aill,~ru.~~~l~~!!-..,P.l!-!!Ial,~-~~1.~<:~$$~ ~.~~~::e , ~ 
sentiment, P1!.!!Y.Jear,_Jl.~I.tly_b.atr~_9,_was on tne Slde of the tt~ 
PelopOililesians, who were not ignorant that Athens desired the~·., 
continuance of peace, but were resolved not to let her stand as~1 

sse was at the COf1clusion of.the Thirty years' truce. .~;t~ 
their p~:pose to ~_!!ack.,!l~~ZW '?.!:,_ei'~,down);~r_!;._~P~· ~as\, 
dangerous, wrongful, and ant1-Hellemc. The war was thus 
partly~a.-cO:iitest ofpriiicipl~involV!rig the_ poplllaf 'proclama3, , 

• o o ~ ... ' ~-, ~""'r .......... • ' o • ;, 
twn of the_nght of every Grecian state to autonqmy, agamst -~ 

A~~~ns'T -partly_.-~_sc>~Pa~\Y~f~~re;r;::-sp·artim _and , 
Connth1an am61t10n was not less conspicuous, and.tar more ~ 
aggrffsiveii1Tiie beginning, than Athenian.~ · -~ 

Conformably to what is here said, the firs~ blow of the~v_a!;(!.., 
was struck, not by Athens, but against her-:---.Afrerthedecistve. v, 
answer..,giVefftOt:hespa'ftanei1Voys;takeif.in conjunction with~~ 
the previous proceedings, and the preparations_ actually going·~ 
on, among the Peloponnesian confederacy~the truce could'\Y 
hardly be said to be still in force, though there was no formal \;-4 
proclamation of rupture. A few weeks passed in restricted and \,. 
mistrustful intercourse ; 1 though individuals who passed the ~ 
borders d}d ~ot yet think it necessary to take a herald .":ith ""-~ 
them, as m time of actual war. Had the excess of ambitiOn n 
been on the side of Athens compared 'Yith her enemies, this -~ 1 
was the time for her to strike the first blow, carrying with it of\f 
course great probability of success, before their preparations ~ 
were completed. But she remained strictly within the li!llits 
of the truce,· while the disastrous series of mutual agl!ressions, 
destined to tear in pieces the entrails of Hellas, was opened by 
her enemy and her neighbour. _ 

T~t!lt;,_tow,n ~o£ ~~~· still hallowed by the memorable~ 
victory over the Persians as well as by t-he tutelary consecration ' 
received from Pausanias, was the scene- of this unforeseen · 
enterprise. 1_ t stood in Bceoti.a, immediately north of Kithreron ; ~~ 
with the borders of Attica on one side, and the Theban 
territory (from which it was separated by the river As6pus) on 
the other: the distance between Platrea and Thebes being.JI 
about seventy stadia, or eight miles. Though Bceotian by 7 
descent, the Platrearis were completely separated from the.,~ 
Bceotian league,. and ~(~;,U...,~~ .. ,J-lg!l;ll.,ey,~d \ 

1 Thucyd. i. 146. br<p.!-yvvvro o' 8}LCA>S ~v a.bra.7s Ka.L 7ra.p' (,,)l:)l_{fll_ovs " 
Ecpo(-rruv, O.kr]piJI(Tws p.fv, it.vv1r67r-rws 0' oi1· cr1rovOWv 'YaP ~V'Yxuo-ts Tct ' 
"''"fVOfLEVa. 1}v, J<a.l 7rpOrpa.o-1s rov 7rOli.Ep.iiv. ' , v 
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communion of civil rights) with the Athenians, who had pro
tecfed them against the bitter enmity of Thebes, for a period 
of now nearly three generations. But in spite of this long 
prescription, the Thebans, as chiefs of the Breotian league, still 

\felt themselves wronged by the separation of Platrea. An 
_a. oligarchical faction of wealthy Platreans espoused their cause,l 

~
ith a view of subverting the democratical government of the 

town-of destroying its leaders, their political rivals-and 
of establishing an oligarchy with themselves as the chiefs. 

, ~aukleides, and others of this faction, entered into a secret 
~~onspiracy with Eurymachus and the oligarchy of Thebes. To 
T both it appeared a tempting prize, since war was close at hand, 
, to take advantage of this ambiguous interval, before watches 
J had been placed and the precautions of a state of war com-

'

'menced. They resolved to surprise the town of Platcea in the 
ght, during a period of religious festival, in order that the 

opulation might be most completely off their guard.2 Accord
gly on a rainy night towards the close of March, 431 B.c.,8 

body of rather more than 300 The ban hoplites, commanded 
lJ two of the Breotarchs, Pythangelus and Diemporus, and 

~ncluding Eurymachus in the ranks, presented themselves at 
~the gate of Platcea during the first sleep of the citizens. 
~ ~aukleides and his partisans opened the gate and conducted 
/Jthem to the agora, which they reached and occupied in military 
,(' ~rder without the least resistance. The best part of the 

Theban military force was intended to arrive at Platcea by 
break of day, in order to support them.4 

1 Thucyd. ii. 2. /3ovli.O!J.EVOI lolas ~J!Et<a ovvdp.ews ll.vopas T€ TWJI 'II"OAITii>V 
-rolls 11</>io ,,, {mevav-rlovs 01acp8eipa1, t<al T~W '11"071.1> -rois 0'1J/3alols '11"potf'II"Oifi1Tal : 
also iii. 65, /l.vopes o/ 'll"pWTOI t<al Xpfip.aiTI t<al 'Y,IJ€1, &c. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 56. 
3 Thucyd. ii. 2. ll.pa ~p1 &.pxop,vrp-seems to indicate a period rather 

before than after the first of April : we may consider the bisection of the 
Thucydidean year into 8'pos and x•1p.wv as marked by the equinoxes. His 
summer and winter are each a half of the year (Thucyd. v. 20), though 
Poppo erroneously treats the Thucydidean winter as only four months 
(Poppo, Proleg. i. c. v. p. 72, and ad Thucyd. ii. 2 : see F. W. Ullrich, 
Beitrage zur Erkllirung des Thukydid(!s, p. 32, Hamburg, 1846). 

4 Thucyd. ii. 2-5. 6Jp•vo1 15~ ~s -rnv &.-yop?t.v -r?t. li'll"lo.a . ••• 
t<al &.v•i''ll"•v o t<fipvE, d TIS {3ovll.•-ral t<a-r?t. -r?t. 'lt"d-rp•a -rwv 1rdv-rwv Bolc.JTWII 
~vppax•i'v, -rl6•118a1 'lt"ap' all-rolls -r?t. li1rll.a. 

Dr. Arnold has a note upon this passage, explaining Ti8€1t6~1 or OE118a1 
-rii 81rll.a to mean, "piling the arms," or getting rid of their spears and 
shields by piling them all in one or more heaps. He says-" The 
Thebans, therefore, as usual on a halt, proceeded to pile their arms, and 
by inviting the Platreans to come and pile theirs with them, they meant 
that they should come in arms from their $everal houses to join them, and 
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Naukleides and pis friends, following the instincts of political 

antipathy, were eager to conduct the Thebans to the houses of 
their opponents the democratical leaders, in order that the 
latter might be seized or despatched. Buf to this the. The bans 1 
would not consent. Believing themselves now masters of the t 
town, and certain of a large reinforcement at daylight, they~ 
tpought they could overawe the citizens into an apparently~ 
willing acquiescence in their terms, without any actual violence:"\ ' 
They wishe<;I moreover rather to soften and· justify, than to • ·' 
aggravate, the gross public wrong already committed. Accord~:. 
ingly their herald was directed to invite by public proclama'- . 
tion all ·Platceans who were willing to return to their ancient '· 
sympathies of race and to the Bceotian confederacy, that they 
should come forth and take station as brethren in the armed 
tanks of the Thebans. And the Platce:ms, suddenly roused~ ; 

thus naturally pile their spears and shields with those of their friends, to . 
be taken up together with theirs, whenever there should be occasion either.' · 
to march or to fight." The same explanation of the phrase had before been ·' ' 
given by Wesseling and Larcher, ad Herodot. ix. 52; though Bahr on 
the passage is more satisfactory. · . • 

Both Poppo and Goller also sanction Dr. Arnold's explanation: yet I • 
cannot but think that it is unsuitable to the passage before us, as well as to 
several other passages in which "Tl6etr0cu 'Ttt 81r;>.a occurs: there may be ' 
other passages in which it will suit, but as a general explanation it 
appears to me inadmissible. In most cases_ the words mean "armati 
consist ere "-to ground arms-'-to maintain rank, resting· the spear and 
shield (see Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 4, 12) upon the ground. In the incident 
now before us, the Theban hoplites enter Platrea, a strange town, 
with the population decidedly hostile, and likely to be provoked more 
than. ever by this surprise ; add to which, that it is pitch dark and 
a rainy night. Is it likely that the first thing which they do will be 
to· pile .their anns? The darkness alone would render 'it a slow and 
uncertain operation to resume the arms : so that when the Platreans 
attacked them, as they did quite suddenly and unexpectedly, and while it 
was yet dark, the Thebans would have been (upon Dr. Arnold's supposi
tion) altogether defenceless and unarmed (see ii. 3· 1rpo<re·/3all.&v 'TE 

ebOvs (ol Oll.a..-aci)s) ""l ~s x•<pas ffetrav t<a'Ttt ..-&xos)-whfch certainly 
they were not. ·Dr. Arnold's explanation may suit the case of_the soldier in 
camp, but certainly not that of the soldier in presence of an enemy, or 
under Circumstances of danger : the difference of the two will be found 
illustrated in Xenophon, Hellenic. ii. 4, 5, 6. , 

Nor do- the passages referred to· by Dr. Arnold himself bear out his 
interpretation of the phrase .,-{OetrOac 'Ttt 81rll.a. That interpretation is 
moreover not conveniently applicable either to Thucyd. vii. J, or viii. zs
decidedly inapplicable to iv. 68 (Orw&p.evov 'Ta 81rll.a), in the description of 
the night attack on Megara, very analogous to this ripon Platrea-and not 
less decidedly inapplicable to two passages of Xenophon's Anabasis, i. 5, 
!4; iv~ 3, 7·-J 

Schneider, in the Lexicon appended to his edition' of Xenophon's Ana
basis, has a long but not very ·distinct article upon .,.£6etr0ac 'Ttt lhrll.a. 
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from sleep by the astounding news that their great enemy was 
master of the town, supposed amidst the darkness that the 
number of assailants was far greater than the reality: so that in 
spite of their strong attachment to Athens, they thought their 
case hopeless, and began to open negotiations. But finding 
out soon, in spite of the darkness, as the discussion proceeded, 
that the real numbers of the Thebans were not greater than 
could be dealt with-they speedily took courage and determined 
to attack them ; establishing communication with each other 
by breaking through the walls of their private houses, in order 
that they might not be detected in moving about in the streets 
or ways L-and forming barricades with waggons across such 
of these ways as were suitable. 

A little before daybreak, when their preparations were fully 
completed, they sallied forth from their houses to the attack, 
and immediately came to close quarters with the Thebans. 
The latter, still fancying themselves masters of the town and 
relying upon a satisfactory close to the discussions when day
light should arrive, now found themselves surprised in their 
turn, and under great disadvantages. Having been out all 
night under a heavy rain-they were enclosed in a town which 
they did not know, with narrow, crooked, and muddy ways, 
such as they would have had difficulty in tracking out even by 
daylight. Nevertheless, on finding themselves suddenly assailed 
they got as well as they could into close order, and repelled the 
Plat<eans two or three times. The attack was repeated with 
loud shouts, while the women also screamed, howled, and threw 
tiles from the flat-roofed houses, until at length the Thebans 

1 Thucyd. ii. 3· ~aGJ<~< oOv brcxecprrrla ~iva<, J<al ~vv<il.e'Yowro 15cop6rr
lTDYT€S ToVs KotvoUs -rulxovs trap, U.AA~Aous, 81rws p.fJ Odt -rWv OOWv cpavepol dunv 
i6v-res, Cr.p.cf.~as oe li.veu TWV inro(u'}'lwv ~s n\s OOoVs Ka8lcr'TaCTav, Yva &.vTl 
Hixovs if, t<al Tili\il.a ~~-hpTVov, &c. 

I may illustrate this by a short extract from the letter of M. Marrast, 
mayor of Paris, to the National Assembly, written during the formidable 
insurrection of June 25, 1848, in that city, and describing the proceedings 
of the insurgents: "Dans Ia plnpart des rues longues, etroites, et cou
vertes de barricades qui vont de !'Hotel de Ville a Ia Rue St. Antoine, 
la garde nationale mobile, et la troupe de ligne, ont du faire le siege de 
chaque maison; et ce qui rendait l'reuvre plus perilleuse, c'est que le.; in
surges avaient etabli, de chaque maison a chaque maison, des communi
cations interieures qui reliaient les maisons entre elles, en sorte q u 'ils 
pouvaient se rendre, comme par une allee couverte, d'un point eloigne 
jusqu'au centre d'une suite de barricades qui les protegeaient." (Lettre 
publiee dans le journal, Le National, June 26, 1848.) 

A similar establishment of internal communication between adjoining 
houses in the street, was one of the most memorable features of the heroic 
defence of Saragossa against the French, in the Peninsular ~'ar. 
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became qism,ay~~Q~<1~en. But flight was not less 'difficult 
than resistance ; for they could not find their way out of the 
city, and even the g!).te by which they entered; the only one\ 
open, had been closed by a Platrean citizen who thrust into it 
the point of a javelin in ylace of the peg w~ereby the bar was~ 
commonly held fast. Dispersed about the city and pursued by~ 
men who knew every inch of the grou~d; some ran to the top I 
of the wall, and juinped down on the outside, most of them~ 
perishing in. the attempt-a few .others escaped' through an' 
unguarded gate, by cutting through the bar with. a hatchet 
which a woman gave to them--,while the greater number ran 
into the open doors of a large barn or building in conjunction 
with the wall, mistaking these doors for an approach to the 
town-gate. They were here blocked upi'without .a chance of' 
escape, and the Platrean.s at first thought of setting fire to the 
building. But at length a convention was concluded, whereby 
they;· as well as the other The bans in the City, agreed to 
surrender at discretion.1 · • 

Had the reinforcements from Thebes arrived at the expected 
hour, this ~isaster .would have been averted. But the heavy· 
rain and dark night retarded their whole march, while the river 
As6pus was so much swollen .as to be with difficulty fordable : 
so that before they reached the gates of Platrea, their comrades 
within were either slain or captured. Which fate had befalle~ 
them, the Thebans without could not tell: but they immediately ' 
resolved to seize ·what they could find, persons as . well as~ 
property, in the Platrean territory (no precautions having been\ 
taken as yet to. guard against the perils of war by keeping 
within the walls), in order that they might have something tp 
exchange for such The bans .as were prisoners. Before this step 1 

could be executed, however, a herald came forth from the town 
to remonstrate with them upon their unholy proceeding in 
having so flagrantly violated the truce, and especially to warn 1 

them not to do any wrong withouf the walls. If they retired 
without inflicting furth.er mischief, their prisoners within should 
be given up to tliem ; if otherwise, these prisoners would be 1 

slain immediately. A convention having been concluded arid 
sworn to on this basis, the Thepans retired :without apy active 
measures. ' )' 

Such at least was the The ban account of what preceded their 
retirement. · But the Platreans gave a different statement.; 
denying tl:lat they had made any categorical promise or sworn 

1 Thucyd. ii. 3,, 4· 
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any oath-and affirming that they had engaged for nothing 
except to suspend any decisive step with regard to the 
prisoners, until discussion had been entered into to see if a 
satisfactory agreement could be concluded. 

~ 
As Thucydides records both of these statements, without 

1 ntimating to which of the two he himself gave the preference, 
we may presume that both of them found credence with 

t~spectable persons. The Theban story is undoubtedly the 
f. ost probable : but the Platreans appear to have violated the 

~nderstanding, even upon their own construction of it. For 
~} no sooner had the Thebans retired, than they (the Platreans) 
~astily brought in their citizens and the best of their moveable 
~ property within the walls, and then slew all their prisoners 

f9rthwith, without ever entering intOtbe.forliiaiifies of negotia
ion.--Tl:le prisoners thus put to death, among whom was 

Eurymachus himself, were 180 in number.1 

~ On the first entrance of the Theban assailants at night, 
~ ,t messenger had started from Platrea to carry the news to 1 ~_:hens : a second messenger followed him to report the victory 
~ nd capture of the prisoners, as soon as it had been achieved. 
-b ,The Athenians sent back a herald without delay, enjoining the 
~\YPlatreans to take no step respecting the prisoners until consult
" ation should be had with Athens. Perikles doubtless feared 
• ,; what turned out to be the fact; for the prisoners had been 
P". slain before his messenger could arrive. Apart from the terms 
~f the convention, and looking only to the received practice of 

• 1 Thucyd. ii. 5, 6; Herodot. vii. 233· Demosthen~s (cont. Nereram, 
c. 25, p. I379) agrees with Thucydides in the statement that the Platreans 
slew their prisoners. From whom Diodorus borrowed his inadmissible 
story, that the Platreans gave up their prisoners to the The bans, I cannot 
tell (Diodor. xii. 41, 42). 

The passage in this Oration against N erera is also curious, both as it 
agrees with Thucydid<ls on many points and as it differs from him on 
several others : in some sentences, even the words agree with Thucydides 
(6 -yap 'A<Tw1rbs 1ro-rap.bs P.~'Yas ~pp{rq, Kalllta.B7lvat ob {!45wv ~v, &c. : com· 
pare Thucyd. ii. 2) ; while on other points there is discrepancy. Demo· 
sthen@s (or the Pseudo-Demosthen@s) states that Archidamus king of 
Sparta planned the surprise of Platrea-that the Platreans only discovered, 
when morning dawned, the small real number of the The bans in the town 
-that the larger body of Thebans, when they at last did arrive near 
Platrea after the great delay in their march, were forced to retire by the 

• numerous force arriving from Athens, and that the Platreans then destroyed 
their prisoners in the town. Demosthenes mentions nothing about any 
convention between the Platreans and the Thebans without the town, 
respecting the Theban prisoners within. : 

On every point on which the narrative of Thucydid@s differs from that 
. of Demosthen@s, the forme~ stands out as the most coherent and credible. 
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ancient warfare, their destruction ~ould not be denounced a~ ,AI 
unusually cruel, though the Thebans afterwards, when fortun'V J:V 

was in their favour, chose. to designate it as such.1 . But: $1 
impartial contemporaries would· notice, and the Athenians in .~.·, 
particular would de(':ply lament, the glaring impolicy of the act:~ 
For Thebes, the best thing of all would of course be ,to get <:~ 

. back her captured citizens forthwith: but next to that, the'(o ~~ 
least .evil would be, to hear that they had. been put to death. ~;.] 
In the hands of the Athenians and Platreans, they would havet\V. 
been the means of obtaining from her much more valuable :-) ' 
sacrifices than their lives, considered as a portion of The ban '•, )t 
power, were worth : so strong was the feeling of sympathy for "1~ ·, 
imprisoned citizens, several ofthem men of rank and importance, .. ·; 
-as rna y be seen by the past conduct of Athens aft.er the .. ,., , , 
b~le.,of.,..~9J:<2!2t:!ltt• and by that of Sparta (hereafter to be-; : 
recounted) after the taking of Sphakteria. The Platreans, I ·.· 
obeying the simpfe""1~Ti'fi'Cf'bf'Wi.~dvengeance, threw '• 
away this great political advantage, which the more long-sighted ~t.Z4 
Perikles would gladly have turned to account.. ~.tr' •. 

At the t_ime when the Ather:i:~.ns sent thei~ herald to ~latrea~'f 
they al~o rss~ed ord~rs for serzmg all'. Bce<;>trans w~10 rrirght be ~Q,.J 
found m Attica; whrle they lost no trme m sendmg forces to fl · 
provision Platrea and placing it on the footing of a garrison \.til. 
town, removing to Athens the old men and sick, with the ':~ 
women and chil~ren. No complaint. or ~iscussion respecting -~ 
the recent surpnse, was thought of by erther party, It was Xu': 
evident to both that the war was now actually begun-that."",d'1 
nothing was to be thou. ght of except the means. of carrying it \11'"...,) 
on-and that there could be no further personal intercourse·~. 
except unper the protection of heralds. 2 The incident at~ 
Plat~, striking it?- all it~ points, wound_ ~p all partie~ to the ~ 
full prtch of warlike excrtement. A spmt of tesolutwn and 
enterprise was abroad everywhere, especially among those ·i 
younger citizens, yet unacquainted with .the actual bitterness of~ 
war: ~hom the long· truce but just broken had raised up. And 
the contagion of high-strung feeling spread from the leading . 
combatants into every comer of Greece,. manifesting itself\.. \ 
partly in multiplied oracles, prophecies, and religious legends~1 
adapted to the rpoment.a A recent earthquake at Delos, too, r 
as well as various other extraordinary physical phrenomena, • 
were construed as pr9gnostics of the awful struggle impending-

1 Thucyd~iii. 66. 2 Thucyd. ii. I-6. 
8 Thucyd. ii. 7, 8. lj Te il.!l./1.71 'E!I.l\lts ... aCTa JI.ETowpos i)v, ~vvwu<Twv 

7WV 7rpW7wv 1rti!l.ewv, 
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a penod fatally marked not less by eclipses, earthquakes, 
drought, famine, and pestilence, than by the direct calamities 
9fwar.1 • 

!:
.,. ;An aggression so unwarrantable as the assault on Platrea 
ended doubtless to strengthen the unanimity of the Athenian 

assembly, to silence the opponents of Perikles, and to lend 
additional weight to those frequent exhortations 2 whereby the 

• great statesman was wont to sustain the courage of his country
en. Intelligence was sent round to forewarn and hearten up 

~ ~ numerous allies of Athens, tribut_ary as w~ll as free. The 
7 h_tter, with the exception of the Thessalians, Akarnanians, and 
r~;';essenians at Naupaktus, were all insular-Chians, Lesbians, 

orkyrreans, and Zakynthians. To the island of Kephallenia, 
e Athenians sent envoys, but it was not actually acquired 
their alliance until a few months afterwards.3 With the 

karna11ians; .too, their connexion had only been commenced 
sliorftime before, seemingly during the preceding summer, 

rising out of the circumstances of the town of Argos in 
mphilochia.) 
That town, situated on the southern coast of the Ambrakian 

Gulf, was originally occupied by a portion of the Amphilochi, 
a non-Hellenic tribe, whose lineage apparently was something 
intermediate between Akarnanians and Epirots. Some colonists 
from Ambrakia, ·having been admitted as co-residents with 
the Amphilochian inhabitants of this town, presently expelled 
them, and retained the town with its territory exclusively for 
themselves. The expelled inhabitants, fraternising with their 
fellow tribes around as well as with the Akarnanians, looked 
out for the means of restoration ; and in order to obtain it, 
invited the assistance of Athens. {Accordingly the Athenians 
sent an .expedition of thirty triremes under Phormio, who, 
joining the Amphilochifl.ns.. and. AkarJ;J.anians, attacked and 
carried Argos, reduced the Ambrakiots to slavery, and restored 
the town to the Amphilochians and Akarnanians. It was on 
this occasion that the alliance of the Akarnanians with Athens 
was first concluded, and that their personal attachment to the 
Athenian admiral Phormio commenced.4 ) 

1 Thucyd. i. 23. / 
2 Thucyd. ii. 13. II:Tr<p teal 7rpo-r<pov, &c. tx.e-y< 5€ teal ll.x.x.a, oTd ... <p 

€ i c:, 8 E t' TI<ptKX.ijs ~s a'TrOii<l{tV TOV 'TrEPtfiT€1T8at TqJ 'TrOAffJ.'P· 
3 Thucyd. ii. 7, 22, 30. 
4 Thucyd. ii. 68. The time at which this expedition of Phormio and 

the capture of Argos happened, is not precisely marked by .Thncydides. 
Bnt his words seem to imply that it was before the cummencement of the 
war, as Poppo oliserves. Phormia was -sent to Chalkidike about October 
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-The numerous subjects of Athens, whose contributions stood 

embodied in the annual tribute, were distributed all over and 
around .the LEgean,. including all the islands north of Krett;!,~ 
with the exception of Melos and Thera.l Moreover tht;fl 
elements of force collected in Athens itself were' fully worthyV 
of the1metropolis of so great an_ empire. Perikles co!lld make< 
a report to his countrymen of 300 triremes fit for active service,; ~ 
12oo horsemen arid horse-bowmen; Iqoo bowmen; and the~J 
great force of all, not less than 2g,ooo hoplites:_mostly citizens;...
but in part also metics. The chosen portion of these hoplites,,'' 
both .as to age and as -to equipment, were 13,ooo in number~· .. 
while the remaining I6,ooo, incl!lding the elder and youngeri'y; 
citizens and the metics, did garrison duty on the walls 

1
o(f. 

Athens and Peineus-on the long line' of wall which. connected.~, 
Athens both with Peirreus and Phalerum~and in the varimi~ :~ 
fortified posts both in and· out of Att.ica. In addition to thes~;~ 

\ large military and naval forces, the city possessed in tne:,; 
j" acropolis an accumulated treasure of coined silver amounting · 
~tO not less thaUOOOO ta]ents, Or about £ I,400,000i derived 

from animal laying by of tribute from the allies and perhaps of 
other revenues besides. The treasure had at one time been as 
large as gJoo talents, or about £2,23o,ooo, but the 'cost of the 

~. recent religious and architectural decorations at Athens, as 
·well as th\0! siege of Potidrea, had reduced it to '6o6o. More
over the acropolis and the temples throughout the city were 
rich in votive offerings, deposits, sacred plate, and silver imple
ments for 'the processions and festivais, &c., _to an amount 
estimated at more than soo· talents, while the great statue of 
the 'goddess recently set up by Pheidias in the Parthenon, 
composed of ivory and gold, included a quantity of the latter 
metal not less than 40 talents in weight-equal in value to. 
more than 400 talents of silver--:-and all of it so arranged that 
it could be taken off from the statue at pleasure. · In alluding 
to these sacred valuables among the resources of the state, 
Periklt'!s spoke o.f_t~only_~_Qp_ep _to be so applied in case 
of neea;-wiTii the firm resolution of replacing them during the . 
first season of prosper~ty, just as th~, Corint~ians had propos~~> 
to borrow from Delph1 and Olympm. Bes1des the board th:us ,] 

1? actually in ha~d, there ~e in a large anpual revenue, amounting_:. 

Yor November 432 B.C. (i. 64): ·and the expedition against Argos probably · 
occurred between· that event and the naval conflict of Korkyrreans and 

t
·. Athenians lgainst Corinthians with their allies; Ambrakiots included-;

which conflict had happened in the preceding spring. 
1 Thucyd. ii. 9· 
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under the single head of tribute from the subject-allies, to 
6oo talents, equal to about £r38,ooo; besides all other items,1 

il making up a general total of at least. rooo talents, or about 
, • £ 2'3o,ooo. 
'' To this formidable catalogue of means for war, were to be 
~added other items not less important~ out which did not admit 
•"'.Of;£ being weighed and numbered ; the unrivalled maritime ! 

~s~ill and discipli~e of t~e_ seamen-the d:~ocra_tii::,ars<=:n~iment, ; 
~hke fervent and unammous, of the general mass of c1t1zens- ' 

the superior development of directing intelligence. And 
n we consider that the enemy liad indeed QI1 his side an · ~....}.;istible land-force, but scarcely anything else-few ships, 

~~-·trained seamen, no funds, no powers of combination or 
CN'W!hdship-we may be satisfied that there were ample materials 

for an orator like Perikles to draw an encouraging picture of ; 
e future. He could depict Athens as holding Peloponnesus-' 
1der siege by means of her navy and a chain of insular 

posts; 2 and he could guarantee success 3 as the sure reward 
of persevering, orderly, and well-considered exertion, combined 
with firm endurance under a period of temporary, but un-.. 
avoidable suffering; and combined too with another condition 
hardly less difficult for Athenian temper to comply with
abstinence from seductive speculations of distant enterprise, 
while their force was required by the necessities of war near 
home. 4 But such prospects were founded upon a long-sighted 
calculation, looking beyond immediate loss and therefore ill
calculated to take hold of the mind of an ordinary citizen-or 
at any rate likely to be overwhelmed for the moment by the 
pressure of actual hardship.) Moreover, the best which Perikles 
could promise was a successful resistance-the unimpaired 

1 maintenance of that great empire to which Athens had become 
.$"accustomed; a policy purely conservative, without any stimulus 
~ from the hope of positive acquisition-and not only without 
f ~he sympathy of other states, but with feelings of simple 
~~quiescence on the part of most of her allies-of strong 

.f hostility everywhere else. 
~ On all these la~ter _po!nts the position of the Peloponn~sian 
~-~1 Thucyd. ii. 13; Xenophon, Anabas. vii. 4· 
~ 2 Thucyd. ii. 7· &s /3</3a(ws 1rlp<~ T~l' llelv11rOI'J111<TOV KaTo.?rol\.Ep.{JtroVTES. 

vi. 90. 1rEpt~ '7'~/1' ilEA01rhVV7JITOV 'li"OAtOpKOV>'TES. , 
s Thucyd. ii. 6s. TOITOVTOI' Ttji neptKAEt br•pltriTEVIT<! TOTE atp' ifw abTOS 

1rpo€rv,, K«l 1rdvv &v pqJilws 1rEp<-yev€u8o.L -riilv llEA01rOVV'l]ITlwv aVT{;w T<ji 
'li"OAE/J.q>• " 

4 Thucyd. i. 144. :f)v ~eb .. .,.,.. &px!,v .,.. p.ij ~'ll"uc-riiu8at G.fUJ. 7J'o;>..ep.ovv-r•s, 
Kal Kwavvov~ (l.b(Jatpl-rovs p.~ 1rpoa•rl6e<r8a,t. 
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alliance was far more' epcgura,ging. _ .So ·powerful a body~of 

I confeoerates hadne~erb~~ot'together-not even to resist , 
...-Xerx~s. Notonlythe,entire strength of I_'eloponnesus (excep'O 

Argetans and Achreans, both of whom were neutral at first, ,_. 
though the. Achrean town of Pellene joined even at _ th~ 
beginning, and all the rest subsequently) was brought together, -~ 
but also the Megarians, Bceotians, Phokians, · Opun_ tian LokriansJ(\ 
Ambrakiots, Leukactians and Anaktorians. Among these, "'J 
Cori_nth, Megar~, Sikyon, Pell~ne, Eliii; A~brakia, ~n~ _Leu~a~·~ 
furmshed mar1t1me force, whtle the Bceotlans, Phoklans, and l' 
Lokrians supplied cavalry. Many of these ,cities however(;} 
supplied hoplites besides j but the remainder of the co'n- _I 

federates furnished hoplites only. - It was upon this latter(f.' 
force, not omitting the powerful Bceotian cavalry, that the mairf~
reliance was placed; especially for the first and most impbrtant. · 
operation of the war-the <levastatioQ of~Atti~ Bound. , 

! toge~~4~gg~f!-'"§!i:ve antiEathy~ 
~,to Athens, tfie wfiole qmfecleracy was full of, fiope and con-~ 

fidencefor this immediate forward march-gratifying at once 
.. both to their hatred and to their love of plunder, by the hand 

of destruction laid upon the richest country in Greece'--and 
presenting a chance even of terminating the war _at once, if the 
pride .of-the Athenians should be so intolerably stung as to 
provoke them to come out and fight. Certainty of immedia~e 
success, at the first outset-a common purpose to be accom· 
plished and a common enemy to be put down, with favourable 
sympathies throughout Greece-all these circumstances filled 
the Peloponnesians with sanguine hopes at the beginning of 
the war. And the general persuasion was, that At~ns, even 
if not reduced to. submission by the first invasion, could not 'l 
possibly hold out more than two or three summers againsttne ·:.... 
repetitiorf1:lfl:niSdestructive process.l Stronglydid this con- , 
fidence contrast with· the proud and resolute submission to ~
necessity, not without desponding anticipations of the· result, ::/ 
which reigned among .the auditors of Perikles.2 ·_ 

But though the Peloponnesians entertained confident belief 
1 Thucyd. vii. 28. 8uot Ka.'T' &px?ts Toil 1roA.Ip.ov, t?[ pJv EvzavT6v, ol ~ 

0~ ·o6o, o/ OE TptwV ')'€ l-rwv oVoels 7T7\e£w XPOVOJI, iv6p.t(ov • 
-:reptolu etv 'ai>-rovs (the Athenians), •i ol llei\o7Tovv{Ju<ot lu[3r171.otev • 
h -r'l,v xwpav: compare v. 14- - -

2 Thucyd. vi. II. a,a. T~ 1rap0. "yVW!J.1JV al.-rwv, 1r_pos a l<f>o- • 
/3€iu8e: -ro _1Tpw-rov, 1TEpt')'•')'•vfiu8ctt, KaTa<f>po>"fJuav-r•s •-I/07J Kal -rfis ', 
~'"eil.las ~cpleuee. It is Nikias, who, in dissuading the expedition against 
Syracus~, reminds the Athenians of their past despondency at the beginning 
of the "Jar. J • · . 
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of carrying their point by simple land-campaign, they did not 

/neglect auxiliary preparations for naval and prolonged war. 
•The Lacedremonians resolved to make up the naval force 
jtlready existing among themselves and their allies to an aggre

ate of soo triremes ; chiefly by the aid of the friendly Dorian 
ities on the Italian and Sicilian coast. Upon each of them a 

~ ecific contribution was imposed, together with a given con-
~ t gent ; orders being transmitted to them to make such 
,~.,s reparations silently without any immediate declaration of 
,'i" hostility against Athens, and even without refusing for the 
l"present to admit any single Athenian ship into their harbours.1 

~ Besides this, the Lacedremonians laid their schemes for sending 
envoys to the Persian king and to other barbaric powers
a remarkable evidence of melancholy revolution in Grecian 
affairs, when that potentate, whom the common arm of Greece 
had so hardly repulsed a few years before, was now invoked to 
bring the Phcenician fleet again into the lEgean for the purpose 
of crushing Athens. } 

The invasion of Attica however without delay was the 
primary object to be accomplished; and for that the Lacedre
monians issued circular orders immediately after the attempted 
surprise of Platrea. Though the vote of the allies was requisite 
to sanction any war, yet when that vote had once been passed, 
the Lacedremonians took upon themselves to direct all the 
measures of execution. Two-thirds of the hoplites of each 
confederate city-apparently two-thirds of a certain assumed 
rating for which the city was held liable in the books of the 
confederacy, so that the Bceotians and others who {urnished 
cavalry, were not constrained to send two-thirds of their entire 

~ force of hoplites-were summoned to be present on a certain 
r,· day at the isthmus ot Corinth, with provisions and equipment 
,~ an expedition of some length.2 On the day named, the 'f. tire force was found duly assembled. The Spartan king 
~ Archidamus, on taking the command, addressed to the com-
~anders and principal officers from each city a discourse of 

'1..~ solemn warning as well as encouragement. His remarks were 
P\._ directed chiefly to abate the tone of sanguine over-confidence 
~Jt~hich reigned in the army. After adverting to the magnitude 
~ ~f the occasion, the mighty impulse agitating all Greece, and 
~ e:t general good wishes which accompanied them against an 

,, 1 Thucyd. ii. 7· Diodorus says that the Italian and Sicilian allies were 
~ required to furnish 200 triremes (xii. 41). Nothing of the kind seems to 

have been actually furnished. 
2 Thucyd. ii. ro-1 2. 
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enemy so much hat~d-he admonished them not to Jet their 
great superiority of numbers and bravery seduce them into a 
spirit of rash disorder: ,"We are about to attack (he said) an · 1 
enemy admirably equipped in every way, so that we,may expect.-. 
certainly that they will come out and fight,1 even if they be not,,/.~ 
now actually on the march to meet us at the ,border, at least 1 

• • 

when they see us in their territory ravaging and destroying' • · 
their property. All men exposed to any uimsual indignity , 
become incensed, and act more under passion than under\ 
calculation, when it is actually brought under their £<yes : much ~' 
more will the Athenians do so; accustomed as they are to · · '_ 
empire, arid to ravage the territory of others rather than to see · 
their own so treated." · . 
I ~~~ediately on the army being assemb!ed, Archidam~s s~nt ) 

Meles1ppus as envoy to Athens to announce the coming m- p tl 
vasion, being still in hopes that the Athenians would yield. ·~~ 
But a resolution had been already adopted, at the instance of ~ 
Perikles, to receive neither herald nor .envoy froitt the Lacedre;,.A\1 
monians when on.ce their ~rmy was on its march: so tha~ ~ 

1 Melesip_Rqs ~wasl§.~nt back without even being permitted to. ·,;) 
e~teJ:Ui~~1:"He"=-~e're'd~t~~i~tlie-l:;territtir~,.l5efore '1'.1 
sunset; Witli gmdes to accompany him and· prevent him from /1 

, addressing a word,to any one. On parting from his guides at 
the border, Melesippus exclaimed,2 with a solemnity but too 
accurately justified, by the event-" This day . will be the 
beginni!lg of many calamities to the. Greeks.~} · · 

Archidamus, as .soon as the receptiOn of his last envoy was 
made known to him, continued his march from the isthmus 
into Attica,-which territory he entered by the road of CEnoe, 
the frontier Athenian fortress of Attica towards Bceotia. His "' 
march was slow, and' he thought it necessary to make a regular ~: 1 

attack on the fort of <Enoe, which had been put into so good a 
state of defence, that after all the various modes of assault, in 
which the Laced3'!monians were not skilful, had been tried in '' 
vain 8-and after a delay of several days before the place,-he 
was· compelled to renounce th.e attempt. 

r <f • 1 1 Thucyd. ii. H. tfJun XP~ Kal .,.cfvv ~;~,.,.[(•w IM p.ctX'IJS Uvat abToV<, <l . !' , 
p.~ KaL VVV !IJpp.'I}VTat, /" tf oti7t.,' 7tctpECTf'EV, ail.?-' gTaV ~V Tp ')'p bpwutv 1)p.Q.s 
3povn&s .,.. Kal Tlr.K<tv"'" tp8ElpovTas. , 

These reports of speeches are of great value as preserving a record_ of 
the' feelings and expectations of actors, apart from the result of events. 
What .Archidanius so .confidently anticipated did not come to. pass. ' 

2 Tnucyd. ii. 12. , . 
3 .Thucyd. ii. 19. 1tiiuav lo.!av 11'EtpcluavTes oOK ~o6vavTo ~il.iiv. The 

situation of CEno& is not exactly agreed upon by topographical inquirers·: 
VOL. VI. . G 

" .. j··· 

' t ' 
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The want of enthusiasm on the part of the Spartan king-his 

multiplied delays, first at the isthmus, next in the march, and 
lastly before CEnoe-were all offensive to the fiery impatience 
of the army, who were loud in their murmurs against him. He 
acted upon the calculation already laid down in his discourse 
at Sparta 1-that the highly-cultivated soil of Attica was to be 
looked upon as a hostage for the pacific dispositions of the 
Athenians, who would be more likely to yield when devastation, 
though not yet inflicted, was nevertheless impending and at 
their doors. In this point of view, a little delay at the border 
was no disadvantage; and perhaps the partisans of peace at 
Athens may have encouraged him to hope that it would enable 
them to prevail. 

Nor can we doubt that it was a moment full of difficulty to 
Perikles at Athens. He had to proclaim to all the proprietors 
in Attica the painful truth, that they must prepare to see their 
lands and houses overrun and ruined ; and that their persons, 
families, and moveable property must be brought in for safety 
either to Athens, or to one of the forts in the territory-or 
carried across to one of the neighbouring islands. It would 
indeed make a favourable impression when he told them that 
Archidamus was his own family friend, yet only within such 
limits as consisted with duty to the city : in case therefore the 
invaders, while ravaging Attica, should receive instruction to 
spare his own lands, he would forthwith make them over to the 
state as public property. Such a case was likely enough to 
arise, if not from the personal feeling of Archidamus, at least 
from the deliberate manceuvre of the Spartans, who would seek 
thus to set the Athenian public against Perikles, as they had 
tried to do before by demanding the banishment of the sacri
legious Alkm~onid race.2 But though this declaration from 
Perikles would doubtless provoke a hearty cheer, yet the lesson 
which he had to inculcate-not simply for admission as prudent 

it ·was near Eleutherre, and on one of the roads from Attica into Bceotia 
(Harpokration, v. Olvo11; Herodot. v. 74). Archidamus marched pro
bably from the Isthmus over Geraneia, and fell into this road in order 
to receive the junction of the Bceotian contingent after it had crossed 
Kithreron. 

l Thucyd. i. 82 ; ii. r8. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 13: compare Tacitus, Histor. v. 23. "Cerealis, insulam 

Batavorum hostiliter populatus, agros Civilis, notd arlt ducum, intactos 
sinebat." Also Livy, ii. 39· 

Justin affirms that the Lacedremonian invaders actually did leave the 
lands of Perikles uninjured, and that he made them over to the people 
(iii. 7). Thucydides does not say whether the case really occurred: see 
also Polyrenus, i. 36. 
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policy, but for actual practice~ was one .p~vo~ting alike to the~ 
immedi;tte interest1 the dignity, and the sympathies of .his 
countrymen. I To see their lands all rav~geq, witpout r_a~s!_ng 1[t 
an arm to def'end them-to carry awaytheu.w1ves and fam1hes, .. v_ 
and to dese!!.'a!!d <USJ?_!~e ~~~U..U.t!'¥-..!~i2.eJl~~~' a8' they, 
had aone dunng the Pers1an mvas10n-,-all.m tlie confidence of 
compensation in other ways and of remote ultimate success~ 
were recommendations which 2robably no one b.ut Perikles 
could hare:h"Oped:toenforce. 1 Theywere moreover_The. more 
painful to execute, inasmuch }s the_ Athenian citizens_ had .very 
generally retained the habits of residing permanently, not in 
Athens, but in the various demes of AttiCa; many, of which 
still preserved theirtemples, their festivals, their local customs, 
arid their limited municipal autonomy, handed dow11 from. the 
day when they had once been indepen~ent,/<5f Athens.1 :It 
was but recently that the farming, the comforts, arid.-the orna
ments, thus distributed over Attica, had been restored from the 
ruin of the·Persian invasion, and brought to a·highe'r pitch of 
improvement than ever. Yet the fruits of .this labour, and the 
scenes of these local affections, were now to be -again · de
liberately abandoned to a new aggressor, and exchanged for the, 
utmost privation and discomfort. . Arcl?-idamus might well 
doubt whether the Athenians would r1erve theJ_Uselyes up _to 
the pitch of resolution necessary for this distressing step, when 
it came to the actual crisis ; and whether they wo~ld~ not con
strain Perikles again!it his will to make prqpositionsfor peace. 
His delay on the border, and postponement of actual devasta-. 
tion, gave the best _chance for such propositions to ;be made; 
though, as this calculation was not/ealised, tqe army raised 
plausible complaints against him for having allowed ·the 
Athenians time to save so much of their property. . 

From all parts of Attica the residents· flocked within the 
spacious walls of Athens, which now served as shelter for the 
houseless, like Salamis forty-nine years before~entiry families 
with all their moveable property; arid ~ven with the woodwork 
of their. houses. The sheep . and cattle were conveyed to 
Eubcea and the other adjoining islands.2 Though a few amorig 
the fugitives obtained dwellings or reception from friends, the 
greater number were compelled to encamp in the va'cant_spaces 
of the city and Peineus, or iP and ~r()UI1cl- the numerous temple~ 
of the city-always excepting the acropolis and the Eleusinion, 
which were 'at all times strictly dosed· to profane occupants. 
But even the' ground called the Pelasgz'kon iirime<;liately under; 

1 Thucyd. ii. 15, r6. •- 2 Tht1cyq.~ii. _14. ; ; · 
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the acropolis, which by an ancient and ominous tradition was 
interdicted to human abode, 1 was made use of under the pre
sent necessity. Many too placed their families in the towers 
and recesses of the city walls, 2 or in sheds, cabins, tents, or 
even tubs, disposed along the course of the long walls to 
Peirreus. In spite of so serious an accumulation of losses and 
hardships, the glorious endurance of their fathers in the time 
of Xerxes was faithfully copied, and copied too under more 
honourable circumstances, since at that time there had been 
no option possible ; whereas the march of Archidamus might 
perhaps now have been arrested by submissions, ruinous 
indeed to Athenian dignity, yet not inconsistent with the 
security of Athens, divested of her rank and power. Such 
submissions, if suggested as they probably may have been by 
the party opposed to Perikles, found no echo among the 
suffering population. 

After having spent several days before CEnoe without either 
taking the fort or receiving any message from the Athenians, 
Archidamus marched onward to Eleusis and the Thriasian 
plain-about the middle of June, eighty days after the surprise 
of Platrea. His army ·was of irresistible force, not less than 
6o,ooo hoplites, according to the statement of Plutarch,3 or of 
Ioo,ooo according to others. Considering the number of con
stituent allies, the strong feeling by which they were prompted, 
and the shortness of the expedition combined with the chance 
of plunder-even the largest of these two numbers is not 
incredibly great, if we take it to include not hoplites only, but 
cavalry and light-armed also. But since Thucydides, though 
comparatively full in his account of this march, has stated no 

1 Thucyd. ii. 17. Kal TO IT<Aa<l''l'<I<OV xa,\oOp.<vov TO 071'0 T~V ttllp&,.o,\tv, 
tJ Kal ~7!'ci.pa'TOV 'T€ ~~~ p.~ ol~ee(v ~et:tl 'Tt 1<al llv8tiCOV p.aVT<{ov l.ICpo'l'EAEO'TtOV 
Tot&vae li«KWA.v<, AE'l'ov ells TO IT<A.aO'')'tKOV &p-yov &p.<tvov, 3p.ws 
6rrb Tiis 'R'a.pa.xpnp.a &v&.'l'"11s ~{'l'x~e11. 

Thucydides then proceeds to give an explanation of his own for this 
ancient prophecy, intended to save its credit, as well as to show that his 
countrymen had not, as some persons alleged, violated any divine mandate 
by admitting residents into the Pelasgikon. When the oracle said,-" The 
Pelasgikon is better unoccupied "-these words were not meant to interdict 
the occupation of the spot, but to foretell that it would never be occupied 
until a time of severe calamity arrived. The necessity of occupying it 
grew only out of national suffering. Such is the explanation suggested by 
Thucydides. 

2 Aristophanes, Equites, 789. ol1<oilvT' lv Ta.!s ,.,ecf"vatO'I K&v ')'V71'a.p(ots 
1<al 'll'vpy•oio<s. The philosopher Diogenes, in taking up his abode in a 
tub, had thus examples in history to follow. 

a Plutarch, Periklcii, c. 33· 
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general total, we may presume that h~ had heard none upon 
which he could rely. . 

As the Athenians had made no movement towards peace, 
~. Archidamus anticipated that they would come .forth to meet 
· him in the fertile plain of Eleusis and Thria; which was the 
, first portion of terri'fory tfia.t'llesat'd~nto ravage. Yet no 

Athenian force appeared to oppose him, except a detachment' 
of cavalry, who were repulsed in a skirmish near the small lakes 
called Rheiti. Having laid waste this plain without any s.erious · 
opposition, Archidamus did not think fit· to pursue the straight 
road which from Thria conducted directly to Athens across the 
ridge of MoUJlt .tEgale_os, b~t turned off to_the eastward, leaving 
tliat"'m8~ritaiii' ~o'ii' lii~~tight hand Uf}ti_l he. came to Kropeia, 
where he crossed a portion of the line\ .of LEgaleos over to 

i A~ ~e was her~ about sev~n mil~s from •Athens, on a 
dechv1ty slopmg down mto the plam wh1ch stretches westerly 

, and north-westerly from Athens, and visible from the city walls. 
, Here he encamped,. keeping his arr;ny in perfect order for battle, 
· but at th~ same time intending to damage and ruin the place· 

and· its neighbourhood. Acharhre was the largest and most 
populous of all the demes in Attica, furnishing no less than 
3000 hoplites to the national line, and flourishing as well by its 
corn, vines, and olives, as by its peculiar abundanc10. of char~ 
coal7burning from the _forests of ilex on the neighb6uri1,1g hills. 
Moreover, if we are to believe Aristophanes, the Acharnian 
proprietors were not merely sturdy "hearts of oak,". but 
peculiarly vehement and irritable.1 It illustrates the condition 
of a Grecian territory under invasion, when we find ~his great 
deme-which could not have contained less than 1 z,ooo free 
inhabitants of both sexes and all ages, with at least an equal 
number of slaves-completely deserted. Archidamus calculated, 
that whim the Athenians actually saw his troops so close . to 
their city, carrying fire and sword over their wealthiest cap.ton, 
their indignation would become uncontrollable, and they would 
march out forthwith to battle. The Acharnian proprietors 
especially (he thought) would be foremost' in inflaming this 
temper and insisting upon protection to their own properties
or if the remaining citizens ref_used to march· out along with 
them, they would, after having been thus left undefc:;nded to 

' 
1 See the Acharneis of AristophanSs, represented in the sixth year ~f the 

Peloponnesian war, v. 34, 18o, 254, &c . 
.... :rrpecr.f3UTa.l 1"tVE'S' .;-. 

• Axo.pvucoi, 0"1't7TT~ yipo_VTE'S', TTpivtVoc., . 
cinj)cip.ove~, MO.pa8~afvoj.LO.xcu, ucf.ev&ip.vwo,, &c. 
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ruin, become discontented and indifferent to the general 
weal,l 

Though his calculation was not realised, it was nevertheless 
founded upon most rational grounds. What Archidamus anti
cipated was on the point of happening, and nothing prevented 
it except the personal ascendency of Perikles, strained to its 
very utmost. So long as the invading army was engaged in the 
Thriasian plain, the Athenians had some faint hope that it 
might (like Pleistoanax fourteen years before) advance no 
farther into the interior. But when it came to Acharnre within 
sight of the city walls-when the ravagers were actually seen 
destroying buildings, fruit-trees, and crops, in the plain of 
Athens, a sight strange to every Athenian eye except to those 
very old men who recollected the Persian invasion-the exas
peration of the general body of citizens rose to a pitch never 
before known. The Acharnians first of all-next the youthful 
citizens generally-became madly clamorous for arming and 
going forth to fight. Knowing well their own great strength, 
but less correctly informed ·of the superior strength of the 
enemy, they felt confident that victory was within their reach. 
Groups of citizens were everywhere gathered together, 2 angrily 
debating the critical question of the moment; while the usual 
concomitants of excited feeling-oracles and prophecies of 
diverse tenor, many of them doubtless promising success against 
the enemy at Acharnre-were eagerly caught up and circulated. 

In this inflamed temper of the Athenian mind, Perikles was 
naturally the great object of complaint and wrath. He was 
denounced as the cause of all the existing suffering. He was 
reviled as a coward for not leading .out the citizens to fight, in his 
capacity of general. The rational convictions as to the neces
sity of the war and the only practicable means of carrying it 
on, which his repeated speeches had implanted, seemed to be 
altogether forgotten. 3 This burst of spontaneous discontent 
was of course fomented by the numerous political enemies of 
Perikles, and particularly by Kleon, 4 now rising into importance 
as an opposition speaker; whose talent for invective was thus 
first exerCised under the auspices of the high aristocratical 
party, as well as of an excited public. , But no manifestations, 

1 Thucyd. ii. 20. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 21. Ka'Ta ~uuTcf.rTets ~~ -y•-yv&p.evot ~v 'II"o.\.\jl (p'~' ~uav: 

compare Euripides, Herakleidae, 416; and Andromach&, 1071. 
3 Thucyd. ii. 21. 'IJ"av'Ti 'TE Tp67r'f' av'l/pe8tCT'TO 1J 71"0.\.ts «al TI>V UeptK.\ea ~v 

Op.,P e1xov, :Kal &v 7rap?fveue 1rp6-repov €p.fp.v7JV'T'O obOEv, &AA.' Ett&«t(ov 8·n 
CT'Tpct'T'l/")'~S tJv ob« bre~ci.-yot, atn&v 'TE crrpfcrtV lv6p.t(ov 'IJ"ttV'TWV J,v r1raCTXOV. 

4 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 33· 
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however violent, could disturb either the judgement or the firmc 
ness of Perikles. · He listened unmoved to all the·. declarations 
made against him,--resolutely refusing to convene' any. public 
assembly, or any meeting invested with an authorised charactcor; 
under the present irritated temper of the citizens.1 . It ·appears 
that he as general, or rather the Board of-ten: Generals among
whom he was one, must -have been ;invested constitutionally. 
with the .power not only of calling .the Ekklesia- when they C 
thought fit, but also of preventing it from meeting,2 and of 
postponing even those regular meetings which commonly took. 
place at fixed times; four times in the ptytany; No' assembly 
accordingly took place, and · the violent exasperation of the. 
people was thus prevented from. realising. itself 'in any rash 
public resolution. That Petikies should have held firm against· 

, this raging force, is but one among the, many honourable points 
in his political character; but it is far less wonderful than the· 
fact, that his refusal fo' call the Ekklesia. was efficacious . to 
prevent the· Ekklesia-{rom being held. The e.ntire body _of 
Athenians were .. now. assembled within the walls, and if he 
refused to convoke the Ekidesia; they might easily have met in 
the Pnyx without him; for which it-would not have been diffi~ 
cult at such a juncture to provide plausible justification. .The, 
inviolable respect which the Athenian ·people manifested· on 
this occasion for the forms oftheir .democratical constitution-,., 
assisted doubtless by their long.,established esteem for Perikles; 
yet opposed to an excitement alike intense- ar1d pervading; and· 
to a demand apparently reasonable,-in so far. as regarded the
calling of an assembly for discussion~is one of the most 
memorable incidents in their history.- . 

While Perikles thus decidedly forbade any general march out. 
for battle, he sough no provide as much employment as possible. 
for the compressed eagerness of the citizens~: The.cavalrywere 
sent forth, together with the Thessalian cavalry their allies; for 
the purp9se Of restraining the.excursionsof the enemy's ligl).t 
troops, and protecting the lands near -the city from. plunder.~ ' 

1 'th~cyd. il. dz. . ... 
9 See SGhiimai\n,·. De Co1Ilitiis, c .. iv .. P· 62. The P_r-ytanes _{i.e,, the ' 

Fifty Senators belonging to that tr\be "!hose turn it was to preside at; the 
tillle), as well as the Strat~gi, had \he right ofconvoking the :J!:kklesia :-see, 
Thucyd. iv. uS,· in which passage ,h_owever; tpey are represented as .con,,. 
voking it in conjunction with th~ Strat~gi;: probal;>ly a discretion- on :tl)~. 
point came _gr~dually to be. under~tood as, ve~teQ. in :the latter. · · , 

8 Thucyd.· ii •. ~;!. The funeJ;al mpn~lllellt pql;!ese slain 'Thessalians, was 
among th~se seen by Pausanias near AthflnS,.on the sid~.of th~ Aca'demy 
(Pausan. I. 29,_ s).- . ' . : -. . . . . 
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At the same time he fitted out a powerful expedition, which 
sailed forth to ravage Peloponnesus, even while the invaders 
were yet in Attica.1 Archidamus, after having remained 
engaged in the devastation of Acharnre long enough to satisfy 
himself that the Athenians would not hazard a battle, turned 
away from Athens in a north-westerly direction towards the 
demes between Mount Brilessus and Mount Parnes, on the 
road passing througnDekelefa. --The army continued ravaging 
these districts until their provisions were exhausted, and then 
quitted Attica by the north-western road near Oropus, which 
brought them into Bceotia. As the Oropians, though not 
Athenians, were yet dependent upon Athens-the district of 
Grrea, a portion of their territory, was laid waste ; after which 
the army dispersed and retired back to their respective homes.2 

It would seem that they quitted Attka towards the end of 
July, having remained in the country between thirty and forty 
days. 

Meanwhile the Athenian expedition, under Karkinus, Pro teas, 
and Sokrates, joined by fifty Korkyrrean ships and by some 
other allies, sailed round Peloponnesus, landing in various 
parts to inflict damage, and among other places at Methane 
(Modon) on the south-western peninsula of the Lacedremonian 
territory. 3 The place, neither strong nor well-garrisoned, 
would have been carried with little difficulty, had not Brasidas 
the son of Tellis-a gallant Spartan now mentioned for the 
first time, but destined to great celebrity afterwards-who 
happened to be on guard at a neighbouring post, thrown him
self into it with roo men by a rapid movement, before the 
dispersed Athenian troops could be brought together to pre
vent him. He infused such courage into the defenders of the 
place that every attack was repelled, and the Athenians were 
forced to re-embark-an act of prowess which procured for 
him the first public honours bestowed by the Spartans during 

1 Diodorus (xii. 42) would have us believe, that the expedition sent out 
by Perikl@s, ravaging the Peloponnesian coast, induced the Lacedremonians 
to hurry away their troops out of Attica. Thucydid@s gives no countenance 
to this-nor is it at all credible. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 23. The reading rpa&IC{Jv, belonging to rpai'a, seems prefer
able to ll••paiK{Jv. Poppo and Goller adopt the former, Dr. Arnold the 
latter. Grrea was a small m<tritime place in the vicinity of Or6pus (Aristotel. 
ap. Stephan. Byz. v. Tclva-ypa)-known also now as an Attic Deme be
longing to the tribe Pandionis : this has been discovered for the first time 
by an inscription published ip Professor Ross's work (Ueber die Demen von 
Attika, p. 3-5). Orl'lpus was not an Attic Deme: the Athenian citizens 
residing in it were probably enrolled as rpaijs. 

~ Thucyd. ii. 25; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 34; Justin, iii. 7, 5· 
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this war. Sailing northward along the western coast of Pelo
ponnesus, the Athenians landed again on the coast of Elis, 
a little south of the promontory called Cape Ichthys: they 
ravaged the territory for two days, defeating both· the troops 
in the neighbourhood and 300 chosen men from the ce,ntral 
Eleian territory. Strong winds on a harbourless coast now 
induced the captains to sail with most of the troops round 
Cape Ichthys, in order to reach the harbour of Pheia on the 
northern side of it; while the Messenian hoplites, marching 
by land· across the promontory, attacked Pheia and carried 
it by assault. When the fleet arrived, all were re-embarked-
the full,!£rs:e.o(;,~lis~~JagJ?J£~~&E-11J~t~i.lf.,.t.~Sfu· They \' 
then satled 11orthward, landmg on vanous otl:'ier spots to com-

1 mit devastation, un~~-Y .. ~E.\le!!_ .. §_o.lli,!£9, a Corinthian settle~ ,, 
ment on the coast of Akarriania. They captured. this place; 

·which they handed over to the inhabitants of the neighbouring "1 
Akarnanian town of Palrerus-as well as ~~.!;!§,Jrom whence 
they expelled the despot Euarchus, and enrolled the town as a 
member of the Athenian alliance. From hence they passed· 
over to KeQhallenia,,which they were fortunate enough also to ·· 
acquire as""a~f Athens without any compulsion-with 
its four distinct towns or districts, Pales, Kranii, Same, and 
Prone. These various operations took up near three months 
from about the beginning of July, so that they re~urned ,to 
Athens towards the close of September 1-the beginni[lg of 
the winter half of the year, according to the distr~but.ion o(, 
Thucydides. , 

This was not the only maritime expedition of the summer. 
Thirty more triremes, under Kleopompus, were sent through .1lJ 
the Euripus to the Lokrian coast opposite to the northern part 'Y'"1 
of Eubcea. Some disembarkations were made; whereby thecf(. 
Lokrian towns of Thronium and Alope were sacked, an <;I ::)J 
further devastation inflicted; while a permanent garrison ..yasCi~ 
planted, and a fortified post erected, in the uninhabited islam~~ 
of Atalanta, opposite to the Lokrian coast, in order to restrain ~.tt 
privateers from Opus and the other Lokrian towns in their ~· 
excursions against Eubcea.2 It was further determined ~o eJ 
expel the .!Eginetan inhabitants from .!Eg~na, an_d to. occupy \J 
the""~ifp;"gt1~I£S8~;~(s: -1'~~s~fi 'j 
ren'derea prudent by. the 1mportant pos1t1on of the 1sland ~ 
midway between Attica and Peloponnesus. But a concurrent ~~ 
motive, and probably the stronger motive, was the gratification,~'~' 

1 Thucyd. ii. 25-30; Diodor. xii. 43, 44· \1} 
2 Thucyd. ii. 26-32 ; Diodor. xii. 44· \"" 
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of ancient antipathy and revenge against a people who had 
been among the foremost in provoking the war and in inflict
ing upon Athens so much suffering. The JEginetans with their 
wives and children were all put on shipboard and landed in 
Peloponnesus-where the Spartans permitted them to occupy 
the maritime district and town of Thyrea, their last frontier 
towards Argos: some of them, however, found shelter in other 
parts of Greece. The island was made over to a detachment 
of Athenian kleruchs, or citizen proprietors sent thither by 
lot1 · 

To the sufferings of the JEginetans, which we shall hereafter 
._ find still more deplorably aggravated, we have to add those of 

l' e Megarians. Both had been most zealous in kindling the 
' ar, but upon none did the distress of war fall so heavily. 
l' oth probably shared the premature confidence felt among 
, the Peloponnesian confederacy, that Athens could never hold 
~ out more than a year or two-and were thus induced to over-

ok their own undefended position against her. Towards the 
ose of September, the full force of Athens, citizens and 

~ etics, marched into the Megarid, under Perikles, and laid 
, . waste the greater part of the territory : while they were in it, 
r' the hundred ships which had been circumnavigating Pelopon
&< Jlesus, having arrived at JEgina on their return, went and joined 
~ "'ttheir fellow-citizens in the Megara, instead of going straight 
' h,pme. The junction of the two formed the largest Athenian 
~~orce that had ever yet been seen together: there were ro,ooo 

(
citizen hoplites (independent of 3ooo pthers who were engaged 
in the siege of Potid<ea), and 3ooo metic hoplites-besides a 
large number of light troops. 2 Against so large a force the 
Megarians could of course make no head, so that their terri
tory was all laid waste,. even to the city wallS.- For several 
years of the war, the Athenians inflicted this destruction once, 
and often twice in the same year. A decree was proposed in 
the Athenian Ekklesia by Charinus, though perhaps not carried, 
to the effect that the Strategi every year should swear, as a 
portion of their oath of office,8 that they would twice invade 
and ravage the Megarid. As the Athenians at the same time 
kept the port of Nis<ea blocked up, by means of their superior 
naval force and of the neighbouring coast of Salamis, the pri
vations imposed on the Megarians became extreme and in
tolerable.4 Not merely their corn and fruits, but even their 

1 Thucyd. ii. 27. 2 Thucyd. iL 31 ; Diodor. xii. 44· 
8 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 30. 
4 See the striking picture in the Acharneis of Aristophan~s (685-781) of 
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garden vegetables near the city, were rooted up and destroyed, 
and their situation seems often to have been that of a besieged 
city hard pressed by famine. Even in the time of Pausanias, 
five centuries afterwards, the miseries of the town during these 
years were remembered and communicated to him, being 
l,l.ssigned as the reason why one of their most memorable , 
statues had never been completed.1 V 

To the various military operations of Athens during the ·~ 
course of this summer, some other measures of moment are . · 
to be added. Moreover, Thucydides notices -an eclipse of '<~ ·, 
the sun, which modern astronomical calculations refer to the 
third of August : had this eclipse happened three months 
earlier, immediately before the entrance of the Peloponnesians , r• 
into Attica, it might probably have been construed as an: 
unfavourable omen, and caused the postponement of the . 
scheme. · · ift 

. Expecting a prolonged struggle, the Athenians now made~ 11 
arr~g~.~~!;ts for f>lacinK~~p.ermanent st_~e ~g,;~;_~~;~~. 
botli Dy sea"anu"I~Wnat tHese "&"rr~em~ts were, we are 
not told in detail, but one of them was sufficiently remarkable ~ 
to be named particularly. _- They se. t a par. t one thousand talents t,.ll" . 
out of the treasure in the acropolis as an inviolable reserve, ') .• }.~ 
not to be touched except on the single contingency-of a · ,\f\ 
hostile naval force about to assail the city, with no other means V" ~ 
at hand to defend it. They further enacted that if any citizenr.Jf". 
should propose, or any magistrate put the question, in the r~" 
public assembly, to make a different application of this reserve, v. ~ 
he should be punishable with death; More9ver, they resolved ~~ 

. every year to keep back one hu_tidre~ of their best triremes, :..;i'~ 
and tnerarchs to command and eqmp them, for the same r ~.J 
special necessity.2 It may be doubted whether this latter~ 
provision was placed under the same stringent sanction, or ry"~ 
observed with the same rigour, as that concerning the money; · 
which latter was hot departed from until the twentieth year of 
the war, after all the disasters of the Sicilian expedition, and 
on the terrible news of the revolt of Chios. It was on that 
occasion that the Athenians, having first repealed the sentence 
of capital punishment against any propo!?er of:.the forbidden 
the distressed Mega.ria.n selling his hungry children into slavery with their 
own consent : also Aristoph. Pac. 482. · : 

The position of Megara; as the ally of Sparta and enemy of Athens, was 
uncomfortable in the. same manner (though not to the same intense pitch 
Qf suffering) in the war which preceded the battle of Leuktra--,-near fifty 
years after this (Demosthen. cont. Nerer., p. 1357, c. 12), 

1 Pausan. i. 40, 3· . 2 Thucyd. ii. 24. 
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change, appropriated the money to meet the then imminent 
peril of the commonwealth.! 
· :The resolution here taken about this sacred reserve, and the 
rigorous sentence interdicting contrary propositions, is pro-

", nounced by Mr. Mitford to be an evidence of the indelible 
barbarism of democratical government.2 But we must recollect, 

rst, that the sentence of capital punishment was one which 
ould hardly by possibility come into execution; for no citizen 

,f), ,jl>.vould be so mad as to make the forbidden proposition, while 
"f" ,this law was in force. Whoever desired to make it, would first 
~ ~.,Q..begin by proposing to repeal the prohibitory law, whereby he tJ' would incur no danger, whether the assembly decided in the 
· affirmative or negative. If he obtained an affirmative decision, 

he would then, and then only, proceed to move the re
appropriation of the fund. To speak the language of English 
parliamentary procedure, he would first move the suspension 

'or abrogation of the standing order whereby the proposition 
'was forbidden-next, he would move the proposition itself. 
In fact such was the mode actually pursued, when the thing at 
last came to be done. 3 But though the capital sentence could 
hardly come into effect, the proclamation of it in terrorem had 
a very distinct meaning. It expressed the deep and solemn 
conviction which the people entertained of the importance 
of their own resolution about the reserve-it forewarned all 
assemblies and all citizens to come, of the danger of diverting 
it to any other purpose-it surrounded the reserve with an 
artificial sanctity, which forced every man who aimed at the 
re-appropriation to begin with a preliminary proposition formid
able on the very face of it, as removing a guarantee which 
previous assemblies had deemed of immense value, and opening 

I Thucyd. viii. rs. 
2 Mitford, Hist. of Greece, ch. xiv. sect. r, vol. iii. p. roo. "Another 

measure followed, which taking place at the time when Thucydides wrote 
and Perikles spoke, and \\;bile Perikles held the principal influence in the 
administration, strongly marks both the inherent weakness and the indelible 
barbarism, of democratical government. A decree of the people directed . 
. . . . But so little confidence was placed in a decree so important, sanc
tioned only by the present will of that giddy tyrant the multitude of Athens, 
against whose caprices, since the depression of the court of Areopagus, no 
balancing power remained-that the denunciation of capital punishment 
was proposed against whosoever should propose, and whosoever should 
concur in (?) any decree for the disposal of that money to any other purpose, 
or in any other circumstances." 

8 Thucyd. viii. I 5· Tit OE xlll.ut Tdll.aVTa, iiiv a tit 'll'ctVT~S TOV rroll.tp.ov 
/"fl\lxov-ro JJ-17 li>/JatT8at, Eu8/Js tl\u()'ctV Tits i'll'tKEIJJ.EVctS (17p.£as TrfJ el7r&VTI ~ 
br•o/11¢ll1'avn, {nro ri]s 7rctpoVI/'1JS ilc7rll.~~ews, Kal l>/J11¢111'aVTo Ktve'iv. 
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the door to ~ contingency which they had l~oked upon as 
treasonaple. The proclamation of a lighter punishment, -or 
a simple prohibition without ahy .definite sanction whatever, . 
would neither ·have announced the same emphatic conviction, ' 
nor produced the same deterring .effect. The assembly of .. · I 
431 B.c. could not in any way enact laws which subsequent( · 
assemblies could not reverse; but itkould so frame its enact- l" 

ments, incases of peculiar solemnity, as to make its authority' ~'/ •. 
strongly felt upon the judgement of its successors, and to ~!, 
prevent them from entertaining motions for repeal except under .' 
necessity at once urgent and obvious. · ' ~ 

Far from thinking that the law now passed at Athens dis-\1. V. 
played barbarism, either in the end or in the means, I conside~t~ 
it principally remark~le f9J...U~~,. ... ~~lpng~_~gp~yJew . 
of...ths:.,[Jat.Yr~::-"cpialttt~e exact reverse of barbansm-an 
worthy of the general character of Perikles, who probably sug-' 
gested it. Athens was just entering into a war which threatened: 
to be of indefinite length, and was certain to be very costly. 
To prevent the people from exhaustip.g all their accumulated 
fund, and to place them under a necessity .of reserving some
thing against extreme casualties, was an object of immense 
importance. Now the particular casualty, which Perikles 
(assuming him to be' the proposer) named as the sole con
dition of touching this one thousand talents, might be con
sidered as of all others the most improbable, in the year 431 
B.c. So immense was then the superiority of the Athenian · 
naval force, that to suppose it defeated, and a Peloponnesian 
fleet in full sail for Peineus, was a possibility which it required 
a statesman of extraordinary caution to look forward to, and 
which it is wonderful that the people generally could have been 
induced to contemplate. Once tied up to this purpose, however, 
the fund lay ready for any other terrible emergency. We shall 
find the actual employment of it incalculably beneficial to 
Athens, at a moment of the gravest peril, when she could. 
hardly have protected herself without some such special ".; ·; 
resource. The people would scarcely have sanctioned so •·! . 

rigorous an economy, had it not been proposed to them at / ·. 
a period so early in the war that their available reserve was ' 
still much larger. But it will be for ever to the credit of their 
foresight as well as constancy, that they should first have 
adopted such a precautionary measure, and afterwards adhered 
to it for nineteen years, under severe pressure for money, until 

.at length a case_a~~e__!~i_!;~Je~d~ed furt~er_a,gs~~1_en_ce really, 
and not constructlvely,_rmpossrble. · 

. .. 
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To display their force and take revenge by disembarking and 

.ravaging parts of Peloponnesus, was doubtless of much import
~nce to Athens during this first summer of the war : though it 
~ight seem that the force so employed was quite as much 

V: needed in the conquest of Potidrea, which still remained under 
f~\1:-'"?lockade::=:-and ofthe~~g~b2!Jzi.ng fl!alkjdi~ns in Thrace, still 
V'.Vn revolt. It was dunng the· course of th1s summer that a 
' 1\" prospect opened to Athens of subduing these towns, through 
~~ e assistance of Sitalkes king of the Odrysian Thracians. 

hat prince had married the sister of Nymphodorus, a citizen 
f Abdera, who engaged to render him and his son Sadokus, 

~/allies of Athens. Sent for to Athens and appointed proxenus 
'~ Athens at Abdera, which was one of the Athenian subject
~~JI;al!ies, Nymphodorus made this alliance, and promised in the 
>r..'.1 arne of Sitalkes that a sufficient Thracian force should be 
, sent to aid Athens in the reconquest of her revolted towns : 

the honour of Athenian citizenship was at the same time con
ferred upon Sadokus.1 Nymphodorus further established a 
good understanding between Perdikkas of Macedonia and the 
Athenians, who were persuaded to restore to him Therma, 
which they had before taken from him. The Athenians had 
thus the promise of powerful aid against the Chalkidians and 
Potidreans : yet the latter still held out, with little prospect 
of immediate surrender. Moreover the town of Astakus in 
Akarnania, which the Athenians had. -captured during the 
summer in the course of their expedition round Peloponnesus, 
was recovered during the autumn by the deposed despot Euar
chus, assisted by forty Corinthian triremes and rooo hoplites. 
This Corinthian armament, after restoring Euarchus, made 
some unsuccessful descents both upon other parts of Akar
nania and upon the island of Kephallenia. In the latter they 
were entrapped into an ambuscade and obliged to return home 
with considerable loss.2 

~It! It was towards the close of autumn also that Perikles, chosen 
by the people for the purpose, delivered the funeral oration at 
the public interment of those warriors who had fallen during 
the campaign. The ceremonies of this public token of respect 

t~~A have already been described in a former chapter, on occasion 
~} of the conquest of Samos. But that which imparted to the 
f) resent scene an imperishable interest, was the discourse of 

e chosen statesman and orator; probably heard by Thucy
des himself, and in substance reproduced. A large crowd of 

f.J) tizens and foreigners, of both sexes and all ages, accompanied 
:Jr.~ 1 Thucyd. ii. 29. 2 Thucyd. ii. 33· 
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the funeral procession from Athens to the suburb called the 
outer Kerameikus, where Perikh~s., mounted upon a lofty stage 
prepared for the occasion, cl~i!.2,~..£.y~!p}WY"Ok'Yi!l.!:.his.,~d9-~· 
The law of Athens not only prov1ded th1s public funeral and 
commemorative discourse, but also assigned maintenance at• 
the ptihlic expense to the children of the slain warriors untiL,, ~ 
they attained military age: a practice which was acted on ' 
throughout the whole war, though we have only the description ~ 
and discourse belonging to this single occasion. I '" .: 

The eleven chapters of Thucydides which comprise this 
funeml speech are among the most memorable relics of an
tiquity·; considering that under the language and arrangement 
of the historian-always impressive, though sometimes harsh 
and peculiar, like the workmanship of a powerful mind misled 
by a bad or an unattainable model-we possess,the substance 
and thoughts of the illustrious statesman. A portion of it, of 
course, is and must be commonplace, belonging to all dis
courses composed for a similar occasion. Yet .this is true only 
of a comparatively small portion. . Much of it is peculiar, and 
every way wo~thy of Perikles-comprehensive, rational, and~ 
full not less of sense and substance than of earnest patriotism. 
It thus forms a strong contrast with the jejune, though elegant, .. 
rhetoric of other harangues, mostly 2 not composed for actual 

1 Thucyd. ii. 34-45· Sometimes also the allies of Athens, who had 
fallen along with her citizens in battle, had a part in the hono·urs of the 
public burial (Lysias, Orat. Funebr. c. 13). · . · 

2 The critics, from Dionysius of Halikamassus downward, agree 'for the ',; 
most part in pronouncing the feeble A6-yo• · 'E.,.,.,.cf.cpws, ascribed to Demo- ., ~ 
sthenes, to be not really his. Of those ascribed to Plato and Lysias also, , 
the genuineness has been suspected, though upon far less grounds. The'' " ~ 
Menexenus, if it be really .the work of Plato, however, does not add to his. .. 
fame ; but the harangue of Lysias, a very fine composition, may well be 
his, and may perhaps have been really delivered-though probably not 
delivered by· him, as he was not a qualified citizen. 

See the g~neral instructions, in Dionys. J:l~l. Ars Rhetoric: c. 6, p. s.. 
258-268, Re1sk, on the contents and compos1t10n of a funeral d!Scourse
Lysias is said to have composed several-Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. 836.'l1 ; 

Compare respecting the funeral discourse of Perikles, K. F. Weber, 
Uber die Stand-Rede des Perikles (Darmstadt, · 1827); Westermann, 
Geschichte der Beredsamkeit in Griechenland und Rom. s~ct. 35, 63, 64; 
Kutzen, Perikles als Staatsman, p. 158, sect. 12 (Grimma, 1834). 

Dahl mann (Historische Forschungen, vol. i. p. 23) seems to think that the 
original oration of l'erikles contained a large sprinkling of mythical allusions 
and stories out of the antiquities of Athens, such as we now find in the.· 
other funeral orations above alluded to ; hut that Thucydides himself 
deliberately left them out in his report. There seems no foundation for 
thi~ suspi~ion, It is much more. conso~ant to the superior tone. o~ dignity 
wh1ch re1gns throughout all th1s oratwn, to suppose that the mythica] 
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delivery. And it deserves, in comparison with the funeral 
discourses remaining to us from Plato, and the pseudo
Demosthenes, and even Lysias, the honourable distinction 
which Thucydides claims for his own history-an ever-living 

ossession, not a mere show-piece for the moment. 
k In the outset of his speech __ P~r~kles distinguishes himself 
'A-om those who had preceded him in the same function of 
public orator, by dissenting from the encomiums which it had 

\.'1' been customary to bestow on the law enjoining these funeral 
1~ harangues. He thinks that the publicity of the funeral itself, 

and the general demonstrations of respect and grief by the 
great body of citizens, tell more emphatically in token of 
gratitude to the brave dead, when the scene passes in silence 
-than when it is translated into the words of a speaker, who 
may easily offend either by incompetency or by apparent 
feebleness, or perhaps even by unseasonable exaggeration. 
Nevertheless, the custom having been embodied in law, and 
elected as he has been by the citizens, he comes forward to 
discharge the duty imposed upon him in the best manner 
he can. 1 

One of the remarkable features in this discourse is, its 
business-like, impersonal character. It is Athens herself who 
undertakes to commend and decorate her departed sons, as 
well as to hearten up and admonish the living. 

. After a few words on the magnitude of the empire and on 
A the glorious efforts as well as endurance whereby their fore
~ fathers and they had acquired it-Perikles proceeds to sketch 

~
he plan of life, the <;:<:lnstitution, and the manners, under 

~ ~~bien such achievements were brought about.2 

r "We live under a constitution such as noway to envy the 
· ws of our neighoours,-otirseTves an example to others, 

.".ti(rather than mere imitators. It is called a democracy, since 
f' ; its permanent aim tends towards the Many and not towards 
. v ,}.he Few. As to private matters and disputes, the laws deal 

~~?~atives and even the previous historical glories of Athens never found 
n. ,.~ any special notice in the speech of Perikl~s-nothing more than a general 
-,"' recognition, with an intimation that he does not dwell upon them at length 

\ because they were well known to his audience-f''"'P7l')'Op<<v ~v <lllocrcv ob 
f3ov}..Of<<Vos U.crw (ii. 36). 

1 Thucyd. ii. 35· 
2 Thucyd. ii. 36. 'A11'b ll~ oYas n h<'T771l<6cr<ws t/}..Oof<<V l,.' u.b-ra K..l f'<8' 

o1as ?I'OAI'TElas KU.l '1'p011'WV ~~ o1wv f<<')'cf}..a ~')'EVE'TO, 'TU.VTU. ll71AWCTa.s 1rpw'TOV 
<if<c, &c. 

In the Demosthenic or pseudo-Demosthenic Orat. Funebris, c. 8, p. 
I397-XP71CTTWV brc'T711l<Vf'cf'Twv dvv~9<ta, -rijs 3A1)S 'lrOAC'T<las ~?I'09ecrcs, &c. 
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equally with every man : while in regard to public affai~s and 
to claims of individual influence, every man's chance of 
advancement is determined not by party favour but by real 
worth, according as his reputation stands in his own particular 
department. Neither poverty, nor obscure station, keep him , 
back,1 if he really has the means of benefiting the city. More_- • ., 

' over our social march is free, not merely in regard to public 
affairs, but also in regard to intolerance of each other's diversity '.,; 
of daily pursuits. For we are not angry with our neighbour , , 
for what he may do to please himself, nor do we ever put on 
those sour looks,2 which, though they do no ,positive damage, 
are not the less sure to offend. Thus conducting our private 
social intercourse with reciprocal indulgence, we are restrained 
from wrong on public matters by fear ,and reverence of our 
magistrates for the time being and of our laws-especially such 
laws as are instituted for the protection of wrongful sufferers,, 
and even such others as, though not written, are enforced by "J.J 
a common sense of shame. Besides this, we have provided f 
for our minds numerous recreations from toil, partly by our 
customary solemnities of sacrifice and· festival throughout the 
year, partly by the elegance of our private establishments,~the 
daily charm of which banishes the sense of discomfort. From 
the magnitude of our city, the products of the whole earth are 
brought to us, so that our enjoyment of foreign ,luxuries is as 
much our own and assured as those which we grow at home. 
In respect to training for war, we differ from our opponents (the 
Lacedremonians) on several material points. First, we lay open 
our city as a common resor,t: we apply no xenelasy to'exclude"' 
even an enemy either from any lesson or any spectacle, the fu1l•" 
view of which he may think advantageous to him. For military '' 
efficiency, we trust less to manreuvres and quackery than to our 
own native bravery. Next, in regard to education, while the 

. Lacedremonians even from their earliest youth subject them
selves to an irksome exercise for the attainment of courage, we 
with our easy habits of life are not less prepared than they, to 
encounter all perils within the measure of our strength~ The 

1 Thucyd.< ii. 37· oo3' ali /Ca'T~ 'll'<vlav, lxwv 3€ ,, a')'aOov lipauat 'T~II 
'll'6il.tll, M,tcJJp.a'TOS a<f>av<lq. IC<ICdiii.IJ'I"at: compare 'Plato, .Menexenus, c. 8. 

2 Thucyd. ii, 37· ~il.<u0€pws ll€ .,.&. .,.. ,.pos 'TO «otvov 'll'oii.<Tf6op.•v, 1eal ~s 
'T~V 'll'pos ail.i1.1Jll.ovs 'TOJII 1ea0' 7}p.€pav ~'ll't'T1)3<vp.c/.'Twll 6'll'o>}lav, oo 3t' 6p')'ijS 'TOll 
'li'Eil.as, .l ~eaO' fJliov-fJv .,., lip~, fxoVTes, o_v3€ a(1)p.lovs p.lv, AV'll'1)pas lie 'Til 
li>Ji .. lt.xe1186vas ,.poo:.,.,e<p.•vot. 'Av•,.axews lie .,.a lOt a ,.pocrop.<ll.ovvns ... ~ 

, li1)p.Outa 3ta 3los p.dil.tu'Ta ob 'll'apavop.ovp.<v, .,.r;,, .,.. &'d lv &pxji IJvTwv &Kpodcm 
ICa~ 'TWII v6p.:ov, Kal p.c/.ll.t~'Ta ahwv, 3uot 'TO l'll'' w;Pf)\.<(q.' 'TOW &litiCOVfJ.EIIWII 
IC«V'Tat, 1eal ilum li.')'pa<f>o• oVTu alcrxvv11v dp.o)l.o-yovp.•V71V <P•povut. 
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proof of this is, that the Peloponnesian confederates do not 
attack us one by one, but with their whole united force ; while 
we, when we attack them at home, overpower for the most 
part all of them who try to defend their own territory. None 
of our enemies has ever met and contended with our entire 
force; partly in consequence of our large navy-partly from 
our dispersion in different simultaneous land-expeditions. But 
when they chance to be engaged with any part of it, if vic
torious, they pretend to have vanquished us all-if defeated, 
they pretend to have been vanquished by all. 

"Now, if we are willing to brave danger, just as much under 
an indulgent system as under constant toil, and by spontaneous 
courage as much as under force of law-we are gainers in the 
end by not vexing ourselves beforehand with sufferings to come, 
yet still appearing in the hour of trial not less daring than those 

/Who toil without ceasing. 
IP'hi " In other matters, too, as well as in these, our city deserves 
• ll{!miratioii. -For we combine elegance of taste with simplicity 
r pr life, and we pursue knowledge without being enervated : 1 

~ 'j.e employ wealth not for talking and ostentation, but as a real 
·.)nelp in the proper season : nor is it disgraceful to any one who 
'1,Js. poor to confess his poverty, though he may rather incur 
rl :eproach for not actually keeping himself out of poverty. The 

magistrates who discharge public trusts fulfil their domestic 
duties also-the private citizen, while engaged in professional 
business, has competent knowledge on public affairs : for we 
stand alone in regarding the man who keeps aloof from these 
latter not as harmless, but as useless. Moreover, we always hear 
and pronounce on public matters, when discussed by our 
leaders-or perhaps strike out for ourselves correct reasonings 
about them : far from accounting discussion an impediment to 
action, we complain only if we are not told what is to be done 
before it becomes our duty to do it. For in truth we combine 
in the most remarkable manner these two qualities-extreme 
boldness in execution with full debate beforehand on that 
which we are going about: whereas with others, ignorance 
alone imparts boldness-debate introduces hesitation. As
suredly those men are properly to be regarded as the stoutest 
of heart, who, knowing most precisely both the terrors of war 

1 Thucyd. ii. 40. <f>t"Aolatll.ovp.ev -yi>.p p.er' e~TE"A.e{as, 1<ai <f>t"Aorrocpovp.ev 
lfvev p.a"A.a!<las· 1r"Ao6np TE tp-yov p.al\.l\.ov !<atprp 'f) l\.o-yov i<Op.'lf(p xpci,p.e8a, 1<al 
rb 'lrtverr8at oiix lJp.o"A.o-yeiv 'TIVI aluxpov, a"A."Ai>. p.~ Otacpe6-yew (p-yrp arrrxwv. 

The first strophe of the Chorus in Euripid. Medea, 824-841, may be 
compared with the tenor of this discourse of Periklt'!s : the praises of Attica 
are there dwelt upon, as a country too good to receive the guilty Medea. 
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and the sweets of peace, are still not the less willing to 

,.encounter peril. · · 
h\) ;n1 fin~! affirm _!h,at o,ur citY.:.!."S2P;"idere~~ ~ wholftis 
\~th:e schoolrrhstre'Ss'Of Greece ; lWh1le v1ewed mdlVldually, we 
~na6fe tlie same man'tO"'filli'iish himself out and suffice to him

self in the greatest variety of ways and with the most complete 
grace and refinement. . This is no empty boast of the moment, 
but genuine reality : and the power of the city, acquired through 
the dispositions just indicated, exists to prove it. . Athens alone 
of all cities stands forth in actual trial greater than her reputa
tion: her enemy when he attacks her will not have his pride 
wounded by suffering defeat from feeble hands-her subjects 
will not think themselves degraded as if their obedience were 
paid to an unworthy superior.2 Having thus put forth our 
power, not uncertified, but backed by the most evident proofs, 
we shall be admired not less by posterity than by our contem
poraries. Nor do we stand in need either of Homer or of ' 
any other panegyrist, whose ;words may for the moment please, ;: 
though the truth if known would confute their intended mean
ing. We have compelled alllimd and sea to become accessible") 
to our courage, and have planted everywhere imperishable Y 
monuments of our kindness as well as of our hostility. ')I 

"Such is the city on behalf of which 1:hese citizens, resolved\) 
that it should not be wrested from them, have nobly fought and ·~ 
died 8-and on behalf of which all of us here left behind must~ 
willingly toil. It is for this reason that I have· spoken at length~ 
conc~rn~ng tl_le city, at once ~o draw from it the lesson ~hat the~ 
conflict Is not for equal motives between us and enemies wh~ 
possess nothing of the like excellence-and to demonstrate by, . ' 
proofs the truth of my encomium prono_unced· upon 'her." ··~· if"' 

Perikles pursues, at considerable additional length, the same 
tenor of mixed exhortation to the living and eulogy of the dead; 
with many special and emphatic observations addres~ed to the 
relatives of the latter, who were assembled around and doubt- ·~ 
less very near him. But the extract which I have already made 

1 Thucyd. ii. 41. ~vveil.wv -re il.e"fw, -r.f,v TE 'li'U<Tav 'li'Oil.tv -r1;s 'EII.II.cfBos 'll'aioev
<Ttv efvat, t<al t<a8' ~l<a<TTOV oo'lietV lfv J.<Ot T~V auT~V lfvopa; '11'ap' .;,J.LWV brl 
'li'AEL<TT' &.v erliTJ t<al J.LE'Ta xapl-rwv J.Lcfil.t<TT' &.v •b-rpa'11'eil.ws TO <TWJ.La a!i-rapt<ES 
'11'ap€xe<T8at. , 

The abstract word 'll'aloeu<Ttv, in place of the concrete 'll'ato<u-rp<a, seems to 
soften the «rrogance of the affirmation. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 41. J.LOVTJ "flip -rwv vvv &t<o1is t<pel<T<Twv ~s 'll'e'ipav lpxe-rat, t<al 
J.LOVTJ o!i-re T<)i '11'0A€J.L(rp ~'11'Eii.80VTt cl"faVcfiM"TJ<TtV lxel flcp' o1wv t<a1Co1Ta8e7, olin 
T<)i U'li'TJI<O'f' t<aT<I.J.L<J.L.Yw ch obx O'll'o &~lw•• lfpx<Tat. 

8 Thucyd. · ii. 41. '11'epl TOJaVTTJS o~v '11'0Mws o1oe T< "t•vvalws, Ot/CatoiJvTEs 
1-'~ &cpatpe81iva< alrr.f,v, /J.ax&J.Levot ~Teii.<VTTJ<Tav, &c. 
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is so long, that no further addition would be admissible: yet it 
was impossible to pass over lightly the picture of the Athenian 
commonwealth in its glory, as delivered by the ablest citizen of 
the age. The effect of the democratical constitution, with its 
diffused and equal citizenship, in calling forth not merely strong 
attachment, but painful self-sacrifice, on the part of all Athen
ians-is nowhere more forcibly insisted upon than in the 
words above cited of Perikles, as well as in others afterwards
" Contemplating as you do daily before you the actual power 
of the state, and becoming passionately attached to it, when 
you conceive its full greatness, reflect that it was all acquired 
by men daring, acquainted with their duty, and full of an 
honourable sense of shame in their actions" 1-such is the 
association which he presents between the greatness of the 
state as an object of common passion, and the courage, intel
ligence, and mutual esteem, of individual citizens, as its 
creating and preserving causes ; poor as well as rich being 
alike interested in the partnership. 

But the claims of patriotism, though put forward as essentially 
and deservedly paramount, are by no means understood to 

M rei~n. exclusiv~ly, or to absorb the whole of the democra~ical 
,-actiVIty. SubJect to these, and to those laws and sanctwns 
~hich protect both the public and individuals against wrong, 

';it is the pride of Athens to exhibit a rich and varied fund of 
:'i,human impulse-an unrestrained play of fancy and diversity 
;:.of private pursuit, coupled with a reciprocity of cheerful 
~~'indulgence between one individual and another-and an 
(absence even of those "black looks" which so much embitter t life, even if they never pass into enmity of fact. This portion 
: of the speech of Perikles deserves peculiar attention, because :Vf serves to correct an assertion, often far too indiscriminately 
t~made, respecting antiquity as contrasted with modern societies 

~
an assertion that t_he_ll~ci~nt. s~ocieties s.a,c.rificed the ~nd~v~dual > the state, and that only- m modern times has mdlVldual 

~
. ency been left free to the proper extent. This is pre
'li'l/: inently true of Sparta :-it is also true in a great degree 
t'· f the ideal societies depicted by Plato and Aristotle : but it 
.;,is pointedly untrue of the Athenian democracy, nor can we 
,, • 1 Thucyd. ii. 43· ... ~, 'T~S 71"0ll.fC.:S ovvap.w KaO' T,p.lpa.v (p')''f' O•wp.ovovs Ka! 
~~pa<T'Tas ')'l')'VOfLEVOVS O.V'T~S, Kal 3.,-av vp.'iv fLE')'aA'T/ oo{p oivat, iv8vp.oVfLEVOVS 
J' 8'Tt 'TOAfLWV'TH Kal "'fi')'VcfUTICOV'TES 'Ta lieOV'T0.1 Kal iv 'TOlS (p')'OIS alUXUVOfLEVOt, 
, li.vllpES au'Ta iK'T~O"O.V'TO, &c. 

Aluxvvop.evot : compare Demosthen. Orat. Funebris, c. 7, p. 1396. Al 
,.,.Ev -yUp Occl TWv OA{'}Wfl Buva{T'TElcu Bfos p.~v ivep')'cl.(av'Ta.l -rois 7rol\.l-ra,s, 
aluxtlv71v li' oU 7r«pturiiulv. 
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with any confidence predicate it of the major part of the 
Grecian cities. · . 

1 }) (shall hereafter return to this point when I reach the times ,_~ 
l.0 f'the great speculative philosophers : at present, I merely ~ 
,.....bespea~ _attention to the. speec? of Perikles as .negativing t_he1('1 

su·ppos1t10n, that. exorbitant mter. ference o.f the state w1tht.· 
individual lilJ.erty_ was universal among the ancient Greek 
reptioiics.-The"'re is no doubt that he has present to his mind 
a comparison with the extreme narrowness and rigour of Sparta, ~,;'J 
and that therefore his assertions of the extent of positive liberty W'~ 
at Athens must be understood as partially qualified by such . 
contrast. But even making allowance for this, the stress .. '-"' 
which he lays upon the liberty o,LtJ?.<;>.~g~t~!!.<i~tio~-~t~!9,ens,~~ 
not merely from excessive restraint of law, but .also frol'I\i~ 
practical intolerance between man and man, and tyranny of\"~ l 
the majority over individual dissenters in taste and pursuit- il'" 
deserves serious notice, and brings out one of those points in 
the national charactl'!r upon which the intellectual development 
of the time mainly depended. The national temper was 
indulgent in a high degree to all the varieties of positive 
impulse. The peculiar promptings in every individual'o6Som 
wereallowed to manifest themselves arid bear fruit, without 
being ·suppressed by external opinion or trained into forced ' 
conformity with some assumed standard: antipathies against : 
any of them formed no-parC<Wthe~habitual morality of the 
citizen. While rriuch of the generating causes of human': 
hatred was thus rendered inoperative, and while society"'-.· 
was rendered more comfortable!, more instructive, and more /;'f· 
stimulating-all its germs of productive fruitful genius, so rare r, 
everywhere, found in such an atmosphere the maximum 'of 
encouragement. Within the limits of the law, assuredly as < 
faithfully observed at Athens as anywhere in Greece, individual' ~ 
impulse, taste, and even eccentricity, were accepted with \ '
indulgence, instead of being a mark as elsewhere for the ~ 
intolerance of neighbours or of the public. This remarkable 
feature in Athenian life will help us in a future chapter to l 
explain the striking career of Sokra. tes,. and it further presents· .. 
to us, under an6tfierl:ice;-agreatpart of that which the .. 
censors of Athens· denounced under the name of" democrati- : ·, 
cal licence." The liberty and diversity of individual life in · 
that city were offensive to Xenophon, 1 Plato, an~~] e-.:. 

1 Compare the sentiment of Xenophon, the precise reverse of that which 
is here laid down by Perikl@s, extolling the rigid discipline of Sparta, and 
denouncing the laxity .of Athenilm life (Xenophon, Memorab. iii. 5, 15; 
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attached either to the monotonous drill of Sparta, or to some 
other ideal standard, which, though much better than the 
Spartan in itself, they were disposed to impress upon society 
with a heavy-handed uniformity. That liberty of individual 

..action, not merely from the over-restraints of law, but from the 
tyranny of jealous opinion, such as Perikles depicts in Athens, 
belongs more naturally to a democracy, where there is no 
select One or Few to receive worship and set the fashion, than 
to any other form of government. But it is very rare even 
in democracies. None of the governments of modern times, 
democratical, aristocratical .. or monarchical, presents anything 
like the picture of generous tolerance towards social dissent, 
and spontaneity of individual taste, which we read in the 
speech of the Athenian statesman. In all of them, the intoler
ance of the national opinion cuts down individual character to 
one out of a few set types, to which every person, or every family, 
is constrained to adjust itself, and beyond which all exceptions 
meet either with hatred or with derision. To impose upon 
men such restraints either of law or of opinion as are requisite 
for the security and comfort of society, but to encourage rather 
than repress the free play of individual impulse subject to 
those limits--is an i~eal, which if it was ever approached at 
Athens, has certainly never been 3.ttained, and has indeed 
comparatively been little studied or cared for, in any modern 
society.l ; 

Comiected with this reciprocal indulgence of individual/ 
y_. diversity, was not only the hospitable reception of all strangers at 
V Athens, which Perikles contrasts with the xenelasy or jealous 
r.Jh~xpulsion pra·. ctised at .Sparta-. but also. the many-sided activity, 
0odily and 111ental, yisig!~, in _the Jormer,-500pposite to that 
,i; narrow range of thought, exclusive discipline of the body, and 
)t~ever-ending preparation for war, which formed the system of 

~~ tl).e latter. His assertion that Athens was equal to Sparta even 
.,w'1n her own solitary excellence-efficiency on the field of battle 

1 -is doubtless untenable. But not the less impressive is his 
sketch of that multitude of conc11rrent impulses which at this 
same time agitated and impelled the Athenian mind-the 
strength of one not implying the weakness of the remainder: 
the relish for all pleasures of art and elegance, and the appetite 
for intellectual expansion, coinciding in the same bosom with 
energetic promptitude as well as endurance: abundance of 

iii. 12, 5). It is curious that the sentiment appears in this dialogue as 
put in the mouth of the younger Perikl~s (illegitimate son of the great 
Perikl~s) in a dialogue with Sokrat~s. 
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recreative spectacles, yet noway abating. the cheerfulness of 
obedience even to the hardest calls of patriotic· dut}': that 
combination of reason and courage which encountered danger 
the more willingly from havirig discussed and calculated it 
beforehand : lastly an anxious interest, as well as a competence 
of judgement, in public discussion and public action, common 
to every citizen rich and poor,_ and .combined with every man's 
own private industry. So S8mPr~~e.nsii'o~,..a-~,ld~aJ .•• P.f.,._IJ1~(;1Y; 
sided social dev_elo_prn.Gnt;.,t';inging out the capacities for action 
and~mi~r\.~~"as";en· as those for enjoyment, would be 
sufficiently remarkable, even if we supposed ·it only existing in 
the imagination of a ,philosopher.: but it becomes stili more so 
when we recollect that the main features of it at least were 
drawn from the fellow-citizens of the speqker. It must be 
taken however as belonging peculiarly to the Athens of Perikles 
and his contemporaries. It would not have suited either 
the peri~s.!J,lJ.~ ... ~~J.a.JeJ~Jifty · years before, ·or Jh~!.....Of 
Demosrhent;_S seventY, ;Xears afterward,s.~ At_ the former penod,_ 
theiirt;'ti1e'1ett';;.o;;~~~hy, adverted to with pride 
by Perikles, were as yet backward, while even the active energy 
and democratical stimulus, though very powerful, had not been 
worked up to the pitch which they a:fterwards reached: at the 
latter period, although the intellectual n1anifestatio~s of Athens 
subsist in full or even increased vigour, we shall. find the 
personal enterprise and energetic spirit of her citizens materially 
abated. As the circumstances; which· I hav_e alre3;dy recounted, 
go far to explain· the . previous upward movement, so those 
which fill the coming chapters, containing the disasters of 
the Peloponnesian war, will be fou.rid to explain stm more 
completely the declining tendency shortly about to commen~e. 
Athens was brought to the brink of entire ruin, from whicJ:l it 
is surprising that she recovered at all-but noway surprising 
that she ·recovered. at the expense of .a considerable loss of 
persona:! energy in the character o.f her citizens. . · 

And thus· the season at which Perikles delivered his discourse 
lends to. it an addi-tional and peculiar pathos. . It was at a time 
when Athens. was as yet .erec.!_ and. lilt-her ·ml!':l9mum. Fm 
though her rear power w~ouliitless mucFi• O.ii'illnisned- tom-' 
pared with the period ·before the Thirty years'' truce, 'yet the 
great edifices and works of art, achieved since then,· tended to 
compensate that loss, in so far as the sense of greatness was 
concerned : and no one, either citizen or enemy, considered 
Athens as having at all declined. It was at the commencement 
of the great struggle with the Peloponnesian confederacy, the 
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coming hardships of which Perikles never disguised either to 

\himself or to his fellow-citizens, though he fully counted upon 
~ventual success. Attica had been already invaded; it was no 
iionger "the unwasted territory," as Euripides had designated 
lit in his tragedy Medea,1 represented three or four months 
rbefore the march of Archidamus. A picture of Athens in her 
social glory was well-calculated both to rouse the pride and 
nerve the courage of those individual citizens, who had been 
compelled once, and would be compelled again and again, to 
abandon their country-residence and fields for a thin tent or 
confined hole in the city.2 Such calamities might indeed be 
foreseen : but there was one still greater calamity, which though 
actually then impending, could not be foreseen : the terrific 
pe~~ilence ~hich wil_l be recount~~}!?-_!~ <?Ol!!ing chapter. The 
bnght coTours and tone of cheerful confidence, which pervade 
the discourse of Perikles, appear the more striking from being 
in immediate antecedence to the awful description of this 
distemper: a contrast, to which Thucydides was doubtless not 
insensible, and which is another circumstance enhancing the 
interest of the compositio~ 

1 Euripides, Medea, 824. lepii.s x<f>pas lurop6~-rov -r', &c. 
2 The remarks of Dionysiu;; Halikarnassus, tending to show that the 

number of dead buried on this occasion was so small, and the actions in 
which they had been slain so insignificant, as to be unworthy of so elaborate 
an harangue as this of Perikles-and finding fault with Thucydides on that 
ground-are by no means well-founded or justifiable. He treats Thucy
dides like a dramatic writer putting a speech into the mouth of one of his 
characters, and he considers that the occasion chosen for this speech was 
unworthy. But though this assumption would be correct with regard to 
many ancient historians, and to Dionysius himself in his Roman history
it is not correct with reference to Thucydides. The speech of Perikles 
was a real speech, heard, reproduced, and doubtless drest up, by Thucy
didt!!s : if therefore more is said than the number of the dead or the 
magnitude of the occasion warranted, this is the fault of Perikles and not 
of Thucydidt!!s. Dionysius says that there were many other occasions 
throughout the war much more worthy of an elaborate funeral harangue
e>pecially the disastrous loss of the Sicilian army. But Thucydides could 
not have heard any of them, after his exile in the eighth year of the war : 
and we may well presume that none of them would bear any comparison 
with this of Perikles. Nor does Dionysius at all appreciate the full 
circumstances of this first year of the war-which, when completely felt, 

'will be found to render the splendid and copious hamngue of the great 
statesman eminently seasonable. See Diony~. H. de Thucyd. Judie. p. 
849-851, 
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CHAPTER XLIX 

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND YEAR DOWN TO THE ~ 
END OF THE THIRD YEAR OF THE PELOPONNESIAN: W.\R 

AT the close of one year after the attempted surpri~e of 
Platrea by the Thebans, the belligerent parties in Gteece 
remained in an unaltered position as to relative strength. 
Nothing decisive had been accomplished on' either side, either 

· by the invasion of Attica, or by the flying: descents round the 
coast of Peloponnesus. In spi~e of mutual damage inflicted
doubtless in the greatest measure upon Attica-r:o progress 
was yet made towards· the fulfilment of those obJects W'hich 

'had induced the Peloponnesians to go to war. Especially·the 
most pressing among all their wishes-the relief of Potid~a
was noway advanced; for the, Athenians had not found it 
necessary to ,relax. the blockade of that city. The result of 
the first year's operations had thus .been to ·disappoint the 
hopes of the Corinthians and the other ardent instigators of 
war, while it }ustifled t.l:!e anticipations bot.~:! of PeriJd~s and 
of Archidamtis. . ' 

A second devastation of Attica was resolved upoh for the 
commencement of spring ; and measures were taken for 
carrying it· all over that territory, ~ince th~ se~tled policy of 
Athens !lOt to . hazard a battle W1th the mvaders was now 
ascertained. About the end of March or begin,nirig of April · 
the entire Peloponnesian force (two-thirds from each con~ 
federate cjty as before) was assembled under the comn1and 
of Archidamus and marched into Attica. This time they 
carried th<(. work of systematic destruction not merely ovet the 
Thrjasian plain and the plain immediately near to Athens, as 
before·; but also to the more southerly portions of Attica, 
down even as far as the mines of Laurium. They traversed 
and ravaged. both the eastern and the wester~ coast, remaining 
not less than forty days in the country. They found the V 
territory' deserted as before, all the population having retired 
within the walls.1 

In regard to this second illvasion, Perikles recomm~r1ded 
the same defensive policy as he had applied to the first; and 
apparently the citizens had now come to acquiesce in it, if not 

. 1 Thucyd. ii. 47-55· 
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willingly, at least with a full conviction of its necessity. But 
a new visitation had now occurred, diverting their attention 
from the invader, though enormously aggravating their suffer
ings. A few days after Archidamus entered Attica, a pestilence 
or epidemic sickness broke out unexpectedly at Athens. 

It appears that this terrific disorder had been raging for 
some time throughout the regions round the Mediterranean ; 
having begun, as was believed, in Ethiopia-thence passing 
into Egypt and Libya, and overrunning a considerable portion 
of Asia under the Persian government. About sixteen years 
before, too, there had been a similar calamity in Rome and in 
various parts of Italy. Recently, it had been felt in Lemnos 
and some other islands of the JEgean, yet seemingly not with 
such intensity as to excite much notice generally in the 
Grecian world : at length it passed to Athens, and first showed 
itself in the Peirreus. The progress of the disease was as 
rapid and destructive as its appearance had been sudden ; 
whilst the extraordinary accumulation of people within the 
city and long walls, in consequence of the presence of the 
invaders in the country, was but too favourable to every form 
of contagion. Families crowded together in c)ose cabins and 
places of temporary shelter 1-throughout a city constructed 
(like most of those in Greece) with little regard to the con
ditions of salubrity-and in a state of mental chagrin from 
the forced abandonment and sacrifice of their properties in 
the country, transmitted the disorder with fatal facility from 
one to the other. Beginning as it did about the middle of 
April, the increasing heat of summer further aided the dis
order, the symptoms of which, alike violent and sudden, made 
themselves the more remarked because the year was particularly 
exempt from maladies of every other description.2 

1 Thucyd. ii. 52 ; Diodor. xii. 45 ; Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 34· It is to 
be remarked, that the Athenians, though their persons and moveable 
property were crowded within the walls, had not driven in their sheep and 
cattle also, but had transported them over to Euboea and the neighbouring 
islands (Thucyd. ii. 14). Hence they escaped a serious aggravation of 
their epidemic : for in the accounts of the epidemics which desolated Rome 
under similar circumstances, we find the accumulation of great numbers of 
cattle, along with human beings, specified as a terrible addition to the 
calamity (see Livy, oiii. 66; Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. x. 53 : compare 
Niebuhr, Romisch. Gesch. vol. ii. p. go). 

2 Thucyd. ii. 49· To pJv ('ap I'Tos, &s &p.o'A.ryiiTo if< 1rcf.vTwv, p.tt'A.<crTa Bh 
lNiivo livoqov Is Tas /('A.'A.as a0'8EvElas hlryxav•v /5v. Hippokratl?s, in his 
description of the epidemic fever at Thasos, makes a similar remark on 
the absence of all other disorders at the time (Epidem. i. 8, vol. ii. p. 640, 
ed. Littre). 
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Of this plague-or (more properly) eruptivetyphoid fever,! 

distinct froin, yet analogous to, the small~pox-a· description 
rio less clear thah impressive has been left by the historia11 
Thucydides, himself not only a spectator but a sufferer. It 
is not one of the least of his merits, that his notice of th(!. 
symptoms, given_ at so early a stage of medical science and 
observation, is such as to instruct the medical reader of the 
present age, and to enable the malady to be understood and 
identified. The observations with which that notice is ushered 
in, deserve particular attention. "In respect to. this distemper 
(he says), let every man, physician or not, say what he thinks 
respecting the source from whence it may probably have 
arisen, and respecting the causes which he deems sufficiently 
powerful to have produced so great a revolution. But I, having 
myself had the distemper, and having seen others suffering 
under it, will state what it actually was, and will indicate 
in additio·n such other matters, as will furnish any man, who 

· lays them to li~art, with knowledge and the rrieans of calculation 

1 "La des~ription de Thucydide (observes M. Littre, in his introduction 
to th~ works of Hippokrates, t. i. p. 122) est tellement ·bonne qu'elle. 
suffit pleinement pour nous .faii:e comprendre ce que cette ancienne maladie 
a ete: et il est. fort a regretter que des medecins. tels qu'Hippocrate et 
Galien n'aient rien ecrit sur les grandes epidemies, dont 'ils ont. etc§ les 
spectateurs. Hippocrate a ete temoin de.cette peste racontee par Thucy
dide, et il ne·nous en a pas laisse Ia description. Galien vit. egalement Ia 
fievre eruptive qui desola le monde sous Marc Aurele, et qu'il appelle lui' 
meme Ia longue p·este. Cependant excepte'quelques mots epars dans ses 
volumineux ouvrages,· excepte quelques· indications fugitives, il ne nous a 
rien transmi~ sur .un evenement medical anssi important ; a tel point 'qne 
si nons n'avions pas le recit de Thucydide, il nons seroit fort difficile de 
nous faire une idee de celle qu'a vue Galien; et qui est Ia meme (comme 

' M. Hecker s'est attache a le demontrer) que Ia maladie connue sous le 
nom de Peste d'Athenes. C'etait une fievre eruptive, differente de Ia 
variole, et eteirite aujourd'hui. On a cru en voir les traces· dans les 
charbons (l!v8pa~<•s) des livres· Hippocratiques." . 

Both Krauss (Disquisitio de -natura morbi Atheniensium, Stuttgard, 
I8JI, p. 38) and Haiiser (Histodsch. Patholog. Untersuchungen, Dresden, 
r839, p. so) assimilate the pathological phren9mena specified by Thucy
dides to different portions of the 'E1rt1i7Jp.lat of Hippokrates; M. Littre 
thinks that the resemblance is not close or precise, so as to admit of 
the one being identified with the other. "Le tableau si frappant qu'en a 
trace ce grand historien ne s'e reproduit pas certainement avec une nettete 
suffisante dans les brefs details donnes par Hippocrate. La nialadie 
d' Athenes avoit un type si tranche, que tous ceux qui en ont parle ont du 
le n!produire daris ses parties essentielles." (Argument. aux 2me Livre 
des .Epidemies,-CEuvres d'Hippocn\te, t.v. p. 64.) There appears good 
reason to believe that the great epidemic which prevailed in the Roman 

·world. under Marcus Aurelius (the Pestis Antoniniana) was a renewal of 
w nat' is called the Plague of Athens. ' · · -
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beforehand, in case the same misfortune should ever again 
occur." 1 To record past facts, as a basis for rational prevision 
in regard to the future-the same sentiment which Thucydides 
mentions in his preface, 2 as having animated him to the 
composition of his history-was at that time a duty so little 
understood, that we have reason to admire not less the manner 
in which he performs it in practice, than the distinctness with 
which he conceives it in theory. We may infer from his 
language that speculation in his day was active respecting the 
causes of this plague, according to the vague and fanciful 
physics, and scanty stock of ascertained facts, which was all 
that could then be consulted. By resisting the itch of theoris
ing from one of those loose hypotheses which then appeared 
plausibly to explain everything, he probably renounced the 
point of view from which most credit and interest would be 
derivable at the time. But his simple and precise summary 
of observed .facts carries with it an imperishable value, and 
even affords grounds for imagining that he was no stranger to 
the habits and training of his contemporary Hippokrates, and 
the other Asklepiads of Kos. 8 · 

1 Thucyd. ii. 48. 71.<-yhw f'EV o~v ''"l'l cdrroii, &s fKa<TTos -yt-yv~<Tim, Kal 
laTp~s Kal iOtWT?JS, &.cp' 8Tov elK~s i}v -yev€11'8at aln·b, ~eal TO.s alTlas CluTzva.s 
vop.l(ez ToO'aVT'fiS J.U"'"a/3oA1js 1KavG.s E1vcu BVvap.tv ;_s TO p.eratrT7]uat O"XEL'v· E'Ycb 
Ill; oT&v TE iylyvETo Jl.ti~w, Kal lup' 1.iv llv 'TtS ITKD'Irfiw, <1 'II'OTE Kal aDe<S i'll't'll'fiTD<, 
p.cfll.tiT'T' tlv txot "Tt 7rpoetllh 1-'~ &-yvo<lv, orav'Ta O'I)A~ITw, av'TOS TE vo<Trwas Kal 
av'TOS l3clw /lll.ll.ovs 'll'cfiT)(OV'TaS. 

Demokritus, among others, connected the generation of these epidemics 
with his general system of atoms, atmospheric effluvia, and <1owJ\.a: see 
Plutarch, Symposiac. viii. 9, p. 733; Demokriti Fragment., ed. Mullach. 
lib. iv. p. 409. 

The causes of the Athenian epidemic as given by Diodorus (xii. 58)
unusual rains, watery quality of grain, absence of the Etesian winds, &c., 
may perhaps be true of the revival of the epidemic in the fifth year of the 
war, but can hardly be true of its first appearance; since Thucydides states 
that the year in other respects was unusually healthy, and the epidemic 
was evidently brought from foreign parts to Peirreus. 

2 Thucyd. i. 22. . 
3 See the words of Thucydides, ii. 49· Kal hoKaM.p<Tm xoll.ljs 'll'arfa< 

8rrat v'll'o !aTpwv wvop.a<T}-'eva< Elrrlv, ~7TVE<Tav-which would seem to 
indicate a familiarity with the medical terminology :-compare also his 
allusion to the speculations of the physicians, cited in the previous note ; 
and c. 51---'~'il: 7rcf1Tp lltalTp O•pa'II'EvOp.Ha, &c. 

In proof how rare the conception was, in ancient times, of the importance 
of collecting and registering particular medical facts, I transcribe the 
following observations from M. Littre (<Euvres d'Hippocrate, t. iv. p. 646, 
Remarques Retrospecti ves ). 

"Toutefois ce qu'il importe ici de constater, ce n'est pas qu'Hippocrate 
a observe de te!le ou telle maniere, mais c'est qu'il a eu l'idee de recueillir 
ct de consigner des faits particuliers. En effet, rien, dans l'antiquite, n'a 
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It is hardly within the province. of an historiari' of Greece to 

repeat after Thucydides the painful enumeration of symptoms, 
, violent in the extreme and pervading every portion of the 
bodily system, which marked this fearful disorder. Beginning 

'·in Peirretis, it quickly passed into the city, and both the one. 
~ and the other was speedily filled with sickness and suffering, 
' the like of which had never before been knO\vn~ The seizures 
· were sudden, and a large proportion of the sufferers perished 
' after deplorable agonies on the seventh or on th·e ninth day. 

Others, 'vhose strength of constitution carried them over this 
' period, found themselves the victims of exhausting•and incur
} able diarrhcea afterwards : with others again, a1ter traversing 
, both these stages, the distemper fixed itself in some particular 
'member; the eyes, the. genitals, the hands, or the feet, which 
were rendered permanently useless, .or in some cases ampu-

.. tated, even where the patient himself recovered. There were 
:also some whose recovery was attended with a total loss of 
memory, so that they no more knew themselves or recognised 
their friends. No treatment· or remedy appearing, except in 

t accidental cases, to produce any beneficial effect, the physicians 
or surgeons whose aid was invoked became completely at fault. 
While trying their accustomed means without avail, they soon 

I et6 plus rare que ce soin: outre Hippocrate, je ne connois qu'Erasistrate 
qui se soit occupe de relater sons cette forme les resultats de son' experience 
clinique. Ni Galien lui-meme, ni Aretee, ni Soranus; ni les autres qui 
sont arrives jusqu'a nous, n'ont suivi un aussi louable exemple. · . Les 
observations consignees chns la collection Hippocratique constituent Ia 
plus grande partie, a beauconp pres, de ce que l'antiquite a possede en ce 
genre: et si, en commentant le travail d'Hippocrate, on I'avait un pen 
imite,- nous aurions des materiaux a -l'aide desquels nons prendrions une. 
idee bien plus precise de Ia pathologie de ces siecles recules. . . • Mais 

f tout en exprimant ce regret et en reconnaissant cette utilite relative a nous 
autres modernes et vedtablement considerable, il faut ajo~ter que J'antiquite 
.avoit dans les faits et la doctrine Hippocratiques un alimentt<}ui lui a suffi
et qu'une collection, meme etendue, d'histoires particulieres n'auroit pas 
alors modifie Ia medecine, du moins la medecine scientifique, essentielle-

( ment et au deJa de Ia limite que comportoit Ia physiologie. Je pourrai 
montrer ai!leurs que Ia doctr~ne d'Hippocrate et de !'ecole de Cos a ete Ia 
seule solide, Ia seule fondee sur un aper9u vrai de Ia nature organisee ; et que 
les sectes posterieures, methodisme et pneumatisme, n'ont bati leurs theories 
que sur des hypotheses sans consistance. Mais ici je me contente de 
remarquer, que Ia pathologie, en tant que science, ne pent marcher qu'a 
Ia suite de la physiologie, dont elle n'est qu'une des faces: et d'Hippocrate 
.a, Galien inclusivement, la physiologic ne fit pas assez de progres pour 
rendre insuffisante Ia conception Hippocratique. II en resulte, necessaire-

·-. ment, que la patholo;;ie, toujours · consideree comme science, n'auroit 
I pil, ·pat quelque pro cede que ce filt, gagner ·que des corrections et des 
~ augmentations de detail." , · 
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ended by catching the malady themselves and perishing. 
The charms and incantations,1 to which the unhappy patient 
resorted, were not likely to be more efficacious. While some 
asserted that the Peloponnesians had poisoned the cisterns of 
water, others referred the visitation to the wrath of the gods, 
and especially to Apollo, known by h~arers of the Iliad as 
author of pestilence in the Greek host before Troy. It was 
remembered that this Delphian god had promised the Lace
d::emonians, in reply to their application immediately before 
the war, that he would assist them whether invoked or unin
voked-and the disorder now raging was ascribed to the 
intervention of their irresistible ally; while the elderly men 
further called ·to mind an oracular verse sung in the time of 
their youth-" The Dorian war will come, and pestilence 
along with it." 2 Under the distress which suggested, and was 
reciprocally aggravated by, these gloomy ideas, prophets were 
consulted, and supplications with solemn procession were held 
at the temples, to appease the divine wrath. 

When it was found that neither the priest nor the physician 

1 Compare the story of ThaU!tas appeasing an epidemic at Spart; by his 
music and song (Plutarch, De Musica, p. I 146). 

Some of the ancient physicians were firm believers in the efficacy of 
these charms and incantations. Alexander of Tralles says that having 
originally treated them with contempt, he had convinced himself of their 
value by personal observation, and altered his opinion (ix. 4}-lv1o1 'Yoilv 
otov-ra< -rois -rwv -ypawv p.68o<s ~o<t<€va< -ras br<pods, C)(nr~p t<&-ycl> p.€xp• 
?roA.A.ov· Trj) xp6v<p OE V?I"O TWV ~vap-yws rpawop.EVOJII br•luerw Elva• o6va.p.1V 
~v av-ra.is. See an interesting and valuable dissertation, Origines Contagii, 
by Dr. C. F. Marx (Stuttgard, 1824, p. 129). 

The suffering Herakles, in his agony under the poisoned tunic, invokes 
the &ato6s along with the x••poTEXV'IS la.-r.oplas (Sophokles, Trachin. roos). 

2 Thucyd. ii. 54· <!>dutwvns ol 1rp•u{36-repo• 7rdA.a• 4o•u8a.•-""H~•• 
!l.wplai<OS ?I"OA.Ep.os Ka.l A.atp.os IJ.p' a.U-rrj)." 

See also the first among the epistles ascribed to ·the orator .iEschines 
respecting a A.otp&s in Delos. 

It appears that there was a debate whether, in this Hexameter verse, 
A.tp.6s (famine) or A.otp.6s (pestilence) was the correct reading: and the 
probability is, that it had been originally composed with the word A.tp.6s
for men might well fancy beforehand that .famine would be a sequel of 
the Dorian war, but they would not be likely to imagine pes#lence as 
accompanying it. Yet (says Thucydides) the reading A.otp.6s was held 
decidedly preferable, as best fitting to the actual circumstances (ol ')'iip 
li.v8pw?ro• 1rpl>s & t?rauxov -r1)v p.WJf''IV ~ ... owvv-ro). And "if (he goes on to 
say) there should ever hereafter come another Dorian war, and famine along 
with it, the oracle will probably be reproduced with the word Atp.6s as part 
of it." 

This deserves notice, as illustrating the sort of admitted licence with 
which .men twisted the oracles or prophecies, so as to hit the feelings of the 
actual moment. 
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1ld retard the spread, or mitigate the intensity, of the dis
ler, the Athenians abandoned themselves to despair, and the 
~ce within the walls became a scene of desolating misery. 
e:ry man attacked with the malady at once lost his courage~ 
tate of depression, itself among the worst features of the case, 
ich made him lie down -and die, without any attempt to seek 
preservatives. And though at first friends and relatives lent 

:ir aid to tend the sick with the usual family sympathies, yet 
terrible was the number of these attendants who perished, 
ike sheep," from such contact; that at length no man would 
ls expose himself; whil~ the most generous spirits, who per
~ed longest in the discharge-of their duty, \ver'e carried off in 
~ greatest numbers.1 The patient was thus left to die alone 
:l unheeded. Sometimes all the inmates ·of a house were 
ept away ·one aft~r the other, no man being willing to go near 
desertion on one hand, attendance on the other, both tended 

aggravate the ·calamity. There remained orily those who, 
ring had the disorder and recovered,· were willing to tend the 
ferers. These men formed the single exception to the all
~vadirig misery of the time~for the. disorder seldom attacked 
r one twice, and when it did, the second attack was never 
:tl. Elate with their- own escape_, they deemed themselves 
t·ofthe reach ofall disease, and were full of compassionate 
1dness for others wbose sufferings were just beginning. It 
s from them too that the principal attention to the bodies of 
:eased victims proceeded: for such.was the state of dismay 
:l sorrow, that even the nearest · relatives-- neglected the 
mlchral duties, sacred beyond all others in the eyes of a 
eek.. Nor is there any circumstance which conveys to us so 
id an idea of the prevalent agony and despair, as when we 
d in the words _of an eye-witness, that the deaths took place 
ong this close-packed crowd without the smallest decencies 
attention 2~that the dead· and the dying lay piled one upon 

Compare Diodor. ll:iV. 70, who mentions similar distresses in the . 
thaginian army besieging Syracuse, during the terrible epidemic with 
ch it was attacked in 395 B.c. ; and Livy, xxv. 26, respecting the 
Jemie at Syracuse when it was besieged by Marcellus and the 
nans. · ' - · 
Thucyd. ii. 52. OlK&idv -rap obx {nrapxouG'idv, all..\' ~~~ ICC1.ll.6/3a<S "'"'i''IJ• 

'lf>p'f frovs•1J&C1.1T<»p.£vwv, d <j>Bopos i-y{/'VETO OUOEVl ICfnJ'p.r:p, all.ll.a lrC1.tiJE1Cpol 
ali.AfJAO<S aTro9VfJG'ICOV'rES (liiav'lo, 1CC1.l tv -rais d1Joi's iKC1.AtV1Jovll'rO Kal 

l Ti'ts 'Kp'hvas aTrif.G'as np.<BVTJ'rES, TOV fllla-ros :1Tri8vp.tq,. T& ,.. !epa _lv 
itrK'hv'fll!'ro, v~Kpw'J) 'lr?..ea :;jv, ab,-ov lva,.oBV?ItrJC&v,-wv· {mepf3ta(op.evw i'ap 
~taKov ol ll.vllp=o• obt< txovns 3 i• i'~vwv'1'a<, es oll.<i'wplcx.v ·e't'p&Trov't'o. Kal 

ov Kal Dl1'lwv dpo("'s. 
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another not merely in the public roads, but even in the temples, 
in spite of the understood defilement of the sacred building
that half-dead sufferers were seen lying round all the springs, 
from insupportable thirst-that the numerous corpses thus 
unburied and exposed, were in such a condition, that the dogs 
which meddled with them died in consequence, while no 
vultures or other birds of the like habits ever came near. 
Those bodies which escaped entire neglect were burnt or 
buried 1 without the customary mourning, and with unseemly 
carelessness. In some cases, the bearers of a body, passing by 
a funeral pile on which another body was burning, would put 
their own there to be burnt also ; 2 or perhaps, if the pile was 
prepared ready for a body not yet arrived, would deposit their 
own upon it, set fire to the pile, and then depart. Such inde
cent confusion would have been intolerable to the feelings of 
the Athenians, in any ordinary times. 

To all these scenes of physical suffering, death, and reckless 
despair-was superadded another evil, which affected those who 
were fortunate enough to escape the rest. The bonds both of 
law and morality became relaxed, amidst sucl:i"lotal uncertainty 
of every man both for his own life, and that of others. Men 
cared not to abstain from wrong, under circumstances in which 
punishment was not likely to overtake them-nor to put a 
check upon their passions, and endure privations, in obedience 
even to their strongest conviction, when the chance was so 
small of their living to reap reward or enjoy any future esteem. 
An interval, short and sweet, before their doom was realised
before they became plunged in the wide-spread misery which 
they witnessed around, and which affected indiscriminately the 
virtuous and the profligate-was all that they looked to enjoy ; 
embracing with avidity the immediate pleasures of sense, as 
well as such positive gains, however ill-gotten, as could be made 
the means of procuring them, and throwing aside all thought 
both of honour or oflong-sighted advantage. Life and property 
being alike ephemeral, there was no hope left but to snatch a 
moment of enjoyment, before the outstretched hand of destiny 
should fall upon its victims. 

1 Thucyd. ii. 50: compare Livy, xli .. 21, describing the epidemic at 
Rome in 174 B.c. "Cadavera, intacta a canibus et vulturibus, tabes ab
sumebat: satisque constabat, nee illo, nee priore anno in tanta strage 
bourn hominumque vulturium usquam visum." 

2 Thucyd. ii. 52. From the language of Thucydid@s, we see that this was 
regarded at Athens as highly unbecoming. Yet a passage of Plutarch seems 
to show that it was very common, in his time, to burn several bodies on the 
same funeral pile (Plutarch, Symposiac. iii. 4, p. 651). 
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The picture of sbciety under the pressure of a. murderous 

epidemic, with its train of physical torments;~wretchedness, and 
demoralisation, has been drawn by more than one eminent 
authpr, but by none with more impressive fidelity and concise
ness than by Thucydides, 1 who had no predecessor, nor anything 

·but the reality, to copy from. We may remark that amidst all 
the melancholy accompaniments of the time, there are no liuman 
sacri\i.ces, such as those offered up at Carthage during pestilence 
to appease the anger of the gods~theie are no cr-uel persecutions 
against imaginary authors of the disease, ,such as those against 
the Untori (anointers of doors) in the plague of Milan in 163o.2 

Three years altogether did this· calamity desolate Athens : 
continuously, during the entire second and third_ years of the 
war-after which followed a period of m;trked abatement for 
a year and a half: but it then revived again, and lasted for 
another year, with the same fury as at first. The public loss, 
over and above the private misery, which this unexpected enemy 
inflicted upon Athens, was incalculable. Out of i zoo horsemen, 
all among the rich men of the state, 300 ·died of the epidemic ; 
besides 4400 hoplites out of the roll formally kept, and a 
number of the poorer population, so great as to defy computa~ 
tion.3 No efforts of the Peloponnesians could have .done so 
much to ruin A then's, or to bring the war to a termination such 
as they desired : and the distemper told the more in their 
favour, as it never spread at all into Peloponnesus, though it 
passed from Athens to some of the more populous islands:4 

The Laced<emonian army was withdrawn froril.OJ'Attica somewhat 
earlier than it would otherwise have been, for fear of taking the 
contagion. 5 • · • . · · 

1 The description in the sixth book of Lucretius, translated and expanded 
from Thucydides-that.of the ·plague at Florence in 1348, with which the 
Decameron of Boccaccio opens~and that of Defoe in his History of the 
Plague in London-are all well- known .. 

" '' Carthaginienses, cum inter cetera mala etiam peste laborarent, 
cruenta sacrorum religione, et scelere pro remedio, usi sunt : quippe homines 
ut victimas immolagant ;·pacem deorum sanguine eorum exposcentes, pro 
quorum vita Dii rogari maxime solent" (Justin, xviii. 6). , 

For the facts respecting the plague of Milan and the U ntori, see the 
interesting novel of Manzoni-Promessi .Sposi-and the historical work of 
the same author-Storia della Colonna Infame. 

8 Thucyd. iii. 87. TOV Of /1.1\Xov 6xxov av·~··lperos apt8f10S. Dioclorus 
makes them above ro,ooo (xii. 58) freemen and slaves together,_ which 
must be greatly beneath the reality. • 

' Thucyd. ii. 54· ToJV 11.1\1\wv Xrt>plwv -ra 7rol\vav8pw7r6.-a-ra. He does 
not specify what places these were :-perhaps Chios, but hardly Lesbos, 
otherwise the fact would have been noticed .when. the revolt of that island 
occurs, ~ Thucyd. ii. 57. 

VOL. VI. H 
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But it was while the Lacedremonians were yet in Attica, and 

during the first freshness of the terrible malady, that Perikles 
equipped and conducted from Peirreus an armament of roo 
triremes and 4ooo hoplites to attack the coasts of Peloponnesus: 
300 horsemen were also carried in some horse-transports, pre
pared for the occasion out of old triremes. To diminish the 
crowd accumulated in the city, was doubtless of beneficial 
tendency, and perhaps those who went aboard might consider 
it as a chance of escape to quit an infected home. But un
happily they carried the infection along with them, which 
desolated the fleet not less than the city, and crippled all its 
efforts. Reinforced by fifty ships of war from Chios and 
Lesbos, the Athenians first landed near Epidaurus in Pelopon-
nesus, ravaging the territory and making an unavailing attempt. 
upon the city : next they made like incursions on the more 
southerly portions of tl}e _ Argoli_c peninsula-Trrezen, Halieis, 
a!!.£.._ Hermione ;.~d- ~ly _ 3:f!askeq. and captured Prasire, on 
the eastern coast of Laconia. On' returning to Athens, the 
same armament was immediately conducted under Agnon and 
Kleopompus, to press the siege of Potidrea, the blockade of 
which still continued without any visible progress. On arriving 
there, an attack was made on the walls by battering engines and 
by the other aggressive methods then practised ; but nothing 
whatever was achieved. In fact, the armament became incom
petent for all serious effort, from the aggravated character which 
the distemper here assumed, communicated by the. soldiers 
fresh from Athens even to those who had before been free 
from it at Potidrea. So frightful was' the mortality, that out of 
the 4000 hoplites under Agnon, no less than 1050 died in the 
short space of forty days. The armament was brought back in 
this distressed condition to Athens, while the reduction of, 
Potidrea was left as before to the slow course of blockade.1 ' 

On returning from the expedition against Peloponnesus, 
Perikles found his countrymen almost distracted 2 with their 
manifold sufferings. Over and above the,raging epidemic, they 
had just gone over Attica and ascertained the devastations com
mitted by the invaders throughout all the territory (except the 
Marathonian s Tetrapolis and Dekeleia-districts spared, as we 
are told, through indulgence founded <?n an ancient legendary 
sympathy) during their long stay of forty days. The rich had 

I Thucyd. ii. s6-s8. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 59· 7]71.71.o!wwro ,.a.s 7vd!p.as. 
s Diodor. xii. 45 ; Ister ap. Schol. ad Soph. CEdip. Colon. 689 ; : 

Herodot. ix. 
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,found their comfortable mansions and farms, the poor their 
modest cottages, in the various demes, torn down and ruined. 
Death,1 sickness, loss of property, and despair of the fut~~~~ l 

• now rendered the Athenians angry and intractable to the a •· 
; degree. They vented their feelings against Perikles as th)t!! 
' cause not merely of the war,_ but also of all that they wer , ~ 
I now enduring. Either with or without his consent, they sent 1.: 
; envoys to Sparta to open negotiations for peace, but the' ., 1, 
· Spartans turned a deaf ear to the proposition. This new dis-llfl• 

appointment rendered them still more furious against· Perikles, _...._ 
whose long-standing political enemies now doubtless found \'" t 
strong sympathy in their denunciations of his character and • ' 

' policy. That unshaken and majestic firmness! which ranke(~ ~ 
first among nisma:ny-em:inenf'qualities, wasnever more . . 
imperiously required and never more effectively manifestedf~ 
t_ In his capacity_..?~ Stra_t~g_g~_or._General,_P_e_.rikl.es c<?nv?ke~ a1 ~ 
formal assembly of t~people, for ~!l~P.!:!FP?Se l;)f vmdicatmg~ 

' himse~f"publiclfagain~t t~-e prevailing; sentiment, and recoin-~ 
men~mg perseverance m his lme of_pohcy:} The-speeches mad~ 
by his opponents, assuredly very bitter, ar~ not given by ThuJ..I..Ic, 
cydides ; but that of Perikles himself is set down at consider.;.'·ft. 
able length, and a memorable discourse it is> It strikingly~~ 
brings into ;elief both the cha:acte~ of the rna? and the _impressE 

1 of actual Circumstances--an Impregnable mmd conscwus not 
,; only of right purposes but of just and reasonable anticipations, , . 

and beari?g up with manliness, _or even defi~nce, against t?e~ 
, natural diffic~lty of the case, heightened by a~ extre~~ of m;4o l'• 
1 calculable m1sfcirtune. He had foreseen,2 whrle advrsmg th~l 
1 war originally, the probable impatience of his countryme~ 
1 under its first hardships, but he could not foresee the epidemic~ 
,by which that impatience had been exasperated into madness : 
and he now addressed them not 'merely with unabated adhe
rence to his own deliberate convictions, but also in a tone of 
reproachful remonstrance against their unmerited change of 
sentiment towards him-seeking at the same time to combat · 
that uncontrolled despair which for the moment overlaid both 
their pride and their patriotism. Far from 'humbling himseif 
before the present sentiment, it is at thil3 time that he sets 
forth his titles to their esteem in the most direct and unqualified 

, manner, and claims the continuance of that which they had so 
. . 
! 1 Thucyd. ii. 6$. '0 fJ.~V o~p.os, g,., a. ... • ~l\acrcr&vwv Opp.wp.evos, ~crrlp'Y}TQ 

.,-peal -ro6-rc:v· o[ OE: Ouvc:-ro~ H.ai\?t I('T-hf.ta'Ta Ka.Ttt. -r'l}v xWpav olKoOop.lcus TE /Ca.} 
'·1i"Oi\.VTEi\.E(]'' KaTO.(J'KEVaLS ct7rOi\.WA.EK6TES. 

2 Thucyd. i. 140. 
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long accorded, as something belonging to him by acquired 
right . 
. 'His main object, throughout this discourse, is to fill the 
~dSOfnis-audience with patriotic sympathy for the weal of 
:he entire city, so as to counterbalance the absorbing sense of 
)rivate woe. If the collective city flourishes (he argues), private 
misfortunes may at least be borne : but no amount of private 
prosperity will avail, if the collective city falls (a proposition 
citerally true in ancient times and under the circumstances of 
mcient warfare-though less true at present). "Distracted by 
jomestic calamity, ye are now angry both with me who advised 
~.ou to go to war, and with yourselves who followed the advice. 
~e listened to me, considering me superior to others in judge
'nent, in speech, in patriotism, and in incorruptible probity 1-

~or ought I now to be treated as culpable for giving such 
tdvice, when in point of fact the war was unavoidable and 
:here would have been still greater danger in shrinking from it. 
[ am the same man, still unchanged-but ye in your misfor
:unes cannot stand to the convictions which ye adopted when 
ret unhurt. Extreme and unforeseen, indeed, are the sorrows 
.vhich have fallen upon you: yet inhabiting as ye do a great 
:ity, and brought up in dispositions suitable to it, ye must also 
·esolve to bear up against the utmost pressure of adversity, 
md never to surrender your dignity. I have often explained 
:o you that ye have no reason to doubt of eventual success 
n the war, but I will now remind you, more emphatically 
:han before, and even with a degree of ostentation suitable as 
L stimulus to your present unnatural depression-that your 
1aval force makes you masters not only of your allies, but of 
he entire sea 2-one half of the visible field for action and 
~mployment. Compared with so vast a power as this, the 
:emporary use of your houses and territory is a mere trifle-an 
)rnamental accessory not worth considering : and this too, if 
1e preserve your freedom, ye will quickly recover. It was 
10ur fathers who first gained this empire, without any of the 

1 Thucyd. ii. 6o. Kahot lp.ol 'TOtolrrrp av5pl op-yl(<ITII<, r,; obOEVOS otop.at 
/ITITWV eivat -yvwva£ 'TE 'Ttt OEOVTa, Kal ~pp.7]VEVI1'at Tav-ra, <j>tii.07ro/l.{s' 'TE Kal 
(p7]p.cl.-rwv Kp<iiTITwv. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 62. 07]/l.tf,ITw o~ Kal -rooe, 8 p.o< ooKei-re o!i-r' ab-rol 1rtf,tro-r< 
~v8up.7J8ijvat inrdpxov Up.Lv p.ey€8ovr 1rfpt Es T1JV O.px~w oiiT' E"}'dJ Ev Tots 1rplv 
,Joyots. 000' llv VVV ~XP7JITcf.p.7]V KOJl'lrWOEIT'TEpav (XOVT< 'T~V 7rp011'7rD£7)tT<V, el p.'i7 
:a-ra7r<7rii.7J"Yf'EVovs flp.as 1rap?. To elKos ~J,pwv. OtetTIIe p.~v ")'ttp -rwv gvp.p.c!.xwv 
t6vov lfpx«v-lyw 0~ &7ro<j>alvw obo p.<pwv 'TWV is X pi) IT tV <j>av<pwv, -yi)s !Cal llail.c!.T
"11S, Toil ETEpov Vp.O.s wavTOs Kvptw'T&.Tous 5JI'ras, E:p' 8uov TE vVv y€p.eu8e, Kal 
jv .17rl1rJ\.eov jJovJ\.7)11~-re. 
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' ' 

advantages which ye now enjoy; ye must not disgrace yourselves 
by losing what they acquired. Delighting, as ye all do iri the. 
honour and empire enjoyed by the city; :ye must not shrink" 
from the toils whereby alone thafhonour is sustained: more~l 
over ye now fight, not merely for freedom instead of slavery,-, 
but for empire against loss of empire, with all the perils arising . 

. out of imperial unpopularity. It is not safe for, you now to 
abdicat~, even if ye chose to do so; for ye hold your empire 
like a despotism'7""'unjust perhaps in the original acquisition, 
but ruinous to part with when once acquired. Be not angry 
with me, whose advice ye followed in going to war, because the 
~nemy have done such damage as might be expected from 
them: still less on account of this unforeseen distemper: J· 
know that this makes me an object of your special present 
hatred, though very unjustly, unless ye will consent to give m~ 
credit also for any ·unexpeCted good luck which may occur~ 
.Our city derives its particular glory fiom unshaken bearing up 
against misfortune : her power, her name, her empire of Greeks 
over Greeks; are such as have never before been seen : anQ. 
if we choose to be great, we must take the consequence of 
that temporary envy and hatred which is_ the necessary price 
of permanent renown. Behave ye now in a manner worthy of 
that glory : display that courage which is essential to protect 
you against disgrace at present; as well as to guarantee your 
honour for the future. Send no further embassy to Sparta, 
and bear your misfortunes without showing symptoms of 
distress." 1 ) . . 

tThe irresistible reason, as well as the proud and· resolute1 

bearing of this discourse, set forth with an eloquence which it 
was not ,possible for Thucydides to reproduce-together with 
the age and character of Perikles-carried the assent of the\ 
assembled people ; who when in the Pnyx anuengageaaCCoi-d-· 
ing to-habiton public matters, would for a moment forget their' 
private sufferings in considerations of the safety and grandeur 1 

of Athens. Possibly indeed, thosesufferipgs, though still con
tinuing, might become somewhat alleviated when the invaders 
quitted Attica, and when it was no longer indispensable for all 
the population to confine itself within the walls. Accordingly, i 
the assembly resolved that no further propositions should be 
made for peace, and that the war should be prosecuted with I 
vigour). · . 
t But though the public resolution thus adopted showed the 

l Thucyd. ii. 60-64. I give a general summary of this memorable 
speech, without setting forth its full contents, still less the exact words. ' 
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ancient habit of deference to the authority of Perikles, the 

~entiments of individuals taken separately were still those of 
'~nger against him as the author of that system which had 
Arought them into so much distress. Ifi§_ political opponents 
,.:__Kleon.J.. p!mmi_as*_ s;>r _Lakratidas, perhaps all three in con-
junction-took care to provide an opportunity for this pre
valent irritation to manifest itself in act, by bringing an accusa
tion against him before the dikastery. The accusation is said 
to have been preferred on the ground of pecm)iary malversation, 
and ended by his being sentenced to pay a considerable fine, 
the amount of which is differently reported-fifteen, fifty, or 
eighty talents, by diffetent authors.! The accusing party thus 
appeared to have carried their point, and to have disgraced, as 
well as excluded from re-election, the veteran statesman. The 
event however disappointed their expectations. The imposition 
of the fine not only satiated all the irritation of the people 
against him, but even occasioned a serious reaction in his 

1 Thucyd. ii. 65; Plato, Gorgias, p. 515, c. 71 ; Plutarch, Perikles, c. 35; 
Diodor. xii. c. 38-45. About Simmias, as the vehement enemy of Perikles, 
see Plutarch, Reipub. Ger. Prrecept. p. 8os. 

Plutarch and Diodorus both state that Perikles was not only fined, but 
also removed from his office of Strategus. Thucydides mentions the fine, 
but not the removal ; and his silence leads me to doubt the reality of the 
latter event altogether. For with such a man: as Perikles, a vote of 
removal would have been a penalty more marked and cutting than the fine : 
moreover, removal from office, though capable of being pronounced by 
vote of the public assembly, would hardly be inflicted as penalty by the 
dikastery. 

I imagine the events to have passed as follows : The Strategi, with most 
other officers of the Commonwealth, were changed or re-elected at the 
beginning of Hekatombreon, the first month of the Attic year; that is, 
somewhere about Midsummer. Now the Peloponnesian army, invading 
Attica about the end of March or beginning of April, and remaining forty 
days, would leave the country about the first week in May. PerikH~s 
returned from his expedition against Peloponnesus shortly after they left 
Attica; that is, about the middle of May (Thucyd. ii. 57): there still re
mained therefore a month or six weeks before his office of Strategus 
naturally expired, and required renewal. It was during this interval 
(which Thucydides expresses by the words l·n 5' ~crrpo:rrryet, ii. 59) that he 
convoked the assembly and delivered the harangue recently mentioned. 

But when the time for a new election of Strategi arrived, the enemies of 
Perikles opposed his re-election, and brought a charge against him in that 
trial of accountability to which every magistrate at Athens was exposed, 
after his period of office. They alleged against him some official mis
conduct in reference to the public money-and the dikastery visited him 
with a fine. His re-election was thus prevented, and with a man who had 
been so often re-elected, this might be loosely called " taking away the 
oftice of general "-so that the language of Plutarch and Diodorus, as well 
as the silence of Thucydides, would on this supposition be justified. 
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favour, and brought back as strongly as ever the ancient senti
ment of esteem and admiration. It was quickly found that. 
those who had succeeded Perikles as generals neither possessed 
nor deserved in an equal degree the public confidence. He: 
was accordingly soon re-elected, with as much power and. 
influence as ·he had ever in his life enjoyed.; ~ 

.But that life, long, honourable, and ·usef!Jl, liad already been~ 
prolonged considerably beyond the sixtieth year, and there 
were but too many circumstances, besides the recent fine, j 
which tended to hasten as well as to embitter its close. At, 
the very moment when Perikles was preaching' to his country-·~ 
men, in a tone almost reproachful, the necessity of manful 
and unabated devotion to the commoa country, in the midst~ 
of private suffering-he was himself among t_he greatest of., 
sufferers, arid most hardly pressed to set the example of1. 
observing his own precepts. The epidemic .carried off' not I 
merely his two sons (the only two legitimate, Xanthippus and 
Paralus), but also his sister, several other relatives, and his best 
and most useful political friends. Amidst this train of domes
tic calamities,_ and in -the funeral obsequies of so manyofhis 
dearest''lmndS, he· remained master of his grief,. and main
tained his habitual self-command, until the last misfortune
the death of his favourite son Paralus, which left his house ' 
without any legitimate representative to maintain the, family,. 
and the hereditary sacred rites. On this final blow, though he 1 
strove to command himself as before, yet at the obsequies of 
the young man, when it became his duty to place a wreath on~ 
the dead body, his grief became uncontrollable, and he burst 
out, for the first time in his life, into profuse tears and .. 
sobbing.2 . 

\ In the midst of these several personal trials he received the~ 
intimation, through Al~i!:>i§.des a_nd _some other friend~,·oUl,ie ~ 
restorea-confiaen6~ of the people towards him, and of his re~ ' 
election to ·nie office-of Strategus.- But it was not. without~ 
difficulty that he was,persuaded topresent himself again at the • 
public assembly, and resume the direction of affairs. The ~ 
regret of the people was formally expressed to him for the~ 
recent sentence-perhaps indeed . the fine may have been\
repaid to him, or some e,vasion of it permitted, saving the ~ 
forms of law 3-in the present temper of the city ; which was ·~ 

I Thucyd. ii. 65. ' 2 Plutarch, Perikl;:>s, c. 36. 
a See Plutarch, Demosthen. c. 27, about the manner of bringing about 

such an evasion of a fine : compare. also the letter of M. Boeckh, in 
Meineke, Fragment. Comic. Gra=cor. ad Fragm. Eupolid., ii. 527. 
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further displayed towards him by the grant of a remarkable 
exemption from a law of his own original proposition. He 
had himself, some years before, been the author of that law, 
whereby the citizenship of Athens was restricted to persons 
born both of Athenian fathers and Athenian mothers, under 
which restriction several thousand persons, illegitimate on the 
mother's side, are said to have been deprived of the citizen
ship, on occasion of a public distribution of corn. Invidious 

· as it appeared to grant, to Perikles singly, an exemption from 
. a law which had been strictly enforced against so I?any others, 
the people were now moved not less by compassiOn than by 
anxiety to redress their own previous severity. Without a 
legitimate heir, the house of Perikles, one branch of the great 

; Alkmreonid Gens by his mother's side, would be left deserted 
and the continuity of the family sacred rites would be broke~ 
-a misfortune painfully felt by every Athenian family, as cal
culated to wrong all the deceased members, and provoke their 
posthumous displeasure towards the city. Accordingly, per
mission was granted to Perikles to legitimise, and to inscribe 
in his own gens and phratry, his natural son by Aspasia, who 
bore his own name.l} 
Vt was thus that Perikles was reinstated in his post of Strate

, gus as well as in his ascendency over the public counsels-
seemingly abouf August or September-430 B.C. He lived 

)about one year longer, and seems to have maintained his 
•influence as long as his health permitted. Yet we hear 
'nothing of him after this moment, and he fell a victim, not to 
the violent symptoms of the epidemic, but to a slow and 
wearing fever, 2 which undermined his strength as well as his 
capacity. To a friend who came to ask after him when in this 
disease, Perikles replied by showing a charm or amulet which 
his female relations had hung about his neck-a proof how low 
he was reduced, and how completely he had become a passive 
subject in the hands of others. And according to another 
anecdote which we read, yet more interesting and equally 
illustrative of his character-it was during-his-last" moments, 
when-he-was-ly.ing-apparet~tly-unconscious and insensible, that 
the friends around his bed were passing in review the acts of 
his life, and the nine trophies which he had erected at different 

1 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 37· 
2 Plutarch (Perik. c. 38) treats the slow disorder under which he 

suffered as one of the forms of the epidemic : but this can hardly be correct, 
when we read the very marked character of the latter, as described by 
Thucydid~s. 
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times for so many victories. He heard what they said, though 
they fancied that he was past hearing, and- interrupted them 
by remarking-" What you praise in my life, belongs partly to 
good fortune-and is, at best, common to me with many other 

~ 
g,enerals. But the peculiarity of which I am most_ proud, 
yo;:..have not n~ticed-~o Athenia!l..l¥l:§~~J,,P~~ ~ 

\ t)arough.~IJy.actw .. ~ .. qu~)l. · _ . · ·! Y. puch a cause of self-gratu'ratwn, doubtless· more satJsfactory~
to recall at- such a moment than any other, illustrates that

1
.'.,c. 

long-sighted calculation, aversion to distant or hazardous enter-~' 
prise, and economy of the public force, which· marked hi!)o" 
entire political career; a ~areer long, beyond all parallel in the , 
history of Athens-since he maintained a great influence, 
gradually swelling into a decisive personal ascendency, for 

~bet;ween· thirty and forty years. His character has been 2re- \I 
~~~1ttd in ~ery dj_ffe!en;_Ii~~~:~;:_d~f[~t~authc)~)"§h_~ncient 
I 'find modern, ana our matenals-for stn'Kmg~ tlie Balance are 
' not so good as we could wish. But his immense and long-
1 continued supremacy, as well as his unparalleled eloquence,Z..: 
- are facts attesteallot less by his enemies than by his friends--

nay, even 1pore forcibly by the former than by the latter. The 
comic writers, who hated him, and whose trade it was to deride , . 
andnliiitd?wn ev~ry J.~ading _political character, exhaust their~;, 

. powers of Illustra~wn m settmg forth both the one and the~'\ 
other: 2 Telekleides, Kratlnus, Eupolis, Aristophanes, . au· •. 
hearers and all enemies, speak of him like• Olympian Zeus_ \ 
hurling thunder and lightning-like Herakles and Achilles- t::, 
as the only speaker on whose lips persuasion sat and who left ' 
his sting in the minds of his audience : while Plato the fJhilo
s~;;!i! who disapproved of his political workmg an'aofthe 
moral effects which he produced upon Athens, nevertheless 
extols his intellectual and oratorical ascendency-" his· majestic 
intelligence "-in language not less decisive than Thucydides. 
There is another point of eulogy, not less valuable, on which 
the testimony appears uncontradicted : throughout his long 
career, amidst the hottest political animosities, the conduct of 

~Perik~estowar~ s:>PP.QIJ~nts was alwa.Y.s mild ~~.d_ J}?.~V The ~ 
COnSCIOUS self-esteem an(i arrogance of maimer, Wltli which the .J 

1 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 38. ----·-.-- . · -
2 Plutarch, Perikles, c. 4, ·s, 13, r6 ; Eupolis. il.'qp.o<, Fragm. vi. p. 459, 

ed. Meineke. Cicero (De Orator. iii. 34; Brutus, 9-II) and Quintilian. 
(ii. 16, 19; x. I, 8z) count only _as witnesses at second-hand. . 

3 Plato, Gorgias, c. 71, p. 516; Ph:;edrus, c. 54, p. 270. IT<p<~<_l\ta, orlw· 
o~or"' fJ.E"fO.'Ao7rpe7rws <To<jlov livllpa. Phto, .Meno. p. 94 B. 

4 Plutarch, Perikles, c.· I0-39· 
.H 2 
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' GOI1~0J~.~~X.~9J1 xepxQa<;:hed him, 1 contrasting it with the 

unpretenchng simplicity of his own patron Kimon-though 
probably invidiously exaggerated, is doubtless in substance 
well founded, and those who read the last speech given above 
out of Thucydides will at once recognise in it this attribute. 
His natural taste, his love of philosophical research, and his 
unwearied· application to public ·affairs, all contributed to 
alienate him' frorri -ordinary farrii1iarify, and to ma1(e T1im care
less, perhaps improperly careless, of the lesser means of 

,. · conciliating public favour.) - -
-.. . But admitting this latter reproach to be well-founded, as it 

seems to be, it helps to negative that greater and graver politi
cal crime which has been imputed to him, of sacrificing the 
.permanent well-being and morality of the state to the main ten-· 
ance of his own political power-of corrupting the people by 
distributions of the public money. "He gave the reins to the 
people (in Plutarch's-words 2) and shaped his administration 
for their immedlat"e'favour, by always providing at home some 
public spectacle or festival or procession, thus nursing up the 
city in elegant pleasures-and by sending out every year sixty 

1 triremes manned by citizen-seamen on full ~ay, who were thus 
/kept in practice and acquired nautical skill.' 1 

k•- _ ~ow the charge here made against Perikles, and supported , 
'- J by allegations in themselves honourable rather than otherwis~ 
'"~f a vicious appetite for immediate popularity, and of im
(.,J!~roper concessions to the imme'diate feelings of the people 
<k!Jgainst their permanent interests-is precisely that which 

Thucydides in ~he most pointed manner denies ; and not 
merely denies, but contrasts Perikl~s with his successors in the 
express circumstance that they did so, while he did not. The 
language of the contempora-ry historian s well deserves to be 

1 Plutarch, Pt!riklt!s, c. 5· 
2 Plutarch, Perikles, c. I I. ~to Kal .-6.-e fUf)ucr.-a rrf! oflf.l.'f .-as -l]vias 

av<ls 6 ITepti<A~S broll.t7'EVE7'0 1rpOs x&ptv-&d fi.EV TtVa e<av 1faV1]')1Vpti<~V :f) 
Jcrrla<T£11 n 'Tr"UfJ:Trtw E'lvatfl!lJXaVd:(l-EPOS Ev licrTEl, Ka~ 8ta1rat0a-y"'f'&1V aUK &.p.o6crols 
i]0ova'is,-r1]v7r&Atv-€~{JKOV'TC1. oe Tpt-hpets Ka8' gKCU1TOV EvtavTOv Ewrdp:TrCJJV, ~v 
·aTs 1roi\Aol TWV 7roA.tT&Jv t7l'/u:ov 0KTdJ p.1jvas ~flfl.lcrBot, p.e'AercdvTES S.p.a Kal 
p.ave&vov-res T1W vctuTtK1}J' Ep.1retp£av. 

Compare c. 9, where Plutarch says that Perikles, having no other means 
-of contending against the abundant private largesses of his rival Kimon, re
sorted to the expedient of distributing the public money among the citizens, 
in order to gain inflttence; acting in this matter upon the advice of his 
friend Demonides, according to the statement of Aristotle. 

3 Thucyd. ii. 65. 'EK<i>os I"~" (ITepucA.~s) IJvvaros &v .-q; .-e ¢.( t 6Jfl.e<Tt 1<a! 
Tji ')lvrfJwy, XP11fl.&rwv .-e Cita<f>avws ¢.1iwp6.-a..-os ')IEV6f1.<vos, /Car
-E' X. 'T 0 7r A~ e 0 s l A Eve E p"' s' Kal obi< 7/')IETO fi.UAAOI' i;r.' avrov :f) aUTOS 
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-l..Y.s!tf~-" Perikles, powerful from di~nity of charact~r as. 'Yell asJ:.:~ 
'yrroffi. wisdom, and conspicuously __ aboyeJ.!;e_le~:: t~ng~ of~sg~l.:r'l 

rl!P!;l.O,lh.held back the p'E!Opl~WUI:r"ir"'ffee9'b:na, anCl: was_ttle1r . 
i'!!m.~erinsteadof being led by, them. For not bemg a 1l 
seeker of power from unworthy sources, he did not speak witli .. · 
any view to present favour, but had sufficient sense of dignity , '
to contradict them on occasion, even braving their displeasure. ·. 
Thus whenever he perceived them insolently and unseasonably.~ 
confident, he shaped his speeches in such manner as to alarm " 
and beat them down : when again he saw them unduly 
frightened, he tried to counteract it and restore their confi
dence : so that the government was in name a democracy, but 
in reality an empire exercised by the first citizen' in the state. 
But those who succeeded after his death, being more equal 
one 'vi:Ili'1trrb'th'er;'Trfd e3:CI:l'ofthem desiring pre-eminence over 
the rest; adopted the ~lifferent course Of courting the favour of 
the people and sacrificing to that object even important· state
interests. FroJU whence arose many other bad measures, as 
might be expected in a great and imperial city, and especially 

rthe.Sici_lia_g _ ~xpedition," &c. 
~Jl,2d!vwilCI5e seen tfia(the judgement here quoted from Thucy- ) 
\\\ ait;tes contradicts, in an ungualified manner, the reproaches / 

~
commonly'Iriacte agal.nst I'eJil{l_~b:'Qf-li;lyj.iig_s;grr-gRtect-th.e 
Athenja_[.~le ·l)y ~~on~.]]JjsJ.ti..9!1ey, and-: 
by -giving way -to ~their unw~p~or the purpose of~ 
acquirinffahd~ii\'aintainii'ighis own political power. Nay, the 
historian particularly notes the W,E£,~ite gi)..£tlitiestself~udge
mern-;-c"con'Sci0Us' illgrnty: inaitiei-ence 'To' imine~ te popular 
applause or wrath when set ag<~;inst what was permanently righ~ 
and useful-as the special characteristic of thai"great statesman! 
A distinction might indeed be possible, and Plu.s;r:_lb:prQfe.ssls 

i\)'e, ota. 'CO p.t, IC'rW(J-EVOS ~~ ob 'il'pO<T1JK6v-rwv -r't,v M,VO.IJ.LV 7rp0S 7)oov~v ,., AE"fE<V, 
O.A.A' txwv ~7r' a~ L d; (f e L Kal 7rp0s Op}'1JV 'Tt CtvTEL7rELV. '011"6-re ')'OVv U.1u6otT& 
'Tt a.VroVs 1rapd. KatpOv V{3p€L 8apt1'oVvTas, AEywvtcaTE1r'A.'fl(f~EV ~1rl 70 ¢o/3e'iu8at' 
Kal Oe0tc51"a.S ali &.i\6}'ws ltvTtKa.8l(f'T'Y] 1rciAtv br:l rO 8apue'iv. 'E'Yl}'VETO 0€ 
A6')'rp p.€v O'fi!J.OH.pa.Tla, tp')'cp 0€ {nrO roV 1rp:6Tou &.vOpOs &.px~. Ol 0€ VaTepov 
l'O"ot p.UAAov .CtVTol 1rpOs &A.A~Aous ~liTes, Kal Ope')'&p.evot ToV 7rpWTos EKa(fros 
')'l'}'VE(fOat, ~Tpci7rOVTO Ka8' ~OovG.s 'T~ Oi)p.lf' Kal Td. 7rpd.')'1J.ct'Ta ~v0t06vm. ,E~ 
wv ul\1\a. T€ 'lrQI\1\a, ws EY p.eytfll.p 71'61\et ~ta.l apx'hv <xov<T~, 7)p.a.pTM1J, /<a~ 
0 ES :EtKEll.lav ?rl\ovs· ~s au 'rO(J'OV'TOll ,'YVWp.1JS U.j,.&p-r1jp.a. l}JI, &c. Compare 
Plutarch, Nil-iias, c. 3· 

'A~iwa<s and U.~!wp.a, as used by Thucydides, seem to differ in this respect: 
'AJ;(w<T<s signifies a man's dignity, or pretensions to esteem and intluence, as 
felt and measured by himself; his sense of dignity; 'A~iwp.a. means his 
dignity, properly so called; as felt and appreciated by others. See i. 37. 
41, 6g. 
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;~1 to note such distinction, between the earlier_ and the later part .. 
J,._ f his long political career. Perikles began (so that biographer · 
;f...,1 ays) by corrupting the people in order to acquire power; but/ 
~ ~ having acquired it, -he employed it in an independent and 
~Wpatriotic manner, so that the judgement of Thucydides, true 
f.JU respecting the later part of his"1if€, wotila-iiot l)e applicable to 
r. flw... the earlier._ This distinction may be to a certain degree well
•,c,,_ . klimded,- ;inasmuch as the power of opposing a bold and 
~uccessful resistance to temporary aberrations of the public 
c9<.~ ,mind necessarily implies an established influence, and can hardly 

ever be exercised even by the firmest politician during his 
years of commencement. He is at that time necessarily the 
adjunct of some party or tendency which he finds already in 
operation, and has to stand forward actively and assiduously 
before he can create for himself a separate personal influence. 
But while we admit the distinction to this extent, there is 
nothing to warrant us in restricting the encomium of Thu-

~ cydides exclusively to the later life of Perikles, or in represent
: '- ing the e'!.rli.er life as something in pointed contrast with that 

encomium. Construing fairly what the historian says, he 
_ • evidently did not so conceive the earlier life of Perikles. Either 

/ those political~changes which are held by Plato, Aristotle, 
Plutarch, and others, to demonstrate the corrupting effect of 
Perikles and his political ascendency-such as the limitation 
of the functions of the Areopagus, as well as of the power of 
the magistrates, the establisliment of the numerous and frequent 
popular -dikasteries with regular pay, and perhaps also the 
assignment of pay to those who attended the Ekklesia, the 
expenditure for public wor~~._re!_igi_ous edifices and Oriiaments, 
the Diobely (or distribution of two oboli per head to the poorer 
citizens at various festivals, in order that they might be able to 
pay for their places in the theatre), taking it as it then stood, 
&c.-did not appear to Thucydides mischievous and corrupting, 
as these 'otliei" writers thought them ; or else he did not 
~articularly refer them to Perikles. ; 
{ Both are true, probably to some extent. The internal 
political changes at Athens, respecting the Areopagus and the 
dikasteries, took place when Perikles was a_ young_man, and 

·- when lie cannot be supposed to nave ~cguir~<i_t4ejll_!~ense 
personal'weighTWhi:th-afterwarj]s_oelonged to him (Ephialtes in 

.~ fact seem""S""'ifi1Fiose early days to have been a greater man than 
Perikles, if we may judge by the fact that he was selected by 
his political adversaries for assassination)-so that they might 
with greater propriety be ascribed to the party with which 
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i.}7p~les was connected, rather. th.an to that state.sman himself.~ 
>18;t··~ext, we h~-~~;t<?-wesume th~t .T~~J'~lde§.._cqn~t-..:. 

~~der~~..!l!.i,sz: c~a.IJg~,e:~;:ll-~~ill,J!:!!19J!S,pf.ll:_~)la vmg,§_e~~!?.f,llt~.g. tb~~ 
Att.eman f.ll:;!~~teq _A:ll that he do~s say as ~o tl:le workmg <;>fl~ 
PenKles on the sentiment and actiOns of h1s countrymen 1s~. 
eminently favoura1;>le. He represents the presidency of tha~ 

t, statesman as moderate, cautious, conservative, andSuccessfur;~ 
,... heaesCr'l~him as uniformly keeping back the p~le fro~ 

rash enterprises, and from attemJ>tsto extend theii:J':Jripire" as~ 
lookrng-1hi'warCl'"t<rtlie necessity of a war, and maintaining th~ 

' nav~!~-. military,__a~dfil1an<;ial_fo:2--?f the st~te in co_nstant(;~ 
_,... COnUrtWflto""Sfaha lt as calculatmg, Wlth long-s1ghted Wlsdom~.:l'& 

the conditions on which ultimate success qepended. IT"'We~ 
a follow the elab?;,ate Jl!Uey,.al. har<liJ.gg~_QJ.._:f!,e.Jikle.s..;( which Thu~ • ; 
., ... cydides, sincelie produces it at length, probably considered ast\7' 

faithfully illustrating the political point "of view of that states~ 
£man), we ~hall discover a co~~P!~J.,2~mP..9!N~:;t:l ... ~.H~lity 
- no less ratwnal than generous>;~an anxious care for the recrea-
0- tion an~~.f-!!_l~"'c~t!o~ep~.-h~Lno disp?sition ~o emanci
_. pate them from active obhgatwn, erther pubhc or pnvate-and 

. least of all, any idea of dispensing with such activity by abusive 
largesses out of the general revenue. The whole picture, drawn f. by Perikles, of Athens "»~JEJ':,..RS::lJ.oOlifiisfi'f:tss otGreece," 
implies-a-p-roni}irei!t~m15pine"nt-arpri~llirustry "ana 

~ comme,rJ;e not less than of public citizenship and solaiership,-
,... of l["~ ~!sJ~d~re~m.ati~.,.xarietie~ of tast~.) - -
~ . _(Thougli Thu~des 'does not d1rectly o~nvass the con- • 

stitutional changes -effected. in Athens ur{der Perikles;--yef 
everythi~Ki"cli""'lie-does say leads us .to believe that 'h ; 

,\~~coun .. ted the. '.rv~. i.n. "'.o-:...9""".f..;..tb;.& .. ~~ .... t!;~P.~H-.t--. u.· ~R~ .•. 't~~ ~h.?l~' on~·~ 't ')\t~eman_p_~weE. as .;1~~1 as,.2JL4;~,;~}~~ c~a~ter, emmently 
,..-valutrble;"antl"tils""'deatli·Ts" an me parable lO'Ss.J And we may . 

thuS"appea:I'to•tfi"effjllilgemeikof"anliiSTOr~vho is our best 
witness in every conceivable respect, as a ~alid r~ to the 

~ charge against Perikles of haY-i11_g.cormRted-the-Afnemannab1ts, 
charade~,'-ar§,_gQY$rn.ment~ If he spent a'la7g;'7tmountofl:ne 
public l:reasure upon religious edifices and ornaments, and 
upon stately works for the city,-yet the sum which he left 
untouched, ready fot use at th¥--.b_eg.inning-of--the...EeloJ:LOJ1_IJ.esian 

\t.. war ..!!._as such as to appe-ar more tliari-sufficientfor ail purposes 
roTaefence, or public safety, or military .honour. It cannot be 

shown of Perikles that he ever s~r~fi~_s!~reater ~o.bj<;rct to 
1 the less-the. P.ermanE;_n,t_and .suusraTIUal.ly val liable, to the 
-franst!"ofy-mldsnowy-assured present possessions, to the lust 
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.-.llf?f new, distant, or uncertain conquests.~ If his advice had 

ibeen listened to, the rashness which brought on the defeat 
-~f the Athenian Tolmides at Kor6neia in Bccotia would have 
· .. .J-been avoided, and Athens might probably have maintained 

·' her ascendency over Megara and Bceotia, which would have 
:L;protected her territory from invasion, and given a new turn to 
... the subsequent history. ( Perikles is not to be treated as the 

uthor of the Athenian character: he found it with its very. 
marked positive characteristics and susceptibilities, among 

~ •hich those which he chiefly brought out and improved were 
the best. The lust of expeditions against the Persians, which 
'imon would nave pushed into Egypt and Cyprus, he repressed, 

.. ~'!oM'"'ft had accomplished all which could be usefully aimed at. 
, • 

4 The ambition of Athens he moderated rather than encouraged: 
r..:tlfthe aeriiocratiear movement of Athens he regularised, and' 

worked out into judicial institutions which ranked among 
the prominent features·· of Atnenian life, and worked, in my 
judgement, with a very large balance of benefit to the national 
mind as well as to individual security, in spite of the many 
defects in their direct d1aiacter as tribunals. But that point 
in which there was the greatest difference between Athens, as 
Perikles found it and as he left it, is unquestionably, the pacific 
and intellectual development-rhetoric, poetry, arts, philoso
phiCal research, and recreative variety. To which if we add, 
great improvement in the cultivation of the Attic soil,-exten
sion of Athenian trade-attainment and laborious maintenance 
of the maximu"m of maritime skill (attested by the battles of 
Phormio)-enlargement of the area of complete security by 
construction of the Long Walls-lastly, the clothing of Athens 
in her imperial mantle, by ornaments architectural and 
sculptural,-we shall make out a case of genuine progress 
reaiis'ed during the political life of Perikles, such a~ the evils 
imputed to him, far m,Qre imaginary than real, will go but a 
little way to a]loy. How little, comparatively speaking, of 
the picture drawn by Perikles in his funeral harangue of 431 

, B.c. would have been correct, if the harangue had been 
.--delivered over those warriors who fell at Tanagra twenty-seven 

years before ! ). 
lIt has been remarked by M. Boeckh,1 that Perikles sacrificed 

/ 1 Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, b. iii. ch. xv. p. 399, Eng. Trans. 
Kntz~irnlie seconcfBeylage to hist'reatise, Perikles als Staatsmann (p. 

r6g-zoo), has collected and inserted a list of various characters of Perikles, 
from twenty different authors, English, French, and German. That of 
Wachsmuth is the best of the collection-though even he appears to think 
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\~h~t!~-2[?. .I?~~r~tQ{-~<l~~.!t.t<;:;,. t? Jh.~,_rp:;r~ ot.vJe~!~~~~~ 
>J ' emp1re o atnens. 1 h1s 1s of course founded on the destruct1vet;~ 

/
irivasicM"''('file. country during the Peloponr:lesian wa~ ; fo-ltJ t" 
down to the commencement of that war the position of Atti~,' 
cultivators and proprietors was particularly enviable: and .th~""'z. 
censur!:. of:_.!1~Boeck~ ~efore de2ends u,P,!?.!t,!!;,sg~~~~?I.!•;~ 
how~far Pen1i:les contri5utedJo.produ~e, or h~d It.~n_.his power .;, 

No.a~.e~~fliis~l'llJ!fs§J~::§)f~;ie5uits'Soratalnotnifreiy,~ · 
\·xto,....Atliens;but t<;> tlie ent1re Gr~cmn ra;e. ~o'; here agam, 1f£t. 
~e follow attentiVely the narrat1ve of 1 hm~y,d1des, we shall s~e -

that, in the judgement on'11atfiis)ori~ofonly Perikles diq . 
not bring on the war, but he could not have averted !t without· · 
such concessions as Athenian prudence as well as Atlleriiari· . 
patriotism peremptorily forbade. ~Moreover we shall see, that .. J:. 
the calc?lati.9ns ,<2? which Pe_ri!U,e.~g~<;m?ded his b.~p~s. of;-:.. 
success 1f driven to war, were (m the. opmwn of the h1stonan) 
perfectly sound and safe.} \We may even go fu~ther, and affirm, 

\

that the administration/>£ Perikles during the fourteen years 
precedir:II. ~~e. wa.r! ,exlfJ')?its."'-a_;!ll. oaerafioi?:Q~.§~._~~e~w~. e. 
of ThucY.ch'fi:'s''[dictated cli1eflyoy anxiety Jo avOid raising,.... 
cau'Se'S"'f'war'?]·If in the moqths immediately preceding the 
breaking out 0f the war, after the conduct of the Corinthians · 
at Potid;oea, and the resolutions of the congress at Sparta,(he 

II 
resis. t<:~~:~~~--.. ~1 ~-;>~R~~p-cg.Jtil!\~I?-xGi~~manJ1.9""'_f~.<fn1 J. 
Sparta-we must-recollect that tliese were demands essentially-
insirrcer:e;fn · '!_liicnparl'irucCii'ilpliance wouJ-· .·Eave lowered the 

I dign:tfoTAthe?-s without ensurir;g peace. ~T~~t~le~ ~bout e. 
Pheidias, Aspasia, and the Meganans, e_vc;. If we~sfioul·C!"'grant _ 
that~the'fe'is"'some"Ulfth'"llt'the'bofWmofthem; must, according 
to Thucydides, be looked upon at worst as· conC'OiiiitantS'and 
prete~t~E!.lJ.~-~.ry.!]au§e5;"S>l'tn~:»:,ar·:=tHbi'fgh <m~.sJ.ern 
au tho~ m speaKing of Perikles are but too apt to use expressions 
wliich~tacitly assume th~se, sto~ies to be ~veil fo~mded;l 

\ 

l Seemuhe~at !',;,rg,Ies ,d1~""\!ot .b~..£!J.JJ:!].d ·:£<?.~ld_.IJ.?t ( 

\ 
have averted, tfie"'PeloP,'thng_sian war-::-tnat lie steered his 
cours7f'iii"'relerelice to''tH'at~'Feii'!~ifii,~lon·. ~-s_i~ht. ede~uden·f-~ 
of one who.knew that the safety and tlie (hgmty of nnpenal 
Athens were essentially interwoven-w;..g~ze •. BP.!]g£Lt\?..!!?.~ow 
upon him the blame of sacrificing tne li'iided proprietors of 

..... ~. -----..........~ ....... __ ,- --•"j"" ....... -.~---~.....,_...-~~·· 

that Perikl~s is to blame for having introduced a set of institutions which 
none but himself could work well. · 

• 1 Thucyd. ii. 6s. }J.ETpiws J~'l/'YEtTO, i. 144· oif{aS ok lin ~eb .. op.ev 
~oVvat1 «arCt r?t.s ~vv~~ICa.s, TroAEp.ov . 0€ olnc lfp~op.Ev, O.pxop.Evous OE 
ap.vvovp.eBa. 
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"" A!!j_sa_,_ . These prop~O!§.Jllight -indeed be excused for com-

PJaming, where tiley sul'fered so ruinously. But the impartial 
historian, lo_?.)sing ~. th~ -.whole of the case, caiinot admit their 

·<tomplaints as a groundJorcensuri!lg the Athenian statesmary 
'The relation of Athens to her allies, the weak point of her 

position, if was beyond the power of Perikles seriously to amend; 
,.. probably also~beyond his will, since the idea of political in

corporation, as well as that of providing a common and equal 
confederate bond sustained by effective federal authority, 
between differept cities, was rarelyeriferf'amea-even-by the 
best Greek minds.!· ·we hear that he tried to· summon at 
Athens a congress of 'deputies from all cities of Greece, the 
allies of Athens included; 2 but the scheme could not be 
brought to bear, in consequence of the reluctance, noway 
surprising, of the Peloponnesians.' ·Practically, the allies were 
.not badly treated during his administration : and if among the 

--other bad consequences of the prolonged war, they as well as 
Athens and all other Greeks come to suffer more and more, 
this depends upon causes with which he is not chargeable, and 
upon proceedings which departed altogether from his wise and 

. sober calculations. , •Taking'him altogether, with his powers of 
-thmight, speech, and' action-his competence civil and military, 

in the council as well as in the field-his vigorous and cultivated 
intellect~- and his comprehensive ideas of a community in 
paCiticand many-sided devdopment--=his incorruptible public' 
morality, caution, and firmness, in a country where all those'. 
qualities were rare, and the union of them in the same individual, · 
of course much rarer-we shall find him without a parallel· 1 

throughout the whole _course of Grecian history. ) ! 

Under the great mortality and pressure of sickness at Athens, 
operations of war naturally languished; while the enemies.also, 
though more active, had but little success. A fleet of roo 
triremes with rooo hoplites on board, was sent by the Lacedre
monians under Knemus to attack Zakynthus, but accomplished 
nothing beyond devastation of the open parts of the island ; 
and then returned home. And it was shortly after this, towards 
the month of September, that the Ambrakiots made an attack 

1 Herodotus (i. 170) mentions that previous to the conquest ofthe tweh·e 
Ionic cities in Asia by Croesus, Thales had advised them to consolidate 
themselves all into one single city-government at Teos, and to reduce the 
existing cities to mere demes or constituent, fractional, municipalities-.,-ch 
OE il.!l.ll.a• 'IJ'bii.La< olK€0!-<Jva• /l7JOEV ~(J'(J'OV VO!<l(e(J'Oat Ka'Td:rrep el ofi!<OL elev. 
It is remarkable to observe that Herodotus himself bestows his unqualified 
commendation on this idea. 

2 Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 17. 
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upon ·the' Amp~i.!g~~~t~n,.,..i&l~,A[ggs,. situated on the' 
southetn .. coastOf. tfie Gulf of ~morak:ra; whrch town, as has 
been recounted m the precedmg chapter, had been wrested· 
from them two years before by the Athenians- under. PhOrinio 
and restored to the Amphilochians and -Ak~rnimians: The 
Ambrakiots, as colonists and allies of Corinth, were _at 'the . 
same time animated by active enmity to the Athenian influence 
in Akarnania; and by desire to·- regain the lost town of Argos. 
Procuring aid from the Chaonian::; and some other Epirotic 

·tribes, they marched against .Argos, and after laying waste. the 
territory, endeavoured to take the town by assault, but were 
repulsed and obliged to retire.l This expedition appears to 
have impressed the Athenians with the necessity of a standing 
force· to protect their interest in those parts; so that in the 
autumn Phormia was sent with a squadron of' twenty -triremes 

t~;:.£!m?;, ~.!.);J?.,'tl~J!2~:J.~;t2i1~2zr~h·~lliaD~) fasha . 
permanent -nava statiOn, anu. o watCLl t e entrance o t e 
Corinthian Gulf.: We shall find in the events of the succeeding 
year ample confirmation of this necessity. . _ 

Though the Peloponnesians were too inferior in maritime 
force to undertak~ formal war_- at sea_ against Athens; their,. 
single privateers, especially the Megarian privateers· from the 
harbour of Nisrea, were active in injuring-her commerce 3-and 
not merely--me-commerce of Athens, but also that of other 
neutral Greeks, without scruple or discrimination. · Several 
merchantmen and fishing-vessels; with a considerable number 
of prisoners, were thus captured.4 . Such prisoners as fell into 
the hands of the Lacedremonians;-even neutral Greeks as 
well as Athenians,-wen; all put to death; and -their bodies 
cast into clefts of the mountains. In regard to the neutrals, 
this capture was piratical, and the slaughter_ unwarrantably 
cruel, judged even by the received practice of the Greeks, 
deficient as that was on the score of humanity. But to disrniss 
these neutral prisoners, or to sell th.em a,s slaves, would_ have 
given publicity to a piratical capture and provoked the neutral 
towns ; so that the prisoners were probably slain as the best 
way of getting rid of them and thus suppressing evidence.5 

1 Thucyd. ii. 68. 2 Thucyd. ii. 6g. _ 3 Thucyd. iii.. sr. . 
4 Thucyd. ii. 67-69; Herodot. vii. 137. Respecting the Lacedremonian 

privateering during the Peloponnesian war, compare Thucyd. v. I 15: com~ 
pare also Xenophon, Hellen. v. I. 29. 

5 Thucyd. ii. 67. Ol AaK<Iia<}-'OVLO< V1r'iip~av, Tovs l}-'7rOpous oOs tAa/3ov 
'A81)va(wv Kal Twv ~Uf'f'&.xwv ~~~ bli.Kcl.O'< 7r<pl IT€71.o7rOPV1)0'0V 7r71.,ovTas lnro
KT<lvavT<S J<al ls </J&.pa")'-yas lu/3a71.ovT<s. IT&.vTas -y(t.p lin KaT' U.px(t.s Tov 
TroAEp.ov ol Aarce0atp.6vtot, OO'ovs >..&/3ozev Ev Tfj Oai\&ua"p, &s 1roi\ep.lovs 
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Some of these Peloponnesian privateers ranged as far as the 

south-western coast of Asia Minor, where they found temporary 
shelter, and interrupted the trading-vessels from Phaselis and 
Phrenicia to Athens; to protect which the Athenians de
spatched in the course of the autumn a squadron of six triremes 
under Melesander. He was further directed to ensure the 
collection of the ordinary tribute from Athenian subject-allies, 
and probably to raise such contributions as he could elsewhere. 
In the prosecution of this latter duty, he undertook an expedi
tion from the sea-coast against one of the Lykian towns in the 
interior, but his attack was repelled with loss, and he himself 
slain .I 

An opportunity soon afforded itself to the Athenians of 
retaliating on Sparta for this cruel treatment of the maritime 
prisoners. In execution of the idea projected at the com
mencement of the war, the Lacedcemonians sent Aneristus and 
two others as envoys to Persia, for the purpose of soliciting 
from the Great King aids of money and troops against Athens; 
the dissensions among the Greeks thus gradually paving the 
way for him to regain his ascendency in the LEgean. Timagoras 
of Tegea, together with an Argeian named Follis without any 
formal mission from his city, and the Corinthian Aristeus, 
accompanied them. As the sea was in the power of Athens, 
they travelled overland through Thrace to the Hellespont. 
Aristeus, eager to leave nothing untried for the relief of 
Potidcea, prevailed upon them to make application to Sitalkes, 
king of the Odrysian Thracians. That prince was then in 
alliance with Athens, and his son Sadokus had even received 
the grant of Athenian citizenship. Yet the envoys thought it 
possible not only to detach him from the Athenian alliance, 
but even to obtain from him an army to act against the Athenians 
and raise the blockade of Potidcea. On being refused, they 
lastly applied to him for a safe escort to the banks of the 
Hellespont, in their way towards Persia. But Learchus and 
Ameiniades, then Athenian residents near the person of 
Sitalkes, had influence enough not only to cause rejection of 

od<f>O<tpov, Kal Tolls /)-ETa 'A07Jva[wv ~ViJ.1r071.ep.ovPTas Kal Tolls p.7}f{i; p.er/ 
Erfpwv. 

The Lacedremonian admiral Alkidas slew all the prisoners taken on 
board merchantmen, off the coast of Ionia, in the ensuing year (Thucyd. iii. 
32 ). Even this was considered extremely rigorous, and excited strong 
remonstrance ; yet the mariners slain were not neutrals, but belonged to the 
subject-allies of Athens: moreover Alkidas was in his flight, and obliged 
to make choice between killing his prisoners, or setting them free, 

1 Thucyd. ii. 69. 
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these requests, but also to induce Sadokus, as a testimony of 
zeal in his new character of Atlienian citizen, to ·assist them in 
seizing 'the persons o'f Aristeus and his c.?E2Pani.2.m •• ig.}l,leir 
jo~_rt'l"e'J:~nf.2.12gJLI!21l!te:-_-AcCbraingiyHie whole party were 
setzed and conducted as pnsoners to Athens, where they were 
forthwith put to death, with9ut trial or permission to speak-'
and their bodies cast into rocky chasms, as a reprisal for the 
captured seamen slain by the Laced~monians.1 

Sue~~· ~gMg;airu-~ie;_J?~~~ i~~~a_l.Q]. q!JlJ~~rrvolt 
of Pott<f~a, reheved tne Atliemans from a uangerous enemy; 
~~--gA-· ht~, 

1 Thucyd. ii. 67. Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Greece, vol. iii. ch. 20, p. 129) 
says that "the envoys were sacrificed chiefly to give a decent colour to the 
baseness" of killing Aristeus, fro,m whom the Athenians feared subsequent 
evil, in consequence of his ability and active. spirit. I do not think this is 
fairly contained in the words of Thucydides. He puts in the foreground of 
Athenian motive, doubtless, fear from the future energy of Aristeus; but if 
that had been the only motive, the Athenians·would probably have slain 
him singly without the rest: they would hardly think it necess\uy to provide 
themselves with any "decent colour" in the way that Dr. Thirlwall sug
gests. Thucydirles names the special ·feeling of the Athenians against 

- . Aristeus (in my judgement) chiefly in order to explain the extreme haste of 
the Athenian sentence of execution-av81]p•pov-lx.KplTous, &c. : .they were 
under the influence of combined motives-fear, revenge,. retaliation. . 

The envoys here slain were sons of Sperthies and Buli~, former .Spartan 
heralds who had gone up to Xerxes at Susa to offer their heads• as atone
ment for the previous conduct of. the Spartans in killing the heralds of 
Darius. Xerxes dismissed them un'hurt,-so that the anger of Talthybius 
(the heroic progenitor of the family of heralds at Sparta). remained still 
unsatisfied : it w;ts only satisfied by the death of their two sons now slain 
by the Athenians~ •The fact that the two persons now slain were sons of 
those two (Sperthi€s and Bulis) who· had previously gone to Su?a to tender 
their lives,-is spoken of as a "romantic and tragical coincidence;'' , But 
there surely is very little to wonder at. The functions of herald at Sparta 
were the privilege of a particular gens or family : every herald therefore 
was ex ojjicio the son' of a herald. Now when the Lacedremonians, at the 
beginning of this Peloponnesian war, were looking out for two members of 
the Heraldic Gens to send up to Snsa, upon whom would they so naturally 
fix as upon the sons of those two men who had been to Susa before? These 
sons had doubtless heard their fathers talk a great deal, about it-prooably 
with interest and satisfaction, since they derived great glory from the un
accepted offer of their lives in atonement. There was a particular reason 
why these hvo men should be taken, in preference to any other heralds, to 
fulfil this dangerous mission: and doubtless when they perished in it, the 
religious imagination of the Lacedremonians would group all the series of 
events as consummation of the judgement inflicted by Talthybius in his 
anger (Herodot. vii. 135-&s A.€-youO'i AaKellatp&vw<). 

It appears that Aneristus, the herald here slain; had distinguished himself 
personally in that captu1;e of fishermen on the coast of Pelopopnesus by the 
Lacedremonians, for which the Athenians were now retaliating (He.rodot. 
vii. 137). Though this passage of Herodotus is not clear, yet the sense 
here put upon it is the natural·?ne-and ciearer(in my judgement) than that 
which 0. Miiller would propose instead of it (Dorians, ii. p. 437). 
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and that blockaded city was now left to its fate. About mid
winter it capitulateg,_after a blo.ckade of two -years, an(fafter 
gomg througb the extreme of suffering from farriine to such a 
degree, that some of those who died were even eaten by the 
survivors. In spite of such intolerable distress, the Athenian 
generals, Xenophon son of Euripides and his two colleagues, 
admitted them to favourable terms of capitulation-allowing 
the whole population and the Corinthian allies to retire freely, 
with a specified sum of money per head, as well as with one 
garment for each man and two for each woman-so that they 
found shelter among the Chalkidic townships in the neigh
bourhood. These terms were singularly favourable, consider
ing the desperate state of the city, which must very soon have 
surrendered at discretion. But the hardships, even of the 
army without, in the cold of winter, were very severe, and they 
had become thoroughly tired both of the duration and the 
expense of the siege. The cost to Athens had been not less 
than zooo talents j since the assailant force had never been 
lower than 3ooo hoplites, during the entire two years of the 
siege, and for a portion of the time considerably greater
each hoplite receiving two drachmas per diem. The Athenians 
at horne, when they learnt the terms of the capitulation, were 
displeased with the generals for the indulgence shown,-since 
a little additional patience would have constrained the city to 
surrender at discretion j in which case the expense would have 
been partly made good by selling the prisoners as slaves-and 
Athenian vengeance probably gratified by putting the warriors 
to death.1 A body of ~ooo colonists were sent from Athens 
to occupy Poti'"drea and its vacant territory.2 

Two full years had now elapsed since the actual commence
ment of war by the attack of the The bans on Plat::ea. Yet the 
Peloponnesians had accomplished no part of what they 
expected. They had not rescued Potid::ea, nor had their 
twice-repeated invasion, although assisted by the unexpected 
disasters arising from the epidemic, as yet brought Athens to 
any sufficient humiliation-though perhaps the envoys which 
she had sent during the foregoing summer with propositions 
for peace (contrary to the advice of Perikles) may have 
produced an impression that she could not hold out long. At 
the same time the Peloponnesian allies had on their side 

1 Thucyd. ii. 70; iii. 17. However, the displeasure of the Athenians 
against the commanders cannot have been very serious, since Xenophon 
was appointed to command against the Chalkidians in the ensuing year. 

2 Diodor. xii. 46. 
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suffered little damage, since t~e: ravages inflicted by the 

-Athenian fleet on their coast may have been nearly com
pensated by the booty,which their invading•troops gained in 
Attica. Probably by this time the public opinion in Greece 
had contracted an unhappy familiarity with the state ofwar, so 
that nothing but some~ decisive loss and humiliation on' one 
side at least, if not on both, would suffice to terminate it. . In 
this third spring, the Peioponriesia:ns did pot repeat their 
annual march into Attica--deterred,. partly, we may suppose,· 
by fear of the epidemic yet raging there-but still more, by 
the strong desire of the Thebans to take their revenge on 
Platrea. - • ,. ~~·ioro~..,.~~~ .. ;Q(,...~~-.~~ 
""''I'o'this ill-fated city, Archidamus marched forthwith at the 

head of the confederate army. No sooner had he entered and 
begun to lay waste the territory, than the Platrean heralds came 
forth to arrest his hand, and accosted him in the following 
terms :~"Archidamus, and yemen ofLacedremon, ye act wrong 
and in a manner neither worthy of yourselves nor of your fathers, 
in thus invading the territory ofPlatrea. For the Lacedremonian 
Pausanias son of Kleombrotus, after he had liberated Greece 
from the Persians, in conjunction with those Greeks who stood 
forward to bear their share of the danger, offered sacrifice to 
Zeus Eleutherius in the market-place. of Platrea ; and there, in 
presence of all the allies, assigned to the, Platreans -their own 
city and territory to hold in full autonomy, so that none should 
invade them wrongfully or with a view to enslave them : should 
such invasion occur, the allies present pledged . themselves to 
stand forward . with all their force as protectors. · While your 
fathers made to us this grant in ·consideration of our- valour 
and forwardness in that perilous emergency, .ye are now doing 
the precise contrary: ye are come ·along with our worst enemies 
the Thebans to enslave us. And we on our side now adjure 
you, calling to witness the gods who sanctioned that oath, as 
well as your paternal and our local gods, not to violate the 
oath by doing wrong to the Platrean territory, but to let us live 
on· in that autonomy which Pausanias guaranteed." 1 

Whereunto Archidamus replied-"Ye speak fairly, men of 
Platrea, if your conduct shall be in harmony with your words. 
Remain autonomous yourselves, as Pausanias granted, and 
~elp us to liberate tho~e ot~.er Greeks, who, after having shared 
m the same dangers and sworn the same oath along with you, 
have now been enslaved by the Athenians. It is for their 
liberation and that of the other Greeks that this formidable 

1 Thucyd. ii. 71, 72. 
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outfit of war has been brought forth. Pursuant to your oaths, 
ye ought by rights, and we now invite you, to take active part 
in this object. But if ye cannot act thus, at least remain quiet, 
conformably to the summons which we have already sent to 
you. Enjoy your own territory, and remain neutral-receiving 
both parties as friends, but neither party for warlike purposes. 
With this we shall be satisfied." 

The reply of Archidamus discloses by allusion a circumstance 
which the historian had not before directly mentioned; that the 
Lacedremonians had sent a formal summons to the Platreans to 
renounce their alliance with Athens and remain neutral. At 
what time this took place, 1 we know not, but it marks the 
peculiar sentiment attaching to the town. But the Platreans 
'did not comply with the invitation thus repeated. The heralds, 

. having returned for instructions into the city, brought back for 
answer, that compliance was impossible, without the consent 
of the Athenians, since their wives and families were now 
harboured at Athens : besides, if they should profess neutrality, 
and admit both parties as friends, the Thebans might again 
make an attempt to surprise their city. In reply to their 
scruples, Archidamus again addressed them-" Well then
hand over your city and houses to us Lacedremonians : mark 
out the boundaries of your territory: specify the number of 
your fruit-trees, and all your other property which admits of 
being numbered; and then retire whithersoever ye choose, as 
long as the war continues. As soon as it is over, we will restore 
to you all that we have received-in the interim we will hold 
it in trust, and keep it in cultivation, and pay you such an 
allowance as shall suffice for your wants." 2 

The proposition now made was so fair and tempting, that the 
general body of the Platreans were at first inclined to accept it, 
provided the Athenians would acquiesce. They obtained from 
Archidamus a truce long enough to enable them to send envoys 
to Athens. After communication with the Athenian assembly, 
the envoys returned to Platrea bearing the following answer
" Men of Platrea, the Athenians say they have never yet per
mitted you to be wronged since the alliance first began,-nor 
will they now betray you, but will help you to the best of their 
power. And they adjure you, by the oaths which your fathers 
swore to them, not to depart in any way from the alliance." 

1 This previous summons is again alluded to afterwards, on occasion of 
the slaughter of the Platrean prisoners (iii. 68); ou5n TOV Te lfA.A.ov XP 6-
v o v i]~lovv 5ij6Ev, &c. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 7J, 7 4· 
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This message a\~akened in the bosoms of the Plat::ear1s the 

full force of ancient and tenacious 'sentiment .. They resolved 
to maintain, at all cost, and even to the extreme of ruin, if 
necessity should require it, their union with Athens. It was 
indeed impossible that they could do otherwise (considering 
the position of their wives and families) without the consent of 
the Athenians. Though we cannot wonder that the latter 
refused consent, we may yet remark, that, in their situation, 
a perfectly generous ally might well have granted it. For the 
forces of Plat::ea counted for little as a portion of the aggregate 
strength of Athens ; nor could the Athenians possibly protect . 
it against the superior land-force of their enemies. In fact, so 
hopeless was the attempt, that they never even tried, throughout 
fhe whole course of the long subseq1:1ent blockade, 

The final refusal of the Plat::eans was proclaimed to Archi-
- ~-,w•••·•~·r-.,.M~~~-~~,·r~~ -,,~~;:~.~ . .-~~.J%.t-:<,_. 

da~u~~,!,.,<?L,,~~tfi. from tfie walls, smce It was not 
thougnt safe to send out any messenger. As soon as the 
Spartan prince heard the answer, he prepared for hostile opera
tions,-apparently with very sincere reluctance, attested iri. the 
following invocation emphatically pronounced:- . • 

"Ye Gods and Heroes, who hold the Plat::ean terntory, be 
ye my witnesses, that we have not in the first instance wrong
fully-not until these Plat::eans have first renounced the oaths 
binding on all of us-invaded this territory, in which 9ur 
fathers defeated the Persians after prayers•to you, ~d which 
ye granted flS propitious for Greeks to fight in: nor· ~hall we 
commit wrong in what. we may do further, for we have taken 
pains to tender reasonable terms, but without success. Be ye 
now consenting parties : may those who are beginning the 
wrong receive punishment for it-may those who are aiming to 
inflict penalty righteously, obtain their object.'' · 

It was thus that Archidamus, in language delivered probably 
under the walls, and within hearing of the citizens who manned 
them, endeavoured to conciliate the gods and heroes of that 
town which he was about to ruin and depopulate. The whole 
of this preliminary debate,1 so strikingly and dramatically set 
forth by Thucydides, illustrates the respectful' reluctance with 
which the Laced::emonians first brought themselves to assail 
this scene of the glories of their fathers .. What deserves remark 
is, that their direct sentiment attaches itself, not at all to the 
Plat::ean people, but only to the Plat::ean territory. It is purely 
local, though it becomes. partially transferred to the people, as 
tenants of this spot, by secondary association. We see, indeed, 

· 1 Thucyd. ii. 71-75· 
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that nothing but the lor.g-standing antipathy of the Thebans 
induced Archidamus to undertake the enterprise; for the con
quest of Platrea was of no avail towards the main objects of 
the war, though the exposed situation of the town caused it to 
be crushed between the two great contending forces in Greece. 

Archidamus now commenced the siege forthwith, in full 
hopes that his numerous army, the entire strength of the Pelo
ponnesian confederacy, would soon capture a place, of no great 
size, and probably not very well fortified-yet defended by a 
resolute garrison of 400 native citizens, with eighty Athenians.1 

There was no one else in the town, except 1 1 o female slaves 
for cooking. The fruit-trees, cut down in laying waste the 
cultivated land, sufficed to form a strong palisade all round the 
town, so as completely to enclose the inhabitants. Next, Archi
damus, having abundance of timber near at hand in the forests 
of Kithreron, began to erect a mound against a portion of the 
town wall, so as to be able to scale it by an inclined plane, and 
thus take the place by assault. Wood, stones, and earth, were 
piled up in a vast heap-cross palings of wood being carried 
on each side of it, in parallel lines at right angles to the town 
wall, for the purpose of keeping the loose mass of materials 
between them together. For seventy days and as many nights 
did the army labour at this work, without any intermission, 
taking turns for food and repose; and through such unremitting 
assiduity, the mound approached near to the height of the 
town wall. But as it gradually mounted up, the Platreans were 
not idle on their side : they constructed an additional wall of 
wood, which they planted on the top of their own town wall so 
as to heighten the part in contact with the enemy's mound; 
sustaining it by brickwork behind, for which the neighbouring 
houses furnished materials. Hides, raw as well as dressed, 
were suspended in front of it, in order to protect the workmen 
against missiles, and the wood-work against fire-carrying arrows. 2 

And as the besiegers still continued heaping up materials, to 
raise their mound to the height even of this recent addition, 
the Platreans met them by breaking a hole in the lower part 
of their town wall, and pulling in the earth from the lower 
portion of the mound ; which then fell in at the top, and left 
a vacant space near the wall. This the besiegers filled up by 
letting down quantities of stiff clay rolled up in wattled reeds, 
which could not be pulled away in the same manner. Again, 
the Platreans dug a subterranean passage from the interior of 
their town to the ground immediately under the mound, and 

1 Thucyd. iii. 68. 2 Thucyd. ii. 7 5· 
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thus carried. away unseen its earthy foundation; so that the 
besiegers saw their mound continually sinking down, in spite 
of fresh additions at the top-yet without knowing the reason. 
Nevertheless it was plain that these stratagems would be in the 
end ineffectual, and the Plat<eans accordingly built a new portion 
of town wall in' the interior, in the shape of a crescent, taking 
its start from the old tow'n wall-on each side of the mound. 
The besiegers were,thus deprived of all benefit from the mound, · 
assuming it to be successfully completed; since whe'n they had 
marched over it, there stood in front of them a new town wall 
requiring to be carried in .like manner. 

Nor was this the only method of attack employed. Archi
damus further brought up battering engines, one of which 
greatly shook and endangered the additional' height .of wall 
built by the. Plat<eans against the mound; while others were 
brought to bear on different portions of the circuit of the town 
wall. Against these new assailants, viuious means of defence 
~re used. The defenders on the walls let down ropes, got 

hol'd-6f the head of the approaching engine, and pulled it by 
main force out of the right line, E;ither upwards or sideways; 
or they prepared heavy wooden beams on the wall, each attached 
at both ends by ·long iron chains to two poles projecting at 
right angles from the wall, by means of which poles it was 
raised and held aloft : so that at the proper moment when the 
battering machine approached the wall, the chain was suddenly . 
let go, and. the beam fell down with great violence directly upon 
the engine, breaking off its projecting biak.1 However rude 
these defensive processes may seem, they were found effective 
against the besiegers, who saw themselves, at the close of three 
months' unavailing efforts,· obliged to renounce the idea of· 
taking the town in any other way than by the process of blockade 
and famine-a process alike tedious and costly.2 

Before they would incur so much inconvenience, however, 
they had recourse to one further stratagem-that of trying to 
set the town on fire. From the height of their mound, they 
threw down large quantities of .fagots, partly into the space 
between the mound and the newly-built crescent wall-partly, 
as far as they could reach, into other parts of the city : pitch 
and other combustibles were next added, and the whole mass 
set on fire. The conflagration was tremendous, such as had 

1 The various expedients, such as those here described, employed both 
for offence and defence in the ancient sieges, are noticed and discussed in 
..Eneas Poliorketic. c. ·33 seq. 

2 Thucyd)i. 76. 
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never been before seen : a large portion of the town became 
unapproachable, and the whole of it narrowly escaped destruc
tion. Nothing could have preserved it, had the wind been 
rather more favourable. There was indeed a further story of 
an opportune thunder~storm coming to extinguish the flames, 
which Thucydides does not seem to credit .I In spite of much 
partial damage, the town remained still defensible, and the 
spirit of the inhabitants unsubdued. 

There now remained no other resource except tq b1fild a 
wall of circumvallation round Platrea, and trust to the slow 
process of famine. The task was distributed in suitable frac
tions among the various confederate cities, and completed 
about the middle of September, a little before the autumnal 
equioox.2 Two distinct walls were constructed, with sixteen 
feet of intermediate space all covered in, so as to look like one 
very thick wall. There were moreover two ditches, out of 
which the bricks for the wall had been taken-one on the 
inside towards Platrea, and the other on the outside against any -
foreign relieving force. The interior covered space between 
the walls was intended to serve as permanent quarters for the 
troops left on guard, consisting half of Bceotians and half of 
Peloponnesians. a 

At the same time that Archidamus began the siege of Platrea, 
the Athenians on their side despatched a force of zooo hoplites 
and zoo-horsemen to the ChalkidiC _peninsula, under Xenophon 
son of Euripides (with two colleagues), the same who had 
granted so recently the capitulation of Potidrea. It was neces
sary doubtless to convoy and establish the new colonists who 
were about to occupy the deserted site of Potidrea. Moreover, 

1 Thucyd. ii. 77· 
2 Thucyd. ii. 78. ~eal bre<oij ?rav li;<lp"}'ar;-ro ?r<pl 'Ap1<-ro6pou .1-lnro71.ds, 

&c., at the period of the year when the star Arcturus rises immediately 
before sunrise-that is, some time between the 12th and 17th of September: 
see Goller's note on the passage. Thucydid@s does not often give any fixed 
marks to discriminate the various pedods of the year, as we find here done. 
The Greek months were all lunar months, or nominally so : the names of 
months, as well as the practice of intercalation to rectify the calendar, 
varied from city to city; so that if Thucydid@s had specified the day of the 
Attic month Bo@dromion (instead of specifying the rising of Arcturus) on 
which this work was finished, many of his readers would not have distinctly 
understood him. Hippocrates also, in indications of time for rn_edical 
purposes, employs the appearance of Arcturus and other stars. 

8 Thucyd. ii. 78; iii. 21. From this description of the double wall and 
covered quarters provided for what was foreknown as a long blockade, we 
may understand the sufferings of the Athenian troops (who probably had no 
double wall) ill' the two years' blockade of Potid~a-and their readiness to 
grant an easy capitulation to the besieged: see a few pages above. 
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the general had acquired some knowledge of the\position and 
parties of the Chalkidic towns, and hoped to be able to act 
against them with effect. He first invaded the territory belong
ing to the Botti~an town of Spartolus, ·not .without hopes that 
the city itself would be betrayed to him by intelligences within. 
But this was prevented by the arrival of an additional force 
from Olynthus, partly hoplites, partly peltasts. Such peltasts, 
a species of troops between heavy-armed and light-armed, 
furnished with a pelta (or light· shield) and short spear or 
javelin, appear to have taken their rise among these Chalkidic 
Greeks, being equipped in a manner half Greek and half 
Thracian: we shall_find them hereafter much improved and 
turned to account by some of the ablest Grecian generals. 
The Chalkidic hoplites are generally of inferior merit: on the 
other hand, their cavalry and their peltasts are very good. In 
the action which now took place under the walls of Spartolus, 
the Athenian hoplites defeated those of the enemy, but their 
cavalry and their ·light troops were completely worsted by the 
Chalkidic. These latter, still further strengthened by the arrival 
of fresh peltasts from Olynthus, ventured even to attack the 
Athenian hoplites, who thought it prudent to fall back upon 
the two companies left in reserve to guard the• baggage.- During 
this retreat they were harassed by -the Chalkidic horse and 
light-armed, who retired when the Athenians turned upon them, 
but attacked them on all sides when on their march, and 
employed missiles so effectively that the retreating hoplites 
could no longer maintain a steady order, but took to flight and 
sought refuge at Potidrea. Four hundred and thirty hoplites, 
near one-fourth of the whole force, together with all three 
15en~rals, perished in th~s defeat, w~ .. ~~2.:;;pediti2.1!. J~Wn1e_g 
1rz_, du;h~nol5..:t9Jtith.S~••·- _ 

I'Iitlle western· parts of Greece, the arms of Athens and her 
allies"'were'n16re'sffi::&~ftii;<-'t~~B'i1.Uiots, exasperated by 
their repulse from the Amphilochian Argos, during the preced

·ing year, had been induced to conceive new and larger plans 
of aggression against both the Akarnanians and Athenians. In 
concert with their mother-city Corinth, where they obtained 
warm support, they prevailed .u_pon the Laced~monians .to take 
part in a simultaneous attack of Akarnariia, by land as well as 
by sea, which would prevent the Akarnanians from concen~ 
trating their forces in any one point; and would put each of their 
townships upon an isolated self-defence; so that all of them 
might be overpowered in succession, and detached, together 

· 1 Thucyd. ii. 79· 
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with Kephallenia and Zakynthus (Zante), from the Athenian 
alliance. The fleet of Phormia at N aupaktus, consisting only 
of twenty triremes, was accounted incompetent to cope with a 
Peloponnesian fleet such as might be fitted out at Corinth. 
There was even some hope that the important station at Nau
paktus might itself be taken, so as to expel the Athenians 
completely from those parts. 

The scheme of operations now projected was far more com
prehensive than anything which the war had yet afforded. The 
land-force of the Ambrakiots, together with their neighbours 
and fellow-colonists ffie :Ceukadians and Anaktorians, assembled 
near their own city ; while their maritime force was collected 
at Leukas, on the Akamanian coast. The force at Ambrakia 
was joined; not only by Knemus, tlie Lacedcemonian admiral, 
with IOoo Peloponnesian hoplites, who· found means to cross 
over from Peloponnesus, eluding the vigilance of Phormio-but 
also by a numerous body of Epirotic and Macedonian auxiliaries, 
collected even from the distant and northernmost tribes. A 
thousand Chaonians were present, under the command of 
Photyus and Nikanor, two annual chiefs chosen from the regal 
gens. Neither this tribe, nor the Thesprotians who came along 
with them, acknowledged any hereditary king. The Molossians 
and Atintanes, who also joined the force, were under Sabylin
thus, regent on behalf of the young prince ~narypas. There 
came, besides, the Paraucei, from the banks of -the river A6us, 
under their king Orcedus, together with Iooo Orest<e, a tribe 
rather Macedonian than Epirot, sent by their king Antiochus. 
Even king Perdikkas, though then nominally in alliance with 
Athens, sent IOoo of his Macedonian subjects, who however 
arrived too late to be of any use.1 This large and diverse body 
of Epirotic invaders, a new ph<enomenon in Grecian history, 
and got together doubtless by· the hopes of plunder, prove.; the 
extensive relations of the tribes of the interior with the city of 
Ambrakia-a city destined to become in later days the capital 
of the Epirotic king Pyrrhus. 

It had been concerted that the Peloponnesia.n fleet from 
Corinth should join that already assembled at Leukas, and act 
upon the coast of Akarnania at the same time that the land-force 
marched into that territory. But Knemus, finding the land
force united and ready near Ambrakia, deemed it unnecessary 
to await the fleet from Corinth, and marched straight into 
Akarnania, through Limn<ea, a frontier village territory belong
ing to the Amphilochi'anArgos. He directed his march upon 

1 Thucyd. ii. so:-··---· --
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Stratus-an interior town, the chief place in Akarnania-the 
~~· .. capture of which would be likely to carry With It the surrender 

of the rest ; especially as the Akarnanians, distracted by the 
presence of the ships at Leukas, and alarmed by the large body 
of invaders on their frontier, did not dare to leave their own 
separate homes, so that Stratus was left altogether to its own· 
citizens. Nor was Phormia, though they sent an· urgent mes
sage to him, in any condition to help them; since he could not 
leave Naupaktus unguarded, when the large fleet from Corinth 

r was known to be approaching. Under such circumstances, 
Knemus and his army indulged .confident hopes of overpower
ing Stratus without difficulty.·. They marched in three divisions : 

'--~he Epirots in the centre-the·•Leukadians and Anaktorians 011 
the right-the Peloponnesians and Ambrakiots, together with 
Knemus himself, on the left. So little expectation was enter
tained of resistance, that these three divisions took no pains to 
keep near, or even in sight of each other. Both the Greek 
divisions, indeed, maintained a good order of march, and kept 
proper scouts on the look-out; but the Epirots advanced with
out any care or order ·; especially the Chaonians, who formed 
the van. These men, accounted the most warlike of all the 
Epirotic tribes, were so full of conceit and rashness, that when 
they approached near to Stratus, they would hot halt to 
encamp and assail the place conjointly with' the Greeks; but 
marched along with the other Epirots right forward to the town, 
intending to attack it single-handed, and confident that they 
should carry it at the first assault before the Greeks came up, 
so that the entire glory would be theirs. The Stratians watched 
and profited by this imprudence. · Planting ambuscades in 
convenient places, and suffering the Epirots to approach without 
suspicion near to the gates, they then suddenly sallied out and 
attacked them, while the troops in ambuscade rose up and 
assailed them at the same time. The Chaonians who formed 
the van, thus completely surprised, were routed with great 
slaughter; while the other Epirots fled, after but little resistance. 
So much had they hurried forward in advance of their Greek 

·allies, that neither the right nor the left divisio'n were aware of 
the battle, . until the flying barbarians, hotly pursued by the 
Akarnanians, made it known to them. The two divisions then 
joined, .protected the fugitives, and restrained further pursuit~ 
the Stratians declining to come to hand-combz.t with themuntil 
. the other Akarnanians should arrive. They seriously annoyed 
the forces of Knemus, however, by distant slinging, in which 

Jhe Akarnanians were pre-eminently skilful. . Knemus did not 
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choose to persist in his attack under such discouraging circum
stances. As soon as night arrived, so that there was no longer 
any fear of slingers, he retreated to the river Anapm:;, ·a distance 
of between nine and ten miles. Well aware that the news of the 
victory would attract other Akarnanian forces immediately to 
the aid of Stratus, he took advantage of the arrival of his own 
Akarnanian allies from CEniadre (the only town in the country 
which was attached to the Lacedremonian interest) and sought 
shelter near their city. From thence his troops dispersed, and 
returned to their respective homes.l • 

Meamv?ile th~ ~~l<?J?O!!ne~_ian fl:et from Corinth, which had 
been destmed to co-operate w1th Kiiemus off the coast of Akar
nania, had found difficulties in its passage alike unexpected and 
insuperable. Mustering forty-seven triremes of Corinth, Sikyon, 
and other places, with a body of soldiers on board and with 
accompanying store-vessels-it departed from the harbour of 
Corinth and made its way along the northern coast of Achaia. 
Its commanders, not intending to meddle with Phormio and his 
twenty ships at Naupaktus, never imagined that he would ven
ture to attack a number so greatly superior. The triremes were 
accordingly fitted out more as transports for numerous soldiers 
than with any view to naval combat-and with little attention 
to the choice of skilful rowers. 2 

Except in the combat near Korkyra, and there only partially 
-the Peloponnesians had never yet made actual trial of 
Athenian maritime efficiency, at the point of excellence which 
it had now reached. Themse}ves retaining the old unimproved 
mode of fighting and of working ships at sea, they had no 
practical idea of the degree to which it had been superseded 
by Athenian training. Among the Athenians, on the contrary, 
not only the seamen generally had a confirmed feeling of 
their own superiority-but Phormio especially, the ablest 
of all their captains, always familiarised his men with the 
conviction, that no Peloponnesian fleet, be its number ever 
so great, could possibly contend against them with success.3 

1 Thucyd. ii. Sz ; Diodor. xii. 48. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 83. ovx &s brl vaup.axlav, at..A.a trrpa-r<wnkti!npov 7tapeo-Keu

aO'p.E110!: compare the speech of Knemus, c. 87. The .unskilfulness of the 
rowers is noticed (c. 84). 

3 Thucyd. ii. 88. 7rponpov }LEV -rap ael av-roZs tt..eye (Phormio) Kal 
wpo7rapecrl(eba.(e T?ts 'YVdJfia.s, Ws oVOEv a1rro'is 1rA.~lJos II€Wv TouoVTov, 1w 
Errt7rAEp, 8 'Tt oUx inrap.eveTEov aUTo'is l(JT[· Kd ol cr-rpaTt&Tal €" 1roi\i\.oli fv 
a¢fa-Lv ailTo'is ·r1w &.~iwt7tv Talvrrw elA:{JcpEuav, p.'IJaEva ~xi\ov , A81]va'io• 
~vres flei\o'7TOVV1J<Tlwv veWv U7rOX(JJpeLv. 

This passage is not only remarkable as it conveys the striking persuasion 
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Accordingly the Corinthian admirals, Machaon and his two 
colleagues, were surprised to observe that Phormio with his 
small Athenian squadron, instead of keeping safe in Naupaktus, 
was moving in parallel line with them and watching their pro
gress until they should get out of the Corinthian Gulf into the 
more open sea. Having advanced along the northern coast of 
Peloponnesus as far as 'P&trre'iil:"' Xcl'i'~1£t;'etfleytn'Eti'i'aitere'"d~their 
course;"ahd"J::)6fe'to liie"'norill!"W'e'ITi~(ier to cross over towards 
the h:tolian coast, in their way to Akarnania. In doing this, 
however, they perceived that ,Phormio was bearing down upon 
them from Chalkis and the mouth· of the river Euenus; and 
they now discovered for the first time that he was going to 
attack them. Disconcerted by the incident, and not inclined 
for a haval combat in the wide and open sea, they altered their 
plan of passage, returned to the coast of Peloponnesus, and 
bro~ght tc:> .. ~£~lli.(?;~,~~.J.C11J2.~ ... Ji~~Ut~~ .. Jihi~m, the 
narrovesr5reaath of the strmt. The1r bnngmg to was a mere 
feint intended to deceive Phormio and induce him to go back 
for the night to his own coast : for during the course of the 
night, they left their ~tation, and tried to get across the breadth 
of the Gulf, where it was near the' strait and comparatively 
narrow, before Phormio could come down upon them. And.if 
the Athenian c:;~.ptain had really gone back to take night-station 
on his own coast, they w.ould probably have got across to the 
h:tolian or northern coast without any molestation in the wide 

i sea. But he watched their movements closely, kept the sea all 
' night, an<1 was thus enabled to attack ·them in mid-channel, 
even during the shorter passage near. the strait, at the first dawn 
of morning.1 On seeing his approach, the Corinthian admirals 

·entertained by the Athenians of their own naval superiority, but also as it 
discloses the frank and intimate communication between the Athenian 
captain and his seamen-so strongly pervading and determining the feelings 
of the latter. Compare what is told respecting the Syracusan Hermokrat€'s, 
Xenoph. Hellen. i. r, 30. 

1 Thucyd. ii. 83. 'E11Eta~ p.€wrot &wrt1raparrll.€wrci.s TE U:pwv abTovs (that 
: s, when the Corinthians saw the Athenian ships) rrapCt. -y~v ucpwv. Kop.t(op.€

. Ywv, Kal EK ITaTpwv Ti)S 'Axatas .rrpos T~V l<VTt11'Epas ~71'Etpov ataf3al\ll.6vTWV 
t=hrl _,AKapvavlas K«'TeLOov ToVs ,Aerwalous d7r0 -r1}s X_a.i\..K£6os ~eal ToU EU~vou 
'JrOTa.p.ov 'Irpoa'rrll.lovras <T<Pi<n, Kal obK ~ll.allov vvKTOS licpopp.ta'ci.p.evot, 
oilno o~ &va-y~rci.(ov-rc:u vavp.a.xeiv ~ra.rCt. p.€rrov TOV 7rop!lp.6v. · 

There is considerable difficulty in clearly understanding what was here 
done, especially what is meant by the words o!Jic lll.allov vvKros b<f>opp.trrrit.te
pot; which words the Scholiast construed as if the nominative case to 'tll.a.llov 
were ol 'Allrwalot, whereas the natural structure of the sentence, as well as 
the probabilities of fact, lead the best commentators to consider ol ITell.o
'Irovv{fuwt as the nominative-case to that verb. The remark of the Scholiast, 
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ranged their triremes in a circle with the prows outwards-like 
the spokes of a wheel. The circle was made as large as it could 

however, shows us, that the difficulty of understanding the sentence dates 
from ancient times. 

Dr. Arnold (whose explanation is adopted by Poppo and Goller) says, 
"The two fleets were moving parallel to one another along the opposite 
shores of the Corinthian Gulf. But even when they had sailed out of the 
strait at Rhium, the opposite shores were still so near, that the Pelo
ponnesians hoped to cross over without opposition, if they could so far 
deceive the Athenians as to the spot where they brought to for the night, 
as to induce them either to stop too soon, or to advance too far, that they 
might not be exactly opposite to them to intercept the passage. If they 
could lead the Athenians to think that they meant to advance in the night 
beyond Patrre, the Athenian fleet was likely to continue its own course 
along the nonhern shore to be ready to intercept them when they should 
endeavour to run across to Acarnania. But the Athenians, aware that they 
had stopped at Patn:e, stopped themselves at Chalkis, instead of proceeding 
farther to the westward; and thus were so nearly opposite to them, that the 
Peloponnesians had not time to get mere than half way across, before they 
found themselves encountered by their watchful enemy." 

This explanation seems to me not satisfactory, nor does it take account 
of all the facts of the case. The first belief of the Peloponnesians was, that 
Phormio would not dare to attack them at all: accordingly, having arrived 
at Patrre, they stretched from thence across the Gnlf to the mouth of the . 
Euenus-the natural way of proceeding according to ancient navigation- · 
going in the direction of Akarnania (<71"1 'AI(apva.vla.s). While they were , 
thus stretching across, they perceived Phormio bearing down upon them j 
from the Euenus : this was a surprise to them ; and as they wished to avoid . 
a battle in the mid-channel, they desisted from proceeding farther that day, · 
in hopes to be able to deceive Phormio in respect of their night-station. 
They made a feint of taking night-station on the 5hore between Patrre and 
Rhium, near the narrow part of the strait; but, in reality, they "slipped 
anchor and put to sea during the night" (as Mr. Bloomfield says), in hopes 
of getting across the shorter passage under favour of darkness, before 
Phormia could come upon them. That they must have done this is proved 
by the fact, that the subsequent battle was fought on the morrow in the 
mid-channel very little after daybreak (we learn this from what Thucydides 
says about the gulf-breeze, for which Phormio waited before he would 
commence his attack-B,.ep il.va.J.LJvwv TE 'll"epd?Tl\et, l(a.l elcfJOet "ti"tverr8a.t brl 
TTJV ew). IJ Phormio had returned to Chalkis, they would probably have 
succeeded; but he must have kept the sea all night, which would be the 
natural proceeding of a vigilant captain determined not to let the Pelo
ponnesians get across without fighting: so that he was upon them in the. 
mid-channel immediately after day broke. 

l'utting all the statements of Thucydides together, we may be convinced ' 
that this is the way in which the facts occurred. But of the precise sense 
of v<jlopJ.Ltrrd.J.Levot, I confess I do not feel certain : Haack says it means 
"clam appellere ad littus," but here, I think, that sense will not do: for 
the Peloponnesians did not wish, and could indeed hardly hope, to conceal 
from Phormio the spot where they brought to for the night, and to make 
him ~uppose that they brought to at some point of the shore west of Patrre, 
when in reality they passed the night in Patrre-which is what Dr. Arnold 
supposes. The shore west of Patne makes a bend to the south-west (forming 
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be without leaving opportunity to the Athenian assailing ships 
to· practise the manreuvre of the diekplus,l and the interior 
space was sufficient not merely for the store-vessels, but also for 
five chosen tyiremes, who were kept as a reserve to dart out when 
required. through the intervals between the outer triremes. 

In this position they were found and. attacke<f_ shortlY._ .. after 
daybre_~tff:~lWfltfi§;:wlfo~5'8f'?d~wtr~th~ith""'·~s 
sh!p'S"'m smgle file, all a~muable sailers, and hiS own ship 
leading; all being strictly forbidden to attack until he should 

the Gulf of. Patras), so that the distance from the northern (or lEtolian 
and Akarnanian) side of the· Gnlf becomes. for a considerable time longer 
and longer, and .the Peloponnesians would thus impos·e ·upon themselves a 
longer crossing, increasmg the difficulty of getting over without a battle. 
But {)(f>opp.ur&.p.•vot may reasonably be 'supposed to mean (especially in con
junction with .obK tll.a8ov) "taking up a· simulated or imperfect night
station," in which they did not really intend to. stay all night, and which 
could be· quitted at short notice and with ease. The preposition fnro in 
cori'iposition would· thus have. the sense· not of secrecy. (clam) but of sham
per.formmue, or of mere going through the forms of an act for the.purpose 
of making a false impression (like fnrocprlp••v, Xenoph. Hell. • iv. 72). 
Mr. Bloomfield proposes corije<;turally O.cpopp.tu&.p.•vot, meaning "that the 
Peloponnesians slipped their anchors in the night." I place no faith in 
the conjecture, but I believe him to be quite right in supposing, that 
the Peloponnesians did actually slip their anchors in. the night. 

Another point remains to be adverted to. The battle took place Ka-rii 
p.luov -rov '11'op8p.&v. Now we need not understand this expression to allude 
to the narrowest part of the sea, or the s'trait, strictly and precisely ; that 
is the line of seven stadia between Rhium and Antirrhium. But I think 
we must understand it to mean a portion of sea !lOt far westward of the 
strait, where the breadth, though greater than that of the strait itself, is yet 
not so great as it becomes in the line drawn northward from Patrre. We 
cannot understand 1rop8p.&s (as Mr. Bloomfield arid Pappa do-see the note 
of the latter on the Scholia) to mean trajectus simply-that is to ·say, the 
passage across even the widest ·portion. of the Gulf of Patras: nor does 
the passage cited out of c. 86 require us so to understand it. nop8p.6s in 
Thucydides means a strait, or .narrow crossing ofsea, and ·Pappa himself 
admits that Thucydides always uses it so: nor would it be reasonable to 
believe that he would call the line of sea across the Gulf, from Patrre to the 
mouth of the Euenus, a 1rop8p.6s. See the note of Goller on this point. 

1 Thucyd. ii. 86. p.1] lit56v-r€S l$u!K?r:JI.ouv. The great object of the fast
sailing At-henian trireme was, to drive its beak against some weak part 
of the adversary's ship; the stern, the side, or the oars-not against ·the r 
beak, which was strongly eonstructed. as well for defence as for offence. 
The Athenian therefore, rowing through the intervals of the adversary's 
line, and thus getting in their·rear, turned rapidly, and got the opportunity, 
before the ship of the· adversary could change its position, of striking it 
either in the stern or some weak part. Such a manceuvre was called the 
_diekp!us. The success of it of cour~e depended upon the extreme rapidity 

precision of the move,ments of the Athenian vessel, so superior in this 
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give the signal. He rowed swiftly round the Peloponnesian 
circle, nearing the prows of their ships as closely as he could, 
and making constant semblance of being about to .come to 
blows. Partly from the intimidating effect of this manceuvre, 
altogether novel to the Peloponnesians-partly from the natural 
difficulty, well known to Phormio, of keeping every ship in its 
exact stationary position-the order of the circle, bnth within 
and without, presently became disturbed. It was not long 
before a new ally came to his aid, on which he calculated, 
postponing his actual attack until this favourable incident 
occurred. The strong land-breeze out of the Gulf of Corinth, 
always wont to "begin snortly affer daybreak, came down upon 
the Peloponnesian fleet with its usual vehemence, at a moment 
when the steadiness of their order was already somewhat giving 
way; and forced their ships more than ever out of proper rela
tion one to the other. The triremes began to run foul of each 
other, or became entangled with the store-vessels : so that in 
every ship the men on board were obliged to keep pushing off 
their neighbours on each side with poles-not without loud 
clamour and mutual reproaches, which prevented both the 
orders of the captain, and the cheering sound or song whereby 
the keleustes animated the rowers and kept them to time, from , 
being audible. Moreover, the fresh breeze had occasioned l 
such a swell, that these rowers, unskilful under all circum- i 
stances, could not get their oars clear of the water, and the _ 
pilots thus lost command over their vessels.l The critical 

1 See Dr. Arnold's note upon this passage of Thucydides, respecting the 
Keleustes and his functions : to the passages which he indicates _as reference, 
I will add two more of Plautus, Mercat, iv. 2, 5, and Asinaria, iii. r, rs. 

When we conceive the structure of an ancient trireme, we shall at once 
see, first, how essential the keleustes was, to keep the rowers in harmonious 
action-next, how immense the difference must have been between prac
tised and unpractised rowers. The trireme had, in all, 170 rowers, dis
tributed into three tiers. The UP.per tier, called Thranitre, were sixty-two 
in number, or thirty-one on each side: the middle tier, or Zygitre, as well 
as the lowest tier, or Thalamitre, were each fifty-four in number, or twenty
seven on each side. Besides these, there were belonging to each trireme 
a certain number, seemingly about thirty, of supplementary oars (tcw'Ka;t 
weptv€'1' ), to be used by the epibatre, or soldiers serving on board, in case of 
rowers being killed, or oars broken. Each tier of rowers was distributed 
along the whole length of the vessel, from head to stern, or at least along 
the greater part of it ; but the seats of the higher tiers were not placed iP 
the exact perpendicular line above the lower. Of course the oars of th< 
thranitre, or uppermost tier, were the longest: those of the thalamitre. ot 

lowest tier, the shortest : those of the zygitre, of a length between the 
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moment was now come, and Phormia gave the signal for attack. 

• ~~"~-~·-··~-----<~-··r.·~~-4$-. .- . ....,,.,...: ..... ~ ~ ,-.f 
He first drove agamst and d1sab'1eCl one of tlie adm1ra,!:9 sh1ps 
~his comrades next assailed others with equal success-so that 
the Pdoponnesians, confounded and terrified, attempted hardly 
any resistance, but broke their order and sought safety in flight. 
Th.$.yJl.e§.,.P,~f.t1¥,.!2.J'eJ!.?f•·P~Y ... tQ..~P.YJUkft! .f\c.~~ia, pursued 
by the Atliemans ; who with scarcely the loss of a man, captured 
twelve triremes____:carried _away almost the entire ctews,-and 
sailed Off with them ro Molykreium. or Antirrhium, the northern 
cape at the narrow mQuth of the Corinthian Gulf, opposite to 
the corresponding cape ca1led Rhium in Achaia. Having 
erected at Antirrhium a trophy for the victory, dedicating one 
of .the capt~ve triremes to Poseidon, they returned to Naupak
t~s ; while the Pelopoimesian ships sailed along the shore from 
Patrre to Kyllene, ·the principal port in the territory of E!is. 
They were here soon aft·erwards joined by K.nemus, who passed 
:over with his squadron from Leukas.l 
' These two incidents, just recounted, with their details-the 
the :.~~~b~i~lfrt~ithll'Ffi~?;!,~k.~"';qf~6the~of·'the 
supplementary oars appear to have been about fifteen feet in length. 

What is here stated, appears to be pretty well ascertained, chiefly from 
the inscriptions discovered af Athens a few years ago, so full of information 

1 respecting the Athenian marine,-and from the instructive commeqtary 
' appended to these inscriptions by eM. Boeckb, Seewesen der Athener, ch. 

ix. pp. 94, 104, I 15. But {here is a great deal still respecting the equipment 
of an ancient trireme unascertained and disputed. · 

Now there was nothing but the voice of the keleust~s to keep these 170 
rowers all to good time with their strokes. With oars of different length, 
and so many rowers, this must have been no easy matter·; and apparently 
quite impossible, unless the mwers were trained to act together. The 
difference between those who were .so trained and those who were not, must 
have been immense. (Compare Xenophon; CEconomic. viii. .S.) We may 
imagine the difference between the ships of Phormia and those of his 
enemies, and the difficulty of the latter in contending with the swell of the 
sea-when we read this description cf the ancient trireme. 

About 200 men, that js to say, 170 rowers and thirty supernumeraries, 
mostly epibat<e or hoplites serving on board, besi,Jes the pilot, the man at 
the ship's bow, the keleustes, &c., probably some half,dozen offic~rs

·formed the crew of a trireme: compare Herodor. 'viii. 17; vii. 1.84-where 
he calculates the thirty epibat<e over and above the 200. Dr. Arnold thinks 
that at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, the ·epibalre on board an 
Athenian trireme wer~ no more than ten; but this seems not quite made 
out: see his note on Thucyd. iii. 95· 
· The Venetian galleys in the thirteenth century were 'II\anned by about the 

same number of men. "Les galeres Venitieos du convoi de Flandre 
devaient ~tre montees par deux cent hommes libres, dont 180 rameurs, ·et 
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repulse of Knemus and his army from Stratus, and the defeat 
of ·the 'Peloponnesian fleet by Phormio-afford ground for 
some interesting remarks: The first of·the two displays the 
great inferiority of the Epirots to the Greeks-and even to the 
less advanced portion of the Greeks-in the qualities of order, 
discipline, steadiness, and power of co-operation for a joint 
purpose. Confidence of success with them is exaggerated into 
childish rashness, so that they despise even the commonest 
precautions either in march or attack; whife the Greek divisions 
on their right and on their left are never so elate as to omit 
either. If, on land, we thus discover the inherent superiority 
of Greeks over Epirots involuntarily breaking out-so in the 
sea-fight we are no less impressed with the astonishing superi
ority of the Athenians over their opponents ; a superiority, 
indeed, noway inherent, such as that of Greeks over Epirots, 
but depending in this case on previous toil, training, and in
ventive talent, on the one side, compared with neglect and 
old-fashioned routine on the other. Now here does the extraord
inary value of that seamanship, which the Athenians had been 
gaining by years of improved practice, stand so clearly marked 
as in these first battles of Phormia. It gradually becomes less 
conspicuous as we advance in the war, since the Peloponnesians 
improve, learning seamanship as the Russians under Peter the 
Great learnt the art of war from the Swedes under Charles XII. 
-while the Athenian triremes and their crews seem to become 
less choice and effective, even before the terrible disaster at 
Syracuse; and are irreparably deteriorated after that misfortune. 

To none did the circumstances of this memorable sea-fight 
seem so incomprehensible as· to the Laced~monians. They 
had heard indeed of the seamanship of Athens, but had never 
felt it, and could not understand what it meaht; so that they 
imputed the defeat to nothing but disgraceful cowardice, and 
sent indignant orders to Knemus at Kyllene, to take the com
mand, equip a larger and better fleet, and repair the dishonour. 
Three Spartan commissioners-Brasidas, ':(imokrates, and Ly
kophron-were sent down fo assist him with their advice and 
exertions in calling together naval contingents from the different 
allied cities. By this means, under the general resentment 
occasioned by the recent defeat, a large fleet of seventy-seven 
triremes was speedily mustered at Panormus,-a harbour of 
Achaia ·near~to-me-promill:itory of"'Rliium·· imd immediatelv 
within the interior gulf. A land-force was also collected a1 
same place ashore, to aid the operations of the fleet. 
. Such preparations did not escape the vigilance of Ph 
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who tr:;msmitted to Athens news of his victory, at the same 
time urgently soliciting reinforcements to contend with. the 
increasing strength of the enemy. The Athenians immediately 
sent twenty fresh ships to-join him. Yet they were induced by· 
the instances of a Kretan named Nikias, the~r proxenus at 
Gortyna, to allow him to take the ships first to :J(rete, on the 
faith of his promise to reduce the hostiJe town of Kydonia. 
He had made this promise _as a 'private favour to the inhabit
ants of Polichna, border enemies of Kydonia; but when the 
fleet arrived he was unable to fulfil it: noth.ing was effected 
except ravage of the Kydonian lands, and the fleet was long 
prevented by adverse winds and weather from getting away.1 

This ill-advised diversion of the fleet from its straight course 
to join Phormio is a proof how much the counsels of Athens 
were beginning to suffer from·the loqs of Perikles, who was just 
now in his last illness and died shortly afterwards. That 
liability to be seduced· by novel enterprises ·and projects of 
acquisition, against which he so emphatically warned his 
countryinen,2 was even now. beginning· to manifest its disastrous 
consequences. _ 

Through the loss of this precious interval, Phormio found 
himself, with no more than his ,original twenty triremes, opposed 
to the vastly-increased forces of the enemy-seventy-seven tri
remes with a large force on-land_ to back them: the latter no 
mean h_elp in. an.cient warfare. H~~£~-/.!P.i.~.sJ.:uf~~e~r 
the Cape Antmhmm, or the Molylhic Rlnum as 1t was called 
-theAno'FtffWife-'fdi\m'd;"6pp&~il:~'t~'ti'te.._.'iJ'ili~r headland also 
called Rhium, oh the · coast of, Achaia. The line . between 
these two capes, seemingly about_ an English mile in breadth, 
forms- the entrance of the Corinthian Gulf. The Messenian 
force from N aupaktus attended him, and served on land. But 
he kept on the outside of the Gulf, anxious to fight in a large 
and open breadth of sea, which was essential to Athenian 

- manreuvring ; while his adversaries on their side remained on 
'thdnside of the Achaic cape, from the corresponding reason 
'-feeling that .to them t4e narrow sea was advantageous, as 
making th~ naval battle like to a !arid battle, 'effacing all 
superiori~y of nautical skill. a If we ,revert back to the occasion 

1 Thucyd. ii. 85. . 
2 Thucyd. i. 144. . Ilo.>..>.c\ a€ ""l ll.>..>.a fxw ~$ ~Mrlaa TOY 7rEptE<fe<f8at, tjv 

lB~A'IJT€ apx~v TE p.~ ~7rLKTii<f8at lf.p.a 'lrol\.ep.ouvns, Kal Kwa.\vou·s (].U8(].tpe-rous 
Jlo~ 7rpOoTTl8Eu8at• p.fiAAOV ')'ap 7rE<f>6!3-'l)p.at 'TaS o/Ke{as np.wV ap.ap7£as 1j Tas TWV 
~vavTlwv 8taVo(a.s. · · 

a Thucyd. ii. 86-89: compare vii. 36-49. 
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of the battle of Salamis, we find that narrowness of space was 
at that time accounted the best of all protection for a smaller 
fleet against a larger. But such had been the complete change 
of feeling, occasioned by the system of manceuvring introduced 
since that period in the Athenian navy, that amplitude of sea
room is now not less coveted by Phormia than dreaded by his 
enemies. The improved practice of Athens had introduced a 
revolution in naval warfare, 

For six or seven days successively, the two fleets were drawn 
out against each other-Phormio trying to entice the Pelopon
nesians to the outside of the Gulf, while they on their side did 
what they could to bring him within it.l To him, every day's 
postponement was gain, since it gave him a new chance of his 
reinforcements arriving: for that very reason, the Peloponnesian 
commanders were eager to accelerate an action, and at length 
resorted to a well-laid plan for forcing it on. But in spite of im
mense numerical superiority, such was the discouragement and 
reluctance prevailing among their seamen-many of whom had 
been actual sufferers in the recent defeat-that Knemus and 
Brasidas had to employ emphatic exhortations. They insisted 
on the favourable prospect before them-pointing out that the 
late battle had been lost only by mismanagement and impru
dence, which would be for the future corrected-and appealing 
to the inherent bravery of the Peloponnesian warrior. They 
concluded by a hint, that while those who behaved well in the 
coming battle would receive due honour, the laggards would 
assuredly be punished : 2 a topic rarely touched upon by ancient 
generals in their harangues on the eve of battle, and demon
strating conspicuously the reluctance of many of the Pelopon
nesian seamen, who had been brought to this second engage
ment chiefly by the ascendency and strenuous commands of 
Sparta. To such reluctance Phormio pointedly alluded, in the 
encouraging exhortations which he on his side addressed to his 
men : for they too, in spite of their habitual confidence at sea, 
strengthened by. the recent victory, were dispirited by the 
smallness of their numbers. He reminded them of their long 
practice and rational conviction of superiority at sea, such as 
no augmentation of numbers, especially with an enemy con
scious of his own weakness, could overbalance. He called 

I Thucyd. ii. 86. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 87. Twv llt 7rpt5npov -h"Y•P.tfvwv ob x<Zpov 'Thll brtxelpr}<TIII 

f7p.els ?rapa<T/Cevd<Top.ev, !Cal obiC ~vacf,<Top.ev 1rp&cpa<Ttv obllevl /Cal<qi ')!EPE<J'Oat· 
'f)v 3£ 'TIS lfpa: !Cal flovA.r}0p, I<OAa<T6{J<fE'Tal 'Tp 7rpe?ro6<Tp (1Jp.l<f, o/ lit a•ta6ol 
'Ttu{J<Tov'Tat 'TOts 7rpo<Tf)ICov<Ttv ifOA.ots 'Tiis &.pe'Tijs. 
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upon. them to show their habitual discipline. ,and qu~ck appre
hensiOn of orders, and above all to perform . their regular 
movements in perfect silence during the actual battle 1-useful 
in all matters of war, and essential to. the prop~r conduct of a 
sea-fight. The idea bf entire silence on board the Athenian· 
·ships while a sea-fight was going on,·i~ not only striking as a 
feature in the picture, but is also one of the most powerful 
evidences of the force of self-control and military habits among 
these citizen-seamen. 

The habitual pos,ition of the Pyloponnesian fleet off Panor
mus was within the strait, but neal:-ly fronting the breadth of it 
~opposite to Phormia who lay on the outer side of the strait, 
as well as off the opposite eape : in the Peloponnesian line, 
therefore, the right wing occupied the north .(Jr north-east side 
towards Naupaktus. Knemus and Brasidas now resolved to 
make a forward movement up the Gulf, as if against·that town,. 
which 'i,·as the main Athenian station. Knowing that Phormia· 
would be under the necessity of coming to the defence of the 
place, they hoped to pin him up and force him to action dose 

, under the larid, where Athenian manceuvringwould be unavail
ing. Accordingly they com"menced this movement early in the 
morning, sailing in line 6f four abFeast towards the northern 
coast of the Inner Gulf. The right squadron, ~rider the 
Lacedremonian Timokrates, was in the van,· according to its 
natural position, 2 and care had been taken to placein it twenty 
of the best-sailing ships, since the success ofthe plan of action 
was known beforehand to depend upon their celerity. As they 
had foreseen, Phormia, .the moment he saw their movement, 
put his men on.shipboard, and rowed into the interior of the 
strait, though with the greatest reluctance ; for the Messenians 
were on land. alongside of him, and he knew that Naupaktus, 
with their wives and families, and a long circuit of wall,3 was 
utterly undefended. He ranged his ships in line of battle 
ahead, probably his own the leading ship; and sailed close 
along the land towards Naupaktus, while the Messenians 
marching ashor·e kept near to him. 

1 Thucyd. ii. 89. Kal ~~~ Trji lp'Y'f' KIHTp.ov Kal ff<'Y'tiv 'li"Epl 'll"ll.<itfiov 
·i,-yei0'9E, fl ls 'TE Til. 'li"Oll.?..il. 'TWV 'li"OAEP,IKWV {vp.cj>,p<<, J<al VU.Vf'U.X['f O~X 
~Kt<1'Ta, &c. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 90. brl 'TEO'O'dpwv' 'Ca~dp.EVOI 'TOs vavs. Matthire in his . 
Grammar (sect. 5S4) states that ~ ... l TEO'O'&.pwv means ".four deep," and cites 
·this passage of Thucydides as an instance of it. But the words certainly 
mean here .four abreast; though it is to be recollected that a ·column four 
abreast, when formed into line, becomes four deep. 

a Thucyd. i!i. 102. · 
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Both fleets were thus moving in the same direction, and 

towards the same point-the Athenian dose along shore-the 
Peloponnesians somewhat farther off.l The latter had now got 
Phormio into the position which they wished, pinned up against 
the land, with no room for tactics. On a sudden the signal 
was given, and the whole Peloponnesian fleet, facing to the 
left, changed from column into line, and instead of continuing 
to move along the coast, rowed rapidly with their prows shore
ward to come to close quarters with the Athenians. The 
right squadron of the Peloponnesians, occupying the side 
towards Naupaktus, was especially charged with the duty of 
cutting off the Athenians from all possibility of escaping thither; 
the best ships having been placed on the right for that im
portant object. As far as the commanders were concerned, 
the plan of action completely succeeded : the Athenians were 
caught in a situation where resistance was impossible, and had 
no chance of escape except in flight. But so superior were 
they in rapid movement even to the best Peloponnesians, that 
eleven ships, the headmost out of the twenty, just found means 
to run by, 2 before the right wing of the enemy closed in upon 
the shore; and made the best of their way to Naupaktus. The 
remaining nine ships were caught and driven ashore with 
serious damage-their crews being partly slain, partly escaping 
by swimming. The Peloponnesians towed off one trireme with 
its entire crew, and some others empty. But more than one of 
them was rescued by the bravery of the Messenian hoplites, 
who, in spite of their heavy panoply, rushed into the water and 
got aboard them, fighting from the decks and driving off the 
enemy even after the rope had been actually made fast, and 
the process of towing off had begun. s 

The victory of the Peloponnesians seemed assured. While 
their "left and centre were thus occupied, the twenty ships of 
their right wing parted company with the rest, in order to 
pursue the eleven fugitive Athenian ships which they had failed 

1 In reference to the description of this movement, see the Appendix to 
the present chapter, with the plan at the end of the volume. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 90. How narrow the escape was, is marked in the words 
<>f the historian-•rcov lit ~vli•Ka p.ev a11r•p -lryovv-ro {J 1r •" <P • 6 'Yo v ct, TO Kepas 
TOIV llEA01rOVV'1)Cf{wv Kal Tt/V ~1r<O'Tpo<j>tW ~S T~V Evpvxwp[av. 

The proceedings of the Syracusan fleet against that of the Athenians in 
the harbour1of Syracuse, and the reflections of the historian upon them, 
illustrate this attack of the Peloponnesians upon the fleet of Phormio 
(Thucyd. vii. 36). 

3 Compare ·the like bravery on the part of the Lacedremonian hoplites at 
Pylus (Thucyd. iv. I4). 
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in cutting off. Ten of these got clear away into the harbour 
of Naupaktus, ·and there· posted themselves· in an attitude of 
defence near the temple of Apollo, before any of tile pursuers 
could come near; while the eleventh, somewhat less swift, was 
neared by the Laced.:emonian · admiral, who, on board a 
Leukadian trireme, pushed greatly ahead of his comrades, in 
hopes of overtaking at least this one prey. There happened to 
lie moored a merchant-vessel, at the entrance of the harbour of 
Naupaktus. The Athenian captain in his flight observing that 
the Leukadian . pursuer was for the moment alone, seized the 
_opportunity for a bold and rapid m;mceuvre. He pulled 
swiftly round the trader-vessel, directed his trirt;me- so _as to 
meet the advancing Leukadian, and drove his beak against her; 
amidships, with an impact so violent as to disable her at once. 
Her commander, the Laced.:emcinian admiral Timokrates, was 
so stung with anguis!J. at this unexpected catastrophe, that he 
slew himself forthwith, and felr overboard into the .haroour; 
The pursuing vessels coming up behind, too, were so astounded 
and dismayed by it, that the men, dropping their oars, held 
water, and ceased to advance ; while some even found them
selves half aground, from ignorance of the coast. On the 
other hand, the ten Athenian triremes in the harbour were 
beyond measure elated by the incident, so that a single word 
from Phormio sufficed to put them ·in active forward motion, 
and to make them strenuously attack the embarrassed enemy ; 
whose ships, disordered by the heat of pursuit, and having been 
just suddenly stopped, could not be speedily got again under 
way, and expected nothing less than: renewed attack. First, the 
Athenians broke the twenty pursuing ships on the right wing, 
next they pursued their advantage against the left and centre, 

·who had probably neared to the. right; so that after a short 
resistance, the whole were. completely rout_ed, and fled across 
the Gulf to t11'tit'-'drigiila:l.rstatioh"'at1Paffd'rTI'ffis:r---Not""'hlydi'd 

'f,,..-,~~.AAkteS.~!WI-~ .ut:e "J'l"!W.~ 

1 Thucyd. ii. 92. It is sufficiently evident that the Athenians_ defeated 
• and drove off not only the twenty Peloponnesian ships of the right or 

pursuing wing-but also the left and centre. Otherwise they would not 
have been able to recapture those Athenian ships which had been lost at 
the beginning of the battle. Thucydides indeed does not expressly mention· 
the Peloponnesian left and centre as following the_ right in their pursuit 
towards Naupaktus. But vre may presume· that they, partially did so, 
probably careless of much order, as being at first under the impression that 
the victory was gained. They were probably therefore thrown into confusion 
without much difficulty, when the twenty ships of the right were beaten ' 
and driven back upon them~even though the victorious Athenian triremes 
were no inore. than eleven in number. 

I '2 
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the eleven Athenian ships thus break, terrify, and drive away 
the entire fleet of the enemy, with the capture of six of the 
nearest Peloponnesian triremes-but they also rescued those 
ships of their own which had been driven ashore and taken 
in the early part of the action. Moreover the Peloponnesian 
cr~ws sustained a considerable lo.ss, both in killed and in 
pnsoners. 

Thus in spite not only of the prodigious disparity of numbers, 
but also of the disastrous blow which the Athenians had 
sustained at first, Phormio ended by gaining a complete victory; 
a victory, to whiCh even the Lacedcemonians were forced to 
bear testimony, since they were obliged to ask a truce for 
burying and collecting their dead, while the Athenians on their 
part picked up the bodies of their own warriors. The defeated 
party, however, still thought themselves entitled, in token of 
their success in the early part of the ac;:tion, to erect a trophy 
on the Rhium of Achaia, where they also dedicated the single 
Athenian trireme which they had been able to carry off. Yet 
they were so completely discomfited-and further so much in 
fear of the expected reinforcement from Athens-that they took 
advantage of the night to retire, and sail into the Gulf to 
Corinth; all except the Leukadians, who returned to their own 
home. 

Presently the reinforcement arrived, after that untoward 
detention which had well nigh exposed Phormio and his whole 
fleet to ruin. It confirmed his mastery of the entrance of the 
Gulf and of the coast of Akarnania, where the Peloponnesians 
had now no naval force at all. To establish more fully the 
Athenian influence in Akarnania, -ne-undertook during the 
course of the autumn an expedition, landing at Astakus, and 
marching into the Akarnanian inland country with 400 Athenian 
hoplites and 400 Messenians. Some of the leading men of 
Stratus and Koronta, who were attached to the Peloponnesian 
interest, he caused to be sent into exile, while a chief named 
Kynes, of Koronta, who seems to have been hitherto in exile, 
was re-established in his native town. The great object was, 
to besiege and take the powerful town of CEniadce, near the 
mouth of the Achelous ; a town at variance with the other 
Ak;J.rnanians, and attached to the Peloponnesians. But as the 
great spread of the waters of the Achelous rendered this siege 
impracticable during the winter, Phormio returned to the 
station at Naupaktus. From hence ne departed to Athens 
towards the end of the winter, carrying home both his prize
ships and such of his prisoners as were freemen. The latter 
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were exchanged man for man against Athenian prisoners in the 
hands of Sparta.1 • 

After abandoning the naval contest at Rhium, and retiring 
to Corinth, Knemus and Brasidas were prevailed upon by the 
Megarians, before the fleet dispersed, to try the bold experimeilt 
of a sudden inroad upon Peirceus. Such was the confessed 
superiority of the Athenians at sea, that while they guarded 
amply the coasts of Attica against privateers, they never 
imagined the possibility of an attack upon their own main 
harbour. Accordingly, Peirceus was not. only unprotected .by 
any chain across the entrance, put destitute,even of any regular 
guard-ships manned and ready. The seamen of the retiring 
Peloponnesian armament, on reaching Corinth, were immedi
ately disembarked and marched, first across the isthmus, next 
to Megara-each man carrying his -seat-cloth, 2 and his ·oat, 
together with the loop· whereby the oar was fastenec! to the oar
hole in the side and thus prevented from slipping. 

Ther~ lay forty triremes in Niscea the harbour of Megara, 
which, though old and out of condition, were sufficient for 
so short a trip ; and the seamen, immediately on arriving, 
launched these and gcit aboard. Yet such was the awe enter~ 
tained of Athens and her power, that when the scheme.came 
really to be executed, the courage of the Peloponnesians failed; 
though there :was nothing to hinder them from actually r'each~ 
ing Peirceus., Pretending that the wind was adverse, they 
contented themselves with passing across to the station of 
Budorum, in the opposite Athenian island of Salamis, where 
they surprised and seized 'the three guard-ships which habitually 
blockaded the harbour of Megara, and then landed upon the 
island. ·They spread themselves over a large part of Salamis,· 
ravaged the properties, and seized men as well as goods. Fire
signals immediately made known· this unforeseen aggression: 

1 Thucyd. ii. 102, 103. 
2 Thucyd. ii. 93· lo61<et o~ ll.a{36wra Twv va!YTWV eKa<TTov T~W K~7r1JV, Kal ,.IJ 

{nr'f/pe<Twv, 1<al TCW Tpo7rwT'i]pa, &c. On these words there is an interesting· . 
letter of Dr. Bishop's published in the Appendix to Dr. Arnold's Thucydides, 
vol. i. His remarks upon vtr'l)pe<Twv are more satisfactory than those uron 
Tpo7rwT~p. Whether the fulcrum of the oar was fornied by a thowel, or a 
notch on the gunwale, or by a perforation in the ship's side, there must in' 
both cases have been required.(since it seems to have had nothing like what 
Dr. Bishop calls .a nut) a thong to prevent it from slipping down towards 1 
the water ; especially with the oars of the Thranitre or upper tier of rowers, 
who pulled at so great an elevation (comparatively speaking) above the r 
water. Dr. Arnold's explanation of Tp01f,WT~P is suited to the case of a 
boat, but not to that of a trireme; Dr. Bishop shows that the'--explanation 
of the purpose of the V7r7}pe<Twv, given by the Scholiast, is not the true one. , 
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both at Peirreus and at Athens, occasioning in both the extreme 
of astonishment and alarm ; for the citizens in Athens, not 
conceiving distinctly the meaning of the signals, fancied that 
Peirreus itself had fallen into the hands of the enemy. The 
whole population rushed down to the Peirreus at break of day, 
and put to sea with all the triremes that were ready. But the 
Peloponnesians, aware of the danger which menaced them, 
made haste to quit Salamis with their booty and the three 
captured guard-ships. The lesson was salutary to the Athe
nians : from henceforward Peirreus was furnished with a chain 
across the moutli, and a regwar" guard; clown- to the end of the 
warY ·Forty years afterwards, however, we shall find it just as 
negligently watched, and surprised with much more boldness 
and dexterity by the Lacedremonian captain Teleutias.2 

As, during the summer of this year, the Ambrakiots had 
brought down a numerous host of Epirotic tribes to the invasion 
of Akarnania, in conjunction with the Peloponnesians-so during 
the autumn the Athenians obtained aid against the Chalkidians 
of Thrace from the powerful barbaric prince before mentioned, 
Sitalkes king of the Odrysian Thracians. 

Amidst the numerous tribes, between the Danube and the 
LEgean sea-who all bore the generic name of Thracians, 
though each had a special name besides-the Odrysians were 
at this time the most warlike and powerful. The Odrysian 
king Teres, father of Sitalkes, had made use of this power to 
subdue 3 and render tributary a great number of these different 
tribes, especially those whose residence was in the plain rather 
than in the mountains. His dominion, the largest existing 
between the Ionian sea and the Euxine, extended from Abdera 
or the mouth of the Nestus in the LEgean sea, to the mouth 
of the Danube in the Euxine; though it seems that this must 
be understood with deductions, since many intervening tribes, 
especially mountain tribes, did not acknowledge his authority. 
Sitalkes himself had invaded and conquered some of the 
Preonian tribes who joined the Thracians on the west, between 
the Axius and the Strymon.4 Dominion, in the sense of the 
Odrysian king, meant tribute, presents, and military force when 
required. With the two former, at least, we may conclude that 
he was amply supplied, since his nephew and successor Seuthes 
(under whom the revenue increased and attained its maximum) 
received 400 talents annually in gold and silver as tribute, and 
the like sum in various presents, over and above many other 

1 Thucyd. ii. 94· 
a Thucyd. ii. 29, 95, 96. 

2 Xenophon, Hellen. v. r, 19. 
4 Thucyd. ii. 99· 
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presents of manufactured articles and ornaments. These lat'ter 
came from the Grecian colonies on the coast, which contributed 
moreover largely to the tribute, though in what proportions iwe 
are not informed. Even Grecian cities·, not in Thrace, senf 
presents to forward their trading objects, as purchasers for the 
produce, the plunder, and the slaves, acquired by Thracian 
chiefs or tribes.1 The residence of the Odrysians properly iso 
called, and of the princes of that tribe now ruling over ·so many 
of the remaining tribes, appears to have been about twelve 
days' journey inland from Byzantium,2 in the upper regions 
of the Hebrus and Strymon, south of Mount Hremus, and 
north-east of Rhodope. The Odrysian chiefs were connected 
by relationship more or less distant with those of. the subordin
ate tribes, and by marriage even with ·the Scythian princes 
north of the Danube: the Scythian prince Ariapeithes 3 had 
married the daughter of the Odrysian· Teres, the first who 
extended the dominion of his tribe over any consideraqle 
portion of Thrace. · 

The natural state of the Thracian tribes-in the judgement 
of Herodotus, permanent ahd incorrigible-'--was that of disuni9h 
and incapacity of political association ; were such associati0n -
possible (he says), they would be strong enough to vanquish 
every other nation-though Thucydides considers them as far 
inferior to the Scythians. The Odrysian dominion had p~o
bably not reacheq, at the period when Herodotus· made His 
inqp.iries, the same development which Thucydides describes 
in the third year of the Peloponnesian war, and which·impaited 
to these tribes a union, partial indeed, and temporary, but su~h 
as they never reached either· before or afterwards. It has been 
already mentioned that the OdrysiaD prince Sitalkes had taken 
for his wife· (or rather for one of his 'Yives) the sister of N ympho
dorus, a Greek of· Abdera ; by whose mediation he had been . 
made the ally, and his son Sadokus even a· citizen, of Athen's. 
He had further been induced •to promise that he would re-! 
conquer the Chalkidians of Thrace for the benefit of .the 
Atn'enians:4~hiS""'7ffit1~~~'Il'g.~ow.tn·e-mJH1e · 

x:J:'" Ll.e,; JJ--oo:-"'• • • ' 

1 See Xenophon, Ana bas .. vii. J, 16; ·4, 2. Diodorus' (xii. so) gives 
the revenue of Sitalkes as more than 1000 talents annually. This sum is 
not materially different from that which Thucydides states to be the annual 
receipt of Seuthes successor of Sitalkes-revenue properly so called, and 
presents,. both taken. together. 

Traders from Parium, on the Asiatic coast of the Propontis, are among 
those who come with presents to the Odrysian king Medokus (Xenophon, 
ut supra). 2 Xenoph. Anabas. l. c. 3 Herodot, iv.,8o. 

• Xenophon, Anabas. vii. 2, 31; .Thucyd. ii. 29; Aristophan. Aves,. 
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of Tereus as interpreted by both parties. At the same time, 
Perdikkas king of Macedonia had offended him by refusing 
to perform a promise made of giving him his sister in marriage 
-----a promise made as consideration for the interference of 
Sitalkes and Nymphodorus in procuring for Perdikkas peace 
with Athens, at a moment when he was much embarrassed 
by civil dissensions with his brother Philip. The latter prince, 
ruling in his own name (and seemingly independent of Perdik
kas) over a portion of the Macedonians along the upper course 
of the Axius, had been expelled by his more powerful brother, 
and taken refuge with Sitalkes. He was now apparently dead, 
but his son Amyntas received from the Odrysian prince the 
promise of restoration. The Athenians, though· they had 
ambassadors resident with Sitalkes, nevertheless sent Agnon 
as special envoy to concert arrangements, for his march against 
the Chalkidians, with which an Athenian armament was destined 
to co-operate. In treating with Sitalkes, it was necessary to be 
liberal in presents both to himself and to the subordinate 
chieftains who held power dependent upon him. Nothing 
could be accomplished among the Thracians except by the 
aid of bribes,1 and the Athenians were more competent to 

366. Thucydid& goes out of his way to refute this current belief-a 
curious exemp!ilication of ancient legend applied to the convenience of 
present politics. 

1 Thucyd. ii. 97· <l>&pos ~~~ iH: ... &cr.,s Til< fJap/3rf.pov ~tal Tow 'Ell.>...,vlliwv 
'lrOll.ewv, 8crov 'lrpocril~av ~'lrl ::Se68ov, fls ilcrTepov ::StTrf.A.~tov /3acrt>..e6cras 'lrA.EicrTov 
lit, bro£71<TE, TETpaH:o<T(wv TaA.rf.V'TO!V p.rf.AtCTTa IJvvap.tS, a XPVCTOS H:al /fp-yvpos 
.r.,. H:al liwpa QOI< ~>..rf.crcrO> TOVTO!V xpvcrov TE H:al O.p-yvpov 7rpocre<f>opeTo, XO>pls 
0~ 8cra v<f>aVTrf. T€ H:al AEta, Ka) 7, ifAA71. H:aTaCTH:EV-iJ, H:al ob p.OVOV ahtjj al\.A.a 
H:alTois 7rapalivvacrTe6ovcr< ~tal -yevvalots 'Oiipvcr&vo H:aTECTT-IJcravTo -yap'TobvavTlov 
Ti)s ilepcrwv fJarn>..elas TOV v&p.ov, 6vTa f.IEV H:al 'Tots tfll.ll.ots 9p<f~l, A.ap.{Jrf.vetv 
u.iil\.A.ov 'I) lltll&vat, ~tal atcrxwv ijv alT718ovTa p.h liovvat 'I) alT-hcravTa f.lh Tvxe<v· 
~,...,. lie ~taT¢ To Mvacr8a• ~.,..l 'lrll.oov abT,P ~xp-hcravTo' ob -yap i;v "Pii~a' oboev 
p.h litli&vTa liwpa· /IJcrn 1 ... 1 f.IE'Ya 7, {Jacrtll.ela ijli.Bev lcrxvos. 

This universal necessity of presents and bribes may be seen illustrated in 
the dealings of Xenophon and the Cyreian army with the Thracian prince 
Seuthes, described in the Anabasis, vii. chapters I and 2. It appears that 
even at that time (B.C. 401) the Odrysian dominion, though it had passed 
through disturbances and had been practically enfeebled, still e:s:tended 
down to the neighbourhood of Byzantium. In commenting upon the 
venality of the Thracians, the Scholiast has a curious comparison with 
his own time-H:al obH: ilv .,., "Pii~a• 1rap' abTots TOV f.lh 15tli&vTa Xp-fJp.aTa' 
lhre p 1< a l v;; v ~ v 'P"' f.l a l o' s. The Scholiast here tells us that the \'enality 
in his time as to public affairs, in the Roman empire, was not less universal : 
of what century of the Roman empire he speaks, we do not know : perhaps 
about 5oo-6oo A.D. · 

The contrast which ThucydiMs here draws between the Thracians and 
the Persians is illustrated by what Xenophon says respecting the habits of 
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supply this exigency than any other people in Greece. The 
joint...sH.tz.cliti<:>E,..a.glii!!§t_,..lh~...,.._q~lkidians "'''l~~~r~fil!a.lly_,.re~ol~id. 

'But the forces of S1talkes, collected from many d1fferent " 
portions of Thrace, were tardy in coming together. He sum
moned. all the tribes under his dominion ·between Hremus, 
Rhodope, and the two seas: the Getre between Mount Hremus 
and the Danube, equipped like the Scythians (their neighbours 
on the other side of the 'river) with bow and arrow on horse
back, also joined him, as well as the Agriartes, the Lrerei, and 
the other Preonian tribes subject to his dominion. Lastly, 
several of the Thraci;m tribes called Dii, distinguished by ~heir 
peculiar short swords, and maintaining a fierce· independence 
on the heights of Rhodope, were tempted by the chance of 
plunder, or the Offer of pay, to flock to his standard. Altogether 
his army amounted, or was supposed to amount, to 15o,ooo 
men-one-third· of it cavalry, who were for the niost part Getre 
and Odrysians proper. The most fon'nidable 'warriors in his 
camp were the independent tribes of Rhodope. The whole 
host, alike numerous, warlike, predatory, and cruel, spread 
terror amidst all 1those who were within even the remote 
possibilities of its march. ''' 

Starting from 'the central Odrysian territory, and bringing with 
'him Agnoq and the other Athenian envoys, he first crossed the 
uninhabited mo.untain called Kerkine, which divided the Preo~ 
nians on the west from the Thracian tribes called Sinti and 
Mredi on the east, until lie reached the Prebnian town or 
district called Doberus; 1 it was here that many troops and 
additional volunteers reached him, making up his full total. 
From Doberus, probably marching down ·along one of the 
tributary streams of the Axius, he entered into that portion 
of Upper Macedonia which lies along the higher Axius, and 

·which had constituted the separate principality of Philip. The 
presence in his army of Amyntas, son of Philip, induced some 
'of the fortified places, Gortyna, Atalante, and others, to open 
their gates without. resistance, while Eidomene was taken by 

• i 
the younger Cyrus (Anabas. 1. g, 22): compare also the romance of the 
Cyropredia, viii. 14, 3 I, 32. '· 

1 See Gatterer (De ~erodoti 'et T~ucydidis Thracia), sect. 44-57 ; Poppo 
(Prolegom. ad Thucydrdem), vol. n. ch. 31, about the geography of this 
region, which is very imperfectly known, even tn modern times. We can, 
hardly pretend to assign a focality for these ancient names. 

Thucydid@s, in his brief statements respecting this march of Sitalkes, 
speaks like one who had good infonnation about the inland regions·· as·he· 
was likely to have from his /amiliarity with the coasts, and ;esident. 
proprietorship in Thrace (Thucyd. ii. 100 ; Herodot. v. 16). 
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storm, and Europus in vain attacked. From hence he passed 
still farther southward into Lower Macedonia, the kingdom of 
Perdikkas; ravaging the territory on both sides of the Axius 
even to the neighbourhood of the towns Pella and Kyrrhus; 
and apparently down as far south as the mouth of the river and 
the head of the Thermaic Gulf. Farther south than this he 
did not go, but spread his force over the districts between the 
left bank of the Axius and the head of the Strymonic Gulf,
Mygdonia, Krestonia, and Anthemus-while a portion of his 
army was detached to overrun the territory of the Chalkidians 
and Bottia:ans. The Macedonians under Perdikkas, renouncing 
all idea of contending on foot against so overwhelming a host, 
either fled or shut themselves up in ilie small number of forti
fied places which the country presented. The cavalry from 
Upper Macedonia, indeed, well-armed and excellent, made some 
orderly and successful charges against the Thracians, lightly 
armed with javelins, short swords, and the pelta or small shield, 
-but it was presently shut in, harassed on all sides by superior 
numbers, and compelled to think only of retreat and extrication.l 

Luckily for the enemies of the Odrysian king, his march 
\Vas not made until the beginning of winter-seemingly about 
November or December. We may be sure that the Athenians, 
when they concerted with him the joint attack upon the 
Chalkidians, intended that it should be in a better time of 
the year. Having probably waited to hear that his army was 
in motion, and waited long in vain, they began to despair of 
his coming at all, and thought it not worth while to despatch 
any force of their own to the spot.2 Some envoys and presents 
only were sent as compliments, instead of the co-operating 
armament. And this disappointment, coupled with the severity 
of the weather, the nakedness of the country, and the priva
tions of his army at that season, induced Sitalkes soon to enter 
into negotiations with Perdikkas; who moreover gained over 
Seuthes, nephew of the Odrysian prince, by promising his sister 
Stratonike in· marriage, together with a sum of money, on con
dition that the Thracian host should be speedily withdrawn. 
This was accordingly done, after it had been distributed for 
thirty days over Macedonia; during eight of which days his 
detachment had ravaged the Chalkidic lands. But the interval 
had been quite long enough to diffuse terror all around. Such 
a host of fierce barbarians had never before been brought 

1 Thucyd. ii. roo ; Xenophon, Memorab. iii. 9, 2. 

2 Thucyd. ii. ror. ~1fELO~ of 'A6rwalo• uv 1rap'ijuav 'TCILS vavulv, lt.1rLIT'TOUV'TES 
avTov p,~ ?j~ELV, &c. 
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together, and no one knew in what direction they might be 
disposed to carry their incursions. The independent Thracian 
tribes (PanceJ, Odomantes, Droi .and Derscei) in the plains on 
the north-east· of the Strymon, and near Mount Pangceus, not 
far from Amphipolis, were the first to feel· alarm lestSitalkes 
should take the opportunity of trying to conquer them. On 
the other side, the Thessalians, Magnetes, and other Greeks 
north of Thermopylce, apprehensive that he would carry his 
invasion farther south, began to organise means for resisting 
him. Even the general Peloponnesian confederacy heard with 
uneasiness of this new ally whom. Athens was bringing into the 
field, perhaps against them. ·All such alarms were dissipated, 
when Sitalkes, after remaining thirty days, returned by the way 
he came;•ancr tl:le'Hformidabie'waiincne'waS''thus seen''to~ rrielt 
a'YaY· '"l'fi~'"faithfes;"'"p~~dikkas, on this occasion, performed 
his promise to Seuthes, having drawn upon himself much 
mischief by violating his previous similar promise to Sitalkh1 

APPENDIX 

' Thucyd. ii. go. 01 a< llell.o1rovv~rrwt, ~rr<ton aurots ol 'AOrwa'io< obt< 
•br,7rAEov is T0v K6A1r611 ~ecd -r!\ O'Tevd, {3ouA6p.evot 4lfKovras tuCtJ 7ipoa{'a'Ye'iv 
ain·oVs, O.va-y&p.eP·OL ll.p.a ffrp 'l1rA.eov, ~?Tl THt(fdpwV Ta~dJ.teVOL Tcls vaiis, €-:r 2 T 1} v 
eaurwv -yijv lrrco brl roii t<671.1rov, oe~tcp t<€p'f ~-yovp.Jvcp, &rr .... p t<al &pp.ou)r 
~1rl 0' a.Vrrfi etl!oUL (Ta~~v. TO.s EtpurTa. 7rAeo4_uas; lhrws, el lt.pa. vo}lluas br~ 
rhv Na61rat<rov 1rll.e'iv o <l>opp.lcov t<al abr~s brt/3o'fJ8wv ra6r17 1rapa1rll.€ot, p.n 
Otacp6'}'0lEV 7rA€oVTES T0v brl1rA.ovv qcp&v ol 'A671valol t ~(I) -roV e av'T~V ICe pw s, 
c\\A.' o:liTctt at v1jEs' 7rEpllci\.?fG'Etav. · J 

The above passage forms the main authority for my description 
(given above) of the movement of the Peloponnesian fleet, previous 
to the second battle against Phormio. The plan a~ the end of 
this volume will enable my reasoning to be understood. 

The main question for consideration here is, What is the meaning 
of rnv eavrwv -yi)v? Does it mean the land of the Peloponnesians, 
south of the Gulf-or the -land of the Athenians, north of the Gulf? 
The commentators affirm that it must mean the former. I thought 
that it might mean the latt~er: and in my previous editions, I 
adduced several examples of the use of the pronoun eavroiJ, tending 
to justify that opinion. 

Finding that on this question of criticism, my opinion is opposed 

1 Thucyd. ii. IOI. 
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to the best authorities, I no longer insist upon it, nor do I now 
reprint the illustrative passages. As to the facts, however, my 
conviction remains unchanged. The land here designated by 
Thucydides must be "the land of the Athenians north of the 
Strait :" it cannot be "the land of the Peloponnesians south of the 
Strait." The pronoun €auTwv must therefore be wrong, and ought 
to be altered into a~Twv, as Mr. Bloomfield proposes, or iKdvwv. 

The Scholiast says that i7l'l .,.:qv -y~v is here equivalent to 7rapa .,.~v')'~''· 
Dr. Arnold, thoroughly approving the description of Mitford, who 
states that the Peloponnesian fleet were "moving eastward along 
tlze Achaic coast," says, "The Scholiast says that bd is here used 
for 7rapd. It would be better to say that it has a mixed signification 
of motion towards a place and neighbourhood to it : expressing 
that the Peloponnesians sailed towards their own land (i. e. towards 
Corinth, Sicyon, and Pellene, to which places the greater number 
of the ships belonged), instead of standing over to the opposite 
coast belonging to their enemies ; an'd at the same time kept close 
upon their own land, in the sense of i1l'i with a dative case." 

To discuss this interpretation first with reference to the verbal 
construction. Surely the meaning which the Scholiast puts upon 
i7l'l .,.:qv ~v is one which cannot be admitted without examples to 
justify it. No two propositions can be more distinct than the two, 
7rll.iiv ~,.l .,.:qv -yi)v-and "'"-<iv ,.apa TtJV 'Y~"? The Peloponnesian 
fleet, before it made any movement, was already moored close upon 
its own land-at the headland Rhium near Panormus where its 
land-force stood (Thucyd. ii. 86). In this position, if it moved at 
all, it must either sail away from the Peloponnesian coast, or along 
the Peloponnesian coast : and neither of these movements would be 
expressed by Thucydides under the words '1Tll.<iv ~.,..l.,.:qv €avTwv -y~v. 

To obviate this difficulty, while the Scholiast changes the meaning 
of brl, Dr. Arnold changes that of .,.:qv €auTwv ')'~"; which words, 
according to him, denote, not the Peloponnesian coast as opposed 
to the northern shore occupied by Phormio, but Corinth, Sicyon, 
and Pellene; to which places (he says) the greater number of the 
ships belonged. But I submit that this is a sense altogether 
unnatural. Corinth and Sicyon are so far off, that any allusion 
to them here is most improbable. Thucydides is describing the 
operations of two hostile fleets, one occupying the coast northward, 
the other the coast southward, of the Strait. The own land of the 
Peloponnesians was that southern line of coast which they occupied 
and on which their land-force was encamped : it is distinguished 
from the enemies' land, on the opposite side of the Strait. If 
Thucydides had wished to intimate that the Peloponnesian fleet 
sailed in the direction of Corinth and Sicyon, he would hardly have 
used such words as {.,..ll.<ov h·l TfJ1' Eavrwv -y~v. 

Professor Dunbar (in an article among the Critical Remarks 
annexed to the third edition of his Greek and English Lexicon) has 
contested my interpretation of this passage of Thucydides. He 
says, "The Peloponnesian fleet must have proceeded along their 
own coast-i.,..l .,.:q, €auTwv -y~v ~crw brl Toil «611.1rov. In this passage 
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we find brl with two cases : the first \vith the accusative, the other 

'with the genitive. The first appears to me to indicate tlze locality 
to which they were· sailing : and that evidently was, the headland 
on the Acha::an coast, nearly opposite Naupactus." 

The headland, to which Mr. J:?unbar alludes, will be seen ·on 
the plan, marked Drepanum. It is sufficiently near, not to be 
open to the objection which I have urged against Dr. Arnold's 
hypothesis of Corinth and Sicyon. 1 But ~till I contend that it can
not be indicated by the words as they stand in Thucydides. On 
Mr. Dunbar's interpretation, the Peloponnesians must have moved 
from one point of their own land to i:mother point of their own 
land. Now ifThucydides had meant to affirm this, he sorely would 
not have used such words as ~,.l'.eov ~,.) -rf]v ~au-rwv -y~v. He would 
either have specified by name the p<l.rticular point of land (as in 
c. 86 'll"aoe'lri'.<vl/'ev i1rl .,.), 'P{ov)-or if he had desired .to bring to our 

. view that "they proceeded along their own coast," he would have 
said. 1rapd instead of l,.[. if. 

Thus far I have been discussing simply the verbal interpretation 
of~,.) -rf]v ~av-rwv -y~v, for the purpose of showing, that though these 
'"ords be admitted to mean the land of the Peloponnesians,-still, 
in oi-der to reconcile such meaning with the facts, the commentators 
are obliged to advance suppositions highly improbable, and even 
to identify e'll"l with 1rapd. I now turn from the verbal construction to 
the facts, in order to show that the real movement of the Pelopon
nesian fleet must have been towards the Athenian coast and towards 
Naupaktus. Therefore, since iav-rwv cannot .have that meaning, 
€av'Twv must be an error of the text. 

The purpose of the Peloponnesians in effecting the movement, 
was to make Phormia believe that· they were going to attack 
Naupaktus; to constrain him to come within the Gulf with a view 
of protecting that place; and at the same time, if Phormio did 
come within the Gulf, to attack him in a narrow space where his 
ships would have no .room for mana!uvring. This was what the 
Peloponnesians not only intended, but actually accomplished. 

Now I ask, how this purpose could be accomplished by a move
ment along the coast of Peloponnesus from the headland of Rhium 
to the headland of Drepanum,-which last point the reader will 
see on the ·plan? How could such movement induce Phormio 
to think that the Peloponnesians were going to attack Naupaktus, 
or throw him into alarm for the safety of that place ? When arrived 
at Drepanum, they would hardly be nearer to Naupaktus than they 
were at Rhium : they would still have· the whole breadth of the 
Gulf to cross. Let us howeyer· ,?Uppose that their mo;vement 
towards Drepanum did really induce Phormia to come into the 
Gulf for the protection of Naupaktus. If they attempted to cross 
the breadth of the Gulf from Drepanum towards Naupaktus, they 
would expose themselves to be attacked by Phormio midway in the 
open sea ; the very contingency which he desired, and which they 
were manreuvring to avoid. :· 

Again, let us approach the question from another point of view. 
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It is certain, from the description of Thucydides, that the actual 
attack of the Peloponnesians upon Phormio, in which they cut off 
nine out of his twenty ships, took place on the northern coast qj the 
Gulf, at some spot between the headland Antirrhium and N aupaktus; 
somewhere near the spot which I have indicated on the plan. 
The presence of the Messenian soldiers (who had come out 
from Naupaktus to assist Phormio, and who waded into the water 
to save the captured ships) would of itself place this beyond a 
doubt-if indeed any doubt could arise. It is further certain, that 
when the Peloponnesian fleet wheeled from column into line to 
attack Phormio, they were so near to this northern land, that 
Phormio was in the greatest danger of having his whole squadron 
driven ashore: only eleven out of his twenty ships could escape. 
The plan will illustrate what is here said. 

Now I ask, how these facts are to be reconciled with the supposi
tion that the Peloponnesian fleet,· on quitting their moorings at 
Rhium, coasted along their own land towards Drepanum? If they 
did so, how did they afterwards get across the Gulf, to the place 
where the battle was fought? Every yard that they moved in the 
direction of Drepanum, only tended to widen the breadth of open 
gulf to be crossed afterwards. With the purpose which they had 
in view, to move from Rhium along their own coast in the direction 
of Drepanum would have been absurd. Supposing however that 
they did so, it could only have been preliminary to a second move
ment, in another direction, across the Gulf. But of this second 
movement, Thucydides says not one word. All that he tells us 
about the course of the Peloponnesians is contained in this phrase 
-l7rii.Eov E1rl ·dw iaurwv '}'~V (<tw l1rl roil K6!1.1rou, ~·~"P K~P'f -lnoup.Jvcp, 
tiJ<t.,.•p Kal &pp.ouv. If these words really designate a movement along 
the southern coast, we must assume, first that the historian has 
left unnoticed the second movement across the Gulf, which never
theless must have followed-next, that the Peloponnesians made 
a first move for no purpose except to increase the distance and 
difficulty of the second. 

Considering therefore the facts of the case, the localities and the 
purpose of the Peloponnesians, all of which are here clear-! con
tend that bil.•ov ?1rl r~v iaurwv -yijv l<tw brl roil KO!I.1rov must denote 
a movement of the Peloponnesian fleet towards the'land of the 
Athenians, or the northern shore of the Gulf; and that as iaurwv 
will not bear that sense, it must be altered to alrrwv or EKE(vwv. 

It remains to explain l<tw brl 'Toil d1<.1rov, which bear a very distinct 
and important meaning. The land of the Athenians, on the 
northern side of the Strait, comprises the headland of Antirrhium 
with both the lines of coast which there terminate and make an 
angle ; that is, one line of coast fronting inside to7vards the 
Corinthian Gulf-the other, fronting outside towards the Gulf of 
Patras. The reader who looks at the plan will see this at a 
glance. Now when Thucydides says that the Peloponnesians 
sailed "upon the land of the Atheniam inwards fronting the Gulf," 
-these last words are essential to make us understand towards 
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which of the two Athenian lines of coast the movement was turned. 
We learn from the words that the Peloponnesians did not sail 
towards that outer side of the headland where Phormio'was moored, 
but towards the inner side of it, on the line which conducted to 
Naupaktus. 

CHAPTER L 

FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE 
PELOPONNESIAN WAR DOWN TO THE REVOLUTIONARY 

COMMOTIONS AT KORKYRA 

THE second and third years of the war had both been years • 
of great suffering with the Athenians, from'the continuance o~(\" 
the epidemic, which did not materially relax until the winter 
of the third year (B.c. 429-428). It is no wonder that. underY<f 
the pressure of such a calamity their military efforts .were~ i0' 
enfeebled, although the victories of Phormia had placed theizt~ 
maritime reputation at a higher point than ever. · To their~ 
enemies, the destructive effects of. this epidemic-effects still~~, \.1) 
felt, although the disorder itself was suspended during the l 
fourth year of the war-afforded material assistance as well 
as encouragement to persevere. The Peloponnesians,. under 
Archidamus, again repeated: during this year their invasion 
and ravage of Attica, which had been intermitted during the 
year preceding. As before, they met with no serious resistance. 
Entering the country .about the . beginning of May, they con
tinued the process of devastation until their provisions were 
exhausted.1 To this damage the Athenians had probably now 

)

accustomed themselves: but they speedily received, even while 
th~)nvaders we:e in their c~mntry, intelligence of a~ eye~t i.ar~v'~~ 

. II) Ore e.rriba.~rassmg and form. 1dable-t~e revolt <1.~J.uYl~-ll;J:t..~1~J.·~, 
/ofthe,gr~~al.!.aJ...,Le~b~. . Vt 

This revolt, indeed7'dia: not come even upon the Athenians ~ 
wholly unawares. Yet the idea of it was of longer standing~,.,..~ 
than they suspected, for the. Mitylemean oligarchy had pro=1t' 
jected it before the war and had made secret application to 
Sparta for aid, but without success. Some time after hostilities 
broke out, they resumed the design, which was warmly pro
moted by the Bceotians, kinsmen of the Lesbians in JEolic 
lineage and dialect. The Mitylemean leaders appear to have 
finally determined on revolt during the preceding autumn or 
winter. But they thought i~ prudent to make ample prepara-

1 Thucyd. iii. r. 
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tions before they declared themselves openly; and moreover 
they took measures for constraining three other towns in Lesbos, 
-Antissa, Eresus, and Pyrrha,-to share-their fortunes, to 
merge their own separate governments, and to become incor
porated with Mitylene. Methymna, the second town in Lesbos, 
situated on the north of the island, was decidedly opposed to 
them and attached to Athens. The Mitylemeans built new 
ships,-put their walls in an improved state of defence,
carried out a mole in order to narrow the entrance of their 
harbour and render it capable of being closed with a chain,
despatched emissaries to hire Scythian bowmen and purchase 
corn in the Euxine-and took such other measures as were 
necessary for an effective resistance. 

Though the oligarchical character of their government gave 
them much means of secrecy, and above all, dispensed with the 
necessity of consulting the people beforehand,-still, measures 
of such importance could not be taken without provoking 
attention. Intimation was sent to the Athenians by various 
Mitylenrean citizens, partly from private feeling, partly in their 
capacity of proxeni (or consuls, to use a modern word which 
approaches to the meaning) for Athens- espedally by a 
Mitylenrean named Doxander, incensed with the government 
for having disappointed his two sons of marriage with two 
orphan heiresses.1 Not less communicative were the islanders 
of Tenedos, animated oyancienf neighbourly jealousy towards 
Mitylene ; so that the Athenians were thus forewarned both of 
the intrigues between Mitylene and the Spartans, and of her 
certain impending revolt unless they immediately interfered.2 

This news seems to have become certain about February or 
March 428 B.C. But such was then the dispirited condition 
of the Athenians-arising from two years' suffering under 
the epidemic, and no longer counteracted by the wholesome 
remonstrances of Perikles-that they could not at first bring 
themselves to believe what they were so much afraid to find 
true. Lesbos, like Chios, was their ally upon an equal footing, 

1 Aristotel. Politic. v. 2, 3· The fact respecting Doxander _here 
mentioned is stated by Aristotle, and there is no reason to question its 
truth. But Aristotle states it in illustration of a general position-that the 
private quarrels of principal citizens are often the cause of great misfortune 
to the commonwealth. He represents Doxanderand his private quarrel as 
having brought upon Mityl@n@ the resentment of the Athenians and the war 
with Athens-t.6~avopos-~p~e 'T~S <T'Ta<Tews, J<al 1rapw~uve 'Tovs 'A8rwalovs, 
1rp~~evos &v rijs 1r6Mws. 

Having the account of Thucydid~s before us, we are enabled to say that 
this is an incorrect conception, so far as concerns the cause of the war-
though the fact in itself may be quite true. 2 Thucyd. iii. 2. 
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still remaining under those conditions which had been at first 
common to all the members of the confederacy of Delos. 
Mityle!ne paid no tribute to Athens : it retained its walls, its 
large naval force, and its extensive landed possessions on the 
opposite Asiatic continent: its government was. oligarchical, 
administering all internal affairs without reference to Athens. 
Its obligations as an ally we're, that in case of war, it was held 
bound·to furnish armed ships, whether in determinate number 
or n·ot, we do not know. It would undoubtedly be restrained 
from making war upon Tenedos, or any other subject-ally of 
Athens: and its government oi its citizens would probably 
be held liable to answer before the Athenian dikasteries, in 
case of any complaint of injury from the government or citizens 
of Tenedos or of any other ally of Athens-these latter being 
themselves also accountable. before the same tribunals under· 
like complaints from Mitylene. That city was thus in practice 
all but independent, and so extremely powerful, that the 
Athenians, fearful 0f coping with it in their actual state of 
depression, were loath to believe the alarming intelligence 
which reached them. They . sent envoys with a friendly 
message to persuade the Mitylemeans to susgend their pro
ceedings, mid it was only when these envoys 'returned without 
success, that they saw the necessity of stronger measures. Ten 
Mitylemean triremes, serving as contingent in the Athenian 
fleet, were seized, and their cr.ews placed under guard; while 
Kll_!EP~s, then on the point of starting (along with two 
cof eagues) to conduct a fleet of forty triremes round Pelopon
nesus, was direct~d to :;tlt!!r .. his des~iQ!il;tipn and to, proceed 
forthlv!th .~o:~~I:\fyl].l'i'fi .,;,;ftw"I:ii"'"'~ted th':rtlie'WOiild "'reach 
that towh'about the time of the approaching festival of Apollo 
Maloeis, celebrated in its neighbourhood-on which occasion 
the whole Mitylemean population was in the habit of going 
forth to thtt temple: so that the tO\vn, while thus deserted, 
might easily be surprised ard seized by the fleet. In case this 
calculation should be disappointed, Klelppides was instructed 
to require that the Mitylemeans should .surrender their ships of 
war and raze their fortifications, and in the event of refusal to 
attack them immediately. 

But the publicity of debate at Athens was ·far too great to 
allow such a scheme to succeed. The Mitylemeans had their 
spies in the city, and the moment the resolution_ was taken, 
one of them set off to communicate it at Mitylene. Crossing 
.over to Genestus in Eubcea, and getting aboard a merchantman 

1 Thucyd. iii. 3· 
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on the point of departure, he reached Mitylene with a favourable 
wind on the third day from Athens: so that when Kle'ippides 
arrived shortly afterwards, he found the festival adjourned and 
the government prepared for him. The requisition which he 
sent in was refused, and the Mitylemean fleet even came forth 
from the harbour to assail him, but was beaten back with little 
difficulty: upon which, the Mitylemean leaders, finding them
selves attacked before their preparations were completed, and 
desiring still to gain time, opened negotiations with Kle'ippides, 
and prevailed on him to suspend hostilities until ambassadors 
could be sent to Athens-protesting that they had no serious 
intention of revolting. This appears to have been about the 
middle of May, soon after the Lacedxmonianinvasion of Attica. 

Kle!ppides was induced, not very prudently, to admit this 
proposition, under the impression that his armament was not 
sufficient to cope with a city and island so powerful. He 
remained moored off the harbour at the north of Mitylen~ 
until the envoys (among whom was included one of the very 
citizens of Mitylene who had sent to betray the intended revolt, 
but who had since changed his opinion) should return from 
Athens. Meanwhile the Mitylen<:ean government, unknown to 
Kle!ppides, and well aware that the embassy would prove 
fruitless, took advantage of the truce to send secret envoys to 
Sparta imploring immediate aid. And on the arrival of the 
Lacedxmonian Meleas and the Theban Herm<:eondas (who 
had been despatched to Mitylene earlier, but had only come in 
by stealth since the arrival of Kle!ppides ), a second trireme was 
sent along with them, carrying additional envoys to reiterate 
the solicitation. These arrivals and despatches were carried on 
without the knowledge of the Athenian admiral; chiefly in 
consequence of the peculiar site of the town, which had 
originally been placed upon a little islet divided from Lesbos 
by a narrow channel or euripus, and had subsequently been 
extended across into the main island-like Syracuse and so 
many other Grecian settlements. It had consequently two 
harbours, one north, the other south of the town : Klei:ppides 
was anchored off the former, but the latter remained unguarded.1 

1 )-'~yd.iii. 3, 4: compare Strabo, xiii. p. 617; and Plehn, Lesbiaca, 
p. !2-18. 

Thucydides speaks of the spot at the mouth of the northern harbour as 
being called Malea, which was also undoubtedly the name of the south
eastern promontory of Lesbos. vV e must therefore presume that there were 
two places on the seaboard of Lesbos which bore that name. 

The· easternmost of the two southern promontories of Peloponnesus was. 
abo called Cape Malea. 
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During t~e absence of the. Mitylenrean envoys at Athens,~~ 

reinforcements reached the Athenian admiral from Lemnos, ~ .. 
I m bros;- aiM "S~<ith'er"'allies;~a:it'weli"''as "'fro'iri"'lfie·~tesbiah .pJj 
towif"'f:!~I~1ii1i1af 'So' tlia£'"\ViieiffJ:i~·envojS'Ye'tu'fmCI;"'as"they · ~ 
pre'srn'l:ly diCl with an unfavourable reply, war was resumed'¥' . 
with increased vigour. The Mitylenreans, having made :i'9-'~ 
general sally with their fuli military force, gained some advan· '\~ . 
tage in the battle; yet not feeling bold enough to . maintain ~ 
the field, they retreated back behind their walls. The news ~ 
of their revolt, when first spread abroad had ·created an). 
impression_ unfavourable to the s_tability of the At~enian empire. ~1 
But when It was seen that thetr conduct was Irresolute and !/'l'(y 
their achievements disproportionate to their supposed power, a "\ j._. 
reaction of feeling took place. The Chians and other allies"Vl" 
came in with increased, zeal, in obediencetofliesummonso"f 
Athensfillretnf~rii'ei'rtS~ "Xle!ppides soon found his arma
ment large enough to establish two Beparate camps, markets for 
provision; and naval stations, north and south of the town, so 
as to watch and block up both the harbours at once. I But he. 
commanded little beyond the area of his camp, and was unable 
to invest th~ city by land ; especially as the Mitylen'reans had 
received reinforcements from Antissa, Pyrrha, and Eresus, the 
other towns of. L,esbos which acted with them. They were 
even sufficiently strong to march against Methymna, in hopes 
that it would be betrayed to them by a party within. But this 

· expectation was not realised,· nor could' they do more than 
strengthen the fortifications, and confirm the Mitylemean 
supremacy, in . the other three .subordinate towns; in such 
manner that the.Methymnreans, who soon afterwards attacked 
Antissa, were repulsed with considerable loss. In this un
decided condition, the island 'continued, until (somewhere 
about the ·month of August B.C. 428) the Atheni.ans sent 
Paches to take the command, with a reinforcement of rooo 
hoplites, Who rowed themselves thither in triremes. The 
Athenians were now in force enough not only to keep the 
Mitylenreans within their walls, but also to surround the city 
with a single wall of circumvallation, strengthened by separate 
forts in suitable positions. By the beginning of October, 
Mi~~J~"~*'~'!~~PJ~bl<5C'lffided,.bytand~IraslJy,. .. )/,. 
~· . . . ~ 

, _lMeanwhile t.h~ ... J\1:i!.Y..L~l?~~~y~, after a tr~ubles?me ~ 
1voyage, had ~eached Sparta a httle before the s>lvmpic (es.tn~al; 1~d 
about the mtdd1e of June .. The Spartans directed them to ·;..,'7\ 

1 Thucyd. iii. 6. 2 Thucyd. iii. r8. 
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~dome to Olympia at the festival, where all the members of the 

~
' Peloponnesian confederacy would naturally be present-and 
• there to set forth their requests, after the festival was concluded, 
in ,presence of al1.1 

· ~ucydides has given us; at some length, his version of the 
,., ~)~e-th wherein-this was done:...:_a. speech not a little remarkable} 

of' 1\ Pronounced, as it was, by men who had just revolted fr9tn 
,.,4 ~Athens, having the strongest interest to raise indignation 
;.,.. a£ainst her as well as sympathy for themselves-and before an 
l"ti'a~d!ence exclusively composed of the enemies of Ath~ns, all 

wrllmg to hear, and none present to refute, the brtterest 
calumnies against her-we should have expected a confident 
sense of righteous and well-grounded, though perilous effort, 
on the part of the Mitylemeans, and a plausible collection of 
, wrongs and o~pressions allege~ against t_he common enem~y. 
lnstead of whrch the speech rs apologetic and embarrassed 
The speaker not only does not allege any extortion or seve 
dealing from Athens towards the Mitylenreans, but even adufits 
the fact that they had been treated by her with marked 
honour ; 2 and that too~ throughout a long period of peace, 
during which she stood less in awe of her allies generally, and 
would have had much more facility in realising any harsh 
purposes towards them, than she could possibly enjoy now that 
the war had broken out, when their discontents would be likely 
to find powerful protectors.3 \According to his own showing, 
the Mitylemeans, while they had been perfectly well treated by 
Athens during the past, had now acquired, by the mere fact of 
war, increased security for continuance of the like treatment 
during the future. It is upon the necessity of acquiring 
security for the future, nevertheless, that he rests the justifica- · 
tion of the ~evolt, not pretending to have any subject of positivtf 
complaint. The Mitylen::eans (he contends) could have no 
prospective.security against Athens: for she had successively 

1 Thucyd. iii. 9· 
2 Thucyd. iii. 9· p:qoe "'P xelpous o6~wp.ev elva<, el ~v "V elp~vp T<p.w-

p. ~ v o L {rrr' a il'r W v ~v -rots 0Etvo'is &<f>ta'Tdf.J.e8a. 
The language in which the Mitylemean envoys describe the treatment 

which their city had received from Athens, is substantially as strong as 
th~t which Kleon uses afterwards in his speech at Athens, when he 
reproaches them with their ingratitude-Kleon says (iii. 39), a.vT6vop.o£ Te 
ul~eoVV"res, ~ectl Ttp.c!Jp.evo' Es Tc\ 1rpWTa ilcp' 1JtJ.Wv, 'TQtaVTa. elp'Yd.rravTo, &c. 

s Thucyd. iii. II, IZ. ob p.~V'TO< brl7roll.6 7' &v lDOICOV/-'EV 15vv'l8~vat ( 7r<pqi"(V<· 
tr8a.<), el p.1j b 7r6l\ep.os 3oe Ka.Te<T'T1/, '71'apa.oe£-yp.a.<rt xpwp.evo< To'Ls <s ToVs !<ll.ll.ovs. 
Tls oiiv a.~'T1) 'lj ,Ptll.ia. €-yi-yveTo '1i ell.eu8epia. 11'<<T'T~, €v fi '7t'a.pa -yvwp.'IV lt.ll.ll.~ll.ovs 
{nreoex6p.e8a., Kal ol fJ.~V f!p.iis EV 't'rp 71'0AEfJ.'f' oeot6'TES ~8epr1.11'EUOV, 1]/-'ELS 0~ 
E~~:Elvous Ev -rfl 1]uuxl?- TO aUTO E"!otoVp.ev. 
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and sy~gtJ!Y broug~ ~~~Y. all· R~~i •. ~S~R~\~ 
Lesbos and Chws;Tii'OUgli all had ongmally been upon an equal~~ 
footmg: aootliere was every rea~ori for·fearing that she wOuld~ 
take the first convenient opportunity of reducing the ·two last ~ <1' 
re,maining to t_h~ same level-th_e ratper a~ their po,sit_ion ":a.S.~t 
no_w one o~ prlVlleg~ art~ except10n, ,-~~-t~ .• Jl~~JJJP.eq~l-:\"\ 
pn~~-~11~""1~!&g.~l{.<!:-~~fE!,~ It fia~'11it~ertosi;Jrtectthe ~~ 
policy; ofatl'iens to leave these twg. exceptwns, as a proof that.~ 
the other allies. had ju~tly incurretlthei,r fate, since oth~r.w'ise t~ 
Lesbos and Chws; havmg equal-votes, Woulcl.n.ot have JOmed ·1t·;1'j 
fOFces in reducing them.l But this policy was' now no longer 
necessary, and the Mitylenreans, feeling themselves. free only in ... 
name,. were. imperative_lycalled upo? by rega:rd f.on ~heir owl)"~. r 
safety'to se1ze the earl.rest·opportun.rty for ema.nc.rpatJng. them• J'· 
sel~,..es in reality. l ~?.r .... wasl.E_me,::~,!x~gegif2!'.~~ir . ..91Yl}.s~fe~. ,, \\ 

•· b.ut. a further rmp,.ulse ··of95an~Hel1emc. patnotrsm; a desrre. to~ · 
1talte"'rank' llmong t~d~tarii'Ong the auxiliaries, . 
-'of A~hen. s, .in he_:,uslj:pati?n of sovereign!J'"~ver so ll'l!:!;Y free _ 
Grecran states.2 /l'li'e'""'Mltyienreans-natl nowever been com
pei:'ffitrt'O'Tevolt-yit:h~prceparations only half completed, and had 
therefore a double ·claim upon the succour of Sparta-the 
single hope and protectress of Grecian autonomy. 'And 
Spartan aid-if now lent immediately and heartily, in a 
renewed attack on Attica during this same year, by sea as well 

. as by land-could not fail to put down the common enemy, 
' exhausted as she was by pestilence as.·well as. ,by, the cost of 

three years' war; and occupying her whole maritime force either 
in the siege of Mitylene or round Peloponnesus. . The orator 
concluded by appealing not merely to the Hellenic; patriotism 
and sympathies of the. Peloponnesians, but also to the sacred 
name.of the Olympic Zeus, in whose precinct the me!'!ting was 
held, that his pressing' entreaty r:night not be disregarded.3 ' · 

· \Ir following the speech of the orator, we see_!heyla!.!u:qn
fession_S~t,;!.~ityJN!@nS hj£1 n.Q.reasoD~wliatey~.U~!!!R!ain· 
o£ the cono·u.c_tq[.bj:_.h~rds the!llselves. She had respecte · 
aliketlleir-:-dignity, _their public force, and.tfieir private security. 
This important fact helps us to explain, first, the. indifference ~ 
which ~~Yl~ri~.2·ILP~QP!.\!_will be found to mani1esq]17ili"Et(' 

1 Thucyd. iii. II. A~-r:6vop.~L li~ lli.El¢87Jp.€P 0~ liL'Ii.i\.i'<o TL n' 8uov a~-r:o'is ~~ .. 
.,.~, &.px~v •~1rpeird'f .,.. i\.6-you, 1<al '-yv~p.7Js p.ai\.i\.ov ltp6o'l'' 'f) lux6os, ·;.a 
1rp&-yp.a'Ta ~tpalVE'TO Ka'Tai\.7J7r'Ttt, •Ap.a p.~v-yap p.afl'Tupl'f lj(pwv'TO,'f.'~ ttv Tovs 
')'~/O'o!f-h¢o'!.~ li.Kov'Tas, El p.-1) .,., i]ol1<ouv tiTs l1rr[euav, 'u<T'Tpa'TEVEL v. . 

Thucyd. m. 13. . 
3 Thucyd. iii. I 3, 14· 
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revolt; next, the barbarous resolution taken by the Athenians 

' after its suppression.;--:-- - · 
• T:he reasoi}.Lgjye!1..f.or the revoJt ill"~ _maip.~y two. 1. The 
Mitylemeans had no security that Athens would not degrade · 
them into the condition of subjeCt-allies like the rest. ~. They, 
did not choose to second the ambition of Athens, and to 
become parties to a war for the sake of maintaining an empire ' 
essentially offensive to Grecian political instincts. 

, In both-th-ese f~21i~.Jhefeis f0rc-e;and both touch the 
• sore point or the.A:tlienian empil'e-:" -Tha:Cemprre undouDtedly 

-~ •contnfdidetl-one·-or-tfi"eflfuaa:mental instincts of the Greek 
'·mind_:_the right of every separate towri to administer its own 

political affairs apart from external control.) The P~on
nesian alliance recognised this autonomy in theory; by the 
genefarsyriod··and equal voting of all the members at Sparta, 
on important occasions;· th'ough it was-qtiitetruel-(a:s:Ferikles 
urged at Athens) that in practice nothing more was enjoyed 
than an autonomy confined by Spartan leading-strings-and 
though Sparta held in permanent custody hostages for the 
fidelity of her Arcadian allies, summoning their military con
tingents without acquainting them whither they were destined 

1 • to march. \But Athens proclaimed herself a despot, effacing 
11 the autonomy of her allies not less in theory than in practice.· 

' Far from being disposed to cultivate in them any sense of a 
real common interest with herself, she did not even cheat them 
with those forms and fictions which so often appease discontent 
in the absence of realities. Doubtless the nature of her empire, 
at once widely extended, maritime, and ·uncomiected (or only 
partially connected) with kindred of race, rendered the forms 

·.-of pe:i~dical_d~e]il_ter<!tion_difli~ul~-to k_eep up ·;-atthe same time 
·that rt gave to her as naval ch1ef an ascendency much more 
'despotic than could have been exercised by any chief on land. 
It is doubtful whether she could have overcome-it is certain 
that she did not try to overcome-these political difficulties ; 
so that .her empire sto~d- confessed as a de_sp_otism, opposed to 

• the politicarinstiiict of the Greek mind; and the revolts against 
it, like this of Mitylene,=--:in so far as they represented a genuine 

, feeling and were not merely movements of an oligarchical party 
· against their own democracy-were revolts of this offended 

1 Thucyd. i. 144. Kal 8-rav K¢.K<'ivot (the Lacedremonians) -rair ~av-rwv 
&.1ro8wut 1r6ll.<ut, p.'l} utp!u< -ro'is AaK<Iiatp.oviots ~7rtT1)1idws ah·ovo· 
p.E"i<TOat, O.AA' alJToLs EKddTOLs, &s /3oVl\.oVTat. 

About the hostages detained by Sparta for the fidelity of her allies, see 
Thucyd. v. 54, 6r. ' 
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inh~n~~~~t11i~~~:~f~~~f~f@~!ip~~~K~~4fJ?tfd~oj 
/fecurity against being one day reduced to the common coh- • .:\ 
, dit.ion of subject-allies like th~ rest. JYet an Athenian speaker, !J 
had he been here present, might have m::tde no rpean rep!y to" .1 

·this portion of their reasoning. He would have urged, thalio: 
had Athens felt any dispositions towards such a scheme, she f . 
wou~~~~'"""~<:lY~ll.t~g~e-J!:.,o~VI:".t~-~I:I-Y.el!r:.s'_ti:,!J.C.i.JO/ 
execute it; and he would have shown Uiat the degradation off 
th~Ie'S by Athens, and · the change in her· position fro~ Ill 
pre~i~:_n~.o d. ~p,2!, had been far les'Sin~iOOar@'d.~y,~,t~.lR~fic. · • 
than tne Mitylenrean orator affirmed. ·· · · . 

To-fhePelopoilli.e'Sian auditors, hawever, the speech of the 
~.latter proved completely satisfactor( T~~~~ .de-~~ 
:dared members of the Peloponnesmn alliance, and a second'(' 
attack"'updn"':"A:tti9aw)i's"<lecreed:" ... Tii;-t~a~ed.rerr1onians;·rore-./' 
most'-in '"tlie . move':nent;' ~summoned contingents from their '\ 
various ·alli,e~, and were early in arriving with teeir own at the 
Isthmus. They there began to prepare carriages or trucks, for 

k dragging ·across the Isthmus the triremes which had fought 
' against Phormia, from the harbour of Lechreum into the Sar

onic .Gulf, in order to employ them against Athens. But the 
remaining allies did not answer to the summons,. remaining at • 
home occupied with their harvest; while the Lacedremonianst\{ 
sufficit;ntly disappointed with this languor and disobedience, "' 
were still further confounded by the unexpected presence of " 
xoo Athenian triremes o.ff the coast of the Isthmus. . '.tt" 

The Athenians, though their own presenc~ at the Olympic-~,'' 
l festival was forbidden by the w.ar, had d. oubtless learned more ti~ 
, or less thoroughly the proceedings which had taken place there 
·.· respecting Mitylene. Perceiving the general belief entertained 
of their depress_ed and helpless condition, they determined to 

i contradict this by a great and instant effort. They accordingly 
~ mann~~~4P~~~~~E;:~~.E.~t!J?,9.~!ing the pers:<>n'al'servict; 
. of all men, citizens· as well· a~ ·metlcs, and . exceptmg only the 
two richest classes of the Solonian census, i. e. the Pentakosio
medimni, and the Hippeis or Horsemen. With this prodigious 
fleet they maj~~~g~triltio.n .~long.!he'Isthmus in view of 0 the Lacedremomans, and landed m vapous parts of the Pelo-')1)" 
ponnesian coast to inflict damage. At the same time thirty ~ 
other Athenian triremes, despatched some time previously to y 
Akarnania under Asopius son of Phormia, landed at different ~~ 

f openings in I.:acqnia'for t!J.e same purpose._ This news reached 
: the Lacedremomans at the Isthmus, w?Ile ·the other great 
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Athenian fleet was parading before their eyes.1 Amazed at so 
unexpected a demonstration of strength, they began to feel 
how much they had been misled respecting the exhaustion of 
Athens, and how incompetent they were, especially without the 
presence of their allies, to undertake any joint effective move
ment by sea and land against Attica. They therefore- returned 
home, resolving to send an expedition of forty triremes under 
Alkidas to the relief of Mitylene itself; at the same time trans
mitting requisitions to their various allies, in order that these 
triremes might be furnished.2 

Meanwhile Asopius with his thirty triremes had arrived in 
Akarnania, from whence all the ships except twelve were sent 
home.·~ He had been nominated commander as the son of 
Phormio, who appears either to have died, or to have become 
unfit for service, since his victories of the preceding year. Tht 
Akarnanians had preferred a special request that a son, or at 
least some relative, of Phormia, should be invested with the 
command of .the squadron; so beloved was his name and 
character among them. Asopius however accomplished nothing 
of importance, though he again undertook conjointly with the 
Akarnanians a fruitless march against CEniadre. Ultimately he 
was defeated and slain, in attempting a diseinbarkation on the 
t rritory of Leukas. 8 

The sanguine announcement made by the Mitylemeans at 
lympia, that Athens was rendered helpless by ~e epidemic, 

r"~ had indeed been strikingly contradicted by her recent display; 
J;tce, taking numbers and equipment together, the maritime 

orce which she had put forth this summer, manned as it was 
y a higher class of seamen, surpassed all former years _:1 

although, in point of number only, it was inferior to the 2sol 
triremes which she had sent out during the first summer of the 
war.~ But the assertion that Athens was impoverisned in 

1 Thucyd. iii. 7-16. 2 Thucyd. iii. 15, 16. 8 Thucyd. iii. 7· 
• Thucyd. iii. 17. Kaltca'Ttt 'TOV xp6vov 'TOV'TOV, tJv al vi)es 1!-rrll.eov, "~v 'TOLS 

'1ri\eLcrTaL o:q JI~ES Elp.' a.VroLs EvEp')'Ol k&.Ai\el €-y€vowro, 7rCX.pa:rrA:I,uuu OE Kat' 
~..,., 7ri\elovs &.pxoJ.LEvou 'Toil troA.Ep.ou. T.f]v 'Te ,a.p , ATTudrv Kal E{;.Bo,av ~ea~ ' 
:::?;al\a}J-LVa ~/Ca'TOV ~cpvll.atr<rov, Kal-rrepl Tiell.o-rrOVV?)O"OV ere pal ~/Ca'TDV ~O"av, xwpl. 
0~ ai ?Tepl llo'TiOataV Kal ~v Tols c£1\Aats xwplots, &rr7E ai "lriirrcu ll;;.a. Eyl-yvoVTO b 
Evl 6EpEL OtaK&atat ted 1f€VT~IWV'Tct. Kat ·n\ XP~J.I.aTa 'TOiJTo p.dA..uPra {nravdAwrrt 
fJ.era Tior•8aEas, &c. t · 

I have endeavoured to render as well as I can this obscure aud difficult 
passage; difficult both as to grammar and as to sense, and not satisfactorily 1 
explained by any of the commentators-if indeed it can be held to stand 
now as Thucydides wrote it. In the preceding chapter, he had mentioned ' 
that this fleet of 100 sail was manned largely from the hoplite class of citizens 
(iii. r6). Now we know from other passages in his work (see''· 8; vi, 31. 
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finances was not so destitute of foundation : for the whol.e 
treasure in the acropolis, 6ooo talents at the commencement of 

1 the war, was now consumed, with the exception of that reserve 
~ of 1ooo talents which ,had been solemnly set aside against the 
1 last exigencies of defensive resistance. This is not surprising 
l when we. Jearn that every hoplite engaged for near two years 
' and a half in the blockade of Potidcea received two drachmas . 

per day, one for himself and a second for a_n attendant. There 
, were during the whole time of the blockade 3ooo hoplites 

eQgaged there,~and for a c~:msiderable portion of the time, 
46oo ; besides the fleet, all the seamen of which received one 
drachma per day per man. Accordingly, the Ather:ians were 
now for the first tin1e obliged to raise a direct contribution 

·(among themselves, to th:e amount of 200 talents, for the purpose 
:'.Jf prosecuting the siege of Mitylene : and they at the same time 
despatched Lysikles · (with four colleagues) in command of 

~ twelve triremes to collect money. What relation these money~ 
, gatheripg ships bore to the regular tribute paid by the subject
\ allies,. or whether they were·anowed to visit these latter, we do 
,not know. ·In the present case, Lysikles landed at Myus near 
I the mouth of the Mceander,and marched up the country to levy 
contributions on the. Kariart villages in the plain of that river: 

; but he was surprised by the Karians, perhap\aided by the . 
1 active Samian exiles at Ancea in the neighbourhood, and sl~iri_, 
, with a considerable number of his men.1 • )! 

? . v'lhj_Js,.~~~·'"'Nhen}<ll?J'_,l!m,~;..~~ld~Mitr.~~I1e.Nnd~r~i.~.g~,.!e~r ~~ 
t fbmtt¥1i:t;~ .• pf..rw1.~,E,!;,~IW...~nd.,s,B .. ~:,~.i?~.~~~!p},~~J~l,yh~blo.,c~a~e4tW' 

y t 1e e oponnesrans an <:eOLtans 10r more t an-a· year;~O'I' 
with6ut,..anyii''osslbility of relief. · At length provisions began' W 
~o fail, and the general Eupompides, backed by the prophet 1 
Thecenetus (these prophets 2 were often among the bravest 

11 • • ' ...:. 

l how much difference there was in the appearance and efficiency .of. an 
·armament, according to the ciass of ·citizens who served on it. We may 
, then refer the word KJ.Mos ·to the excelience of outfit hence arising : I wish 
indeed that any·instance couid be produced of Krlll.ll.os in this sense, but we 

. !~nd the adjective tdM!CT'fOS (Thucyd.' v. 6o) CTTpaT<heoov ')lap oh TOVTO 
~,<J.li."-<CTTov 'E"-li.'>)V<Khv TWV J.LEXP' Tovoe ~vv1jA.Bev. In v. 8 Thucydides 
·~mpJoys the word a~lwj.L"a. to denote the same meaning: and in vi. JI he 
~ays, 1ra.pacrKev~ ..Y}tp a.fh11 7rpd;-r?J ~1(.7rAE0fJ'a.cta. ,.uas 1r6Aews Ovv&f-LeL· cEAA.1]VlKf1, 
\,-oXvTEAECTTa1"1) oh\ Kal einrpe11ECTTJ.T1) 'TWV es Et<e'\vov TOV xp6vov E'"'/El'E'TO. It 
;may be remarked that in that chapter too, 'he contrasts the expedition . 
against Sicily with two other Athenian expeditions, equai to it in number 
:but inferior in equipment: the same comparison which I believe he means 
:to take in this passage. · 1 Thitcyd. iii. 19. 
· 2 Thucyd. iii. 20. Compare Xenophon, Hellen. ii. 4, 19; Herodot. ix. 
' 37 ; Plutarch, Aratus, c. 25. 
I 
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soldiers in the army), persu~ded the garrison to adopt the 
daring, but seemingly desperate, resolution of breaking out 
over the blockading wall and in spite of its guards. So 
desperate, indeed, did the project seem, that at the moment of 
execution, one half of the garrison shrank from it as equivalent 
to certain death : the other half, about 212 in number, per- , 
sisted and escaped. Happy would it have been for the · 
remainder had they even perished in the attempt, and thus 
forestalled the more melancholy fate in store for them! 

It has been already stated that the circumvallation of Platrea 
was accomplished by a double wall and a double ditch, one 
ditch without the encircling walls, another between them and 
the town; the two walls being sixteen feet apart, joined together, 
and roofed all round, so as to look like one thick wall, and to 
afford covered quarters for the besiegers. Both the outer and 
inner circumference were furnished with battlements, and after 
every ten battlements came a roofed tower, covering the whole 
breadth of the double wall-allowing a free passage inside, 
but none outside. In general, the entire circuit of the roofed 
wall was kept under watch night and day ; but on wet nights 
the besiegers had so far relaxed their vigilance as to retire under 
cover of the towers, leaving the intermediate spaces unguarded : 
and it was upon this omission that the plan of escape was 
founded. The Platreans prepared ladders of a proper height to 
scale the blockading double wall, ascertaining its height by 

' repeatedly counting the ranges of bricks, which were near 
enough for them to discern, and not effectually covered with 
whitewash. On a cold and dark December night, amidst rain, 
sleet, and a roaring wind, they marched forth from the gates, 
lightly armed, some few with shields and spears, but most of 
them with breastplates, javelins, and bows and arrows. The 
right foot was naked, but the left foot shod, so as to give it a 
more assured footing on the muddy ground.1 Taking care to 
sally out with the wind in their faces and at such a distance 
from each other as to prevent any clattering of arms, they 
crossed the inner ditch and reached the foot of the wall without 

1 Thucyd. iii. 22. Dr. Arnold,' in his note, construes this passage as if 
the right or bare foot were the least likely to slip in the mud, and the left 
or shod foot the most likely. The Scholiast and Wasse maintain the 
opposite opinion, which is certainly the more obvious sense of the text, 
though the sense of Dr. Arnold would also be admissible. The naked foot 
is very liable to slip in the mud, and might easily be rendered less liable, 
by sandals or covering particularly adapted to that purpose. Besides, 
Wasse remarks justly, that the warrior who is to use his right arm requires 
to have his lift foot firmly planted. 
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being discovered. The ladders, borne jn the van, . were 
immediately planted, and Ammeas son of Korcebus, followed 
by eleven others armed only with a short sword and breastplate, 
mounted the wall : others armed with spears followed him, their 
shields being carried and handed to them when on the top by 
comrades behind. It was the duty of this first company to 
niaster and maintain the two towers right and left, so as to keep 
the intermediate space free for passing over. This was success
fully done, the guards in both towers being surprised and slain, 
without alarming the remaining besiegers. Many of the 
Platreans had already reached the top of the wall, when the 
noise of a tile accidentally knocked down _by one of them 
betrayed what was passing. Immediately a- general clamour
was raised, alarm was given, and the awakened garrison rushed 
up from beneath to the top of the wall, yet not knowing where 
the enemy was to be found ; a perplexity further increased by 
the Platreans in the town, who took this opportunity of making -:
a false attack on the opposite side. Amidst suoh confusion 
and darkness, the blockading detachme~t could not teli where 
to direct their blows, and all remained. at their, posts, except a 
reserve of 3oo men, kept constimtly in readiness for special 
emergencies, who marcheq out and patrolled the outside of the 
ditch to intercept any fugitives from within.. At the same time, 
fire-signals were raised to warn their allies at Thebes. But here 
again, the Platreans in.the town had foreseen and prepared fire-

, signals on their part, which they hoisted forthwith in order to 
deprive this telegraphic communication of all special meaning.1 

Meanwhile the escaping Platreans, masters of the two adjoin
ing towe·rs-on the top of which some of them mounted, while 
o.thers held the Gloorway through, so as to repel with spears and 

1 Th~cydc iii. 22. <f>pvwrol -r• fipov-ro ~s -ras e~.8as 1ro'A.Ip.wt, &c. It would 
seem by this statement that the blockaders must have been often in the 
habit of transmitting intelligence to Thebes by means_ of fire-signals ; each 
particular combinatio~·of lights having more or less of a special meaning. 
The PJatf!"ans had ooserved thi_s, and foresaw that the same means would 
be used on the night of. the outbreak, to bring assistance from Thebes 
forthwith. If they 'had not observed it bifore, they could not have prepared 
for the moment when the new signal would be hoisted, so as to confound 
its meaning-8,.ws lura<f>'ii -ra IT7Jp.€ia if .... 

Compare iii. So. I agree with the general,opinion stated in Dr. Arnold's 
note respecting these fire-signals, and even think that it might have been 
sustained rnore strongly. 

"Non enim (observes Cicero in the fifth oration against Verres, c. 36), 
sicut erat nuper consuetudo, prredonum adventum significabat ignis e 
specultl- sublatus aut tumulo: sed flamma ex ipso incendio navium et 
calamitatem acceptam et periculum reliquum nuntiabat.'' 

.VOL. VI. K 
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darts all approach of the blockaders-prosecuted their flight 
without interruption over the space between, shoving down the 
battlements in order to make it more level and plant a greater 
number of ladders. In this manner they all successively got 
over and crossed· the outer ditch. Every man, immediately 
after crossing, stood ready on the outer bank with bow and 
javelin to repel assailants and maintain safe passages for his 
comrades in the rear. At length, when all had descended, 
there remained the last and greatest difficulty-the escape of 
those who occupied the two towers aJid kept the intermediate 
portion of wall free: yet even this was accomplished successfully 
and without loss. The outer ditch was found embarrassing
so full of water from the rain as to be hardly fordable, yet with 
thin ice on it also, from a previous frost : for the storm, which 
in other respects was the main help to their escape, here 
retarded their passage of the ditch by an unusual accumulation 
of water. It was not however until all had crossed except the 
defenders of the towers-who were yet descending arid scram
bling through-that the Peloponnesian reserve of 300 were 
seen approaching the spot with torches. Their unshielded 
right side being turned towards the ditch, the Platreans, already 
across and standing on the bank, immediately assailed them 
with arrows and javelins-in which the torches enabled them 
to take tolerable aim, while the Peloponnesians on their side 
could not distinguish their enemies in the dark, and had no 
previous knowledge of their position. They were thus held in 
check until the rearmost Platreans had surmounted the diffi
culties of the passage : after which the whole body stole off as 
speedily as they could, taking at first the road towards Thebes, 
while their pursuers were seen with their torchlights following 
the opposite direction, on the road which led by the heights 
called Dryos-Kephalre to Athens. After having marched about 
three-quarters of a mile on the road to Thebes (leaving the 
chapel of the Hero Androkrates on their right hand), the 
fugitives quitted it, and striking to the •eastward towards 
Erythrre and Hysire, soon found themselves in safety among 
the mountains which separate Bceotia from Attica at that point; 
from whence they passed into the glad harbour and refuge of 
Athens.1 

Two hundred and twelve brave men thus emerged to life and 
liberty, breaking loose from that impending fate which too soon 
overtook the remainder, and preserving for future times the 

1 Thucyd. iii. 24. Diodorus (xii. 56) gives a brief summary of thesefacts, 
without either novelty or liveliness. 
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· genuine breed and honourable traditions of Platrea; One man 

alone was taken prisoner ·at the brink of the outer ditch, while 
a few, who had enrolled themselves originally for the enterprise, 
lost courage and returned in despair even from the foot of the · 
inner .wall ; telling their comrades within that the whole band 
had perished. • Accordingly, at day-break, the Platreafis within • 
sent out a herald to solicit a truce for burial of the dead bodies, 
and it was only by the answer made to this request, that they 
learnt the actual truth. The description of this memorable 
outbreak exhibits not less daring in the execution than skill and 
foresight in the design, and is the more interesting, inasmuch 
as the men who thus worked out their salvation were precisely · 
the bravest men who best deserved it. 

Mea~~v2~: .. l .. ~l!d~~~~PJ.,...¥J.t>:!-~-il~1<?_s_ely 
blocked up, tlie provisions 'vere neatly exfiausted, 'and the 
beeyiegeu~ already beginning to think of capitulation-when 

. their spirits were raised by the arrival of the Lacedremonian 
envoy Sahethus, who had landed at Pyrrha on the west of 
Lesbos, and contrived to steal in through a ravine which 
obstructed the continuity of the blockading wall (about 
February 427 B.c.). He encouraged the Mitylenceans to hold 

'· out, assuring them that a Peloponnesian fleet under Alkidas 
\ was on the point of settmg out to assist them, and that Attica 
(' would be for~hwith invaQ.ed by the general Peloponnesian army. 
I His own arrival, also, and ·his stay in the town, was in itself no 

small encouragement : we shall see hereafter, when we come to 
the siege of Syracuse by .the Athenians, how much might 
depend upon the presence of one single Spartan. All thought 
of surrender was accordingly abandoned, and the. Mitylenreansl 
awa\ted with impatience _th~ arrival of ~lk~das, who start~d from 
Peloponnesus at th~ begmn,mg of April, w1th forty-two tnremes ; 
while the Laced~monian army at the same time invaded Attica, 
in order to keep the attention of Athens fully employed. Their 
ravages on this occasion were more diligent, searching, and 
destructive to the tountry than before, and were continued the 
longer because they awaited the arrival of news from Lesbos. 
·But no news reached them, their stock of provisions was 
exhausted, and the army was obliged to break up.1 . 

The tidings ·which at length arrived -proved very unsatis
factory. 

Sahethus and the Mity)enreans had 1leld, out .. until tqeir pro
.! visions we're "coillpfeteiY""exl11.1i'S~Ci;:-hiiCiieli:herrelief nor 

encOiiTagement ''Yeach~ea"·th"eilr'from Peloponnesus. At length 
1 Thucyd. iii. 25, 2~. 
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even Sahethus became convinced that no relief would come ; 
he projected, therefore, as a last hope, a desperate attack upon 
the Athenians and their wall of blockade. For this purpose he 
distributed full panoplies among the mass of the people or 
commons, who had hitherto been without them, having at best 
nothing more than bows or javelins.1 

But he had not sufficiently calculated the consequences of 
this important step. The Mitylemean multitude, living under 
an oligarchical government, had no interest in the present 
contest, which had been undertaken without any appeal to 
their opinion. They had no reason for aversion to Athens, 
seeing that they suffered no practical grievance from the 
Athenian alliance: and (to repeat what has been remarked 
in a previous chapter) we find that even among the subject
allies (to say nothing of a privileged . ally like Mitylene), 
the bulk of the citizens were never forward, sometimes posi
tivelY reluctant, to revolt. The Mitylemean oligar~hy had 
revolted, in spite of the absence of practical wrongs, because 
they desired an uncontrolled town-autonomy as well as security 
for its continuance. But this was a feeling to which the people 
were naturally strangers, having no share in the government of 
their own town, and being kept dead and passive, as it was the 
interest of the oligarchy that they should be, in respect to 
political sentiment. A Grecian oligarchy might obtain from 
its people quiet submission under ordinary circumstances; but 
if ever it required energetic effort, the genuine devotion under 
which alone such effort could be given, was found wanting. 
The Mitylencean Demos, so soon as they found themselves 
strengthened and ennobled by the possession of heavy armour, 
refused obedience to the orders of Salcethus for marching out 
and imperiling their lives in a desperate struggle. They were 
under the belief-not unnatural under the secrecy of public 
affairs habitually practised by an oligarchy, but which assuredly 
the Athenian Demos would have been too well informed to 
entertain-that their governors were starving them, and had 
concealed stores of provision for themselves. Accordingly, 
the first use which they made of their arms was, to demand 
that these concealed stores should be brought out and fairly 
apportioned to all ; threatening, unless their demand was 
complied with at once, to enter into negotiations with the 
Athenians and surrender the city. The ruling Mitylemeans, 
unable to prevent this, but foreseeing that it would be their 

1 Thucyd. iii. 27. (, 'J.&ll.at8os, Kal abT~s ob 'lrpocrli<XOfJ.<vos tTt TCts vails, 
O'lrll.i(•• T~V li~p.ov, 'lrpOT<pov >/Jtll.~v livTa, &s ~'lrE~t~V Tots 'A8rwaio<s. 
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~· irr~trievable ruin, preferred the chance of negotiating them-
' selves for a capitulation. It was agreed with Paches, that the 
i Athenian armament should enter .into possession of Mitylene; 
. that the .fate of its people and city should be left to the A the-
. nian assembly,, and that the Mitylenreans should send .envoys to 
' Athens to plead their cause : until the return· of these envoys; 

Paches engaged that no one should be ·either killed, or put in 
chains, or sold into slavery. Nothing was said about Salrethus, 
who hid himself as well as he could in the city. In spite of 
the guarantee received from Paches, so great was the alarm of 
those Mitylenreans who had chiefly instigated the revolt,· that 
when he actually took possession of the city, they threw them
selves as suppliants upon the altars for protection.: But being 
induced .by 'his assurances !to quit their sanctuary, they were 
placed in the island of Tenedos until answer should be 
received .from Athens.1 

. Having thus secured possession of Mitylene, Paches sent J1 
rom.ld som .. e triremes to the other side of the island,'iiri"d]isily ~ 
capturecl Antissa. But before· he had time to reduce the £'vo 
remaini~gtOOrts of Pyrrha and Eresus, he received news which 
forced him to turn his attention elsewhere. 
· To the astonishment of every one, the Peloponnesian fleet 

of Alkidas was seen on the coast of Ionia. It ought to have 
been there much earlier, and had Alkidas been a man of 
energy, it would have reached Mitylene even before the sur
render of the city. But the Peloponnesians, \vhen about to 
advance into the Athenian waters and brave. the Athenian 
fleet, were under the same impression of conscious weakness 
and. timidity (especially since the victories of Phormio in the 
preceding year) as that which beset land-troops when march
ing up to attack the Lacedremonian heavy-armed.2 Alkidas, 
though unobstructed by. the Athenians, who were not aware 
of his departure~though ,pressed to hasten forward by Lesbian 
and Ionian exiles on board, and aided by expert pilots from 
those Samian exiles who had established themselves at Anrea s 
on. the Asiatic continent, and acted as zealous enemies of 
Athens-nevertheless, instead of sailing straight to Lesbos, 
lingered first near Peloponnesus, next at the island of Delos, 
making capture of private vessels with their crews; until at 
length, on reaching the islands of Ikarus and Mykonus, he 
heard the unwelcome tidings that the besi~ged town had 

1 Thucyd. iii. 28. 
2 . Thucyd. iv. 34· 
3 Thucyd. iv. 75· 

:". 
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capitulated. Not at first crediting the report, he sailed onward · 
to Embaton, in the Erythr:ean territory on the coast of Asia 
Minor, where he found the news confirmed. As only seven 
days had elapsed since the capitulation had been concluded, 
Teutiaplus, an Eleian captain in the fleet, strenuously urged 
the daring project of sailing on forthwith, and surprising 
Mitylene by night in its existing unsettled condition : no 
preparation would have been made for receiving them, and 
there was good chance that the Athenians might be suddenly 
overpowered, the Mitylen:eans again armed, and the town 
recovered. 

Such a proposition, which was indeed something more than 
darin&dia not suit the temper of Alkidas. Nor could he be 
induced by the solicitation of the exiles to fix and fortify him
self either in any port of Ionia, or in the .tEolic town of Kyme, 
so as to afford support and countenance to such subjects of 
the Athenian empire as were disposed to revolt; though he 
was confidently assured that many of them would revolt on 
his proclamation, and that the satrap Pissuthnes of Sardis 
would help him to defray the expense. Having been sent for 
the express purpose of relieving Mitylene, Alkidas believed 
himself interdicted from any other project. He determined 
to return to Peloponnesus at once, dreading nothing so much 
as the pursuit of Paches and the Athenian fleet. From 
Embaton accordingly he started on his return, coasting south
ward along Asia Minor as far as Ephesus. But the prisoners 
taken in his voyage were now an encumbrance to his flight; 
and their number was not inconsiderable, since all the mer
chant vessels in his route had approached the fleet without 
suspicion, believing it to be Athenian : a Peloponnesian fleet 
near the coast of Ionia was as yet something unheard of and 
incredible. To get rid of his prisoners, Alkidas stopped at 
Myonnesus near Teos, and there put to death the greater 
number of them-a barbarous proceeding which excited lively 
indignation among the neighbouring Ionic cities to which they 
belonged ; insomuch that when he reached Ephesus, the 
Samian exiles dwelling at An:ea, who had come forward so 
actively to help him, sent him a spirited remonstrance, remind
ing him that the slaughter of men neither engaged in war, nor 
enemies, nor even connected with Athens except by constraint, 
was disgraceful to one who came forth as the liberator of 
Greece-and that if he persisted, he would convert his friends 
into enemies, not his enemies into friends. So keenly did 
Alkidas feel this animadversion, that he at once liberated the 
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remainder of his prisoners, several of theni Chians ; and then 
departed from Ephesus, taking his course across sea towards 
Krete and Peloponnesus. After much delay off the coast of 
Krete from stormy weather, which harassed arid dispersed his 
fleet, he at length reached in safety the harbour ofKyl!ene in 
Elis, where his scattereu"Sfi:iiJ'S"'Weterulfimafel y''Telifi1?i~''d:1.,_,_ 
""Thus inglorious was the voyage of the first Peloponnesian 

admiral who dared to enter th3:t Mare clausum which passed 
for a portion of the territory of_ Athens.2 But though. he 
achieved little, his mere presence excited everywhere not less 
dismay, than astonishment: for the Ionic towns were all un
fortified, and Alkidas might take and sack any one of them by 
sudden assault, even 'though'·unable to hold it permanently. 

- Pressing messages reached Paches from Erytnrre · and from 
)several other places, while the Athenian. triremes called r Paralus and Salaminia (the privileged vessels which usually. 
carried public and sacred deputations) had themselves seen 
the Peloponnesian fleet anchored at Ikarus, and brought him 
the same intelligence. Paches, having his hands now free by 
the capture of Mitylene, set forth immediately in -pursuit of 
the intruder, whom he chased as far as the island of Patmos. 
It was there ascertained that Alkidas had finally disappeared 
from the .eastern waters, and the Athenian admiral, though he 
would have rejoiced to meet the Peloponnesian fleet in the . 
open sea, accounted it fortunate that they had not taken up 
a position in some Asiatic harbour-in \vhich case it would 
have been necessary for him to undertake a troublesome and 
tedious blockade, 3 besides all the chances of revolt among 
the Athenian dependencies. We shall see how much, in this f· 
respect, depended upon the personal character of the Lacedre- J 
monian commander, when we come hereafter to the expedition· 
of Brasidas. --·~-K · ·•·· ,..,.,_.,.,. , .. __ ,.. ~ 

·Ori.'his return from Patmos to Mitylene, Paches was induced 
to stop at Notium by the solicitations of some exiles. Notium 
was the port of Kolophon, from which it was at some little 
distance, as Peirreus was from Athens.4 

1 Thucyd. iii. 32, 33-69. 
2 Thucyd. v. 56. 'Apoyeiot li' ~M6wr<s 1ru.p' 'AOnvalous ~1T<ICcf.J..ouv 3n 'Y''YP"f'

p.fvov ~v Ta'is U1f'OJI0a.is 0 La 'T 7j s € a VT;;, Jl E~eci.UTOVS p.;q e~v 7rO'AEp.lovs Oufvat, 
U(JE!U.V ICU.'I'a ecf.J..acrcru.v (ll.aiCEOatp.ovlous) 1TU.pa7TJ..<iicrat. 

We see that the sea is here reckoned as a portion of the Athenian 
territory; and even the' portion of sea near to Peloponnesus-much more 
that on the coast of Ionia. 8 Thucyd. 'iii. 33· 

4 The dissensions between Notium and Kolophon are noticed by Aristot. 
Politic. v. 3, 2, • 
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About three years before, a violent internal dissension had 

taken place in Kolophon, and one of the parties, invoking the 
aid of the Persian Itamanes (seemingly one of the generals of 
the satrap Pissuthnes), had placed him in possession of the 
town; whereupon the opposite party, forced to retire, had 
established itself separately and independently at Notium. 
But the Kolophonians who remained in the town soon con
trived to procure a party in Notium, whereby they were en
abled to regain possession of it, through the aid of a body of 
Arcadian mercenaries in the service of Pissuthnes. These 
Arcadians formed a standing garrison at Notium, in which 
they occupied a separate citadel or fortified space, while the 
town became again attached as harbour to Kolophon. A 
considerable body of exiles, however, expelled on that occa
sion, now invoked the aid of Paches to reinstate them, and to 
expel the Arcadians. On reaching the place, the Athenian 
general prevailed upon Hippias the Arcadian captain to come 
forth to a parley, under the promise that, if nothing mutually 
satisfactory could be settled, he would again replace him "safe 
and sound" in the fortification. But no sooner had the Arca
dian come forth to this parley, than Paches, causing him to be 
detained under guard but without fetters or ill-usage, immedi
ately attacked the fortification while the garrison were relying 
on the armistice, carried it by storm, and put to death both 
the Arcadians and the Persians who were found within. 
Having got possession of the fortification, he next brought 
Hippias again into it-" safe and sound," according to the 
terms of the convention, which was thus literally performed
and then immediately afterwards caused him to be shot with 
arrows and javelins. Of this species of fraud, founded on 
literal performance and real violation, of an agreement, there 
are various examples in Grecian history ; but nowhere do we 
read of a more flagitious combination of deceit and cruelty 
than the behaviour of Paches at Notium. How it was 
noticed at Athens, we do not know : yet we remark, not with
out surprise, that Thucydides recounts it plainly and calmiy, 
without a single word of comment.1 

N otium was now separated from Kolophon, and placed in 
possession of those Kolophonians who were opposed to the 
Persian supremacy in the upper town. But as it had been, 
down to this time, a mere appendage of Kolophon and not a 
separate town, the Athenians soon afterwards sent CEkists and 
performed for it the ceremonies of colonisation according to 

1 Thucyd. iii. 34· 
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their own law:s and customs, inviting from every quarter the 
remaining exiles of Kolophon.l- Whether any· new settlers· 
went from Athens itself, does riot appear. But the step was 
intended to confer a sort ofHelleniccitizenship,and recognised 
collective personality, on the new-born town of Notium; with
out which, neither its Theory or solemn deputation would have 
been admitted to .offer public sacrifice; nor its private citizens -
to contendfor the prize at Olympic and other grea! festivals. 

At~~¥rTfi~~~~t~~~~\~icC~~~t-~{~~~~-~!B~~~~~~~~ 
Pyrrna'ind~Ere~ila~ori~ fo-'ifiia·niffi't~ifsocom:plete1f!na'Ster 
Mtl:t'O'f"J\'1:'i'iji~n~~ and the whole island as to be able to send 
home, the larger 'part of his force; carrying ·with them as 
prisoners those Mitylenreans who had been deposited in. 

- Tenedos, as well as others prominently implicated in the late 
l revolt, to the' number altogether of rathet more thana thousand. 

The Lacedremonian Salrethus, being r.ecently detected in his 
place of concealment, was included among the prisoners 

· transmitted. - . ~ 
Upon the fate ofthese prisoners the Athenians had now to JJ.

pronounce. They entered upon the discussion in'!- temper. of if'"~ 
extreme wrath and vengeance. As to Salrethus, their resolutwn v' 
to put him to death was unanimous ~and immediate.· They :I 
tu;ned a deaf ear to his promises~ assuredly. de!usive, of~erminc ~ 
atmg the blockade of Platrea, m case his life were spared. I<( 

, What to do with Mityh~ne and its inhabitants, was a point more 1.;1' 
doubtful, and was submitted to formal debate in the ,pub)ic 

("':assembly. · · • . 
~~V ·u"' is in this _debate that Thuc~~Ist_tak~s notice of Y 
~1 'J{leon,_ who is however menti~ oy Plutarch as !:ising into V' 
/importance· _some few'· years- earlier, dun~' -lifetime of •\ \. 

~eri~les. } Under: the. grea_!_ increast;_,of tr~de._:::d popula-~, 
tion m Atq~I_ls. an\f Pa-rretlsaunng the lastforty years, a ~~~ p 
cla~s ofj~~ns se!;IlJ:UO :l£xf_~:2~ ~R-:i~en en~ea 1:!: '1-"' 
v_anoi1S --~::~!!~~!-~!. ~~~ and ,manu,f~£!~e~.~-~g!_~l.O -~ \" 
nval more or less m Importance the ancient families of Attic~ 

. proprietors. This change was substantially analogous to that ~--~ 

\1 
which took place in the cities of Medireval Europe, when the 
merchan~s ~~-Ntra<ifrs;ifjhe -;_ <ITiili"g[iJ23. gracTU~!.W~.;a~J.o 

. compete w1tli, and ultimately supplant(Od, the_;p}tpcmn families 

\
in whonnne supremacy~J:la(J,..origi'naJly residedl: !Jl.,.4J]leJ;l_S, __ 
persons of ancient family and station enjoyed !l{ this time- rio 
political priv;ilege-since througQJl:lu_eforms of_E_p_I:Jialtes- and 
\1 Thucyd-. iii. 34 ;-e:-A~7ri~~''Poit'pB"'n~;l8'48.) 

K 2 
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Perikles, the political constitution had become thoroughly 

>democratical. But they still continued to form the two highest 
, "' classes in the Solonian census founded on property-the 

Pentakosiomedimni, and the Hippeis or Knights. New men 
enriched by trade doubtless got into these classes, but probably 
only in minority, and imbibed tile feeling of the class as they 
found it, instead of bringing into it any new spirit. \Now an 
individual Athenian of this class, though without any legal title 
to preference, yet when he stood forward as . candidate for 
political influence, continued to be decidedly preferred and 
welcomed by tl]e soci.aJ sentiment at A then-?,. wJ!Lcq pre~erved 
in its spontaneous sympatmesaistinctions effaced from the 
political code.1:- 'Besides this place ready prepare<f for him in 
the-priolic-sympathy, especially advantageous at the outset of 
political life-he found himself further borne up by the family 
connexions, associations, and political clubs, &c., which exer
cised very great influence both on the politics and the judica
ture of Athens, and of which he became a member as a matter 
of course.; Such advantages were doubtless only auxiliary, 

·carrying a1 man up to a certain point of influence, but leaving 
him to achieve the rest by his own personal qualities and 
capacity. But their effect was nevertheless very real, and those 
who, without possessing them, met and buffeted him in the 
public assembly, contended against great disadvantages. A 
person of such low or middling station obtained no favourable 
presumptions or indulgence on the part of the public to meet 
him half-way ; nor did he possess established connexions to 
encourage first successe-r,or hetp·Mrn·out of'eatly·scrapes. He 
found others already in possession of ascendency, and well-dis
posed to keep down new competitors ; so that he had to win 
his ownJY!iY_U.!!_aide<:l,itom.the first step to the last, by qualities 
pers'or}al to himself;. by assiduity of!l~t~ncll!nce.,-by ·acquaint
ance 'with business...:..by powers or-striking .. sp_eech-+and withal 
by unflinch'inf audacity, indispensable-to enable him to bear 
up against that opposition and enmity which he would incur 
from the high-born politicians and organised party-dubs, as soon 
as he appeared-to be rising into importance. -

,The free march of political "and' judicial affairs raised up 
several such men, during the years beginning and immediately 
preceding the Pelo"ponnesian war.f "Even during_J~Efe-time 
of Perikles, they appear to nave risen in greater or less numbers. -----·--·. ' 
-1 Thucyd. v. 43· 'Aii.I<I/3L.J.O'I/S-&.vnp Mwda"p.€v &v tn 'I'O'I'E veos, &is Jv i'iil.il.y 

.,.Jil.e•, &.~"{,p.o;"' o€ .,.po-yovwv ,,p.rJ,p.evos. Co~pare Xenophon, Memorabil. i. 
2, 25 ; iii. 6, r. 
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But the personal ascendency of that great man-who combined 
an aristocratical, position with a strong and genuine democra
tical sentiment, and an enlarged intellect rarely found attached· 
to eitlier-impressed a peculiar character on Athenian politics. 
The Athenian world was divided into his. partisans and his 
opponents, among each of whom there were individuals high
born and low-born:__though the aristocratical party properly so 

9
-called, the majority of wealthy and high-born- Athenians, either 
opposed or ?isliked him. It is about two y~~r~ after his«iea,th\.~ 

. that we begm to J1_efl;r .2r ~I1i.! ~" .<if~l!!_~~I~t;~--:-~~kr~t~s, ie)-": 
/tne r. ope~ler>:. ~-l~_Jl_!)lie.._l~a!J}e_ .. _r~~!~-FY;I~le~~ttl~ . slie~p- ~1' 

sel~er-:-~yp~~Q?~.l:~·J:li!:)~.'ER.21.3,!{~r; 1 the first two of who~ *' 
must, however, have been already well known as speakers m** 
the Ekklesia even during the life-time of Perikles. Among;>· 
them all, the most distinguished was Kleon, son of Klelenetus. 

Kleon acquired his first importance among the speakers agairtst ,y:. 
Perikles, so that he would thus obtain for himself, during his,l\ -J 
early political career, the countenance of the numerous and·~ ' 
~istocratical anti-Perikleans. 'He is des~~~~ :,EY_Th.?SY.§!des \.' 

~
m general.t_:rm~~~-~r.:,<?~~~f-~l:~~o~.t_v~?~!-~1?~ and~~ 
character Ih :Adieus-as 15emg dishonest m his calummes, and " 
~iru~nt-iinifi~iiVfiilid a~~J.?::.?. \f.\.,2~~~§. in hif' 
comeoy of tne Knights, reproduces these features with others 
:bew and distinct, as well as with exaggerated details, -comic, 
~atirical,. and conteiJ!Qt!!Q1l.§_HiS"Co'iTTe''raepic1SKleua'iif the 
pointofview in wfiich. he would appear to the knights of 
Athens-a leather-dresser, smelling of the tan~ yard-a low-born 
brawler, terrifying opponents by the violence of his crimina
tions, the loudness of his voice, the impudence of his gestures 
-moreover as venal in his politics-threatening men with 
accusations and then receiving money to withdraw them-a 
robber of the public treasury-persecuting merit as well as 
rank-and courting the favour of the assembly by the basest 
and most guilty .-cajolery.) The general attributes set fo!th. by 
Thucydides (apart fr<>rl)!Aristophanes, who·does not pr.ofess·to . ' . 

1 Aristophan. Equit. 130 seq., and Scholia; Eupolis, Demi; Fragm. 
xv. p. 466, ed. Meineke. See the remark in 'Ranke, Cqmmentat. de Vitit 
Aristophanis, p. cccxxxiv. s~q. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 36. K>..ewv-&v kal ~s .,.a, 1£>-.>..a {3<alll'Ta'Tos 'Tfi>V 'lrOA<'TiiJV, Kal 

.,-q; o-fJp.cp 1rapU. 1ro>..v ~v .,.q; ''TJ'TE 1rt8avd!'Tct'TOS. 
He also mentions Kleon a second time two years afterwards, but in terms 

which also seem to imply a first introduction-p.d>..tO"'T« 8~ a?!Tovs ~v1)-ye 
K>..ewv b K>..eatvhov, &.vhp O'l]p.a-yw-yhs Ka'T' EKEtVOV 'Thv xp6v<fv &v Kctl'TqJ 7r>..-h8E< 
-;rt8avd!'Ta'Tos, iv. 21-28 : also v. 16. K>..ewv-vop.l(wv Ka'Ta<fJaveO"'T<pos ltv dva< 
ica1wup-ywv, Kal &.7r<O"'T6'T<pos 8ta/3.!>..>..wv, &c. - -
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write history), we may reasonably accept-the powerful and 

'violent invective of Kleen, ofteii ·aishonest-together with his 
JSelf-confidence and audacity in the public assembly. Men of 
- the middling .class, like Kleen ana Hyperbolus, who persevered 

in addressing the public assembly and trying to take a leading 
part in it, against persons of greater family pretension than 
themselves, were pretty sure to be men of more than usual 
audacity. Without this quality, they would never have sur
mounted the opposition made to them. It is probable enough 
that they had it to a displeasing excess-and even if they had 
not, the same measure of self-assumption which in Alkibiades 
would be tolerated from his rarik and station, would in them 
pass for insupportable impudence. Unhappily we have no 
specimens to enable us to appreciate the invective of Kleen. 
We cannot determine whether it was more virulent than that of 
Demosthenes and .iEschines, seventy years afterwards ; each of 
those eminent orators imputing to the other the grossest impu
dence, calumny, perjury, corruption, loud voice, and revolting 
audacity of manner, in language which Kleen can hardly have 
surpassed in intensity of vituperation, though he doubtless feU 
immeasurably short of it in classical finish. 'Nor can we even 
tell in what degree Kleen's denunciations of the veteran 
Perikles were fiercer than those memorable invectives against 
the old age ofSir Robert Walpole, with which Lord Chatham's. 
political career opened. · The talent for invective possessed by 
Kleen, employed first against Perikles, would be counted as
great impudence by the partisans of that illustrious statesman, 
as well as by impartial and judicious citizens. But among the 
numerous enemies of Perikles, it would be applauded as a burst 
of patriotic indignation, and would procure for the orator that 
extraneous support at first, which would sustain him until he· 
acquired his personal hold on the public assembly.1 

By what degrees or through what causes that hold was
gradually increased, we do not know. At the time when the 
q~estion ofMitylene· came on for discussion, it had grown into· 
a: sort of ascendency which Thucydides describes by saying: 

/that Kleen was "at that time by far the most __ persuasive 
speaker in _the_ eyes_o_U)1e_people." -The fact of Kleon's great 
power of speech and his capacity of handling public business 
in a--pop'tllat-maimer, is bettef-attesied-ilian' anything else 

1 Plutarch, Perik12s, c. 33 ; 'E1re<j>6ero II< tcal K?..ew•, j}o1J o1a .,-~s 1rpo,; 
EJ<Eivo• op"fijs 'TOW''IrOAITW" 7ropeu&p.evos els 'T~]V 01J!J."'YW')'iav. 

Perikl~s was 01JX8Els at8wv• Kll.ewv1-in the words of the comic author 
I-Iermippus. 
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respecting him, because it depends lipon two witnesses bothl-\: Y 
hostile to ~im-Thucydides-a:rrd-A:ri'st"Oty!Ia.D~s.t'T~eassem bly. / 
and the-dtkastery-were-*leurrs-t1Yeatre anel~old'mg-ground.V 
for the-A:1heman peopletal{erf cOllectivelY" in their place jf 
meeting-and the Athenian taken individually-were not 
always the same person and had not the same mode of judge
ment: Demos sitting in. the Pnyx was a different man from 
Demos sitting at home.1 The lofty combination of qualities 
possessed by Perikles exercised influence over both o~ and, 
the o~her ; . b~JS~~~ .. ~'Y!X~is<?~i%1:.3;,B!r,JJ;,~,J2!91~E. without· . ~ 
standmg lugli m tile esteem of the latter. · • . ")i-~ 

When the fate of Mitylene and its inha·. bitan.ts was s_ubmitted.,\~~ 
to t~e Athenian assembly, Kl~.illl: • .l:.PPf..-~Jir.~,~in-"!"?!;, cl.is.~~~ 
cl!s.si?P· There never was a tlieme more I?erfec~ly smted to 1\ 
hrs vrolent temperament and power of fierce mvectrve. Taken .}J-W . 
collectively, the case of Mitylene presented a revolt as in- 1):.' 
excusable and aggravated as any revolt could be. Indeed'11 ~1\' 
we have only to read the grounds of it, as set forth by the:})-"' 
Mityle~<ean speak~rs themselves before the. ~eloponnesians at 0:/. Olympra, to. be satt~fte<:l t~at- such .a ·proceeamg, when_ looked ~ 
at from the. Atheman pomt of vrew, would be supposed to "r/', 
j~stify, and ev~n.to require, t~e very highest pitch of indigna- yS(' 
twn. The Mrtylen<eans admit not only that they have -no 
ground of complaint against Athens, but that they ha:ve been 
well and honourably treated by. her, with special. privilege. 
But they fear. that she may oppress them in future : they hate 
the very principle of her empire, and eagerly i11;stigate, as well 
as aid, her enemies· to subdue her : they select .the precise 
moment in which she has been worn down by a fearful pesti
lence, invasion; and cost of war. Nothing more than this 
would be required to kindle the most intense wrath in the 
bosom of. an Athenian patriot. But there was yet another 
point which weighed as much as the rest, if not more. The 
revolters had been the first to invite a Peloponnesian fleet 
across the JEgean, and the first to proclaim, both to· Athens 
and her allies, the precarious tenure of her empire.2 The 
violent Kleon would en this occasion find in the assembly an 
audience hardly. less violent than himself, and. would easily be 
able to satisfy them that anything like mercy to the Mitylen<eans 
was treason to Athens. He proposed to apply to. the captive 
city· the ·penalties tolerated by the custom of ";ar, in their 
harshest and fullest measure: to kill the whole Mitylen~an 

1 Aristophan·. Equit. 750. 
• 1 .... .. ...... _, ...... -~ 

2 Thucyd. iii. 36. 1rpou~vve/3&.h•'To obK ~A.&.xur'Tov 'T)is lipp.)is,-&c, 
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male population of military age, probably about 6ooo persons · 
-and to ·sell as slaves all the women and children.l The 
proposition, though strongly opposed by Diodotus and others, 

1 was sanctioned and passed by the assembly, and a trireme 
was forthwith despatched to Mitylene, enjoining Paches to put 
it in execution.2 

V.Such a sentence was, in principle, nothing more than a very 
~ rigorous application of the received laws of war. Not merely 
r.,.the rfconquered rebel, but even the prisoner of war (apart from 
,.....Y-"any special convention) was at the mercy of his conqueror to 
~ , be slain, sold, or admitted to ransom. We shall find the r }acedremonians carrying out the maxim without the smallest 
{'/' abatement towards the Platrean prisoners in the course of a 
)--very short time. And doubtless the Athenian people-so long 
~"'as they remained in assembly, under that absorbing temporary 

· tensification of the common and predominant sentiment which 
ings from the mere fact of multitude-and so long as they 

~ere discussing the principle of the case,-What had Mitylene 
• .,~l.(ieserved ?-thought only of this view. Less than the most 
~~ rigorous measure of war (they would conceive) would be 

inadequate to the wrong done by the Mitylenreans. 
But when the assembly broke up-when the citizen, no 

longer wound up by sympathising companions and animated 
speakers in the Pnyx, subsided into the comparative quiescence 
of individual life-when the talk came to be, not about the 
propriety of passing such a resolution, but about the details 
of executing it-a sensible change, and marked repentance 
became presently visible. We must also recollect-and it is a 
principle of no small moment in human affairs, especially among 
a democratical people like the Athenians, who stand charged 
with so many resolutions passed and afterwards unexecuted 
-that the sentiment of wrath against the Mitylenreans had been 
really in part discharged by the mere passing of the sentence, 
quite apart from its execution ; just as a furious man relieves 
himself from overboiling anger by imprecations against others, 
which he would himself shrink from afterwards realising. The 
Athenians, on the whole the most humane people in Greece 
(though humanity, according to our ideas, cannot be predicated 
of any Greeks), became sensible that they had sanctioned a 

1 I infer this total number from the fact that the number sent to Athens 
by Paches, as foremost instigators, was rather more than IOoo (Thucyd. iii. 
5o). The total of 1)flwwr•s or males of military age must have been (I imagine) 
six times this number, • 

2 Thucyd. iii. 36. 
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cruel and frightful decree. Even the captain and •Seamen 1 -

to whom it was given to carry, set forth on their-voyage with 
mournful repugnance. The Mitylemean envoys present in 
Athens (who had probably been allowed to speak in the 
assembly and plead their own cause), together \vith those 
Athenians who had been proxeni and friends of Mitylene, and 
the minority generally of the previous assembly--,-soon discerned, 
and did their best to foster, this repentance; which became'' 
during the course of the same evening so powerful as ~n as. 
so wide"spread, that the Strategi acceded to the prayer of the • . 
envoys, and convoked a fresh assembly for the morrow to 
reconsider the proceeding. By so doing, they committed an 
illegality, and exposed themselves to the chance -of impeach~· 
ment. But the change Of feeling .among the people was so ; ; 
manifest as to overbear any such scruples. 2 · - ,(.II~ 

Though Thucydides ha:s giveri us only a short summary with-~ 
out any speeches, of what passed in the first assembly-yet as y.ll' 
to this second assembly, he gives us at length .the speeches% 
both <Of Kleon .and Diodotus-the two principal orators of the ~~ 
first also. We may be sure that this,second assembly was in '1'\J 
all points ·one .of the most interes~ing and anxious of the whole fl 
war ; .and though we •cannot .certainly .determine what were thew .. ' 
circumstances whi?bt determined Thucyd~des in his selection ~&<II 
of speeches, yet t.hls cause, .as weB as the Signal defeat of Kleon r 1~ 
whom he disliked, may probably be presumed to have influenced Y" ' 
him .here. · ~( 

That .orator, coming forward to defend h-is p~oposition passed ~_.... 
-on the .preceding day, .denounced in terms of indignation the ~ 
unwise tenderness .:md scruples of the people, mho could not \..!" 
·bear to treat their subject-allies, according :to the plain reality, 
as men held only hy naked fear. He dwelt upon the mischief 
and folly .of reversing on one day what had 'been decided on 
the day preceding; also upon the guilty ambition of orators, 
who sacrificed the most valuable interests of the commonwealth, 
either to pecuniary gains, or to the personal credit of speaking 
with >effect, triumphing over rivals, and setting up their mvn 

1 Thucyd. iii. 36. 'Kal 'Tjj Vu'TEpal~ p.e'Tc!vou£ 'TLS eb81is 1/v aho'is t<al -&.vaAo
;ytup.6s, &p.hv TO {3o6ll.evp.a 1<al fiE'Ya i'Y11WIJ'8at, 1r0l\111 lil\>711 o1acp8e:Lpa• p.al\l\ov 
·.1} oV ToV.s al-rlovs. · · -

The feelings of the seamen, in the trirem·e appointed to'carry the order of 
,execution, are -a striking point of evidence in_ this case.: 'Tijs 1rpo'Tepas vews 
ob IJ'r.ovojj 'lfll.eo01J''1S ~11'l7rpa'Yp.a &.MOI<O'TOI/1 &c. (iii. 49), 

2 Thucyd. iii. 36. As to Jhe ,illegality, . see Thucyd. vi. 14-which I 
think is good evidence to prove that there was illegality. I agree with 
Schiimann qn this point, in spite of the doubts of Dr. Arnold. , 
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fancies in.place of fact and reality. He deprecated the mistaken 
encouragement given to such delusions by a public "wise 
beyond what was written," who came to the assembly, not to 
apply their good sense in judging of public matters, but merely 
for the delight of hearing speeches.l He restated the heinous 
and unprovoked wrong committed by the Mitylemeans-and 
the grounds for inflicting upon them that maximum of punish
ment which "justice" enjoined. He called for "justice" 
again1t them, nothing less, but nothing more ; warning the 
assembly that the imperial necessities of Athens essentially 
required the constant maintenance of a sentiment of fear in 
the minds of unwilling subjects, and that they must prepare tc 
see their empire pass away if'they suffered themselves to be 
guided either by compassion for those who, if victors, wQu!d 

· have no compassion on them 2-or by unseasonable moderation 
towards those who would neither feel nor requite it-or Hy the 
mere impression of seductive discourses. Justice against the 
Mitylemeans, .not less than the strong political interests of 
Athens, required the infliction of the sentence decreed on the 

·. ~ay preceding.s 
v/'~ The h<,trangue of Kleon is in many respects remarkable. 
·~If we are surprised to find a man, whose whole importance 
~.J.re,sided in his tongue, denouncing so severely· the licence and 

1 -.the undue influence of speech in the public assembly, we 
,~!Ji must recollect that Kleon had the advantage of addressing 

himself to the intense prevalent sentiment of the moment : 
that he could therefore pass off the dictates of this sentiment 
as plain, downright, honest, sense and patriotism-while the 
opponents, speaking against the reigning sentiment and there~ 
fore driven to collateral argument, circumlocution, and more 
or less of manreuvre, might be represented as mere clever 
sophists, showing their talents in making the worse appear the 
better reason-if not actually bribed, at least unprincipled and 

1 Thucyd. iii. 3 7. ol p.'Ev· -yi:r.p TWP TE v&p.wv <Tocpd,npot {Jo6l\ovTat cpaive<T8at, 
TWV TE b.el 'AE'yop.evwv ts TO KOtVOV 7rept')li')IVECT9ctt . • • • ol o' am<TTOVVTES TV 
EavTilJv ~vvEcreL ltp.aOEG'Tepot p.€v TW71 v&p.wv l4~toihnv elvcu, Cr.Ovva:rd,•rrtpot OE Toil 
Kal\ws •L7rllVTOS p.ep.l/Ja<T8at l\6')1011. 

Compare the language of Archidamus at Sparta in the congress, where 
he takes credit to the Spartans for being b.p.ael<TT<pov Twv v6p.wv Tijs b1repol/Jlas 
'71'atoev6p.evot, &c. (Thucyd. i. 84)-very similar in spirit to the remarks of 
Kleon about the Athenians. 
, 

2 !hucyd. iii. 40. p.~ll'E ,Tpt<Tl 
1
Tots b.~up.cpopwTcl.Tots TV &pxfi, otKTq>, Kal 

1JODV!J l\6-ywv, Kal ~71'tEIKEt~f, ap.apTavew. 
3 Thucyd. iii. 40. 1Tt86p.evot li€ ~p.ol Td Te li(Kata ~s MvTtll.'qvalovs Kal Tii 

~vp.cpopa ll.p.a 7I'Ot~(J"ETE' al\l\ws li€ -yv6vns TOtS !J-Ell ob xapte!!T8e, Op.as li€ ab-rovs 
p.all.l\ov litKatd,<Te<T8e. 
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without ·any sincere moral conviction. As this is a mode of 
dealing with questions, both of public concern· and of private 
morality, not less common at present than it was -in the time 
of the Peloponnesian war-to seize upon some strong and 

. tolerably wide-spread sentiment among the public, to treat the· 
dictates of that sentiment as plain common sense and obvious 
right, and· then to shut out all rational estimate of coming 
good and evil as if it were unholy or immoral, or at best·mere 
uncandid subtlety-we may well notice a case in which -Kleon 
employs it to support a proposition now justly regarded as 
barbaro~s. . . . . . J. 

Applymg our modern vrews to thrs proposrtron, mdeed; thv,..r~ 
prevalent sentiment would not only not be in favour of Kleon,h~ 
but would be irresistibly in favour of his opponents. To put~ 
to death in cold blood .some six thousand persons, would so)';..Y. 
revolt modern feelings, as to overbalance all considerations of~ \c.l 
past misconduct in the persons to be condemned. N everthe- t/ 
less t~ sp~_?t~DLo~o,tu~,~ho followe\l!n<;i.,g~p~.s~~ !$;,l;o.r:, '~~~ 
not onlY""conta:rn:?"no?appea:l~~uch"l'l.m·ercrful <rprears- ~~ 
positions, but even positively disclaims appealin~ to them :'}<'t. 
the orator deprecates, not less than Kleon, the mfluence of\,...~ 
compassionate sentiment, or of a spirit of mere compromise·. 
and moderation.1 He further discards considerations of 
justice or the analogies of criminal judicature 2-and rests his. 

1 Thucyd. iii. 48: compare the speech of Kleon, iii. 40. flp.€is a< .,,&,.,.os 
ap.e{vw Tcf.8e elva.<, ICa.l jL~'T€ oti<'Tlf' 'lrAEOII >e{p.a.II'TES jL~'TE ~'lriEII<E{Cf, :ofs ouiJ€
E-ydJ ew 7TpoC1'&."Y€tr6at, &.7T) abT~V 0~ Tiiw 'TrO.pa.tvovp.Evwv, &c. I 

Dr. Arnold distinguishes ol1<Tos (or lll.eos} from br<<i~<e<a., by saying that 
"the former is a feeling, the latter, a habit: o1~<Tos, pity or compassion, 
may occasionally touch those who are generally very far from being t'lr<ellce'is 
-mild or gentle. 'E7r<<i~<e•a. relates to all persons-ol~<Tos, to particular 
individuals." The distinction here taken is certainly in itself just, and 
i'lr«<~<~s sometimes has the meaning ascribed to it by Dr. Arnold : but in 
this passage I believe it has a different meaning. The contrast between 
o1KTos and broelKe<a. (as Dr. Arnold explains them) would be too feeble, and 
too little marked, to serve .the purpose of Kleon and Diodotus. 'E,nel~<e•a 
here rather means the disposition to stop short of your full rights; a spirit 
of fairness and adjustment; 1m abatement on your part likely to be requited 
by abatement on the part of ·your adversary : compare Thucyd. i. 76 ; iv. 
19; v. 86; viii. 93· 

2 Thucyd. iii. 44· l.,~ a€ 11"a.p'qll.9ov oli'TE avTEpwv 7repl Mv'TIA.'IIVa.lwv olire 
/CO.'T'YJ)'Op~<TWII' OU ")'i't.p 7rEpl T'qs tiC<iiiWV lr.a<l<fa.s TJ/o'lll 0 a"fr!JII, el <Twtppovovp.ev, 
ali.A.i't. 1repl T'qs TJp.<Tipa.s eb/3ouA.{a.s •••• Ii11<a.16 Tepos ")'i't.p tJv auTov 
(Kll.€wvos} 0 li.D")'OS irpbs 'T~V vvv {Jp.eTipa.v op")'~ll ES MV'TIA1JIIa.lovs, 
Tc.lx, &v ~1rtt17rdcra.tfo· 7J , .. u:t s 8 € 0 u a tiC a( 6 p.·e9a 1r p ~sa fl-ro Vs,· rJHfTE 'T& Jl 

01/ta.!wv lieiv, all.ll.tl. 13ovli.EU0fLE8a. 7repl O.UTWV, 37rws XP71<Tf/o'WS ~~OV(J'III. 
So Mr. Burke, in his speech on Conciliation with America (Burke's 

Works, vol. iii. p. 69-74), in discussing the proposition of prosecuting the 
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opposition altogether upon reasons of public prudence, bearing 
upon the future welfare and security of Athens. 

He begins by vindicating 1 the necessity of reconsidering 
the resolution just passed, and insists on the mischief of 
deciding so important a question in haste or under strong 
passion. He enters a protest against the unwarrantable in
sinuations of corruption or self-conceit by which Kleon had 
sought to silence or discredit his opponents ; 2 and then, taking 
up the question on the ground of public wisdom and prudence, 
he proceeds to show that the rigorous sentence decreed on the 
preceding day was not to be defended. That sentence would 
not prevent any other among the subject-allies from revolting, 
if they saw, or fancied that they saw, a fair chance of success : 
but it might perhaps drive them,8 if once embarked in revolt, 
to persist even to desperation, and bury themselves under the 
ruins of their city. While every means ought to be employed 
to prevent them from revolting, by precautions beforehand
it was a mistaken reckoning to try to deter them by enormity 
of punishment, inflicted afterwards upon such as were recon
quered. In developing this argum~nt, the speaker gives some 
remarkable views on the theory of punishment generally, and 
on the small addition obtained in the way of preventiv.e effect, 
even by the greatest aggravation of the suffering inflicted upon 
the condemned criminal-:views which might have passed as 
rare and profound even down to the last century.4 And he 
acts of the refractory colonies as criminal, " The thing seems a great deal 
too big for my ideas of jurisprudence. It should seem, to my way of 
conceiving such matters, that there is a wide difference in reason and 
policy, between the mode of proceeding on the irregular conduct of scattered 
individuals, or even of bands of men who disturb order within the state
and the civil dissensions which may from time to time agitate the several 
communities which compose a great empire. It looks to me to be narrow 
nud pedantic, to apply the ordinary ideas of criminal justice to this great 
public contest. I do not know the method of drawing up an indictment 
against a whole people," &c.-" My consideration is narrow, confined, and 
'Wholly limited to the policy of the question." 

1 Thucyd. iii. 42. 2 Thucyd. iii. 43· 
a Thucyd. iii. 45, 46. 
4 Compare this speech of Diodotus with the views of punishment implied 

by Xenophon in his Anabasis, where he is describing the government of 
Cyrus the younger-

" Nor can any man contend, that Cyrus suffered criminals and wrong
-doers to laugh at him: he punished them with the most unmeasured severity 
(ltq>EL5err-ra-ra 1rclv-rwv ~-r<p.wpii-ro). And you might often see along the 
frequented roads men deprived of their eyes, their hands, and their feet : so 
that in his government, either Greek or barbarian, if he had no criminal 
purpose, might go fearlessly through and carry whatever he found 
.convenient." (Anabasis, -i. g, 13.) 
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further supports his argument by emphatically setting forth the 
impolic)' of con.fo~nding the _ MityJenre;J,ri';J2ent()s)n' the' safne 
pm1tsh1U"er,:~ ;t!i11)ei!:'oJ~1iY:' . the~ re'Vo!i: "h"aa "b~~ tb"? act 
exclusively ci( the-latter, and the former had not only taken no 
part in it, but as soon as they obtained possession of arms, 
had su-rrendered the city spontaneously. In all the allied 
cities, it was the commons who were well-affected to Athens, 
and upon whom her hold chiefly depended against the 
doubtful fidelity of the oligarchies : 1 but this feeling could not 

pos~ibly ~ont--I·n-ue, if··_it
11
.we. re now s~en that al.lthe M.i.ty.le_n~ans 

1

_. mdiscnmmately were confounded m one common destructiOn, 
Diodotus concludes by recommending that those Mitylenreans 
whom Paches had sent to Athens as chiefs of _the revolt, · 
should be put upon their trial separately; but that the 
re9-Jaici.ng*pop1,1la,tipq._s~JP~r,:d. 2 • ~·••-~-

This speech is that of a .man 'who feels that he has the· 
reigning and avowed sentiment of the audience against him, 
a.nd that he must therefore win his way by appeals to thei_r 
reason. The same appeals however might have been made, 
and perhaps had been made, during the preceding discussion, 
without success. But Diodotus knew that the reigning senti
ment, though still ostensibly predominant, had been silently 
undermined during the last few hours, and that the reaction 
towards pity and moderation, which had been growing up 
under it, would work in favour of his arguments, though he 
might disclaim all intention of invoking its aid. After several 
other discourses, both for and against,-the assembly came to 
a vote, and the _proposition o.f Diod~t11s .. w~s- J.dopted; but 
adopted 'by·ser~siilall""a ..... majruity~fhat""tli(rciecisi()'h~' seemed at 
first doubtful. 3 

The trireme carrying· the fir~t vote had started the day 
before, and was already twenty-four hours on its way to 
Mitylene. A second trireme was immediately put to sea 
bearing _the new decree ; yet nothing short of superhuman 
exertions could enable it to reach the condemned city, before 

The severity of the punishment is in Xen~phon's mind the measure both 
of its effects in deterring criminals, and of the character of the rule~ 
inflicting it. . 

1 Thucyd. iii. 47. Nvv ~tv ,a.p bp.'iv b oi)p.os lv .,.&,.ats Tats 'li'O)\E<TIV .~vovs 
lO''f'l Kal f) OU ~vVa</>{<T'f'a'f'at 'f'OtS o)\_(/'OIS f), ~CtV /3ta<T8p, {nr<fpxet -ro'is lt.'li'O<TT-/j-_ 
qa<Tt 'li'OAip.toS <b8vs, Hal 'f'~S av'f'lt<a8t0''1'ap.ev1js 'lrCI\ews 'r~ 1rl\~8os ~Vp.p.axov 
lxovTes ~s 'lrCI\ep.ov E7repxe<T8e.' - ' -

2 Thucyd. iii. 48. , 
8 Thucyd. iii. 49· E/'EVOII'TO EV -rjl x••po-rovl<f ~l'xwp.al\ot, ~ttp&.'1'1j<TE o' 1T 

rov .C.toa&Tov. 
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the terrific sentence now on its way might be actually in course 
of execution. The Mitylenrean envoys stored the vessel well 
with provisions, promising large rewards to the crew if they 
arrived in time. An intensity of effort was manifested, without 
parallel in the history of Athenian seamanship. The oar was 
never once relaxed between Athens and Mitylene-the rowers 
merely taking turns for short intervals of rest, with refresh
ment, of barley-meal steeped in wine and oil, swallowed on 
their seats. Luckily there was no unfavourable wind to retard 
them: but the object would have been !defeated, if it had not 
happened that the crew of the first trireme were as slow and 
averse in the transmission of their rigorous mandate, as those 
of the second were eager for the delivery of the reprieve in 
time. And after all, it came only just in time. The first 
trireme had arrived, the order for execution was actually in the 
hands of Paches, and his measures were already preparing. 
So near was the Mitylemean population to this wholesale 
destruction : 1 so near was Athens to the actual perpetration 
of an enormity which would have raised against her through
out Greece a sentiment of exasperation more deadly than that 
which she afterwards incurred even from the proceedings at 
Melos, Skione and elsewhere. Had the execution been 
realised, the person who would have suffered most by it, and 
most deservedly, would have been the proposer Kleon. For 
if the reaction in Athenian sentiment was so immediate and 
sensible after the mere passing of the sentence, far more 
violent would it have been when they learnt that the deed had 
been irrevocably done, and when all its painful details were 
presented to their imaginations : and Kleon would have been 
held responsible as the author of that which had so disgraced 
them in their own eyes. As the case turned out, he was 
fortunate enough to escape this danger; and his proposition, 
to put to death those Mitylenreans whom Paches had sent 
home as the active revolting party, was afterwards adopted 
and executed. It doubtless appeared so moderate, after the 
previous decree passed but rescinded, as to be adopted with 
little resistance, and to provoke no after-repentance: yet the 
men so slain were rather more than one thousand in number.2 

Besides this sentence of execution, the Athenians razed the 
fortifications of Mitylene, and took possession of all her ships of 
war. In lieu of tribute, they further established a new perma
nent distribution of the land of the island; all except Methymna, 

1 Thucyd. iii. 49· 1rapa 'TD<Tov'Tov ptv 17 MvT•l\:frv7J ill\6• «•vli{wov. 
2 Thucyd. iii. 50. 
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which had remained faithful to them. They distributed it into 
3000 lots, of which 300 were reserved for consecration to .the 
gods, anti the remainder assig~ecl,}C> Atheni~n ~le,ruchs, _ or 
proprietary"'settlei:s,""thb~tn: "hf:'l8t>~1noijg ;tlre~Citiiens";c"tlfe· · 
Lesbian•pr6prietbis4still-teiniining'""bii"·tlie-Ja'n.a~a:s"'cu1tivating 
tenants, and paying to,the Athenian kleruch an annual rent of 
two· mime (about seven pounds sixteen shillings sterling) for 
each lot.' We should have been glad to learn·more about this 
new land-settlement than the few words of the historian. suffice 
to explain.· It would seem that 2706 Athenian citizens with their 
families must have gone to reside, for the ·time: at least, in 
Lesbos-as kleruchs ; that is, without abnegating their rights 
as Athenian citizens, and without being exonerated either from 
Athenian taxation, or from personal military service. But it 
seems certain that these men did not continue long to reside in 
Lesbos. We may even suspect that the kleruchic allotment of· 
the island must have been subsequently abrogated. There was · 
a strip on the opposite mainland of Asia, which had hitherto 
belonged to Mitylene; this was now separated from that town, i 
and henceforward enrolled among the . tributary · subjects of~ 
Athens.1 . 

. 1 Thucyd. iii. so; iv. 52. Abqut .the Lesbian kleruchs, see Boeckh, 
Public Econ. of Athens, b. iii. c. r8; Wachsmuth; Hell. Alt. i, ·2, p. 36. 
These kleruchs must originally have gone thither as a garriso!J, ·as M. 
Boeckh remarks; and may probably have come back, either all or .a part, 
when needed for military service at home, and when it was ascertained that 
the island might be kept without them. Still however there is much 
which is puzzling in this arrangement. It seems remarkable that.the 
Athenians, at a time when their accumulated treasure had. been expausted 
and when they were beginning to pay direct contrib11ti6ns from their 
private property, should sacrifice :S4oo mihre (go talents). annual revenue 
capable of being appropriated by the state, unless that sum were required 
to maintain the kleruchs as resident garrison for the maintenance of ' 
Lesbos. And as it turned out afterwards that their residence was. not 
necessary, we may doubt wh.fther the state did not convert the kleruchic 
grants into a public tribute, wholly or partially. . 

We may further remark, that if the kleruch be supposed adtizen resident 
at Athens, but receiving rent from his lot of laud in some·other territory
the analogy between him and the Roman colonist fails. The Roman 
colonists, t;hou~h retainin·g their privileges as citizens, were sent out to 
reside on their grants of land, and to const.itute a sort of resident garrison 
over the prior inhabitants, who had been despoiled of a portion of territory 
to make room for them. . , . 

See-on this subject and analogy-the. excellent I?issertation of Madwig 
-De jure et conditione coloniarum Populi Romani qurestio historica
Madwig, Opuscul. Copenha~. 1834. Diss. viii; p. 246. 

M. Boeckh and Dr. Arnold contend justly that at the time of the expedi· 
tion of Athens against Syracuse and afterwards {Thucyd. vii. 57; viii. 23), 
there could have been but few, if any, Athenian kleruchs resident in Lesbos._ 
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To the misfortunes of Mitylene belongs, as a suitable appen

dix, the fate of Paches the Athenian commander, whose perfidy 
at Notium has been recently recounted. It appears that hav
ing contracted a passion for two beautiful free women at Mity
lene, Hellanis and Lamaxis, he slew their husbands, and got 
possession of them by force. Possibly they may have had 
private friends at Athens, which must of course have been the 
case with many Mitylemean families. At all events they re
paired thither, bent on obtaining redress for this outrage, and 
brought their complaint against Paches before the Athenian 
dikastery, in that trial of accountability to which every officer 
was liable at the close of his command. So profound was the 
sentiment which their case excited, in this open and numerous 
assembly of Athenian citizens, that the guilty commander, not 
waiting for sentence, slew himself with his sword in open 
court.l 

We might even push this argument further, and apply the same inference 
to an earlier period, the eighth year of the war (Thucyd. iv. 7 5), when the 
Mitylemean exiles were so active in their aggressions upon Antandrus and 
the other towns, originally Mitylemean possessions, on the opposite main
land. There was no force near at hand on the part of Athens to deal with 
these exiles except the ltp-yupol\6-yo< vijES. But had there been kleruchs at 
MityH!ne, they would probably have been able to defeat the exiles in their 
first attempts, and would certainly have been among the most important 
forces to put them down afterwards-whereas Thucydides makes no 
allusion to them. 

Further, the oration of Antipho (De Crede Herod. c. 13) makes no allu 
sion to Athenian kleruchs, either as resident in the island, or even as 
absentees receiving the annual rent mentioned by Thucydides. The 
Mitylenrean citizen, father ofthe speaker of that oration, had been one of 
those implicated (as he says, unwillingly) in the past revolt of the city 
against Athens : since the deplorable termination of that revolt, he had 
continued possessor of his Lesbian property, and continued also to discharge 
his obligations as well (choregic obligations-xop7]-ylas) towards Mitylene 
as (his obligations of pecuniary payment-TL\7J) towards Athens. If the 
arrangement mentioned by Thucydides had been persisted in, this Mity
lenrean proprietor would have paid nothing towards the city of Athens, but 
merely a rent of two mime to some Athenian kleruch or citizen : which can 
hardly be reconciled with the words of the speaker as we find them in 
Antipho. . 

1 See the Epigram of Agathias, 57, p. 377, Agathias ed. Bolin. 

"EAi\avls TptfJ.O.K.atpC1., Ka.l a xo.pteutra. AG.p.~tfi:, 
.;jcrrrw p.€v rrO.rpa<; </JE-yyea AeCTf3u:fOos. 

"'0KKC.. t• 'A817va£no-t criJv bA.K.ciaTV £v80.8e K.iA.CTa.i 
TO.v MvTtAI]va.iav yO.v &.A0.7Ta.§e IIciXJ)s-1 

Tiiv Kovpiiv ciOL~ew~ ijpO.cruaTO, n~~ 0€ «TVVEVVWS' 
€K.'TC1.11€V, 00~ njvaS' .,..-jj0E f3t1'/U6p.EIIO~. 

'Ta.l. ?E t<a:' ~iyaloto }Oov 'lTAa.~U Aa~TJL~ 4>epiu81}Yt 
Kllt. 1ron 'Tall Kpa11aav Moi/JovLav Opap.e'T"17v, 

AO.p..CfJ 0' O.yyeA.€1'1)11 &.A.tn7p.o1'0S' i.pya rra.xr'/'TOS' 
u.iuifJa p.LV ~:is OA.o~v Kijpa UVV1)Aa0"0.'T11v· 
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The surrender of Platcea to the Lacedcemonians took place 

not ~r~~!iaC9£:¥lwerr(~.<r!nr4~h"fni~~s-some{Vhat\; 
latenn the~same·summer. Though the "escape of· one-half of~~-
the garrison had made the provisions last longer for the rest,~ 
still their whole stock had now come to be exhausted, so that~ 
the.re:naining defe~ders were enfeebled an? on the point ofy; 
penshmg by starvat10n. The LaCedcei.llomail commander of 
the blockading force, knowing their defenceless condition, could 
easily have taken the town by storm, had he not been forbid
den by express orders from Sparta. For the Spartan govern
ment, calculating that peace might one day be concluded with 
Athens on terms of mutual cession of places acquired by war, 
wished to acquire Platcea, not by force but by capitulation and 
·voluntary surrender, •which would serve as an excuse for not 
giving it up: though such a distinction, between capture by, 
force and'by capitulation, not admissible in modern diplomacy, 
was afterwards found to tell against the Lacedcemonians quite 
as much as in their favour. 1 Acting upon these orders, the 
Lacedcemonian commander sent in a herald, summoning the 
Platceans to surrender voluntarily, and submit themselves to 
the Lacedcemonians as judges-with a stipulation "that the 

'I'oSo. l-1-iv, ~ K~...SP?-, ... "'n'E'lr .. o'V"')Ka:T,ov• 0:~ ~·· i1r\. 1rli:rpo.v 
71KETOV, ev 8 avrq: K.E&.<r9ov arrocf>9t.p.€va· 

EV S€ mlvwv (br6vau6~v; Em:l 1TOTI. ud.p.o. crvvWvwv 
dllle-rov, £~ KAewa~ f.LVO.J.La craoq,pocnJva<;' 

YJ.Lvriluw 8' En rrllvTES' Op.Ocf>povOs ~pwtvas, 
1Ttl:rpa.<; Kal 1Toulwv 'lf7}p.a.ra nuap.Evo.c;. 

Plutarch (Nikias, 6: compare Plutarch, Ariste~d~s, c. 26) states· the fact \. 
of Paches having slain himself before the dikastery on. occasion of his trial 
of accountability. n&x11Ta .,-lw oll.ov.,-a M<if3ov, 8s, eb86vas, S<~ovs Ti)s 
crTpttT11'Ylas, iv abT</i T</i ~<1CaUT1/plcp cr1racr&!J.evos ~trpos .aveill.ev ~av.,-&r, &c. 

The statement in Plutarch, and that in the Epigram hang together sci 
perfectly well, that each lends authority to the other, and I think there is 
good reason for crediting the Epigram. The suicide of Paches, and that 
too before the dikases, ~implies circumstances very different from those 
usually brought in accusation again.st a general on trial. It implies an 
intensity of anger in the numerous dikasts greater than that which acts 
of peculation would be likely to raise, and such as to strike a guilty man 
with insupportable remorse and humiliation. The .story of Lamaxis and 
Hellanis would be just of a nature to produce this vehement emotion 
among the Athenian dikasts. Moreover the words of the Epigra!Il-~J.E'crrpa 
!J.<i' els ol\.ohv !Ci)pa <TVV1)1\.acrct'T1jV-are precisely applicable tO a self-inflicted 
death. It would seem by the Epigram, moreover, that even in the time of 
Agathias (A.D. 55o--the reign of Justinian) there must have been pre. 
served at Mitylene a sepulchral monument commemorating this incident. 

Schneider (ad Aristqtel. Politic. v. 3, 2) erroneously identifies this 
story with that of Doximder and the two hrll(l\.1jpot whom he wished to 
obtain in marriage for his two sons. 

1 Thucyd. v. 17. 
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wrong-doers 1 should be punished, but that none should be 
punished unjustly." .To the besieged, in their state of hopeless 
starvation, all terms were nearly alike, and they accordingly 
surrendered the city. After a few days' interval, during which 
they received nourishment from the blockading army, five per
sons arrived from Sparta to sit in judgement upon their fate
one Aristomenidas, a Herakleid of the regal family. 2 

The five Spartans having taken their seat as judges, doubtless 
in full presence of the blockading army, and especially with 
the Thebans, the great enemies of Plat<ea, by their side-the 
prisoners taken, zoo Plat<eans and twenty-five Athenians, were 
brought up for trial or sentence. No accusation was preferred 
against them by any one : but the simple question was put to 
them by the judges-" Have you during 'the present war ren
dered any service to the Laced<emonians or to their allies ? " 
The Plat<eans were confounded at a question alike unexpected 
and preposterous. It admitted but of one answer-but before 
returning any categorical answer at all, they entreated permis
sion to plead their cause at length. In spite of the opposition 
of the Thebans,3 their request was granted. Astymachus and 
Lakon (the latter, proxenus of Sparta at Plat<ea) were appointed 
to speak on behalf of the body. Possibly both these delegates 

\.may have spoken : if so, Thucydides has blended the two 
·"" speeches into one. 
'<I' A more desperate position cannot be imagined. The inter
~~ogatory was expressly so framed as to exclude allusion to any 
• J'lfacts preceding the Peloponnesian war. But the speakers, 
I-f though fully conscious how slight was their chance of success, 
I( ~isregarded the limits of the question itself, and while uphold
~ng with unshaken courage the dignity of their little city, neg
•) .Jlected no topic which could touch the sympathies of their 
~~dges. After remonstrating against the mere mockery of trial 
'./' and judgement to whi<;h they were submitted, they appealed to 
) the Hellenic sympathies, and lofty reputation for commanding 
~ ~ \·irtue-;-Gf'the Lacedrenionians. · They adverted to the first 

1(1' alliance of Plat<ea with Athens, concluded at the recommenda-
tion of the Laced<emonians themselves, who had then declined, 
though formally solicited, to undertake the protection of the 

1 Thucyd. iii. 52. 7rpOt1"1r.p.7r<t ll' a~Tois K~pvKa AE"'fOII'ra, el {Jovll.ovTat 
7ra.pa.OoVvat rr1}v w6Atv ~ IC 6 VTf s Toi:s J.\af{EOatp.ovlots, ~eat OL!cacrTai:s EKelvots 
XP~cratr6at, ToVs 'TE &.OlKous JCoA.rl(ew, 1rapd. Olll7JV OE oVO~va. 

2 Pausan. iii. 9, r. 
3 Thucyd. iii. 6o. ~7retllh Kal ~Kelvots 1rapil. "'fVd;p.7JV T~V a~-rwv 

p.atcpOTepos A.•hos looi11} Tfis 7rpbs TD ipd;T1}/).a a'll"nKplcrews. aUTWV here means 
the Thebans. 
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town against Theban oppression. They next turned _to the 
Persian war, wherein Platcean patriotisnf"'foward5-Gree-ce:Was 
not .less· cohspicliotis"'tnah "''Tneban ""trhson·1=to~ the vi:dory 
gained·over'tne·Persiails'on 'tl:le1r·soil,"\vhereby it had become 
hallowed under the promises of Pausanias and by solemn 
appeals to the local gods. From the Persian war they passed 
on to the flagitious attack made by the Thebans on Platcea, in 
the midst of the truce. They did not omit to remind the 
judges of an obligation personal to Sparta-the aid which they 
had rendered, along with the Athenians, to Sparta, when 
pressed by the revolt of the Helots at I thorne. This speech is 
as touching as any which we find in Thucydides; the skill 
of it consisting in the frequency with which the hearers are 
brought back, time after time and by well-managed.transitions, 
to these same topics. 2 And such was the impression which it 
seeme.d to make on the five Lacedcemonian judges, that the 
Thebans near at hand found themselves under the necessity 
of making a reply to it: although we see plainly that the 
whole scheme of proceeding-the formal and·. insulting qpes
tion, as well as the sentence destined to follow upon answer 
given-had been settled beforehand between them and the. 
Lacedcemoni:ms. ~~~ 

Th~_:f..E~a.~ ~P~. c.<sgtended that the J?latreans 1had ~ 
deserved, a:nd-broughrupon themselves by therr own fault, ~ ~ 
the enmity of Thebes-that they had stood forward earnestly~t.. 
against the Persians, o,nly because Athens had done so too-' I.}, 
and that all the merit, whatever it might be, which they had 
thereby acquired, was 'counterbalanced and cancelled by their ~ 
having allied themselves with Athens afterwards for the oppres- 1 

· sion and enslavement of the JEginetans, and of other Greeks ( 

1 See this point emphatically set forth in Orat. xiv. called A6')1oS ITil.a
·rcur~6s, of Isokrates, p. 308, sect. 62. 

The whole of that oration is interesting to be read in illustration of the 
renewed sufferings of the Platreans near fifty years after this capture. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 54-59. Dionysius of Halikarnassus bestows especial 
commendation on the speech of the Platrean orator (De Thucyd. Hist. 
Judie. p. 921). Concurring with him as to its merits, I do not concur in the 
opinion which 'he expresses, that it is less artistically put together than 
those other harangues which he considers inferior. · 

Mr. Mitford doubts whether these two orations are to be taken as 
approximating to anything really delivered on the occasion. But it seems 
to me that the means possessed by Thucydides for informing himself of 
what was actually said at this scene before the· captured Platrea, must have 
been considerable and satisfactory: I therefore place full confidence in 
them, as I do in most of the other harangues in his work, so far as the. 
substance goes.' ' 
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equally conspicuous for zeal against Xerxes, and equally en
titled to protection under the promises of Pausanias. The 
Thebans went on to vindicate their nocturnal surprise of 
Platrea, by maintaining that they had been invited by the most 
respectable citizens of the town,l who were anxious only to 
bring back Platrea from its alliance with a stranger to its 
natural Breotian home-and that they had abstained from 
anything like injurious treatment of the inhabitants, until con
strained to use force in their own defence. They then 
reproached the Platreans, in their turn, with that breach of 
faith whereby ultimately the Theban prisoners in the town had 
been put to death. And while they excused their alliance with 
Xerxes, at the time of the Persian invasion, by affirming that 
Thebes was then under a dishonest party-oligarchy, who took 
this side for their own factious purposes, and carried the 
people with them by force-they at the same time charged the 
Platreans with permanent treason against the Breotian customs 
and brotherhood.2 All this was further enforced by setting 
forth the claims of Thebes to the gratitude of Lacedremon, 
both for having brought Breotia into the Lacedremonian 
alliance at the time of the battle of Koroneia, and for having 
furnished so large a portion of the common force in the war 
then going on.s 

The discourse of the The bans, inspired by bitter and as yet 
unsatisfied hatred against Platrea, proved effectual : or rather 
it was superfluous-the minds of the Lacedremonians having 
before been made up. After the proposition twice made by 
Archidamus to the Platreans, inviting them to remain neutral 
and even offering to guarantee their neutrality-after the 
solemn apologetic protest tendered by him upon their refusal, 
to the gods, before he began the siege-the Lacedremonians 
conceived themselves exonerated from all obligation to respect 
the sanctity of the place; 4 looking upon the inhabitants as 

1 Thucyd. iii. 65. · 
2 Thucyd. iii. 66. .,.(). Twv .,.cf.v.,.wv BotwTwv .,.cf..,.pta-iii. 6r. ~~"' -rwv 

~i\.i\wv BotwTWv 7ra.paJ3a[vovT€S T?t. 7rd.Tpta. 
3 Thucyd. iii. 61-68. It is probable that the slaughter of the Theban 

prisoners taken in the town of Platrea was committed by the Platreans in 
breach of a convention concluded with the Thebans : and on this point 
therefore the Thebans had really ground to complain. Respecting this 
convention, however, there were two conflicting stories, between which 
Thucydidi)s does not decide: see Thucyd. ii. 3, 4, and this History, above, 
chap. xlviii. 

4 Thucyd. iii. 68; ii. 74· To construe the former of these passages 
(iii. 68) as it now stands, is very difficult, if not impossible: we can only ' 
pretend to give what seems to be its substantial meaning. 
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having voluntarily renounced their inviolability and sealed,1 ~ur 

~~:t~r ·1:g·~~~n=;:~:!~~·~:t;if~i~a~~i~~t~~hi~ ··:~t ·t~:r~tri~~Q~ 
Thucydidts. The five judges, as their only reply to the two~ 
harangues, again called the Plata:ans before them, and repeated ~ 
to every one of them individu. ally the same question which hadt;if'' 
before been put. Each of them, as he successively replied in :. 
the negative,1 was taken away and killed, together with the . 
twenty-five Athenian prisoners. The women captured were t~' 
sold as slaves: and the town and territory of Plata:a· were 
handed over to the The bans, who at first established in them a 
few oligarchical Plata:an exiles, together with some Megarian 
exiles-but after a few months, recalled this step, and blotted 
out Plata:a,2 as a separate town and territory, from the muster· 
roll of Hellas. Having pulled down all the private buildings, 
they employed the materials to build a vast ·barrack all round 
the Hera:um or temple of Here, zoo feet in every direction, 
with apartments of two stories above and below; partly •as 
accommodation for visitors to the temple, partly as an abode 
for the tenant-farmers or graziers who were to occupy the land. 
A new temple, of roo feet in length, was also built in honour 
of Here, and ornamented with couches prepared from the 
brass and iron furniture found in the private houses of the 
Platreans.s The Platrean territory was let out for ten years, as 
public property belonging to Thebes, and was hired by .private ~ 
Theban cultivators. · 1\J 

Such !!UbS.:!!!e1<1JlC}}()l~,..fa.te,_,of:"£!~lt.t~!J-1,.aftE;I;"'sustain~r:g .. a u": 
blockade of about two years. 4 Its Identity and local traditiOns {>' 

1 Di~d~ {:t:¢Jw7~-;:;::;~e abridgement of the siege and fate o~~'\l 
Platrea, somewhat amplifies the brevity and simplicity of ihe question. V 
as given by Thucydides. ·-, 

2 Thucyd. iii: 57· {Jp.Cis o~ (you _Spartans) ICal ~IC 1rav-ros Tov 'E.\.\1jV<Kov • ' 
1ravotK'7lJ'!'f iJt(, Ei11f!alous (IIA.ch~ttav) t1~aA. <tljlat. 

3 Thucyd. iii. 69. 
4 Demosthenes (or the Pseudo-Demosthenes), iri the oration against 

Nerera (p. r38o, c. 25}, says that the blockade Of Platrea was continuedfot 
'en years before it surrendered-~?To.\c&p,wuv alrrous ot?T.\.fj .,-<1xft 1TEptTft•' 
'(}lJ'avT<s 1iJKa t.,-17. That the real duration of the blockade was only twiJ 
rears, is most certain: accordingly several eminent critics-Palmerius, 
Wasse, Duker, Taylor, Auger, &c., all with one accord confidently enjoin 
1s to correct the text of Demosthenes from 1iJKa to avo. " Repone jidenttr 
~uo"-says Duker. 

I have before protested against corrections of the text of ancient authors 
~rounded upon the reason which all these critics think so obvious and so 
:onvincing; and I must again renew the protest here. It shows how little 
the principles of historical evidence have been reflected upon, when critics 
can thus concur in forcing di>sentient witnesses into harmony, and in 
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were extinguished, and the sacrifices, in honour of the deceased 
victors who had fought under Pausanias, suspended-which 
the Plat~an speakers had urged upon the Laced~monians as 
an impiety not to be tolerated, 1 and which perhaps the latter 
would hardly have consented to under any other circumstances, 
except from an anxious desire of conciliating the Thebans in 
their prominent antipathy. It is in this way that Thucydides 
explains the conduct of Sparta, which he pronounces to have 
been rigorous in the extreme. 2 And in truth it was more 
rigorous, considering only the principle of the case and apart 
from the number of victims, than even the first unexecuted 
sentence of Athens against the Mitylen~ans. tFor neither 

L. Sparta, nor even Thebes, had any fair pretence for considering 
Plat~a as a revolted town, whereas Mitylene was a city which 
had revolted under circumstances peculiarly offensive to 
Athens') Moreover Sparta promised trial and justice to the 

1-- Plat~ans on their surrender : Paches promised nothing to the 
Mitylen~ans except that their fate should be reserved for the 
decision of the Athenian people. This little city-interesting 
from its Hellenic patriotism, its grateful and tenacious attach
ments, and its unmerited suffering-now existed only in the 
persons of its citizens harboured at Athens. \Ve shall find it 
hereafter restored, destroyed again, and finally again restored : 
so chequered was the fate of a little Grecian state swept away 
by the contending politics of greater neighbours. The slaughter 
of the twenty-five Athenian prisoners, like that of Sal~thus by 
the Athenians, was not beyond the rigour admitted and toler
ated, though not always practised, on both sides-towards 

1 
~~~?ners of war. 

~AI ,we ~ave now gone through the cir~umstances, painfully 
~ustratmg -the manners of the age, wh1ch followed on the 

-•~' ~urrender of Mitylene and Plat~a. We next pass to the west 
.
1
.,1•oof Greece-the island of Korkyra-where we shall find scenes 

· A,., not less bloody, and even more revolting. 
,1,11" ,.., 

Jrgtituting a true statement of their own in place of an erroneous statement 
~ • ;'1\'liich one of these witnesses gives them. And in the present instance, the 
~"""'principle adopted by these critics is the less defensible, because the Pseudo
,. Demosthenes introduces a great many other errors and inaccuracies respect-

ing Platrea, besides his mistake about the dnration of the siege. The ten 
years' siege of Troy was constantly present to the imagination of these 
literary Greeks. . 

2 Thucyd. iii. 68. ux•Bov 8' Tl }(al TO ~Vp.7raJ/ 7rEpl llA.aTaiWJ/ ol Aa}(E0a1p.6-
1 

Thucyd. iii. 59· ~ 
VIOI o~-rws &:;ro-re-rpctp.p.,vol ~-yJvov-ro 01)/3a(wv gJ/eKa, vop.£(ov-res ~s -rov 7rOAEp.ov 
rzUToOs ll.pTL -rdTE Kct6urrd.p.evov W¢EA{p.ovs elval. 
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It has been already mentioned,1 that in _the naval combats 

·between the Corinthians and Korkyrreans .during the year 
before the Peloponnesian war, the former had captured 250 

Korkyrrean prisoners, men of the 'first rank and consequence 
in the islaqd. Instead of following the impulse of blind hatred 
in slaughtering their prisoners, the Corinthians displayed, if 
not greater humanity, at least a more long-sighted calculation. 
They had treated the prisoners well, and made every. effort to 
gain them over, with a view of employing them on the first 
opportunity to ·effect a revolution in the island-to bring it 
into alliance with Corinth,2 and disconnect it from Athens. 

·Such an. opportunity appears first to ha_ve occurred during the 
winter or spring of the present year, while both Mitylene and 
Platrea were under blockade ; probably about the time when 

'Alkidas departed f6r Ionia, and when it was hoped that not 
only Mitylene would be relieved, but the neighbouring depend
encies of Athens exCited· to. revolt, and her· whole attention· 
thus ·occupied· in that quarter. Accordingly the Korkyrrean 
prisoners'were then sent home from Corinth, nominally· under 
a. heavy ransom of 8oo talepts, for which those Korkyrrean 
citizens who acted as proxeni to Corinth made themselves 
responsible.3 ., The. proxerii, lending themselves thus· to·the , 
decepti_on, were ·doubtl~ss participant in the entire design. ~ 

But 1t" was soon seen m what form the ransom was ·really to ~ . , 
,be paid. The new-comers, probably at first heartily welcomed~~ 
rafter so long a detention, employed all their influence, com- ~ 
'bined with the.mbst _act~ve pers<:mal canvass, to ~~-::.2<?.!:1:~- a ..f:J 
~ comgl~ !,~P,!~,l!..J>.{.JJl!!~...A~~-~- I1ifim~t10n ?emg . '\J.} 
·sent to :Athens of wliat was gomg on~ an Atheman tmeme -?' 
arrived with envoys to try and ·defeat these manreuvres; while"·! JJ 
a Corinthian trireme also brought envoys from Corinth to aid'~&J"'""~ 
the views of the opposite party. The mere presence "of~ 
Corinthian envoys indicated .a change in the political feeling '\' ... 
of the island. But still more conspicuous' did this change. "" 
become, when a formal public assembly, after hearing bottt--; 
envoys, decided-that Korkyra would maintain. her alliance '-1· 
with Athens according to the limited terms of simple .mutual' ~ 

• defence originally stipulated; 4 but would at the same time be 
in relations of friendship with the Peloponnesians, as she had 
been before the Epidamnian quarrel. . Since that event, how
ever, the . alliance between Athens and Korkyra ·had ·become 

'practically more intimate, and the Korkyrrean fleet had aided 
'I . ~-~......,..,_,.,;._f,JI:'>-··~ .. ,-',., 

J See above, chap. xlvii. . 2 Thucyd. i. 55· 
3 Thucyd. iii. 70: compare Diodor. 'xii. 57· 4 Thucyd. i. 44· 
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the Athenians in the invasion of Peloponnesus.1 Accordingly, 
the resolution now adopted abandoned the present to go back 
to the past-and to a past which could not be restored. 

Looking to the war then raging between Athens and the 
Peloponnesians, such a declaration was self-contradictory. It 
was intended by the oligarchical party only as a step to a more 
complete revolution, both foreign and domestic. They followed 
it up by a political prosecution against Peithias, the citizen of 
greatest personal influence among the people, who acted by his 
own choice as proxenus to the Athenians. They accused him 
of practising to bring Korkyra into slavery to Athens. What 
were the judicial institutions of the island, under which he was, 
tried, we do not know: but he was acquitted of the charge. · 
He then revenged himself by accusing in his turn five of the i 
richest among his oligarchical prosecutors, of the 'crime of 
sacrilege-of having violated the sanctity of the sacred grove of 
Zeus and Alkinous, by causing stakes, for their vine-props, to 
be cut in it.2 This was an act distinctly forbidden by law, 
under a penalty of a stater or four drachms for every stake so 
cut. But it is no uncommon phenomenon, even in societies 
politically better organised than Korkyra, to find laws existing 
and unrepealed, yet habitually· violated, sometimes even by 
every one, but still oftener by men of wealth and power, whom 
most people would be afraid to prosecute. Moreover in this 
case, no individual was injured by the act, so that any one who l 
came forward to prosecute would incur the odium of an 
informer-which probably Peithias might not have chosen to. 
brave under ordinary circumstances, though he thought himself! 
justified in adopting this mode of retaliation against those who i 
had prosecuted him. The language of Thucydides implies 

1 Thucyd. ii. 25. 
2 Thucyd. iii. 70. .pci.<Ti<WV 'f'E!J.VHV x&.paKas ~" 'f'DV 'f'€ Atos 'f'€!J.EVOUS Kal 

Toil ) AAKlvov· (7Jp.la OE Ka.O' EKd!T'T7JV xdpa.Ka brEKet'TO f1Ta.T~P· 
The present tense Tep.vHv seems to indicate that they ':"ere going on 

habitually making use of the trees in the grove for this purpose. Probably 
it is this cutting and fixing of stakes to support the vines, which is meant 
by the word xapaKt<Tp.6s in Pherekrat~s, Pers. ap. Athenreum. Vi. p. 269. 

The Oration of Lysias (Or. vii.) against Nikomachus, {J .. 1;p Tov <1''1/I<OV 
a11'o71.o-yia, will illustrate this charge made by Peithias at Korkyra. There 
were certain ancient olive trees near Athens, consecrated and protected by 
law, so that the proprietors of the ground on which they stood were for
bidden to grub them up, or to dig so near as to injure the roots. The 
speaker in that oration defends himself against a charge of having grubbed 
up one of these and sold the wood. It appears that there were public 
visitors whose duty it was to watch over these old trees : see the note of 
Markland on that oration, p. 270. 
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. that the fact was not denied : not is there any difficulty in 
; conceiving that these rich men may have habitually resorted to 
: the sacred property for vine-stakes. On being found guilty and 
·i ::ondemned, they ~ast themselves a~ suppliants at the temples, 
, and entreated the mdulgence of bemg allowed to pay the fine 
~by instalments. But Peithias, then a member of the (annual) 
~'senate, to whom the petition was referred, opposed it, and 
' caused its rejection, leaving the law to take its course. It was 
:moreover understood that he was about to avail himself of his 
character of senator-and of hi& increased favour, probably 
arisjng from the recent judicial acquittal-to propose in the, 
public assembly a reversal of the resolution recently passed; 
~ogether with a new resolution, to recognise only the same 
·~hends and the same enemies as Athens. 
· Pressed by the ruinous fine upon the five persons condemned, 
ls well as by the fear that Peithias might carry his point and 
thus completely defeat their project of Corinthian alliance, the 
oligarchi<;:1J:lP.arJ;y_r.esoh;edJo caqy their Roint by. viplence l!:nd 
murdtt Tiley collected"'a"'Pa1tf-arn1e'd"W1fh""dagger's,~·burst , 
suddenly into the senate-house during full sitting, a~d there I 

slew Peithias with sixty other persons, partly senators, partly\ 
- private individuals. Some others of his friends escaped the 1 

same fate by getting aboard the Attic trireme which had brought 
the envoys, and which was still in the harbour, but now departed . 
:orthwith to Athens. These assassins, under the fresh terror 
1.rising from their recent act, convoked an assembly, affirmed 
;hat what they had done was unavoidable to guard Korkyra 
~gaihst being made the slave of Athens, and proposed a resolu
:ion of full neutrality both towards Athens and towards the 
Peloponnesians-permitting no visit from either_ of the belli
gerents, except of a pacific character and with one single ship 
at a time. And this resolution the assembly was constrained 
to pass-it probably was not very numerous, and the oligarchi
cal partisans were at hand in arms.1 At the same time they 
sent envoys to Athens, to communicate the recent events with 
such· colouring as suited· their views, and to dissuade the 
fugitive partisans of Peithias from provoking any armed 
Athenian intervention, such as might occasion a counter
revolution in the island.2 With some of the fugitives, repre
sentations of this sort, or perhaps the fear of compromising 

I Thucyd. iii. 71. &s lie el1rov, Kal l7ttKvpwcrat· 7Ivd-y1<auav "~" 
-yvch}J-"1/V. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 7!. l(al TOVs eiCe'L ICaTa7tecf>•"'Y6TaS1reicrovTas }J-"1/0EV O.ve7ttT~
'OEtoV 7rpci.tJ'(Tftv, 8r.C<JS f'~ TtS l7tt<TTpo<f>~ 'Yfl'"ljTat. 
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their own families left behind, prevailed. But most of them, 
and the Athenians along with them, appreciated better both 
what had been done and what was likely to follow. The 
oligarchical envoys, together with such of the fugitives as had 
been induced to adopt their views, were seized by the Athenians 
as conspirators, and placed in detention at .iEgina; while a 
fleet of sixty Athenian triremes under Eurymedon was immedi
ately fitted out· to sail for· Korkyra-for which there was the 
greater necessity, as tlie Laced::emonian fleet under Alkidas, 
lately mustered at Kyllene· after its return from Ionia, was 
understood to be on the point of sailing thither. 1 

But the oligarchical leaders at Korkyra having little faith in 
the chances of this mission to Athens, proceeded in the execu
tion of their conspiracy with that rapidity which was best 
calculated to ensure its success. On the arrival of a Corinthian 
trireme-which brought ambassadors from Sparta, and probably 
also brought news that the fleet of Alkidas would shortly 
appear-they organised their force, and attacked the people 
and the democratical authorities. The Korkyr::ean Demos 
were at first vanquished and dispersed. But during the night 
they collected together and fortified themselves in the •upper 
parts of the town near the acropolis, and from thence down to 
the Hyllaic harbour-one of the two harbours which the town 
possessed; while the other harbour and the chief arsenal, 
facing the mainland of Epirus, was held by the oligarchical 
party, together with the market-place near to it, in and around 
which the wealthier Korkyr::eans chiefly resided. In this 
divided state the town remained throughout the ensuing day, 
during which the Demos sent emissaries round the territory 
soliciting aid from the working slaves, and promising to them 
emancipation as a reward ; while the oligarchy also hired and 
procured Soo Epirotic mercenaries from the mainland. Rein
forced by the slaves, who flocked in at the call received, the 
Demos renewed the struggle on the morrow more furiously 
than before. Both in position and numbers they had the 
advantage over the oligarchy, and the intense resolution· with 
which they fought communicated itself even to the women, 
who, braving danger and tumult, took· active part in the· 
combat, especially by flinging tiles from the housetops. 
Towards the afternoon the people became decidedly victorious, 
and were even on the point of carrying by assault the lower 
town, together with the neighbouring arsenal. The oligarchy. 
had no other chance of safety except the desperate resource of 

: Thucyd. iii. 8o. 
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setting fire to that part of the town, with the_ market-place, 
houses, and buildings all around it, their own among the rest. 
This proceeding drove back the assailants, but destroyed much 
property belonging to merchants in the. warehouses, together 
with a large· part of the town : indeed had the wind been 
'favourable; t-4e entire town•would have been consumed. . The j 
people being' thus victorious, the Corinthian trirem.e, together t 

with most of the Epirotic mercenaries, thought it safer to leave~ 
the- island ; while the victors were still further strengthened on ~
the ensuing morning by the arrival of the Athenian admiral 
Nikostratus, with twelve .trir~m'CS""froft'i'"'I'{f-a"\JHal{ty5;1~and' -soo , 
Messenian~h0p11~_..,,.,.,.,.,._____ ~ 

Nikostratus did his best to allay the furious excitement pre-~· 
vailing, and to persuade the people to use their victory with 1 
moderation. Under his auspices a convention of amnesty and 
peace was concluded between the contending parties, save only 
ten proclaimed individuals, the most violent oligarchs, who were 
to be i:ried as ringleaders. · These men of course soon dis~ 
appeared, so that there would have been no trial at all, which 
seems to have been what Nikostratus. desired. At the same···. 
time an alliance offensive and defensive was established between 
Korkyra and Athens, and the Athenian admiral was then on the 
point of departing, when the Korkyr::ean leaders entreated him " 
to leave with them, for greater safet);, five ships out of his little 
fleet of twelve____:_offering him five of their own triremes instead. 
Notwithstanding the peril of this proposition to himself, ~iko
stratus acceded to it ; and the Korkyrceans, preparing the five 
ships to be sent along with him, began to enroll among the 
crews the names of their principal enemies. To the latter this 
presented the appearance. of sending them to Athens, which 
they accounted a sentence of death. Under such irp.pression 
they took refuge as suppliants in the temple of the Dioskuri, 
where Nikostratus went to visit them, and tried to reassure them 
by the promise that nothing was intended against their personal 
safety. But he found it impossible to satisfy them, and as they 
persisted in refusing to serve, the Korkyrcean Demos -began to 
suspect treachery. They took arms again, searched the houses 
of the recusants for arms, and were bent on putting some of 
them to death, if Nikostratus had not taken them under his 
protection. The principal men of the defeated party, to the 
number of about 400, now took sanctuary in the temple and 
sacred ground of Here ; upon which the leaders of the people, 
afraid that in this inviolable position they might still cause 

1 Thucyd. iii. 74, 75· 
'VOL. VI. L 
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further insurrection in the city, opened a negotiation and pre
vailed upon them to ·be ferried across to the little island 
immediately opposite to the Hera:;um ; where they were kept 
under watch, with provisions regularly transmitted across to them 
for four days. 1 

l At the end of these four days, while the uneasiness of the 
popular leaders still continued, and Nikostratus still adjourned 

~his departure, a new phase opened in this melancholy drama. 
,The Peloponnesian fleet under Alkidas arrived at the road of 

1 Sybota on the opposite mainland-fifty-three triremes in number, 
since the forty triremes brought back from Ionia had been 
reinforced by thirteen more from Leukas and Ambrakia. 

· r:rfloreover the Laceda:;monians had sent down Brasidas as 
~dvising companion-himself worth more than the new thir
te,en triremes, if he had been sent to supersede Alkidas, instead 
~f bringing nothing but authority to advise.2 Despising the 
small squadron of Nikostratus, then at Naupaktus, the Spartans 
were only anxious to deal with Korkyra before reinforcements 
should arrive from Athens ; but the repairs necessary for the 

Pships of Alkidas, after their disastrous voyage home, occasioned 
ap unfortunate delay. ·when the Peloponnesian fleet was seen 
~1pproaching from Sybota at break of day, the confusion in ' 
Korkyra was unspeakable. The Demos and the newly eman
~ipated slaves were agitated alike by the late terrible combat 
and by fear of the invaders-the oligarchical party, though 

1 defeated, was still present, forming a considerable minority
and the town was half-burnt. Amidst such elements of trouble, 
there was little authority to command, and still less confidence 
or willingness to obey. Plenty of triremes were indeed at 
hand, and orders were given to man sixty of them forthwith
while Nikostratus, the only man who preserved the cool courage 
necessary for effective resistance, entreated the Korkynean 
leaders to proceed with regularity, and to wait till all were 
manned, so as to sail forth from the harbour in a body. He 
offered himself with his twelve Athenian triremes to go forth 
first alone, and occupy the Peloponnesian fleet, until the Korky
rrean sixty triremes could all come out in full array to support 
him. He accordingly went forth with his squadron, but the 
Korkyrreans, instead of following his advice, sent their ships 
out one by one and without any selection of crews. Two of 
them deserted forthwith to the enemy, while others presented 
the spectacle of crews fighting among themselves : even those 

1 Thucyd. iii. 75, 76. 2 Thucyd. iii. 69-76. 
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:wwcu actually .joined battle came up by single.ships, without 
the least order or concert. ' 

The Peloponnesians soon seeing that tP.ey had -little to fear 
from. such enemies, thought it sufficient to set twenty of their 
~hips against the Korkyneans, while with the remaining thirty
three they·moved forward to contend with the twelve Athenians. 
Nikostratus, having plenty of sea-room, was not afraid of this 
numerical superiority ; the more so as two of his twelve triremes 
were the picked vessels of the Athenian navy-the Salaminia 
and the Paralus.l He took care to avoid entangling himself'.~ 
·with the centre of the enemy, and to keep rowing about their 
flanks ; and as he present~y contrived to disable orie of their 
ships, by a fortunate blow with the beak of one of his vessels, 
the Peloponnesians, instead of attacking him with their superior 
numbers, formed themselves into a circle and stood on the 
defensive, as they had done in the first combat with Phormia 
in the middle of the Gulf at Rhium .. Nikostratus (like Phormio) 
rowed round this circle, trying to ·cause confusion by feigned 
approach, and· waiting to see some of the ships lose their places 
or run foul of each other, so as to afford him an opening for · 
attack. And he might perhaps have succeeded, if the remainin.g 
'twenty Peloporinesian ships, seeing the proceeding and recollect-. 
ing with dismay the success of a. similar manceuvre in the. 
former ·battle, had not quitted the Korkyrrean ships, whqse 
disorderly condition they despised, and hastened to join their 
comrades. The whole fleet of fifty-three triremes now again 1 

took the aggressive, and advanced to attack Nikostratus, who 
.retreated before them, _but backing astern and keeping the head 
of his ships towards .-the enemy. In this manner he succeeded 
-in drawing them away from !he town, so as to leave fo most· 
of the Korkyrrean ships opportunity for getting back to the 
harbour; \vhile such. was the superior manceuvring of the 
Athenian triremes,' that the Peloponnesians were never able j 
to come up with him or force. him- to action. They returned.j 
back in the evening to Sybota, with no greater triumph than 
tlh1eir suc~~ds~ a._gai1~~t. ~h:.Ii~r~y,;~~·S.~iEt.~.;,::. Z(,!Y~~se_ triremes 
t ey·carne away as·pnzes. · 

.It was'"the"expectatiori in Korkyra, that they would on the 
morrow make a direct attack (which could hardly have failed 

1 These two triremes had been with Paches at Lesbos (Thucyd. iii. 33) ; 
itnmediately on..returning from thence, they must have been sent round to" 
join Nikootratus at Naupaktus. We see in what. constant servi~e they 
were kept. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 77, 78, 79· 
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of success) on the town and harbour. We may easily 
(what report afterwards stated), that Brasidas advised Alkidas 
to this decisive proceeding. The Korkynean leaders, more 
terrified than ever, first removed their prisoners from the littl~ 
island to the Hen:eum, and then tried to come to a compromis~ 
with the oligarchical party generally, for the purpose of organising 
some effective and united defence. Thirty triremes were made 
ready and manned, wherein some even of the oligarchical 
Korkyneans were persuaded to form part of the crews. 

J" .,.!But the slackness of Alkidas proved their best defence. In
"'stta'd-of coming -straight to· the~· town, he contented himself with 
)t~nding in the island at some distance from it, on the promon-

tory of Leukimne: after ravaging the neighbouring lands for 
some hours, he returned to his station at Sybota. He had lost 
an opportunity which never again returned : for on the very 
~arne night the fire signals of Leukas telegraphed to him the 
. approach of the fleet under Eurymedon from Athens-sixty 
' triremes. His only thought was now for the escape of the 
;.reloponnesian fleet, which was in fact saved by this telegraphic 
9,:'notice. Advantage was taken of the darkness to retire close 
.Y9J~ng the land as far as the isthmus which separates Leukas 
_,Kom the mainland--across which isthmus the ships were 

dragged by hand or machinery, so that they might not fall 
~in ~ith, or be descried by, the Athenian fleet in sailing round 
~ Leukadian promontory. From hence Alkidas made the 

best of his way home to Peloponnesus, leaving the Korkyra:an 
oligarchs to their fate. 1 

.Jfhat fate was deplorable in the extreme. The arrival of 

1~urymedon opens a third unexpected transition in this 
L chequered narrative-the Korkyra:an Demos passing, abruptly 
, ,and unexpectedly, from intense alarm and helplessness to 
)eJate and irresistible mastery. In the bosom of Greeks, and 
~ih a population seemingly amongst the least refined of all 
'~GFeeks-including too a great many slaves just emancipated 
Va'gainst the will of their masters, and of course the fiercest 

and most discontented of all the slaves in the island-such a 
change was but too sure to kindle a thirst for revenge almost 
ungovernable, as the only compensation for foregone terror 
and suffering. 

As soon as the Peloponnesian fleet was known to have fled 
and that of Eurymedon was seen approaching, the Korkyra:an 
leaders brought into the town the soo Messenian hoplites 
who had hitherto been encamped without; thus providing a 

l Thucyd. iii. So. 
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tesource against any last effort of despair on the part·of their 
interior enemies. Next, the ~hirty ships recently manned-and 
held ready in the harbour' facing the continent, to go out 
against the Peloponnesian fleet, but now no longer needed
'Nere ordered to sail round to the other or Hyllaic harbour. 

'Even while they were thus sailing round, some obnoxious men 
of the defeated party, being seen in public, were slain. But 
when the ships arrived at the Hyllaic harbour, and the crews 
were disembarked, a more wholesale massacre was per
petrated, by putting to~d~a1'11""flfore"111"C!iv!CiU'a1~"--f•tJ:t'e'.ollgar-~ 
chical"'factiOri~vho 'ft!'<i"l:i'e~n"pmu~<l~(('()il"{iit"'dtfbe'fofe to~ 
go aooad:l"as'iiait of the crews.1 Then came the' fate of .those~ 
suppliants, about 400 in number, who had been brought back 
from the islet opposite, and were still under sanctuary, in the~ 
sacred precinct of the Heneum. It was proposed to them to 
quit sanctuary and stand their trial. Fifty of them accepted 
the proposition, were put on their trial-all .condemned, and 

· all executed. Their execution took place, as it seems, im-
' mediately on the spot, and within actual view of the unhappy·. 

men still remaining in the sacred ground j 2 who, seeing that 
their lot was desperate, preferred dying by their own hands to 
starvation or the sword of their enemies. Some hung them
selves on branches of the trees surrounding the temple, others 
helped their friends in the work of suicide, and in one way or 
another the entire band thus perished. It was probabi'y a: 
consolation to them to .believe, that this desecration of the· 
precinct would bring down the anger of the gods upon· their 
surviving enemies. .. 

Eurymedon remained with his fleet for seven days, during 
all which time the victorious Korkyrreans carried on a 
sanguinary persecution against the party who had been con
cerned in the late oligarchical revolution. Five hundred of 
this party contrived to escape by flight to the mainland j while 

1 Thucyd. iii. So, Sr. ~eal ~" .,.;;,;. vewv, 30'ovs r1mO'av l0'{3Tjvat, li</3t/3r1.
(owr<s l!:rr<XWP'f/O'av. It is certain that the reading &:rrexc!Jp'f/G'av here must 
be wrong: no satisfactory sense can be made out· of it. The word substi
tuted by Dr. Arnold i~ av•xpwvTo-that preferred by Goller is tl7r€Xpwwro
others recommend a7rEXP'>l<J'aVTo-Hermann adopts &,.fxolptO'av-and Diony
sius in his copy reads av•xwP'l/tJ'av. I follow the meaning of the words pro
posed by Dr. Arnold and Goller, which appear to be both equivalent to 
~I<'TEWov. This meaning is at least plausible and consistent ; though I do 
not feel certain that we have the true sense of the passage. 

2 Thucyd. iii. Sr. ol oe 7rol\.\.ol 'Twv IIC<Twv, oO'OI ovJ< l7r<I0'6'1/0'av, &s 
€c!Jpwv .,.a 'Y''YliO,U.EPa; lid<j>6ELpov avTOV lv 'TCf iepqi a.\..\.,J.\.ovs, &c. The 
meagre abridgement of Diodorus (xii. 57), in reference to these events in 
Korkyra, is hardly worth notice. 
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those who did not, or could not, flee, were slain wherever they 
could be found. Some received their death-wounds even on 
the altar itself-others shared the same fate, after having been 
dragged away from it by violence. In one case a party of 
murderers having pursued their victims to the temple of 
Dionysus, refrained from shedding their blood, but built up 
the doorway and left them to starve; as the Lacedaomonians 
had done on a former occasion respecting Pausanias. Such 
was the ferocity of the time, that in one case a father slew his 
own son. It was not merely the oligarchical party who thus 
suffered: the flood-gates of private feud were also opened, and 
various individuals, under false charges of having been con
cerned in the oligarchical movements, were slain by personal 
enemies or debtors. This deplorable suspension of legal, as 
well as moral restraints, continued during the week of Eury
medon's stay-a period long enough to satiate the fierce 
sentiment out of which it arose; 1 yet without any apparent 
effort on his part to soften the victors or protect the vanquished. 
We shall see further reason hereafter to appreciate the baseness 
and want of humanity in his character. Had Nikostratus 
remained in command, we may fairly presume, judging by 
what he had done in the earlier part of the sedition with very 
inferior force, that he would have set much earlier limits to 
the Korkyraoan butchery; unfortunately, Thucydides tells us 
nothing at all about Nikostratus, after the naval battle of the 
preceding day.2 

1 Thucyd. iii. 85. Ol p.ev o'liv r;:a.,.d. T~v 'II'Oiuv Kep1wpa'lo• Totathacs 
Op'YatS Tats '11'pch7'atS ls a"AA~AOVS Jxp~UaV'T'O, &c. 

2 In reading the account of the conduct of Nikostratus, as well as that 
of Phormio in the naval battles of the preceding summer, we contract a 
personal interest respecting both of them. Thucydid&s does not seem to 
have anticipated that his account would raise such a feeling in the minds 
of his readers, otherwise he probably would have mentioned something to 
gratify it. Respecting Phormio, his omission is the more remarkable; 
since we are left to infer, from the request made by the Akarnanians to have 
his son sent as commander, that he must have died or become disabled: 
yet the historian does not distinctly say so (iii. 7). 

The Scholiast on Aristophanes (Pac. 347) has a story that Phormio was 
asked by the Akarnanians, but that he could not serve in consequence of 
being at that moment under sentence for a heavy fine, which he was 
unable to pay: accordingly the Athenians contrived a means of evading the 
fine, in order that he might be enabled to serve. It is difficult to see how 
this can be reconciled with the story of Thucydid&s, who says that the son 
of Phormia went instead of his father. 

Compare Meineke, Histor. Critic. Comicc. Grrec. vol. i. p. 144, and 
Fragment. Eupolid. vol. ii. p. 527. Phormio was introduced as a chief 
character in the Ta~(apxo• of Eupolis ; as a brave, rough, straightforward 
soldier, something like Lamachus in the Acharneis of Aristophanes. 
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We should have been glad to hear something about the 

steps taken in the way of restoration or healing, after this burst 
of murderous fury, in whicl:i doubtless the newly emancipated 
slaves were not the most backward-and after the departure 
of Eurymedon. But here again Thucydides disappoints our 
curiosity. We only hear from him, that the oligarchical exiles 
who had escaped to the mainland were strong enough to get 
possession of the forts and most part of the territory there 
belonging to Korkyra ; just as the exiles from Samos and 
Mitylene became more or less completely masters of the · 
Perrea or mainland possessions belonging to· those islands. · 
They even sent envoys to Corinth and Sparta, in hopes of 
procuring aid to accomplish their restoration by force; but 
their request found no favour, and they were reduced to their 
own resources. After harassing for some time the Korkyneans 
in the island by predatory incursions, so as to produce· con
siderable dearth and distress, they at length collected a band 
of Epirotic mercenaries, passed over to the island, and there 
established a fortified position on the mountain called Istone, 
not far from the city. Having burnt their vessels in order to 
cut off all hopes of retreat, they maintained themselves for 
near two years by a system of ravage and plunder which 
inflicted great' misery on the is1and.1 This was· a frequent way 
whereby, of old, invaders wore out and mastered a city, the 
walls of which they found impregnable. Th~_ultim_~te fate ofj 
these occupants of Istarie, which belongs to~':'fuHl're"Chapter, 
will be fourict"tocomt'itirfea:'Close suitable to the bloody drama 
yet unfinished in Korkyra. . 

Such a drama .could not be acted, in an important cit~· 
belonging to the Greek name, without producing a deep and ~ 
extensive impression thro'ughout all the other cities. And 
Thu<:zdides has t_aken-.adY..a~g~~f_it to_give a sort of general\l 
sketcnOf Grec1an poiifics during the Peloponnesian war; i 
violenceoCcivilaiscorCf-iileach city, aggravated by foreign ' 
,war, and by t~e~~~~t~~jlig~~[!§ftrjf~A;t~'fls. and'"Sparta,-
the former espousmg the democratical party everywhere; the 
latter, the oligarchical. The Korkynean sedition was the first-l 
case in which these two causes of political antipathy and 
exasperation were seen acting with full united force, and where\1.1 
the malignity of sentiment and demoralisation flowing from " 
such a union was seen without disguise. The picture drawn 
by Thucydides of moral and political feeling under these 
influences, will ever remain memorable as the work of an 

1 Thucyd. iii. 85. 
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analyst and a philosopher. He has conceived and described 
the perverting causes with a spirit of generalisation which 
renders · these two chapters hardly less applicable to other 
political societies far distant both in time and place (especially, 
under many points of view, to France between 1789 and 1799) 
than to Greece in the fifth century before the Christian <era. 
The deadly bitterness infused into intestine party contests by 
the accompanying dangers of foreign war and intervention of 
foreign enemies-the mutual fears between political ri\·als, 
where each thinks that the other will forestall him in striking 
a mortal blow, and where constitutional maxims have ceased 
to carry authority either as restraint or as protection-the 
superior popularity of the man who is most forward with the 
sword, or who runs down his enemies in the most unmeasured 
language, coupled with the disposition to treat both prudence 
in action and candour in speech as if it were nothing but 
treachery or cowardice-the exclusive regard to party ends, 
with the reckless adoption, and even admiring preference, of 
fraud or violence as the most effectual means-the loss of 
respect for legal authority as well as of confidence in private 
agreement, and the surrender even of blood and friendship 
to the overruling asc~ndency of party-ties-the perversion of 
ordinary morality, bringing with it altered signification of all 
the common words importing blame or approbation-the un
natural predominance of the ambitious and contentious passions, 
overpowering in men's minds all real public objects, and 
equalising for the time the better and the worse cause, by 
taking hold of democracy on one side, and aristocracy on the 

, .. ;other, as mere pretences to sanctify personal triumph-all 
these gloomy social ph<enomena, here indicated by the historian, 

· have their causes deeply seated in the human mind, and are 
likely, unless the bases of constitutional morality shall come 
to be laid more surely and firmly than they have hitherto been, 
to recur from time to time, under diverse modifications, "so 
long as human nature shall be the same as it is now," to use 
the language of Thucydides himself.l He has described, with 
fidelity not inferior to his sketch of the pestilence at Athens, 
the symptoms of a certain morbid political condition, wherein 

• 1 Thucyd. iii. 82. 'Y''Yv6wva 1'-~v Kal cl.el ~<1'6/).eva, ~ws &.v 7) airr~ tpJ<1'LS 
ll.v9pw7rwv if, 1'-ct'A.l\ov lle Kal 7wuxalT•pa Kal 'Ta'is •to•cn OL1)Al\a'YI'-lva, &s &.v 
~JL&.u-rats a.I p .. eTa{3Ql\.al TiiJv ~uJITVXtWv EqncrTc"Jv-rat, &c. 

The many obscurities and perplexities of construction which pervade 
these memorable chapters, are familiar to all readers of Thucydides, ever 
since Dionysius of Halikarnassus, whose remarks upon them are sufficiently 
severe (Judie. de Thucyd. p. 883). 
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the vehemence of intestine conflict, instead of being kept ... 
within such limits as consists with the maintenance of one•1 · 

society among the contending parties, becomes for the time "-! 
inflamed and poisoned with all the unscrupulous hostility' of , 
foreign war, chiefly from actual alliance betw'een parties with'i~ ·~ 
the state and foreigners without. In following the impressive. 
description of the historian, we have_ to keep i.n -mind the • r 
general state of manners in his time, especially the cruelties 1. 
tolerated by the laws of war, as compared with that greater 
humanity arid respec-t for-iife which has grown up <;luring the 
last two centuries in modern Europe. And we have further to 
recollect that if he had been describing the effects of political 
fury among C':_I'thaginians ~£~-I~ instead of among his con- _ 
temporary Greel{s, he would have added, to his list of horrors, I. 
m_utila~~~~!};_,a_nd_oJh~x:- refine~£tS on simple 
murder. . , 

The _lan~~ge -~es is to_ be taken r~ther as a t 
generalisatiOn allcl concentratiOn of pQ.::enomena whrch he had 
observed among different communities, than as belonging alto- ;; 
gether to any one of them. I do not believe-what a super
ficial reading of his opening words might at first suggest-that 

'the bl<:JO~~d)n.,.-K,gr~,X-H1·~-~2.,nly_the earlies_t,..£t!!~by no If 
means tne worst, of a senes of similar l:iorrors spread over the 
GrecianWcirld:--"Thefacts stated i;}h!s own . l:i1story suffice 
to"ShawtYiaCtliough the same causes, which worked upon this 
unfortunate island, became disseminated and produced analo
gous mischiefs thro~ghout many othe.r communities-ty~he 
case of Korkyra, as 1t was the first, sort was also thewors!_and 
most aggra:'~a·if_r:iiOint :of~i~~:IIs~tfl, F qtunat~lJth~ a~ count ._ 
of Thucydrdes ·enables·us-to understand rt from begmnmg to 
end, and to appreciate the degree of-"guilt of the various parties 
implicated, which we can seldom do with_ certainty ; because 
when once the interchange of violence has begun, the feelings 
arising out of the contest itselfpresently overpower in the 
minds of both parties the original cause of dispute, as well as 
all scruples as to fitness of means. Unjustifiable acts in 
abundance are committed by both, and in comparing the two, 
we are often obliged to employ the ·emphatic language which 
Tacitus uses respecting Otho and Vitelli us-" deteriorem Jore, 
quisquis vicis~et "-of two bad men all that the Roman world 
could foresee was, that the victor, whichsoever he was, would 
prove the worst. '\ ~ 

'
Bu_t_i_n_r~g§;r_dJo. thi _Kor~yr::ean _!:_evolJ!!i<>Q,"" w,e ~call. agi'-_'e at ~ 

a Vlore discririiifi8:ting-::£ifud~Weseethaeieis-f{o~-;-~he _, 
L 2 " ., 
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~e~inning the work of a selfish oligarchical party, playing the 
~me of a foreign enemy, and the worst and most ancient 
enemy, of the island,-aiming to subvert the existing demo
ca;kv and acquire power for themselves-jand ready to employ 
~'measure of fraud or violence for tl'ie attainment of these 
;'bjects. While the democracy which they attack is purely de
fensive and .conservative, the oligarchical movers, having tried 
fair means in vain, are the first to employ foul means, which 

•latter they find retorted with greater effect against themselves. 
They set the example of judicial prosecution against Peithias, 
for the destruction of a political antagonist ; in the use of this 

' same weapon, he proves more than a match for them, and 
employs it to their ruin. Next, they pass to the use of the 
dagger in the senate-house against him and his immediate 
fellow-leaders, and to the wholesale application of the sword 
against the democracy generally. The Korkyrrean Demos are 
thus thrown upon the defensive. Instead of the affections of 
ordinary life, all the most intense anti-social sentiments-fear, 
pugnacity, hatred, vengeance,-obtained unqualified possession 
of their bosoms; exaggerated too through the fluctuations of 
victory and defeat, successively brought by Nikostratus, Alki
das, and Eurymedon. Their conduct as victors is such as we 
should expect under such maddening circumstances, from 
coarse men mingled with liberated slaves. It is vindictive and 
murderDus in the extreme, not without faithless breach of 
assurances given. But we must remember that they are driven 
to stand upon their defence, and that all their energies are 
indispensable to make that defence successful. They are pro
voked by an aggression no less guilty in the end than in the 
means-an aggression, too, the more gratuitous, because, if we 
look at the state of the island at the time when the oligarchical 
captives were restored from Corinth, there was no pretence for 
affirming that it had suffered, or was suffering, any loss, hard
ship, or disgrace, from its alliance with Athens. These oligar
chical insurgents find the island in a state of security and 
tranquillity-since the war imposed upon it little necessity for 
effort. They plunge it into a sea of blood, with enormities as 
well as suffering on both sides, which end at length in their 
own complete extermination. Our compassion for their final 
misery must not hinder us from appreciating the behaviour 
whereby-it-was earned. 

J'' In the course of a few years from this time, we shall have 
, occasion to recount two political movements in Athens similar 
i pfinciple and general result to this Korkyr<ean revolution ; 
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·exfnbttmg oltgarchtcal consptrators agamst an ~tstmg a·nc 
{onserva:tive -aemocr'acf"withtliisconsj:ii;acy-at fi;st success 
ful, but•a:fter\v~put-_down, ansi1!i~:Qemos:ag-ain rest_Qieqj 
The contrasthetween Athens and Korkyni under such circJ~11-
stances will be found highly instructive, especially in regar(i tc 
the Demos_ both in the hours of .defeat and in those of victory 
It will then be seen how much the habit of active participatior 
in political and judi<:i:JJ affl!it:.s.,.=of open, conflicting discussion 
dischargingthe malignant passions by way -of speech, and foi. 
lowed by appeal to the vote-of having constantly present, t< 
the mind of every citizen in his_ charader_oLDjhs_(px_~kkle 
siast, _t?e·-~o~~~:Si:fi.s:JOciety, ~~hep~r~~~nl 
:authonty of a constitutiOnal maJonty-how much all these cir· 
cumstances,-brougliCh:ome as tliey-were at Athens more thar 
in any other democracy to the feelings of individuals, contri 
buted to soften the instincts of_intls ine violence and revenge, 
even under very great provocatiOn. . 
~~But the case of Korky,E, ~s wel,,a.~_t?.~t of Athi,!IJ.§,~~n 
~nVso marryrespects, consprre:t;f tllus!.ra~e . another trutn, 0 
~ifl ~ch- im portarrce ·in~@rectan".J:ii~{d'ry.--Botltof 't!iem 'show Xm• 

,,"#---.... t _ ..... ~ ... Jolo•· ...... --""'~-,~-~~;1'Q.·,~· .• ---="'"'" -- ---·· • 

false an~_;~p~,;d_~!~~~.r~e-PL~!.~~,gps, set .. up ,15y~~Jie_nch. anc 
great"'men of the vanous Gr.ectan cities,. to supenor morality 
superjor ·mreJJigence;alla greater fifneis -for using honourJtblJ 
and beneficially the powers of government, as compared witt 
the mass of the citizens. J Though the Grecian oligarchies 
exercising powerful sway over fashion, and more especially <)Ve: 
the meaning of words, b~towed upon themselves the app~lla 
tion of " the best men, the honourable and good, the elegant 
the superior," &c., and attached to those without their owr 
circle epithets of a contrary tenor, implying low moral attri 
butes-no such difference will be found borne out by the fact: 
of Grecian history.l Abundance of infirmity, :wi~h occasi<ma 
bad passions, was dGubtless liable to work upon the pe()pl~ 
generally, oftencorrupting and misguiding even the Athe11ia1 
democracy, the best apparently of all the democracies i1 
Greece. But after all, the rich and great men were only 1 
part of the people, and taking them as a class (apart fron 
honourable individual exceptions) by no means the best part 
If exempted by their position from .some of the vices whicl 
beset smaller and poorer men, they imbibed from that sam 
position an unmea:!mred self importance---='and an exces>;· 0 
personal ambition as well as of personal appetite-peculiar t• 

1 See the valuable preliminary discourse, prefixed to Welcker's editio. 
of Theognis, page xxi. sect. 9 seq. · , 

"4 . 
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' themselves, not less anti-social in tendency, and operating 
·upon a much grander scale. To the, prejudices and super
stitions belonging to the age, they were noway superior, con
sidering them as a class; while their animosities among one 
another, virulent and unscrupulous, were among the foremost 
causes of misfortune in Grecian commonwealths. Indeed 
many of the most exceptionable acts committed by the de
mocracies, consisted in their allowing themselves to be made 
the tools of one aristocrat for the ruin of another. Of the 
intense party-selfishness which characterised them as a body, 
sometimes exaggerated into the strongest anti-popular anti
pathy, as we see in the famous oligarchical oath cited by 
Aristotle,l-we shall find many illustrations as we advance in 
the history, but none more striking than this Korkyr::ean 
revolution. 

CHAPTER LI 

·'0 'FROM THE TROUBLES IN KORKYRA, IN THE FIFTH YEAR OF 
THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR, DOWN TO THE END OF THE 
SIXTH YEAR 

• ABOUT the same time as the troubles of Korkyra occurred, 
I' Nikias the Athenian general conducted an armament against 
~ .. the rocky island of Minoa, which lay at the mouth of the 
~~ harbour of Megara, and was occupied by a Megarian fort and 
~garrison. The narrow channel, which separated it from the 

t". Megarian port of Nis::ea and formed the entrance of the 
:...J;l,arbour, was defended by two towers projecting out from 
/Nis::ea, which Nikias attacked and destroyed by means of 
~ battering machines from his ships. He thus cut off Minoa 
;,-'from communication on that side with the Megarians, and 

fortified it on the other side, where it communicated with the 
main land by a lagoon bridged over with a causeway. Minoa, 
thus becoming thoroughly insulated, was more completely 
fortified and made an Athenian possession ; since it was 
eminently convenient to keep up an effective blockade against 
the Megarian harbour, which the Athenians had hitherto done 
only from the opposite shore of Salamis.2 

1 Aristot. Politic. v. 7, rg. Kal -rrji 3hp.rp «aK6vovs trrop.at, Kal/3ov'll.e6rrw 
II, Tt av r;x:w KaK6v. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 51. See the note of Dr. Arnold, and the plan embodied 
in his work, for the topography of Minch, which has now ceased to be an 
island, and is a hill on the mainland near the shore. 
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1,\:,..'Pl'l(ugh ~.~ s~_?.~iJ<:e~atu~!. had been for some time~ 
~onsprcuous m pub1rc hfe, anii"'rS'Smd to have been mo;e~than.~ 
"once _Strategus al.?n!?.,.;~ Perikle:~ this is_ the'~rst occasion·v 

on wfil~Tl'iucydreffis mtroduces lirm to our notice. He was~ 
now one of the Strategi or generals of the commonwealth, and 
appears to have enjoyed, on the whole, a greater and more~ 
constant personal esteem than any citizen of Athens, from thew 
present time down to his death. ' In wealth and in faiiJliy;_ 
he ranked among the first class of-A1henians : lu-Rolitic~L 

\character, ~r~stot!~ .. J!la,Q~.d-hlrn~;-Jg~ether with . 'ThuQy5J,id~s 
1 s~n of--M:~lesras=aiili-TB:eramenes, above all other] names. m 

f 
Atfieman history-seemingly even above Perikles.1 

Such a criticism, from Aristotle, deserves respectful atten
: tion, though the facts before us completely belie/ so lofty an 

estimate. It marks, however, the position occupied by Nikias 
in Athenian politics, as the principal person of what may~ 
be called the oligarchical party, succeeding Kim on and v 
Thuc,r,~ide~-:;_~p.res~g;.lheramen.e~,In-IOOI{ing .tothe 01 
condrtrorrs unaer whrch thrs party contmued to subsrst, we f. 
shal~ ~ee th<::~u_rjn~ ,the int~Iva!J:>~t~Y.;.e.ell Thucxdides (so?_of (' 
Melesras) anu Nikras, the democratical forms had acqmred 'I 
sucn confirmed ·~Sce~ency,'~that . it would not have suite~·
the purpose of any politician to betray evidence of positive (.4 

hostility to. them, prior to the Sicilian expedition and the great) 
embarrassment in the foreign relations of Athens whi<;h arose, 
out of that disaster. After that change, the Athenian oligarchs 'I 
became emboldened and aggressive, so that we shall find· 
Theramenes among the .chief conspirators in th¢ revolution~, 

ll
of the .. !. ?J!r,.Jlu?-Gired.. But Jti~l!s !;E£~-~q_,t.~~.th~,.9.)i.g!l . .rchica.l l 
part~ _r:r:Jl~J?!-~vwus state <;>J...q_~~C::~~ a~.,!!JPIP,!~~y~~g~-' 
modatr~ rts~lf to p...§p,.tererg!L,demgQ~SXJand exrstmg m_!?e. 
form ·of common sentiment rather than ofi· comm<m purposes .... · 
.And it is a remarkable illustration of th~ real temper of the ., 
'Athenian people, that a man of this ch~racter, known as an 
oligarch but not feared as such, and doing his duty sincerely · 
to the democracy, should have remained until his death the 
most esteemed and influential man in the city. \ t 
\Nikias was a man of even .• rriediocrity,;jA_intellect, in , 

\ 

ed.ucation,~iiid~in.4orato._ ~y_;_for\Vard ~n ,his rritli~y uiffi§ .Jn·a· "') 
not only personal1~eou·s-m tlie field, but hrtherto 
found competent as a general under ordinary circumstance

7
s : 2 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 2, 3· 
I 2 Kcdro< t'Y"''Y• Kal r<p.wp.a< ~" rov roworou (says Nikias in the Athenian 
assembly, ThucycL vi. 9) Kid f}cruov er€pwv 7r€pl T<ji ~p.au-rov uwp.an 
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' ,Asiduous, too, in the discharge of all political duties at home, 
~ elpecially in the post of Strate gus or one of the ten generals 
~\/"'f the state, to which he was frequently chosen and rechosen. 
~f the many valuable qualities combined in his predecessor 
~l?erikles, the recollection of whom was yet fresh in the 

~ Athenian mind, Nikias ppss~ssed two, on which, most of all, 
his influence rested,-though, properly speaking, that influence 
belongs to the sum total of his character, and not to any 
special attributes in it : 'First, he was thoroughly incorruptible 
as to pecuniary gains-a quality so rare in Grecian public men 
of all the cities, that when a man once became notorious for 
possessing it, he acquired a greater degree of trust than any 
superiority of intellect could have bestowed upon him·: next, 
he adopted the Periklean view as to the necessity of a con-

? servative or stationary foreign policy for Athens, avoiding new 
·acquisitions at a distance, adventurous risks, or provocation to 
fresh enemies. With this important point of analogy there 
were at the same time material differences between them 
even in regard to foreign policy-. -Perikles\vas a conservative, 
resolute against submitting to loss or abstraction of empire, but 
at the same time refraining from aggrandisement: Nikias was 
in policy faint-hearted, averse to energetic effort for any purpose 
whatever, and disposed not only to maintain peace, but even 
to purchase it by considerable sacrifices. Nevertheless, he 
was the leading champion of the conservative party of his day, 
always powerful at Athens : and as he was constantly familiar 
with the details and actual course of public affairs, capable of 
giving full effect to the cautious and prudential point of view, 
and enjoying unqualified credit for honest purposes-his value 

~ 
a permanent counsellor was steadily recognised, even 

ough in particular cases his counsel might not be followed. 
Besides these two main points, which Nikias had in common 

with Perikles, he was perfect in the use of minor and collateral 
modes of standing well with the ·people, which that great man 
had taken but little pains to practise. ' While Perikles attached 
himself to Aspasia, whose splendid!qualities did not redeem 
in the eyes of the public either her foreign origin or her 
unchastity, the domestic habits of Nikias app_eg.._r_ .to have 
been strictly conformable to the !ules of Athenian decorum. , 
Perikles was surrounded by philosophers, Nikias by prophets ' 

oppwo&· vop.l(u.·v op.olws a:yaliov 1TDAfT1/V Elvat, ~s uv Kal TOV trd,p.ar&s Tl Kal 
-r~s ob<rias 1rpovo~-rat. 

The whole conduct of Nikias before Syracuse, under the most trying 
circumstances, more than bears out this boast. 
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.\-wnose .advice was. necessary both :as a consolation to his 

t/mperament and as a guide to his intelligence under difficulties. _; 
~"One of them was constantly in his service and <::onfidence, :and 

his conduct appears :to have been sensibly .a:ffected by .the, 
difference of character between one prophet and another, 1 just '
as the governn:ent of L_ou~s X),:Y.:__an,d..:oth0~ljc-::PE!l~est; 
has been modified ·by th~l:fange of confessors. \To a hfe , 
thus ri~idl~~orou~ ~~ ultra:~£gio~~_both e;.n~t;e_ntlyt: 

~ accepta15le to tlie . Atheman_s-N.2_~1~·~ed the J~~lCI?US ~ 
employment of a large fortun_~_~a v1ew to J:!O]:!ulanty. ~ 

~Those litj!~g~.(or expensivepublic duti~~ unuei'taken 6jrich v 
men, each m h1s turn, throughout oth·er ntles of Greece as well q1 
as in Athe-ns) which fell to his lot, were performed with such+' 
splendour, munificence, and good .taste, as to procure for him Cl 
universal encomiums) and so much above his predece~sors .as \ 
to be long ·remember~d and extolled. Most of these hturg1es; 
were canr1ected withlthe religious service of the s:ta:te, so that ~ 
Nikias, by his manner of performing them, displayed his zeal t..i 
for the honou,r.,cif th·e~gZ,Q..s~lJ.Uhe same time that he TaiClup().o 

rfor ilim~lf'i"'store orpop~M:oreover, the remarkable 
1 

caution and timi§ity::::=not before an enemy, but in reference 
r to -fii-s="5Wii fell~v-citizens-which marked his character, 

rendered him pre-eminently scrupulous as to giving offence 
, 'Or making personal enemies. While his demeanour towards 

the poorer citizens g~~Jly~s_eq.uat:aR<I~iriatini,"'"the 
·' presents-wfiichne rrfaaFWere numerous, both to gain friends 

and to silence assailants. We a.re not surprised to hear, that 
various bullies, whom the comic writers turn to scorn, made 

~
their profit out of this susceptibility. But most assuredly 
Nikias as a public ma,n,_though he might occasionally be 
cheatea-rut"":"O! money, profited greatly by the reputation thus. 
acquired. _ , • 

The e enses unavoidable in s'ud1 a career, combined with'<': 
strict pe/sonal honesty, could not have been defrayed except~ 
by ar;~fh,E;r _ q11a:lity,-:whic~ 92ghLn"ot _tq_C.,QUT;lt~s. <!~~~itable~~ 
to N1k1as, though m this too he stootl d1stmgmshed from'li 

7 Perl.~ He was a careful and_diligenL.money-getter; a 'VJ 
... specula~JE.. the §ilver-~~L~~IJ!,..J!.~pJ.§i'lriej:qr," of CJ 

one _!~o~~~p£:~sl~~o.lll_ he let out for work ~n th~tn, o&.; 

receiVmg a !ixea sum per head for each.) The supermtendmg '(! 
1 Thucyd. vii. 50; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 4· s,fz3. T<ji /LEll'fOt NtKlt> (1'VV7)• ~ 

v<xo71 ,.&n p.7)oe p.J.,,.,, tx••v (p.,.<tpov· o -yap ow~671s a/Jroii ""l rb 'll'ol\v~~ 
-r1is lietrrtoat~-tovlas lt.cpatpwv ~nl\;B[o7)s ~reOvnim J.Wcpbv (p.,.pou8ev. This is I 
suggested by Plutarc~as an excuse for mistakes on the part of Nikias. ~ 
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slaves who managed the details of this business were men of 
great ability and high pecuniary value.1 Most of the wealth 
of Nikias was held in this form, and not in landed property. 
Judging by what remains to us of the comic authors, this must 
have been considered as a perfectly gentlemanlike way of 

. making mo!J.ey: for while they abound with derision of the 
leather-dresser K1eon, the lamp-maker Hyperbolus, and the 
vegetable-selling mother to whom Euripides owes his birth, 
we hear nothing from them in disparagement of the slave-letter 
Nikias. · · 
' The degree to which the latter was thus occupied with the 
care of his private fortune, together with. the general moderation 
.of his temper;Illade him often wish to abstract himself from 
public duty. But such unambitious reluctance, rare among 
the public men of the day, fath~r-mlltlt:the· Athenians more 
anxious to put him forward and retain his services. • In the 
eyes of the Pentakosiomedimni and the Hippeis, the two 
richesf classes in Athens, he was one of themselves-and on 
the whole the best man, as beings01iUleopen to reproach or 
calumny, whom they could oppose to the leather-dressers 
and lamp-makers, who often out-talked them in the public 
assembly. The hoS,lites, who despised Kleon-and did not 
much regard <!V"en tebrave, hardy, and soldierlike Lamachus, 
because he happened to be poor 2-respected in Nikias the 
union of wealth and family with honesty, courage, and care
fulness in command; The mar~till1_e and trading multitude. 
esteemed him as a decorous, honest, religious gentleman1 
who gave splendid choregies, treated the poorest men with 
consideration, and never turned the public service into 
a job for his own profit-who moreover, if he possessed no 
commanding qualities, so as to give to his advice imperative 
and irresistible authority, was yet always worthy of being 
consulted, and a steady safeguard against public mischief. 
Before the fatal Sicilian expedition, he had never commanded 
on any very serious or difficult enterprise-;ourwnatne had 
done had-been accompllshed successfully; so that)1e,enjoyed 
the reputariorr·uf"a"fOftUtl'lrnnrnvellasa prud~nt co"rnmander.3 . 

~ ~--'·-- --- ·~ -· - ~ l 
1 Xenophon, Memorab. ii, 5, 2; Xenophon, De Vectigalibus, iv. 14. ' 
2 Thucyd. v. 7 ; Plutarch, Alkibiad&s, c. 21. '0 -yap M.p.axos ~v p.ev 

'1TOAEfliXDS xal avopJ01/S, a;lwfla o' OV 1rpoa'i)v ovo' iJyxos avTrji llta ?r<vlav: 
compare Plutarch, Nikias, c. 15. 

3 Thucyd. v 16. N<Kias 7TA<tcrTa or&v or&n EV </><pO,u.<vos ~v dTpaT'l/")'ia<S
NHdas p.ev /3ovll6p.evos, EV <e a7ra8~s ~v /cal >i~toUTO, Btacrd!cracr8at 'T 11 v 
•vTvxiav, &c.-vi. 17. ~ws €-ydJ TE (Alkibiad&s) (n hp.:iCw p.<T' ah~s 
xal o Nudas .UTvx~s BoKEt Elva1, &c. 
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He appears to have acted as r>roxenus tb the Laced~~ian_s-~ 
at .;}.t~m; prol:5affiyl)y"1lls own choice, and among sewal 1 

;9Jfi·ers: , 
liTil~~firsJN~~~J~~Wk.UJ.tt~L~iJ&j~s1-after the time when+\ 
,fu?'Fose to enJOY full consideratiOn m Athens, bemg already oft;., 
~mature a~~-was SJ2~~-.iiJ,,.£iJ?RQ~9n; tl;_~ ~f, E 
m opposition to'l\ik!l::naaes. To employ terms wfirch are notl"l: 
fullf:-suitai:llet?'the"".Athe;;'i;m deinocE!S~.,-~uf kwfiich yet"'orirrg~ 
to vr~cfl'ffete'nc-e-inten e """W''e: noted better than any ~" 

'.,?thers,INikias was~i~~!..2LJ!!i!li~te.ti;J.Ll!li!lJ.,~9ft~l):__a,._ct!l~llyt)} 
'e~ercis.i~g. ,~.a. n. a-.~ .. wayf; likely._!~. exerc~., offi .. cr.· a! .. fur~c.tr.·gns. ·~· . 
1 Kleon was a"''li'1ffi ofTfie Q.RRQ§Jtioll,:~'Jl.Q,~!L.PJ9Y!D!;~ rt was to · 
superviSe='an:d ce~fti~]t~t:Jl~~guct. 

1 
We rriustKdivesfffiese :vor?s ?~:;taccor;npimiiiient which t~e / 
are unde~-m carry 1n""Engll:Sh-p6lrtrcal-hfe··~'a-stand~:ng · 
parliamentary majority in 'Tmt0Fone""'Rlif1y.:=Kleon-Wbuld 
often ea:tr:Tifi~~f!C assem6ly resolufions,'which hfs oppo- ' ' 
nents Nikias and others of like rank and position-,-who served 
in the posts'"""'f~5tnrteg~§~.<iqr,...:and:.oth~i:iihportant 
offices-design'atecr"""')ytne general vote-were obliged against ~ 

. their will to execufe. J . --- · 'If 
~ In/attaining such offices they were ~ist;,d. by .!h~P.o!ifjcal t}. 
FclHbs, -·or. established c?ns.J);.ff!:."e!..-::(J2,. !fi122~~...]itl-PDginal\k • 
.ftterally~~fitnem.an.s,lp staE.~ each other,~ 
both for acqmsrtron of office and for mutual msurance under , 
judicial trial. I ~h~e ~~ubs, .?.!:. ~r.t~~~§,_::!£~~h~e .• ,J?.!eY.e~. an. I 

l rmp~~?l.R~ m .. Jli~.PJ:~s!JG!:!-L.w~~ ~~h;n;_an p~tlsstf 
and rt rs mucn to D"e regret1oomat we are possessea of·nby 
details respt:cting them. We know that in Athens they wire 

:thoroughly oligarchical in disposition 1-while equality, I or . 
f#H'V'"" / . . 

'"\ 1 Thucyd .... viii. 54· Ked o f'~" ITd<Tavlipos -r&s -re {vvwf'O<Tias, aY1rep ~-rv-y-
, tXi!-~ot;fL?tpj~pov ~" TV 1r&i\.EL oiiuat brl OlKats Kal ltpxats, Cr.1r4uas E1rr;AfJWv ~eal·. 
/'frflpO;Jf:d\f:ycrcJ.p.EVOS 81rws ~ucrrpruf>~VTES Kal ICOtViJ {3oul\EVO'J.p.EVOI. IC0.7aA,{)(fOIJfJ'l 
-ro~li'iif'ov, «al Tal\l\a ""P"IT«•v&.<Tas, &c. . ,· 
;' After having thus organised the Hetaories, and brought them into co

operation for his revolutionary objects against the democracy, Peisander 
departed from Athens to Samos : on his return he finds that these 
Hetreries have been very actively .employed, and had made great progress 
towards the subversion of the democracy: they had assassinated the 
demagogue Androkl@s and various other political enemies-ol 15~ &.,u.cpl -rhv 
Tie(irav0pov-;}A6ov ~S Td.s ,AfJ-f,vas,-H:al _ICaTai\.au.f3J.vovrn 'TQ. 1ri\.E7G'Tet To'is 
ii'Talpocs 7rpoELp"faiTf'~""• &c. (viii. 65). 

The political ~-racp•{a to which Alkibiacles helon[i'ecl 'is mentioned in 
Isokratt§s, De Bigis, Or. xvi. p. 348, sect. 6. l\e-yov'T€s &is o 1ra-r1]p 
ITVV&.-yoc -r1]v' eTci.tpdav ~1rl JI€WTEpo<s 1rp&.-yf'airc. Allusions to 
these ii'Tacpiiac and to their well-known political and judicial purposes .. 
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. something near to it, in rank and position, must have been 
essential to the social harmony of the members. In some 
towns, it appears that such political associations existed under 

. the form of gymnasia 1 for the mutual exercise of the members, 
or of syssitia for joint banquet~~..,.At Athens they >vere numerous, 
and doubtless not habitually .. 1n friendship with each other ; 
since the antipathies among different oligarchical men were ex
ceedingly strong, and the union brought about between them at 
the time of the Four Hundred, arising oniy out of common desire 
to put down the democracy, lasted but a little while. But the 
designation of persons to serve in the capacity of Strategus and 
other principal offices greatly depended upon them-as well as 
the facility of passing through that trial of accountability to 
which every man w~s liable after his year of office. ( Nikias, and 
tnen generally of h1s rank and fortune, helped .by·tl1eS'e ·dubs 
and lending help iii tlieir turn, composed what may be called the 
ministers, or executive individual functionaries of Athensl: the 

1men who acted; gave orders as to specific acts, and saw /o the 
execution pf that which the senate and the public assembly 
resolved. ·Especially in regard to the military_and_p.avaLforce 
of the city,\so large and so :rcliveTyemplOyed at this time, the 
powers of detail possessed by the Strategi must have been very 

• 9ireat, and essential to ilie safety ofthe state. l 
f .;J:;_ :While Nikias was thus in what may be calldd ministerial func
\,,Jion, Kleon was not of suf!icie~t import~nce to at.tain_ ~he :;;arne, 
()";_hut was confined to the mfenor functiOn of oppos1t1on. \Ve' 
~.~ball see in the coming chapter how he became as it weie pro.• 
r.~oted, partly by his own superior penehatiOO, partly"by the 
{ dishonest·artifice ana· m!sjlfdgemenC<WNi.Kiasana other oppo
rt nents, in the affair of Srhakteria. ,But his vocation was now 
.!" to find fault, to censure; to denounce; his theatre of action 
r, (' '• -

J~fortunately they are only allusions) are found in Plato, The~det. c. 79, 
i. p. I73· o"1rovoal oE- hatpetiiiv br' &pxcis, &c. ; also Plato, Legg. ix. c. 3, 
· p. 856 ; Plato, Republic. ii. c. 8, p. 365, where they are mentioned in 

conjunction with O"uvwp.oO"lcu-~1Tl -yap TO A.av8clvetv ~uvwp.ocria:s T€ ~tal ~Tcu
pe[as O"vvcl~op.ev-also in Pse~!do-Andokid~s cont. Alkibiad. c. 2, p. !12. 
Compare the general remarks of Thucydid~s, iii. 82, and Demosthenes 
<:ont. Stephan. ii. p. II57· 

Two Dissertations, by Messrs. Vischer and Buttner, collect the scanty 
indications respecting these Hetreries, together with some attempts to 
enlarge and speculate upon them, which are more ingenious than trust
worthy (Die Oligarchische Partei und die Hetairien in Athen, von W. 
Vischer, Basel, 1836; Geschichte der politischen Hetairien zu Athen, von 
Hermann BUttner, Leipsic, 1840). 

1 About the political workings of the Syssitia and Gymnasia, see Plato, 
Legg. i. p. 636; Polybius, xx. 6. 
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was the senate,. th~ R1!£.lk.3~.embly, the dikasteri~;.,hi_s,p_rinl\ 
cipal talent'Was"tni:lfof"speech;"in·whicli"he must"uriquestionably/ 
have surpasse1l"all"'liis'c0iitemponiries. The two gifts which 
ha~ bee~ed in ~rgc~~~p~dfY:(oi3P.cie~h,~.a:s 
wetrn-for actwn-were ·now severed, and had fallen, though · 
boUiin greaHy1i1rei-10r degree; tne'"'Onet'0N1kii's7th'e Oi:h'er· to·. 
Kleon. As an opposition-man,,fi~rce _and,.violent in_ temper,. l Kleon was extremely formidable to all acting functionaries ; andj·. 

1 from his·iiiflilence iri'1he"plibi1~assembl}r;"liewa"'Sdouj:ltless the 1 
author of many important posili~~ rp$aSurf:s,;J[qs..gpjl.J,gJ;>e:yconCf 
the function'S-bel'i:mging to w_hat_is.,.called.opposition. But/ 
though the-mos1-e11ectiv~··;~ th<? Jl1Jblic .~egLbly, · 
he ~as~no!J?r:Th.a,t. !!il.S8n_the..T3~l.}~u~l-P.~~s_on.in the. 
}le~~y.::-- His powers of·speecli ni fil-et stood out the more·• 

\

:prol11rnently, b~~ause !hey were fou?dlt~art froin th~;t. station 1 

~an.dT!hose quahtles wh1·c·h w._.ere.~. ns.I~~~;:~y .. ~.,Q_~J; .. Ath~.n.... s,~ (· rbut esS'emtal"l:~_leadeL..m_pohtical h~ : 
.~::To·uiilierst~n_? tn~.P~litiG~lS()~dition,o[:~tl?-~~~ ... a~s t~r:?::• 
0t has been necessq.ry to take this ;~~I?~~ oet":~$Jl1::{*_!as · 

and Kleon, and to r:~¥Jark, that tnougf:i tlie latter might be a 
more"Victori~ker, the former was th~ rrto,r~ guiding and . . ,..--~.~~~~~-·-··'" ...... ~~-' . 

\
mfluentialleas!~r. The points gamea· b)(Kleon were all noisy 
and'palpaDle, sometimes lidWever, willio\'it"'d''O!)t~ of consider-
able 1?-om~nt-.. -.bu~ t_he ~ourse ofJlffa. ir;s.d'{as-m.u~::.gp .. der.' 
the ~~<m-2(N.'Ikia:>.. r··~ -- •w- •• --;.,.. 

It was ouring the survm~r of this year (the _fifth of the war-; 
B.c. 427) that the A,themans began operatiOns on a small 
scale in Sicily; probably contrary to the advice both of 
Nikias and Kleon, neither of them seemingly favourable to 
these distant undertakings. I reserve however the series of 
Athenian measures in Sicily-which afterwards became .the 
turning-point of the fortunes of the state-for a department by 
themselves. I shall take them up separately, and bring them 
down to the Athenian expedition against Syracuse, when I 
reach the date of that important event. • · . ~ 

During the autumn of the same year, the epidemic disorder, 1 
after having intermitted· for some time, resumed its ravages atv 
Athens, and continued for one whole year longer, to the sad,, 
ruin both of the strength and the comfort of the city. And it~ 
seems that this autumn; as well as the ensuing summer, were 0 

distinguished by violent atmospheric and terrestrial disturbance. 
Numerous earthquakes were experienced at Athens, in Eubcea, 
in Bceotia, especially near Orchomenus. Sudden waves of the 
sea and unexampled tides were also felt on the coast of Eubcea 
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:md Lokris, and the islands of Atalante and Peparethus; the 
~Athenian fort and one of the two gu:ud-ships at Atalante were 
~artially destroyed. The earthquakes produced o~e effect 
• favourable to Athens~ They deterred the Lacedxmomans from 
,t{~ading Attica. Agis king of Sparta had already reached the 
tfsthmus for that purpose; but repeated earthquakes were 
~looked upon as an unfavourable portent, and the scheme was 
,tabandoned.l 

These earthquakes however were not considered sufficient to 
Jeter the Lacedxmonians from the foundation of Herakleia, a 
,..new colony near the strait of Thermopylx. On this occasion, 
A4e hear of a branch of the Greek population not before men-

~
oned during the war. The coast north-west of the strait of 
hermopylx was occupied by the three subdivisions of the 

1:alians-Paralii, Hieres, and Trachinians. These latter, 
, immediately adjoining Mount CEta on its north side-as well 
,13_;> the Dorians (the little tribe properly so called, which was 
/accounted the primitive hearth of the Dorians generally) who 

joined the same mountain range on the south-were both of 
~hem harassed and plundered by the predatory mountaineers, 
~probably .lEtolians, on the high lands between them. At first 
~the Trachinians were disposed to throw themselves on the 
~rotection of Athens. But not feeling sufficiently assured as to 
/"'tpe way in which she would deal with them, they joined with 
ft.he Dorians in claiming aid from Sparta : in fact, it does not 
,..appear that Athens, possessing naval superiority only and being 
' inferior on land, could have given them effective aid. 

The Lacedxmonians, eagerly embracing the opportunity, 
determined to plant a strong colony in this tempting situation. 
There was wood in the neighbouring regions for ship-building, 2 

so that they might hope to acquire a naval position for attack
ing the neighbouring island of Eube£a, while the passage of 
troops against the subject-allies of Athens in Thrace, would 
also be facilitated; the impracticability of such passage had 
forced them, three years before, to leave Potidxa to its fate. 
A considerable body of colonists, Spartans and Lacedxmonian 
Perie£ki, was assembled under the conduct of three Spartan 
CEkists-Leon, Damagon, and Alkidas; the latter (we are to 
presume, though Thucydides does not say so) the same 
admiral who had met with such little success in Ionia and at 
Korkyra. Proclamation was further made to invite the junction 

1 Thucyd. iii. 87, 89, go. 
2 Respecting this abundance of wood, as well as the site of Herakleia 

generally, consult Livy, xxxvi. 22. 
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of all other Greeks as colonists, excepting by name Ionians, 
Ach:oeans, and some other tribes not here specified. Probably 
the distinct exclusion of the Ach:oeans must have been rather 
the continuance of ancient sentiment than dictated by any.· 
present reasons ; since the Ach:oeans were not now pronounced 
enemies of Sparta. A number of. colonists, stated as not less, 
than IO,ooo, flocked to the place, having confidence in the ._ 
stability of the colony under the powerful protection of Sparta. 
The new town, of large circuit, was built and fortified under 
the name of Herakleia; 1 not far from the site of Trachis, 
about two miles and a quarter from the nearest- point of the·• 
Maliac Gulf, and about double that distance from the strait of 
Thermopyl:oe. Near to the latter, and for the purpose of keeping 
effective possession of it, a port with dock and accommodation 
for shipping was constructed. · · ' ~· 

A populous city, established under Laced:oemonian protection 
in this important post, alarmed the Athenians, and created 
much expectation in every part of Greece. But the Laced:oe
monian CEkists were harsh and unskilful in. their management ; 
while the Thessaliims, to whom the Trachinian territory was. 
tributary, considered the colony as an encroachment upon 
their soil. Anxio,11s to prevent its increase, they harassed it 
with hostilities froin the first moment. The ffit:oean assailants 
were also active enemies ; so that Herakleia, thus pressed from 
without and misgoverned within, dwindled down from its _ 
original numbers and promise, barely maintaining its existence. 2i 
We shall find it in later times, however, revived, and becoming 

-a place of considerable importance. -· . " 
\1 The main Athenian armament of this summer, consisting of~ 
~- sifty triremes under Niki~~' '!D<!t;J!2..<2.k..ill}-ex_pgs;liti9l1~~gainst .. " 
l'the .!s_la~ 2£. Melos. i'v.telC>s-anu-Tnera';"""ootninnaoifed":"'byJ_: 

anc1ent colomsts from Laced:oemon, had never been from the 
beginning, and still refused to be, members of the Athenian ~ 
alliance or subjects of the Athenian empire. They thus stood 
out as exceptions to all the other islands in the JEgean, and 
the Athenians thought themselves authorised to resort to 
constraint and conquest ; believing themselves entitled· to 
command over all the islands. They might indeed urge, and 
with considerable plausibility, that the Melians now enjoyed 

1 Diodor. xii. 59· Not merely was H&rakl&s the mythical progenitor 
of the Spartan kings, but the whole region near CEta and Trachis was 
adorned by legei1ds and heroic incidents connected with him : see the 
drama of the Trachinire by Sophokles. 

2 Thucyd. iii. 92, 93 ; Diodor. xi. 49 ; xii. 59· 
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their share of the protection of the .tEgean from piracy, without 
contributing to the cost of it: but considering the obstinate 
reluctance and strong philo-Laconian prepossessions of the 
Melians, who had taken no part in the war and given no ground 
of offence to Athens, the attempt to conquer them by force 
could hardly be justified even as a calculation of gain and loss, 
and was a mere gratification to the pride of power in carrying 
out what, in modern days, we should call the principle of 
maritime empire. Melos and Thera formed awkward corners, 
which defaced the symmetry of a great proprietor's field ; 1 and 
the former ultimately entailed upon Athens the heaviest of all 
losses-a deed of blood which deeply dishonoured her annals. 
On this occasion, Nikias visited the island with his fleet, and 
after vainly summoning the inhabitants, ravaged the lands, 
but retired without undertaking a siege. He then sailed away, 
and came to Oropus, on the north-east frontier of Attica 
bordering on Bceotia. The hoplites on board his ships, land
ing in the night, marched into the interior of Bceotia to the 
vicinity of Tanagra. They were here met, according to signal 
raised, by a military force from Athens which marched thither 
by land; and the joint Athenian army ravaged the Tanagnean 
territory, gaining an insignificant advantage over its defenders. 
On retiring, Nikias re-assembled his armament, sailed north
ward along the coast of Lokris with the usual ravages, and 
returned home without effecting anything further. 2 

},."'{About the same time that he started, thirty other Athenian 
triremes, under Demosthenes and Prokles, had been sent round 

• .J~eloponnesus to act upon the coast of Akarnania. In con
~unction with the whole Akarnanian force, except the men of 
.,CPJniada3-with fifteen triremes from Korkyra and some troops 
Xrci.m· Kephallenia and Zakynthus-they ravaged the whole 

tory of Leukas, both within and without the isthmus, and 
confined the inhabitants to their town, which was too strong 
to be taken by anything but a wall of circumvallation and a 
tedious blockade. And the Akarnanians, to whom the city 
was especially hostile, were urgent with Demosthenes to under
take this measure forthwith, since the opportunity might not 
again recur, and success was nearly certain. 

But this enterprising officer committed the great imprudence 
of offending them on a matter of great importance, in order 

l Horat. Sat. ii. 6. 8-
0 ! si angulus iste 

Proximus accedat, qui nunc denormat agellum! 
I! Thucyd. iii. 91. 
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to attack a country of al1 others the most impracticable
the interior of l:Etolia. The Messenians of Naupaktus, who 1 

s~ffere~ from the_ ~epre?ati~ms of the ne.ighbouri?g l:Etolian ~~ 
tnbes, mflamed hts tmagmatwn by suggestmg to htm a grand JJJ,, 
scheme of operations,1 more worthy of the large force which heiP 
commanded than the meFe reduction of Leukas. The various t" 
tribes of lEtolians-rude, brave, active, predatory, and unri- r/J 
valled in the use of the javelin·, which they rarely laid out of \,.1 
their hands-stretched acmss the country from between Par- \ 
nassus and CEta to the eastern bank of the Achelous. The 
scheme suggested by the Messenians was that Demosthenes, 
should attack the great central l:Etolian tribes-the Apodoti, .~ 
Ophioneis, and Eurytihtes :-if they were conquered, all the 
remaining continental tribes between the Ambrakian Gulf and 
Mount Parnassus might be invited or forced into ·the alliance · 
of Athens-the Akarnanians being already included in it. 
I-?:aving thus got the command of a large continental force/ 
Demosthenes contemplated the ulterior scheme of marching at 
the head of it on the west of Parnassus thmugh the. territory of 
the Owlian Lokrians-inhabiting the north of the Corinthian 
Gulf, friendly to Athens, and enemies to the l:Etolians,.whom 
they resembled both in their' habits and in their fighting~until 
he arrived at Kitynium in Doris, in the Hpper portion of the , 
valley of the river Kephisus. He would then easily descend · 
that valley into the territory of the Phokians,, who were likely 
to join the Athenians if a favourable opportunity oc~urred, but"'.• 
who might at any rate be constrained to do so. From Phokis, , 
the 'scheme was to invade from the: northwaFd the conterminous.,. 
territory of Boeotia, the· great enemy of Athens; which might "\ 
thus perhaps be completely subdued, if assailed at the sarrre • 
time from Attica. Any. Athenian general, who could have "~~ 
executed this comprehensive scheme would have. acquired at ' 
hon1e a high and well"merited celebrity. B\1t' Demosthenes ' 
had been ill-informed both as to the invincible barbarians, and 
the pathless country, comprehended: under' the name of JEtolia. 
Some of the tribes. spoke a·. language SG<!!rcely intelligible tCY 

1 Thucyd. iii. 94.. A'I/!,LOU8eP'I/sA5' lt.P«7r€l8era< KO/Ta Tbv xp6vov·'TOU'TOV VTo/)· 
MEUf!'flvf.wv Ws Ka.Abll a.V'Tip UTpaTtUs Toef:U.{n<'IJS ~vvetAe'Yp:Ev'fJs,, &~:: .. 

2 ·Thucyd. iii. 94· TO !iA.A.o T17rE<pwnKbv Tb Tathp. None of the,-tribes; 
properly called Epirots; would be comprised in this expre~sion : the name· 
.f,"e<pwTO'.< is here a general nam~ (not a proper rtame):, as· Poppo and Dr. 
Arnold remark. Demosthen~s. would calculate on. getting under his orders· 
the Akamanians and .lEtolia:ns, and some other tribes besides; but what 
other tribes, it is not easy to specify: perhaps the Agn:ei, east of Amphilo
chia, among them. 
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Greeks, and even ate their meat raw; while the country has 
even down to the present time remained not only unconquered, 
but untraversed by an enemy in arms. 

rb'a.J..I.Demosthenes accordingly retired from Leukas, in spite of 
~n_e/emonstrance of the Akarnanians, who not only could not 
' ~e' induced to accompany him, but went home in visible disgust. 
.r~ then sailed with his other forces-Messenians, Kephal
~ledians, and Zakynthians-to CEneon in the territory of the 
1-, Ozolian Lokrians, a maritime township on the Corinthian Gulf, 
, not far eastward of Naupaktus-where his army was disem
~hked, together with 300 epibata! (or marines) from the 
, .... triremes-including on this occasion, what was not commonly 
.~he case on shipboard,1 some of the choice hoplites, selected 
• ~1 frpm young men of the same age, on the Athenian muster-
~ Having passed the night in the sacred precinct of Zeus 
~ emeus at CEneon, memorable as the spot where the poet 

Hesiod was said to have been slain, he marched early in the 
morning, under the guidance of the Messenian Chromon, into 
JEtolia. On the first day he took Potidania, on the second 
Krokyleium, on the third Teichium-all of them villages 
unfortified and undefended, for the inhabitants abandoned 
them and fled to the mountains above. He was here inclined 
to halt and await the junction of the Ozolian Lokrians, who 
had engaged to invade JEtolia at the same time, and were 
almost indispensable to his success, from their familiarity with 
.iEtolian warfare, and their similarity of weapons. But the 

1 Thucyd. iii. g8. The Epibatre, or soldiers serving on shipboard 
(marines), were more usually taken from the Thetes, or the poorest class 
of citizens, furnished by the state with a panoply for the occasion-not 
from the regular hoplites on the muster-roll. Maritime soldiery is there
fore usually spoken of as something inferior: the present triremes of 
Demosthen~s are noticed in the light of an exception (vauTIK;)s !Cal cpa671.ou 
<TT panii.s, Th ucyd. vi. 2 I). 

So among the Romans, service in the legions was accounted higher and 
more honourable than that of the classiarii milites (Tacit. Histor. i. 87). 

The Athenian Epibatre, though not forming a corps permanently distinct, 
correspond in function to the English marines, who seem to have been 
first distinguished permanently from other foot-soldiers about the year 
r684. "It having been found necessary on many occasions to embark a 
number of soldiers on board our ships of war, and mere landsmen being at 
first extremely unhealthy-and at first, until they had been accustomed 
to the sea, in a great measure unserviceable-it was at length judged 
expedient to appoint certain regiments for that service, who were trained 
to the different modes of sea-fighting and also made useful in some of 
those manceuvres of a ship where a great many hands were required. 
These from the nature of their duty were distinguished by the appellation 
of maritime soldiers or marines." -Grose's Military Antiquities of the 
English Army, vol. i. p. r86. (London, 1786.) 
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Messenians again persuaded him to advance without delay 
into the interior, in order that the villages migJ:It be separately 
attacked and taken before any collective force could be gathered 
together: and Demosthenes was so encouraged by having as 
yet encountered no resistance, that he advanced _t9 LEgitium~ 
which he also found deserted, antl~C:lrpfuredrwitli'Outoppositipn. 

Here however was the term of his goQd fortune. The moun
tains round LEgitium were occupied not only by the inhabitants 
of that village, but also by the entire force of LEtolia, collected 
even from the distant tribes Bomies and Kallies, who bordered 
on the Maliac Gulf. The invasion ·of Demosthenes had 
become known beforehand to the LEtoiians, who not only fore
warned all their own tribes of the approaching enemy, but also 
sent ambassadors to Sparta and Corinth to ask for aid.1 How: 
ever they showed themselves fully capable of defending their 
own territory without foreign aid. Demosthenes found himself 
assailed in his position at LEgitium, on all sides ·at once by 
these active highlanders armed with javelins, pouring down 
from the neighbouring,hills. Not engaging in any close com
bat, they retreated when the Athenians ·advanced forward to 
charge them-resuming their aggression the moment that the 
pursuers, who could never advance far in consequence of the 
ruggedness of the ground, began to return to the main body. 
The small number of bowmen along with Demosthenes fm 
~some time kept their unshielded assailants at bay. But thE 
officer commanding the bowmen was presently ·slain; the stock 
of arrows became nearly exhausted ; and what was still worse; 
Chromon the Messehian, the only man who knew the country 
and could serve as guide, was slain also. The bowmen became 
thus either ineffective or dispersed; while the hoplites exhausted 
themselves· in vain attempts to pursue and beat off an actiYc 
enemy, who always returned upon them and in every successiH 
onset thinned and distressed· them more and more. At length 

~ 

1 Thucyd. iii. 100. llpo7r~p.'favTEs "POTEpov (s TE K6pw8ov ~tal is .Aa~teliai
p.ova 7rpfu/3Ets-7rel8oucnv CfJuTe cr<f>lO"t 7r~p.lJ!a.t crTpa-rt?tv E1r~ NaV?TaKTOV OtCt 'T1]J 
Twv 'A071val w v €1ra-yw -y-IJ v. _ 

It is n9t here meant, I think (as Goller and Dr. Arnold suppose), thal 
the JEtolians sent envoys to Lacedremon befpre there was any talk 01 

thought of the invasion of JEtolia, simply in prosecution of the standin~ 
antipathy which. they pore to N aupaktus ; but that they had sent envoy' 
immediately when they heard of the preparations for invading JEtolia-ye 
before the invasion actually took place. The words litd. T'i]v Twv 'A871valwJ 
e-rra-yw-y-hv show that this is the meaning. . 

The word €-rra-yw-y-h is rightly construed by Haack; against the Scholias 
-"because the Naupaktians were bringing· in the Athenians to invad• 
JEtolia." 
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the force ofDemosthenes was completely broken and compelled 
to take flight; without beaten roads, without guides, and in a 
country not only strange to them, but impervious, from con
tinual mountain, rock, and forest. Many of them were slain in 
the flight by pursuers, superior not less in rapidity of movement 
than in knowledge of the country : some even lost themselves 
in the forest, and perished miserably in flames kindled around 
them by the h:tolians. The fugitives were at length reassem
bled at CEneon near the sea, with the loss of Prokles the 
colleague of Demosthenes in command, as well as of r zo hop
lites, among the best armed and most vigorous in the Athenian 
muster-roll.! The remaining force was soon transported back 
from Naupaktus to Athens, but Demosthenes remained behind, 
being too much afraid of the displeasure of his countrymen to 
return at such a moment. It is certain that his conduct was 
such as justly to incur their displeasure; and that the expedi
tion against h:tolia, alienating an established ally and provok· 
ing a new enemy, had been conceived with a degree of rashness 
which nothing but the unexpected favour of fortune could have 
counterbalanced. 

The force of the new enemy, whom his unsuccessful attack 
ad raised into activity, soon made itself felt. The JEtolian 

I~ vnvoys, who had been despatched to Spllrta and Corinth, found 
~'\~easy to obtain the promise of a considerable force to join 
r'""them in an expedition against Naupaktus. About the month 
~ (f)f September," a body of 3ooo Peloponnesian hoplites, including 
~too from the newly-founded colony ofHerakleia, was assembled l:J!.t Delphi, under the command of Eurylochus, Makarius, and 
~:~enedemus. Their road of march to Naupaktus lay through 

• the territory of the Ozolian Lokrians, whom they proposed 
"' either to gain over or to subdue. ·with Amphissa, the largest 

Lokrian township and in the immediate neighbourhood of 
Delphi, they had little difficulty-for the Amphissians were in 
a state of feud with their neighbours on the other side of Par
nassus, and were afraid that the new armament might become 
the instrument of Phokian antipathy against them. On the 
first application they joined the Spartan alliance, and gave 
hostages for their fidelity to it: moreover they persuaded many 
other Lokrian petty villages-among others the Myoneis, who 
were masters of the most difficult pass on the road-to do the 
same. Eurylochus received from these various townships rein
forcements for his army, as well as hostages for their fidelity, 
whom he deposited at Kytinium in Doris: and he was thus 

1 Thucyd. iii. 98. 
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enabled to march through all the territory of the Ozolian 
Lokrians without resistance; except from CEneon and Eupalion, 
b,oth which places he took by force. Having arriveq in the 
territory of Naupaktus, he was there joined by the full force of 
the .LEtolians. Their joint efforts, after laying waste all the 
neighbourhood, captured the Corinthian colony of Molykreion, 
which had become subject to the Athenian empire.l 

Naupaktus, with a large circuit of wall and thinly defended, 
was in the greatest danger, and would certainly have been 
taken, had it not been saved by the efforts of the Athenian 
Demosthenes, who had remained there ever _ilince the unfor
tunate .LEtolian expedition. Apprised of the coming march of 
Eurylochus, he went personally to .the Akarnanians, and per: 
suaded them to send a force to aid in the defence of N aupaktus. 
For a long time they turned a deaf ear to his solicitations in 
consequence of the refusal to blockade Leukas-l?ut they were~\01' 
at length induced to consent. At the head of rooo Akarnanianv 
hoplites, Demosthenes. threw ... himself into_ N::i,tipaktus, and C.,:, 
Eutyloclllis, se"eingthattl~~ha"crb~Ii'-thlls'"placed"o\it of f 
the reach of attack, abandoned all his designs upon it-march- It. 
ing farther westward to the neighbouring territories of .LEtolia-:-'-'1 r 
Kalydon, Pleuron and Proschium, near the Achelous and th~'.lV 
b d f Ak 

. . ' • . 1¥' 
or ers o arnama. . . • .. ~ 

The .LEtolians, who had come down to join him for the com-1·•.! 
mon purpose of attacking Naupaktus, here abandoned him and~ 
retired to their respective homes. But the Ambrakiots, rejoiced; rf... 
to find so considerable a Peloponnesia:n-f6fce'~ii'i~their neigh-~'tf, 
bourhood, prevailed upon him to assist them in attacking th~·i.···i 
Amphilochian Argos.~; .. ~Z-1.~~~-.A~~~~~~.i~:;-a:ssuting him that~ 
there was ·now"'a·"'fatr"pWsR·ect"of"ormgmg the whole of the -~ 
population of the mainland, between the Ambrakian and P 
Corinthian Gulfs, under the supremacy of Lacedremon. Hav
ing persuaded Eurylochus thus to keep his forces together and 
ready, they themselves with 3000 Ambrakiot hoplites invaded 
the territory of the Amphilochian Argos, and captured the 
fortified hill of Olpre immediately bordering on_the Ambrakian 
Gulf, about three miles from Argos itself; a hill employed 
in former days by the Akarnanians as a place for public judicial 
congress of the whole nation.2 

This enterprise, communicated forthwith to Eurylochus, was 
the signal for movement on both sides. The Akarnanians, 
marching with their whole force to the protection of Argos, 

1 Thucyd. iii. IOI, roz. 
2 Thucyd. iii. roz-ros. 
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occupied a post called Kreme in the Amphilochian territory, to 
prevent Eurylochus from effecting his junction with the Ambra
kiots at Olp~. They at the same time sent urgent messages 
to Demosthenes at Naupaktus, and to the Athenian guard
squadron of twenty triremes under Aristoteles and Hierophon, 
entreating their aid in the present need, and inviting Demo
sthenes to act as their commander. They had forgotten their , 
displeasure against him arising out of his recent refusal to 
blockade at Leukas-for which they probably thought that he 
had been sufficiently punished by his disgrace at JEtolia; while 
they knew and esteemed his military capacity. In fact, the 
accident whereby he had been detained at Naupaktus now 
worked fortunately for them as well as for him. It secured to 
them a commander whom all of them respected, obviating the 
jealousies among their own numerous petty townships-it pro
cured for him the means of retrieving his own reputation at 
Athens. Demosthenes, not backward in seizing this golden 
opportunity, came speedily into the Ambrakian Gulf with the 
twenty triremes, conducting zoo Messenian hoplites and sixty 
Athenian bowmen. Finding the whole Akarnanian force con-

,; ~ntrated at the Amphilochian Argos, he was named general, 
.}-nominally along with the Akarnanian generals, but in reality 
y~jo, · g the whole direction of operations. 
1 ~.. e found also the whole of the enemy's force, both the 3000 

Ambrakiot hoplites and the Peloponnesian division under v Eurylochus, already united and in position at Olp~, about three 
i.ltll;liles off. For Eurylochus, as soon as he was apprised that the 
~/'Ambrakiots had reached Olp~, broke up forthwith his camp at 

\i Proschium in JEtolia, knowing that his best chance of travers
ing the hostile territory of Akarnania consisted in celerity : the 

ole Akarnanian force however had already gone to Argos, 
that his march was unopposed through that country. He 

.;l::~sed the Achelous, marched westward of Stratus, through 
~e Akarnanian townships of Phytia, Medeon, and Limn~a, 

rl '~en quitting both Akarnania and the direct road from Akar
/ .:t\iu1ia to Argos, he struck rather eastward into the mountainous 
Tdistrict of Thyamus in the territory of the Agr~ans, who were 

enemies of the Akarnanians: From hence he descended at 
night into the territory of Argos, and passed unobserved, under 
<:over of the darkness, between Argos itself and the Akarnanian 
force at Kren~, so as to join in safety the 3ooo Ambrakiots at 
Olp~, to their great joy. They had feared that the enemy 
at Argos and Kren~ would have arrested his passage ; and 
believing their force inadequate to contend alone, they had sent 
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pressing messages home to demand large reinforcements for 
themselves and their own protection.1 , 

Demosthenes, thus finding-~- l}.njtesJ_"':}l}d_Jorinidable.enemy, y 
superioi''iir'nti~b§£.iQ..:.~.ii11"s~!f,·J;L:01P<e, conducted his troops j 
from '1Ugos ancf"Kren<e to attack them. The ground was rugged. if. 
and mountainous, and between the two armies lay a steep .)lJ 
ravine, which neither liked to be the first to pass; so that they·~;~ 
lay for five days inactive. If Herodotus had been our historian,;~ 
he would probably have ascribed this delay to unfavourable V?' 
sacrifices (which may indeed have been the case), and would.~~ 
have given. us interesting anecdotes respecting "the prophets on/~ 
both sides; but the more positive and practical genius· of '-"' 
Thucydides merely acquaints us, that on the sixth day both <tc 
armies put themselves in order of battle-both probably tired 
of waiting. The ground being. favourable for ambuscade, 
Demosthenes hid in a bushy dell 400 hoplites and light-armed,. 
so that they might spring 'up suddenly in the ·midst of th"e 
action upon the Peloponnesian left, which outflanked his right. 
He was himself on the right with the Messenians ahd ·some 
Athenians, opposed to Eurylochus on the left of the enemy: 
the Akamanians with the Amphilochian · akontists or darters 
occupied his left, opposed to the Ambrakiot hoplites: Am bra~ , 
kiots and Peloponnesians were however intermixed in the line ·. , 
of Eurylochus, and it was only the Mantineans who inain~ained ,· ·; 
a separate station of their own towards the left centre. Tl1e""" 
battle accordingly began, and Eurylochus with his superior '. 
numbers was proceeding to surround Demosthenes, when on a' 
sudden the men in ambush rose up and set upon his rear. 1{ 

panic seized his men, who made no resistance worthy of their 
Pelopmmesian reputation: they broke· and fled, while Eury
lochus, doubtless exposing himself with peculiar bravery in ' 
order to restore the battle, was early slain. Demosthenes; 
having near him his best troops, pressed them vigorously, and· 
their panic communicated itself to the troops in the centre, so 
that all were put to flight and pursued to Olp<e. On the right 
of the line of Eurylochus, the Ambrakiots, the most warlike. 
Greeks in the Epirotic regions, completely defeated the Akar~ 
nanians opposed to them, and carried their pursuit even as far 
as Argos. So complete however was the victory gained by 
Demosthenes over the remaining troops; that these Ambrakiots 
had great difficulty in fighting their way back to Olp<e, which 
was not accomplished without severe loss, and late in the 
evenmg. Among all the beaten troops; the Mantineans were 

l Thucyd. iii. 105, 106, 107. 
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those who best maintained their retreating order.l The loss ir 
the army of Demosthenes was about 300 ; that of the opponent~ 
much greater, but the number is not specified. 

Of the three Spartan commanders, two, Eurylochus anc 
~. ·l""}tiakarius, had been slain: the third, Menedaous, ~ound himsel 
,•"; beleaguered both by sea and land-t,lle Atheman squadror 
~~eing on guard along the coast. It would seem indeed that h( 
I' might have fought his way to Ambrakia, especially as he woulc 

tilave met the Ambrakiot reinforcement coming from the city 
f-J'~~t whether this were possible or net, the commander, toe 
~i uch dispirited to atte:npt it, took advantage of th~ c;ustom~l) 
.( ~ ce granted for burymg the dead, to open negotiations w1tl 
y~~osthenes and the Akarnanian generals, for the purpose o 
',J.. ....'1-~taining an unmolested retreat. This was peremptorily re 
~:;;u'ied: bl.!t Demosthenes (with the consent of the Akarnaniar 
· ""'I dCrs) secretly intimated to the Spartan commander and thos< 

mediately around him, together with the M:Nltineans anc 
other Peloponnesian troops-that if they chose to make : 
separate and surreptitious retreat, abandoning their comrades 
no opposition would be offered. He designed by this mean 
not merely to isolate the Ambrakiots, the great enemies of Argo 
.and Akarnania, along with the body of miscellaneous mercen 
aries who had come under Eurylochus-but also to obtain th< 
more permanent advantage of disgracing the Spartans an< 
Peloponnesians in the eyes of the Epirotic Greeks, as coward 
and traitors to military fellowship. The· very reason whic1 
prompted Demosthenes to grant a separate facility of escape 
-ought to have been imperative with Menedreus and the Pelopm' 
nesians around him, to make them spurn it with indignatior 
Yet such was their anxiety for personal safety, that this di~ 
graceful convention was accepted, ratified, and carried int< 
effect forthwith. It stands alone ih Grecian history, as a: 
example of separate treason in officers to purchase safety fc 
themselves and their immediate comrades, by abandoning th 
general body under their command. Had the officers bee 
Athenian, it would have been doubtless quoted as evidence c 
the pretended faithlessness of democracy. But as it was th 
act of a Spartan commander in conjunction with many leadiv 
Peloponnesians, we will only venture to remark upon it as 
further manifestation of that intra-Peloponnesian selfishness, an 
carelessness of obligation towards extta-Peloponnesian Greek 
which we found so lamentably prevalent during the invasion c 
Xerxes; in this case indeed heightened by the fact, that th 

1 Thucyd. iii. ro7, roS: compare Polyrenus, iii. I. 
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. ' . 

men deserted were fellow-Dcirians and fellow-soldiers who had 
,'just fought in the same rariks. • , ·.; .. · 
' As soon as the ceremony of burying the dead had been com-
. pleted, Menedreus, and the Peloponriesians who were prot(;cted 
!'by this secret convention, stole away sl!ly and in small bands , 
under pretence of collecting wood and vegetables. On getting ~ 
;to a little distance, they quickened their pace and ,made off-;-~ 
much to the dismay of the Ambrakiots, who ran after them' 1 

'trying to overtake them. The Akarnanians pursued, and their~ 
'leaders had much difficulty in explaining to them the secret.-~ 
. convention just conCluded. It was not without so_me suspicions.y 
! of treachery, and even personal hazard from the1r own troops,.~~ 
L_fhat they at-length caused the fugitive Peloponnesians to be -~ 
.respected ;. while the Ambrakiots, the most obnoxious of the .~~o 
'two to Akarnanian feeling, were pursued without any reserve; ·.;! 
and 2oo of them were slain before they could escape into the 
friendly territory of the Agrreans.1 To distinguish 'Ambrakiots < 

'from Peloponnesians, similar in race and dialect, was however: 
no easy task. Much dispute arose in individual cases. 

Unfairly as this loss fell upon Ambrakia, a far more severe 
·calamity was yet in store for her. The large reinforcement from 
Vhe city, which had been urgently invoked by the detachment 
:at Olpre, started in due course as soon .as they could be got 
'ready, and entered the territory of Amphilochia about the time 
iwhen the battle of Olpre was fought; but ignorant of that mis

Jfortune, and hoping to arrive soon enough to stand by their 
' friends. Their march was made known to Demosthenes, on 
the day after the battle, by the Amphilochians; who at the 
same time indicated to him the best way of surprising them in 
the rugged and mountainous road along which they had to 

·'march, at the two conspicuous peaks called Idomene, imme~ 
, diately above a narrow pass leading farther on .to Olpre. Ii was 
·known beforehand, by the line of march of the Am brakiots, 
; that they would rest for the night at the lower of these t\VO 
peaks, ready to march through the pass on· the next morning. 

·On that same night a detachment of Amphilochians, unde1 
.direction from Demosthenes, seized the higher of the two peak~; 
:while that commander himself, dividing his forces into two.divi-' 
sions, started from his position at Olpre in the evening after 
·mpper. One of these divisions, having the advantage df 
Amphilochian guides in their mvn country, marched. by an 

-tmfrequented mountain road to Idomene ; the other, under 
Demosthenes himself, went directly through the pass leading 

1 Thucj'd. iii. II r. 
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from Idomene to Olp<e. After marching all night, they reached 
the camp of the Ambrakiots a little before daybreak-Demo
sthenes himself with his Messenians in the van. The surprise 
was complete. The Ambrakiots were found still lying down 
and asleep, while even the sentinels, uninformed of the recent 
battle-hearing themselves accosted in the Doric dialect by the 
Messenians, whom Demosthenes had placed in front for that 
express purpose-and not seeing very clearly in the morning 
twilight-mistook them for some of their own fellow-citizens 

' coming back from the other camp. The Akarnanians and Mes-
Y\.Jh;nians thus fell among the Ambrakiots sleeping and unarmed, 
y y;a:nd without any possibility of resistance. Large numbers of 

~ ~)!\them were destroyed on the spot, and the remainder fled in all 
A!"': · ections among the neighbouring mountains, none knowing 

roads and the country. It was the country of the Amphi
bians-subjects of Ambrakia, but subjects averse to their 

t ::>condition, and now making use of their perfect local knowledge 
.J..IJ'Jand light-armed equipment, to inflict a terrible revenge on their ,;..r masters. Some of the Ambrakiots became entangled in ravines 

-others fell into ambuscades laid by the Amphilochians. 
Others again, dreading most of all to fall into the hands of 
the Amphilochians-barbaric in race as well as intensely 
hostile in feeling-and seeing no other possibility of escaping 
them-swam off to the Athenian ships cruising along the shore. 
There were but a small proportion of them who survived to 
return to Ambrakia.l 

The complete victory of Idomene, admirably prepared by 
Demosthenes, was achieved with scarce any loss. The 
Akarnanians, after erecting their trophy and despoiling the 
enemy's dead, prepared to carry off the arms thus taken to 
Ar qs. 

, ..1~ n the morrow, however, before this was done, they were 
¥ ~ 1sited by a herald, coming from those Ambrakiots who had 
. iJied into the Agr<ean territory, after the battle of Olp<e and the 
~ 1 subsequent pursuit. He came with the customary request 
~m defeated soldiers, for permission to bury their dead who 

~~ad fallen in that pursuit. Neither he, nor those from whom 
~ . Jle came, knew anything of the destruction of their brethren at 
l)/ Idomene-just as these latter had been ignorant of the defeat 

at Olp<e; while, on the other hand, the Akarnanians in the 
camp, whose minds were full of the more recent and capital 
advantage at Idomene, supposed that the message referred to 
the men slain in that engagement. The numerous panoplies 

l Thucyd. iii. I 12. 
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just acquired at Idomene lay piled up in the camp, and the 
herald, on seeing them, was struck with amazement at the size 
of the heap, so much exceeding the number of those who were 
missing in his own detachment. An Akarnanian present asked 
the reason of his surprise, and inquired how many of his 
comrades had been slain-meaning to refer to the slain at 
Idomene. "About two hundred," the herald replied.-" Yet 
these arms here show, not that number, but .more than a 
thousand men."-" Then they are not the arms of those who 
fought with us."-" Nay-but they am-if ye were the persons 
who fought yesterday at Idomene."-" We fought with no one • 
yesterday : ·it was the' day before yesterday, in the retreat."- .. 
" 0, then-ye have to learn, that we were engaged yesterday · 
with these others, who were on their march as reinforcement 
from the city of Ambrakia." · . 

The unfortunate herald now learnt for the first time that the 
large reinforcement from his city had been cut to pieces; So 
acute was his feeling of miogled anguish and su~prise, .that heyt 
raised a loud cry of woe, and hurried away at once, without·;..,, .. 
saying another word; not even pro~ecuting his request about ' , 
the burial of the dead bodies-which appears on this fatal ~~;. 1 

occasion· to have been heglected.l ·. 
His grief was justified by the prodigious magnitude of the~\~ 

calamity, whicl;l Thucydides considers to have been the greatest _t1}.,,: 
that afflicted any Grecian city during_ the whole war prior to the ~v ~': 
peace of Nikias ; so incredibly great, indeed, that. though he V.J.J, 
had learnt the number slain, he declines to set it down, from ~~ 1 

fear of not being believed--;-a scruple which we his readers - ~.1" 
have mu_c? reason to r~gret. l~PPSlH~J:l~~~-e;:u:lY;;;the,whole 
~dult m1htary popuJatlOn _of A'ml;Jrak1a wa_~; gestmyeg, and \'/ 
Demosflie'i1"eswasillgerft""'Witli""t~~i~ to" march 
hither at once. Had they consented, Thucydides tells• us 
)Ositively that the city would have_ surrendered without a 
)low.2 But they refused to undertake the enterprise, fearing_ 

1 Thucyd. iii. rrj: ¥ 
2 Thucyd. iii. 'Il3. 1Tc!6os -yap 'TOVTO p.<ij 1TOAEI 'Eli.A'r/Vfa. p.l-yufTOV a~ 'TOJV

:aT a TOV 'lrOAEp.ov 7'0v8E ~-ylvETO. Kal ap~p.ov OVJ< t-ypaljta .,.;;,, a7ro8ctv6v
·wv, oz6n if'lr«T'TOV TO 1Tll.i)6os ll.l-y<Ta< 0.1roll..f<T8a<, &s -..-phs .,-/) p.l-y<Bos .,-ijs 
roli.Ews .. 'Ap.7rpct!dav }J-EJ/7'01 oi8a g.,., •l i{3ovll.1}6rwav 'AKapvav•s Kal 'Ap.cpl
-oxo•, 'A8rwalozs J<al A11p.o<T8evE1 7rEI80p.<voz, t~•ll.iiv, a{,.,-of3oel &v- <Tll.ov· vvv 
' t8<~<Tav p.~ ol 'A811PctLOI txov'rEs avT~V XctAe7rcfJ7'Ep01 <TcpitTI ..-apotKOI &ITt. 
We may remark that the expression KaTa .,-ov 1roll.•p.ov .,-ov5e-when it 

1ccurs in the first, second, third, or first half of the fourth Book of Thucy
lides-seems to allude to the first ten years of the· Peloponnesian war, 
;hich ended with the peace of. Nikias. 

In a careful dissertation, by Franz Wolfgang Ullri~h, analysing the 
VOL. VI. M: 
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(according to the historian) that the Athenians at Ambraki2 
would be more troublesome neighbours to them than th< 
Ambrakiots. That this reason was operative we need no1 
doubt: but it can hardly have been either the single, or ev~r 
the chief reason ; for had it been so, they would have beer 
equally afraid of Athenian co-operation in the blockade o: 
Leukas, which they had strenuously solicited from Demosthenes 
and had quarrelled with him for refusing. Ambrakia was les~ 
near to them than Leukas-and in its present exhausted state 
inspired less fear : but the displeasure arising from the forme1 
refusal of Demosthenes had probably never been altogethe1 
appeased, nor were they sorry to find an opportunity o 
mortifying him in a similar manner. 

In the distribution· of the spoil, three hundred panoplie 
were first set apart as the perquisite of Demosthenes : tht 
remainder were then distributed, one-third for the Athenians 
the other two-thirds among the Akarnanian townships. Tht 

,immense reserve personally appropriated to Demosthene 
enables us to make some vague conjecture as to the total los 

r-awof Ambrakiots. The fraction of one-third, assigned to th• 
V'"'(..NAthenian people, must have been, we may imagine, six time 

't1 t'" .~s 1 ~reat, and perhaps even in larger proportion, than th 
~'\· r~erve of the general. For the latter was at that time unde 
\1 N-the displeasure of the people, and anxious above all things t• 

regain their favour-an object which would be frustrated rathe 
than promoted, if his personal share of the . arms were nc 
greatly disproportionate to the collective claim of the cit) 
Reasoning upon this supposition, the panoplies assigned t 
Athens would be r8oo, and the total of Ambrakiot slain whos 
arms became public property would be 5400. To whic 
must be added some Ambrakiots killed in their flight fror 

structure of the history of Thucydides, it is made to appear that the firs 
second, and third Books, with the first half of the fourth-were compost 
during the interval between the peace of Nikias and the beginning · 
the last nine years of the w~r, called the Dekeleian war ; allowing f, 
two passages in these early books which must have been subsequent 
introduced. 

The later books seem to have been taken up by Thucydides as a separa 
work, continuing the former. And a sort of separate preface is given f 
them (v. 26), -ye-ypacpe ~~~ 1<al 'TaV'Ta 6 ab'Tbs E>ovl<vMii?)s 'A87)va'ios <E'ls, & 
It is in this later portion that he first takes up the view peculiar to him, 
reckoning the whole twenty-seven years as one continued war on 
nominally interrupted (Ullrich, Beitriige zur Erklii.rung des Thukydid&s, p 
85, 125, 138, &c. Hamburg, 1846). 

Compare lv 'T/j woJo.lp.'f' Trjilie (iii. 98), which in like manner means f 
war prior to the peace of Nikias. 
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• Idomene by the Amphilochians, in dells, ravines,· and by~ 
·places: probably those Amphilochians,· who slew them, would 
:appropriate the arms privately, without bringing them into the 
'general stock. Upon this calculation, the total number-'l,o{, 
Ambrakiot slain in both battles and both pursuits, would be· _ 

labout 6ooo ; a- number suitable to the grave expressions of(·.· 
-'\Thucydic;Ies, as well as to his statements, that the first detach)·1-) 
,ment whrch IJ;!arched to Olpce was 3ooo' strong-and that theft'~ 
imessage sent home invoked as reinforcement the 'total force of 
:the city. How totally helpless Ambrakia had become, is still 
hnore conclusively proved by the fact that the Corinthians were _ 
obliged shortly afterwards to send by land a detachment of 300 _ · 1 

j hoplites for its defence.l - • · • f 
~ The Athenian triremes soon returned to their station atif~ 
·: Naupaktus, ~fter which a c~mve~tion was con~lud.ed between ~j 
· the Akarnamans and .Amphrlochrans, on the one s'rde, and the \.J.or 
; Ambraki?ts and Pel<;>ponnesians (w~o had fied after t.he battle-~ 
l of Olpre mto the terntory of Salynthms and the Agrce1) on the:~t' 
, other~~ns~ring a safe and_ unmolested egress 'to bot~ of !h~- ·U 
; ta}t~r.2 v~:th~~.~ •• .t~~~~J~,.:~.~trn~J~R~J.~I}.~UttB11r2-~~tron M 
t ~._ ~/~_eB,e_,._-<Gi_~.,.~~-_all-~l~l-_-_·_R~_~_ a_Jl~;:.,IJ.Sll<Y~~-."!i~!~_.~JtJ?~~~?t.~l?.l~tslh.edt~~-.-- . 
, ~1ur:;:l~~-~P~.I2.'1l.~',;;u~23;n.s.,~~r,.c"'9<~~-~~~~ •. on con~1 wn -,a ~' · 
~fhey should~ surrender all the Amphrlochran-terntory aqd , ~ 
't' host~ges in ~heir possessio!!, and sh~uld bi~~ themselves io'' -~ 

_, furmsh no . atd to Anaktonum, then m hostility to the . Akar- ': 
I nanians. Eac~ party. however maintainec;I its separate alliance -~""& 
i ;_the A~brak1_ots w1th the Peloponr:es1an confederacy,· the · 
l Akarnamans with Athens. It .was _Stipulated that the Akar- , 
l nanians should not be required to assist the Am brakiots agains~ . 
f . 
' 1 Thucyd. iii. II4. · Diodorus (xii. 6o) abridges the narrative of 
{'Thucydid~s. 
• 2 Thucyd;' iii. ii4. 'A~eapvaves o~ Kc,l 'Ap.<f>(ll.oxo•, lx:n:e71.9&v7-wv 'AOrwalwv 
) JCalll.np.ocr8lvous, ToLs '&s ~aA.VvOlOv Kal 'A-ypalous Karacpu"'joVcnv 'Ap..7rpaKzdJ. 
\ Tats tad neA01rOJIV7]lTlOtS U.vaxcfJpTJUlJI Jcr7r€luav-ro €~. Olvta.OWv, of7rep .Kal 

; p.erav~t1T1]U'av 1rapO. ~ai\Vvewv.. · ., , · '' 
• This is a very difficult passage. Hermann has conjectured, and Poppo; 
'Goller, and Dr. Arnold, all approve, the reading 'lraplt. ::Sall.uvelov instead of -
.the two last words of the sentence. The passage might certainly be con-
strued with this emendation, though there would still be an- awkwardness 

>in the position of the relative of'II'Ep with regard to its antecedent, and in 
,, the position of the ·particle' ~eal,. which· ought then properly to come after 
: p.e-ravtlfT?)Ifav and not before it. The sentence would then mean, that 
, ''the Ambrakiots and Peloponnesia:ns, who had originally taken refuge 
.with Salynthius, had moved away from his territory t~ CEniad<-e" from 
fvhich pl!J.ce they were now to enjoy-safe depart;~re. 
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Athens, nor the Ambrakiots to assist the Akarnanians agains,!j 
the Peloponnesian league; but against all other enemies, eact 
engaged to lend aid to the other.l 

' ,.... 'To Demosthenes personally, the events on the coast of th[ 
/,»'ti.'ilirakian Gulf proved a signal good fortune, well-earnea 
/~deed by the skill which he had displayed. He was enabled 
· yl'[o. atone for his imprudence in the JEtolian expedition, and to 

f."'..Ae-establish himself in the favour of the Athenian people. H( r sailed home in triumph to Athens, during the course of the 
winter, with his reserved present of 300 panoplies, which 
acquired additional value from the accident, that the larger 
number of panoplies, reserved out of the spoil for the Athenian 
people, were captured at sea, and never reached Athens. 
Accordingly, those brought by Demosthenes were the only 
trophy of the victory, and as such were deposited in the 
~thenian temples, where Thucydides mentions them as still 

.).1-isting at the time when he wrote.2 

~~'1t was in this same autumn tha. t the Athenians were induced 
]., By. an o~acle to undertake the· more COlJ!p)ete ]Jurification o! 
~ 'o(fie sacr~d island of Delos. This step was probaoly taken tc 
911 propitiate Apollo; since -they were under the persuasion that 

Jthe terrible visitation of the epidemic was owing to his wrath. 
~" And as it was about this period that the second attack of the 
',/' epidemic, after having lasted a year, disappeared-many of 
~]them probably ascribed this relief to the effect of their pious 
· ,..y cares at Delos. All the tombs in the island were opened; the 
f' dea<;l bodies were then exhumed and re-interred in the neigh· 
'\;~ring island of Rheneia; and orders were given that for the 
,.r ~ture neither deaths nor births should take place in the sacred f island. Moreover the ancient Delian festival-once the com-

mon point of meeting and solemnity for the whole Ionic race, 
and celebrated for its musical contests, before the Lydian and 
Persian conquests had subverted the freedom and prosperity 
of Ionia-was now renewed. The Athenians celebrated the 
festival with its accompanying matches, even the chariot-race, 
in a manner more splendid than had ever been known in 
former times. They appointed a similar festival to be cele
brated every fourth year. At this period they were excluded 

1 Thucyd. iii. I 14. 
2 Thucyd. iii. II4. Ta o< vvv lt.val(.lp.ua ~~~ To'is 'ATTIKo'i s lfpols 

ArJi.tOU8EV€1 i~'[lpE8'1)Uav, Tp1ai(6Uuu ?raJIO?rll.[al, l(al /l-ywv avro.s KaTE1rA€VU€,' 
Kal t-yeVfTO ltp.a avTtjJ }LETa T~JI Ti)S Ahwll.las ~vp.rpopav lt.?rb TaVT'I)S Ti)s 
1rpt4ews aOeeUTEpa 7} Kcf8oOOS, 
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lOth from the Olympic and the -Pythian games, which probably 

made the revival of the Delian festival more gratifying to them. 
The religious zeal and munifice'nce of Nikias were strikingly 
:isplayed:arbei0'§':11~:•L:ll:'·-"""''"·· .. '"''·.,, ..... .,. · ,..# •. 

\ ....,_.. ravr<'"~:· 

CHAPTER LII 

SEVENTH YEAR OF THE WAR-CAPTURE OF SPHAKTERIA 

THE invasion of Attica oy the Lacedaomonians bad now 
become an ordinary enterprise, undertaken in every year of the 
war except the third and sixth, and then omitted only from acci; 
dental causes : though the same hopes were no longer enter
tained from it as at the commencement of the war. During 
the present spring, Agis king of Sparta conducted the Pelopon: 
nesian army into the""'fet'rh~se~ill:ii1gly about the end .of 
April, and repeated the usual ravages. '·. 

It .seemed however as if Korkyra were _about to become tl)e 
principal scene .of the year's military operations. For the 
exiles of the oligarchical party; having come back to the island 
and fortified themselves on Mount Ist6ne, carried on war with 
so much activity against the Kbrkyrreans in the city, that dis
tress and even famine reigned there. Sixty Peloponnesian 
triremes were sent thither to assist the aggressors. As soon 
as it became known at Athens how hardly the Korkyrreans in 
the city were pressed, orders were given to an Athenian fleet 
of forty triremes, about to sail fgr. Sicily u_l1d.~~,EHtY.t¥edSJ~)Uid 
Sophokles;'"toahiilf"iii.''tneit vo)''age -"lit--lK'orkyra; •a:na to. lend 
whatever. arumignt'be~e'de<f2~""'Btitclu1iffg..,tfie course of this 
voyage, an incident occurred elsewhere, neither foreseen nor 
imagined by any one, which gave a: new character and promise 
to the whole war-illustrating forcibly the opservations of 
Perikles and Archidamus before its commencement, on the 
impossibility of calculating. what turn events might take.s 

So high did Demosthenes stand in the favour of his country
men·after his brilliant success~s in the Ambrakian Gulf, that 
they granted him permission at his own request to go aboard 
and to employ the fleet in any descent which he might think 
expedient on the coast of Peloponnesus. · The attachment of 

1 Thucyd. ·iii. 104 ; Plutarch, Nikias, c. 3, 4 ; Diodor. xii. 58. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 2, 3· 3 Thucyd. i. 140; · ii. r r. 
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this active officer to the Messenians at Naupaktus inspired him 
with the idea of planting a detachment of them on some well
chosen maritime post in the ancient Messenian territory, from 
whence they would be able permanently to harass the Lacedre
monians and provoke revolt among the Helots-the more sc 
from their analogy of race and dialect. The Messenians, activE 
in privateering, and doubtless well acquainted with the point~ 
of this coast, all of which had formerly belonged to thei1 
ancestors, had probably indicated to him Pylus on the south· 
western shore. 

~
~'''-"That ancient and Homeric name was applied specially anc '".ero erly to denote the promontory which forms the northerr 

~ rmination of the modern bay of Navarino opposite to thf 
/"'. ~land of Sphagia or Sphakteria; though in vague language th€ 
:/}: 'hole neighbouring district seems also to have been callec 

ylus. Accordingly, in circumnavigating Laconia, Demosthene! 
equested that the fleet might be detained at this spot lone 
nough to enable him to fortify it, engaging himself to sta) 
fterwards and maintain it with a garrison. It was an unin 

~,~"( habited promontory-about forty-five miles from Sparta, tha 
~~'as far distant as any portion of her territory-presentin1 
~ :ugged cliffs, and easy of defence both by sea and land. Bu 

1.. its great additional recommendation, with reference to th€ 
maritime power of Athens, consisted in its overhanging th( 
spacious and secure basin now called the bay of Navarino 
That basin was fronted and protected by the islet called Sphak 
teria or Sphagia, untrodden, untenanted and full of wood 
which stretched along the coast for about a mile and thret 
quarters, leaving only two narrow entrances; one at its north en 
end, opposite to the position fixed on by Demosthenes, s< 
confined as to admit only two triremes abreast-the other a 
the southern end about four times as broad; while the inne 
water approached by these two channels was both roomy an< 
protected. It was on the coast of Peloponnesus, a little withi1 
the northern or narrowest of. the two channels, that Demc 
sthenes proposed to plant his little fort-the ground being itsel 
eminently favourable, with a spring of fresh water1 in the centr 
of the promontory.2 

1 Thucyd. iv. 26. 
2 Tol?o~raphy of Sphakter~a ~nd Pylus. The description given l: 

Thucyd1des, of the memorable mc1dents m or near Pylus and Sphakteria, . 
perfectly clear, intelligible, and consistent with itself, as to topographJ 
But when we consult the topography of the scene as it stands now, we fin 
various circumstances which cannot possibly be reconciled with Thucydide~ 
Both Colonel Leake (Travels in the Morea, vol. i. p. 402-415) and D1 
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. ?3ut E~y~~~r;,:dpopp<:Jkle.s ~,~qegly<E~l<:~ted all propo-V,V~~ 

s1t10n of aeiay ; and w1th much reason, slrl.ce they had been ,.I',; 
Arnold (Appe~dix to the second and third volum.e of his Thucydid€s, p:~~ 
444) have given plans of the coast, accompanied with valuable remarks. ··~ \ 

The main discrepancy, between the statement of Thucydid€s and tlie-- '1 
present state of the coast, is to be found in the breadth of the two channe.ls~' ~~ .. , 
between Sphakteria and the mainland. The southern en,traJ;!ce into the:' '-· 
bay of Navarino is now between 1300 and 1400 yards, with a depth ofsalfJf. 
wat~r varying from 5, 7, 28, 33 fathoms;. w~ereas Th~cydi?es, states it as:;,"'<] 
havmg only a breadth adequate to ad1n1t e1ght or nme tr1re!lles abrea .. st.~· 
The northern entrance is about 150 yards in width, with a shoal or bar of ' 
sand lying across it on which there are not more than eighteen inches~of~.. . 
water: Thucydid€s tells us that it afforded room for no more ,than t\vo'· 
triremes, and his narrati:re implies a much greater depth of water, so ~s4o . . ~ 
make the entrance for tnremes perfectly u~o,bstructed: . • •;~~('-

Colonel Leake supposes that Thucyd1des was m1smformed a:s to the<, ;p 
breadth of the southern passage; but Dr. Arnold has on this point given a~~{._~~~ 
satisfactory reply-that the narrowness is not merely affirmed in the:~ , · 
numbers of Thucydides,. but is indirectly implied in'his narrative, where he •;".: ", 
tells us that the Lacedremonians intended to choke up both of them by;!) ; _ 
triremes closely packed. Obviously this expedient could not be dreamt of, •.;.. · 
except for a very narrow mouth. The same reply suffices against the ~···t 
doubts which Bloomfield and Poppo (Comment.· p. 10) raise about the,.."'.,, 
genuineness of the numerals owrdJ or ~vvea in Thucydirl€s; a doubt which·l.J...:, 
merely transfers the supp?sed error from Thucydides to the writer--of~;,f• 
the MS. - • 

Dr. Arnold has himself raised a still graver doubt; whether the isiand '.·. ' ' 
now called Sphagia be really the same as Sphakteria, and whether the bay . · ~: 
of Navarino be the real harbour of Pylus. He suspects that the Pale-~. 't' 
Navarino, which has been generally understood to be Pylus, was in reality ' ~ 
the ancient Sphakteria, separated from the mainland in ancient times by a ~ 
channel at tne north as well as by another at the south-east-though now it 
is not an island at all. He further suspects that the lake or lagoon called 
Lake of Osmyn Aga, north of the harbour of Navarino, and immediately 
under that which he supposes to have been Sphakteria-was the ancient 
harbour of Pylus, in which the sea-fight between the Athenians and 
Lacedremonians took place. He does not indeed assert this as a positive 
opinion, but leans to it as the inost probable-admittipg that there are 
difficulties either way. . 

Dr. Arnold has stated some ·of the difficulties which beset this hypothesis· 
(p. 447), but there is one which he has not stated, ~hich appears to m.e the 
most formidable of all, and quite fatal to the admissibility of his opinion. 
If the Paleokastro of Navarino was the real ancient Sphakteria, it must have 
been a second island situated t_o the northward of Sphagia. There must 
therefore have been two islands close together off the coast and near the 
scene. Now if the reader will foJ.low the account of Thucydides, he will 
see that there certainly was no more than one island-Sphakteria, without 
any other near or adjoining to it: see especially c. 13: the Athenian fleet 
under Eurymedon, on first ~rriving, was obliged to go back some distance 
to the island of Pr6te, because the island of Sphakteria was full of Lacedre
monian hoplites : if Dr. Arnold's hypothesis were admitted, there would 
have been nothing to hinder them from landing on Sphagia itself-the 
same inference may be deduced from c. 8. The statement of Pliny (H. N. 
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informed (though seemingly without truth) that the Pelopon

.. nesian fleet had actually reached Korkyra. They might well 
'· have remembered the mischief which had ensued three years 

· . , before, from the delay of the reinforcement sent to Phormio in 
-~ 
~e desultory operations on the coast of Krete. The fleet 

,~ordingly passed by Pylus without stopping: but a terrible 
~t, ~torm drove them back and forced them to seek shelter in the 
~r very harbour which Demosthenes had fixed upon-the only 
~~arbour anywhere near. That officer took advantage of this 
',_\,. a:ccident to renew his proposition, which however appeared to 
I"V commanders chimerical. There were plenty of desert capes v nd Peloponnesus (they said), if he chose to waste the 

ources of the city in occupying them.l They remained 
~ t,mmoved by his reasons in reply. Finding himself thus unsuc
:; Jcessful, Demosthenes presumed upon the undefined permission 
ltY ·granted to him by the Athenian people, to address himself first 
~?-:t£? the soldiers, last of all to the taxiarchs or inferior officers

t'Jiand to persuade them to second his project, even against the 
~go ..»·ill of the commanders. Much inconvenience might well have 
· _;V~en from such clashing of authority : but it happened that 
';"1 ... ooth the soldiers and the taxiarchs took the same view of the 
~rcase as their commanders, and refused compliance. Nor can 
~~ .JWe l:;le surprised at such reluctance, when we reflect upon the 
;1e,~.§.~ing improbability of being able to maintain such a post 
~~gainst the great real, and still greater supposed, superiority of 

Laced~monian land-force. It happened however that the fleet 
was detained there for some days by stormy weather; so that 
the soldiers, having nothing to do, were seized with the spon
taneous impulse of occupying themselves with the fortification, 
and crowded around to execute it with all the emulation of 
eager volu,nteers. Having contemplated nothing of the kind 

iv. 12) that there were tres Spagim off Pylus, unless we suppose with 
Hardouin that two of them were mere rocks, appears to me inconsistent 
with the account of Thucydides. 

I think that there is no alternative except to suppose that a great 
alteration has taken place in the two passages which separate Sphagia from 
the mainland, during the interval of 2400 years which separates us from 
Thucydides. The mainland to the south of Navarino must have been much 
nearer than it is now to the southern portion of Sphagia, while the northern 
passage also must have been then both narrower and clearer. To suppose 
a change in the configuration of the coast to this extent, seems noway 
extravagant : any other hypothesis which may be started will be found 
involved in much greater difficulty. 

1 Thucyd. iv. 3· The account, alike meagre and inaccurate, given by 
Diodorus of these interesting events in Pylus and Sphakteria, will be found 
in Diodor. xii. 61-64. 
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on starting from Athens, they had neither tools for cutting, 
stone, nor hods for carrying morta:r.1 Accordingly they were 
compelled to build their wall by collecting such pieces of rock 
or stones as they found, and putting them together as each 
happened to fit in : whenever mortar was needed, they brougli~ 
it up on their bended backs, with hands joined behind them · . .., 
to prevent it from slipping away .. Such deficiencies were madJ.1,.; 
up, however, partly by the unbounded. ardour of the soldiers,(.," 
partly by the natural difficulties of the ground, which hardly ·,,..' 
required fortification except at particular points; the work was~~ 
completed in a rough way in six days, ~nd Demosthenes was-·,. 
left in garrison with five ships, while Eurymedon with the main~~ 
fleet sailed away to Korkyra. The crews of the·five ships (two:"<, 
of which, however, were sent away to warn Eurymedon after;·~ 
wards) would amount to about Iooo men in all. . But there 1 1 

presently arrived two armed Messenian privateers, from which . 
Demosthenes obtained a reinforcement of forty Messenian hop- " . 
lites, together with a supply of wicker shields, though more fit . 
for show than for use, wherewith to arm his rowers. Altogether/' 
it appears that he must have had about ·zoo hoplites, besides::·, 
the half~armed seam.en.2 · • • . ~t\J 

Intelligence of thrs attempt to plant; even upon the Laced::e-~ J 
monian territory, the annoyance and insult of a hostile pos(~v 
was soon transmitted to Sparta. Yet no immediate measures~:, 
were taken to march to the spot ; as well from the naturalt!»" 
slowness of the Spartan character, strengthened by a festivaly 
which happened to be then going on, as from the confidencer{o~ 
entertained that, whenever attacked, the expulsion of the enemy '\{"' 
was certain. A stronger impression however was made by the 
news upon· the Laced::emonian army invading Attica,. who were 
at the same time suffering from want of provisions (corn not 
being yet ripe), and from an unusually cold spring: accordingly· 
Agis marched them back to Sparta, and the fortification of 
Pylus thus produced the effect of abridging the invasion to the '\.' 
unusually short period of fifteen days. It operated in like 
manner to the protection of Korkyra : for the Peloponnesian 
fleet, recently arrived thither or still on its way, received orders .. 
immediately to return for the attack of Pylus. Having avoided 
the Athenian fleet by transporting the ships.across.the isthmus 

1 Thucyd. iv.4. 
· 2 Thucyd. iv. g. Demosthen~s placed the greater number (-rots 7ro11.11.obs) 
of his hoplites round the walls of his post, and selected sixty of them to . 
march down to the shore. This implies a total which can hardly be less 
than zoo. 

M2 
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at Leukas, it reached Pylus about the same time as the Lace
dremonian land-force from Sparta, composed of the Spartans 
themselves and the neighbouring Periceki. For the more distant 
Periceki, as well as the Peloponnesian allies, being just returned 
frqm Attica, though summoned to come as soon as they could, 
~not accompany this first march.l 

!J':"~~t the last moment before the Peloponnesian fleet came in 
· ..,6J.~d occupied the harbour, Demosthenes detached two out of 
~his five triremes to warn Eurymedon and the main fleet, and 

~
o entreat immediate succour: the remaining ships he hauled 
sl)ore under the fortification, protecting them by palisades 

1 
Pl,tnted in front, and prepared to defend himself in the best 

.,;..~anner he cou1d. Having posted the larger portion of his 
~· .}orce-some of them mere seamen without arms, and many 
Y only half-armed-round the assailable points of the 'fortifica-

tion, to resist attacks from the land-force, he himself, with sixty 
chosen hoplites and a few bowmen, marched out of the fortifi
cation down to the sea-shore. It was on that side that the 
wall was weakest, for the Athenians, confident in their naval 
superiority, had given the'mselves little trouble to provide 
against an assailant fleet. Accordingly, Demosthenes foresaw 
that the great stress of the attack would lie on the sea-side. 
His only safety consisted in preventing the enemy from land
ing ; a purpose, seconded by the rocky and perilous shore, 
which left no possibility of approach for ships except on a 
narrow space immediately under the fortification. It was here 
that he took post, on the water's edge, addressing a few words 
of encouragement to his men, and warning them that it was 
useless now to display acuteness in summing up perils which 
were but too obvious-and that the only chance of escape lay 
in boldly encountering the enemy before they could set foot 
ashore; the difficulty of effecting a landing from ships in the 
f~e of resistance being better known to Athenian mariners 

.. ~an to any one else.2 · r . With a fleet of forty-three triremes under Thrasymelidas, and 
~~powerful land-force, simultaneously attacking, the Lacedre
tr<'"~onians had good hopes of storming at once a rock so hastily 
,;. converted into a military post. But as they foresaw that the 
~ rrst attack might possibly fail, and that the fleet of Eurymedon 
~ould probably return, they resolved to occupy forthwith the 
"'island of Sphakteria, the natural place where the Athenian fleet 
~u}d take station for the purpose of assisting the garrison 

}.~i. \i 
-..!'\.~' 
I 17 . 

1 Thucyd. iv. 8. 2 Thucyd. iv. IO. 
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ashore. The neighbouring coast on the mainland of Pelopon
nesus was both harbourless .and ho~tile, so that there was 
no other spot near, where they could take station. And the 
Lacedremonian commanders reckoned upon being able to stop 
up, as it were mechanically, both the two entrances into t,he 
harbour, by triremes lashed together from the island to 'the 
mainland, with their prows pointing outwards: so that th~f·~-: -. 
would be able at any rate, occupying the island as well as the,.". 
two. channels, to keep off the Athenian fleet, and to hold;''· .. 
Demosthenes closely blocked up 1 on the rock of Pylus, where :, • 
his provisions would quickly fail him. With thes'e views tl!ey' ~ 
drafted off by 'lot some hoplites froi:n each of the Spartan lochi, r. 
accompanied as usual by Helots, and sent them across t"o~/ · 
Sphakteria ; while their land-force and their fleet appr<:?ached,. ? . 
at once to attack the fortifications. .m~ 

Of the assault on the land-side we hear little. The Lacedre~V'ii 
monians were proverbially unskilful in the attack of anythin~\}" 
~ike a f<?rtified' place, an~ they appear ?ow to have made littlel>\~ 
Impression. But the chief stress and vigour of t!le attack came;;J;lt' 
on the sea-side, as Demosthenes had foreseen. The landing- )I' 
place, even where practicable, was still rocky and difficult-and.~ 
so narrow in dimensions, that the Lacedremonian ships could ~1 

only approa<;:h by , small squadrons at a time; while the j\~ 
Athenians maintained their ground firmly. to prevent a single ~~ 
man from setting foot on land. The assailing triremes rowed ~.,.,;.;. 
up with loud shouts and exhort~tion~ t() each other, striving to~ 
get so placed as that the hoplttes m the bow could effect a · 
landing : but such were the difficulties arising partly from the 
rocks and partly from the defence, that squadron after squadron 
tried this in vain. Nor did even th~ gallant example of 
Brasidas procure for them any better success. . That officer~ 
commanding' a trireme, and observing that some of the pilots 
near him were cautious in driving their ships close in shore for 
fear of staving them against the rocks, indignantly called 'to.~, 
them not to spare the planks of their vessels when the enemy _; 1 
had insulted them by erecting a fort in the country : Lacedi:e- . 
monians (he exclai~ed) ought to carry the landing by force,•\·_ 
even though their .ships should be dashed to pieces: the -
Peloponnesian allies ought to be forward in sacrificing their . _' 
ships for Sparta, in return for the many services which she had•.·"'''· 
rendered to them.2 Foremost in performance as well as in· • 

1 Thucyd. iy. 8. Tovs p.~v obv (q,A,ous Ta.is va.u11lv &v'Tt7rprfpots /3{J(rw' ', 
t<A.y!Tetv lp.eA.A.ov. • . 

~ Thucyd. iv. II, 12; Diodor. xii. Consult an excellent note ofpr. · 
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exhortation, Brasidas constrained his own pilot to drive his 
ship close in, and advanced in person even on to the landing
steps, for the purpose of leaping first ashore. But here he 
stood exposed to all the weapons of the Athenian defenders, 
who beat him back and pierced him with so many wounds, 
that he fainted away and fell back into the bows (or foremost 
part of the trireme, beyond the rowers); while his shield, 
slipping away from the arm, dropped down and rolled over
board into the sea. His ship was obliged to retire, like the 
rest, without having effected any landing. All these successive 
attacks from the sea, repeated for one whole day and a part of 
the next, were repulsed by Demosthenes and his little band 
with victorious bravery. To both sides it seemed a strange 
reversal of ordinary relations, 1 that the Athenians, essentially 
maritime, should be fighting on land-and that too Lacedre
monian land-against the Lacedremonians, the select land
,y~rriors of Greece, now on ship-board, and striving in vain 
to compass a landing on their own shore. The Athenians, 
in honour of their success, erected a trophy, the chief orna
ment of which was the shield of Brasidas, cast ashore by the 
waves. 

On the third day, the Lacedremonians did not repeat their 
attack, but sent some of their vessels round to Asine in the 
Messenian Gulf for timber to construct battering machines; 
which they intended to employ against the wall of Demosthenes 
on the side towards the harbour, where it was higher, and 
could not be assailed without machines, but where at the same 

, time there was great facility in landing-for their previous 
l'tl.tt~j: had been made on the side fronting the sea, where the 

V ~was lower, but the difficulties of landing insuperable.2 

~ .. But before these ships came back, the face of affairs was 
v'C~riously changed by the um~elcg,me_r~tl;J~n of the Athenian 
,/"" ~et from Zakynthus under Eurymedon, reinforced by four 
~fhian ships and some of the guard~ships at N aupaktus, so as 
):: now to muster fifty sail. The Athenian admiral, finding the 
~ .llenemy's fleet in possession of the harbour, and seeing both the r island of Sphakteria occupied, and the opposite shore covered 

Arnold on this passage, in which he contrasts the looseness and exaggeration 
of Diodorus with the modest distinctness of Thucydid@s. 

1 Thucyd. iv. 12. E'll'l 'li'Oli.V -yil.p i'll'ol<t T1js a6~71S Ev 'T<i! 'TOT€, 'TOtS p.~v 
f7'll'<<pd,Ta<s p.&.li.<IJ'Ta elva< Kal Til. 'll'<(il. KpaT(IJ'To<S, Tots o~ Oall.aiTIJ'lots TE Kal 
Ta"is vauul 7TA.e't(fTav 7rpoExew. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 13. Ell.'ll'f(ovT<s TG KaTa TGv ll.<p.lva 'T€tXos l!lftos p.~v txew, 
a'JI'ofj&.(J'<WS Of p.&.li.<IJ''Ta oliiT71S ~ll.eiv P.11xavats. See Poppo's note upon this 
passage. 
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with Laced~monian hoplites l_for the allies from all parts of 
Peloponnesus had now arrived-looked ·around in vain for a· 
place to land. He could find no other night-station except the 
uninhabited island of Prate, not. very far distant. From hence 
he sailed"'f6rtn'i~tl:i'e.,.irlorning to Pylus, prepared for a naval 
engagement~hoping tha,t perhaps the Laced~monians might 
come out to fight him in the ope.n sea, but resolved, if this did 
not happen, to force his way in and attack the fleet in the 
harbour ; the breadth of sea between Sphakteria and the 
mainland being sufficient to admit of nautical manceuvre. 2 

The Laced~monian admirals, seemingly confounded by the 
speed of the Athenian fleet -in coming back, never thought ,.. 1 
of sailing out of the harbour to fight, r.or did they .even realise::, 
their scheme of blocking up the two entrances of the harbour . • ..._( 
with triremes clos~ly lashed together. Leavin~ b?th. entrances~~.} 
open, they determmed to defend themselves w1thm : but eve~~~ 
here, so defective were their precautiqns, that several of their~.,.J' 
triremes were yet moored, and the rowers not fully aboard,~or:. 
when the Athenian admirals sailed in. by both _entrar;ces ·at q 
once, to attack them .. Most of- the Laced~moman tnremes,~~·· 
afloat and in fighting trim, resisted the attack for a certain time,'"' \,I.~ 
but were at length vanquisl:~d~-~nd dri~en backtothe,shore,:·· ...,.r' 
many of them'witnse~ious~injiiry:3 ·'"':Five~Clf thhn were capt~red~ I;. 
and towed off, one with all her crew aboard. The Athemans, \ '\J 
vigorously pursuing their success, drove against such as took 
refuge on the shore, as well as those which were not manned 

I Thucyd. iv. 14. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 13. The Lacedremonians 7rapE<rK<vd(ovro, 'l)v trr1rll.€p rts, 

&s Ev rep Atp.Evt 6JI'n oV (]'f.J.LKpcjj vaup.ax-l,<!owres. ' 
The expression "the harbour which was not small,'' to designate· the 

spacious bay of Navarino, has excited much remark from Mr. Bloomfield· 
and Dr. Arnold, and was indeed· one of the reasons which induced the 
latter to suspect that the harbour meant by Thucydides was not the bay of ·· 
Navarino, but the neighbouring lake of Osmyn Aga. ' • 

I have already discussed that supposition in a former note: but in 
reference to the expression oiJ <rp.LKp<j!, we may observe, first, that the use of 
negative expressions to convey a positive idea would be in the ordinary 
manner of Thucydides. 

But further-I have stated in a previous note that it is indispensable, in 
my judgement, to suppose the island of Sphakteria to have touched the 
mainland much more closely in the time of Thucydides than it does now. 
At that time therefore, very probably, the basin.of Navarinowas not so 
large as we now find it. 

s Thucyd. iv. 14. hpwrrav p.~v 1roll.ll.i:t.s, 7rEliTE o' lll.a{3ov. We cannot 
in English speak of wounding a tri~eme-though the Greek word is both 
lively and accurate, to represent the blow inflicted by the impinging beak 
of an enemy's ship. . , . · 
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at the moment when the attack began, and had not been able 
to get afloat or into action. Some of the vanquished triremes 
being deserted by their crews, who jumped out upon the land, 
the Athenians were proceeding to tow them off, when the 
Lacedremonian hoplites on the shore opposed a new and 
strenuous resistance. Excited to the utmost pitch by witnessing 
the disgraceful defeat of their fleet, and aware of the cruel 
consequences which turned upon it-they marched all armed 
into the water, seized the ships to prevent them from being 
dragged off, and engaged in a desperate conflict to baffle the 
assailants. We have already seen a similar act of bravery, two 

$!ars before, on the part of the Messenian hoplites accompany
the fleet of Phormia near ~aupaktus. 1 Extraordinary 

!]g and valour was here displayed on both sides, in the 
CK as well as in the defence, and such was the clamour and 

J'tonfusion, that neither the land-skill of the Lacedremonians, 
Lf~.; or the sea-skill of the Athenians, were of much avail : the 
.,.~, st was one of personal valour, and considerable suffering, 

both sides. At length the Lacedremonians carried their 
point, and saved all the ships ashore;. none being carried away 
except those at first captured. Both parties thus separated : 
the Athenians retired to the fortress at Pylus, where they were 
doubtless hailed with overflowing joy by their comrades, and 
where they erected a trophy for their victory-giving up the 
enemy's dead for burial, and picking up the floating wrecks 
and pieces. 2 

But the great prize of the victory was neither in the five ships 
captured, nor in the relief afforded to the besieged at Pylus. 
It lay in the hoplites occupying the island of Sphakteria, who 
were now cut off from the mainland, as well as from all supplies. 
The Athenians, sailing round it in triumph, already looked upon 
them as their prisoners ; while the Lacedremonians on the 
opposite mainland, deeply distressed but not knowing what to 
do, sent to Sparta for advice. So grave was the emergency, 
that the Ephors came in person to the spot forthwith. Since 
they could still muster sixty trireme~, a greater number than 
the Athenians-besides a large force on land, and the whole 
command of the resources of the country,-while the Athen
ians had no footing on shore except the contracted promontory 
of Pylus, we might have imagined that a strenuous effort to 
carry off the imprisoned detachment across the narrow strait to 
the mainland would have had a fair chance of success. And 
probably, if either DemosthfJtles or Brasidas had been m 

1 See above in this History, chap. xlix. 2 Thucyd. iv. 13, 14. 
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command, such an effort would have been made. But Lace
dremonian courage was rathe~ .. steadfast and J.myieldtngthan 
ad ven1urous~··K1cir~·ovehne" 'A'thenliiil .. stiperimity at·· sea ~exerc
cised":iS'Or'i of fascination over men's minds analogous to that 
of the Spartans themselves on land ; so tl).at the Epho~s, on 
reaching Pylus, took a desponding view of their position, and 
sent a herald to the Athenian generals to propose an,armistice, 
in order to allow time for envoys to go to Athens and treat for ,' 
peace. . . .1 

To this Eurymedon and Demosthenes assented, and~ an\:{'"~ 

~:m~~;~~~~S~~~~J~~~llo~~:!I;t~~:~·~~;:~e~~~~· 
in the harbour,.but also all the·rest in their ports, altogether tq·~~ 
the number of sixty; also to abstain from all attack upon the~.V,:. 
fortress at Pylus either by la,nd or sea,. for such time as should~·,. 
be necessary for the mission of envoys to Athens as well as for; .,. "· 
their return, both to be effected in an Athenian trireme provided~ 
for _the purpose. 'r~~ Ather:ians on . the~r side engag~d_}_o, ~ 
des1st from all hostthtles dunn~ the hke Iht~r~al; but It was ~j;l.o 
agreed that they should keep stnct and unremittmg watch over ...:" _ 
t~e island, yet witho_ut Ian. d~ng upon it. For the s~bsistence '~~ .. 
of the detachment ·m the· Island, the Lacedremomans were~ 
permitted to send over every d~y two chcenikes of barley-meal :';.. -~ 
in Cll,kes r~ady baked, tw~ kotylre of wine, I a~d,some meat, for\.VIf"'. 
each hophte-together with h_alf that q1,1ant1ty for each of th~ 
attendant Helots; but this was all to be done under the super-~u 
vision of the Athenians, with peremptory obligations to send ncf$!"" 
secret additional supplies. It was moreover expressly stipulated~; 
th.at if any one provision of the armistice, small or great, were\~ 
violated, the ·whole should be .considered as null and void. fl\.'~ 
Lastly, the Athenians engaged, on the return of the envoys~' 
from Athens, to restore the triremes in the same condition as , 
they received them. ' 

Such terms sufficiently attest the humiliation and anxiety of 
the Lacel:frei'ii"Oriians·;"'whiletn;-surtendef o(tne'ir t'n~tlre 'ria val 
fo{ce7t01benumber of sixty triremes, \vhich was forthwith 

1 Thucyd. iv, 16. The Chcenix was' equivalent to about two pints, 
English dry measure : it was considered as the usual daily sustenance for a , 
slave.. Each Laced..,monian soldier had therefore double of this daily 
allowance, besides meat, in weight and quantity not specified : the fact 
that the quantity of meat is not specified seems to show that they did not 
fear abuse in this item. 

The Kotyla contained about half a pibt, English wine measm:e : each 
Lacedremonian soldier had therefore a pint of wine daily. It was always 
the practice in Greece to dri~ the wine with a large admixture of wa.ter, 
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carried into effect, demonstrates at the same time that they 
sincerely believed in the possibility of obtaining peace. Well 
aware that they were themselves the original beginners of the 
war, at a time when the Athenians desired peace-and that the 
latter had besides made fruitless overtures while under the 
pressure of the epidemic-they presumed that the same dis
position still prevailed at Athens, and that their present pacific 
wishes would be so gladly welcomed as to procure without 
difficulty the relinquishment of the prisoners in Sphakteria.1 

he Lacedremonian envoys, conveyed to Athens in an 
enian trireme, appeared before the public assembly to set 
h their mission, according to custom, prefacing their address 

~,.ith some apologies for that brevity of speech which belonged 
y~~ their country. Their proposition was in substance a very 
~imple one-" Give up to us the men in the island, and accept, 

!w~ti· .exchange for this favour, peace, with the alliance of Sparta." 
.,.r'T ""y enforced their cause by appeals, well-turned and con

\.! 1 iatory, partly indeed to the generosity, but still more to the 
,..lil;:.frudential calculation of Athens ; explicitly admitting the high 
~ .and glorious vantage-ground on which she was now placed, as 
{ .;,vell as their own humbled dignity and inferior position.2 They, 
.~.·r.,_Jhe Lacedremonians, the first and greatest power in Greece, 
~t:ere smitten by adverse fortune of war-and that too without 
~sconduct of their own, so that they were for the first time 

J.~.obliged to solicit an enemy for peace; which Athens had the 
~.,.precious opport~nity of granting, not merel~ with. hol'!our to 

_" J,l.erself, but also m such manner as to create m their mmds an 
[~~effaceable friendship. And it became Athens to make use 
~her present good fortune while she had it,-not to rely upon 
rt"It$ permanence nor to abuse it by extravagant demands. Her 
~wn imperial prudence, as well as the present circumstances of 

the Spartans, might teach her how unexpectedly the most 
disastrous casualties occurred. By granting what was now 
asked, she might make a peace which would be far more 
durable than if it were founded on the extorted compliances of 
a weakened enemy, because it would rest on Spartan honour 
and gratitude; the greater the previous enmity, the stronger 
would be such reactionary sentiment. 3 But if Athens should 
now refuse, and if, in the further prosecution of the war, the 
men in Sphakteria should perish-a new and inexpiable ground 

1 Thucyd. iv. 2I : compare vii. IS. 
2 Thucyd. iv. r8. "/YWTE a~ J<al is 

~OVTES,, &c. 
3 Thucyd. iv. 19. 
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of quarrel, 1 ·peculiar to Sparta herself, would be added to those 
already subsisting, which rather concerned Sparta as the chief 
of the Peloponnesian confederacy. Nor was it only the good
will and gratitude of the Spartans which Athens would earn by 
accepting the proposition tel).dered to her; she would ·further 
acquire the grace and glory of conferring peace on Greece, ~ 
which'all the Greeks would recognise as her ac~ .. And when ' 
once the two pre-eminent powers, Athens and ·Sparta, were . 
established in cord!al amity, the remai~ing ,Grecia? states would • 
be too weak to resist what .they tivo might prescnbe. 2 • 

Such was the language held by the -Laced<emonians in the _ 
. assembly at Athens. It was discreetly cal61,1lated for their • , 
purpose, though when we turn back to the commencemenf oL 
the war, and read the lofty declarations of the Spa,rt.an Ephors\ 
and assembly respecting the wrongs of their allies and the, · 
necessity of extorting full indemnity for them froni Athens-the ' 
contrast is indeed striking. On -this occasion, the Laced<e-

. monians acted entirely for themselves and from consideration 
of their own necessities; severing themselves from their allies/ 
and soliciting a special peace for themselves; with as littlei 
scruple"'as-''flie"'Spal:t'aifg-e!Ter~(M:eh_--e-di@§--"d\trill.g·:the preced-__ ' __ 
ing year, when he abandoned his Ambrakiot confederates after,-: : 
the battle of Olp<e, -to conclude a separate capitulation witli'·, · 
Demosthenes. ~~,,..>;,..-...,..-~_._ -
~~-~~ . -, 

1 Thucyd. iv. 20. n!J.'iY a~ KaA.ws; et7rep 7r07'f, txfi<' i'twf>o-r<po<s n . 
~vvaA.A.a')1,, 1rpiv 7'! avi)KE(f'TOV .fit(, !J.EffOU "fEYO!J.EVOV fJ!J.aS Ka-raA.'af3e'iv, ~~~ <$ 
i'tva-yK'1/ &'iotov b!J.tV (x8pav '1rp0s -rjl ICO!Vjl Ka) lfi{av ~XE<V, · n!J.US fi~ 
rnep718'iivat &v vvv 7rpo~eaA.o6!J.e8a. .-

I understand these words ICotvi) and lola agreeably to the explanation of 
the Scholiast, from whom Dr. Arnold, as well as Poppo and Goller, depart, 
in my ju-dgement, er~oneously. The whole war had been begun in conse
quence of the complaints of the Peloponnesian allies, and of wrongs alleged 
to have been done to them by Athens : Sparta herself had no ground of 
complaint-nothing of which she desired redress. . - _ 

Dr. Arnold translates it-" we shall hate you not only nationally, for 
the wound you will have inflicted on Sparta; but also individually, because 
so mariy of us will have lost our near relations from your inflexibility." 
"The Spartan aristocracy (he adds) would feel it a personal wound to lose 
at once so many of its members, connected by blood or marriage with its 
principal families: compare Thucyd. v. 15." 

We must recollect however that the Athenians could not possibly know 
at this time that the hoplites inclosed in Sphakteria belonged in great 
proportion to the first families in Sparta. And the Spartan envoys would 
surely have the diplomatic prudence to abstain from any facts or arguments 
which would reveal, or even suggest, tothem so important a secret. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 20. n!J.WV -yap Kal fl~J.WV -rav'Ta A.ey6VTWV -r6, ,. lfA.A.o 
'E?\A.?)V!ICO> fCT'TE 3Tt b7rofifE<f7'Epov tv Ta !J.f"f!r1Ta Tt!J.i)rfEJ. 

Aristophan~s, Pac. 1082. 'E~ov cr7retrra~J.<vo<s ""'"V T'ijs 'EA.A.cl.oos lfpxew. 
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The course proper to be adopted by Athens in reference to 

the proposition, however, was by no means obvious. In all 
probability, the trireme which brought the Laceda:monian 
envoys also brought the first news of that unforeseen and 
instantaneous turn of events, which had rendered the Spartans 
in Sphakteria Gertain prisoners, (so it was then conceived) and 
placed the ~ole Laceda:monian fleet in their power; thus 
giving a totally new character to the war. The sudden arrival 
of such prodigious intelligence-the astounding presence of 
Laceda:monian envoys, bearing the olive-branch and in an 
attitude of humiliation-must have produced in the susceptible 
public of Athens emotions of the utmost intensity ; an elation 
and confidence such as had probably never been felt since the 
reconquest of Sa.mos. It was difficult at first to measure the 
full bearings of the new situation, and even Perikles himself 
might have hesitated what to recommend. But the immediate 
and dominant impression with the general public was, that 
Athens might now ask her own terms, as consideration for the 
prisoners in the island.1 

Of this reigning tendency Kleon 2 made himself the emphatic 
organ, as he had done three years before in the sentence 
passed on the Mitylena:ans; a man who-like leading journals 
in modern times-often appeared to guide the public because 
he gave vehement utterance to that which they were already 
feeling, and carried it out in its collateral bearings and conse
quences. On the present occasion, he doubtless spoke with 
the most genuine conviction; for he was full of the sentiment of 
Athenian force and Athenian imperial dignity, as well as dis
posed to a sanguine view of future chances. Moreover, in a 
discussion like that now opened, where there was much room 
for doubt, he came forward with a proposition at once plain 
and decisive. Reminding the Athenians of the dishonourable 
truce of Thirty years to which they had been compelled by the 
misfortunes of the time to accede, fourteen years before the 
Peloponnesian war-Kleon insisted that now was the time for 

1 Thucyd. iv. 2 r. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 21. p.ci.A.urra ~~~ avrovs ~v1)-ye KA.,wv ~ KA.eaw€rov, O.v~p 

Of/p.a-yw-yhs «:ar' ~«:eivov TOY xp&vov tiJv «:al Tlf oftwf meav~raros· «:al17rEUTEV 
O.tr01<plva<T8a<, &c. 

This sentence reads like a first introduction of Kleon to the notice of the 
reader. It would appear that Thucydid~s had forgotten that he had before 
introduced Kleon on occasion of the Mitylenrean surrender, and that too in 
language very much the same-iii. 36. «:al KA.;,:.w b KA.<atvhov,-tiJv Kal h 
.. a. liA.A.a /3<a<oraros TWV 7rOAtTWV, «:al rqi oftp.q> r.apa "lrOAV ~~~ Tlf TOTE 
w'8"vWTa.Tos, &c. 
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Athens to recover what she had then lost-Nisrea, Pegre, 
Trrezen,. and Achaia. He proposed that Sparta should· be 
required ··to restore these to Athens, in exchange for the 
soldiers now blocked up in Sphakteria ; after which a truce 
might be· concluded for as long a time as might b~ deemed 
expedient. .· • W, 

This decree, adopted by the assembly, ·was cpmmunicated ~ .J 
as the answer of Athens to the Lacedremonian envoys, who ·~' 
had probably retired after their first address, and wei:e now,~ 
sent for again into the assembly to hear it,. On being informed~~"V" 
of the resolution, they ma\'le no comment on its substance, .-' 
but invited the Athenians to name commissioners, )Vho might~\ ~ 
dis~uss ~th them freely and deliberately suitable terms. for a ~~ 
paCificatiOn. Here however Kleon. burst upon them with an\,o"'V 
indignant rebuke. He had thought from the first (he ~aid) oJI' ·~ 
that they came with "dishonest purposes, bl.lt now _the thing ~ 
was clear-nothing else could be meant by this desire to treat~~ 
with some few men apart from the general public. If they had\~ 
really .an~ fair propositiqn to m~ke, he called upon them. t~;t;.;. 
proclaim It openly to all. But this the envoys could not brmg~ 
themselves to do. They had probably come with authority !O 
make certain concessions ; but to announce these concession"s 
forthwith, would have rendered negotiation impossible, besides · 

. dishonouring them in the face of their allies. Such dis
. honour would be incurred, too, without any advantage, if the 
Athenians sho~ld after all reject the terms, wh~cli. the temper 
of the assembly before them rendered but too probable. 
Moreover they were totally unpractised in the talents for deal
ing with a public assembly, such discussions being so rare as 
to be practically unknown iB the Lacedremonian system. To 
reply to the denunciation of a vehement speaker like Kleon, 
required readiness of elocution, dexterity, and ,self-command; 
which they had had no opportunity of acquiring. They 
remained silerit-abasped by the speaker and intimidated by 
the temper of the assembly. Their mission was thus termin
ated, and they were re-conveyed in the trireme to Pylus.1 

It is probable that if these envoys had been able to make an 
effective reply to Kleon arid to defend their proposition against 
his charge of fraudulent purpose, they would have been sus
tained by Nikias and a certain number of leading Athenians, 
so that the assembly might have "been brought at least to try 
the issue of a private discussion between diplomatic agents on 
both sides. But the case was one in wh!ch it was absolutely 

1 Thucyd. iv. 22. 
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necessary that the envoys should stand forward with some 
defence for themselves; which Nikias might effectively second, 
but could not originate : and as they were incompetent to this 
task, the whole affair broke down. We shall hereafter find 
other examples, in which the incapacity of Laced::emonian 
envoys, to meet the open debate of Athenian political life, is 
productive of mischievous results. In this case, the proposition 
of the envoys to enter into treaty with select commissioners, 
was not only quite reasonable, but afforded the only possibility 
(though doubtless not a certainty) of some ultimate pacifica
tion : and the manceuvre whereby Kleen discredited it was a 
grave abuse of publicity-not unknown in modern, though 
more frequent in ancient, political life. Kleen probably 
thought that if commissioners were named, Nikias, Laches, 

nd other politicians of the same rank and colour, would be 
e persons selected ; persons whose anxiety for peace and 

~
iance with Sparta would make them over-indulgent and 

~ ~ eless in securing the interests of Athens. It will be seen, 
Jll om we come to describe the conduct of Nikias four years 

rwards, that this suspicion was not ill-grounded. 
,~Unfortunately Thucydides, in describing the proceedings of 
~ is assembly, so important in its consequences because it in-
~ tercepted a promising opening for peace, is brief as usual

telling us only what was said by Kleen and what was decided 
by the assembly. But though nothing is positively stated 
respecting Nikias and his partisans, we learn from other 
sources, and we may infer from what afterwards occurred, that 
they vehemently opposed Kleon, and that they looked coldly 
on the subsequent enterprise against Sphakteria as upon his 
peculiar measure.1 

q It has been common to treat the dismissal of the Lace
d::emonian envoys on this occasion as a peculiar specimen of 
democratical folly. Yet over-estimation of the prospective 
chances arising out of success, to a degree more extravagant 
than that of which Athens was now guilty, is by no means 
peculiar to democracy. Other governments, opposed to 
democracy not less in temper than in form-an able despot 
like the Emperor Napoleon, and a powerful aristocracy like 
that of England 2-have found success to the full as misleading. 

1 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 7; Philochorus, Fragm. 105, ed. Didot. 
2 Let us read some remarks of Mr. Burke on the temper of England 

during the American war. 
"You remember that in the beginning of this American war, you were 

greatly divided ; and a very strong body, if not the strongest, opposed itself 
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That Athens should desire to profit by this unexpected 
piece of good fortune, was perfectly reasonable : that she 
should make use of it to regain advanta:ges \vhich former mis
fortunes had compelled herself to surrender, was a feeling not 
unnatural. And whether the demand was. excessive, or by 
how much-is a question always among the most embarrass
ing for any government-kingly, oligarchical, or democratical-
.to determine.---~-.:·~--::-- · 
' We may nowever remark- that Kleon gave an impoliti_c turn 

to Athenian feeling,.J2y.::mrecting it towaiCcf5.'1neentire and 
literaheacquisifion of what had been lost twenty years before. 
Unless we are to consider his quadruple demand as a flourish, 
to be modified by subsequent negotiation, it seerrs to present 
some plausibility, _but little of long-sighted 'Yisdom. For w~il~; "\ 
on the one hand, It called upon Sparta to. give up much which ~- ; 
was not in her possession,.· a:nd must have been· extorted byr; 
force from allies-on the· other hand, the situation of Athens:~ 
was not the same as .it had been when she concluded. th'e -. ' 
Thirty years' truce; nor does it seem that the re~toration ·or;~., 
Acham and Trcezen would have been of any mater1al value to f...,· 
her. Nisrea and Pegre-which would have been tantamount:--' 
to the entire Megarid, inasmuch as Megara itself could hardly-~ '· 
have been held with ·both its ports in . the possession of an· ..,.. 
enemy-would indeed have been highly valuable, since she':' 
could then have'protected_ her territory against invasion from ., 
Peloponnesus, besides possessing a port in the Corinthian 
Gulf. And it would seem that if able commissioners had -nmv· . <\_, 

been named for private discussion with _the Laceda:monian·J' · 

to the madness which every art and every power were employed to render 
popular, in order that the errors of the rulers might be lost in the general 
blindness of the nation. This opposition continued until after our great, 
but most unfortunate victory at Long Island. Then all the mounds and 
banks of our constancy were borne down at once ; and the phrenzy of the 
American war broke in upon us like a deluge. This victory, which seemed 
to put ·an immediate end to all difficulties, perfected in us that spirit of 
domination which our unparalleled prosperity had but too long nurtured. 
'\Ve had been so very powerful, and so very prosperous, that even the 
humblest of us were degraded into the vices and follies of kings. We lost 
all measure between means and ends ; and our headlong desires became 
our politics and our morals. All men who wished for peace, or retained 
any sentiments of moderation, were overborne or silenced ; and this city 
(Bristol) was led by every artifice (and probably with the more management, 
because I was one of your members) to distinguish itself by its zeal for that 
fatal cause." Burke, Speech to the Electors Of Bristol previous to the 
election (Works, vol. iii. p. 365). 

Compare Mr. Burke's Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol, p. '174 of the 
same yolume. , 
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envoys, under the present urgent desire of Sparta coupled with 
her disposition to abandon her allies-this important point 

~might possibly have been pressed and carried, in exchange for 
Sphakteria. Nay, even if such acquisition had been found 
impracticable, still the Athenians would have been able to 
effect some arrangement which woultl have widened the 
breach, and destroyed the confidence, between Sparta and her 
allies; a point of great moment for them to accomplish. There 
was therefore every reason for trying what could be done by 
negotiation, under the present temper of Sparta; and the step, 
by which Kleon abruptly broke off such hopes, was decidedly 
mischievous. ) • 

" On the return of the envoys without success to Pylus,1 

1'. _Q;,J'w.enty days after their departure from that place, the armistice 
I':~M;.-mediately terminated; and the Laced::emonians redemanded 
~.,.dle triremes which they had surrendered. But Eurymedon 
;;;: ·7.efused compliance with this demand, alleging that the Lace
~}::emonians had during the truce made a fraudulent attempt to 
wurprise the rock of Pylus, and had violated the stipulations in 
~~ other ways besides; while it stood expressly stipulated in the 
• ~-e, that the violation by either side even of the least among 

1ts conditions should cancel all obligation on both sides. 
~\r\.Thucydides, without distinctly giving his opinion, seems 
_1.1 ~ther to imply, that there was no just ground for the refusal : 
'rtf. though if any accidental want of vigilance had presented to 

1 
~he Laced::emonians an opportunity for surprising Pylus, they 

~,..w.ould be likely enough to avail themselves of it, seeing that 
tl""'"~~hey would thereby drive off the Athenian fleet from its only 
\.~,V"landing-place, and render the continued blockade of Sphakteria 
' impracticable. However the truth may be, Eurymedon per-

sisted in his refusal, in spite of loud protests of the Lace
d::emonians against his perfidy. Hostilities were energetically 
resumed : the Laced::emonian army on land began again to 
attack the fortifications of Pylus, while the Athenian fleet 
became doubly watchful in the blockade of Sphakteria, in 
which they were reinforced by twenty fresh ships from Athens, 
making a fleet of seventy triremes in all. Two ships were 
perpetually rowing round the island, in opposite directions, 
throughout the whole day ; while at night the whole fleet were 
kept on watch, except on the sea-side of the island in stormy 
weather.2 

The blockade, however, was soon found to be more full of 
privation in reference to the besiegers themselves, and more 

1 Thucyd. iv. 39· 2 Thucyd. iv. 23. 
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difficult of enforcement in respect to the island and its occu- , 
pants, than had been originally contemplated. The Athenians 
were much distressed for want of water. They had only one 
really good spring in the _fortification of Pylus itself, quite insuf
ficient for the supply of a large fleet : many of them were 
obliged to scrape the shingle and drink such brackish water as 
they could find; while ships as well as men were perpetually 
afloat, since they could take rest and refreshment. only by 
relays successively landing on the rock of Pylus; or even on the 
edge of Sphakteria itself,. with all the. chance. of being inter
rupted by the enemy-there being no oth~r landing-place, 1 . and 
the ancient trireme affording no accommodation either for 
eating or sleeping. · . , 

At first, all this was patiently borne, in the hopes that Sph~]l:~·· · ~ 
teria would spe,edily be st~rve~ 'out, and the Spartans forced 'tc< , 
renew the request for cap1tulat1on. But no such request came,~,.1 . 
and the Athenians 1n the fleet gradually became sick in body ':~ 
as well as impatient and ;mgry in mind. In spite of all thei?,_,- , 
vigilance, clandestine supplies of provisions continually reached ·.f~· 
the island, under the temptation of large rewards offered by the , • 
Spartan government Able ~wimmers contrived to cross the 
strait, dragging after them by ropes skins full of linseed and .. ·
poppy-seed mixed with honey ; while merchant-vessels, chiefly • 
manned by Helots, started from various parts of the Laconian.t· 
coast, selecting.by preference the stormy nights, and encounter- 1'4 • 

ing every risk in order to run their. vessel with its cargo ashore;·. 
on the sea-side of the island, at a time, when the Athenian . , 
guardships could not be on the look-out,2 They; car~d little: .... 
about damage to their vessel in landing, provided th~y could get · 
the cargo on shore; for ample compensation was ensured to 
them, together with emancipation 'to every Helot who 'suc
ceeded in reaching the island with a· supply. Though the 
Athenians redoubled their· vigilance, and intercepted many of 
these daring smugglers, still · there were others who eluded 
them. Moreover the rations supplied to the island by stipula
tion during the absence of the erivoys in their journey to Athens 
had been so ample, that Epitadas the commander, had been 
able to economise, and thus t0 make the stock hold out longer. 
Week after week passed without any sympt;oms of surrender. 

1 Thucyd. iv. 26. Taw v<wv oi'nc ~xovtrt;,v 3p,..ov. This does not mean (as 
some of the commentators seem to suppose, see Poppo's note) that the 
Athenians bad not plenty of sea-room in the harbour : it means that they 
had no station ashore, except the narrow space of Pylus itself. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 26. 
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The Athenians not only felt the present sufferings of their own 
position, but also became apprehensive for their own supplies, 
all brought by sea round Peloponnesus to this distant and 
naked shore. They began even to mistrust the possibility of 
thus indefinitely continuing the blockade, against the contin-

. gencies of such violent weather as would probably ensue at the 
close of summer. In this state of weariness and uncertainty, 
the active Demosthenes began to organise a descent upon the 
island, with the view of carrying it by force. He not only sent 
for forces from the neighbouring allies, Zakynthus and Nau
paktus, but also transmitted an urgent request to Athens that 
reinforcements might be furnished to him for the purpose
making known explicitly both the uncomfortable condition 
of, the armament and the unpromising chances of simple 
-~ockade.l · 

IJ'.j The arrival of these envoys caused infinite mortification to 
) ~s,Athenian~ at home. Having expected to hear long before 
%~at Sphaktena h~d surrendered, they were now taught to con
·.Y" ~er even the ultrmate conquest as a matter of doubt. They 
r~ -~"' 1 t.J1' Thucyd. iv. 27, 29, 30. 
~ (c. 27) 'Ev 5€ -ra'is 'A8i)vats 7l'vv8av6p..vot 71'Epl -ri]s <fTpetnas 3-rt -ra;>..at· 

7rwpe'Lrat., Ko:l alTos -roLs ~v TV v.f,a'cp Cht ia'7rAe'i, &c. 
KAEwv oe /'VOils a.V-rWv 'T~V ~s a.iJ-rOv V7ro"o/(av 7rep1 'T-)JS KooAIJp:qs Tlis 

~vp./3d.<TEOJS1 olJ -r¢.71.'1)81; l¢'1] ;>..t{/'EtY -rovs ~~"l'l't{;>..;>..ovTetS. ilapatvo~v-rw~ 
OE -r&v &.eflt'Yp.€vwv, el p.i] ucplut 1fl(/'TEVouut, JCct-rauK67rous TwU.s 7T€1-'lf'a.t, 
&c. 
, (2?) T~v 5€ Ll.'l]p.o;:elvrw .,.po<TI;>..af3e 7l'vv8av6p..vos -rhv &,.,.6f3a<TtV alJTiw 
es T'IJV V'l)<fov otavoet<T8at, &c. 

(30) t>.np.o<TOevns -rhv brtx<Epn<T<v .,.ape<TK<vd.(•-ro, <T-rpa-rtd.v ore p.na11'Ep.11'wv 
~" -rwv ~/'/'Vs ~vp.p.d.xwv Kal -r& /!.;>..;>..a ~Totp.d.(OJv. K;>..lwv o€ ~Kelvq> .,... 
1rp01rlp.ljtas lX!'I'•;>..ov ws ;J~OJV, ~<al txwv <T-rpa-rt&v ~v ?J-r1wa-ro, &¢tKve'i-rat 
~s I16Aov. 

That these persons o! ~~""YI'€;>..;>..ovres-o! &¢tl'p.Jvot-were envoys seut 
from Demosthen@s and the other A then ian generals at Pylus, to report to 
the Athenian assembly-I assume with perfect confidence. The Athenian 
people were not left to hear from casual comers the condition of their 
armament and the progress of this important enterprise. That Demosthen@s 
had asked for a reinforcement, is here expressly stated ; and if it were not 
expressly stated, we might presume it with tolerable confidence, from the 
attack which he was meditating upon Sphakteria, and from the efforts 
which he was making in his own neighbourhood and among the allies. 
Besides, when it is said (c. 27) that the Athenians, on hearing the reports 
of the envoys, had already become inclined of themselves to send forces 
there (wpp.np.lvous -rt -ro .,.;>,.£ov -rfi l'vrkp.p u-rpa-revetv)-and when Kleon 
says to the people-" If you think the reports of the envoys true, send 
forces at once against Sphakteria "-(el lloKe'i av-ro'is &;>..n81i e1vat -r& U.ne;>..
;>..6p.eva; ,.;>..e'iv ~"l Tolls li.vllpas)-this is plain evidence to me, that the 
report as to matters of fact had been presented by the envoys as a gr,ound 
for requesting reinforcements. 
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were surprised that the Lacedremonians sent no· fresh envoys~ 
to solicit peace, and began to suspect· that such silence was ',!/', 
founded upon well-grounded hopes of being able to hold out.'(.li\J 
But the person most of all discomposed:was Kleon, who ob-~'1;. 
served that the people now regretted their insult. ing repudiation~. i-1 
of the Lacedremonian message, and were displeased with him ~:-I 
as the author of it; while on the contrary, his numerous politi- ,}A;~ 
cal enemies were rejoiced at the turn which events had taken, v~ 
as it opened a means of effecting his ruin. At first, Kleon con- a-. ..,~.· 
tended that the envoys had misrepresented the state of facts. ~_,.; 
To which the latter replied by entreating, that if their accuracy "1'. "' 
were mistrusted, commissioners of inspection might be sent.to·t,.;ll~' 
verify it; and Kleon himself, along with Theogenes, was forth- .,?.1 

· with named for this function. 
But it d~d no_t suit Kleon's purpose to go as commissjoner;~o 1',( 

Pylus. His mistrust of the statement was a mere general sus:·~ 
picion, not resting on any positive evidence. Moreover he saw._~~ 
that the' disposi~ions of the assembly tended to comply with;.. ~ 
the reque_st of Demosthenes, and to despatch a reinforcing·.,. 
armament. He accordingly altered his tone at once : "If 'ye 
really believe the story (he said), do not waste time in sending '\ 
commissioners, but sail at once to capture the men. It would 
be easy with a proper force, if our generals were men (here he· 
pointed reproachfully to his enemy Nikias, then Strategus I), to · 
sail and take the solders in the island. That is what I at lelst· 
would do if /were general." His words instantly provoked a ;,. 
hostile _murmur from a P<?rtion of t~e assembly: "Why do you _,1 ·~ 
not sail then at once; If you thmk the matter so easy? " 
Nikias, taking up this murmur, and delighted to have caught" ,• 
his political enemy in a trap, stood forward in person and't ";. 
pressed him ·to set about the enterprise without delay; intimat-
ing the willingness of himself and his .colleagues· to grant him 
any portion of the military force of the city which he £hose to 
ask for. 

Kleon at first closed with this proposition, believing it to be 
a mere stratagem of debate and not seriously intended. But 
so soon as he saw that what was said was really meant, he tried 
to back out, and observed to Nikias-" it is your place to sail: 

1 Thu~yd. iv. 27. Kalls Nudav "TOV N<~<7)pd.,.ov 11"Tpa7'7)')'0V 6v"Ta ft1reu1}
Jl""'ev, ej(:Opos &v JCal brt"T<LLwv-p45wv elva< 1rapa111<<up, el 6.':_5pes eiev oi 
u"Tpci."T7]fol, 1r'Aevrrav"Tas 'Aaf3€iv "TOVS iv "TP v-i}urp, ~tal aimh 'Y' llv, el ;}px•, 
1ro1fiual "Tov"To. '0 Se N<Kias .,.c;,, .,.. 'A07)valwv .,., fJ,.oeopv/37)rrd • .,..,, is TOV 
Ki\Ewva, 8-rl oV Kal vVv 1ri\el, el P40t6v 'YE a.VTcf. <f>a.lve-rat· Kal ll,p.f!. OpWv 
ab"TOV lm"TljlWV"Ta, f/C~AEVEI' ~VT!Va /3oV'AE"Tal ovva}llV 'Aa/30v"Ta, 'TO E1rl 11</>iis 
Eiva<, €1r<X«p€iv. 
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you are general, not I." 1 Nikias only replied by repeating his 
exhortation, renouncing formally the command against Sphak
teria, and calling upon the Athenians to recollect what Kleon 
had said, as well as to hold him to his engagement. The more 
Kleon tried to evade the duty, the louder and more unanimous 
did the cry of the assembly become that Nikias should sur
render it to him, and that he should undertake it. At last, see
ing that there was no possibility of receding, Kleon reluctantly 
accepted the charge, and came forward to announce his inten
tion in a resolute address-" I am not at all afraid of the 
Laced::emonians (he said): I shall sail without even taking 
with me any of the hoplites from the regular Athenian muster
roll, but only the Lemnian and Imbrian hoplites who are now 
here (that is, Athenian kleruchs or out-citizens who had proper
ties in Lemnos and Imbros, and habitually resided there), 
together with some peltasts brought from .&:nos in Thrace, and 
400 bowmen. With this force, added to what is already at 
Pylus, I engage in the space of twenty days either to bring the 
Laced::emonians in Sphakteria hither as prisoners, or to kill 
them in the island." The At)lenians (observes Thucydides) 
laughed somewhat at Kleon's looseness of tongue; but prudent 
men had pleasure in reflecting that one or other of the two 
advantages was now certain: either they would get rid of 
~Kleon, which they anticipated as the issue at once most prob-
-~~e and most desirable-or if mistaken on this point, the 
\baced::emonians in the island would be killed or taken.2 The ~~vote was accordingly passed for the immediate departure of 1 ,Kleon, who caused Demosthenes to be named as his colleague /p- command, and sent intelligence to Pylus at once that he 
,..,was about to start with the reinforcement solicited. 
~ 'V" This curious scene, interesting as laying open the interior 

~ 1 Thucyd. iv. 28. '0 o€ (KA.ewv) TO !J.EV 1rpwTov, o161-'evos ab.,.ov (Nuciav) 
}1../rycp p.&vav &¢clvat, E-rolp.os ?jv, "'yvoVs 0€ TrjJ lJvTL wapa.OwuelovTa O.vexdJpEL, 
1<al ob1< tcp'll abTos &.A.A.' ~"e'ivov IJ''Tpa'T'IJ'Ye'iv, o<o<C:.s tio'IJ Kal ob1< ll.v o16!-'<v6s ol 
ab'ToV 'TOA!J.T)IJ'aL V"ITOXWP~IJ'aL. A~Ots o€ /) N<Kias ~ICeA.eve, Kal ~~IIJ''TC<To 'T~S 
i1Tl UvMp apx~s, Kal !J.cf.pTVpas 'TOVS , AO'I]valovs i"ITOLEL'TO. Oi oe, 0 r 0 II 

~X A. o s cp LA. e! .,.. oLE Zv, 3IJ''f' !J.aA.A.ov lJ KA.ewv V1TecJ>evye 'TOll ?rA.oiJv 1<al 
l~avexwpe< Ta e1p'IJ!J.Eva, .,.&(]'"' e?r<l<eA.e6owro .,.q; N<l<i~ ?rapaoto&va< TtJV ?t.px-hv, 
Kal E~eelvcp hre/30(JJJI 7rAeLv. "!la''TE oVK ~XCIJV 0-rrws Tcdv elp'l]p.Evwv r,, 
e~a1TaA.A.a'YiJ, vcJ>(IJ''Ta'TCJ.L 'TOll 'lrA.ovv, 1<al ?rapeA.OC:,v O~'TE cJ>oj3E!IJ'6C<t tcp'l] AaKe
oa<p.ov[ovs, • &c. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 28. To'is o€ , AO'I]va!ots ~Vf?rEIJ'E p.ev .,., Kal '}'fAW'TOS Ti) 
Kov<floi\of'lq. ail-roV· O.ufJ.Evou 0' 8fJ.(J)S ~'Yl'}'VE"ro -rols qdJcppotTt -r&v &v8pdrrrw;, 
Ao'}'t(op.Evots Ouo7v lt7o.8o'iv Toil E-rEpov reV~ecr8aL-f; Ki\Ewvos 0.7J'al\Aa'Y~ueu8at, 
'b paA.A.ov fiA.7rt(ov, 'tj IJ'</>o.A.e'iiJ't 'YVWP,'IJS AaKelia<p.ov(ous IJ'<!J(IJ', 
x••pwiJ'EIJ'Oal. 
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feeling of the Athenian .1!-ssembly, suggest~; • .;.when, properly vJj 
~~i~~t:fa~~:g~~~;{}~~fi~~f{~~~~l~~,j~~~~:~~i~~~~~; ~ 
most'h1stonans ··as ·a mere p1ece of lev1ty or folly m the Atheman J. 
people, who are supposed to have enjoyed the excellent joke of ' 
putting an incompetent man against his own will at the head of 
this enterprise, in order that they might amuse themselves with 
his blunders: Kleon is thus contemptible, and the Athenian 
people 'ridiculous. Certainly, if that people'had been disposed 
to conduct their public business upon such ·childish fancies as 
are here implied, they would have made a 1ery different .figure 
from that which history actually presents to us. The truth is, 
that in regard to Kleon's alleged looseness of torigue, which 
excited more or less -of laughter among the persons present, 
there was no one really ridiculous except the laughets them
selves. For the announcement which he made was so far from 
being· extravagant, that It was realised to the letter~and 
realised too, let us add, without any peculiar. aid from unfore-
seen favourable accident. To illustra,te'further what is here said, 
we have only to contrast . the jesters before the fact with the 
jesters after it. While .the former deride Kleon as a promiser 
of extravagant and impossible results, we find Aristophanes (in,.., 
his comedy of the' Knights about six months afterwards~) ,.4 
laughing at him as having achieved nothing at all-as having,. .. ·;., 
cunningly put himself into the shoes of Demosthenes, ahp, (\._ 
stolen away from that general the glory of taking Sphakteria,~i,; : 
after all the difficulties of the enterprise had been already got~~. 
over, and "the cake ready baked "-to use the phrase of th~ I · 
comic poet. Both of the jests are· exaggerations in opposite ... 
directions; but the last in order of time, if it be good at all.., •_ 
against Kleon, isa galling-sarcasm against those who derided '" 
Kleon as an extravagant boas_ter. · 

1 Aristophan@s, Equit. 54-
. . . . KctlTrplr:n1v y' EJLoV 

MO.Sa.v f.l.t:fLo.xrho<:; Ev II VA.~ .A..axwvtK-,)v, 
lla.vo.vpy6Ta.T&. trw'i 1r€ptafap..Wv, Vcj.>ap1r&.cra') 
AVTOS' 1Tapi8TJKE T7,v inr' EIJ.Oii J.Lf;p.ayJJ.€V1jv. 

It is Demosthenes who speaks in reference to Kleon-termed in that 
comedy the Paphlagonian slave of Demos. 

Compare v. 391- _ 
K~T· tivl}p EOotEv Erva.t, Ta.AA6Tptov O.,u..Wv 8ipoS', &c.· 

and 74o--r 197. . 
So far from cunningly thrusting himself into the post of general, Kleori 

did everything he possibly·could to avoid the post, and was only forced into 
it by the artifices of his enemies. It is important to notice how little the 
jests of AristophanSs can be taken as any evidence of historical reality. 
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If we intend fairly to compare the behaviour of Kleon with 

that of his political adversaries, we must distinguish between 
the two occasions : first, that in which he had frustrated the 
pacific mission of the Laced~monian envoys ; next, the 
subsequent delay and dilemma which has been recently 
described. On the first occasion, his advice appears to have 
been mistaken in policy, as well as offensive in manner : his 
opponents, proposing a discussion by special commissioners as 
a fair chance for honourable terms of peace, took a juster view 
of the public interests. But the case was entirely altered when 
the mission for peace (wisely or unwisely) had been broken up, 
and when the fate of Sphakteria had been committed to the 
chances of war. There were then imperative reasons for 
prosecuting the war vigorously, and for employing all the force 
requisite to ensure the capture of that island. And looking to 
this end, we shall find that there was nothing in the conduct 
of Kleon either to blame or to deride ; while his political 
adversaries (Nikias among them) are deplorably timid, ignorant, 
and reckless of the public interest; seeking only to turn the 
existing disappointment and dilemma into a party-opportunity 
for ruining him. 

~...r· .. To grant the reinforcement asked for by Demosthenes was 
, J-"o.)viously the proper measure, and Kleon saw that the people 
f'.. ~quld go along with him in proposing it. But he had at the 
~ me time good grounds for reproaching Nikias and the other 

rategi, whose duty it was to originate that proposition, with 
eir backwardness in remaining silent, and in leaving the 

matter to go by default, as if it were Kleon's affair and not 
theirs. His taunt-'' This is what I would have done, if I 
were general "-was a mere phrase of the heat of debate, such 
as must have been very often used without any idea on the part 
of the hearers of construing it as a pledge which the speaker 
was bound to realise. It was no disgrace to Kleon to decline 
a charge which he had never sought, and to confess his 
incompetence to command. The reason why he was forced 
into the post, in spite of his own unaffected reluctance, was 
not (as some historians would have us believe) because the 
Athenian people loved a joke, but from two feelings, both 
perfectly serious, which divided the assembly-feelings opposite 
in their nature, but coinciding on this occasion to the same 
result. His enemies loudly urged him forward, anticipating 
that the enterprise under him would miscarry and that he would 
thus be ruined : his friends, perceiving this manceuvre, but not 
sharing in such anticipations, and ascribing his reluctance to 
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modesty, pronounced themselves so much the more vehemently 
on behalf of their leader, and repaid the scornful cheer by 
cheers of sincere encouragement. " Why do not you try . your 
hand at this enterprise, Kleon, if you think it ·so easy ? you , 
will soon find that it is too much for you "-was the cry of _his 
enemies : to which his friends would reply--" Yes, to be sure, 
try, Kleon : by all means, try : do not be backward ; we 
warrant that you will come honourably out of it, ar:td we will 
stand by you." Such cheer and counter-cheer is precisely in 
the temper of an animated multitude (as Thucydides 1 states it) 
divided in feeling. Friends as well as enemies, thus concurred 
to impose upon Kleon a compulsion not to be eluded. Of aU 
tiie parties here concerned, those whose conduct is the most 
unpardonably disgraceful are, Nikias and his ol,igarchical 
supporters; who force a political enemy into the supreme 
command against his own strenuous protest, persuaded that he 
will fail so as to compromise the lives of many soldiers and the 
destinies of the state on an important emergency-'-but ~atisfy- • 
ing themselves with the ~dea that they shall bring him to 
disgrace and ruin. 

It is to be remarked that Nikias .and his fellow Strategi were 
backward on this occasion, partly because they were really_ 
afraid of the duty. They anticipated a resistance to the death 1 

... ~ 

at Sphakteria such as that at Thermopyhe: -in which case; 
though victory might perhaps be won by a superior assailai1t 
for~e, it wo~ld n~t be won witho':t much bloodshed arid peril,7 , 
besrdes an mexp1able quarrel w1th Sparta. . If Kleon took a~~"J:. 
more correct measure of the chances, he ought to have credit;..? 
for it as one "bene a usus vana contemnere." And it seem~I\P 
probable, that if he had not been thu~ forward in supporting 1":~ 
the request of Demosthenes for reinforcement-or rather, if he~ 
had not been so placed that he was compelled t<i be forward- . . ~ 
Nikias and his friends would have laid aside the enterprise, and -; 
reopened negotiations for peace under circumstances neither ~ 
honourable nor advantageous to Athens. Kleon was in this w .l 
matter one main author of the most important success which " 
Athens obtained throughout the whole war. 

On joining Demostheries with his reinforcement, Kleon 
found every preparation for attack made by that general, 
and the soldiers at Pylus eager to commence such aggres
sive measures as would relieve them from the tedium of a 
blockade. Sphakteria had · become recently more open to 
assault in consequence of an accidental conflagration of the 

1 Th'ucyd. iv, 28. oTov llx"-os rf>t"-e< 1rote'iv, &c. - , . .. 
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wood, arising from a fire kindled by the Athenian seamen, 
while landing at the skirt of the island and cooking their food. 
Under the influence of a· strong wind, most of.the wood in the 

;,.. island had thus caught fire and been destroyed. To Demo
f sthenes this was an accident especially welcome : for the painful 
f"~ e;xperience of his defeat in the forest-covered hills of lEtolia 
,( _?,~ taught him how difficult it was for assailants to cope with 
y-:~ enemy whom they could not see, and who knew all the 
~~~od points of defence in the country. I The island being thus. 
1'~ tripped of its wood, he was enabled to survey the garrison, to 
;~· unt their number, and to lay his plan of attack on certain 
~ata. He now, too, for the first time discovered that he bad 
lf":9"Gnderrated their real number, having before suspected that the 
J1Laced::.emonians had sent in rations for a greater total than was 
'~ actually/there. The island was occupied altogether by 420 

Lacedce.wonian hoplites, out of whom more than 120 were 
• native' Spartans, belonging to the first families in the city. The 
~commander Epitadas, with the main body, occupied the centre 

of the island, near the only spring of water which it afforded : 2 

an advanced guard of thirty hoplites was posted not far from 
the sea-shore in the end of the island farthest from Pylus ; 
while the end immediately fronting Pylus, peculiarly steep and 
rugged, and containing even a rude 'Circuit of stones, of 
unknown origin, which served as a sort of defence-was held 
as a post of reserve. 3 • 

Such was the prey which Kleon and Demosthenes were 
.;, anxious to grasp. On the very day of the arrival of the former, 
·.they sent a herald to the Laced::.emonian generals on the 

mainland, inviting the surrender of the hoplites on the island 
on condition of being simply detained under guard without any 
hardship, until a final pacification should take place. Of 
course the summons was refused; after which, leaving only 
one day for repose, the two generals took advantage of the 
night to put all their hoplites aboard a few triremes, making 
show as if they were merely commencing the ordinary nocturnal 
circumnavigation, so as to excite no suspicion in the occupants 
of the island. The entire body of Athenian hoplites, 8oo in 
number, were thus disembarked in two divisions, one on each 
side of the island, a little before daybreak : the outposts, con
sisting of thirty Laced::.emonians, completely unprepared, were 

1 Thucyd. iv. 30. · 
2 Colonel Leake gives an interesting illustration of these particulars in 

the toppgraphy of the island, which may even now b7 verified (Travels in 
Morea, voL i. p. 408). 3 Thucyd. 1v. 31, 
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surprised even in their sleep, and all slain.! At the point of 
day, the entire remaining force from ·the seventy-two triremes 
was. also disembarked, leaving on board none but ·the thalamii 
or lowest tier of rowers, and reserving only a sufficient number~ 
to p1an the walls of Pylus. · Altogether there could ~ot have 
been less than Io,ooo troops employed in the attack of the ... 
island-men of all arms : 8oo hoplites, 8oo peltasts, 8oo bow- .. 
men ; the rest armed with javelins, slings, and stones .. Demo:,,. 
sthenes kept his hoplites in one compact body, but distributed/~ 
the light-armed into separate companies of about 2oo men~ 
each;· with orders to occupy the rising grounds all round; and 
harass the flanks and rear of the Lacedremonians.2 

"To r~sist this large force, the Laced~monian commander 
Epitadas had only 360 hoplites around him; for his outlying.~ 
company of thirty men had been slain, and as many more JIIUSt ' 
have been he~d in reserve to guard the ro'cky station in:, his 
rear. Of the Helots who were with him, Thucydideg,:,:says ' 
nothing during the whole course of the action. As soon-fu; he,.t 
saw the numbers and disposition of his enemies; Epitadas,'' 
placed his men in battle array, and advanced to encounter the ., 
main body of hoplites whom he saw before him. But the 
Spartan march was habitually slow: 3 moreover the grou_nd· 
was rough and uneven, obstructed with stumps, and overlaiGl. 
with dust and ashes, from the recently burnt wood, so that ·a 
march at once rapid and orderly was hardly possible. He had 
to traverse the whole intermediate space, since the Athenian 
hoplites Jemained immoveable in their position. No sooner · 
had his march commenced, than he found himself assailed ' 
both in rear and flanks, especially in the right or unshielded 
flank, by the numerous companies of light-armed.4 N()twith
standing their extraordinary superiority of number, these men 
were at first awe-stricken at finding themselves in actual contest 
with Lacedremonian hop lites. 5 Still they began the fight, 
poured in their missile weapons, and ·SO annoyed the march 
that the hoplites were obliged to halt, while Epitadas ordered 
the most active among them to spring out of their ranks and 
repel the assailants. But pursuers with spear and shield had 
little chance of overtaking men lightly clad and armed, who 

'always retired, in whatever direction the pursuit was commenced 
-had the advantage of difficult ground_:_.redoubled their 

1 Thucyd. iv. 31. 2 Thucyd. iv. 32. 
8 Thucyd. v. 71. 4 Thucyd. iv. 33· 

,·s Thucyd.iv. 34· lf>u1r•p 8Te 1rpwToV lt.1r€/3a•vov'Tp yvwp.p 1i•1iovA."'JLEVo< 
&s ~1rl Jl.aKeaaLp.ovfovs, &c. ' 
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annoyance against the rear of the pursuers, as soon as the latter 
retreated to resume their place in the ranks-and always took 
care to get ground to the rear of the hoplites. 

After some experience of the inefficacy of Lacedremonian 
pursuit, the light-armed, becoming far bolder than at first, 

~"" closed upon them nearer and more universally, with arrows, 
javelins, and stones,-raising shouts and clamour that rent. the 

I' ~ai,r, rendering the word of command inaudible by the Lace
,..Y:I"'(lremonian soldiers-who at the same time were almost blinded 
JY by the thick clouds of dust, kicked up from the recently spread 
,It wood-ashes.1 Such method of fighting was one for which the 
::t\ykurgean drill made no provision. The longer it continued, 
~~e more painful did the embarrassment of the exposed hoplites 
.~'""become. Their repeated efforts, to .destroy or even to reach 
~nimble and ever-returning enemies, all proved abortive, whilst 

their own numbers were incessantly diminishing by wounds 
• which they could not return. Their only offensive arms con

sisted of the long spear and short sword usual to the Grecian 
hoplite, without any missile weapons whatever; nor could they 
even pick up and throw back the javelins of their enemies, 
since the points of these javelins commonly broke off and stuck 
in the shields, or sometimes even in the body which they had 
wounded. Moreover, the bows of the archers, doubtless care
fully selected before starting from Athens, were powerfully 
drawn, so that their arrows may sometimes have pierced and 
inflicted wounds even through the shield or the helmet-but 
at any rate, the stuffed doublet, which formed the only defence 
of the hoplite on his unshielded side, was a very inadequate 
protection against them. 2 Under this trying distress did the 

1 Thucyd. iv. 34: compare with this the narrative of the destruction of 
the Lacedremonian mora near Lechreum, by Iphikrates and the Peltastre 
{Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 5, II). 

2 Thucyd. iv. 34· To .... lp'}'OV lV'rCJ.uOa xa?..€?rbv ..-o'is AaJC€0C1.L!lOVioLS 
JCa6flf'TU.!TO• olfTE ')'Q.p ol1rt'A0t lffT€7011 -ra 'I"O~E{,f.l.O.Ta, 8opd-ruf. 'TE €va1f'EKEKA.a(J"TO 

j3a?..?..op.lvwv, •1xov l'ie obl'ieV cnplutv ab.,-o'is Xp-f)uau0at, a?I"O/C€1CA.pp.EVOL fJ-EV 'rji 
~lji€L ..-ou ?rpoopijv, ~1rb l'ie ..-ijs p.el(ovos fJoijs ..-wv 7ro?..•p.lwv ..-a lv ab..-o'is 
7rapo.'Y'}'€A.A.op.eva obJC lG'U.ICOVOII'I"ES, I<LVI'i{JVov l'ie 11"C1.JI.'r11.X00€V ?r€p<€G''I"W'I"OS, /Cal 
obJC fxov..-•·s ~?..?r{l'ia JCafl' II, n XP~ ap.vvop.evovs crw8ijva<. 

There has been doubt and difficulty in this passage, even from the time 
of the Scholiasts. Some commentators have translated ?r'il\o< caps or hats, 
-others, padded cuirasses of wool or felt, round the breast and back : see 
the notes of Duker, Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and Goller. That the word 11"11\os 
is sometimes used for the helmet or head-piece, is unquestionable-some
times even (with or without xa?..JCo6s) for a brazen helmet (see Aristophan. 
Lysistr. 562 ; Antiphanes ap. Athe:ti.re. xi. p. 503) : but I cannot think that 
on this occasion Thucydides would specially indicate the head of the 
Lacedremonian hoplite as his chief vulnerable part. Dr. Arnold indeed 
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Laced::emonians_ continue for a long ti_me, ·poorly _provided for 
defence, and in this particular case altogether helpless for 
aggression-without being able to approach at all nearer ~o 
the _Athenian hoplites. At length. the Laced::emonian com
mander, seeing that his position- grew worse and worse, gav:e 
orders to close the ranks and retreat to the last redoubt in the 
rear. But this movement was not accomplished without diffi
culty, for the light-armed assailants became so clamorous ~nd_;; ,' 
forward, that many wounded men, unable to move, or at least t 
to keep in rank, were overtaken and slain.1 · - - ,.,.,_, .j 
· A diminished remnant~ -however, r~ached th~ last. post in J?~ 

-safety. Here they were m comparatlVe protect10n, smce the)•,Ar 
ground was so rocky and impracticable that their enen:ie_s -~, 
coul<i attack them neither in flank nor rear; though the pos~tion ~~ ' 
at any rate could not have been long tenable separately, lilas- V'1J 
much as the only spring of water in the island was in the~ 
centre, which they had just been compelled to abandon. -The -t_., 
light-armed being now less available, Demosthenes and· K-l!'!on ~~ 
brought up their- Soo Athenian- hoplites, who 'had not before tv 
been engaged. But the Laced::emonians were here at home 2 pv 
with their weapons, and enabled to display their well-known 
superiority against opposing hoplites, especially- as they had 
the vantage-ground against enemies charging from beneath: 
Although the Athenians were double in numbers, and withal 
yet unexhausted, they were repulsed in many successive attacks. 
The besieged maintained their ground in spite of all previous 
fatigue and suffering, harder to be borne from the scanty•diet 
on which they had recently subsisted. )'he struggle Jasted so 
long that heat and thirst began to tell even upon' the assailants, 
when the commander of the. Messenians came to Kleon and 
Demosthenes, and intimated that _they were now ·l!ibouring in 
vain; promising at the same time that if they would confide to 
him a detachment of light troops and bowmen, he would find 
his way round to the. higher cliffs in the :r:ear-of the assailants.s 
offers a reason to prove that he might naturally do so; but in.my judgement 
the reason is insufficient. • 

rri'Aot means stuffed clothing of wool or felt; w heth_er employe-d to protect 
head, body, or feet: and I conceive, with P6ppo an!! o~herS) that it here 
indicates the body-clothing of the Laced::emonian hoplite ; his body being 
the part most open to be wounded, on the side undefended by the shield, 
as well as in the rear... That the word 'II'IAot _will bear this sense rna y be . 
seen in Pollux, vii. 171; Plato, Tim::eus, p. 74; a11d Syniposion, p. 220, 
c. 35: respecting 'll'tAos as applied to the foot-covering-Bekker, Charikles, 

, vol. ii. p. 376. . - 1 Thucyd. iv. 35· . 
2 Thucyd. iv. 33· Til ucpe.,.,pa ~p.'ll'.etpla xpfJuau8a<, &c. 
3 Thucyd. iv. 36. ' ' ' 
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He accordingly stole away unobserved from the rear, scrambling 
round over pathless crags, and by an almost impracticable foot
ing on the brink of the sea, through approaches which the 
Lacedremonians had left unguarded, never imagining that they 
could be molested in that direction. He suddenly appeared 
with his detachment on the higher peak above them, so that 
their position was thus commanded, and they found themselves, 
j.S .1at Thermopylre, between two fires, without any hope of 

VI iil"ape. Their enemies in front, encouraged by the success of 
e Messenians, pressed forward with increased ardour, until 
length the courage of the Lacedremonians gave way, and 

~"'l\f e position was carried.l 
~ A few moments more, and they would have been all over-

owered and slain,-when Kleon and Demosthenes, anxious 
to carry them as prisoners to Athens, constrained their men to 
halt, and proclaimed by herald an invitation to surrender, on 
condition of delivering up their arms, and being held at the 

• disposal of the Athenians. Most of them, incapable of further 
effort, closed with the proposition forthwith, signifying compli
ance by dropping their shields and waving their hands above 
their heads. The battle being thus ended, Styphon the com
mander-originally only third in command, but now chief; 
since Epitadas had been slain, and the second in command, 
Hippagretes, was lying disabled by wounds on the field
entered into conference with Kleon and Dernosthenes, and 
entreated permission to send across for orders to the Lace
dremonians on the mainland. The Athenian commanders, 
though refusing this request, sent a messenger of their own, 
inviting Lacedremonian heralds over from the mainland, through 
whom communications were exchanged twice or three times 
between Styphon and the chief Lacedremonian authorities. 
At length the final message came-" The Lacedremonians 
direct you to take counsel for yourselves, but to do nothing 
disgraceful." 2 Their counsel was speedily taken; they sur
rendered themselves and delivered up their arms; 292 in 
number, the survivors of the original total of 420. And out 
of these no less than 120 were native Spartans, some of them 
·belonging to the fir?t families in ~he city. s They were kept 
under guard during that night, and distributed on the morrow 
among the Athenian trierarchs to be conweyed as prisoners to 

1 Thucyd. iv. 37· 
2 Thucyd. iv. 38. 01 AU.t<€0U.tp.6vtot I< .. A..6ovUtV vp.as au-rovs 1rEpl vp.wv 

a.DTWv SovAe6Eu8a.t, p.1JaEv alO"xp~v 1ToLoilvTas. 
3 Thucyd. iv. 38; v. 15. 
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Athens; while a truce was granted to the Laced~monians on 
shore, in order that they might carry across the dead bodies 
for burial. So careful had Epitadas been in husbanding Jlie. 
provisions, that some food was yet found in the island; though 1\; 

, the garrison had subsisted for fifty-twci days upon casual sup
plies, aided by such economies as had been laid by during the. . 
twenty days of the armistice, when food of a stipulated quantity I'· 
was regularly fu'rnished. Seventy-two days. had thus elapsed, ·•· 1 

from the first imprisonment in the island to the hour of the~~i , 
surrender.1 "':"111 

The best troops in modern times would neither incur reproach,¥'~ 
nor occasion surprise, by surrendering, under circumstances i.nr;.~ 
all respects similar to this gallant remnant in· Sphakteria. Yet y-. 
in Greece the_.astonishment was prodigious and universal, when~ 
it was learnt that the Lacedremonians had.consented to become¥~ 

· prisoners. 2 For the terror inspired by their name, and the deep- v'J 
struck impression ofThermopylre had created a belief that they~ 
would endure any extremity of famine, and perish in the midst '

1 

of any superiority of hostile force, rather than dream of givin~ 
' up their arms and surviving as captives. The events 6f Sphak V1 

teria, shocking as they did this preconceived idea, discredited UcJ 
the military prowess of Sparta in the eyes .of all Greece, and J!'t 
especially in those of her own allies.. Even in Sparta itself, to9, J-1 

.. the 'same feeling prevailed-partially revealed in the answer~ 
transmitted to Styphon from the generals on· shore, who did '')( 

·not venture to forbid surrender, yet discountenanced it by . 
· implication. If is certain that the Spartans would have lost .· 
, less by their death than by their surrender. But we read with 

disglist the spiteful taunt of one of the allies of Athens (not an 
Athenian) engaged in the affair, addressed in the form of a 
question to one of the prisoners-" Have your best inen then 
been all slain? " The reply conveyed an intimation of the . 

' standing contempt entertained by the Lacedremonians for the 
bow and its chance-strokes in the line-" That would be a 
capital arrow which could single out ·the. best man." The 
language which Herodotus puts into the mouth of Demaratus, 
composed in the early years of the Peloponnesian war, attests 
this same belief in Spartan valour-" The Lacedremonians die, 
but never surrender." s Such impression was from henceforward, 

1 Thucyd. iv. 39· 
2 Thucyd. iv. 40.- 7rapa -yv!I.p:rw .,.. a~ JL&.A.t<T'TO. .,.c;JV KO.'TCt .,-lw 'lrOA<p.ov 

'TOV'TO 'TOtS "EA.A.'I)<Ttv l1-lvero, &c. . · , 
• 3 To adopt a phrase, the counterpart of that which has been ascribed to 

'the Vieille Garde of the Emperor Napoleon's .ar!lly: compare Herodot. vii. 
I04• 
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not indeed effaced, but sensibly enfeebled, nor was it ever again 
~tored to its full former pitch. , 

v/"' ~ t the general judgement of the Greeks respecting the' 
ure of Sphakteria, remarkable as it is to commemorate, 
r less surprising than that pronounced by Thucydides 

V himself. Kleon and Demosthenes returning with a part of the 
~}~ squadron and carrying all the prisoners, started from Sphakteria. 
'ibn the next day but one after the action, and reached Athens. 
of ' 'thin twenty days after Kleon had left it. Thus "the promise' 
1: , iff Kleon, insane as z"t was, came true" -observes the historian.1 

" 1 Thucyd. iv. 39. Kal 'TOV Kil.,wvos Kai1rep p.avtrfJo11s oliiTa ~ {l'lrO· r IT X e IT's &. ... '/37)• lv'TOS ')lap etiCOITtV ~p.epwv ~')!"')IE 'TOVS li.vopas, 8>1T7rEp 
{nrfO''T7J. 

Mr. Mitford, in recounting these incidents, after having said respecting 
Kleon-" In a very extraordinary train if circumstances which followed, 
his impudence and his fm·tune (if in the want of another, we may use that' 
term) wonderfully favoured him ''-goes on to observe two pages farther-

" It however soon appeared, that though for a man like Cleon, unversed 
in militi!ry command, the undertaking was rash and the bragging promise 
abundantly ridiculous, yet the business was not so desperate as it was in the 
moment generally imagined : and in fact the folly of the Athenian people, 
in committing such a trust to such a man, far exceeded that of the man 
himself, whose impudence seldom carried him beyond the control of his 
cunning. He had received intelligence that Demosthenes had already 
formed the pian and was preparing for the attempt, with the forces upon 
the spot and in the neighbourhood. Hence his apparent moderation in the 
demand for troops ; which he judiciously accommodated to the gratification 
of the Athenian people, by avoiding to require any Athenians. He further 
showed his judgment, when the decree was to be passed which was finally 
to direct the expedition, by a request which was readily granted, that 
Demosthenes might be joined with him in the command." (Mitford, Hist. 
of Greece, vol. iii. ch. xv. sect. vii. p. zso-zs3.) 

It appears as if no historian could write down the name of Kleon without 
attaching to it some disparaging verb or adjective. We are here told in the 
same sentence that Kleon was an impudmt braggm·t for promisi;tg the 
execution if the enterprise-and yet that the enterprise itself was pe;:fectly 
feasible. \¥ e are told in one sentence that he was rash and ridiculous for 
promising this, unversed as he was in mi!itar;' command: a few words 
farther, we are informed that he expressly requested that the most competent 
man to be found, Demosthenes, might be named his colleague. \V e are 
told of the cunning of Klemz, and that Klemz had ;·eceived intelligence from 
Demosthen.h-as if this were some private communication to himself. But 
Demosthenes had sent no news to Kleon, nor did Kleon know anything, 
which was not equally known to every man in the assembly. The folly if 
the people in committing tlze trust to Klemz is denounced-as if Kleon had 
sought it himself, or as if his friends had been the first to propose it for him. 
If the folly of the people was thus great, what are we to say of the knavery 
of the oligarchical party, with Nikias at their head, who impelled the 
people into this folly, for the purpose of ruining a political antagonist, and 
who forced Kleon into the post against his own most unaffected reluctance? 
Against this manceuvre of the oligarchical party, neither Mr. Mitford nor 
any other historian says a word. When Kleon judges circumstances 
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Men with arms in their hands have always the option between 

leath and imprisonment, and Grecian opinion was only mistaken 
n assuming as a certainty that the Lacedremonians would 
:hoose the former. But Kleon had never promised to bring 
hem home as prisoners : his promise was disjunctive-that 
:hey should be either so brought home, or slain, within twenty 
:lays. No sentence throughout the whole of Thucydides 
1stonishes me so much as that in ·which he stigmatises such 
m expectation as "insane." Here are 420 Lacedremonian 
:10plites, without any other description of troops to aid them,.-:. 
without the possibility of being reinforced-withciut·any regula:'r,~~ 
'ortification-without any narrow pass such' as that ofThermopy;!:'e.~ 'I~~ 
-~ithout either a s_ufficient or a certain s~pply offood-coopk'djl\o"' 
up m a small open 1sland less than two n'nles m length, Agamst. t. 
them are brought ro,ooo troops of divers arms;· including Soo "\.; '· 
fresh hoplites from Athens, and marshalled by -Demosthenes, - j 

a man alike enterprising and experienced. For· the talents as ~ 
well as the presence and preparations of Demosthenes a~e a~• '. 
part of the data of the case, and the personal competence of , . · 
Kleon to command alone is foreign to the ~calculation.· Now , · 
if, under such circumstances, Kleen engaged that this forlorn '· • 
company of brave men should be either slain or taken prisoners, · 
how could he be looked upon, I will not say as indulging in al!l 
insane boast, but even as overstepping a cautious and mistrust-
ful estimate of probability? Even to doubt of this result, 
much more to pronounce such an opinion ·as that of Thucy
dides, implies an idea not only of superhuman power in the 
Lacedremonian hoplites, but a disgraceful incapacity on the 
part of Demosthenes and the assailants. The interval of 
twenty days, named by -Kleon, was not extravagantly narrow, 
considering the distance of Athens from Pylus. For the attack 
of this petty island could not possibly occupy more than one 
or two days at the utmost, though. the blockade of it might 
by various accidents have .been prolonged, or might even, by 

rightly, as Mr. Mitford allows that he did in this case, he has credit for 
nothing better than cunning. 

The truth is, that the people committed no folly in nppointing Kleon
for he justified the best expectations of his friends. But Nikias and his 
friends committed great knaveiy in proposing it, since they fully believed 
that he would fail. · And even _upon Mr. Mitford's statement of the case, 
the opinion of Thucydid~s which stands at the beginning of this note is 
thoroughly unjustifiable; not less unjustifiable than the language of the 
modern historian about the "extraordinary circumstances," and the way in 
which Kleon was "fav~ured by fortune." Not a single incident can be 
specified in the narrative to bear out these invidious assertions. 
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some terrible storm, be altogether broken off. If then we 
carefully consider this promise, made by Kleon in the assembly, 
we shall find that so far from deserving the sentence pronounced 
upon it by Thucydides, of being a mad boast which came true 
by accident-it was a reasonable and even a modest anticipation 
of the future : 1 reserving the only really doubtful point in the 
case-whether the garrison of the island would be ultimately 
slain or made prisoners. Demosthenes, had he been present 
at Athens instead of being at Pylus, would willingly have set 
his seal to the engagement taken by Kleon . 
..,.N repeat with reluctance, though not without relief, the state

nt made by one of the biographers of Thucydides 2-that 
eon was the cause of the banishment of the latter as a 

~g,eneral, and has therefore received from him harder measure 
~t.J"than was due in his capacity of historian. But though this 

timent is not probably without influence in dictating the 
ccountable judgement which I have just been criticising

~ well as other opinions relative to Kleon, on which I shall say 
~&;e in a future chapter-I nevertheless look upon that judge-
1 ~nt ·not as peculiar to Thucydides, but as common to him 
~with Nikias and those whom we must call, for want of a better 
~.name, the oligarchical party of the time at Athens. And it 
V.~es us some measure of the prejudice and narrowness of 
• 0. ""Vision which prevailed among that party at the present memor- · 
..,...~le crisis; so pointedly contrasting with the clear-sighted and 

solute calculations, and the judicious conduct in action, of 
. ,., Kleon, who when forced against his will into the post of general, : 
!-" did the very best which could be done in his situation-he ; 
"V" selected Demosthenes as colleague and heartily seconded his ; 
~~operations. Though the military attack of Sphakteria, one of 

the ablest specimens of generalship in the whole war, and dis
tinguished not less by the dexterous employment of different 

1 The jest of an unknown comic writer (probably Eupolis or Aristo
phanes, in one of the many lost dramas} against Kleon-" that he showed 
great powers of prophecy after the fact "-(Kl>.<wv llpop.1)8e6s ~ern p.e"TO. "TO. 
1rpci-yp.a"Ta, Lucian, Prometheus, c. 2) may probably have reference to his 
proceedings about Sphakteria: if so, it is certainly undeserved. 

In the letter which he sent to announce the capture of Sphakteria and 
the prisoners to the Athenians, it is affirmed that he began with the words 
-KA<wv 'A611valwv "Tjl Bovl>.jl t<al "Tef Ll-/jp.rp xalpew. This was derided by 
Eupolis, and is even considered as a piece of insolence. \V e must therefore 
presume that the form was unusual in addressing the people : though it 
certainly seems neither insolent, nor in the least unsuitable, after so 
important a·success (Schol. ad Aristophan. Plut. 322; Bergk, De Reliquiis 
Comredire Antiqure, p. 362). • 

2 Vit. Thucydidis, p. xv. ed. Bekker. 
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descriptions of troops than by care to 1spare the lives of the 
assailants--'belongs altogether to Demosthenes ; yet if Kleon 
had not been competent to ~tand up in the Athenian assembly · 
and defy those gloomy predictions which we see attested in ·" 
Thucydides, Demosthenes would never have been· reinforced 
nor placed in condition to land on the island.. The glory of 
the enterprise ·therefore belongs jointly to both.. Kleon, far 
from stealing away the laurels of Demosthenes (as Aristophanes 
represents in his comedy of the Knights), was really the means 
of placing thetn on his head, though he at the same tim.~ · 
deservedly shared them. It has hitherto been the practice

4

~, 
to look at Kleon only from the point of view of his opponents~·· . 

. through whose testimony we know him. But the real factl.is"-.' 
that this history, of the events ,of Sphakteria, when properly\, 
surveyed, is a standing disgrace to those opponents, and no•·'1. 
inconsiderable honour to him; exhibiting them as alike desti
tute of political foresight and of straightfoi-ward patriotism-as ,..._ 
sacrificing the opportunities 'of war, along with the lives of their'"}.{ 
fellow-citizens and soldiers, for the purpose' of ruining a political •· • ..: 

· enemy. It was the duty of Nikias, as Strategus, to propose; 1-· • 
and undertake in person if necessary, the reduction of Sphak-. /"" 
teria. If he thought the enterprise dangerous, that was a good . · 
reason for assigning tq it a larger military force, as we shall find'~:~ 
him afterwards reasoning about the Sicilian expedition-but not.,· , 
forletting it slip or throwing it off upon others.! \tli 

The return of Kleon and Demosthenes to Athens, within the', ·~~ 
twenty days promised, bringing with them' near 300 Lacedaomo-~~ 
nian prisoners, must have been by far the most triumphant and Jf~ 
exhilarating event which had occurred to the Athenians through-~ 
out the whole war. It at once changed the prospects, position, ~ 
and feelings, of .both t?e contending_ parties. Such a numberr-, ~ 
of Lacedaomoman pnsoners, espec1ally 120 Spartans, was a~ 
source of almost stupefaction to the generah-'body of Greeks, 1 .~ 
and a prize of inestimable value to the captors. The return 'f 
of Demosthenes in the preceding year from the Atnbrakian 
Gulf, when he brought with him 3'oo Ambrakian panoplies, 
had probably been sufficiently triumphant. But the entry 
into Peirreus on this occasion from Sphakteria, with 300 

Lacedaomonian prisoners, must doubtless have occasioned 
emotions transcending all former experienc·e. It is much to 
be regretted that no description is preserved to us of the scene, 
as well as of the elate manifestations of the people when the 
prisoners were marched up from Peiraous to Athens. We 

1 Plutarch, Nikias,· c. 8; Thucyd. v. 7· 
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should be curious also to read some account of the first Athe
nian assembly held after this event-the overwhelming cheers 
heaped upon Kleon by his joyful partisans, who had helped to 
invest him with the duties of general, in confidence that he 
would discharge them well-contrasted with the silence or 
retractation of Nikias and the other humiliated political enemies. 
But all such details are unfortunately denied to us-though 
they constitute the blood and animation of Grecian history, 
now lying before us only in its skeleton. 

he first impulse of the Athenians was to regard the prisoners 
a guarantee to their territory against invasion.1 They re
ed to keep them securely guarded until the peace ; but 

. ~ any time before that event the Lacedremonian army should 
er Attica, then to bring forth the prisoners, and put them 

!&;death in sight of the invaders. They were at the same time 
~l of spirits in regard to the prosecution of the war, and 

ylf'became further confirmed in the hope, not merely of preserving 
~ their power undiminished, but even of recovering much of what 

...,A they had lost before the Thirty years' truce. Pylus was placed 
v· ' n improved state of defence, with the adjoining island of 

akteria doubtless as a subsidiary occupation. The Mes
ans, transferred thither from Naupaktus, and overjoyed 

e \.,c. to find themselves once more masters even of an outlying rock 
~· f their ancestorial territory, began with alacrity to overrun and 

vage Laconia: while the Helots, shaken by the recent events, 
anifested inclination to desert to them. The Lacedremohian 

~
uthorities, experiencing evils before unfelt and unknown, 

\ .tecame sensibly alarmed lest such desertions should spread 
. through the country. Reluctant as they were to afford obvious 
' evidence of their embarrassments, they nevertheless brought 

themselves (probably under the pressure of the friends and 
relatives of the Sphakterian captives) to send to Athens several 
missions for peace; but all proved abortive.2 We are not told 
what they offered, but it did not come up to the expectations 
which the Athenians thought themselves entkled to indulge. 

We, who now review these facts with a knowledge of the 
subsequent history, see that the Athenians could have con
cluded a better bargain with the Lacedremonians during the 
six or eight months succeeding the capture of Sphakteria, than 
it was ever open to them to make afterwards : and they had 
reason to repent letting slip the opportunity. Perhaps indeed 
Perikles, had he been still alive, might have taken a more 

1 Thucyd. iv. 41. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 41 ; compare Aristophan. Equit. 648, with Schol. 
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prudent measure of the future, and might have had ascend
ency enough over his countrymen. to be able· to arrest the 
tide of success at its highest point, before it. began to ebb 
again. · 

But if we put ourselves back into the situation of Athens~lt" 
during the autumn which succeeded the return of Kleon and :~ 
Demosthenes from Sphakteria, we shall easily enter into the,)'\: 
feelings under which the war was continued. The actual~ .. 

1 

possession of the captives now placed Athens in a far bette~ 
position than she had occupied when they were only blockedi,.:oi6" 
up in Sphakteria, and when the Lacedremonian envoys fir.st~ 
arrived to ask for 12eace. She was nor certain· of being able t'o~ 

· command peace w1th Sparta on terms at least tolerable, when"i\:JJ 
ever ~he chose to ·~nvit~ it-:she had also a fa~r certainty of'~ 
estapmg t~e h_ardship of mvaswn. N ext.:...._and this was p~rh. aps't· · · ·. 
the· most ·Important feature of the case-the apprehension of .• 
Lacedremonian prowess was now greatly lowered, 'al}d the_ -~ 
prospects of. success to Athens considered as prodigi:qusly ~·, 
improved,! even in the estimation of impartial Greeks ;'(irtuch ;~:f.; 
more in the eyes of the Athenians themselves. Moreover the. -~ 
idea of a tide of good fortune-of the favour· of the gods now;,;j: 
begun and likely to ~ontinue-of future success as a corollary "'.. -~ 

'from past.:...._was one which powerfully affected Grecian calcula"' . 
tions generally. Why not push the present good fortune ahd .: 
try to regain 'the most important points.lost before and by the ·":. 
Thirty years; truce; especially in · Megara and Bceotia-points 
which Sparta· could not concede by negotiation, ·since they, . 
were not in her possessicm? Though these. speculations failed 
(as we shall see in the coming .·chapter), yet there was nothing 
unreasonable in acting upon them. Probably the almost universal 
sentiment of Athens was at this moment warlike. Even Nikias, 
humiliated as he must have been by the success in Sphakteria, 
would forget his usual caution in the d.esire of retrieving his 
own personal credit by some military exploit. That Demo
sthenes, now in full measure of esteem, would be eager to 
prosecute the war, with which his prospects of personal glory 
were essentially associated (just as Thucydides 2 observes about 
Brasidas on the Lacedremonian side), can admit of no doubt. 
The comedy of Aristophanes called the Acharnians was acted 
about six months before the affair of Sphakteria, when no one 
could possibly look forward to -such· an event-the comedy 9f 
the Knights abo.ut· six months after it.3 Now there is this 

1 Thucyd. iv. 79· . . 2 Thucyd. v. 16. . . · 
3 The Acharneis was performed at the festival of the Lenrea at Athens

N2 
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remarkable difference between the two--that while the former 
breathes the greatest sickness of war, and presses in every 
possible way the importance of making peace, although at that 
time Athens had no opportUnity of coming even to a decent 
accommodation-the latter, running down the general character 
of Kleon with unmeasured scorn and ridicule, talks in one or 
two places only of the hardships of war, and drops altogether 
that emphasis and repetition with which peace had been dwelt 
upon in the 'Acharnians-although coming out at a moment 

, yflen peace was within the reach of the Athenians. 
{1{' ~ll'fo understand properly the history of this period, therefore, 
~.;~e must distinguish various occasions which are often con
. ~opnded. At the moment when Sphakteria was first blockaded, 
:"j].&oid when the Lacedremonians first sent to solicit peace, there 

~
_..,-was a considerable party at Athens disposed to entertain the 

offer. The ascendency of Kleon was one of the main causes 
~y it was rejected. But after the captives were brought home 

r.;.f;om Sphakteria, the influence of Kleon, though positively 
r:"':'greater than it had been before, was no longer required to 
:, ll"procure the dismissal of Lacedremonian pacific offers and the 
"',kontinuance of the war. The general temper of Athens was 
t1"" then warlike, and there were very few to contend strenuously 
.I'~ an opposite policy. During the ensuing year, however, the 
Y!fP! nces of war turned out mostly unfavourable to Athens, so 

t by the end of that year she had become much more 
posed to peace.1 The truce for one year was then con

~ eluded. But even after that truce was expired, Kleon still 
#"'continued eager (and on good grounds, as will be shown here
~ 'after) for renewing the war in Thrace, at a time when a large 
' proportion of the Athenian public had grown weary of it. He 

was one of the main causes of that resumption of warlike 
operations, which ended in the battle of Amphipolis, fatal both 
to himself and to Brasidas. There were thus two distinct 
occasions on which the personal influence and sanguine 
character of Kleon seems to have been of sensible moment 
in determining the Athenian public to war instead of peace. 
But at the moment which we have now reached-that is, the 
year immediately following the capture of Sphakteria-the 
Athenians were sufficiently warlike without him ; probably 
Nikias himself as well as the rest. · 
January, 425 B.C.; the Knights at the same festival in the ensuing year, 
424 B.C. 

The capture of Sphakteria took place about July, B.c. 425; between the • 
two dates above. See Mr. Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, ad ann. 

1 Thucyd. iv. II7; v. 14. 
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It was one of the earliest proceedings of Nikias, immediately · 

after the inglorious exhibition which he had made in reference~\
to Sphakteria, to conduct an expedition, in conjunction with 't
two colleagues, against the Corint~i.an territory. He took with~ 
him 8o triremes, 2ooo Athenian hoplites, 200 horsemen aboard .V'\ 
of some horse transports, and some additional hoplites from "'V' 
Miletus, Andros, and Karystus.1 Starting from Peirreus in the Cf 
evening, he arrived a little before day-break on a beach at the \~n 
foot of the hill and village of Solygeia;2 about seven miles from '

11 

Corinth, and two or three miles south of the Isthmus. The · 
Corinthian trobps, from all the territory of Corinth within 'the 
Isthmus, were already assembled at the Isthmus itself to repel\. • 
him_; for intelli_gence of the intended ex~editio~ had reach.ed/ · 
Cormth some time before from Argos, with which latter plac~ . ~ 
the scheme of the expedition may have been in·. some way"t 
connected. The Athenians having touched the coast during"'' · 
the darkness, the Corinthians were only appr-ised of the fact by,.,. 
'fire~signals from Solygeia. Not being able to hinder the landing,.,_, .' 
they despatched'forthwith half their forces, under· Ba.ttus'and'',. · 
Lykophron, to repel the invader, while the remain!ng half wef'e;!_ 
left at the harbour of Kenchrere, on the northern side of Mount , 
Oneion, to guard the port of Kromm yon (outside of the Isthtnus) '"t~ · 
in case it should be attacked . by sea. Battus with one lochust 
of hoplites threw himself into the village of Solygeia, which wasy
unfortified, while Lykophron conducted the remaining troops~·~". 
to attack the Athenians. The ·battle was first engaged on the. 1 · 

Athenian right, a~most immediately_ after its landing, on tlie'··'~ 
point called Chersonesus. Here the Athenian· hoplites, together''' · .. 
with their Karystian allies, repelled the Corinthian attack, after ' 
a stout and warmly disputed hand-combat of spear and shield. 
Nevertheless the Corinthians, retreating up to a higher point of 
ground, returned to the charge, and with the aid of a fresh 
lochus, drove .the Athenians back to the shore and to their 
ships: from hence the latter again turned, and again recovered 
a partial advantage.3 The battle was no less severe on the left 
wing of the Athenians. But here, after a contest of some 

, length, the latter gained a more decided victory, greatly by the 
aid of their cavalry-pursuing the Corinthians, who fled in 
some disorder to a neighbouring hill and there took up a 

1 Thucyd. iv. 42. Tov ~· ab-rov 6~pous p.e-ra·-ravTa • b 6 6 s, &c. 
9 See the geographical illustrations of this descent in Dr. Arnold's plan 

and note appended to the second volume of his Thucydides-and in Colonel 
Leake-Travels in Morea, ch. xxviii. p. 235; xxix. p. 309, 

3 Thucyd. iv. 43· · 
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position.1 The Athenians were thus victorious throughout the 
whole line, with the loss of about forty-seven men, while the 
Corinthians had lost 2 I 2, together with the general Lykophron. 
The victors erected their trophy, stripped the dead bodies and 
buried their own dead. The Corinthian detachment left at 
Kenchrere could not see the battle, in consequence of the 
interposing ridge of Mount Oneion: but it was at last made 
known to them by the dust of the fugitives, and they forthwith 
hastened to afford help. Reinforcements also came both from 
Corinth and from Kenchrere, and as it seems too, from the 
neighbouring Peloponnesian cities-so that Nikias thought it 
prudent to retire on board of his ships, and halt upon some 
neighbouring islands. It was here first discovered that two of 
the Athenians slain had not been picked up for burial; upon 
which he immediately sent a herald to solicit a truce, in order 
to procure these two missing bodies. We have here a remark
able proof of the sanctity attached to that duty; for the 
mer~ sending of the herald was tantamount to confession of 

" , ~at.2 
' ~'From hence Nikias sailed to Kromm yon, where after ravaging 
•; ~e neighbourhood for a few hours he rested for the night. On 

next day here-embarked, sailed along the coast of Epidaurus, 
n which he inflicted some damage in passing, and stopped 

~;.\.,at last on the peninsula of Methana, between Epidaurus and 
&.;~~"'" JT6rcezen. 3 On this peninsula he established a permanent 
~~rrison, drawing a fortification across the narrow neck of land 
F_tYn,ich joined it to the Epidaurian peninsula. This was his last 
/~~loit. He then sailed home: but the post at Methana long 
,))-"' remained as a centre for pillaging the neighbouring regions of 

Epidaurus, Trcezen, and Halieis. 
While Nikias was engaged in this expedition, Eurymedon 

and Sophokles had sailed forward from Pylus with a consider
able portion of that fleet which had been engaged in the capture 
of Sphakteria, to the island of Korkyra. It has been already 
stated that the democratical government at Korkyra had been 
suffering severe pressure and privation f1"om the oligarchical 
fugitives, who had come back into the island with a body of 
barbaric auxiliaries, and established themselves upon Mount 

1 Thucyd. iv. 44· l8<v'To Ta S1rA.a-an expression which Dr. Arnold ex
plains, here as elsewhere, to mean "piling the arms : " I do not think such 
an explanation is correct, even here ; much less in several other places to 
which he alludes. See a note on the surprise of Platrea by the The bans, 
immediately before the Peloponnesian war. 

2 Plutarch, Nikias, c. 6. 3 Thucyd. iv. 45· 
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Iston~ not far from the city.1 Eurymedon and the Athenians, 
joining _the Korkyrreans in the•city, attacked and stormed the 
post on Mount !stone; while .the :vanquished, retiring first to 
a lofty and inaccessible peak, were forced to surrender them
selves on terms to the Athenians. Abandoning altogether 
their mercenary auxiliaries, they only stipulated thatthey should 
themselves be sent to Athens, and left to the discretion of the 
Athenian people. -Eurymedon, assenting to these terp:J.S, de
posited the disarmed prisoners in the .neighbouring islet of 
,Ptychia, under the distinct condition, that if a singl~.,man tried 
to escape, the whole capitulation should be ~mll and void.2 

Unfortunately for these men, the orders given to Eurymedon· 
carried him onward straight to Sicily. It was irksome therefore 
to him to send away a detachment,,of his ·squadron to convey 
prisoners to Athens ; where the ho~ours . of delivering. thel]l 
would be reaped, not by himself, but by the officer to whom 
they might be confided. · · And the Korkyrreans in the city, on 
their part, were equally anxious that the men, ~hould not be 
sent to Athens. Their anin;osity against the~ ·bein~>bitter-i.p. \ 
the_ ex~reme, they wen:; afrm~ ~hat th~ Athem~n~ mi_g~t spare'.,., 
the~r hves, so that their hostihty agamst the Island_ migh_t•b~. · · , 
agam resumed. And· thus a mean jealousy on th~ part .of,,_ 
Eurymedon, combined· with revenge and insecurity on th,e part:. 
of the victorious Korkyrreans, brought about a cruel catastrophe, · ' 
paralleled nowhere else in Greece, thougl]. too well in keepiJ!g• · ·"
with the previous acts of the bloody drama enacted in this, · .. 
island. ·~ 

The Korkyrrean leaders, seemingly not without the privity of 
0
N 

Eurym~don, se~t across to Ptych_ia fraudulent emissa~ies ~nder \~ 
the gmse of fnends to the pnsoners. These emissanes,- .... ,_L 
assuring the prisoners that the Athenian commanders, in spite CI'V\ 
of the convention signed, were _about _to hand them over to the ~¢. 
Korkyrrean people for destruction, ..:...mduced some of them to \;.1 
attempt escape in a boat prepared for the purpose. By concert, 
the boat was seized in the act of escaping, so that the terms of 
the capitulation were really violated': upon which Eurymedon' 
handed over the prisoners to their enemies in the island, who 
imprisoned them all together in one vast building, under guard 
of hoplites. From this building they were drawn out in com
panies of twenty men each, chained together in couples, and 
compelled to march between two lines of hoplites marshalled 
on each side of the road. Those who loitered in the march 
were hurried on by whips from behind : as they advanced, their 

1 Thucyd. iv. 2-45· 2 Thucyd. iv. 46. 
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private enemies on both sides singled them out, striking and 
piercing them until at length they miserably perished. Three 
successive companies were thus destroyed-ere the remaining 
prisoners in the interior, who thought merely that their place of 
detention was about to be changed, suspected what was passing. 
As soon as they found it out, one and all refused either to quit 
the building or to permit any one else to enter. They at the 
same time piteously implored the intervention of the Athenians, 
if it were only to kill them and thus preserve them from the 
cruelties of their merciless countrymen. The latter, abstaining 
from attempts to force the door of the building, made an 
aperture in the roof, from whence they shot down arrows, and 
poured showers of tiles upon the prisoners within ; who sought 
at first to protect themselves, but at length abandoned them
selves to despair, and assisted with their own hands in the work 
of destruction. Some of them pierced their throats with the 
arrows shot down from the roof: others hung themselves, 
either with cords from some bedding which happened to be in 
the building, or with strips torn and twisted from their own 
garments. Night came on, but the work of destruction, both 
froin above and within, was continued without intermission, so 
that before morning, all these wretched men had perished, 
either by the hands of their enemies or by their own. At 
daybreak the Korkyr::eans entered the building, piled up the 
dead bodies on carts, and transported them out of the city: 
the exact number we.are not told, but seemingly it cannot have 
,been less than 300. The women who had been taken at Istoni! 
along with these prisoners, were all sold as slaves.! 

Thus finished the bloody dissensions in this ill-fated island: 
for the oligarchical party were completely annihilated, the 
democracy was victorious, and there were no further violences 
throughout the whole war.2 It will be recollected that these 
deadly feuds began with the return of the oligarchical prisoners 
from Corinth, bringing along with them projects both of treason 
and of revolution. They ended with the annihilation of that 
party, in the manner above described ; the interval being filled 
by mutual atrocities and retaliation, wherein of course the 
victors had most opportunity of gratifying their vindictive 
passions. Eurymedon, after the termination of these events, 
proceeded onward with the Athenian squadron to Sicily. What 
he did there will be described in a future chapter devoted to 
Sicilian affairs exclusively. · 

The complete prostration of Ambrakia during the campaign 
1 Thucyd. iv. 47, 48. 2 Thucyd. iv. 48. 
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of the precedmg year had left Anaktonum without any defence f'~ 
against the Akarnanians. and·;:Aineiiian"'scf!iiiction""'ffcim''"Nau- :ll'i 
paktus~_,...They'oesieged~nd''took•ff·~lilfi~g'the CO';Irse of the ~· 
present summer; 1 expellmg the Connth1an propnetors, and<JC; 
re-peopling the town and1 its territory .with Akarnanian settlers~· 
from all the townships in\the country. 
· Throughout the maritime empire of Athens matters continued 
perfectly tranquil, except \that the inhabitants of Chios, during 

. the course of the ·autumn, incurred t,he suspicion of the ~11) 
Athenians from having recently built a riew wall to their city~, .., 

'as if it were done with t!:le intention of taking the first oppor
tunity to revolt.2 They sblemnly protested their innocence o · 
any s~ch designs, bu! the\Athenians 'Yere not satisfied withoutJ:~ 
exactmg the destruction of the obnoxiOus wall. The presence ~ 
on the opposite continerh of an active band of Mitylen<ean f..-" 
exiles, who captured both tRhceteium and Antandrus during the 

·ensuing spring, probably rriade the Athenians more anxious and 
vigilant on the subject of Chios.3 · 

The Athenian regular tribute-gathering squadron, circulating \V 
among the maritime subjJcts, captured, during· the course o~f, · 
the present autumn, a prisbner of some importance and· singu 
larity. It was a Persian ~mbassador, Artaphernes, seized at 
Eion on the Strymon, in \his way to Sparta with despatches 
from the Great King. He was brought to Athens, where his : 
despatches, which were at some length and written in the 11-\' 
Assyrian character, were translated and made pub'lic. The ""' 
Great King told the Lace~<emonians, in substance, that he ;,;..., 
could not comprehend w,h1}t they meant;\ for that among the, lie 

numerous envoys whom th~y had sent, no two told the same""""'" 
story. Accordingly he desired them, if they wished to make 
themselves understood, to \send some envoys with fresh and 
plain instructions to accompany Artaphernes. 4 Such was the 
substance of !he· despatch, iconveying a remarkable testimony 
as to the march of the Lacedremonian government in its foreign 
policy. Had any similar te~timony existed respecting Athens, 
demonstrating that her foreign policy was conducted with half 
as much unsteadiness and stupidity, ample inferences would 

'have been drawn from it to\the discredit of democracy. But 
there has been no motive generally to discredit Laced<emonian 

I Thucyd. iv. 49· 2 Thtyd. iv. sr. 3 Thucyd. iv. sz. 
4 Thucyd. iv. 50. lv ais 'li'OAAW~ lll\l\"'v ')1•-ypap.p.Jv"'v tmpdl\awv 1fv, 'lrp'os 

A,a.tc:'Batp.o~{o~s, ?int ~l8~va.t_ 8,-n fJo~Ao'VTO.L" 1roA/\.Wv ?Ctp lAO~vTwP 7Tpff113eru~ 
ov8e-va Tav'i"a. i\Ef'ELV" H ofJv 'TI. /3ov'A.oJI'Tat uacpes i\e-yetv, 7reptfa.t p.erd. -rov 
n'prrov /£vlipi1.$ WS ai'm$v. ~ ' 1 
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institutions, which included kingship in double measure-two 
parallel lines of hereditary kings j together with an entire 
exemption from everything like popular discussion. The 
extreme defects in the foreign management of Sparta, revealed 
by the despatch of Artaphernes, seem traceable partly to an 
habitual faithlessness often noted in the Lacedremonian char
acter-partly to the annual change of Ephors, so frequently 
bringing into power men who strove to undo what had been 
done by their predecessors-and still more to the absence of 
everything like discussion or canvass of public measures among 
the citizens. We shall find more than one example, in the 
history about to follow, of this disposition on the part of 
Ephors not merely to change the policy of their predecessors, 
but even to subvert treaties sworn and concluded by them. 
Such was the habitual secrecy of Spartan public business, that 
in doing this they had neither criticism nor discussion to fear. 
Brasidas, when he started from Sparta on the expedition which 
will be described in the coming chapter, could not trust the 
assurances of the Lacedremonian executive without binding 
them by the most solemn oaths.1 

The Athenians sent back Artaphernes in a trireme to 
Ephesus, and availed themselves of this opportunity for pro
curing access to the Great King. They sent envoys along with 
him, with the intention that they should accompany him up to 
Susa : but on reaching Asia, the news met them that King 
Artaxerxes had recently died. Under such circumstances, it 
was not judged expedient to prosecute the mission, and the 
Athenians dropped their design. 2 

Respecting the great monarchy of Persia, during this long 
interval of fifty-four years since the repulse of Xerxes from 
Greece, we have little information before us except the names 
of the successive kings. In the year 465 B.c., Xerxes was 
assassinated by Artabanus and Mithridates, through one of those 
plots of great household officers, so frequent in Oriental 
palaces. He left two sons, or at least two sons present and 
conspicuous among a greater number, Darius and Artaxerxes. 
But Artabanus persuaded Artaxerxes that Darius had been the 
murderer of Xerxes, and thus prevailed upon him to revenge 

1 Thucyd. i v. 86. 8p1<o1s 'TE Aal<<aa•p.ovlwv I<O.'Ta/l.a{3wv Til. .,.~/1.71 To 'is p.eyl
IJ'"Tots, ;j p.{Jv, &c. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 50; Diodor. xii. 64. The Athenians do not appear to 
have ever before sent envoys or courted alliance with the Great King ; 
though the idea of doing so must have been noway strange to them, as 
we may see by the humorous scene of Pseudartabas in the Acharneis of 
Aristophanes, acted in the year before this event. 
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his father's death by becoming an accomp1ice in killing his 
brother Darius : he next tried to assassinate Artaxerxes himself, 
and to appropriate the crown. Artaxerxe~ however, being 
apprised ,1beforehand of the scheme, eith~r slew Artabanus 
with his 'own hand or procured him to qe slain, and then 
reigned. (known under the name of Artaxerxes Longimanus) for 
forty ye~rs, down to the period at which we ~re now arrived.l~ 
. MentiOn has already been made of the revolt of Egypt from ..,;; 
the dominion of Artaxerxes, under the Lib'yan prince Inaru;;,~·' 
actively aided by the Athenians. After a few years of success, .,. · 
this revolt was crushed and Egypt again !subjugated, by the ~ 
energy of the Persian general Megabyzus...;_with severe loss to··· •,· 
the •Athenian forces engaged. After the peace of · Kallias, · 
erroneously called the Kimonian peace, between the Athenians· , 
and the king of Persia, war had not been since resumed. We 
read in Ktesias, amidst various anecdotes' ·seemingly collected 
at.the court of Susa, romantic adventures; ascribed 'to Megaby
zus, his wife Amytis, his mother Amestris, and a Greek physi
cian of Kos, named Apollonides. Zopyrils son of Megabyzus; 
after the death of his father, deserted from Persia and came as 
an exile to Athens. 2 1 

At the death of Artaxerxes Longimanu~, the family violences 
incident G!> a Persian succession were agai,:n exhibited. His son 
Xerxes succeeded him, but was assassiNated, after a reign of 
a few weeks or months. Another sqri, Sogdianus, followed, 
who perished in like manner after a short interval.3 Lastly, 
a third son, Ochus (known under the n~me of Darius Nothus), 
either abler or more fortunate, kept his f:IOWn and life between 
nineteen and twenty years. By his queen, the savage Parysatis, 
he was father to Artaxerxes Mmimon ~nd Cyrus the younger, 
both names of interest in reference to. Grecian history, to whom 
we shall hereafter recur.· ! 

' •)> '" 
1 Diodor. xi. 65; Aristotel. Polit. v. 8, 3; Justin, iii. r ; Ktesias, Persica,' ' 

c. 29, 30. It is evident that there were contradictory 'stories current ;.~ 
respecting the plot to which Xerxes fell a victim: but we have no means 
.of determining what the details were. ; . 

2 Ktesias, Persica, c. 38-43 ; H erodot. iii.; So. · ·•· ~ 
3 Diodor. xii. 64-71; Ktesias, Persica, c. ;44-46. • .:, ·~ 
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CHAPTER LIII 

EIGHTH YEAR OF THE WAR 

HE eighth year of the war, on which we now touch, presents 
nts of a more important and decisive character than any of 
preceding. In· reviewing the preceding years we observe 

~at though there is much fighting, with hardship and privation 
t ·,inflicted on both sides, yet the operations are mostly of a 
!.(1desultory character, not calculated lo determine the event of 
~"~" the war. But the capture of Sphakteria and its prisoners, 
il"'coupled with the surrender of the whole Lacedremonian fleet, 

was an event full of consequences and imposing in the eyes of 
all Greece. It stimulated the Athenians to a series of opera
tions, larger and more ambitious than anything which they had 
yet conceived-directed, .not merely against Sparta in her own 
country, but also to the reconquest of that ascendency in 
Megara and Bceotia which they had lost on or before the 
Thirty years' truce. On the other hand, it intimidated so 
much both the Lacedremonians, the revolted Chalkidic allies 
of Athens in Thrace, and Perdikkas king of Macedonia-that 
between them the expedition of Brasidas, which struck so 
serious a blow at the Athenian empire, was concerted. This 
year is thus the turning-point of the war. If the operations of 
Athens had succeeded, she would have regained nearly as 
great a power as she enjoyed before the Thirty years' truce. 
But it happened that Sparta, or rather the Spartan Brasidas, 
proved successful, gaining enough to neutralise all the advantages 
derived by Athens from the capture of Sphakteria. 

• The first enterprise undertaken by the Athenians in the 
~~e of the spring was against the island of Kythera, on the 
~ ~hem coast of Laconia. It was inhabited by Lacedremonian 
;lPericeki, and administered by a governor, and garrison of hop-
~~~' annually sent thither. It was the usual point of landing 
~ merchantmen from Libya and Egypt ; and as it lay very 
~ear to Cape Malea, immediately over against the Gulf of 

ythium-the only accessible portion of the generally inhos
table coast of Laconia-the chance that it might fall into the 

, ands of an enemy was considered as so menacing to Sparta, 
~hat some politicians are said to have wished the island at the 
.~bottom of the sea.l Nikias, in conjunction with Nikostratus 
I 1 Thucyd. iv. 53; Herodot. vii. 235· The manner in which Herodotus 
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and Autokles, conducted thither a fleet of sixty triremes, with 
2000 Athenian hopli~es, some few hersemen, and a body 'of 
allies mainly Milesia~s. 

There were in the island two towns-Kythera, and Skandeia; 
the former having a lqwer town close to the sea, fronting Cape 
Malea, and an upper town on the hill above ; the latter seem
ingly 'on the south or:west coast. Both were attacked at the: 
same time by order ~f Nikias : ten triremes and a body of '. 
Milesiari1 hoplites disembarked and captured Skandeia; while :_ 
the Athenians landed: at K ythera, and drove the inhabitants , 

·out of the lower tow'n into the upper, where they speedily .• 
capitulated. A certaiq party among them had indeed secretly. 
invited the coming of Nikias, through which intrigue easy terms · 
were obtained for the :inhabitants. Soine few men, indicated · 
by the Kytherians in: intelligence with Nikias, were carried 
away as prisoners to lAthens; but the remainder were left 
undisturbed and enrolled among the tributary allies under· 
alludes to the dangers which ~ould arise to Sparta from the occupation of 
Kythera by an enemy, furnishes one ·additional probability tending to show 
that his history was composed before the actual occupation of the island by 
Nikias, in the eighth year of the Peloponnesian war. Had ·he b~en 
cognisant of this latter event, he would naturally have made some allusion 
~~ ' 

The words of Thucydides in respect to the island of Kythera.are-the 
Lacedremonians 7To71.7dw ~"'J.Lell.••av ho•ovV'fo •. oiv -yap a?J-r·ols Tiiw 'Tf a1r'. 
Al-y{J7r'Tou t<al A<f3VTJS Oll.t<ci.owv wpo(f{3o11.h, tcal 1\p(fTal ltJ.La Thv Aa""<"'"hv 
fJ(f(fOV. ~1\vwovv ~JC 8al\cl.(f(f1JS, p1r•p J.LOvov oTov T' ,;, Kat<oup-y•<"8a•· wc«T a .-yd. p 

'ape X E l "P~S .'Tb :f;lKfAIK~l' Kal KpTJ'TIKbP 7rel\a-yos. 
· I do not understand this passage, with Dr. Arnold and Goller, to ·mean,. 

that Laconia was unassailable by land, but very assailable by sea. It rather' 
means that the only portion of the coast of Laconia where a maritime in
vader could do much damage, was in the interior of the Laconic Gulf, near 
Helos, Gy.thium, &c.-which is in fact the only plain portion of the coast 
of Laconia. The two projecting promontories, which end, the one 'in Cape, 
Malea, the other in Cape Trenarus, .are high, rocky, harbourless, and affor.d 
very little temptation to a disembarking enemy. "The whole Lacoi)iail.,J 
coast is high projectz'ng cliff where it fronts the Sicilian .and Kretan seas:~· \ 
-w a" a & veX • '· The island of Kythera was particularly favourable for (, 
facilitating descents on the territory near Helos and Gythium. The:. 
aAIJlfVO'T'I/S of Laconia is noticed in Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 8, 7-where he .• 
describes the o.ccupation of the island by Konon and Pharnabazus. ,,_:-,. 

See Colonel Leake's description of this coast, and the high cliffs between<;.· 
Cape Matapan (Trenarus) and Kalamata1 which front the Sicilian sea-as • 
well as those eastward of Cape St .. Angelo or Malea, which front the· .. 
Kretan sea (Travels in Morea, val. .i. ch. vii. p.- z6r-" tempestuous, rocky, 
unsheltered coast of Mesamani "-ch. viii. p. 320; ch. vi. p. · 205 ; Strabo, 
viii. p. 368; Pausan. iii. c. xxvi. 2). · · 

1 Thucyd. iv. 54· li•"X'll.(o•s M•l\'11"{"'" owll.lTa<s. It seems impossible 
to believe that there could. have been so many as 2000 M£les£an hoplites: 
but we cannot tell where the mistake lies. 
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obligation to pay four talents per annum; an Athenian garrison 
being placed at Kythera for the protection of the island. From 
hence Nikias employed seven days in descents and inroads 
upon the coast, near Helos, Asine, Aphrodisia, Kotyrta, and 
elsewhere. The Laced~monian force was disseminated in 
petty garrisons, which remained each for the defence of its 
own separate post, without uniting to repel the Athenians, so 
that there was only one action, and that of little importance, 
which the Athenians deemed worthy of a trophy. 

In returning home from Kythera, Nikias first ravaged the 
small strip of cultivated land near Epidaurus Limera, on the 
rocky eastern coast of Laconia, and then attacked the .!Eginetan 
settlement at Thyrea, the frontier strip between Laconia and 
Argolis. This town and district had been made over by Sparta 
to the h:ginetans, at the time when they were expelled from 
their own island by Athens in the first year of the war. The 
new inhabitants, finding the town too distant from the sea 1 for 

, ~~ir maritime habits, were now employed in constructing a 
w1~tification close on the shore; in which work a Laced~monian 

tachment under Tantalus, on guard in that neighbourhood, f s assisting them. When the Athenians landed, both JEgine
\ttarfs and Laced~monians at once abandoned the new fortifica-

', . ...fion. The h:ginetans, with the commanding officer Tantalus, 
~ mupied the upper town of Thyrea; but the Laced~monian 
~~troops, not thinking it tenable, refused to take part in the 
\f""'tlefence, and retired to the neighbouring mountains, in spite of 

urgent entreaty from the JEginetans. Immediately after land
ing, the Athenians marched up to the town of Thyrea, and 
carried it by storm, burning or destroying everything within it. 
All the JEginetans were either killed or made prisoners, and 
even Tantalus, disabled by his wounds, became prisoner also. 
From hence the armament returned to Athens, where a vote 
was taken as to the disposal of the prisoners. The Kytherians 
brought home were distributed for safe custody among the 
dependent islands : Tantalus was retained along with the 
prisoners from Sphakteria ; but a harder fate was reserved for 
the h:ginetans. They were all put to death, victims to the 
long-standing antipathy between Athens and h:gina. This 

1 Thucyd. iv. 56. He states that Thyrea was ten stadia, or about a mile 
and one-fifth, distant from the sea. But Colonel Leake (Travels in the 
Morea, vol. ii. ch. xxii. p. 492), who has discovered quite sufficient ruins 
to identify the spot, affirms "that it is at least three times that distance from 
the sea." 

This explains to us the more clearly why the ./Eginetans thought it 
necessary to build their new fort. 
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cruel act was nothing more than ~ strict ~pplica~ion of admitted ' 
customs of war in those days. Had the Laced<errionians been 
the victors, there can be little doubt that they would have ., 
acted witb equal rigour.1 · ,t" 

The occupation of Kythera, in addition to Pylus, by an.\"'-.1 
Athenian garrison, following so closely upon the capital disaster. · . 
in Sphakteria, produced in the minds of the Spartans feelings~ 
of alarm an_d ?epression such as they had never bef<;>re exp~ri-~1~,.c 
enced. \~hthm- the course of a few short months theu position OW'..[ 
Had completely changed, from superiority and aggression "rJ 
abroad, to insult and insecurity at home. · They anticipated~O"": 
nothing less than incessant foreign attacks on all their weak"{; 
point~, wit? every probability of internal defection, from theR 
standmg discontent of the Helots. It was not unknown to~ 
them probably that even Kythera itself had been lost partly ,;. 
through betrayal. The capture of Sphakteria· had caused~ 
peculiar emotion among the Hel<:)ts, to whom the Laced<e- ('l.ct 
monians had addressed both appeals and promises of emanci- , 
pation, in order to procure succour· for their hop lites while ' · 
blockaded in the islarid. If the ultimate surrender of these ·-A 

hoplites had abated the terrors of Laced<emonian prowess · 
throughout all Greece, such effect had been produced to a 
still greater degree among the oppressed Helots. . A refuge at 
Pylus, and a nucleus .which presented some possibility of 
expanding into regenerated Messenia, were now before their · 
eyes; while the establishment of .an· Athenian garrison at· 
Kythera opened a new channel of communication with the 
enemies of Sparta, so as to tempt all the Helots of .daring 
temper to stand.forward as liberators of their enslaved race.r 
The Lacedremonia;ns, habitually cautious at all times, felf now 
as if the tide of fortune had turned -decidedly against them, and 
acted with confirmed ·mistrust and dismay-confining them
selves to measures strictly defensive, but organising a force 
of 400 cavalry, together with a body of bowmen, beyond their 
ordinary establishment. 

The precautions which they thought it necessary to take in 
regard to the Helots afford the best measure of their apprehen
sions at the moment, and exhibit moreover a refinement of 
fraud and cruelty rarely equalled in history. Wishing to single 
out from the general body such as were most high-couraged 
and valiant, the Ephors made proclamation, that those Helots, 
who conceived themselves to have earned their liberty by 
distinguished services in war, might stand forward to claim it. 

1 Thucyd. iv. 58; Diodor. xii. 65. 2 Thucyd. iv. 41, 55, 56. 
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A considerable number obeyed the call-probably many who 
had undergone imminent hazards during the preceding summer 

~
in order to convey provisions to the blockaded soldiers in 
Sphakteria.1 After being examined by the government, zooo 

~J,~f tJ;lem were selected as fully worthy of emancipation; which 
/"',).-¥forthwith bestowed upon them in public ceremonial-with 
~a;lands, visits to the temples, and the full measure of religious 
,...zj.solemnity. The government had now made the selection which 
~it desired ; presently every man among these newly-enfranchised 
~" Helots was made away with-no one knew how.2 A stratagem 

1 ~~t once so perfidious in the contrivance, so murderous in the 
~urpose, and so complete in the execution, stands without 
~~arallel in Grecian history-we might almost say, without a 
~ parallel in any history. It implies a depravity far greater than 

the rigorous execution of a' barbarous customary law against 
prisoners of war or rebels, even in large numbers. The Ephors 
must have employed numerous instruments, apart from each 
other, for the performance of this bloody deed. Yet it appears 
that no certain knowledge could be obtained of the details-a 
striking proof of the mysterious efficiency of this Council of 

1 Thucyd. iv. 8o. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 8o. ~tal 1rpO~tplvav-res Js B<<TX<!I.lovs, ol p.€v l<TTetpavcfiuav-r& 

'T'E ~eal -ra 1Ep!t 1TEp11}A8ov &s iJ) •. Ev8F:plXIf.lfPol" oi ~~ oV 7T'oJ\.Alf fJtT-repoP ntJ>&vu7dv 
n civTohs ~tal ovBels tfcr8eTo 8-rre -rpo"'f' ~teacr"Tos B<etp8&p11 : compare Diodor. 
xii. 67. 

Dr. Thirlwall (History of Greece, vol. iii. ch. xxiii. p. 244, 2nd edit. 
note) thinks that this assassination of Helots by the Spartans took place at 
some other time unascertained, and not at the time here indicated. I can
not concur in this opinion. It appears to me that there is the strongest 
probable reason for referring the incident to the time immediately following 
the disaster in Sphakteria, which Thucydides so especially marks (iv. 41) 
by the emphatic words-01 8/, Aa~teoa<p.ovw< &p.a8iis 6vns ~v Tqi 1rplv xpov'f' 
A?JCTTE[a.s l!a.l To,oV-rov 7roA.EJ.Lou, -rWv -re ElA.d>TC!JV a.lrroJJ.oA.oVv-rwv Ked tpo{3oVpfVOt 
p.~ ~tal brl p.ar<ponpov crtplcn T< vewTep<u8fi To>V KaTC. T~v xcfipav, ob pCfolws 
ltpepov. This was just after the Messenians were first established at Pylus, 
and began their incursions over Laconia, with such temptations as they 
could offer to the Helots to desert. And it was naturally just then that the 
fear, entertained by the Spartans of their Helots, became exaggerated to 
the maximum-leading to the perpetration of the act mentioned in the text. 
Dr. Thir!wall observes " that the Spartan government would not order the 
massacre of the Helots at a time when it could employ them on foreign 
service." But to this it may be replied that the capture of Sphakteria took 
place in July or August, while the expedition under Brasidas was not 
organised until the following winter or spring. There was therefore an 
interval of some months, during which the government had not yet formed 
the idea of employing the Helots on foreign service. And this interval is 

·quite sufficient to give a full and distinct meaning to the expression Kal 
TOTe (Thucyd. iv. 8o) on which Dr. Thirlwall insists; without the necessity 
of going back to any more remote poiqt of antecedent time. 
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Five, surpassing even that of the Council of Ten at Venice- 1 

as well as of. the utter a.bsence ~f public i?qui~y or discussion .. A ,~ 
It was ~h1le the. La~ed::emomans were m th1s state o~ uneas11:?, ~ 

ness at liome that ,envoys reached them from Perd1kkas O<fU~ 
Macedonia and the' Chalkidians of Thrace, entreating aid ~ 
11:gainst Athens ; who was consid~red likely, in h~r present'J(.~ 
t1de of success, to resume aggressive measures agamst them:·~¥,: 
Th~re were moreover other parties, in the neighbo~rin~ cities 114.v.{ 
subJect to Athens, who: secretly favoure~ the apphcatwn!. enc ~.111 
gagmg to stand forward m open revolt as soon as any aux1hary ~J,.. 
f~rce should arrive to w~rrant their in~urring t~e ha.zard: Per; ·~j 
d1kkas (who had on h1s hands a d1spute w1th h1s k1nsman ~~ 
Arrhib::eus, prince of the Lynkest::e-Macedonians, which hei1'11"!', 
was anxious to be enabled to close successfully) and the ~Jllt 
Chalkidians offered at the same time to provide the pay and_~ 
maintenance, as well as to facilitate the transit, of the troops¥': 
who might be sent to them. And-what was of still greater , 
importance to the success of the enterprise-they specially ~e- -. '-... 
quested that Brasidas might be invested with the command.\~ ~ 
He had now recovered ·from his wounds received at Pylus, and · ~ 
his reputation for !J-dVenttirous valour, great as it was from,: 
positive desert, stood out still more conspicuously, l:iecause not •:l 
a single other Spartan had as yet distinguished himself. ' His '"h ~ 
other great qualities, apart from personal valour, had not yet' 7 · 
been shown, for he had never been in any supreme command ... , 
But he burned with impatience to undertake the operation. 
destined for him by the envoys ; although at this time it must 
have appeared so replete with difficulty and danger, that prob-
ably no other Spartan except himself would have entered upon 
it with hopes of success. To raise up embarrassments for 
Athens in Thrace was an object of great consequence to~ ) 
Sparta,·while she also obtained on opportunity-of sending awan~.]l 
another large detachment of dangerous Helots. Seven hundred Ill~~'* 
of these latter were armed as hoplites and placed under the (4~ 
orders of ~rasidas, but the Laced::emonians would not assign ~~I 
to him any of their own proper forces. With the sanction ofwYt,.l-' 
the Spartan name-with 700 Helot hoplites, and with such~~ 
other hoplites as he could_ raise in Pelop~mn~sus by means of~f\,1 
the funds furnished from the Chalkidians-Brasidas prepared~ 
to undertake this expedition, alike adventurous and important. t 

Had the Athenians entertained any suspicion of his design, 
1 Thucyd. iv. 79· 
2 Thucyd. iv. 86. wpo~8vp.~81/(faV a~ t<al o! Xai\t<tai)s ll.vlipa tv 'T~ 7-9 

'lwci.PT!I OOI<OVJ!'Ta opa(f'Tf)ptov ilvat ~. 'Ta 'lrci.YTa,· &c. 
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they could easily have prevented him from ever reaching 
Thrace. But they knew nothing of it until he had actually 
joined Perdikkas, nor did they anticipate any serious attack 
from Sparta, in this moment of her depression-much less, an 
enterprise far bolder than any which she had ever been known 
to undertake. They were now elate with hopes of conquests 
to come on their own part-their affairs being so prosperous 
and promising, that parties favourable to their interests began 
to revive, both in Megara and in Breotia; while Hippokrates 
and Demosthenes, the two chief Strategi for the year, were men 
of energy, well-qualified both to project and execute military 

, achievements. )t , _ _.1'he first opportunity presented itself in regard to Megara. 
~-j'he inhabitants of that city had been greater sufferers by the 
~~r than any other persons in Greece. They had been the 

nief cause of bringing down the war upon Athens, and the 
~thenians revenged upon them all the hardships which they 

~ 'lfiemselves endured from the Laced::emonian invasion. Twice 

~
;· every year they laid waste the Megarid, which bordered 
· .pon their own territory; and that too with such destructive 

· fficacy throughout its limited extent, that they intercepted all 

~
~ubsistence from the lands near the town-at the same time 

keeping the harbour ofNis::ea closely blocked up. Under such 
lJ!;ard conditions the Megarians found much difficulty in sup
&Jying even the primary wants of Iife. 1 But their case had 

~~ now, within the last few months, become still more intolerable 
by an intestine commotion in the city, ending in the expulsion 
of a powerful body of exiles, who seized and held possession 
of Peg::e, the Megarian port in the Gulf of Corinth._ Probably 
imports from Pegre had been their chief previous resource 
against the destruction which came on them from the side of 
Athens ; so that it became scarcely possible to sustain them
selves, when the exiles in Pegre not only deprived them of this 
resource, but took positive part in harassing them. These 
exiles were oligarchical, and the government in Megara had 
now become more or less democratical. But the privations in 
the city presently reached such a height, that several citizens 
began to labour for a compromise, whereby the exiles in Pegre 
might be readmitted. It was evident to the leaders in Megara 
that the bulk of the citizens could not long sustain the pressure 
of enemies from both sides-but it was also their feeling, that 
the exiles in Pegre, their bitter political rivals, were worse 

1 The picture drawn by Aristophan@s (Acharn. 760) is a caricature, but 
.of suffering probably but too real. 
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enemies than the Athenians, and that the return of these exiles 
would be a sentence of death to themselves. To prevent this 
counter-revolution, they ·opened a seqet correspondence with 
Hippokrates and Demosthenes, engaging to betray both Megara 
and Nisoea to the Athenians ; though Nisoea, the harbour._ of .. 
Megara, about one mile from the,city, was a separate fortress',. 
occupied by a Peloponnesian garrison, and by them exclusivelY',~": 
as well as the Long Walls-for the purpose of holding Megani·"'• 
fast to the Lacedxmonian confederacy .I ·. . "9;: 

The scheme for surprise, was concerted, and what is m'ore~ 
remarkable-in the extreme publicity of all Athenian affair;;!v 
and in a matter to which many persons 'must have been privf~ 
-was kept secret until the instant of execution. A larg~~ 
Athenian_ for~e, 4ooo hopl!tes and 6oo cavalry, w_as appointed r)_ 
to mar_ch at m~h-t b.y the high roa~ through Eleu-SIS to Megar_a-~ 
but Hippokrates and Demosthenes themselves went on ship,~ 
_boa_rd fro_m Peirreus to the island of M_inoa, which was cl?.~e ~ 
agamst Nis<ea, and had been for some time under occupation''l 
by an. Athenian g:arris?n. Here Hippokra~es co?cealed hi~:""~ 
self With 6oo hophtes,' ~n a hollowol!-t of whic_h bnck earth ha<!_K\ 
been dug, on the mamland opposite to Mmoa, and not far'; 
from the gate in the Long .Wall which opened near the junctim}.\ 

'of that wall with the ditch and wall surrounding Nisoea; while"':{ 
Demosthenes, with some light-armed Platrea.ns and a- detach-.'¥. 
ment of active young Athenians (called Peripoli, and serving 
as the moveable guard of Attica) in their first or second year oft
military servic·e, placed himself· in ambush in the sacred 
precincts of. Ares, still closer to the same gate. 

To procure that the gate should be opened, was tqe task 
of the conspirators within. Amidst the shifts to. which the 
Megarians had been reduced· in _order to obtain supplies 
(especially since the blockading force had been placed at 
Minoa), predatory sally by night was not omitted. Some of 
these conspirators had been in the habit, before the intrigue 
with Athens was projected, of carrying out a small sculler-boat 
by night upon a cart, through this gate, by. permission of the 
Peloponnesian commander of Nisrea and the Long Walls. The 
boat, when thus brought out, was first carried. down to the shore 
along the hollow of the dry ditch which surrounded the wall 
of Nisrea-then put to sea for some 'nightly enterprise-and . 

1 Thucyd. iv. 66. Strabo (ix. p. 391) gives eighteen stadia as the dis· 
tance between Megara and Nisrea ; Thucydides only eight. There appears 
sufficient reason to prefer the latter : see Reinganum, Das alte Megaris, 
p. I2I-I80. 
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lastly, brought back again along the ditch before daylight in 
the morning; the gate being opened, by permission, to let it in. 
This was the only way by which any Megarian vessel could get 
to sea, since the Athenians at Minoa were complete masters of 
h harbour. 
'J)n the night fixed for the surprise, this boat was carried out 
d brought back at the usual hour. But the moment that the 

~'jge.te in the Long Wall was opened to readmit it, Demosthenes 
~ ::vith his comrades sprang forward to force their way in; the 
Kt'rMtgarians along with the boat at the same time setting upon 
7 ~:l,.killing the guards, in order to facilitate his entrance. This 
,.il"._~ve and determined band were successful in mastering the 
~ate, and keeping it open, until the 6oo hoplites under Hippo-

krates came up, and got in to the interior space between the 
~ong Walls. They immediately mounted the walls on each 
,side, every man as he came in, with little thought of order, to 
· drive off or destroy the Peloponnesian guards ; who, taken by 

rprise, and fancying that the Megarians generally were in 
cert with the enemy against them-confirmed too in such 

1ef by hearing the Athenian herald proclaim aloud that every 
~,~egarian who chose might take his post in the line of Athenian 
~~plites 1-made at first some resistance, but were soon dis-

~ouraged and fled into Nisrea. By a little after daybreak, the 
J.V Athenians found themselves masters of all the line of the Long 

Walls, and under the very gates of Megara-as well as rein
forced by the larger force, which having marched by land 
through Eleusis, arrived at the concerted moment. 

Meanwhile the Megaria,ns within the city were in the greatest 
tumult and consternation. But the conspirators, prepared with 
their plan, had resolved to propose that the gates should be 
thrown open and that the whole force of the city should be 
marched out to fight the Athenians. \Vhen once the gates 
should be open, they themselves intended to take part with the 
Athenians and facilitate their entrance-and they had rubbed 
their bodies over with oil in order to be visibly distinguished 
in the eyes of the latter. The plan was only frustrated the 
moment before it was about to be put in execution, by the 
divulgation of one. of their own comrades. Their opponents in 

1 Thucyd. iv. 68. ~vvbrecre 7?x.p «al 'Thv 'Twv 'A9rwaiwv «npvt<a &.¢' ~av'Tov 
7vrf>p.7JS «7Jp6~at, 'Thv {JouJ\op.evov leva< Me7ap€wv p.e'T?x. 'A61}vaiwv 91}trop.evov .,.?,. 
81rAa. 

Here we have the phrase .,.(9ecr9at .,.?,. lhrJ\a employed in a case where 
Dr. Arnold's explanation of it would be eminently unsuitable. There 
could be no thought of pilt'ng arms at a critical moment of actual fighting, 
with result as yet doubtful. 
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the city, apprised of what was in contemplation', hastened to 
the gate, and intercepted the men rubbed with oil as they 
were about to open it. Without betraying any knowledge of the 
momentous secret which they had just learned, these opponents 
loudly protested against opening the gate and going out to fight 
an enemy for whom they had never conceived themselves, eyen~o , 
in moments of greater strength, to be a match in the open ;:. "" 
field. While insisting only ~n the public ~ischiefs. of the~ 
measure, they at the same time planted themselves m arms ~ · · 
against the gate, and declared that they would perish before"""'~ .... 
they would allow it to be opened. For such obstinate resiste' ''· "' 
ance the conspirators were ' not prepared, so that they were -~. 
forced to abandon their design and leave the gate closed. ' •· .· .;. , 

The Athenian generals, who were waiting in expectation. that~~ 
it would be opened, soon perceived by the delay that theirt)c 
friends within h~d been. baffled, an~, immediately resol-:e~ ~to:y11 make sure of N1srea wh1ch lay behmd them; an acqulSltlon~., 
important not less in itself, than as a probable means for .»"': 
the mastery of Megara. They set about the work with. the_~ A 

, characteristic rapidity of Athenians. Masons and tools iri;~~· 
· abundance being forthwith sent for from Athens, the army dis~•·-~ 

tributed among themselves the ~all of circumvallation round~ll 
Nisrea in distinct parts, First, t.he interior space bet".·een the V~ 
Long Walls themselves was built across, so as to cut off the . ,~ 
communication with Megara; next, walls were carri.ed.out frorri ~$1•' 
the outside of both the Long Walls down to the sea, so as"-' D,4' 
completely to enclose Nisrea with its fortifications and ditch. Q 

The scattered houses, which formed a sort of ornamented 
suburb to Nisrea, furnished bricks for this enclosing circle,. or 
were sometimes even made to form a part of it as they stood, " 
with the parapets on their roofs; while the trees were cut down'"~~ 
to supply material wherever palisades were suitable. In a da~('.,e 
and a half the work of circumvallation was almost completed;~~ 
so that the Peloponnesians in Nisrea s~w before them noth.ing:butt,..~ 
a hopeless state of. blockade. Depnv~d of all commum~a~ion, (._..11 

they not ·only fanc1ed that the whole c1ty of Megara had JOmed ,-u;J 
the Athenians, but they were moreover without any supply 9fft6 
provisions, which had been always furnished to them in daily 
rations from the city. Despairing of speedy relief from Pelo
ponnesus, they accepted easy terms of capitulation offered to 
them by the Athenian generals.1 After delivering up their, 
arms, .e~ch man among 'them was to be ransomed for a stipu
lated price; we are not told how much, but doubtless a 

1 Thucyd. iv. 6g. 
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moderate sum. The Laced::emonian commander, and such 
other Laced::emonians as might be in Nis::ea, were however 
required to surrender themselves as prisoners to the Athenians, 
to be held at their disposal. On these terms Nis::ea was sur
rendered to the Athenians, who cut off its communication with 
Megara, by keeping the intermediate space between the Long 
Walls effectively blocked up-walls, of which they had them
selves, in former days, been the original authors.l 

-~v"Such interruption of communication by the Long Walls in
r;.. :;tiicated in the minds of the Athenian generals a conviction 
~that Megara was now out of their reach. But the town in its 
p.-..'present distracted state would certainly have fallen into their 

nds 2 had it not been snatched from them by the accidental 
ghbourhood and energetic intervention of Brasidas. That 

>ffi.l;~r, occupied in the levy of troops for his Thracian expedi
':J.~rl, was near Corinth and Sikyon when he first learnt the 
r'"surprise and capture of the Long Walls. Partly from the 

alarm which the news excited among these Peloponnesian 
t~:nvns, partly from his own personal influence, he got together 
a body of 27oo Corinthian hoplites, 6oo Sikyonian, and 400 
Phliasian, besides his own small army, and marched with this 
united force to Tripodiskus in the Megarid, half-way between 
Megara and Pegre, on the road over Mount Geraneia; having 
first despatched a pressing summons to the Bceotians, to 
request that they would meet him at that point with reinforce
ments. He trusted by a speedy movement to preserve Megara, 
and perhaps even Nis::ea; but on reaching Tripodiskus in the 
night, he learnt that the latter place had already surrendered. 
Alarmed for the safety of Megara, he proceeded thither by a 

-.night-march without delay. Taking with him only a chosen 
.band of 300 men, he presented himself, without being expected, 
at the gates of the city ; entreating to be admitted, and offering 
to lend his immediate aid for the recovery of Nis::ea. One of 
the two parties in Megara would have been glad to comply ; 
but the other, knowing well that in that case the exiles from 
Pegre would be brought back upon them, was prepared for 
a. strenuous resistance, in which case the Athenian force, still 
only one mile off, would have been introduced as auxiliaries. 

1 Thucyd. i. 103 ; iv. 6g. ~eal ol 'A87Jva'io<, .,.(, p.a~epa .,..[X7J &:rropp~~av .. es 
cbro 'Tiis 'TWV Me-yapewv 11"6A.ews ICal 'Ttl" Nicra<av 11"apall.a,86v'Tes, 'Tii.A.A.a 11"ape
O'KEv&(ovTo. 

Diodorus (xii. 66) abridges Thucydides. · 
2 Thucyd. iv. 73· el p.h -yap p.'t/ i:Jcp87Jcrav ~A.86v'TEs (Brasidas with his 

troops) obiC &.v ~v 'TVXJ1 "))i-yvecr8a< crcpicr<v, lf.A.A.a tracpws &.v &cr1rep 7}acr7]8EV'TW11 
<TTEp7]flijva< eviJVS 'TijS mfll.ews. 
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Under these circumstances the two· partieS' ca~e to •a com
promise and mutually agreed to refuse admitta'nce to Brasidas: 
·They expected that a battle would take place between him and 
the Athenians, and each calculated that Megara would followl,'l..,# 
the fortunes of the victor .I . ·, \',1 ~ 

Returning back without success to Tripodiskus, Brasidas was .'r'Y 
joined there early in the morning by 2ooo Bceotian hoplit"~ T.. 
and 6oo cavalry; for the Breotians had been put in motion by~ 
the same news as himself, and had even commenced thei~ 1', 
march before his messenger arrived, with such .celerity as to•Ji 
have alrea~y reached Platrea. 2 Th.e total force under Brasi~aS'·Jil 
was thus mcreased to 6ooo hophtes and 6oo cavalry, wtth. ~ 
whom he J?arc~ed straight ~o the neighbourhoo~ of Meg~ra:{oftl 
The Atheman hght troops, d1spersed over the plam, were su:r-~ 
prised and driven in by the Bceotian cavalry; but the Athen.ian V 
cavalry, coming to their aid, maintained a sharp action with'~ 
the assailants, w?erein, after so~e loss on both s.ides, a slig~'J 
advantage remamed on the s1de of the Athemans. TheY1&' 
granted a truce for the burial of the Bceotian officer of cavalry, 
who was slain with some others. After this indecisive cavalry· 
skirmish, Brasidas advanced with his main force into the plain , 
between Megara and the sea, taking up a ,position near to the~·" 
Athenian hoplites, who were drawn up in battle array hard by..!. 
Nisrea and the Long Walls. He thus offerea them battle if 
they chose it ; but each party expected that the other. would 
attack; and each was unwilling to begin the attack on his o'wn 
side. Brasidas was well aware that if the Athenians refused to 
fight, Megara would be preserved from falling into their hands 
-which loss it was his main object to prevent, and which had 
in fact been prevented only by his arrival. . If he attack-ed and . 
\vas beaten, he would forfeit this advantage-while if victorious, 
he could hardly hope to gain much more. The Athenian 
generals on their side reflected, that they had already secured 
a material acquisition in Nisrea, which cut off"Megara from 
their sea ; that the army opposed to them was not only 
superior in number of hoplites, but composed of contingents 
from many different cities, so that no one city hazarded much· 
in the action ; while their own force was all Athenian and 
composed of the best hoplites in Athens, which would render 
a defeat severely ruinous to the city. They did not think if 
worth. while to encounter this risk, even for the purpose of 
gaining possession of Megara. With such views in the leaders 
on both sides, the two armies remained for some time m 

1 Thucyd. iv. 7I. 2 Thucyd. iv. 72. · 
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position, each waiting for the other to attack. At length the 
Athenians, seeing that no aggressive movement was contem
plated by their opponents, were the first to retire int'o Nisrea. 
Thus left master of the field, Brasidas retired in triumph to 
Megara, the gates of which were now opened without reserve 
to admit him.l r 
flhe army of Brasidas, having gained the chief point f~r 

which it was collected, speedily dispersed-he himself resumi~ 
tys preparations for Thrace ; while the Athenians on their side 
!so returned home, leaving an adequate garrison for the occu" 
ation both of Niscea and of the Long Walls. But the interior 

Megara underwent a complete and violent revolution. 
. hile the leaders friendly to Athens, not thinking it safe to 
~ remain, fled forthwith and sought shelter with the Athenians 2 

1('._&..-'-the opposite party opened communication with the exiles at 
i/1( Pegce and readmitted them into the city ; binding them however 

by the most solemn pledges to observe absolute amnesty of the 
,-~ast, and to study nothing .but the welfare of the common city . 
• ~.,The new-comers only kept their pledge during the interval 
~V~~~ich elapsed unti~ they acquired power to violate it with 
~_!!~ct. They soon got themselves placed in the chief com
f.'"\~mds of state, and found means to turn the military force to r ~~eir own purposes. A review, and examination of arms, of 

the hoplites in the city, having been ordered, the Megarian 
lochi were so marshalled and tutored as to enable the leaders 
to single out such victims as they thought expedient. They 
seized many of their most obnoxious enemies-some of them 
suspected as accomplices in the recent conspiracy with Athens. 
The men thus seized were subjected to the forms 'bf a public 
trial, before that which was called a public assembly; wherein 
each voter, acting under military terror, was constrained to 
give his suffrage openly. All were condemned to death and 
executed, to the number of xoo.3 The constitution of Megara 
was then shaped into an oligarchy of the closest possible kind, 
a few of the most violent· men taking complete possc!ssion of 

l Thucyd. iv. 73-
2 We find some ofthem afterwards in the service of Athens, empfoyed as 

light-armed troops in the Sicilian expedition (Thucyd. vi. 43). 
3 Thucyd. iv. 74· o! ll~ bretllh l.v Tai's &.pxai's ?'Yevowro, teal I.~J'I'a<nv 

il11'71.c.~v brot-lwavTo, lltauT-huav'TES Tovs ll.6xovs, ~~eli.J~aV'I'o T(;;v 'l'e ~x6pidv teal 
o1 io&Jcovv ,u&Aur'Ta ~v,u?rpiitat '!'a 1rpos Tovs 'A67Jvalovs, lfvllpas &s EJ<aT6v· J<al 
.,-o6-row "~P' &.va-y!<&.O'av'Tes Tov llfi!LoV tjt1l<fJov .pavepav llL<V<"f· 
teoiv, &s tea'Te'YJ!c6u811uav, lte'T<tvav, J<al ~s oll.t"fapxlav Ta fl-&.ll.tO'-rcr. J<a.-r€
II'r1/1Iav 'r~V 11'61\w. !<al11'll.etii'I'OJ/ ll~ xp6vov a~'T7} {)11'' ~ll.axlu.,-wv 'YEVO,UEV1/ Elc 
O'Tcf.lTEWS p.ercf.aTa(J'tS evvf}-'EWEV-
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the government. But they mu.st probably have conducted 
it with vigour and prudence for their own purposes, since 
Thucydides remarks that it was rare to see a revolution acco~
plished by so small a party, and yet so durable. How long 
it lasted, he does not mention. A few months after these 
incidents, the Megarians regained possession. of their Long 
Walls, by capture from the ~thenia?s 1 (to wh.om indeed. theyi,., 
cpuld have been of no matenal service), and levelled the· whole"i,'" 
line of them to the ground : but the Athenians still retained··''! 
Nis.:ea. We may remark, as explaining in part .the durability pf'\'~ ~ 
this new government, that the truce concluded at the.beginning1 ~< 
of the ensuing year must have greatly lightened ,the difficultie.s ·: . 
of any government, whether oligarchica.) or democratical, i'n"~' ·: 
Megara. · · . · 

The scheme for.1)urprising Megara had been both laid and :.J 
exe_cuted with skill, and only mis.carr.ied .. through an accident t.~·r;~. :, .:. 
which such schemes are always hable, ·as well as by the unex
pected celerity of Brasidas.. It had· moreover succeeded so far~ 

·as to enable the Athenians to carry Nis.:ea'----one of the post~c:QI 
whic? they had ~u.rrendered by the !hirty_ y~ars' truce, and ?f ~ 
considerable posttlve value to them : so that 1t counted on tlie~ 
whole as a victory, le~ving ~~e generals with increa~ed encour~.1J 
agement to turn thetr actlvtty elsewhere. Accordmgly, very•~ 
soon after the troops had been brought back from the Megarid,2~(\' 

.Hippokrates and Demosthenes concerted a still more extensive~ 
plan for the invasion of Bceotia, in conjunction with some mal, ~ 
contents in the Bceotian towns, who· desired to break down.' 
and democratise the olii,;archical governments-and especially 
through the agency ·of a The ban exile mimed· Ptceodorus. 
Demosthenes, with forty triremes, was sent round Pelopo.nnesus 
toNaupaktus, with instructions to collecpm Akarnanian for,ce-, 
to sail into the inmost recess of the Corinthian or Kriss.:ean 
Gulf-and toJ> occupy Siph.:e, a maritime town belonging to the· 
Beeotian Thespire, when: intelligences had been alrea(iy estab
lished. On the same day, determined beforehand, Hippokrates 
engaged to enter Bceotia, with the main force of Athens, at the. 
south-eastern corner of the territory near Tanagra, and to 
fortify Delium, the temple of Apollo on the coast of the Eubcean 
strait; while at the same time it was concerted that. some 
Bceotian and Phokian malcontents should make themselves ' 
masters of Ch.:eroneia on the borders of Phokis. Bceotia would 
thus be assailed on three sides at the same moment, so thatthe· 

l Thucyd. iv. Jpg. 
2 ·Thucyd. iv. 76. Ebeh p.<ra r~v i" rils Meyu.ploos U.vu.xr.6p7J!11V, &c. 
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forces of the country would be distracted and unable to co
operate. Internal movements were further expected to take 
place in some of the cities, such as perhaps to establish 
democratical governments and place them at once in alliance 
with the Athenians. 

Accordingly, about the month of August, Demosthenes 
sallied from Athens to Naupaktus, where he collected his 
Akarnanian allies-now stronger and more united than ever, 
since the refractory inhabitants of CEniadre had been at length 
compelled to join their Akarnanian brethren : moreover the 
neighbouring Agrreans with their prince Salynthius were also 
brought into the Athenian alliance. On the appointed day, 
seemingly about the beginning of October, he sailed with a 
strong force of these allies up to Siphre, in full expectation 
that it would be betrayed to him.l But the execution of this 
enterprise was less happy than that against Megara. In the 
first place, there was a mistake as to the day understood 
between Hippokrates and Demosthenes : in the next place, the 

•entire plot was discovered and betrayed by a Phokian of 
Phanoteus (bordering on Chreroneia) named Nikomachus
-communicated first to the Lacedremonians, and through them 
to the bceotarchs. Siphre and Chreroneia were immediately 
placed in so good a state of defence, that Demosthenes, on 
arriving at the former place, found not only no party within 
it favourable to him, but a formidable Bceotian force which 
rendered attack unavailing. Moreover Hippokrates had not 
yet begun his march, so that the defenders had nothing to 
distract their attention from Siphre.2 Under these circumstances, 
while Demosthenes was obliged to withdraw without striking a 
blow, and to content himself with an unsuccessful descent upon 
the territory of Sikyon 3-all the expected internal movements 
in Bceotia were prevented from breaking out. 

It was not till after the Bceotian troops, having repelled the 
.attack by sea, had retired from Siphre, that Hippokrates com
menced his march from Athens to invade the Bceotian territory 
near Tanagra. He was probably encouraged by false promises 
from the Bceotian exiles, otherwise it seems remarkable that he 
·should have persisted in executing his part of the scheme alone, 
after the known failure of the other part. It was however 
·executed in a manner which implies unusual alacrity and con
fidence. The whole military population of Athens was marched 
into Bceotia, to the neighbourhood of Delium, the eastern 
·Coast-extremity of the territory belonging to the Bceotian town 

1 Thucyd. iv. 77· 2 Thucyd. iv. 89. 3 Thucyd. iv. 101. 
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of Tanagra; the expedition comprising all classes, not merely 
citizens, but also metics or resident non-freemen, and even non
resident strangers then by accident at Athens. Of course this 
statement must be understood with the reserve of ample guards 
being left behind for the city : but besides the really effective 
force of 7ooo hoplites, and several hundred horsemen, theft< 
appear to have been not less than z s,ooo light-armed, half
armed, or unarmed, attendants accompanying the march.1 The 
number of hoplites is here prodigiously great; brought together 
by general and indiscriminate proclamation, not selected by a 
special choice of the Strategi out of the names on the muster
roll, as was usually the case for any distant expeditio~;2 As to 
light-armed, there was at this time no trained force qf that 
description at Athens, except a small body of archers. No 
pains had been taken to organise either darters orslingers: the . 
hoplites, the horsemen, and _the seamen, constituted the whole 
effective force of the city. Indeed it appears that the Breotians 
also were hardly less destitute than the Athenians of native, 
darters and slingers, since those which they employed in the_. 
subsequent siege of Delium were in great part hired from the 
Malian Gulf.3 To employ at one· and the same time heavy
armed and light-armed was not natural ·to any Grecian com
munity, but was a practice which grew up with experience and 
necessity. The Athenian feeling; as manifested in the Persre 
·of JEschylus a few years after the repulse of Xerxes; proclaims 
exclusive pride in the spear and shield, with contempt for the 
bow. It was only during this very year, when alarmed by the 

1 Thucyd. iv. 93, 94· He states that the Bceotian 1/t<ll.ol were above 
Io,ooo, and that the Athenian 1/l<ll.ol were ?rol\l\a'lrl\ctcT<o< -rwv lvav-rlwv. We 
can hardly take this number as less than zs,ooo, 1/J<ll.wv Kal <TKeva<popwv (iv. 
101). 

The hoplites, as well as the horsemen, had their baggage and ·provision 
carried for them by attendants : see Thucyd. iii. 17 ; vii. 75· 

2 Thucyd. iv. go. lJ 6' 'l1r'lr01<pctT71S avarr-r-hrras 'A877valovs 'lraV677f<•(, ab-ro!Js 
Kal -rots f<ETolKpus "al ~evwv 8rro< 1rapfl<Tav, &c.: also vavu-rpanas (iv. 94). 

The meanir:g of the word -rrav671p.el is well illustrated by Nikias in his ex· 
hortatic;m to the Athenian army near Syracuse, immediately antecedent to 
the first battle with the Syracusans-levy e1t masse, as opposed to hoplites 
specially selected (vi. 66-68) li.l\l\ws -re Kal 1rpos li.v6pas 'lraV077f<El -re &f<uvop.e· 
vous, Kctl ol11' O:rroAEK-rovs, tlJu'lf'ep Ked 7}p.iis-Ka.l 1rpouJrrt ~t1CEi\tc.6-ras, &c.-

When a special selection took place, .the names of the hoplites chosen by 
th~ generals ~o take part in any particular service, were written on boards, 
according to their tribes: each of these boards was affixed· publicly against. 
the statue of the Heros Eponymus of the tribe to which it referred: Ari: · 

· stophan@s, Equites, 1369; Pac. II84, with Scholiast; Wachsmuth,,Hellen. 
Alterthumsk. ii. P·. 312. 

3 Thucyd. iv. 100. 
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Athenian occupation of Pylus and Kythera, that the Lacedre
monians, contrary to their previous custom, had begun to 
organise a regiment of archers.1 The effective manner in which 
Demosthenes had employed the light-armed in Sphakteria 
against the Lacedremonian hoplites, was well calculated to 
teach an instructive lesson as to the value of the former 
description of troops. 

The Breotian Delium,2 which Hippokrates now intended to 
occupy and fortify, was a temple of Apollo, strongly situated, 
overhanging the sea about five miles from Tanagra, and some
what more than a mile from the border territory of Oropus
a territory originally Breotian, but at this time dependent on 
Athens, and even partly incorporated in the political com
munity of Athens, under the name of the Deme of Grrea.8 

Or6pus itself was about a day's march from Athens-by the 
road which led through Dekeleia and Sphendale, between the 
mountains Parnes and Phelleus : so that as the distance to be 
traversed was so inconsiderable, and the general feeling of the 
time was that of conlidence, it is probable that men of all ages, 
arms, and dispositions, crowded to join the march-in part 
from mere curiosity and excitement. Hippokrates reached 
Delium on the day after he had started from Athens. On the 
succeeding day he began his work of fortification, which was 
completed-all hands aiding, and tools as well as workmen 
having been brought along with the army from Athens-in two 
days and a half. Having dug a ditch all round the sacred 
ground, he threw up the earth in a bank alongside of the ditch, 
planting stakes, throwing in fascines, and adding layers of stone 
and brick, to keep the work together and make it into a ram· 
part of tolerable height and firmness. The vines 4 round the 

1 Thucyd. iv. 55· 2 Thucyd. iv. 90; Livy, XXXV. 51. 
3 Dikrearch. Bios 'EA.A.&oos, Fragm. ed. Fuhr. p. 142-230 ; Pausan. i. 34, 

2 ; Aristotle ap. Stephan. Byz. v. '!lpo,.,r&s. See also Col. Leake, Athens 
and the Demi of Attica, vol. ii. sect. iv. p. 123 ; Mr. Finlay, Oropus and 
the Diakria, p. 38 ; Ross, Die Demen von Attica, p. 6, where the Deme 
of Grrea is verified by an Inscription, and explained for the first time. 

The road taken by the army of Hippocrates in the march to Delium, was 
the same as that by which the Lacedremonian army in their first invasion of 
Attica had retired from Attica into Bceotia (Thucyd. ii. 23). 

4 Dikrearchus (Bios 'EA.A.&Iios, p. 142, ed. Fuhr.) is full of encomiums·, 
on the excellence of the wine drunk at Tanagra, and of the .abundant olive- · 
plantations on the road between Or<Jpus and Tanagra. ' 

Since tools and masons were brought from Athens to fortify Nisrea- 4 
about three months before (Thucyd. iv. 69)-we may he pretty sure that 
similar apparatus was carried to Delium-though Thucydides does not 
state it. 
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in Pagondas and Arianthides, the breotarchs from Thebes
either in Pagondas, as the senior of the two, or perhaps in both, 
alternating with each other day by day.1 As the Athenians 
were evidently in full retreat, and had already passed the border, 
all the other breotarchs, except Pagondas, unwilling to hazard 
a battle 2 on soil not Breotian, were disposed to let them return 
home without obstruction. Such reluctance is not surprising, 
when we reflect that the chances of defeat were considerable, 
and that probably some of these breotarchs were afraid of the 
increased power which a victory would lend to the oppressive 
tendencies of Thebes. But Pagondas strenuously opposed this 
proposition, and carried the soldiers of the various cities along 
with him, even in opposition to the sentiments of their separate 
leaders, in favour of immediately fighting. He called them 
apart and addressed them by separate divisions, in order that 
all might not quit their arms at one and the same moment. 3 

1 Thucyd. iv. 93 ; v. 38. Akrrephia! may probably be considered as 
either a dependency of Thebes, or included in the general expression of 
Thucydides, after the word Kw1rcufis-oi 1repl TtJV ll.lf.Lvrw. Anthedon and 
Lebadeia, which are recognised as separate autonomous townships in 
various Breotian inscriptions, are not here named in Thucydides. But 
there is no certain evidence respecting the number of immediate members 
of the Breotian confederacy : compare the various conjectures in Boeckh, 
ad Corp. Inscript. t. i. p. 727 ; 0. MUller, Orchomenus, p. 402 ; Kruse, 
Hellas, t. ii. p. 548. 

2 Thncyd. iv. 91. -rwv 1\l\l\wv flo<wrapxwv, oT elutv evoeKa, ob 
~VVE1TaLVOVV'TWV f.Lrf.XE<T8ac, &c. 

The use, of the present tense elulv marks the number eleven as that of all 
the breotarchs; at this time-according to Boeckh's opinion, ad Corp. In
script. I. vol. i. p. 729. The number however appears to have been variable. 

s Thucyd. iv. 91. 1rpo<rKall.wv ~Kr1<TTovs KaT& ll.oxovs, 81rws f.LtJ &8p&o, ' 
lKll.(,.o&ev ,.a g,.ll.a, l7re&8e -rolls Bo•wTol!s Uva• brl -ro/Js 'A8rwalovs Kal TIW ~ 
a")'cdva 1r0t€'icr8at. 

Here Dr. Arnold observes, "This confirms and illustrates what has beer ,.J 
said in the note on ii. 2, 5, as to the practice of the Greek soldiers piling~ 
their arms the moment they halted in a particular part of the camp, and 
always attending the speeches of their general without them." 

In the case here before us, it appears that the Breotians did come by 
separate lochi, pursuant to command, to hear the words of Pagondas,-and 
also that each Iochus left its arms to do so : though even here it is not ab
solutely certain that -r& li1rll.a does not mean the military station, as Duker 
interprets it. But Dr. Arnold generalises too hastily from hence to a 
customary practice as between soldiers and their general. The proceeding 
of the Athenian general Hippokrates, on this very occasion, near Delium · 
(to be noticed a page or two for::vard), exhibi~s an arrangement totally 
different. Moreover, the note on n. 2, 5, to wh1ch Dr. Arnold refers, has 
no sort of analogy to the passage here before us, which does not include the 
words ,.(8eu8a• -ra 37rXa-whereas these words are the main matters in 
chapter ii. 2, 5· Whoever attentively compares the two, will see that Dr. 
Arnold (followed by Poppo and Goller) has stretched an explanation which 
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He characterised the sentiment of the other breotarchs as an 
unworthy manifestation of weakness, which, when properly 
considered, had not even the recommendation of superior 
prudence. For the Athenians, having just invaded the country, 
and built a fort for the purpose of continuous devastation, were 
not less enemies on one side of the border than the other. 
Moreover they were the most .restless and encroaching of all 
enemies; so that the Breotians who had the misfortune to be 
their neighbours, could only be secure against them by the most 
resolute promptitude in defending themselves as well as in 
returning the blows first given. If they wished to protect tl:)eir 
autonomy and th.eir property ;1gainst the condition of slavery 
under which their neighbours in Eubrea had long suffered, as 
well as so many other portions of Greece, their_ only chance, 
was to march onward and beat these invaders, following the 
glorious example of their fathers and predecessors in the field 

'of Kor6neia. The sacrifices were favourable to an advancing 
; movement; while Apollo, whose temple the Athenians had 
' desecrated by converting it into a fortified place, would lend 

his cordial aid to the Bceotian defence. 1 

Finding his exhortations favourably received, Pagondas con
ducted the army by a rapid march to a position close to the 
Athenians. He was anxious to fight them before they should 

, have retreated farther; moreover the day was nearly spent-it 
was already late in the afternoon. 

Having reached a spot where he was only separated from 
the Athenians by a hill, which prevented either army from seeing 
the other, he marshalled his troops in the atray proper for 
fighting. The Theban hoplites, with their dependent allies, 

' ranged in a depth of not less than twenty-five shields, occupied 
.1the right wing: the hoplites of Haliartus, Kor6neia, K6p::e, 
''and its neighbourhood, were in the centre: those of Thespi::e, 
. Tanagra, and Orchomenus, on the left; for Orchomenus, being 
· the second city in Breotia next to Thebes, obtained the second 

post of honour at the opposite extremity of the line. Each 
contingent adopted its own mode of marshalling the hoplites, 
and its own depth of files : on this point there was no uni
formity-a remarkable proof of the prevalence of dissentient 

" custom in Greece, and how much each town, even among con
federates, stood apart as a separate unit. 2 Thucydides specifies 

suits the passage here before us, to other passages where it is noway 
apflicable. 1 Thucyd. iv. 92. 

Thucyd. iv. 93· ~rr· aurr{oas Oe rrlVTE fLEJI !Cal etKOUI 07)/3aio• ETC!.~aVTo, ol 
liE tfll.ll.o• C:,s giC«CTTOI tTvxov. 
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only the prodigious depth of the Theban hoplites ; respecting 
the rest, he merely intimates that no common rule was followed. 
There is another point also which he does not specify-but 
which, though we learn it only on the inferior authority of 
Diodorus, appears both true and important. The front ranks 
of the Theban heavy-armed were filled by 300 select warriors, 
of distinguished bodily strength, valour and discipline,-who 
were accustomed to fight in pairs, each man being attached to 
his neighbour by a peculiar tie of intimate friendship. These 
pairs were termed the Heniochi and Parabatre-charioteers and 
companions ; a denomination probably handed down from the 
Homeric times, when the foremost heroes really combated in 
chariots in front of the common soldiers-but now preserved 
after it had outlived its appropriate meaning.1 This band, 
composed of the finest men in the various palrestrre of Thebes, 
was in after-days placed under peculiar training (for the defence 
of the Kadmeia or citadel), detached from the front ranks of 
the phalanx, and organised into a separate regiment under the 
name of the Sacred Lochus or Band : we shall see how much 
it contributed to the shortlived military ascendency of Thebes. 
On both flanks of this mass of Bceotian hoplites, about 7ooo 
in total number, were distributed Iooo cavalry, soc peltasts, 
and IO,ooo light-armed or unarmed. The language of the 
historian seems to imply that the light-armed on the Bceotian 
side were something more effective than the mere multitude 
who followed the Athenians. 

Such was the order in which Pagondas marched his army 
over the hill, halting them for a moment in front and sight of 
the Athenians, to see that the rank·s were even, before he gave 
the word for actual charge. 2 Hippokrates, on his side, apprised 

What is still more remark?.ble-in the battle of Mantineia in 418 B. C.
between the Lacedremonians on the one side and the Athenians, Argeians, 
Mantineians, &c. on the other-the different Iochi or divisions of the Lace
dremonian army were not all marshalled in the same depth of files. Each 
lochage, or commander of the loch us, directed the depth of his own division 
(Thucyd. v. 68). 

1 Diodor. xii. 7D. npo•p.dxov-ro a< ... dv.,.wv ol 71"ttp' ~I<EiVotS 'Hvloxo• !<ttl 
napa/3dTc>;t l<ttlo.ovp.•voc, ll.vlip•s ~ ... (JI.EI<'rOC 'rptadcrcoc • • • • Ol 6€ 07)/3a'ioc 
3cacp~povTES Ta'is TWV uwp.dTwv pwp.acs, &c. 

Compare Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 18, 19. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 93· Kal ~ ... .,aij 1<all.ws avTo'is iix•v, i171"<p<cpdv7Juav (the 

Bceotians) Toil ll.6cpou 1<al (O..,.,.o Ta o71"ll.a T<Ta')'p.evoc &u ... ep lp.<li.JI.ov, &c. 
I transcribe this passage for the purpose of showing how impossible it is 

to admit the explanation which Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and Goller give of 
these words (OevTo Ta 07rl\a (see Notes ad Thucyd. ii. 2). They explain 
the words to mean that the soldiers "piled their arms into a heap "-dis
armed themselves for the time. But the Bceotians, in the situation here 
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while still at Delium that the Breotians had moved from Tanagra, ~ 
first sent orders to his army to place themselves in battle array, V. 
and presently arrived himself to command them; leaving 300 ~ 
cavalry at Delium; partly as garrison, partly for the purpose ofl\ 
acting on the rear of the Breotians during the battle. The 
Athenian hoplites were ranged eight deep along the whole line 
.,-with the cavalry, and such of the light-armed as yet remained, 
placed on each flank. Hippokrates, after arriving on the spot 
and surveying the ground occupied, marched along the front of 
the line briefly encouraging his soldiers ; who, as the battle was 
just on the Oropian bord€r, might fancy that they were not in 
their own country, and that they were therefore exposed. with-
out necessity. He too, in a strain similar to that adopted by 
Pagondas, reminded the Athenians, that on either side of the 
border they were alike fighting for the defence of Attica, to 
keep the Breotians out of it ; since the Peloponnesians would'!! , 
never dare to enter the country without the aid of the Breotian j.., 
horse. I He ·further called to their recollection the great "· 
name of Athens, and the memorable victory of M yronides • at ~'l 
CEnophyta, whereby their fathers had acquired possession of all · 
Breotia. But he had scarcely half finished his progress alorig~. 
the line, when he was forced to desist by the sound of the .•. 
Breotian pa:an. Pagondas, after a few additionaL sentences of 
encouragement, had given the word: the Breotian hoplites were 
seen charging down the hill; and the Athenian hoplites, not 
less eager, advanced to meet them. at a running step.~ 
described, cannot possibly have parted with their arms,-they were just on 
the point of charging the enemy-immediately afterwards, Pagondas gives 
the word, the prean for charging is sung, and the rush commences. Pagon
das had doubtless good reason for directing a momentary halt, to see that 
his ranks were in perfectly good condition before the charge began. But 
to command his . troops to " pile their arms" would be the last thing that 
he would think of. 

In the interpretation of nTa-yp.~vo• lJ;(nrop tp.eA'Aov, I agree with the 
Scholiast, who understands p.axldaO'Oa• or p.axe<O'Oa• after fp.•'A'Aov (compare 
Thucyd. v. 66),-dissenting from Dr. Arnold and Goller, who would under
stand Tci.O'O'EO'Oa• ; which, as it seems to me, makes a very awkward meaning, 
and is not sustained by the passage produced as parallel (viii. 51).• 

The infinitive verh, understood after lp.EA'Aov, need not necessarily be a 
verb actually occurring before : it may be a verb suggested by the general 
scope of the sentence: see ~p.I'A'A'IIJ'av, iv. 123. 

1 Thucyd. iv. 95· 
2 Thucyd. iv. 94, g6. Ka6EO'Tc6Taw 8' ~s T~V Tci.~w Ka;l 178'11 p.ell'AOPTWV 

~vv1lva• 'l?r?rOKpci.T'IlS b. O'Tpa'T'Il'}'OS ~?rt?rap•2.w TO O'TpaTO'Ireoov 'TWII 'AO'Ilva(wv 
?rapet<e'AeueTO -re Kal (Ae-ye -roccl.ae • • • • To•avTa Toil 'l?r?roKpci.Tous 1rapa1<E· 
'AEvop.tv~u, t<al p.lxp• p.EV p.ldov TOV O'Tpa'TO?rtliov bre'AOOJI'TOS, 'TO a< ?r'Aiov 
oi>K~·n <f>6dua.v'Tos, ol BotwTol, wapa.~rei\euaap.~vov tcctl crcpffJ'w &s 8td <fctXE'wv 
«al lvTav8a na-yc6v8ov, wa•wvidavT<s ~?rpedav cbro Tov 'Aotpov, &c. 
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At the extremity of the line on each side, the interposition of 

ravines prevented the actual meeting of the two armies: but 
throughout all the rest of the line, the clash was formidable and 
the conduct of both sides resolute. Both armies, maintaining 
their ranks compact and unbroken, came to the closest quarters; 
to the contact and pushing of shields against each other.1 On 
the left half of the Breotian line, consisting of hoplites from 
Thespire, Tanagra, and Orchomenus, the Athenians were vic
torious. The Thespians, who resisted longest, even after their 
comrades had given way, were surrounded and sustained the 
most severe loss from the Athenians; who in the ardour of 
success, while wheeling round to encircle the enemy, became 
disordered and came into conflict even with their own citizens, 
not recognising them at the moment: some loss of life was the 
~~on sequence. 
,r While the left of the Breotian line was thus worsted and 

driven to seek protection from the right, the Thebans on that 
[l.side gained decided advantage. Though the resolution and 
'J' discipline of the Athenians was noway inferior, yet as soon as 
, the action came to close quarters and to propulsion with shield 
)!'lid' spear, the prodigious depth of the Theban column 
(more than triple of the depth of the Athenians, twenty-five 
against eight) enabled them to bear down their enemies by 
mere superiority of weight and mass. Moreover the Thebans 
appear to have been superior to the Athenians in gymnastic 
training and acquired bodily force, as they were inferior both 
in speech and in intelligence. The chosen Theban warriors 
in the front rank were especially superior : but apart from such 
superiority, if we assume simple equality of individual strength 
and resolution on both sides,2 it is plain that when the two 
opposing columns came into conflict, shield against shield-

This passage contradicts what is affirmed by Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and 
Goller, to have been a general pnu:tice, that the soldiers "piled their arms 
and always attended the speeches of their generals without them." (See 
his note ad Thucyd. iv. 91.). 

1 Thueyd. iv. 96. t<CI.pnpg p.rJ.xv t<CI.l wO«rp.<ji &.cnrlawv EvvEO"T~«Et, &c. 
Compare Xenophon, Cyropred. vii. I, 32. 

2 The proverbial expression of BotwTlav llv-" the Bceotian sow "-was 
ancient even in the time of Pindar (Olymp. vi. 90, with the Scholia and 
Boeckh's note): compare also Ephorus, Fragment 67, ed. Marx: Dikre
archus, Bios 'E,\A.rJ.oos, p. 143, ed. Fuhr; Plato, Legg. i. p. 636; and Sym
posion, p. 182-" pingues The bani et valentes," Cicero de Fato, iv. 7· 

Xenophon (Memorab. iii. 5, 2, 15; iii. 12, 5: compare Xenoph. de 
Athen. Republ. i. 13) maintains the natural bodily capacity of Athenians 
to be equal to that of Boeotians, but deplores the want of O"wp."crt<la or 
bodily training. 

• 

.. 
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the comparative force of forward pressure would decide the 
victory. This motive is sufficient to explain the extraordinary 
depth of the Theban column-which was increased by Epami
nondas, half a century afterwards; at the battle of Leuktra, from 
a depth of twenty-five men to the still more astonishing depth 
of fifty. We need not suspect the correctness of the text, with 
some critics-or suppose with others, that the great depth of 
the Theban files arose from the circumstance that the rear 
ranks were too poor to provide themselves with armour.1 Even 
in a depth of eight, which was that of the Athenian column 
in the present engagement,2 and seemingly the usual depth 
in a battle-the spears of the four rear ranks could hardly have 
protruded sufficiently beyond the first line to do any mischief. 
The great use of all the ranks behind the first four, was partly 
to take the place of such of the foremost lines as might be,. 
slain-partly, to push forward the lines before them from be{ 
hind. The greater the depth of the files, the more irresistible • 
did this propelling force become. Hence the Thebans, at .1, 
Delium as well as at Leuktra, found their account in deepen-\. 
ing the column to so remarkable a degree~-a movement to ' 
which we may fairly presume that their hoplites were trained.,_
beforehand. · 

The Thebans on the right thus pushed back 3 the troops on 
the left of the Athenian line, who retired at first slowly and for 
a short space, maintaining their order unbroken-so that the 
victory of the Athenians on their own right would have restored 
the battle, had not Pagondas detached · from the rear two 
squadrons of cavalry; who, wheeling uriseen round the hill 
behind, suddenly appeared to the relief of the Bceotian left, 
and produced upon the Athenians on that side, already deranged 
in their ranks by the .ardour of pursuit, the intimidating effect 
of a fresh army arriving to reinforce the Bceotians. And thus, 
even on the right, the victorious portion of their line, the 
Athenians lost courage and gave way; while on the left, where 
they were worsted from the beginning, they found themselves 
pressed harder and harder by the pursuing Thebans : so that 
in the end, the whole Athenian army was broken and put to 
flight. The garrison of Delium, reinforced by 300 cavalry 

1 See the notes of Dr. Arnold and Poppo, ad Thucyd. iv, g6. 
2 Compare Thucyd.•v. 68; vi. 67. 
8 Thucyd. iv. g6. To .o€ oe~<ov, p o! El'l)/la.'io• ~aa.v, J~<p&:m TE Twv 'A(J'J-

valwv, !<1%l wcrci.!LEVOI I<I%Ta {:3paxv TO 7rpwTOV J'lr'fiiCOAOV(/ouv. • 
The word wcrci.!L•vo1 (compare iv. 35; vi. 70) exactly expresses the forward 

pushing of the mass of hop lites with shield and spear. 
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whom Hippokrates had left there to assail the rear of the 
Breotians during the action, either made no vigorous move
ment, or were repelled by a Breotian reserve stationed to 
watch them. 

Flight having become general among the Athenians, the 
different parts of their army took different directions. The 
right sought refuge at Delium, the centre fled to Or6pus, and 
the left took a direction towards the high lands of Parnes. 
The pursuit of the Breotians was vigorous and destructive. 
They had an efficient cavalry, strengthened by some Lokrian 
horse who had arrived even during the action: their peltasts 
also, and their light-armed would render valuable service 
against retreating hoplites.l Fortunately for the vanquished, 
the battle had begun very late in the afternoon, leaving no 
long period of daylight. This important circumstance saved 
the Athenian army from almost total destruction.2 As it was, 
however, the general Hippokrates, together with nearly rooo 
hoplites, and a considerable number of light-armed and ~ttend
ants, were slain ; while the loss of the Breotians, chiefly on 
their defeated left wing, was rather under soo hoplites. Some 
prisoners 3 seem to have been made, but we hear little about 
them. Those who had fled to Delium and Or6pus were 
conveyed back by sea to Athens. 

The victors retired to Tanagra, after erecting their trophy, 
burying their own dead, and despoiling those of their enemies. 
An abundant booty of arms from the stript warriors long 
remained to decorate the temples of Thebes, while the spoil 
in other ways is said to have been considerable. Pagondas 
also resolved to lay siege to the newly-established fortress at 
Delium. But before commencing operations-which might 
perhaps prove tedious, since the Athenians could always rein
force the garrison by sea-he tried another means of attaining 
the same object. He despatched to the Athenians a herald 
-who, happening in his way to meet the Athenian herald 
coming to ask the ordinary permission for burial of the slain, 
warned him that no such request would be entertained until 
the message of the Breotian general had first been com
municated, and thus induced him to come back to the Athenian 

I Thucyd. iv. 96; Athemeus, v. p. zrs. Diodorus (xii. 70) represents 
that the battle began with a combat of cavalry, in which the Athenians had 
the advantage. This is quite inconsistent with the narrative of Thucydid~s. 

2 Diodorus (xii. 70) dwells upon this circumstance. 
8 Pyrilampes is spoken of as having been wounded and taken prisoner in 

the retreat by the Thebans (Plutarch, de Genio Socratis, c. I r, p. sSr). 
See also Thucyd. v. 35-where allusion is made to some prisoners. 
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commanders. The Breotian herald was instructed to remon- ' 

·Strate against' the violation Of holy CUStom committed by the'~. 
•Athenians in seizing and fortifying the temple of Delium; 
wherein their garrison was now dwelling, performing numerous 
functions which religion forbade to be done in a sacretl 
place, and using as their common drink the water especially ' 
consecrated. to sacrificial purposes. The Breotians there
fore solemnly summoned them in the name of Apollo and 
the gods inmates along with them, to evacuate the place, 
carrying away all that belonged to them. Finally, the herald 
gave it to be understood, that unless this summons were 
complied with, 'ho permission would be granted to bury their 
dead. . 1 

Answer was returned by the Athenian herald, who now wen:s 
to the Breotian commanders, to th. e following e. ffect :-The , 
Athenians did not admit that they had hitherto been guilt 
of any wrong in reference to the temple, and protested that~ 
they would persist in respecting it for the future as much ~ 
as po~sible. . Their object in taking possession of it had .been ~01" 
no ev1l sentiment towards the holy place, but the necess1ty of\;{ 
avenging the repeated invasions of Attica by the Breotians. ~ ~ 
Possession of the territory, according to the received maxims if.~ 
of Greece, always carried along with it possession of temples ~ 
therein .. situated, under obligation to fulfil all customary 
observances to the resident god, as far as circumstances per
mitted. It was upon this maxim that the Breotians had them
selves acted when they took possession of their present territory, 

. expelling the prior occupants and appropriating the temples : 
it was upon the same maxim that the Athenians would act in 
retaining so much of Breotia as they had now conquered, and 
in conquering more of it, if they could. Necessity compelled 
them to use the consecrated water-a necessity not originating 
in the ambition of Athens, but in prior Breotian aggressions 
upon ·Attica-a necessity which they trusted that the gods 
would pardon, since their altars were allowed as a protection 
to the invol~ntary o~ender, an~ no':e but he who sinned ":ith- W 
out constramt expenenced , the1r d1sple~ure. The Breotlans 'l 
were guilty of far greater impiety-in refusing to give back th~V" 
dead,· except upon certain conditions connected with the holy~ 
ground-than the Athenians, who merely refused to tum the ~,.... 
duty of sepulture into an unseemly bargain. "Tell us uncon-~ 
ditionally (concluded the Athenian herald) that we may bury~ 
our dead under truce, pursuant to the maxims of our forefathers .. ~ 
Do not tell us that we may do so, on condition of going out of~~ 
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mreotia-for we are no longer in Breotia-we are in our own 
~.Y"lep-itory, won by the sword." 
rA.o\~ The Breotian generals dismissed the herald with a reply 
:w· ~ short and decisive :-" If you are in Bc:eotia, you may take 
"' .~ay all that belongs to you, but only on condition of going 
~out of it. If, on the other hand, you are in your own territory, 
"'~,zou can take your own resolution without asking Ui." 1 

y In this debate, curious as an illustration of Grecian manners 
,'- and feelings, there seems to have been special pleading and 

evasion on both sides. The final sentence of the Bceotians 
was good as a reply to the incidental argument raised by the 
Athenian herald, who had rested the defence of Athens in 
regard to the temple of Delium on the allegation that the 
territory was Athenian, not Breotian-Athenian by conquest 
and by the right of the strongest-and had concluded by 
affirming the same thing about Oropia, the district to which 
the battle-field belonged. It was only this same argument, 
of actual superior force, which the Breotians retorted, when 
they said-" If the territory to which your application refers 
is yours by right of conquest (z'.e. if you are de facto masters 
of it and are strongest within it)-you can of course do what 
you think best in it : you need not ask any truce at our 
hands ; you can bury your dead without a truce." 2 The 
Breotians knew that at this moment the field of battle was 
under guard by a detachment of their army,8 and that the 
Athenians could not obtain the dead bodies without permis
sion. But since the Athenian herald had asserted the reverse 
as a matter of fact, we can hardly wonder that they resented 
the production of such an argument ; meeting it by a reply 
sufficiently pertinent in mere diplomatic fencing. 

But if the Athenian herald, instead of raising the incidental 
point of territorial property, combined with an incautious 
definition of that which constituted territorial property, as a 

1 See the two difficult chapters, iv. 98, 99, in Thuc-ydides. 
2 See the notes of Poppo, Goller, Dr. Arnold, and other commentators, 

on these chapters. 
• Neither these notes, nor the Scholiast, seem to me in all parts satisfactory, 
nor do they seize the spirit of the argument between the Athenian herald 
and the Breotian officers, which will be found perfectly consistent as a piece 
of diplomatic interchange. 

In particular, they do not take notice that it is the Athenian herald who 
first raises the question, what is Athenian territory and what is Breotian ; 
and that he defines Athenian territory to be that in which the force of Athens 
is superior. The retort of the Breotians refers to that definition ; not to the 
question of rightful claim to any territory, apart from actual superiority of 
force. 8 Thucyd. iv. 97· 
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defence against the alleged desecration of the temple of Delium, · '~. 
-had confined himself to the main issue-he would have put . 
the Breotians completely in the wrong. Accordi:ng to principles· '• 
universally respected in Greece, the victor, if solicited, was held ,' 
bound to grant to the vanquished a truce for burying his dead·; 
to grant and permit it absolutely, without annexing any con
ditions. On this, the main. point in debate, the Breotians 
sinned against the sacred international law of Greece, when· 
they exacted the evacuation of the temple at Delium as a 
condition for consenting to permit the burial of the Athenian 
dead.l Ultimately, after they had taken Delium, we shall 
find that they did grant it unconditionally. We may doubt 
whether they ·would have ever persisted in refusing it, if the 
Athenian herald had pressed this one important principle 
separately and exclusively-and if he had not, by an unskilful 
plea in vindication of the right to occupy and live at Delium, 
both exasperated their feelings, and furnished them with a 
collateral issue as a means of evading the main demand. 2 c )• 

To judge this curious debate with perfect impartiality, weY ~ 
ought to add, in reference to the conduct of the Athenians in V'1 
occupying Delium,-that for an enemy to make special choice!\~ 
of a temple, as a post to be fortified and occupied, was a ~ 
proceeding certainly rare, perhaps hardly admissible, in Grecian ~~o.o1 
warfare. Nor does the vindication offered by the Athenian w 
herald meet the real charge preferred. It is one thing for an 
enemy of superior force to overrun a country, and to appro
priate everything within it, sacred as well as profane : it is 
another thing for a border enemy, not yet in sufficient force 
for conquering the whole, to convert a temple of convenient .. 
site into· a regular garrisoned fortress, and make it a base 
of operations against the neighbouring population. On this 

1 When we recollect, in connexion with this incident, and another in 
Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 24, the legendary stories about lhe Thebans refusing 
burial to the bodies of slain enemies, in the cases of Polyneikes and the 
other Six Chiefs against Thebe;s-we may almost suspect that in reality the 
Thebans were more disposed than other Greeks to override this obligation. 

2 Thucydid~s, in describing the state of mind of the Bceotians, does not 
seem to imply that they thought this a good and valid ground, upon which 
they could directly take their stand ; but merely that. they considered it a 
fair diplomatic way of meeting the alternative raised by the Athenian 
herald ; for eb1rpe7res means nothing more than this. 

Ob8' ai'i ~<T1rfVOOV'I"O liij8ov 07r<p Tijs ~I(E(vwv ('A87Jvalwv)· TO a• ~/( Tijs ~au
TWV (BotWTWV) EV11'pE71"h .iva• lt7l"OI(plva<T8a•, a71".6vTas real a11'o~a.6•i'v a 
(t..,.aiTOV<TIV. 

The adverb li118•v also marks the reference to the special question, as laid 
out by the Athenian herald. 
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ground, the Breotians might reasonably complain of the seizure 
of Delium : though I apprehend that no impartial interpreter 
of Grecian international custom would have thought them 
warranted in requiring the restoration of the place, as a 
peremptory condition to their granting the burial-truce when 
solicited. 

All negotiations being thus broken off, the Breotian generals 
prepared to lay siege to Delium, aided by 2ooo Corinthian 
hoplites, together with some Megarians and the late Pelopon
nesian garrison of Nisrea-who joined after the news of the 
battle. Though they sent for darters and slingers, probably 
CEtreans and ..t'Etolians, from the Maliac Gulf, yet their direct 
attacks were at first all repelled by the garrison, aided by an 
Athenian squadron off the coast, in spite of the hasty and 
awkward defences by which alone the fort was protected. At 
length they contrived a singular piece of fire-mechanism, 
which enabled them to master the place. They first sawed in 
twain a thick beam, pierced a channel through it long-ways 
from end to end, sheathed most part of the channel with iron, 
and then joined the two halves accurately together. From the 
farther end of this hollowed beam they suspended by chains 
a large metal pot, full of pitch, brimstone, and burning char
coal ; lastly, an iron tube, projected from the end of the 
interior channel of the beam, so as to come near to the pot. 
Such ·was the machine, which, constructed at some distance, 
was brought on carts and placed close to the wall, near the 
palisading and the wooden towers. The Breotians then 
applied great bellows to their own end of the beam, blowing 
violently a current of air through the interior channel, so as to 
raise an intense fire in the cauldron at the other end. The 
wooden portions of the wall, soon catching fire, became 
untenable for the defenders-who escaped in the best way 
they could, without attempting further resistance. Two hun
dred of them were made prisoners, and a few slain ; but the 
greater number got safely on shipboard. This recapture of 
Delium took place on the seventeenth day after the battle, 
during all which interval the Athenians slain had remained on 
the field unburied. Presently however arrived the Athenian 
herald to make fresh application for the burial-truce ; which 
was now forthwith granted, and granted unconditionally.1 

Such was the memorable expedition and battle of Delium
a fatal discouragement to the feeling of confidence and hope 
which had previously reigned at Athens, besides the painful 

1 Thucyd. iv. roo, ror. 
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imm~diate loss which _it inflic~ed on the city. Amon~ tq~~·"" 
hophtes who took part m the vigorous charge and pushmg of· ~ 
shields, the philosopher Sokrates is to be numbered. His ~ ~1 

·bravery, both in the battle and the retreat, was much extolledt.,M 
by his friends, and doubtless with good reason. He had.l"<t. 
before served with credit in the ranks of the hoplites.._ at ~~1:'/J 
Potid::ea, and he served also at Amphipolis ; his patience ~ 
under hardship, and endurance of heat and cold, being not '·i(. 

. less remarkable than his personal courage. He and his friend ~ 
Laches were among those hoplites who in the retreat from ~"J 
Delium, instead of flinging away their arms and taking to ~"!; 

. flight, kept their ranks, their arms, and their firmness of~ 
countenance; insomuch that the pursuing cavalry found it J., 
dangerous to meddle with them, and turned to an easier prey ~.I 
in the disarmed fugitives. Alkibiades also served at Delium 'rJV' 
in the cavalry, and stood by Sokrates in the retreat. The 
latter was thus exposing his life at Delium nearly at the same 
time when Aristophanes was exposing him to derision in ·the 

, comedy of the Clouds, as a dreamer alike morally worthless 
, and physically incapable.1 ,_ 

Severe as the blow was .which the Athenians suffered at 
Delium, their disasters in Thrace about the same time, or 
towards the close of the same summer and autumn, were yet 
more calamitous. I have already ~entioned the circumstances 
which led, to the preparation of a Lacedcemonian force in
tended to act against the Athenians in Thrace, under Brasidas, 
in concert with the Chalkidians, revolted subjects of Athens, 
and with Perdikkas of Macedon. Having frustrated the 
Athenian' designs against Megara (as described above),2 
Brasidas completed the levy of his division-I 700 hop lites, 
partly Helots, partly Dorian Peloponnesians-and conducted 
them, towards the close of the summer, to the Lacedcemonian 
colony of Herakleia, in the Trachinian territory near the 
Maliac Gulf. 

1 See Plato (Symposion, c. '36, p. 221 ; LacMs, p. r8r ; Charmides, p. 
153; Apolog. Sokratis, p. 28), Strabo, ix. p. 403. • 

Plutarch, Alkibiades, c. 7· We find it mentioned among the st'ories told·> 
about Sokrates in the retreat from Delium, that his life was preserved by 
the inspiration of his familiar dremon or genius, which instructed him on 
one doubtful occasion which of two roads was the safe one to take (Cicero, 
de Divinat. i. 54; Plutarch, de Genio Sokratis, c. 11, p. 581). · 

The scepticism of Athenreus (v. p. 215) about the military service of 
Sokratlls is not to be defended-but it may probably be explained, by the 
exaggerations and falsehoods which he had read, ascribing to the philosopher 
superhuman gallantry. · 

2 See above, page 383. 
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)t:~ . To reach Macedonia and Thrace, it was necessary for him 
.. ",ffO pass through Thessaly, which was no easy task; for the 

rr"J.. war had now lasted so long that every state in Greece had 
.('V~ come mistrustful of the transit of armed foreigners. More-

er, the mass of the Thessalian population were decidedly 
·~ens:lly to Athens, and Brasidas had no sufficient means to 

ce a passage ; • while, should he wait to apply for formal 
permission, there was much doubt whether it would be granted 

· -and perfect certainty of such delay and publicity as would 
put the Athenians on their guard. But though such was the 
temper of the. Thessalian people, yet the Thessalian govern
ments, all oligarchical, sympathised with Laceda::mon. The 
federal authority or power of the tagus, which bound together 
the separate cities, was generally very weak. What was of still 
greater importance, the Macedonian Perdikkas, as well as the 
Chalkidians, had in every city powerful guests and partisans, 
whom they prevailed upon to exert themselves actively in 
forwarding the passage of the army.1 

To these men Brasidas sent a message at Pharsalus, as soon 
as he reached Herakleia. Nikonidas of Larissa with other 
Thessalian friends of Perdikkas, assembling at Melita::a in 
Achaia Phthi6tis, undertook to escort him through Thessaly. 
By their countenance and support, combined with his own 
boldness, dexterity, and rapid movements, he was enabled to 
accomplish the seemingly impossible enterprise of running 
through the country, not only without the consent, but against 
the feelings of its inhabitants-simply by such celerity as to 
forestall opposition. After traversing Achaia Phthi6tis, a terri
tory dependent on the Thessalians, Brasidas began his march 
from Melita::a through Thessaly itself, along with his powerful 
native guides. Notwithstanding all possible secrecy and 
celerity, his march became so far divulged, that a body of 
volunteers from the neighbourhood, offended at the proceeding 
and unfriendly to Nikonidas, assembled to oppose his progress 
down the valley of the river Enipeus. Reproaching him with 
wrongful violation of an independent territory, by the intro
duction of armed forces without permission from the general 
government; they forbade him to proceed farther. His only 
chance of making progress lay in disarming their opposition by 
fair words. His guides excused themselves by saying that the 
suddenness of his arrival had imposed upon them as his guests 
the obligation of conducting him through, without waiting 
to ask for formal permission : to offend their countrymen, 

1 Thucyd. iv. 78. 
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however, was the furthest thing from their thoughts -and they"" J: 
' would renounce the enterprise if the persons now assembled' --

persisted in thei~ requi~ition. The same concili~tory tone was;......., 
:/adopted by Brastdas hrmself. " He .protested hrs strong f(!el: /''. 
I ing of respect and friendship for Thessaly and its inhabitants~._, ; 
l his arms were directed against the. Athez:ian~, not a&ajp.st"j • 
\ them: nor was he aware of any unfnendly··relatron subsrstrng· '"'·' 

between the Thessalians and Laceda:monians, such as to ···>\, 

exclude either of them from the territory of the other. Against 
the prohibition of the parties now before them, he could not 

, possibly march forward, nor would he think of,_ attempting it; 
.' but he put it to their good feeling whether they ought to 
' prohibit him." Such conciliatory language was successful in 

softening the opponents and inducing them to disperse. But 
, so afraid were his guides of renewed opposition in other parts, 

that they hurried him forward still more rapidly,1 and he 
" passed through the country at a running pace without halt
ing." Leaving Melita:a in the morning he reached Pharsalus 
on the same night, encamping on the river Apidanus: thence 

, he proceeded on the next day to Phakium, and on the day 
afterwards into Perrha:bia 2_a territory adjoining to and 
dependent on Thessaly, under the mountain range of Olympus. 
Here he was in safety, so that his Thessalian guides left 
him ; while the Perrha:bians conducted him over ·the pass 
of Olympus (the same over which the army of Xerxes had 
marched), to Dium in Macedonia, in the territory of Perdikkas, 
on the northern edge of the mountain. 3 

The Athenians were soon apprised of this stolen passage,· so 
ably and rapidly executed, in a manner which few other Greeks, 
certainly no other Laceda:monian, would have conceived to be 

1 Thucyd. iv. 78. '0 o~ Kel\ev&v-row -rwv 0.-yw-ywv, 1rplv Tl 1rl\lov ~vu-ri)va• 
T~ Kwl\vuov, Jxd,pel oboev l1r11TXWV op&f.L'I'· 

2 The geography of Thessaly is not sufficiently known to enable us to 
verify these positions with exactness. That which Thucydid~s calls the 
A pidanus, is the river formed by the junction of the Apidanus and Enipeus. 
See Kiepert's map of ancient Thessaly-Colonel Leake, Travels in Northern 
Greece, ch. xlii. vol. iv. p. 470; and Dr. Arnold's note on this chapter of 
Thucydides. · 

We must suppose that Brasidas was detained a considerable time in par· 
!eying with the opposing band of Thessalians. Otherwise, it would seem 
that the space between Melitrea and Pharsalus would not be a great distance 
to get over in an entire day's march-considering that the pace was as 
rapid as the troops could sustain. The much greater distance, between 
Larissa and Melitrea, was traversed in one night by Philip king of Macedon 
(the son of Demetrius), with an army carrying ladders and other aids for 
attacking a town, &c. (Polyb. v. 97). 3 Thucyd. iv. 78. 
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possible; Aware of the new enemy thus brought within reach 
of their possessions in Thrace, they transmitted orders thither 
for greater vigilance, and at the same time declared open war 
against Perdikkas; 1 but unfortunately without sending any 
efficient force, at a moment when timely defensive intervention 
was imperiously required. 

Perdikkas immediately invited Brasidas to join him in the 
attack of Arrhibreus, prince of the Macedonians called Lynkestre, 
or of Lynkus ; a summons which the Spartan could not decline, 
since Perdikkas provided half of the pay and maintenance of 
the army-but. which he obeyed with reluctance, anxious as 
he was to commence operations against the allies of Athens. 
Such reluctance was still further strengthened by envoys from 
the Chalkidians of Thrace-who, as zealous enemies of Athens, 
joined him forthwith, but discouraged any vigorous efforts to 
relieve Perdikkas from embarrassing enemies in the interior, in 
order that the latter might be under more pressing motives to 
conciliate and assist them. Accordingly Brasidas, though he 
joined Perdikkas and marched along with the Macedon ian army 
towards the territory of the Lynkestre, was not only averse to 
active military operations, but even entertained with favour ' 
propositions from Arrhibreus-wherein the latter expressed his 
wish to become the ally of Lacedremon, and offered to refer all 
his differences with Perdikkas to the arbitration of the Spartan 
general himself. Communicating these propositions to Per
dikkas, Brasidas invited him to listen to an equitable compro
mise, admitting Arrhibreus into the alliance of Lacedremon. 
But Perdikkas indignantly refused : "he had not called in 
Brasidas as a judge to decide disputes between him and his 
enemies, but as an auxiliary to put them down wherever he 
might point them out ; an~ he protested against the iniquity 
of Brasidas in entering into terms with Arrhibreus, while the 
Lacedremonian army was half paid and maintained by him" 
(Perdikkas).2 Notwithstanding such remonstance, and even a : 
hostile protest, Brasidas persisted in his intended conference ' 
with Arrhibreus, and was so far satisfied with the propositions 
made, that he withdrew hi~ troops without marching over the 
pass into Lynkus. Too feeble to act alone, Perdikkas loudly 
complained. He even contracted his allowance for the future, 
so as to provide for only one-third of the army of Brasidas 
instead of one-half. 

To this inconvenience, however, Brasidas submitted, in haste 
to begin his march into Cbalkidike, and his operations jointly 

1 Thucyd. iv. 82. 2 Thucyd. iv. !>3. 
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with the Chalkidians, for seducing or subduing the· subject-· 

:-allies of Athens. His first operation was against Akanthus, on ' 
• :he isthmus of the peninsula of Athos, the territory of which' he~ 
invaded a little before the vintage-pr?bably ab?ut the middlt! ~ 
of September; -when the grapes were npe, but Still out, and the~-· 
whole crop of course exposed to ruin at the h~nds of an enemy· 

·superior in force. So important was it to ·Brasidas to·· have~ 
escaped the necessity of wasting another month in conquering c.).. 
·the Lynke.stre. There was within the town of Akanthus a" 
~,uarty in concert with the Chalkidians, anxious·;:o admit him ~ 
·a?~ to revolt openly fro~ Athens. But the mass;of !he"'l,t.oN 
Citizens were averse to th1s step. It was· only· by· dwellmg 

i
on ~he terr~ble los. s from exposure of the crop without, tha·t. the 
ant1-Atheman party could persuade them even. to grant the 
request of Brasidas to be admitted singly 1-so as to explain' 
his purposes formally before the public assembly, which would 
take its own decision aJterwards. · " For a· Lacedremonian · 

!·(says Thucydides) he was no mean speaker." If he is to have ~ 
, credit for that which we find written in Thucydides, such anY.._~ 
· ::!pithet would be less th~n his·d_esert. Dc;m?tless however the(. 
substance of the speech 1s genume : and 1t 1s one of-the most . 
interesting i~ Greci~n history-partly as ~ manifesto of profes~ed- ~ 
Lacedremoman pohcy-partly because 1t had a great. practical; ·OJ. 
effect i~ determ~ning, on an occasion ofpa;am_ount imp~rtance, ~1 
a mult1tude whtch, though unfavourably mclmed to htm,•was -~ 

not beyond the reach of argument. I give the chie. fpoints of".~· 
the speech, without binding myself to the words. 1.. 

"Myself and my soldiers have been ·sent,' Aki.u'lthians, to·'. ' 
realise the purpose which '!'e proclaimed on beginning the. war ~~ 
-that we took arms to hberate Greece from the Athemans. 
Let no man blame us for having been long in coming, or·for• 
the mistake which we made at the outset in supposing th'at we 
should quickly put down the Athenians by operations against 
·Attica, without exposing you to any risk. Enough, that we are"' 
.1ow here on the first opportunity, resolved to put:them down 
.f you will lend us your aid. To find myself shut out·of your·· 

· :own-:-nay, to find that I am not heartily welcomed...:_astonishes ·· 
ne. We Lacedremonians undertook this long and perilous 
narch, in the belief that we were coming to friends•eagerly· 

' 1 Thucyd. iv. 84. 01 a.t ... ~pl'TOV liex~u8cu .. ~ ... ~" t<a'T' U.ll.li.'I!J-.ovs 
iuTaula(ov, of .,.~ ~~.,.d, TWV Xa.ll.~<<liewv ~uv~wJ.f'oVTES t<a.l 6 
li?i~os· 3p.ws II~ litd. Toil «a.p1roil ... ~ IJ·eos (.,., t~w /5v.,.os, '1TEtu8h· 
TO wll.?;8os {nro Toil Bpaulliou lie~au8a( n al!Tov ~&vov H:al U.icouuavTfS 
{3oull.~6uau8at, liexe.7at, &c. 
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expecting us. It would indeed be monstrous if you should 
now disappoint us, and stand out against your own freedom 

•, as well as against that of other Greeks. Your example, 
, ·.standing high as you do both for prudence and power, will 
, fatally keep back other Greeks. It will make them suspect 
'¥that I am wanting either in power to protect them against 

.Athens; or in honest purpose. Now, in regard to power, my 
own present army was one which the Athenians, though 
superior in number, were afraid to fight near Nisrea; nor are 
they at all likely to send an equal force hither against me by 
sea. And in regard to my purpose, it is not one of mischief, 
but ofliberation-the Laced<emonian authorities having pledged 
themselves to me by the most solemn oaths, that every city 
which joins me shall retain its autonomy. You have therefore 
the best assurance both as to my purposes and as to my power : 
you need not apprehend that I am come with factious designs, 
to serve the views of any particular men among you, and to 
remodel your established constitution to the disadvantage 

''.Cither of the Many or of the Few. That would be worse 
'than foreign subjugation ; and by such dealing we Lacedre-

' 'monians should be taking trouble to earn hatred instead of 
gratitude. We should play the part of unworthy traitors, worse 
even than that high-handed oppression of which we accuse the 
Athenians : we should at once violate our oaths, and sin against 
our strongest political interests. Perhaps you may say, that 
though you wish me well, you desire for your parts to be let 
alone, and to stand aloof from a dangerous struggle. You will 
tell me to carry my propositions elsewhere, to those who can 
safely embrace them, but not to thrust my alliance upon any 
people against their own will. If this should be your language, 
I shall first call your local gods and heroes to witness that I 
have come to you with a mission of good, and have employed 
persuasion in vain; I shall then proceed to ravage your territory 
and extort your consent, thinking myself justly entitled to do , 
so, on two grounds. First, that the Lacedremonians may not 
sustain actual damage from these good wishes which you · 
profess towards me without actually joining-damage in the 
shape of that tribute which you annually send 'to Athens. 
Next, that the Greeks generally may not be prevented by you 
from becoming free. It is only on the ground of common 
good that we Lacedremonians can justify ourselves for liberating 
any city against its own will. But as we are conscious of 
desiring only extinction of the empire of others, not acquisition 
of empire for ourselves,-we should fail in our duty if we suffered 
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you to obstruct that liberation which we are now c:;arrying to 
all., Consider well my words, then : take to yourselves the 
glory of beginning the rera of emancipation for Greece-save 
~your own properties from damage-and attach an ever-honour-
! able na:ne to the community of A~anthus.': 1 . . . · • \ 

.· Nothmg could be more plaus1ble or JUdJcwus than th1s~<. 
language of Brasidas to the Akanthians-nor had they anyL"' 
means of detecting the falsity of the assertion (which he after-~ 

• wards repeated in other places besides 2) that he ha~ braved i! 
the forces of Athens at Nisrea with the same army as that now II' 
on the outside of the 'valls. Perhaps the simplicity of his ~ 

• speech and manner may even have lent strength. to his assur-t~~ 
'ailces. As' soon as he had retired, the subject was largely ' 
·discussed in the assembly, with much difference of opinion :f. 
among the speakers, and perfect freedom on both sides : and , 
the decision, not called for until after a long debate, was)"' 

'determined partly by the fair promises of Brasidas, partly by J. 
, the certain loss which the ruin of the vine-crop would entail. \1-
, The votes. of the citizens present being taken secretly, a 
'majority resolved to accede to the propositions of Brasidas 
I and revolt from Athens. s Exacting the renewal of his pledge 
and that of the Lacedremonian authorities, for the preservation 
of Iull autonomy to every city which should join him, they 
received his army into the town. The neighbouring city of 
'Stageirus (a colony of Andros, as Akanthus also was) soon~ 
followed the example.4 ~c. 

· There are few acts in history wherein Grecian p_olitical 
reason ~nd morality appea~ to greater ad~antage. than· in this~ 
proceedmg of the Akanth1ans. The hab1t of fau, free, and~ 

i pacific discussion-the established respect to the vote of the~ 
!majority-the care to protect individual independence of}""..J 
,judgement by secret suffrage-the deliberate estimate of rea"~'"'"' 
sons on both sides by each individual citizen-all these main ·'i 
laws and conditions of healthy political action appear as a part1\~~ 
of the confirmed character of the Akanthians. We shall not 
·find Brasidas entering other towns in a way so creditable or so ~-. 
harmonious. 

But there is another inference which the scene just described 
irresistibly suggests. It affords the dearest proof that the 

I 
' 1 Thucyd. iv. 85, 86, 87. · 2 Thucyd. iv .. 108. 
1 8 Thucyd. iv. 88. Olli~ 'A~ec!.v8•o•, 1ro:>..:>..6.v :>..•xe<v-rwv 1rpOT€pov br' &p.cp&: 
T<pa., ~epvtpa. li•a.'}7JtfJ•ut!.p.•vo•, li•&. -re -ro e1ra.-yw-ya <l1riiv -rov. Bpa.ullia.v· ~ea.l 1r<pl 
-rov "a.p1rov tp0/3q>, ~-yvwua.v ol1r:>..<lovs &cplu-ra.u8a.• 'A87Jva1wv • 

. 4 Thucyd. iv. 88; Diodor. xii. 67. 
VOL. VI. P · 
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Akanthians had little to complain of as subject-allies of Athens, 
and that they would have continued in that capacity, if left to 
their own choice without the fear of having their crop de. 
stroyed. Such is the pronounced feeling of the mass of the 
citizens : the party who desire otherwise are in a decided 

lolllinority. It is only the combined effect, of severe impending 
loss and of tempting assurances held out by the worthiest· 
representative whom Sparta· ever sent out, which induces them 
to revolt from Athens. Nor even then is the resolution 
taken without long opposition, and a large dissentient minority, 
in a case where secret suffrage ensured free and genuine 
expression of preference from every individual. Now it is 
impossible that the scene in Akanthus at this critical moment 
could have been of such a character, had the empire of Athens 
been practically odious and burdensome to the subject-allies, 
as it is commonly depicted. Had such been the fact -had the 
Akanthians felt that the imperial ascendency of Athens op
pressed them with hardship or humiliation from which their 
neighbours, the revolted Chalkidians in Olynthus and else
where, were exempt-they would have hailed the advent of 
Brasidas with that cordiality which he himself expected, and 
was surprised not to find. The sense of present grievance, 
always acute and often excessive, would have stood out as their 
prominent impulse. They would have needed neither intimi
dation nor cajolery to induce them to throw open their gates to 
the liberator-who, in his speech within the town, finds no 
actual suffering to appeal to, but is obliged to gain over 
an audience, evidently unwilling, by alternate threats and 

_..promises. 
V)_1As in Akanthus, so in most of the other Thracian subjects 

thens-the bulk of the citizens, though strongly solicited 
he Chalkidians, manifest no spontaneous disposition to 

/~volt from Athens. We shall find the party who introduce 
, YBrasidas to be a conspiring minority, who not only do not 
~consult the majority beforehand, but act in such a manner as 
~ eave no free option to the majority afterwards, whether they 
~ 1 l ratify or reject; bringing in a foreign force to overawe 

em and compromise them without their own consent in 
ostility against Athens. Now that which makes the events of 

Akanthus so important as an evidence, is, that the majority is 
,A not thus entrapped and compressed, but pronounces its judge
~ent freely after ample discussion. The grounds of that 
;..(J"4dgement are clearly set forth to us, so as to show, that hatred 
l'of Athens, if even it exists at all, is in no way a strong or 
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determining feeling. Had there existed any such strong feel
ing among the subject-allies of Athens in the Chalkidic penin
sula, there was no Athenian force now present to hindel1 them 
all from opening their gates to the liberator Brasidas by spon
taneous majorities ; as he himself, encouraged by the sanguine 
promises of the Chalkidians, evidently expected that they 

'would do. But nothing of this kind happened. .. · -1 
That which I before remarked in recounting the revolt o~ 

Mitylene, a privileged ally of Athens-is now confirmed in the~ 
revolt of Akanthus, a tributary, and subject-ally. The circum-~ 
stances of both prove that imperial Athens neither inspired,'\'' 
hatred nor occasioned painful grievance, to the population of" ~,.
her subject-cities generally. The movements against her arose'~· 
from party-minorities, of the same character as that Platrean~ 
party which introduced the Theban assailants into Platrea at 1 
the commencement , of the Peloponnesian war. There are of 
course differences of sentiment between one town and another; r\ ~ 
but the conduct of the towns generally demonstrates that the \ 1 

Athenian empire was not felt by them to be such a scheme of 
plunder and oppression as Mr. Mitford and others would have 
us believe. It is indeed true that Athens managed her em
pire with reference to her own feelings and interests, and that 
her hold was rather. upon the prudence than upon the affection 
of her allies ; except in so far as those among them who were 
democratically governed, sympathised with her democracy. It 
is also true that restrictions in any form on the autonomy of 
each separate city were offensive to the political instincts of the 
Greeks : moreover Athens took less and less pains to disguise 
or soften the real character of her empire, as one resting simply 
on established fact and superior force. But this is a different 
thing from the endurance of practical hardship and oppression, 1 

which, had it been real, would have inspired strong positive, 
hatred among the subject-allies-such as Brasidas expected to 
find universal in Thrace, but did not really find, in spite of tli.e , '\ 
easy opening which his presence afforded. +~\ 

The acquisition of Akanthus and Stageirus enabled Brasidas~ 
in no very long time to extend his conquests ; to enter Argilu:t\ \ti 
-and from thence to make the capital acquisition ·,dq_~ 
Amphipol~s. · , ·t.,.f 

Argilus was situated between Stageirus and the river Stry7 ~'I 
mon, alopg the western bank of which river its territory ex-\io'-: 
tended. Along t~e eastern bank of the same river,-south of ~ 
the ·lake which it forms under the name of Kerkinitis, and f/' 
north of the town of Ei,on at its mouth,-was situated the town~ 
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and territory of Amphipolis, communicating with the lands of 
Argilus by the important bridge there situated. The Argilians 
were colonists from Andros, like Akanthus and Stageirus. The 
adhesion of those two cities to Brasidas gave him oppor
tunity to cultivate intelligences in Argilus, wherein there had 
existed a standing discontent against Athens, ever since the 
foundation of the neighbouring city of Amphipolis.1 The 
latter city had been established by the Athenian Agnon, at the 
head of a numerous body of colonists, on a spot belonging to 
the Edonian Thracians called Ennea Hodoi, or Nine Ways, 
about five years prior to the commencement of the war (B.C. 
437) ; after two previous attempts to colonise it,-one by 
Histireus and Aristagoras at the period of the Ionic revolt, and 

•. a second by the Athenians about 465 B.c.-both of which 
lamentably failed. So valuable however was the site, from its 
vicinity to the gold and silver mines near Mount Pangreus and 
to large forests of ship-timber, as well as for command of the 
Strymon, and for commerce with the interior of Thrace and 
Macedonia-that the Athenians had sent a second expedition 
under Agnon, who founded the city and gave it the name of 
Amphipolis. The resident settlers there, however, were· only 
in small proportion Athenian citizens ; the rest of mixed origin, 
some of them Argilian-a considerable number Chalkidians. 
The Athenian general Eukles was governor in the town, though 
seemingly with no paid force under his command. His col
league Thucydides the historian was in command of a small 
fleet on the coast. 

Among these mixed inhabitants a conspiracy was organised 
to betray the town to Brasidas. The inhabitants of Argilus as 
well as the Chalkidians each tampered with those of the same 
race who resided in Amphipolis ; while the influence of Per
dikkas, not inconsiderable in consequence of the commerce of 
the place with Macedonia, was also employed to increase the 
number of partisans. Of all the instigators, however, the most 
strenuous as well as the most useful were the inhabitants of 
Argilus. Amphipolis, together with the Athenians as its 
founders, had been odious to them from its commencement. 
Its foundation had doubtless abridged their commerce and 
importance as masters of the lower course of the Strymon. 
They had been long laying snares against the city, and the 
arrival of Brasidas now presented to them an unexpected 

l Thucyd. iv. 103. p.tl.A.tO'Ta 8~ ol 'Ap-ylil.tot, l"f"{'ls 'Tf 1rpoO'otlcovvT€s «al 
aff '!rOTe TOtS 'A87]va{otS lines IJ?ro1fTOt !Cal brt{3ouA.eVOVTfS 'Ttji xwp[cp 
(Amphipolis). 
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chance of success. It was they who encouraged hin1 to 
attempt the surprise, deferring proclamation , of their own 
defection from Athens until they could make it subservient t~"• 
his conquest of Amphipolis. · . · 

Starting with his army from Arne in the Chalkidic peninsular 
Brasidas arrived in the afternoon at Aulon and Bromiskus, near~· 
the channel whereby the lake Bolbe is connected with the sea:,.... 
From hence, after his men had supped, he began his nighh 
march to Amphipolis, on a cold arid snowy night of No\'ember 
or the beginning of December. He reached Argilus in· the. 
middle of the night, where the leaders at once admitted. him, 
proclaiming their revolt from Athens; With their aid and 
guidance: he then·hastened forward without delay to the bridge 
across the Strymon, which he reached before break' of day.l 
It was guarded only by a feeble· piquet-the town of Amphi
polis itself being situated on the hill at some little distance 
higher up the river ; 2 · so that Brasidas, prece9ed by the 
Argilian conspirators, surprised and overpowered the guard 
without difficulty. Thus master of this important communica
tion, he crossed with his army forthwith into the territory of 
Amphipolis, where his arrival spread the utmost dismay and 

• terror. The governor EukH!s, the magistrates, and the citizens, 
were all found wholly unprepared : the lands belonging to the 
city were occupied by residents with their families and property 
around them, calculating' upon ·undisturbed security, as if there 
had been no enemy within i:each. Such of these as were close 

1 Thucyd. ·iv. 103. ·KaTJcrT7)<T<"' TDv crTpaTbv 1rpb €w ~1rl Thv 'YJ¢vp<tv Tau 
"''TOTa.p.oii. 

Bekker's reading of 7rpb .<w appears to me preferable to 7rpocrw. The 
latter word really adds nothing to the meaning ; 'whereas the fact that 
Brasidas got over the river before daylight is one both new and material: 
it is not necessarily implied in the previous words ~"•[vp Tji vvKT(. 

2 Thucyd. iv. 103. 'A7r;X•• lie TO 7TOAICTfJ.a 7rl..eov Ti]s lica{Jcf.crews, tca! oo 
ICa8eiTO TE[X7) tfJCT7TEp VVV, <J>vl..a/Cij 11; 'TIS {Jpaxeia ICa8E<CTTfJICE<, &c. 

Dr. Arnold, with Dobree, Poppo, and most of the commentators, trans
late these words-" the town (of Amphipolis) is-farther off (from. Argilus) 
than the passage of the river.~' But this must be of course true, and 

.. conveys no new information, seeing that Brasidas had to cross the river f<> 
reach the town. Smith and Bloomfield are right, I think, in considering:" 
Ti]s lica.{3cf.cr•ws as governed by lurex•• and not by 7rl..eov-" the city is 'ln~ 
some distance from the crossing:" and the objection which Poppo makes ( 1 

against them, that 7rl..eov must necessarily imply a comparison with some- ' 
thing, cannot be sustained: for Thucydides often uses~" 7rl..eiovos(iv. IOJ'f>{ 
viii. 88) as precisely identical with ~" 7Tol\Aov (i. 68; iv. ~7; v. 69); also·.~ 
7r<pl 7rl..elovos. , 

In the following chapter (vol. vii.), on occasion of. the battle of., 
Amphipolis, some further remarks will be found on the locality, with a. 
plan at the end of that volume. 

VOL. VT. p 2 
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to the city succeeded in running thither with their families, 
~ough leaving their property exposed-but the more distant 

~became in person as well as in property at the mercy of the 

~
"' invader. Even within the town, filled with the friends and 

elatives of these victims without, indescribable confusion 
'gned, of which the conspirators within tried to avail them-
ves in order to get the gates thrown open. And so com

was the disorganisation, that if Brasidas had marched up 
out delay to the gates and assaulted the town, many per

~ supposed that he would have carried it at once. Such a 
~:~ however was too great even for his boldness-the rather as 
~,t'epulse would have been probably his ruin. Moreover, con
~ding in the assurances of the conspirators that the gates 
,M'would be thrown open, he thought it safer to seize as many-

persons as he could from the out-citizens, as a means of work
ing upon the sentiments of those within the walls. Lastly, this 
process of seizure and plunder, being probably more to the 
taste of his own soldiers, could not well be hindered. 

But he waited in vain for the opening of the gates. The 
conspirators in the city, in spite of the complete success of 
their surprise and the universal dismay around them, found 
themselves unable to carry the majority along with them. As 

· in Akanthus, so in Amphipolis, those who really hated Athens 
and wished to revolt were only a party-minority. The greater 
number of citizens, at this critical moment, stood by Eukles 
and the few native Athenians around him in resolving upon 
defence, and in sending off an express to Thucydides at 
Thasos (the historian), the colleague of Eukles, as general in 
the region of Thrace, for immediate aid. This step, of course 
immediately communicated to Brasidas from within, deter
mined him to make every effort for enticing the Amphipolitans 
to surrender before the reinforcement should arrive; the rather 
as he was apprised that Thucydides, being a large proprietor 

;{nd worker of gold mines in the neighbouring region, possessed 

~
~ tensive personal influence among the Thracian tribes, and 

"uld be able to bring them together for the relief of the 
~e, in conjunction with his own Athenian squadron. He 

therefore sent in propositions for surrender on the most 
~~~urable terms-guaranteeing to every citizen who chose to 
~emain, Amphipolitan or even Athenian, continued residence 
1.9-with undisturbed property and equal political rights-and 
tgranting to every one who chose to depart, five days for the 
/"purpose of carrying away his effects. 

Such easy conditions, when made known in the city, 
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P~<;>duced pres_ently a sensible change of o~inion akong th~ ~ 
CJtizens-provmg acceptable both to Athemans and Amphi-~\, 
politans, though on different grounds.1 The .properties of the II';; 
citizens without, as well as many of their relatives, were all in ;d 
the hands of Brasidas. No one counted upon the speedy .. ; 
arrival of reinforcement-and even if it did arrive, the city

1 
; 

might be preserved, but the citizens without would still be \ 
either slain or made captive: a murderous battle would ensue)''" 
and perhaps after all, Brasidas, assisted by the party within;"~ 
might prove victorious. The Athenian citizens in Am phi polis,:·' ' 
knowing themselves to be exposed to peculiar danger, were. "! 
perfectly well-pleased with his offer, as extricating them from J ~ 
a critical position and procuring for them the means of escape, • 
with comparatively little loss; while the non-Athenian citizens, 
partakers in the same relief from peril, felt little reluctance in _1 
accepting a capitulation which preserved both their rights and 
their properties · inviolate, and merely severed them from 
Athens-towards which city they felt, not hatred, but in
difference. Above all, the friends and relatives of the citizens 
exposed in the out-region were strenuous in urging on the 
capitulation, so that the conspirators soon became bold enough 
to proclaim themselves openly-insisting upon the moderation 
of Brasidas and the prudence of admitting him. Eukles found 
that the tone of opinion, even among his own Athenians, was 

·gradually turned against him. He could' not prevent the 
acceptance of the terms, and the admission of the enemy into 
the city, on that same day. · J.t.4 

No such resolution would have been adopted, had the "' 
citizens been aware how near at hand Thucydides and his ~ .. 
forces were. The message despatched early in the mornin~"" 
from Amphipolis found him at Thasos with seven triremes;~ 
with which he instantly put to sea, so as _to reach Eion at the '\IN 
mouth of the Strymon, within three miles of Amphipolis, on ("' 
the same evening. He hoped to be in time for saving Am phi-~ 
polis : but the place had surrendered a few hours before. He fc'l: 
arrived indeed only just in· time to preserve Eion ; for parties ~~ 
in that town were alre.ady beginning to concert the admission I<". 
of Brasidas, who would probably have entered it at day- '~ 1 

break the next morning. Thucydides, putting the place in ~ '. 

1 Thucyd. iv. ro6. Olli~ 11'o.\.\ol &1<o6uav-res &.\,\ot6Tepot ~"fEVovTo Ttts 
'YVWp.as, &c. 

The word &.\.\at&..epvt seems to indicate both the change of view, com
pared with what had been before, and new divergence introduced among 
themselves. · 
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condition of defence, successfully repelled an attack which 
Brasidas, made both by limd and by boats on the river. He 
at the same time received and provided for the Athenian 
citizens who were retiring from Amphipolis.l 

The capture of this city, perhaps the most important of all 
.tf" the foreign possessions of Athens-and the opening of the 
,., .J ridge over the Strymon, by which even all her eastern allies 
,~~came approachable by land-occasioned prodigious emotion 
·O roughout all the Grecian world. The dismay felt at Athens 2 

as greater than had been ever before experienced. Hope 
~ d joy prevailed among her enemies, while excitement and 

w aspirations became widely spread among her subject-allies. 
~he bloody defeat at Delium, and the unexpected conquests 
"'!'"'of Brasidas, now again lowered the prestige of Athenian .success,· 
'¥'.-Jixteen months after it had been so powerfully exalted by the 
~ ~")ture of Sphakteria. The loss of reputation, which Sparta 
1' .. ~d then incurred, was now compensated by a reaction against 
•. ~the unfounded terrors since conceived about the probable 
"' career of her enemy. It was not merely the loss of Amphipolis, 

serious as that was, which distressed the Athenians; but also 
their insecurity respecting the maintenance of their whole 
empire. They knew not wpich of their subject-allies might 
next revolt, in contemplation of aid from Brasidas, facilitated 
by the newly-acquired Strymonian bridge. And as the pro
ceedings of that general counted in part to the credit of his 
country, it was believed that Sparta, now for the first time 

_, ?baking off her languor,3 had taken to herself the rapidity and 
~!~enterprise once regarded as the exclusive characteristic of 
·~Athens. 

!A; But besides all these chances of evil to the Athenians, there 

~. s another yet more threatening-the personal ascendency 
position of Brasidas himself. It was not merely the bold-

t,he fe~tility of aggr~ssive ~~source, the quick movements, 
hucyd. rv. 105, ro6 ; Dwdor. xu. 68. 

!" IJif"' Thucyd. iv. !08. 'Exop.ev1}S oe 'r~S 'Ap.1>mOl\.ews, ol 'A01}VCt.tOI ~s p.e-yu. 
rt"' OEos Ka/rEctT'11G'av, &c. 

The prodigious importance of the site of Amphipolis, with its adjoining 
bridge forming the communication between the regions east and west of 
Strymon-was felt not only by Philip of Macedon (as will hereafter appear), 
but also by the Romans after their conquest of Macedonia. Of the four 
regions into which the Romans distributed Macedonia, "pars prima (says 
Livy, xlv. 30) habet opportunitatem Amphipoleos; qure objecta claudit 
omnes ab oriente sole in Macedoniam aditus." 

s Thucyd. iv. ro8. To lle p.e-y11nov, ll<tz .,.o 1)1iov1w txov ~v .,.q; u.b.,.lJcu., t<al 
lin 'rO 7rpW'rOV Aet.KEOCt.lfLOVlwv op-yWV'rWV ~p.el\.1\.ov 1r€tpa(J'8at, l<lV
Iluvev<tV 1ru.v.,.l '~'PO"<p ero(p.ot ~(J'et.v (the subject-allies of Athens). 
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the power of stimulating the minds of soldiers-'-which lent 
efficiency to that general; but also· his incorruptible probity, 
his good faith, his moderation, his abstinence from party~ 
cruelty or corruption, and . from all ·intermeddling with· the 
internal constitutions of the different cities-in strict adherence 
to that manifesto whereby Sparta had proclaimed herself th~ 
liberator of Greece. Such talents and such officiaLworth had 
never before been seen combined. Set off as they were by 
the full brilliancy of successes, such as were deemed incredible 
before they actually occurred, they inspired a. degree of con
fidence, .and turned· a _tide of opinion, towards this emine?~ .: , 
man, wh1ch rendered him personally one of the first powers m.,., 
Greece. Numerous solicitations were transmitted to him at 

• Amphipolis from parties among the subject-allies,of 4thens, in· 
their present temper of large hopes from him and diminished . 
fear of the Athenians. The anti-Athenian party in 'each was'.·. 
impatient to revolt, the rest of the population less restrained-.., 
~fu~ ' . • 

Of those who indul~ed in the~e sanguine calculations, _many~ 
had yet to learn by pamful expenence that Athens was st_1ll but~11\ 
little abated in power. Still her inaction ~uring.this.impo.rtant~ 
autumn had been such as may well explam their mistake. It 
might ~ave·~een anticipated ~hat on heari1_1g. the alarming ?ews\,' 
of the Junctwn of Brasidas With the Chalkidians and Perdikkas~ ~ 
so close upon their dependent allies, they_ wou~d forthwith have 1JA. 
sent a competent force to Thrace-wh1ch, 1f despatch~d at ~-~ 
t~at time, would probably have obviated all the s':lbsequen~~"i 
disasters~ So they would have acted at any other time-an~' 
perhaps even then, if Perikles had been alive. But the news 11" 
arrived just at the period when Athens was engaged in the ~v 
expedition against· Breotia, which ended very shortly in ··the~ 
ruinous defeat of Delium. · Under the discouragement arising i!' 
from the death of the Strategus Hippokrates and rood citizens, · 
the idea of a fresh expedition to Thrace would probably have 
been intolerable to Athenian hoplites.> The hardships of a 
winter service in Thrace, as experienced a few years before in 
the blockade of Potidrea, would probably also aggravate their 
reluctance. In Grecian history, we must steadfastly keep in 
mind that we are reading about citizen soldiers, noL about 
professional soldiers ; and that the temper of the time, whether 
of confidence or dismay, modifies to an unspeakable degree all 
the calculations of military and political prudence. Even after 
the rapid successes of Brasidas, not merely at Akanthus and 

I Thucyd. iv. 108. 
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Stageirus, but even at Amphipolis, they sent only a few 
inadequate guards 1 to the points most threatened-thus leaving 
to their enterprising enemy the whole remaining winter for 
his operations, without hindrance. Without depreciating the 
merits of Brasidas, we may see that his extraordinary success 
was in great .part owing to the no less extraordinary depression 
which at that time pervaded the Athenian public: a feeling 
encouraged by Nikias and other leading men of the same 
party, who were building upon it their hopes of getting the 
Lacedremonian proposals for peace accepted. 
~,But while we thus notice the short-comings of Athens in 
ot sending timely forces against Brasidas, we must at the 
arne time admit, that the most serious and irreparable loss 

lot" J which she sustained-that of Am phi polis-was the fault of 
~ her officers more than her own. Eukles and the historia~ 

cydides, the two joint Athenian commanders in Thrace, 
hom was confided the defence of that important town, had 
ns amply sufficient to place it beyond all risk of capture, 

\J., they employed the most ordinary vigilance and precaution 
~~~eforehand. That Thucydides became an exile immediately 
~._;;fter this event, and remained so for twenty years, is certain 
.¥~m his own statement. And we hear, upon what in this case 
/I is quite sufficient authority, that the Athenians condemned 

him (probably Eukles also) to banishment, on the proposition 
of Kleon.2 · 

In considering this. sentence, historians 3 commonly treat 

l Thucyd. iv. I08. 01 JJ.EV 'A8rfVCt.LOI .pvll.et.Kd.s &is ~~ oll.l-yov Ket.l ~v X"'JJ.WVI 
~tbrep:trov ~s •n\s w&i\.ets, &c. 

2 Thucyd. v. 26. See the biography of Thucydid~s by Marcellinus, 
prefixed to all the editions, p. 19, ed. Arnold. 

3 I transcribe the main features from the account of Dr. Thirlwall, whose 
judgement coincides on this occasion with what is generally given (Hist. of 
Greece, ch. xxiii. vol. iii. p. 268). 

"On the evening of the same day, Thucydid~s, with seven galleys which 
he happened to have with him at Thasos, when he received the despatch 
from Eucles, sailed into the mouth of the Strymon, and learning the fall of 
Am phi polis proceeded to put Eion in a state of defence. His timely arrival 
saved the place, which Brasidas attacked the next morning, both from the 
river and the land, without effect : and the refugees, who retired by virtue 
of the treaty from Am phi polis, found shelter at Eion, and contributed to its 
security. The historian rendered an important service to his country: and 
z't does not appear that human prudence and activity could have accomplished 
anything more under the same circumstances. Yet his unavoidable failure 
proved the occasion of a sentence, under which he spent twenty years of his 
life in exile : and he was only restored to his country in the season of her 
deepest humiliation by the public calamities. So much only can be gathered 
with certainty from his language : for he has not condescended to mention 
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rhucydrdes as an mnocent man, and find nothmgto condemn~~ 
~xcept the calumnies of the demagogue, followed by the~ 

mjustice of the people. But this view of the case capnot be ~ 
sustained, ~h~n ":e bring together all the facts even as indicated.¥( 
by Thucydrdes hrmself. · '\1.1 

At the moment when Brasidas surprised Amphipolis, Thucy· ~..:, 
dides was at Thasos; and the event is always discussed· as if~ 
h~ w_as there by necessity or duty-as if Thasos was his .special,'~( 
mrsswn. Now we know from h1s owh statement that h1s com- tt~ 
maud was not special or confined to Thasos. He was sent asy-w~ 
joint commander along with Eukles generally to Thrace, and I'~~ 
especially to Amphipolis.l Both of them were jointly arid~~ 
s~verally respo~sible f?r the l?roper d~fence of Amphipolis, t 
w1th the Atheman empue and mterests m that "quarter. Such V 
nomination of two or· more officers, co-ordinate and jointly 
responsible, was the usual habit of Athens, wherever the scale ,. 
or the area ·of military operations was considerable-instead of
one supreme responsible commander, with subordinate officers 

either the charge which was brought against him, or the nature of the 
sentence, which he may either have suffered, or avoided by a voluntary 
exile. A statement, very probable in irself, though resting on slight 
authority, attributes his banishment to Kleon's calumnies: that the irrita
tion produced by the loss ij A mphipolis should have bem so directed against 
an innocent object, would pe?ftctly accord with the character of the people a.zd 
ij the demagogue. Posterity has gained by the injustice of his contempo
raries,'' &c. 

1 Thucyd. iv. I04. 01 o' lvav-rlo• TOtS rrpoOtOOV<Tt (that is, at Amphipolis) 
«pa.ToVwres T~ TrA:I,BH tfJuTE p.1} abTlKa -rCts 1rVAas &vol-yeu8Cu, nip:rrot.lJ'L p.eTO. 
E~~el\eovs -rov <TTpaTrryoli, &s ~" -rwv 'A8rwalwv rrapijv a~To'is cpvll.a~ Tov xwplov, 
trrl 'TOV g'TEpov <T'Tpa'T'I)"YOV 'TWV lrrl ®pcf.KTJS, fi/Jov~evo{o'I)V 'TOV '07\o
pov, &s TcfOE ~VVE"yp11.lfEV1 ~V'T/1. 'II"Epl fi/JaO'OV (~<T'T1 0' ~ vij<ios, nap(wv 
arrot~e{a, arrexovO'a Tijs 'Ap.cptrrol\Ews -hfucrdas -hp.epas p.ci.ll.t<T'T/1. rrl\ovv), ICEl\EV
OV'TES crcp(crt {Jo7)8EtV, 

Here Thucydides describes himself as " the other general along with 
Eukles, of the region of or towards Thrace." There cannot be a clearer 
designation of the extensive range of his functions and duties. The same 
words Tov ~Tepov <TTpaT'I)"Yov are used respecting the two joint commanders 
Hippokrates and Demosthenes (Thucyd. iv. 67 and iv. 43). 

I adopt here the reading Tow lrrl ®pcf.K'IJS (the genitive case ·of the well
known Thucydidean phrase .. a lrrl epcf.I{'IJS) in preference to 'TOV lrrl epcf.I('I)S; 
which. woulg mean in substance the same thing, though not so precisely, 
nor so suitably to the usual manner of the historian. Bloomfield, Bekker, 
and Goller have all introduced Twv into the text, on the authority of various 
MSS. ; Poppo and Dr. Arnold also both express a preference for it, though 
they still leave T6v in the text. 

Moreover the words of Thucydides himself in the passage where he 
mentions his own long exile, plainly prove that he was sent out as general, 
not to Thasos, but to Amphipolis-(v. 26) ~eal ~vve/37) p.ot cp<6oy<w .. ~, 
lp.av7ov ~T7J <t~eocr• p.eTa -r'l}v is 'Ap.cplrrol\tv <i-rpctT7J"Y iav, &c. 
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acting under him and responsible to him. If, then, Thucy 
dides "was stationed at Thasos" (to use the phrase of Dr. 
Thirlwall) this was because he chose to station himself there, 
in the exercise of his own discretion. 

Accordingly, the question which we have to put is, not 
whether Thucydides did all that could be done, after he 
received the alarming express at Thasos (which is the part of 
the case that he sets prominently before us), but whether he 
and Eukles jointly took the best general measures for the 
security of the Athenian empire in Thrace-especially for 
Amphipolis, the first jewel of her empire. 

They suffer Athens to be robbed of that jewel,-and how? 
Had they a difficult position to defend? Were they over
whelmed by a superior force? Were they distracted by simul
taneous revolts in different places, or assailed by enemies 
unknown or unforeseen? Not one of these grounds for acquittal 
can be pleaded. First, their position was of all others the 
most defensible. They had only to keep the bridge over the 
Strymon adequately watched and guarded-or to retain the 
Athenian squadron at Eion-and Amphipolis was safe. Either 
one or the other of these precautions would have sufficed : 
both together would have sufficed so amply, as probably to 
prevent the scheme of attack from being formed. Next, the 
force under Brasidas was in no way superior-not even adequate 
to the capture of the inferior place Eion, when properly guarded 
-much less to that of Amphipolis. Lastly, there were no 
simultaneous revolts to distract attention, nor unknown enemies 
to confound a well-laid scheme of defence. There was but one 
enemy, in one quarter, having one road by which to approach; 
an enemy of surpassing merit indeed, and eminently dangerous 
to Athens-but without any chance of success, except from 
the short-comings of the Athenian officers. 

Now Thucydides and Eukles both knew that Brasidas had 
prevailed upon Akanthus and Stageirus to revolt, and that too 
in such a way as to extend his own personal influence mate
rially. They knew that the population of Argilus was of 
Andrian origin,1 like that of Akanthus and Stageirus, and 
therefore peculiarly likely to be tempted by the example of 
those two towns. Lastly, they knew (and Thucydides him
self tells us 2) that this Argilian population-whose territory 

l Compare Thucyd. iv. 84, 88, 103. 
2 Thucyd. iv. 103. p.aii.!<T'l'a 0€ ol 'Ap-ylll.•o•, ~-y-y6s Te ?Tpo<To.•· 

~eoiJwres Kal &:e£ TrOTE ToiS 'A97]JIO.[OL$ 6VTE$ fJ7T07T'TOL Ked lTrt~ 
/3ovli.EUOVHS 'l'rj) xwp('f' (AmphipoJis), ~1TE<Oh 1Tap,'t'VXEV lJ Ka&pos Kal 
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r bordered on the Strymqn and the western foot of the 

bridge, and .who had many connexions iP. Amphipolis-had 
been long disaffected to Athens, and especially to. the Athenian 
possession of that city. Yet having such foreknowledge, ample 
warning for the necessity of a vigilant defence, Thucydides and 

. Eukles withdraw, or omit, both the two precauJions upon· which 
the security of Amphipolis rested-precautions. both ,of them. 
obvious, either. of them sufficient. The one leaves. the bri<:lge 
under a feeble guard,! and is caught so unprepared every way, 
that one might suppose .Athens to be in profound peace ; the 
other is found with his squadron, not at Eion, but at Thasos
an island out of all pos!:Jible danger, either from Brasidas. (who 
bad no ships) or any other enemy. The arrival ·of Brasidas 
comes on both of them like a clap of thunder. Nothing more 
is required than this plain fact, under the circu;mstances, to prove 
their improvidence as commanders. 

The presence of Thucydides on the station ·of Thrace was 
important to Athens,. partly because he possessed valuable 
family-connexions, mining-property, and commanding influence 
among the continental population round Amphipolis.2 This 
was one main reason why he was named. The Athenian people 
confide. much in his priyate influence, over and above the 
public force under his command-looking to him even ·more 
than to his colleague .. Eukles for· the continued. security of the 
town: instead of which th.ey ;find that ·not even ~h,eir own 
squadron under him is at hand near the vulnerable poipt at 
the moment when the enemy comes.• Of the two,· perhaps, the 
conduct of Et.Ikles admits of conceivable explanation more 
easily than that of Thucydides. For it seems:. that .. Eukles 
had no paid force in Am phi polis ; no other force :than the 
citizen hoplites, partly Athenian, partly of other .lineage .. 
Doubtless these men found it irksome to keep guard through 
the winter on the Strymonian bridge. Eukles might fancy, 
Bp"ulSa.s- ij>..Oev, ~1rpa~ci.v T< ~" .,. >...Co v o s 1rpbs -rovs lp.11'oA.<T<vowras utpfiJv 
€K<'i 3.,.ws tvoo6~u•-r"' " .,.&>..<s, &c. 
, 1 Thucyd. iv. 103. cpv>..""'~~ o~ T<S· 13P"X<'ia K<r-6<LO'T~K<<, ~v.f3oa-. 
(fdp.011os pq.lllw s. 6 Bpa.ulllas, li.p.a p.~v -ri)s 7rpooocrle~:s·ollcr?1s, ll.pa.o~ Ka:l.x~·
/tfiJvos 6v-ros Kal &.,.po(flib«71TOS 7rpOCT11'<crwv, 01~/371 -t'l,v -y~tpvpav, &c.· 

· 2 Thucyd. iv. 105. ica:l &1r' a:b-rov S6va:cr6a:o tv -ro'is 7rpWTots -r r;, 11 -lj1r e •· 
pw-rfiJv, &c. . . . . . .. 

. Rotscher, in his Life of Thucydid~$ (Leben des Thukydides, Gottingen, 
1842, sect. 4, p. 97-99), admits it to be the probable truth, that Thucydid€s 
was selected for .this command expressly in consequ·ence of his private 
influence in the region around, Yet this biographer still repeats the view 
generally taken, that Thucyrlid~s did everything which an able commander 
could do, and was most unjustly condemned. 
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that by enforcing a large perpetual guard, he ran the risk 
of making Athens unpopular. Moreover, strict constancy of 
watch, night after night, when no actual danger comes, with an 
unpaid citizen force~is not easy to maintain. This is an 
insufficient excuse, but it is better than anything which can be 
offered on behalf of Thucydides ; who had with him a paid 
Athenian force, and might just as well have kept it at Eion as 
at Thasos.1 We may be sure that the absence of Thucydides 
with his fleet, at Thasos, was one essential condition in the 
plot laid by Brasidas with the Argilians. 

To say, with Dr. Thirhvall, that "human prudence and 
activity could not have accomplished more than Thucydides 
did under the same circumstances "-is true as matter of fact, and 
creditable as far as it goes. But it is wholly inadmissible as a 
justification, and meets only one part of the case. An officer 
in command is responsible not only for doing most "under the 
c~rcumstances," but also for the circumstances themselves, in so 
far as they are under his control. Now nothing is more under 
his control than the position which he chooses to occupy. If 
the Emperor Napoleon, or the Duke of Wellington, had lost by 
surprise of an enemy not very numerous, a post of supreme 
importance which they thought adequately protected, would 
they be satisfied to hear from the responsible officer in com
mand-" Having no idea that the enemy would attempt any 
surprise, I thought that I might keep my force half a day's 
journey off from the post exposed, at another post which it was 
physically impossible for the enemy to reach. But the moment 
I was informed that the surprise had occurred, I hastened to 
the scene, did all that human prudence and activity could do 
to repel the enemy; and though I found that he had already 
mastered the capital post of all, yet I beat him back from a 
second post which he was on the point of mastering also" ? 
Does any one imagine that these illustrious chiefs, smarting 
under the loss of an inestimable position which alters the whole 
prospects of a campaign, would be satisfied with such a report, 
and would dismiss the officer with praises for his vigour and 
bravery "under the circumstances"? They would assuredly 
reply that he had done right in coming back-that his conduct 
after coming back had been that of a brave man-and that 
there was no impeachment on his courage. But they would at 

1 That the recognised station of the Athenian fleet was at Eion-and that 
the maintenance of the passage of the Strymon was inestimable to the 
Athenians (even apart from Amphipolis), as guarantee for the inaccessibility 
of her eastern empire-we see by Thucyd. iv. ro8. 
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the same time add, that his want of judgement and foresight, in 
omitting to place the valuable position really exposed under 
sufficient guard beforehand, and leaving it thus open to the 
enemy, while he himself was absent in. another place which 
was out of danger-and his easy faith that there would be no 
dangerous surprise, at a time when the character of the enemy's 
officer, as well as the disaffection of the neighbours (Argilus), 
plainly indicated that there would be, if. the least . opening were 
afforded-that these were defects meriting serious reproof, .and 
disqualifying him from any future command of trust and respon
sibility. Nor can we doubt that the whole feeling of the 
respective armies, who would have to pay with their best blood 
the unhappy miscalculation of this officer, would go along with 
such a sentence ; without at all suspecting themselves to be 
guilty of injustice, or of "directing the irritation produced by 
the loss against an innocent object." 

The vehement leather-seller in the Pnyx at Athens, when 
he brought forward what are called "his calumnies" against 
Thucydides ,and Euk}es, as having caused through culpable 
omission a fatal and irreparable loss to their country, might 
perhaps state his case with greater loudness and acrimony. 
But it may be doubted whether he would say anything more 
really galling, than would be contained in th~ dignified rebuke 
of an esteemed modern general, to a subordinate officer under 
similar circumstances. In my judgement, not on~y- the accu
sation against these two officers (I assume Eukles to have been, 
included) was called for on the fairest presumptive grounds.,-· 
which would be sufficient as a justification of the leather-seller 
Kleon-but the positive verdict of guilty against them was 
fully merited. Whether the banishment inflicted was a greater 
penalty than the case warranted, I will not take upon me to 
pronounce. · Every age has its own standard of feeling for 
measuring what is a proper intensity of punishment : penalties 
which our grandfathers thought right and meet, would in the 
present day appear intolerably rigorous. But when I consider 
the immense value of Amphipolis to Athens, combined with 
the conduct whereby it was lost, I cannot think that there was 
a single Athenian, or a single Greek, who would deem the 
penalty of banishment too severe. 

It is painful to find such strong grounds of official censure 
against a man who as an historian has earned the lasting 
admiration of posterity-my own, among the first and warm
est. But in criticising the conduct of Thucydides the officer, 
we are bound in justice to forget Thucydides the historian. 
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He was not known in the latter character, at the time when 
this sentence was passed. Perhaps he never would have been 
so known (like the Neapolitan historian Colletta), if exile had 
not thrown him out of the active duties and hopes of a 
citizen. 

It may be doubted whether he ever went home from Eion 
to encounter the grief, wrath, and alarm, so strongly felt at 
Athens, after the loss of Amphipolis. Condemned, either 
with or without appearance, he remained in banishment for 
twenty years; 1 not returning to Athens until after the con
clusion of the Peloponnesian war. Of this long exile much is 
said to have been spent on his property in Thrace; yet he also 
visited most parts of Greece-enemies of Athens as well as 
neutral states. However much we may deplore such a mis
fortune on his account, mankind in general has, and ever will 
have, the strongest reason to rejoice at it. To this compulsory 
leisure we owe the completion, or rather the near approach to 
completion, of his history. And the opportunities which an 
exile enjoyed of personally consulting neutrals and enemies, 
contributed much to form that impartial, comprehensive, Pan
Hellenic spirit, which reigns generally throughout his immortal 
~-~eanwhile Brasidas, installed in Amphipolis about the 

~
e inning of December 424 B.c., employed his increased 

wer only the more vigorously against Athens. His first 
re was to reconstitute Amphipolis-a task wherein the 

., cedonian Perdikkas, whose intrigues had contributed to 
, he capture, came and personally assisted. That city went 
~~ through a partial secession and renovation of inhabitants; 
, ' 'being now moreover cut off from the port of Eion and the 

~
~outh of the river, which remained in the hands of the Athe

, ,.nians. Many new arrangements must have been required, as 
~ell for its internal polity as for its external defence. Brasidas 

, took measures for building ships of war, in the lake above the 

~
' in order to force the lower part of the river : 2 but his 

-' , st important step was to construct a palisade work, 3 con
necting the walls of the city with the bridge. He thus made 
himself permanently master of the crossing of the Strymon, 
so as to shut the door by which he himself had entered, and 

1 Thucyd. v. 26. . 2 Thucyd. iv. I04-ro8. 
s This is the trraop.,p.a, mentioned (v. ro) as existing a year and a half 

afterwards, at the time of the battle of Amphipolis. I shall say more 
respecting the topography of Amphipolis, when I come to describe that 
battle. 
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:;tt the same time to keep an easy communication with :Argilus' 
and the western bank of the Strymon. He also made s~e 
acquisitions on the eastern side of. tl;le river. Pittakus, prince 
of the neighbouring Edonian-Thracian township of Myrkinus, 
had been recently assassinated by his wife Brauro and by some 
personal enemies. He had probably been the ally of Athens, 
and his assassins now sought to strengthen themselves by 
courting the alliance of the new conqueror of Amphipolis. 
The Thasian continental colonies of Galepsus and O):syme 

· also declared their adhesion to him. , 
While he sent to Lacedremon, communicating his excellent 

position as well as his large hopes, he at the same time, without 
waiting for the answer, began acting for himself, with all the 
allies whom he. could get together. He marched first against 
the peninsula called Akte-the narrow tongue of land which 
stretches out from the neighbourhood of Akanthus to the 
mighty headland called. Mount Athos-near thirty miles long, 
and between four and five miles for the most part in breadth.1 

The long, rugged, woody ridge-covering this peninsula so as 
to leave but narrow spaces for dwelling, or cultivation, or feed
ing of cattle-was at this time occupied by many distinct petty 

' communities, some of them divided in race and· language. 
Sane, a colony from Andros, was situated in the interior gulf 
(called the Singitic Gulf) between Athas and the Sithoniim 
peninsula, near the Xerxeian canal. The rest 'of the Akte was 
distributed among Bisaltians; Krest6nians and Edonians, all 

· fractions of the Thracian name-Pelasgians or Tyrrbenians, 
of the race which h~d once occupied Lemnos and Imbros-,
and some Chalkidians. Some . of these little communities 
spoke habitually two languages. Thyssus, Kle6ne, Olophyxus, 
and others, all submitted on the arrival of Brasidas ; but Sane 
and Dion hdd out, nor could he bring them to terms· even by· 
ravaging their territory. liJ. 

He next marched into the Sithonian peninsula, to attack t» 
Tor6ne, .situated near the southern extremity of that peninsula~\~ 
-opposite to Cape Kanastrreum, the extreme headland of the 
peninsula of Pallene. 2 

Tor6ne was inhabited by a Chalkidic'. population, but had 
not partaken in the revolt of the neighbouring .Chalkidians 
against Athens. A small Athenian garrison had been sent 
there, probably since the recent dangers, and were now defend-

. ing it as well as repairing the town-wall in various parts where 
1 See Grise bach, Reise durch Rumelien u~d Brusa, vol. i. ch. viii. p. 226. 
2 'Thucyd. iv. 109. , . . · 
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it had been so neglected as to crumble down. They occupied 
as ·a sort of distinct citadel the outlying cape called U:kythus, 
joining by a narrow isthmus the hill on which the city stood, 
and forming a port wherein lay two Athenian triremes as 
guardships. A small party in Torone, without privity l or even 
suspicion of the rest, entered into correspondence with Brasi
das, and engaged to provide for him the means of entering and 
mastering the town. Accordingly he advanced by a night
march to the temple of the Dioskuri (Kastor and Pollux) 
within about a quarter of a mile of the town-gates, which he 
reached a little before daybreak; ·sending forward roo peltasts 
to be still nearer, and to rush upon the gate at the instant 
when signal was made from within. His Toromean partisans, 
some of whom were already concealed on the spot awaiting 
his arrival, made their final arrangements with him, and then 
returned into the town-conducting with them seven deter
mined men from his army, armed only with daggers, and 
having Lysistratus of Olynthus as their chief; Twenty men 
had been originally named for this service, but the danger 
appeared so extreme, that only seven of them were bold 
enough to go. This forlorn hope, enabled to creep in, through 
a small aperture in the wall towards the sea, were conducted 
silently up to the topmost watch-tower on the city hill, where 
they surprised and slew the guards, and set open a neighbour
ing postern gate, looking towards Cape Kanastrreum, as well as 
the great gate leading towards the agora. They then brought 
in the peltasts from without, who, impatient with the delay, 
had gradually stolen close under the walls. Some of these 
peltasts kept possession of the great gate, others were led 
round to the postern at the top, while the fire-signal was forth
with lighted to invite Brasidas himself. He and his men 
hastened forward towards the city at their utmost speed and 
with loud shouts-a terror-striking notice of his presence to 
the unprepared citizens. Admission was easy through the 
open gates, but some also clambered up by means of beams 
or a sort of scaffolding, which was lying close to the wall as a 
help to the workmen repairing it. And while the assailants 
were thus active in every direction, Brasidas himself conducted 
a portion of them to assure himself of the high and com
manding parts of the city. 

So completely were the Toronreans surprised and thunder-

1 Thucyd. iv. IIO. Ketl abTOV li.vapes oA["fOI t'7rfj"fOV llpV<f>a, ho'ij.tot 
6VTES 'T~)V ... &Aw 1retpaaovvat-iv. IIJ. Twv a~ Topwvalwv "fl"fVOJJ.EV'I}S Tfjs 
&11.wuews -ro p.ev 1ro11.v obaev eloos l8opv/3eiTo, &c. 
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struck, that hardly any attempt was made to resist. Even the 
fifty Athenian hoplites who occupied the agora, being found
still asleep, were partly slain, . and partly compelled to seek 
refuge in the separately-garrisoned cape of Lekythus, whither 
they were followed by a portion of the Toronrean .population; 
some from attachment to Athens, others from sheer terror. 
To these fugitives Brasidas addressed a proclamation inviting 
them to return, and promising them perfect security for person, 
property, and political rights ; while at the same time he sent 
a herald with a formal summons to the Athenians in Lekythus, 
requiring them to quit the place as belonging t_o the Chal-

/
kidians, but permitting them to carry away their property. 
They refused to evacuate the place, but solicited a truce of 

· one day. for the purpose of burying their slain. Brasidas 
granted them two days, which were employed both by them 
and by him, in preparations -for the defence and attack of 
Lekythus; each party fortifying the houses . on or near the.' .~ 
connecting isthmus. . . . ~ 

I~ the meantim.e he convened-a general. assembly of the~~ 
Toronrean populatiOn, whom .he addressed m the same con~~ 
ciliating and equitable language. as he had .employed ~l~e:v~ere. ~ Y 

" He had not come to harm etther the. ctty or any_, md1v1dual ~ 
citizen. Those who had le~ him in, ought not tci"be regarded ~ 
as bad men or traitors-Jar they had acted with ii. view to tlie'\cf'" 
benefit and the liberation of their city, not in order to enslave· 
it, or to, acquire profit for themselves. On-' .the other hand, 
he did not think the worse' of those who had gone over to 
Lekythus, for their liking towards Athens : he wished them to 
come back freely, and he was sure' that the .more they knew 
the Laced::emonians, the better they would esteem them. He 
was prepared to forgive and ,forget previous . hostility; but 
while he invited all of them to live for . the future as cordial 
friends and fellow-citizens~he should also for the future .hold 
each man responsible for his conduct, either .as friend or as 
enemy." ,_ Q. 

On the expiration of the Two days' truce, 13rasidas attacked;)r 
the Athenian garrison in Lekythus, promising a recompenseJ,.t-'1--i 
of thirty minre to the soldier who sl)_ould: first force his way r, 
into it. Notwithstanding very poor' means of defence-partly\~~· 
a wooden palisade, partly~ houses with· battlements on the roof ~ ~ 
-this garrison repelled him for one whole day. On the next 
morning he brought up a . machine, for the same purpose as 
that which the Breotians had employed at · Delium, to set fire 
to the woodwork. The Athenians . on their side, seeing this 
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fire-machine approaching, put up, on a building in front of 
their position, a wooden platform, upon which many of them 
mounted, with casks of water and large stones to break it or to 
extinguish the flames. At last, the weight accumulated be
coming greater than the supports could bear, it broke down 
with a prodigious noise ; so that all the persons and things 
upon it rolled down in confusion. Some of these men were 
hurt, yet the injury was not in reality serious,-had not the 
noise, the cries, and the strangeness of the incident, alarmed 
those behind, who could not see precisely what had occurred, 
to such a degree, that they believed the enemy to have already 
forced the defences. Many of them accordingly took to flight,· 
while those who remained were insufficient to prolong the 
resistance successfully; so that Brasidas, perceiving the dis
order and diminished number of the defenders, relinquished 
his fire-machine and again renewed his attempt to carry the 
place by assault, which now fully succeeded. A considerable 
proportion of the Athenians and others in the fort escaped 
across the narrow Gulf to the peninsula of Pallene, by means 
of the two triremes and some merchant-vessels at hand: but 
every man found in it was put to death. Brasidas, thus master 
of the fort, and considering that he owed his success to the 
sudden rupture of the Athenian scaffolding, regarded this 
incident as a divine interposition, and presented the thirty 
mime (which he had promised as a reward to the first man 
who broke in) to the goddess Athene for her temple at Leky
thus. He moreover consecrated to her the entire cape of 
Lekythus; not only demolishing the defences, but also dis
mantling the private residences which it contained, 1 so that 
~othing remained except the temple, with its ministers and 
~ppurtenances. . , 

,(1(:_ What proportion of the Toromeans who had taken refuge at 
·~~~ek~thus, h~d been induced to re~u.rn by the procla~ation of 
~,:Jkasidas, alike generogs··;al)d politic-we are not mformed. 
·V'"~js language and,~tonduct were admirably calculated to set 
~·~·little comm~ity again in harmonious movement, and t? 
~"'~literate the 1!\emor.y of. past ·feuds. And above all, It 
¥ inspired a strong sentiment-· Of a~-tachment and gratitude to-

wards himself personally-a senti.ment which gained strength 
with every successive incident in which he was engaged, and 
which enabled him to ~JCercise·a greater ascendency than could 
ever be acquired by Sparta, and in some respects greater than 
,l Tbucyd, iV, II41 II5. Vcp.(rTCI.S /l.J\.ll.'fl TtVl rp07r'fl'fi av9pw7rEf'fl T~V lJ.J\.WO'IV 

7EV,II&cr.t, 
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had ever been possessed by . Athens. It is this remarkable 
development of commanding individuality, animated through
out by straightforward public purposes, and binding together 
so many little communities who had. few other feelings in 

•common-which lends to the short career of this eminent 
man, a romantic, and even an heroic, int_erest. 

During the remain,der of the winter Brasidas employed· 
himself in. setting in order the acquisitions already made, and 
in laying plans for further conquests in the spring.1 But 
the beginning of spring-or the close of the eighth, year, 
and beginning of the nin,th year, of the war, as Thucydides 
reckori's-brought with i.t a' new train of events, which will 

, be recounted in the following chapter · · ' 

1 Thucyd. iv. I 16 • 
• ! 
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